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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To His Excellency

The Honorable Earl Warren
Governor of the State of California

Dear Sir: I have the lioiior to transmit herewith Bulletin 154, Geologic
Ouidthook of the San Francisco Bay Counties—History, Landscape, Geology,
Fossils, Minerals, Industry, and Routes to Travel, prepared under the direction

of Olaf P. Jenkins, Cliief of the Division of Mines. The volume eontain.s a sectional

geologic map covering twelve counties, a series of geologic travel logs, and a large

number of .separate articles which cover a broad scope of subjects—history, science,

and natural resources—all written by authorities in their subjects, generous with
their contributions. The book is profusely illustrated with photographs, tables,

charts, and maps and is a storehouse for information concerning earth sciences.

As a semi-technical treatise of the bay area. Bulletin 154 will serve to enlighten
the public for many years to come. It is an outstanding example of the Division's

success in cooperating with various agencies to cover adequately a subject requir-

ing many points of view.

Itcspect fully submitted,

October 10, 1951

Warren T. Hannum, Director

Department of Natural Resources
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The Snn Franrisro Ray country as seen from the nir, ohservpr l<>i>king north across the l)ro«(l while expanse of the City of San Francisco. The lonp black strip cutting

east-west across the western half ttf the city is Gohlen (Jale I'ark an<l beyond the eastern end of the park are the Presidio and (Jolden Gate Bridee. Black, brush-covered

Mount Tainalpais in the backqrouiiil to the extreme left overlooks the I'acific Ocean which lies to the left. To the riRht of and behind the Golden Gate Bridge is Richardson's

Bay and beyond Kichard.son's Bay. Tiburon iieninsula which points at Angel Island. Tiny white Alcatrpi Island is between Angel Island and San Francisco. In the extreme
distance Mount St. Helena, only partly snowcapped, is outlined against a higher snow-covered range on the horizon. At the extreme right Oakland Bay Bridge connects the

city with Verba Buena and (attached) Treasure Island. I,ower Cyrstal Springs reservoir in the left foreground occupies the rift zone of the San Andreas fault; part of

Moiitara Mountain is in the extreme lower left c<trner. San Bruno Mountain is the central topographic feature which separates San Francisco from the southern cities in the

middle foreground and the airport in the right foreground. The airport is built on land reclaime<l from the bay. Photo by Barney Pelerton, courtesy San Francitco Chronicle.
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PREFACE

The enthusiastic receptiun of our first geologic guidebook

—

The
Mother Lode CoiDitnj, bulletin 141—prompted us to try another sucli

undertaking;- in the 8au Franciseo Bay area. The nat\iral features of

the two areas are totally ditTerent, but each is distinctive and both

have contributed iieavily to tite color and character of the West, and
both were closely associated throughout the golden history of the State,

now over one iuuidred years old.

The counties treated in tiiis guidebook are the nine (Alameda,

Contra Costa, JIarin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo. Santa Clara,

Solano, and Sonoma) which border the shores of San Francisco Bay
and three more (Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Yolo) which follow

the delta area of the navigable Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers

to the cities of Sacramento and Stockton. These twelve counties are

considered by local Chambers of Commerce to form one large indas-

trial unit. Ilistoricall.v they were closely related, especially the coun-

ties of Sacramento, San Francisco, and San Joaquin, because of water

transportation and econonuc factors of the Gold Rush. In describing

the geology, a much broader scope may be treated if all twelve counties

are described rather than only the restricted nine. A geologic section

Taay be followed from the province of the Coast Ranges, across the

broad expanse of the Great Valle.v to the edge of the gold belt in the

Sierra Xevada. Thus three distinct, natural geomorphic provinces are

crossed, diversified in character and clearly recognized by all who
traverse this interesting terrain.

However diversified the natural features may be, there centers

about the lovely sprawling water-body of San Francisco Bay and the

rivers which flow into it, a single picture naturally unified by early

exploration, industry, economic and cultural development, as well as

the story told by the rocks and surface relief. The diversity of char-

acter which makes this area interesting requires a knowledge of its

fundamental geology. This in turn provides explanation of hovi- the

rocks and minerals, hills and valleys, streams and broad bodies of

water came into being. The varied assortment of natural resources

provided material for early exploration and development of civiliza-

tion. The utilization of natural resources as they were found, the

adjustment of man to his natural environment, such as the surface

physical features, have shaped and controlled the trend of history.

With this knowledge as a background it becomes much easier to visual-

ize the future trends in economic and cultural development. As a

bureau of information, the State Division of Mines finds such a study

invaluable in its service to people who are interested in developing

industries in the state, and in broadening their enjoyment of its

natural endowments.

Fidni the air or from any vantage point overlooking the area,

the travelci-, as he glanc(;s long enough to scan the view, cannot help
being inwardly iiisj)ired by what he sees spread out before him—ocean,

mountains, v.dleys, winding streams, and the controlling arms of San
Francisco Bay. Clustered about the bay—a useful silent barrier that

has challenged civilization since its earliest da.v—small towns and
great cities arrange themselves to fit nature's environment. The con-

stant roar of trafHc, on the ground and in the air, does not let the
observer forget for a moment that man's gluttonous feast on nature
in this day and age never ceases until the supply is exhausted; but
this magnificent scene, though it may change slightly in its details

from time to time, will provide permanent ins|iiration and enjoyment.

To prepare a guidebook such as this, a virtual army of contribu-

tors is necessary to ])rovide adequate and authentic information.

Twenty-eight technical authors and many more photographers have
generously given sujjport to this undertaking. The warmth of friendly

interest to make this volume worthwhile as a lasting guide to those

of us who love and respect our natural surroundings, is ajiparent

throughout the book. As editors, though proud we may be of our many
kind contributors, the best we can do to show appreciation of their

cooperation is to indicate credit throughout the text for both compo-
sition and illustrations. References to publications have been mini-

mized, but we invite further oral diseu.ssion and u.se of our technical

library to clarify points inadequately covered, or to obtain further

details which were omitted becau.se space would not permit more
expanded discussions. Assistance in technical editing, preparing cap-

tions to illustrations, and processing for final publication was largely

provided by Elisabeth L. Egenhoff ant! Oliver E. Bowen, Jr., members
of our technical staff. Though much pleasure is derived from prepar-

ing a volume such as this, the task is far more arduous than the prepa-

ration of purely technical dissertations. To cover and balance a subject

from all sides and to do so in a manner understandable to the "eneral

public, is a challenge to modern specialized science. If this under-

taking helps to broaden the scope of understanding and to effect wiser

utilization of our natural resources, as well as to excite enjoyment of

scientific knowledge, the job will not have been done in vain.

Ferry Building, San Francisco

October 10, If).'.!

Olaf p. Jenkins

Chief, Division of Mines
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PART I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Editorial Note:

Part One takes the reader back to the time when the broad expanse of San Francisco Bay
and tlie confluent rivers lay concealed behind coastal mountain ranges, unknown except to prim-

itive Indian tribes. Then came discovery—by land, not through the Golden Gate, which only

later was opened to the traffic of the venturesome world. Gradually the region, through the devel-

opment of its natural resources, grew into one of the greatest industrial areas of the nation. The
twelve counties described in this guidebook constitute a group economically and historically

related. If it were a state, this group, with a population of three million, would now rank seven-

teenth among the states of the Union. Geologic structures, unique and complex, have so influenced

the natural surface features of the region as to give it distinction, character, and beauty which

have molded a civilization commanding the respect and admiration of the world. The early history

and growth of the San Francisco Bay area are recorded in Indian moiinds, in the remains of early

building structures, in place names on maps, as well as in voluminous written documents. We hope
that this Historical Backoround will serve as a medium to orient the reader for the geo-

logic discussions which follow.

CONTENTS OF PART I

Page
Opening of the Golden Gate, b.v norotliy G. Jenkins 11

I'lace n.Tmes in the San Francisco Bay counties, liy Eiwin G. Gudde 31

Indian.s of the San Francisco Bay area, b.v Roljert F. Heizer 39

Adobe houses in the San Francisco Bay repion. Ity .T. N. Bowman 57

Old lime kilns near Olema, by Adan E. Trejanza 65
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OPENING OF THE GOLDEN GATE
Hy Dorothy G. .Iknkins

Witliiii tlip Golden Gate, snrrouiidin^' San Praiieisco Bay and the

lower ooiirses of tlie great rivers that flow into it, lies a province unique

in its advanta^res to mankind, its beaut.v and variety of landscape, and

its rich diversity of historic record. The mountains, which shut it off

from the sea, except for the narrow opening of the Golden Gate, pre-

served for an amazingly long time the secret of this unexcelled harbor.

Not until two hundred and twenty-six years after Cabrillo's journey

had disclosed the coast of California was the bay discovered by the

I'ortola party in 1769. And six more years passed before any known
navigator penetrated from the ocean to the inland sea through the

Boca del Puerto de San Francisco, as the Spanish called the narrow
entry. The mountain barrier had a strong ally in the frequent fog that

shrouds the coast, and yet it is difficult to realize that for over two

hundred years ships of discoverers, explorers, traders, and pirates

sailed the Pacific Ocean, while all the time within the Golden Gate a

great safe comfortable harbor lay waiting.

The mountains rise to no great heights in this region but because

of the positions they occupy Mt. St. Helena (4336 ft.), Mt. Diablo

(3849 ft.), Mt. Tamalpais (2604 ft.), and Mt. Hamilton (4206 ft.)

command remarkably extensive views over land and ocean. From
Hamilton and Diablo the summits of the high Sierra in the region of

Mt. Whitney are frequently visible, and from St. Helena, as well as

Diablo, not only are the heights of the more northerly Sierra occa-

sionally in view, but far to the northeast Mt. Shasta aiul Lassen Peak,

most southerly of the giants of the Cascade volcanic chain, appear at

times in the clear atmosphere of October or early spring.

More significant, however, than the remarkable distant view is the

rich region spread below these mountains of the Coast Ranges—San
Francisco Bay itself, the expanse of quiet water broad enough to

shelter the fleets of the world, the two great rivers uniting among the

channels and islands of the delta and merging into Suisun Bay, the

eastern extremit.v of the inland sea, and the opulent valleys between
the ranges of bills and mountains, valleys delightful for habitation

and rich in the products of field, tree, and vine.

The central valley with its two giant arms, the Sacramento and
the San Joaquin, makes of Yolo, Solano, Sacramento, San Joaquin,

and Contra Costa Counties an enormous treasury of grains, fruits, nuts,

and vegetables convenient for transportation by water, rail, and high-

way. The valleys of Napa and Sonoma Counties are filled with vine-

yards where wines in the best European tradition are produced in

great ((uautity. All kinds of fruits flourish in these sheltered regions.

Miles of apple orchards around Scbasto])ol vie with the enormous acre-

age of prune and apricot in Santa Clara valley. Walnut groves and
pear orchards cover vast areas of this fertile land. The whole San
Francisco Bay region is a succession of rich valleys, favored alike bv
climate, soil, and the rare recreational advantages of mountain and
sea. These nattiral qualities, in addition to the magnificent harbor with

its attendant industrial facilities, could not have failed to create a

remarkable center of rural, residential, and metropolitan development.

This was the potential empire that la.v so long within the Golden
Gate, peopled by Indian tribes but undreamed of by the explorers of

the new world, although some of these in their voyages passed close

to its portal.

It was only half a century after Columbus had revealed the

western world that Juan Kodrigues Cabrillo undertook his explora-

tion of the California coast. Mexico and portions of South America
were partially conquered and colonized by Spain, and the peninsula

of Lower California already bore the present lovely name. It was from
Navidad, a little port on the western coast of Mexico, that Cabrillo,

Portuguese although he sailed under Spanish colors, set out to investi-

gate the coast that stretched away to the north. Perhaps a faint hope
existed that this vo.vage into uncharted waters might disclose that

hoped-for Strait of Anian which still dominated the wishful thinking

of that day, although the width of the Pacific Ocean, demonstrated
by Magellan's vo.vage in 1521, had diminished faith in an easy passage

to the Indies.

Although disappointed of Anian, Cabrillo's part.v sailed and
charted the entire coast of California. The.v reached San Diego on

September 28, 1542, remained a few days and then proceeded to the

Channel Islands where they stopped for a fairly thorough investiga-

tion. Continuing north, charting and naming salient points as they

went, they passed unknowing the entrance to San Francisco Bay and
went on as far as Point Arena before winter weather became so peril-

ous as to force them back. Somewhere in the vo.vage Cabrillo's arm
was broken. Infection followed, and shortl.v after they had reached

the Channel Islands again and landed on what they had named La
Isla de la Posesion, now known as San Miguel, the brave admiral died

on Januar.v 3, 1543, and was buried on the lonel.y island he had dis-

covered.

Bartolome Ferrelo, pilot of the expedition, took command after

Cabrillo's death and the voyage north was resumed, reaching at least

as far as the northern border of California. Again San Francisco

Ba.y was passed bv, but the Farallones appeared on the charts Ferrelo

(11)



12 IIISTOEICAL BACKGROUND [Part I

carried back to Mexico. His reports did not indicate a hospitable land

nor convenient harbors on the coast of California.

Twenty-four j'ears later, in 1566, the Manila Galleon made its

first trading voyage, to the Philippines, and thereafter this heavily

laden cargo boat made yearly journeys between the ports of South

America and the Indies. In spite of this commercial activity it was

not until thirty-seven years after Cabrillo's expedition that further

recordetl exi)loration of the sliorcs of California was undertaken. The

next visitor sailed under the flag of England and spoke the language

of Shakespeare, who was then a flfteen-year-old boy at Stratford.

This mariner roved the seas in the interest of Queen Elizabeth and

filled the Si)anish world with dismay at his piratic thrusts.

Various old records tell the story of the voyage around the world

of Francis Drake, a journey in which the five weeks' sojourn in what

is now Marin County was only a brief episode. Mo.st of the records

are based on the journal of Francis Fletcher, chaplain of the expedi-

tion. The first account to appear was probably in Hakluyt's volume,

published in London in 1589, The Principall Naviyations Voiages and

Dixcoveriex of the English Nation. A fuller account appeared in 1628

with the title 77/f World Encompassed btj Sir Francis Drake. For the

pirate had been knighted on the deck of his own ship by Queen Eliza-

beth on his return from the first circumnavigation of a world which

was, in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, growing smaller

at a breath-taking pace.

Drake had commanded five ships when he set out from England

in November 1577 on a voyage designed to investigate the possibili-

ties for wealth in the South Pacific. Weather delayed him in the

Atlantic, as well as numerous engagements with Spanish ships, for

he could not pass by an opportunity for piracy. Nearly a year later

he brought the three vessels that survived through the strait Magellan

had discovered fifty-seven years before but through which no other

mariner had yet penetrated.

Very soon after reaching the Pacific Ocean they were almost

destroyed by a storm. The three ships were scattered and Drake began

his journey up the coast of South America with only one, his hundred-

ton flagship originally called the PeUiean but now recliristened the

Golden Ilinde. Fortunately for history, the chaplain Francis Fletcher

was with him, and his journal tells a remarkable story of plunder.

Spanish ports and ships, one after another, were ravaged in the sur-

prise attacks of these English pirates. The Golden Hinde was almost

foundered by the treasures in her hold, gold and silver, coin, jewels,

charts of trade-routes ; and if the special knowledge of some captive

seemed serviceable he was added to the loot.

But .so much piracy consumed time, and presently it was too

late for favorable winds for the long voyage across the Pacific, espe-

cially with a vessel so heavily weighted with stolen cargo. And Drake
could not risk returning to the Straits of Magellan. Too many of his

recent victims were awaiting his return. There was nothing to do but

push on to the north and wait for sailing weather. He swung to the west

and must have been well off-shore when he passed the entrance to

San Francisco Bay.

At a point somewhere off Del Norte County he turned south again,

cruising along the coast in search of a suitable beach on which the

Golden Hinde could be put into condition for the voyage to the

Orient. Fletcher's account relates "we fell with a convenient and fit

harborough, and on June 17 (1579) came to anchor therein; where

we continued to the 23 day of July following. During all which time,

notwithstanding it was the height of Summer, and so near the Sunne

;

yet were we continually visited with . . . nipping colds . . . neither

could we at any time in whole fourteen days together find the air so

cleare as to be able to take the height of Sunne or starre.
'

'

Most historians agree that this cold summer was spent on the

shore of the bay in Marin County that bears Drake's name. It is an

open bay with very little shelter, but one good anchorage lies behind

the hook on the end of the rugged granite headland of Point Reyes.

Across the bay, facing the sheltered cove, a line of white cliffs extends

for some miles. These cliffs contribute to the belief that the beach

behind the hook was the scene of Drake's Californian sojourn, since

Fletcher reports: "This country our Generall named Albion, and

that for two causes ; the one in respect of the white bancks and cliffes,

which lie toward the sea : the other that it might have some affinity

even in name also, with our owne country, which was sometimes so

called."

The white cliffs on the Marin shore are diatomaceous shale (often

miscalled "chalk-rock") and are by no means so continuous or so

strikingly white as the chalk cliffs of England, but they are the only

white cliffs for a long distance up or down the coast and they fit very

neatly into Fletcher's description.

The chaplain's story gives a spirited account of the cold weeks

the English seadogs spent in the fogs and winds of Point Reyes. The

Indian inhabitants of the region met them with surprising friendli-

ness, even regarding them as superior beings, and, as Fletcher declares,

voluntarily making over their lands to the strangers. They conferred

the title Hioh upon Drake, the title borne by their own chief.

The most significant part of the story is that of the departure

when, as Fletcher relates, "Our General caused to be set up a monu-

ment of our being there, as also of her maiesties and successors right

and title to that kingdome, namely a plate of brasse, fast nailed to a

great and firme post ; whereon is engraven her graces name, and the

day and -yeare of our arrival there, and of the free giving up, of the
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jiroviiifo and kiiip:dom. both by tlie kill": and people, into her maiesties

hands: together with her higlmesse picture and arnies in a piece of

sixpence current En^dish monies, shewinf; its selfe by a hole made
ol' purpose thr(uij;li the plate."

Drake sailed away in his little pirate ship. Landing briefly on
the southeast Farallon to supply the Golden Hinde with seal meat, he

and his party were the first white men known to. have set foot in

San Francisco County. He went on to the magnificent adventure

of encircling the globe and returned to be knighted by his queen

—

a high honor for the Devon pirate, but not unique, as was the bizarre

distinction of being crowned H'wh by dancing savages on tiie Marin
shore.

And not until 1936, three hundred and fifty-seven years later

did the plate of hrasse come to light to verify the old account. Then it

was discovered, battered and almost unrecognizable, by a party of

picnickers. Fortunately it came into the hands of historians and

scientists who were able to perform the laborious tests necessary to

demonstrate its authenticity. It is now a valued possession of the

University of California where it is displayed—a calling card left by

a visitor three and a half centuries ago.

History might have taken a dilferent course if Drake had an-

chored in Marin County in fair weather. If the sun had shone and
the mariners had climbed Mt. Tamalpais, looked down on the mag-
nificent landlocked harbor below and the limitless vistas of hills and
valleys to the north, east and south, they might have decided that

the treasure they were seeking lay below them, and Drake might have

persuaded his queen to take physical possession of the empire he had
found.

Sixteen years after Drake's visit, in November of 1595, Sebastian

Rodrigues Cermeiio, in a ship named San Aiigusfin, entered the same
bay which had sheltered the Golden Hinde. A Portuguese navigator,

he had been commissioned b.v Luis de Velasco, Viceroy of New Spain,

to make a search for safe ports on the California coast where the

Manila Galleons could .stop on their perilous homeward cruises to

allow their crews to recuperate. To recompense the mariner, Velasco

permitted him to combine his exploration with a trip to the East for

jirofit. Cermeno sailed from Acapulco to the Philippines, weighted

down his ves.sel with all the precious wares he could carry—silk, wax,

porcelain, spices—and sailed from Cavite on July 5, 1519, directing his

course toward northern California. Four months later he sighted some
point on the coast, and turned south in stormy weather, rounded the

headland of Point Reyes and came to anchor, probably somewhere near

the shore across the bay from Drake's landing. He took possession of

the land for Spain, and called the bay La Bahia de San Francisco, a

name it bore for many years to the confusion of historians. A small

launch, more or less dismantled, had been brought from the Philippines

on the deck of the San A ngusfiti, and Cermeno 's crew set about ptitting

it in order on the beach. This was a fortunate circumstance, because

late in November a sudden storm wrecked the San Aiifjusiin in the

harbor, with some loss of life and complete loss of the rich cargo. On
the eighth of December the seventy survivors crowded into the small

boat they had set up, and by extremely competent navigation as well

as amazing good luck they reached Acapulco some seven weeks later.

Within the last few years archaeologists from the University of

California, excavating Indian shellmounds on the shores of Drake's

Bay in search of further evidence of Drake's sojourn there, have un-

covered a large number of ship's spikes of corroded iron as well as nu-

merous fragments of Chinese pottery. Examination of these specimens

by experts has led to the belief that they accord with the conditions,

not of Drake's landing, but of Cermeno 's, and it is surmised that the

spikes resulted from the breaking up of the San Auyustin and the

porcelain was part of what the Indians salvaged after the shipwreck.

Seven years after Cermeno 's disaster one of the survivors of the

perilous return to Acapulco, Sebastian Viseaino, embarked from Navi-

dad on May 5, 1602, to retrace Cabrillo's route in order to discover

the safe harbors for the Manila Galleon that Cermeno had sought.

He visited most of the possible ports of California but the entrance

to San Francisco Bay eluded him on both the journey north and the

return. His voyage was fortunate and he was filled with enthusia.sm.

He mapped and named most of the prominent features along the coast,

in many cases setting aside with fine disregard the names Cabrillo

had chosen.

He entered Monterey Bay on December 15, 1602, and under a

live oak that grew near the shore took possession of the country. He
was the first white man known to have set foot in the region. He was

so deeply impressed with the beauty and promise of the scene about

him that his report indicated an earthly paradise, and created around

Monterey Bay and peninsula a romantic tradition that persisted for

a hundred and fifty years. It was little wonder that later explorers did

not recognize the place when they came upon it.

On the third of January, Viseaino observed the point farthest

south in San Mateo County and in honor of the season he named it

La Pi(nta del Ai'io Xiievo.

The report of Viseaino 's voyage was so favorable and the need

for the northern harbors so real that it is hard to understand why
more than a century and a half elapsed before it was thought worth

while to explore further on the California coast. Spain still held title

to the remote region but, busy with conquest and colonization and
absorbed in commercial gain, she thought less and less about Alta

California.
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Flli. 1. Drnlte's plate of Iiinss. The iiiseiipHon reads: "Hie it knowiie viito all men by these presents ivne 17 ir>79 By the srace

iif flod and in the name of Herr Maiesty Qveen lOIi/.aheth nf Kiiclaiid and Herr svceessnrs forever I take possession of this kincdonie whose

kins and people freely resicne their riKliI and title in the whole land vnto Ilerr Maisties UeepeinK now named hy me an to hee knowiie vnto

all men as Nova Alhjini. Kniiieis Drake." The hoh' in the lower riKht-hand eorner is the eorrect size, and proliahly oiiee held "her higlinesse

pietnrt' and annes in a pier<' of sixpenee eurrent l-'nclish mollies." as r<'cor<led hy I-'ranris I'''Iet<-her.
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Not until 1769 was an attempt made to penetrate into the dis-

tant province. C'iiarles III, then Kinpr of Spain, recognized that bis

country must assort its claim or be forced to <rive Alta California \ip

to some more aggressive colonists. The English were in an expansive

mood after I'aptain Cook's jouruey. The Russians, well established

in Alaska, were very likely to encroach. Jose de Galvos, Visitador

General of New Spain, conferred with the Viceroy Marques Francisco

de Croiz and a serious plan was made to colonize. As a result four

groups of chosen adventurers .set out from Mexico to Alta California,

two by land from Loreto and two by sea from La Paz.

Don Gaspar de Portola was in charge of the whole expedition,

and had the honor of being named governor of both the Californias,

of which Loreto was the capital. Although most of the region traversed

by the overland parties was totally unknown, the marchers fared

better than the seafarers, who suffered untold hardship and consid-

erable loss of life.

The four parties met on the site of San Diego and there formed
the first permanent settlement in California. And there a few weeks
later the first of the Franciscan missions of California was established

by Padre Junipero Serra, religious leader of the colonists.

Portola, who had come overland from Loreto with the second

party, remained in the new settlement only two weeks before con-

tinuing in quest of the beautiful bay Viscaino had named Monterey.

Only half of the three hundred men who had started on the fourfold

journey could share the further adventure. Of the other half those

who had not died of hardship were disabled. The leader decided to

send one group back by sea to Mexico for needed supplies. Another
party of soldiers and workers was to remain with Padre Serra to

found the mission and presidio. The remaining sixty-three were to

proceed with Portola toward the major objective, Monterey Bay.

These seasoned travelers set out from San Diego on the fourteenth of

July.

Excpt when mountain barriers forced them inland, Portola 's

men followed the coast. The huge mass of the Santa Lucia Mountains
diverted their course into the Salinas Valley, and when they did

reach Monterey Bay it was not at the distinctive and beautiful south-

ern end. Monterey peninsida, but farther north near where the Salinas

River flows into the sea. Although they camped there for a time and
explored the neighborhood they saw nothing at all to suggest the bay
Viscaino had described so glowingly. Consequently, although their

charts indicated that they were in the right latitude, they concluded
that the maps were in error, and they proceeded north in further

search for the perfect harbor.

On October 23, 1769, having pa.ssed the Pitnfa del Ai'io Nuevo,
they camped on Oazo's Creek and then for a night or two on San

Gregorio Creek. On the 27th their camp was on Purisiraa Creek, and
on the 28th and 29th at Pilarcitos Creek just north of the present
town of Half Moon Bay. On the 30th they reached Martini's Creek,

and here they were forced to stop for a time, as the great bulk of

Montara Mountain blocked their way along the coast.

From this camp they must have climbed to the summit of a west-

ward flank of Montara Mountain, from which, although San Francisco
Bay was concealed from them, they looked down on the Gulf of the

Farallones with its small and lonesome islets. Forty miles to the north
they could discern Point Reyes recognizable like the Farallones from
the maps of Viscaino and from the clear description of Cabrero Bueno.
pilot of one of the Manila Galleons. Puzzled, they went down the moun-
tain toward the northeast and made camp on San Pedro Creek.

It was from this camp that Sergeant Jose Ortega, the pathfinder,

set out with a few men to blaze a trail to Point Reyes. On November
first they climbed to the top of Point Lobos from which they saw their

way cut off by a great arm of the sea. Plodding to the east they climbed
another height, probably Telegraph Hill, and were rewarded by the

view of a great body of quiet water, impassable, and therefore in their

eyes hostile. They were the first Europeans to look upon the waters of

San Francisco Bay.

Ortega did not reach the base camp until November third; and
in the meantime another small party, this time hunting for game, had
looked down from a crest of Montara Mountain and seen the southern

arm of the bay shimmering below them, and beyond, the long and
pleasant valley now called Santa Clara.

The reports of both these parties, great as they were with future

significance, failed to relieve the gloom of Portola 's party. They only

served to confirm the knowledge that Monterey Bay had not been
found. Disheartened, the little band turned south from the San Pedro
Creek camp, determined to explore the .southern end of the great bay,

and accordingly having come down the canyon that contains Crystal

Springs Lake and Woodside, they established another base on the

southern bank of San Francisquito Creek, the boundary between San
Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. They camped in the shelter of a lone

redwood tree which afterward was associated with the name Palo Alto,

first the name of the estate of Senator Leland Stanford, and later of

the thriving city which grew up at the gate of Stanford University.

From this base camp beneath the redwood, where the main body
of the party rested from November seventh to tenth. Sergeant Ortega
with a few men \uidertook another scouting excursion to see if they

might reach Point Reyes from the eastern side of the esfero. For it

had been determined that the bay Drake had called San Francisco was
to be reached if possible and a mission and presidio established there.
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They rounded the end of the bay and proceeded north through

Alameda County, probably reaching Alameda Creek in the neighbor-

hood of Niles, and going on north until from some height they found

that their way was again blocked by a water barrier, probably

San Pablo Bay. When thoy had carried this discouraging report back

to Portola, the party retraced its way to San Pedro Creek and from

there began their return journey down the coast. They stopped to erect

a cross on the beach near Monterey as a token of having been there, and

continued their long march, reaching San Diego on January 10, 1770.

Portola 's exjiedition had been fraught with hardship and disap-

l)ointment, and he found that Padre Serra and his companions at San

Diego had fared little better. Fortunately the ship Portola had sent

back to Baja California for supplies returned opportunely laden with

necessities, and both groups were rested and reinspired with hope.

In the spring of 1770 Portola organized a second exploration. His

party, spiritually guided by the two fathers Serra and Crespi, reached

Monterey at the end of May, and on the third of June the Mision San

Carlos Borromeo was established, as well as the Presidio of Monterey.

The two institutions were dedicated under the live oak beneath

which Viscaino had taken possession of the land a hundred and sixty-

eight years before. The old oak stood until 1905, and when it died a

portion of it was taken to the garden of San Carlos Church where it

remains today. The original mission building was on the site of this

church at the presidio, but the proximity of the soldiei-s proved unsatis-

factory for the mission and Padre Serra chose a second location in the

fertile valley of the Carmel River five miles to the south.

Portola left Pedro Fages in charge of the new presidio, and

presently Fages on his own responsibility undertook an expedition to

the region about San Francisco Bay, still believing that an inland

route to Point Reyes must be a possibility. Coming from Monterey by

way of San Jose, he reached the point near Niles where Ortega had

been, and continued even farther north than the earlier expedition.

From somewhere in the Berkeley Hills his party looked west through

the Golden Gate and north to where San Pablo Bay made further

progress impractical.

Two years later in the spring of 1772 Fages made one more

attempt on the elusive route to Point Reyes. With Padre Crespi, a

careful keeper of records, and a few soldiers he retraced the trail

he had opened two years before. They camped near Ilayward, pro-

ceeded along San Lorenzo Creek, stopped briefly on the present site

of Mills College, and a few days later on Strawberry Creek within

the present campus of the University of California. In the intervening

days they had made a reconnaissance of the region occupied today

by Oakland, Berkeley, Albany, and Richmond. Crespi 's descri[)tion

of the views from the heights—Alameda, the Golden Gate, the islands

in the bay, the oak-studded plains—are a delightful feature of the

record of this journey, which had again only demonstrated the diffi-

culties of reaching Point Reyes by land.

Another brief visit to the San Francisco peninsula was made
in 1773 by Comandante Rivera with the Franciscan Padre Palou and
a few men. They stopped where Ortega had first seen the bay, on

Point Lobos, and they left a cross there as a monument.

Alta California had now awakened from her long sleep. The
foothold was established and it remained for the region to be colonized

according to the threefold plan Spain had found effective in subduing

and maintaining the lands she conquered. Three coordinated forces,

military, religious, and civil, were required by the sovereign plan. Con-

sequently three types of institutions were set up, the presidio or mili-

tary stronghold, the mission, in which was centered the spiritual life as

well as the teaching of the natives and the religious life of the whole

community, and the puehlo or town where non-military settlers and
indoctrinated natives were to live. It was now necessary to develop

in Alta California these elements which already had a modest begin-

ning at San Diego and Monterey, San Antonio, San Luis Obispo, and
San Gabriel.

In 1774 Juan Bautista de Anza initiated the first large-scale proj-

ect for colonization. He led a party of willing settlers from Sonora in

northern Mexico westward across the deserts by way of the Gila and
Colorado Rivers, on to the Mision Sqn Gabriel which had been estab-

lished three years before, and thence to Monterey.

Two years later, in 1776, when on the eastern coast of the wide con-

tinent the United States of America were just coming to birth, Anza
led forth his second expedition which was destined to establish the

strategic communities on San Francisco Bay. The site for this settle-

ment had been chosen partly because of Crespi 's account of the expedi-

tion on which he had accompanied Fages on the Contra Costa. The
eligibility of the peninsula for such a project was still more obvious

after the exploration of the bay itself which had taken place in 1775.

The Spanish government, at last awake to the danger represented

by the Russian activities on the Pacific coast, had sent a little fleet of

four ships to represent Spanish authority in those waters. One of

these ships, the San Carlos commanded by Juan Manuel de Ayala,

reached the Boca del Puerto de San Francisco on August fourth and
Jose Caiiizares, in a small launch, undertook to enter the narrows.

Ayala was ill on that day, but when his subordinate, Caiiizares, had
failed to return on the next evening, the commander piloted the San
Carlos through the channel and into the bay. These two were the first

recorded European navigators of the Golden Gate.

Ayala 's party spent more than six weeks in the bay exploring

the entire shore line, making maps and recording depths. Study of
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their records confirmed the opinion of the authorities who were organ-

izing plans for the new empire tliat tlic peninsula Portola had dis-

covered was a favorable place to colonize.

This destination was well in mind when Anza's second expedition

started at Tubae near Tumaeaeori Mission—territory which was then

northern Mexico but is now a part of Arizona. Anza had personally

chosen a frroup of two hundred and forty vigorous pioneers to people

the eonnnunity on San Francisco Bay. Thirty families, parents with

their children, even with unborn children, were elected to travel the

eight hundred miles across deserts, mountains, and valleys. The labor

was enormous but the reward was to be great. The settlers were prom-

ised land of their own in the new country when they had served as

soldiers for ten years. From this promise of reward for public service

came the great land grants so important to California life in the three-

quarters of a century of Spanish, and later Mexican, occupancy.

The pilgrimage of Anza's party is one of the epics of America,

partaking somewhat of the nature of a crusade. Anza did not in per-

son bring his settlers to their promised land. He left them resting for

a little while in Monterey while he himself pushed on to the San

Francisco peninsula to choose definite sites for presidio and mission.

On the 28th of March, 1776, he erected a cross at Fort Point to mark
the area he had chosen for the military establishment, and another

about three miles to the south on the shore of a small marshy lake

(Laguna de Manantial) in the course of a creek which he called the

Arroyo de los Dolores. This second cross was to mark the site of the

mission, and it was never changed.

Anza returned to Monterey, turned over the task of settling the

pioneers in their new home to Lieutenant Jose de Moraga, and departed

for Mexico. Under Moraga 's able command the settlers accomplished

the final lap of their long journey and arrived, camping at the mission

site, on June twenty-eighth. The following day, just five days before

the birth of the American nation, the first mass was conducted by
Padre Palou in a rough shelter of boughs.

Weeks passed before the founding of the presidio. The San Carlos,

which was supposed to sail from Monterey the day after the departure

of the overland party, was expected daily, and eagerly awaited, too, for

in addition to the numerous soldiers, she carried much needed equip-

ment, tools, and the warm clothing so necessary in the summer fog.

When at last she sailed into the bay she had been seventy-three days

at sea, driven by storm almost to San Diego and again far to the north

before she could effect her entrance.

On the .seventeenth of September the presidio was at last occupied,

becoming the first permanent settlement in the bay region. And three

weeks later, on the ninth of October, the temporary church of the mis-

sion was dedicated by Padre Palou, sixth in the chain of twenty-one

Franciscan missions eventually established under the ambitious plan

to make Catholic Spanish subjects of the inhabitants of California.

The mission church that exists today, begun in 1782, was com-
pleted in 1791. It was simpler in structure than many of the missions

and this very simplicity gives it distinction. Fortunately it is in an
excellent state of preservation, and with its little graveyard crowded
with well-marked graves, it forms San Francisco's best link with her

romantic past.

Although the mission and presidio were so favorably situated the

Spanish community on the bay grew slowly. Spain never aimed at

creating military strength at the presidio. It was modestly manned and
equipped. The progress of the mi.ssion was slow too, but it was steady,

and from a small beginning it became a rich agricultural and industrial

community, making always a civilizing background for the gradually

developing life on the peninsula.

Only three months after the establishment of Mision San Fran-

cisco de Asis the first mass was celebrated on the site of the eighth of

the Alta California missions. This was the Mision Santa Clara de Asis,

beautifully located on the banks of the Rio Guadalupe, not far from
the southern end of San Francisco Bay. Padre Palou pronounced this

site the best of any chosen for missions. It had fine level land for farm-

ing, numerous oaks and many springs. The abundance of water first

appeared a blessing, but it soon proved too plentiful, and a second

site was selected, not far from the present Santa Clara Mission Church,

and the corner stone of a new building was laid on November 9, 1781.

This church, dedicated in 1784, was the finest in Alta California at

that time.

In 1812 and again in 1818, however, much of this beautiful church

was destroyed by earthquake. A third location was chosen and a new
church built and dedicated in 1822. Although little now remains, it

forms the nucleus of the present widely known University of Santa

Clara. When in 1850 Bishop Alemany came to San Francisco to take

charge of the suddenly growing diocese there. Padre Rial, the last of

the Franciscan fathers to remain in California after secularization,

vi'as still at Santa Clara, reduced now from a flourishing mission to a

neglected parish church. The new bishop, wishing to salvage some-

thing of Santa Clara, invited the Society of Jesus to come and create

an educational institution there. On March 19, 1851, Santa Clara

College, now the University of Santa Clara, was begun by Father

John Nobile, S. J. A small part of the mission church is incorporated

in the buildings of the University, and the olive orchards and vine-

yards lived long after the mission had grown from a shelter of boughs

to a succession of churches, had flourished, disintegrated, and dis-

appeared.
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Before the missions became self sustaining it was difficult to

supply the needs of the settlements in Alta California, hence the plan

was made to establish certain agricultural projects and bring settlers

to populate them. One of these settlements was founded by Lieutenant

Jose de Moraga near the new mission Santa Clara in the center of the

fertile valley that still bears the mission's name. It was an extremely

small beginning, but from that tiny pueblo, founded on the Rio Guada-

lupe and taking its name from it—El Pueblo San Jose de Guadalupe,

grew the city of San Jose which became the first state capital of

California.

The tree-lined avenue known as the Alameda that connects Santa

Clara and San Jose was originally planted by the mission fathers to

make the road pleasant for travelers between pueblo and mission.

With the aid of the Indians, the3' transplanted willows from the river

and diverted a ditch to water them until they were well estatjlished.

That shady stretch of road has survived many changes. Foot-travelers

of the first days moved over to make room for horsemen. Carriages

came later, and finally a coach line. Still later a horse-car appeared,

and the central of the three lines of willows came down to make more

room. A steam train followed the horse-car and still later an electric

line. Tracks have long given place to the hard surface of the present

highway. The Camino Real, highway 101, follows the road the fathers

of Santa Clara designed for the comfort of their flock.

No more missions were established in the San Francisco Bay
country for twenty years. Before Anza had returned to Mexico after

choosing the sites for the mission and presidio on the San Francisco

peninsula, he and Moraga had explored the terrain on the east side of

the bay from the southern extremity, past Alameda Creek, along the

foothills, past the present sites of the cities of the East Bay and along

the northern arm of the bay as far as Antioch. After that journey no

one is known to have penetrated Alameda County until June, 1795,

when Sergeant Pedro Amador explored and reported on the southern

portion, using, probably for the first time, the name Alameda for the

region. In November of that same year, scouts from Monterey came

to search the Alameda described by Amador for a suitable site for a

new mission. They chose the location for Mision San Jose de Guada-

lupe in the foothills of the Mt. Hamilton range, a comfortable journey

from Santa Clara. Not until 1797, however, did Padre Lasuen and a

group of soldiers led by Amador arrive to found the new mission.

On the eleventh of June of that year. Padre Lasuen celebrated the

initial mass in the customary shelter of boughs.

Immediately afterward the temporary buildings for the mission

were constructed. By the end of 1797 there were thirty-three converts,

and three years later they numbered two hundred and eighty-six.
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Livestock flourislied and rich crops were harvested. In 1824 there were
eighteen hundred and six people at the mission. Only Mision San
Luis Rey boasted a larger population. There were more baptisms at

Mision San Jose than at any other. It was anion^j the most successful

in the field of agriculture. Socially it was extremely useful, a delight-

ful center for the pleasant country life on the land grants of the

eastern side of the bay. It was moreover a convenient spot for tempo-
rary rest for the numerous explorers as well as for military parties

sent out against Indians.

Visitors to California availed themselves of the hospitality of

the missions, and sprea<l their fame by means of the appreciative

comments sent liome. Among the early guests was Captain George

Vancouver who entered San Francisco Bay on November 12, 1792.

probably anchoring liis little ship Discovenj close to where the Ferry
Building stands today. Verba Buena, the later port, hardly existed

tlien, but the mission and presidio were going concerns and Vancouver
was welcomed and favorably impressed. He described the magnitude,

architecture, and interior decoration of the Mision San Francisco de

Asis as doing great credit to those who had constructed it. The coarse

wool blankets woven by the neophytes on mission looms from wool

produced in the mission pofreros surprised him with their excellence.

Vancouver was accompanied on a visit to the sister mission at

Santa Clara, and it did not escape his notice that these mi.ssion lands

were rich and promising, the country around them mo.st favorable for

future development, the climate delightful, and the oak-studded plains

remarkably adapted to homes after the English fashion. Nor did

Vancouver feel that the somewhat loose hold that Spain held on these

distant domains would be difficult to break, and he so advi-sed his gov-

ernment. Under different circumstances England might have taken

steps to overthrow Spain, her ancient enemy, and annex these promis-

ing shores for lier own use. However, she was tired of the long struggles

with Spain, and was having trouble enough to keep out of the French
Revolution. And she had not had time enough to forget her uncom-
fortable experiences with the English colonies on the ea.st coast.

American colonization had no charm for her. Hence Vancouver's

advice to take possession of this rich realm was never followed.

Other visitors came. A German explorer Von Langsdorff, per-

.sonal physician to the Russian Count RezanolT on his first visit to

California, arrived in 1806. In a small Indian boat he sailed down
the bay, and was the first foreigner known to have landed on the

southeastern shore. He was a well-known naturalist and employed
every opportunity to observe and collect specimens. lie visited at

Misi<'in San Jose and wrote with the great/cst enthusiasm of its

flourishing gardens and crops, prophesying that this would be, as it

later was, the most prosperous of tiie missions.

Two other famous scientists came in 1816 on the Russian ship

Rurik commanded by Captain von Kotzebue and spent sonie time
observing the plants of the region. These were von Chamis.so and
Frederick Eschscholtz. The name of the latter, with its remarkable
concentration of consonants, was given by von Chamisso to the golden
poppy so riotously spread over the landscape. The California poppy,
however, has flourished none the less for being named Eschsriiolfzia

callfornico.

Jedediah Strong Smith with a small group of followers was
a guest at Mission San Jose in 1827 after his epoch-making first cross-

ing of the Sierra Nevada. In fact he was actually held captive there

for some twelve days. Padre Duran, then in charge of the mission,

distrusted him and was unwilling to help iiim collect the supplies Gov-
ernor Echeandia had allowed him for his expedition from California

to the northwest. At the end of December, however. Smith left the

mission and proceeded on his journey through Mi.ssion Pa.ss and the

Livermore Valley, up the great central valley as far as Tehama and
then on an entirely new trail into Oregon by way of Trinity. Hum-
boldt, and Del Norte Counties.

In the meantime the last two missions of the chain in Alta Cali-

fornia had been established in the San Francisco Bay area, San Rafael
Arcangel on December fourth, 1817, and San Francisco Solano at

Sonoma on July fourth, 1823. These later missions differed in purpose
from the earlier ones. San Rafael Arcangel wa.s in a sheltered spot on
the north shore of the bay, chosen as an experiment to see if the less

exposed situation might be helpful in the care of the sick. Much sick-

ness, often fatal, developed at Mission San Francisco de Asis. A group
of ailing neophytes was sent to the new location, and when their

improvement indicated the value of the project it was deter-

mined to establish a small mission community there. At first only
an asistencia to the mission at San Francisco, San Rafael soon became
self-sustaining and came to be considered an independent mission.

It was a plain building, long and low and unornamented, obviously

designed for utility. The adobe walls, unprotected, crumbled rapidly

away after secularization, and no remains exi.st today. On the site

of the mission chapel a Catholic church stands, and all around the

site of the mission and its embarcaclero grew the pleasant city of San
Rafael, county seat of Marin County.

The last of the twenty-one missions, San Francisco Solano was
founded in 1823 in the present city of Sonoma. One hundred of the

people at Mission San Rafael were sent to establish it. The timber

church they set up at first was followed the next year by the handsome
structure that remains today. It was only ten years later that the move
to secularize the missions began. At that time, colonists were sent from
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Fig. 3. Sonoma Mission (XlisiOn Snn Francisco dp Solano), completed July 4. 1823. Photo rourlesy of f^an Frnncisco Chronirte.

Mexico to take over the afiricultiiral activities of this youiif;est of the

missions, and in order to protect the new colonists, soldiers were sent

from the presidio in San Francisco, hence the mission soon became

a puihio and was later the scene of the brief episode of the Bear Flap

Republic. The church passed tlirou^h several hands until in 1903

William R. Hearst purchased it and presented it to the State of

California.

The whole history of the missions in Alia California covered

a period of only about sixty-five years, dwindlin;; away in the years

of secularization that followed. The efforts of I'adre Serra and his

successors were untirintr, and they showed remarkable administraticni

as well as devotion. These religious leaders created prosperous domains

peopled with lar^re numbers of converted Indians. They amassed

property worth millions of dollars in land, stock, and produce. Workers

in the many industries had been only yesterday primitive tribesmen

but they learned from the mission teachers, as well as from experts

in various industrial fields who came from Mexico to instruct in spe-

cialized arts, to create excellent products of many kinds—cloth and

blankets, pottery, tiles, sun-dried and burned bricks, farming imple-

ments, soap and candles—all the articles needed in the daily life of

the community, as well as furnishings for the buildings, made in the

carpenter-shops. Some of these, designed for use in the churches,

showed much fine and skillful carving. It was a remarkable and at

least partially successful educational experiment. The material jiros-

perity attained was, however, far in advance of the permanent advant-

age to the Indians.

The doom of the missions was sealed when in 1821 Mexico revolted

against Spain and set up an independent republic. Spain's energy had

been failing for years and the new world, like the distant regions of

the Roman Empire, was too remote for slack control. California had

been found a delightful place to live. Vast grants of land had been

given to public servants, whose children and children 's children settled

into comfortable estates. New settlers of good quality had made homes

in the rich valleys. The period of Mexican control was entered upon

under most favorable circumstances.

Most of the landowners were of Mexican heritage and the new

regime was satisfactory to them. With the Franciscan fathers at the

missions it was different. They were nearly all cultivated scholarly

men from Spain, conservatives at heart and opposed to the overthrow

of Spain in the new world. Like the loyalists in many other revolutions,
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they (lid not yield in spirit to tlie new ?overnmoiit, tliou^'li outwardly
they were bound to obey its mandates.

The Mex leans were understandably jealous of the power of the

Franciscan fathers as well as the great wealth amassed under their

rule, and they very soon began to consider secularizing the missions,

though the project presented inevitable difficulties. Indian converts,

accustomed to the rule of their Franciscan teachers, could hardly

be expected to shift their submission to a new set of masters. However,
Mexico decided to take the step, and after 1833 power was stripped

from the fathers and the missions were reduced to parish churches.

The padres tried to leave things in order when they departed, but
mismanagement soon destroyed the structure that had been slowly

built up during the sixty-three years of Franciscan control. No gov-

ernment could take the place of the religious fervor which had been
the strong sub-structure of the missions.

Naturally the breaking-up of the mission foundations supplied

rich sources of wealth for new officials, and unlimited opportunities

for greed and graft. Although the Mexicans based the secularization

on the theory that the mission lands should be returned to the Indians

and the neophytes freed from what was, in Jlexican opinion, virtual

slavery, in practice the Indians derived little good from the change.

Deprived of the guidance of the padres who had directed their whole

existence, they hardly knew what to do with the little learning thej^

had acquired. They became debased, and few of them were willing to

go to the trouble of maintaining the life they had been trained to live.

As the missions weakened and disappeared, other strong forces

were gathering in this region of destiny. A few settlers other than

Spanish began to appear. In order to acquire land it was necessary for

them to become naturalized citizens, and most of them embraced Ca-

tholicism, married the daughters of landowners and became land-

owners in their own right. The first foreigner to settle permanently
within the limits of these San Francisco Bay counties, and indeed in

all of California, was one John Cameron, a native of Invernesshire

in the north of Scotland. He chose to follow the sea as a quite young
man, and in 1813 he was one of the crew of a ship that entered Monterey

Bay. Apparently he was suffering from scurvy, and let his ship sail

without him, later making his way through some pass to the Santa

Clara Valley. He ceased to use the name to which he was born and used

instead his mother's name, Gilroy. In 1821 he married the daughter of

Ignacio Ortega, a well-to-do landowner, received land and settled down
to a long and comfortable life in the valley around the present town

that bears his name.

On San Francisco Bay the forerunner of the city of San Fran-

cisco began to appear when Captain William A. Richardson, an Eng-

lishman, left his ship and arrived at the presidio which already was
under Mexican control. Governor Sola, last of the Spanish governors,
had not yet left his post, and Richard.son, who was a master mariner
as well as an expert in shipcraft, had obtained the permission of the

retiring governor to remain at the presidio in return for teaching the

soldiers the art of navigation. The bay appeared to Richardson as
the strategic feature of the whole California coast, and he presently
began to develop communication and trading by water among such
bay communities as the San Franci.sco settlements and the missions
on the southern end of the bay.

Comandante Genei-al Vallejo recognized Richardson's value as

a pilot and navigator, and made him captain of the port with author-

ity to choose the situation he thought most fitting to develop port
facilities. Captain Richard.son chose Yerba Buena, the little cove
under Telegrajih Hill, and thus he became the founding father of San
Francisco, setting up the first dwelling in the form of a tent on the

gentle heights above the cove, about where Grant Avenue passes

between Washington and Clay Streets today. This was in 1835. After
three months the tent gave way to a board house, and a year later a
still larger and finer dwelling housed Richardson's family. At first

he had no nearer neighbors than the mission and presidio, but in

1836 Jacob Leese, Yankee settler, arrived. Eight years later the port
was provided with a customs house on the plaza of the new town,
now Portsmouth Square.

Before California became a part of the United States, however,
she was destined to undergo in part another foreign incursion under
the Russians, who entered peacefully in 1812 and remained for thirty

years, making for themselves a settled industrial and agricultural

community in the region of Bodega Bay.

Russia had been personally concerned with the western world
and its potential richness ever since Admiral Vitus Bering's voyage
in 1741, when he discovered the narrow strait between Siberia and
North America. He discovered Alaska too and recognized the rich-

ness of her seas in fur-bearing seals. Naturally the Russians applied
themselves to the development of that source of wealth, and by the

end of the eighteenth century, they were well established in the

Aleutian Islands and in Ala.ska. It is certain that the activities of

Russia in those northern waters and fear of her inevitable expansion
to the south spurred Spain to her efforts to colonize and develop
Alta California.

The Russian colonies, centered at Sitka, had an unlimited field

for exploitation in their waters. The Russian-American Fur Com-
pany became very rich, but the communities suffered great hard-
ships. The colonies were remote from trade routes, and food supplies

were extremely difficult to obtain. It was natural that California,
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blessed by climate and fertility, shoidd ajipear to Russia as the nat-

ural answer to her needs.

A chamberlain of the Czar of Russia, Count Nikolai Rezanoflf,

arrived in Sitka in 1806 and found the community in serious danger

of ruin. The people were starvinjj, .scurvy was rife, and remedies

were unobtainable. Rczanoff knew that the Spanish permitted no

foreign entry into San Francisco Bay and forbade foreign trade, but

this was an emergency, and he felt that an exception would certainly

be made and aid would be given. Accordingly he appeared at the

presidio and ])resented his petition. He was received with courtesy

although anybody would have surmised that his visit portended a

possible attempt to establish a settlement in California. Ostensibly,

however, he came only to seek relief for the starving settlement at

Sitka, and in that quest he was successful. He was also successful in

winning the heart of Concepeion Argiiello, the daughter of the Co-

mandante of the Presidio. Their betrothal, which was of the utmost
diplomatic advantage to the Russians, was, however, not followed by
marriage. RezanofF returned to Sitka with his cargo of necessities

and set out on his return to St. Petersburg but he met with a fatal

accident on his journey across Siberia. Concepeion Argiiello entered

a religio\is order and devoted her life to deeds of mercy.

The next Russian visitor was an agent of the fur company named
Kuskoff. He was definitely committed to make at least temporary set-

tlements on the California coast with the purpose of planting and

harvesting some crops to relieve the continued needs of Sitka. Reza-

noflf had made careful observations in 1806, and following these

Kuskoflf chose the bay which had been discovered in 1775 by Juan
Francisco de la Bodega y Cuadra and given his name, fortunately

abbreviated. In addition to the little settlement Kuskoff placed on

Bodega Bay, he cho.se another site a few miles inland in the Salmon
Creek Valley. The Russians stayed long enough on this first entry

to plant and harvest a crop of wheat, and to kill an enormous number
of sea otter, and then, laden with grain and otter skins, they returned

to Alaska.

In 1812 Kuskolf returned with another party to the Bodega

country and peacefully annexed the entire territory. The Russians

partook somewhat of the nature of scjuatters on the land, but they

were friendly to the inliabitants and carried on their own business

without inconveniencing anybody. An old Sonoma County report

gives the Russian occupation credit for being the oidy instance in

which the original owners were ever paid anything for their lands.

An agreement was drawn ui), to which the Indians were apjiarently

glad to subscribe, to exchange the broad lands of Sonoma County for

three pairs "of breeches, three hoes, two axes, and four strings of

beads. In early September, 1812, the Russians took possession of the

province so generously paid for. In 1841, having cleaned out all the
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fur-bearing seals in the region, they sold all that was left of Russia

in Anu'rioa to the Swiss empire builder Sutter for thirty thousand

iloUars.

In the interval of thirty years, the Russians had maintained an

orderly and effective domain. Fort Roscia, the third settlement estab-

lished, became headquarters for Governor Kuskoff and his three suc-

cessors. It was built on a bluff above a little cove about twelve miles

north of the mouth of the Russian River, which they called by the

name Slavianki. The name Fort Ross grew out of the name Roscia,

but no trace seems to be left of the name Roumiantzof which was
applied to the whole Russian realm.

The stronghold on the bluff overlooking the sea, was strongly

built of timber froili a nearby redwood forest. A stockade of thick

planks enclosed a rectaiigk^ about two acres in extent. Two angles of

the rectangle were provided witii eight-sided blockhouses, two stories

high, with conical roofs. Another angle contained the Greek Catholic

chapel, which was really a part of the fortification because its two
outer walls formed part of the stockade. There were two domes, one

eight-sided, the other circular, and a Russian cross crowned the sturdy

little structure. There were barracks and officers' quarters among the

nine buildings within the walls, and outside there were at least fifty

buildings—shops for various crafts, stables, and a landing and boat-

house on the beach below.

Many of the colonists were Aleut Indians, and the Russians and
Aleuts alike mingled freely with the native Indians. They were re-

sourceful, industrious, and self-sustaining. In spite of the prohibition

placed by Spain on commercial relations witli foreigners, it was not

long before a flourishing contraband trade was carried on almost

openly between the Russian squatters and the Spanish settlers on

San Francisco Bay. The Spanish did not like the foreign encroach-

ment, but did very little to prevent it. Probably anxiety in regard

to the.se northern neighbors influenced the establishment of the two
missions north of the bay, and certainly it hastened somewhat the

settlement of Marin, Sonoma, and Napa Counties.

After the revolution the Mexican authorities liked the Russians

no more than the Spanish had, and even the United States, with no

immediate personal stake in the matter, regarded the Russian toe-

hold in California as a menace to the western hemisphere. The Mon-
roe Doctrine recognized this menace as well as those that endangered

the South American countries.

It was not, however, any unfriendliness of her Californian neigh-

bors nor any political consideration that led to the withdrawal of the

Russian colonists in 1841. It was a simple matter of economics. The
waters had been pretty well denuded of furbcaring seals and otters

by ruthless exploitation. As a purely agricultural community the

settlement was too remote to be useful to the mother country, and
accordingly orders were given to sell the physical possessions of Ru.ssia

iu Califdinia and depart. An otfer to the Mexicans in Yerba Bucna
was refused. Conse{|uently the oii|)()rtunity to purchase the Russian

lioldings was given to Sutter for a consideration of $30,000, and they

became a part of tiie brief but important empire, New Helvetia.

Four Russian governors had been resident at Fort Ross—Kuskoff,

Klebnikoff, Kostromitinoff, and finally Rotchoff, who is said to have
given the name of his beautiful wife Helena, Princess of Gagarin, to

the high peak in the Mayacmas Ridge at about the junction of Napa,
Sonoma, and Lake Counties. This is one of several ways of accounting

for the name of Mt. St. lielena. Another often repeated story, prob-

ably aiiocryjihal, gives the Princess Helena herself credit for the

achievement of climbing to the top of the mountain and on its summit
naming it for the patron saint of Russia, as well as of herself. A third

account states that the Yankee ship-captain Stephen Smith acquired

from the Russians when they withdrew a boat with the name St.

Helena painted on her bow, and that he christened the mountain in

honor of his boat.

Some Russians, it seems certain, whether or not including the

Princess Helena, climbed to the commanding peak, for they left a

copper plate engraved with the date of their visit, June 1841. The
plate was discovered and removed in 1853 and a copy of it was pre-

.scrved ; the original was destroyed in the San Francisco fire of 1906.

A reproduction of it, on an octagonal metal slab, is displayed at the

observation tower on the top of the mountain. Besides the date the

slab bears the word Russians and the names of two persons, E. L.

Voznesensky III and E. L. Chernich, who have been supposed to be

members of the party, who, presumably with Rotchoff, climbed the

mountain.

During the Mexican period, while the Russians were still at Fort
Ross and Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo at Sonoma was the most impor-

tant Californian north of Monterey, an infiltration of foreign settlers

began to appear. Many of these married the daughters of Californian

landowners, after becoming naturalized citizens as well as Catholics,

and settled down on land grants for the rest of their days.

The well-known Wolfskill party which had immigrated to Los
Angeles over the Old Spanish Trail in 1831 had numbered some mem-
bers who wanted to continue to the north. Some of these were among
the earliest settlers in the counties north of San Francisco Bay. George

C. Yount, a native of North Carolina, was the earliest to arrive. He
had come from Los Angeles by degrees, working his way at different

trades. In 1833 at Santa Barbara, he made what were probably the

earliest' shingles in California. Then he did a little trapping, and late

in 1833 he appeared at the two missions on the north side of the bay,
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wliere liis various skills \v(.'re i)iit to worl< at repairing' th" biiildiii<;s.

He made sliinjrles hero, too, for the Sonoma home of General Vallejo

Anticipating: inakinj; liis home in California, Yonnt was baptized

at San Rafael and liis name beeame Jorf;e Coneepeion Yount. In 18:!.")

he went to the Napa Valley, and the next year the first land granted

in the rep;ion became his—Raneho Caynuis, 11,814 acres in the heart

of the Napa Valley.

At first Yount iiad no other neighbors but the Indians and they

became his friends. In order to protect himself and the neighborinfr

Indians, who were friendly to him, from forays of hostile natives he

built a blockhouse with living (piarters above and a fortification below.

He kept it well stocked in case of emergency, but he seldom had to

use it. In 1837 he built an adobe fort to take the place of the earlier

timber one. His raneho was important as a community center—he

built a sawmill and a gristmill among other enterprises, and his home
was long a welcome stopping place for travelers in the north bay

countrj'.

Ill 18413 another great land grant, the Raneho Came Humana,
in the Napa Valley was given to Dr. Edward Turner Bale, an Eng-

lish surgeon who had been practicing both privately and for the Cal-

ifornian army for several years in Monterey. He had been naturalized

in 1841 and had married a niece of General Vallejo. Dr. Bale was a

cultivated man and lived a country gentleman's life. His well-managed

acres were fruitful and he amassed a comfortable fortune. He had

a sawmill and also built a gristmill between 1840 and 1842 which

for twenty-five years ground the meal for the settlers in the Napa
Valley. This mill with its great water wheel has been very successfully

l)reserved and restored and is a frequently visited landmark close to

the left side of the highway three miles northeast of St. Helena on the

road to Calistoga.

Thus between 1835 and 1840 in addition to the growing Spanish

population in the north bay country settlers of various nationalities

arrived : a Frenchman, Victor Prudon ; Scotsmen, John Wilson,

James Scott, and Mark West; Irishmen, Edward Mcintosh and Tim

Murphy; Englishmen, J. B. R. Cooper, James P)lack, and James

Dawson. There were Americans too—Henry Pitch, Jacob Leese, the

several Wolfskills. The Californians were glad to have this bulwark

of settlers between their more important settlements and the Indians

to the northeast.

The settlers, however, who looked into the future and came to

play a conspicuous part in the American possession of California

were not these comfortable newly made nationals of Mexican Cali-

fornia in the northern valleys. The two outstanding foreign settlers

during the Mexican period acquired land in the great central valley

—

the New Englander John Marsh who bought his huge raneho at the

foot of Mt. Diablo in 1837, and Johann Augustus Sutter who appeared

ill Verba Buena in 1839 preparatory to creating his New Helvetia on

the Sacramento.

John Marsh was a unicpie pioneer. A graduate of Phillips Acad-

emy and of Harvard, he represented the intellectual tradition of

New England. Six generations of New Englanders were behind him.

With his two diplomas which he is said to have cherished, he set out

to the West after his graduation from Harvard in 1823, and spent

some years at various occupations in the Indian country of Minne-

sota and Wisconsin. He had a eommon-law wife, half French, half

Sioux, to whom he was devoted until her death, after which, leaving

a son, Charles, with a kinsman in Illinois, Marsh set out for the far

West.

He kept a store at Independence, Missouri, for a time, but it

was a disastrous failure and his departure from Independence was

practically flight. He was then thirty-six years old, and stripped of

almost everything but his diplomas. He made his way through New
Mexico and succeeded in joining a party of explorers on the way
to California, and in February of 1836, he reached the puchlo of Los

Angeles which was then the capital of Alta California—although

living conditions there were so poor that the governor had his home
in Monterey.

The Mexican government in California was not going well. It

was a hotbed of intrigue and subject to frequent insurrection. Marsh
had no intention of remaining in Los Angeles, but he had to appear be-

fore the Ayitniamienfo there to register as a foreigner. He stated that

he was a physician and surgeon, and presented his diploma to the

officials, who happily for him were not able to read much of it, but

recognizing that it had been given by Harvard they accepted it for

the medical degree he liad claimed and i.ssued him a license to prac-

tice—the first licensed physician in California.

He began his medical career there finding ample opportunity

to gain experience. There were about fifty foreigners in the pueblo,

and they were glad to have a doctor settle there. He managed to pro-

vide himself with plenty of vaccine against the prevalent smallpox,

quinine, and brandy. His fees were paid in hides, each worth about

two dollars.

Marsh had no desire, however, to stay long in the southern

pueblo. He aspired to own a raneho farther north, and before long

he sold his hides for about five hundred dollars and started for Yerba

Buena, which was now going by the name of San Francisco much of

the time. It -was hardly more than a village when Marsh arrived,

above a i)leasant beach at high tide, mud fiats at low. There were only

three buildings—Richardson's Casa Grande the most imposing. Jacob
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Leese who lived and kept a store next to Richardson opened his house

to Marsh for many weeks.

Revolution and anarchy made great confusion among the Cali-

fornians. Marsh could see clearly that Russia or the United States

would inevitably annex the loosely governed country. He had chosen

California for his home, and he greatly hoped that it would be the

United States that would bring order out of the chaos that existed.

Early in 1837, having filed papers for naturalization and having

been baptized a Catholic with the new name Juan Maria, Marsh
bought a great rancho called Los Meganos (the Dunes), which had

been granted to Jose Noriega two years before. Noriega had come to

dislike the wilduess and remoteness of his great territory, which

extended from the base of Mt. Diablo to the San Joaquin River nine

miles away. Marsh took possession of Los Meganos in the spring of

1837 and there he lived until he was murdered in 1856 by squatters

who were stealing and killing his stock and attempting to take his

land.

During the two decades he lived at his rancho, Marsh played

an influential part in the development of California. His medical

practice grew. Wealthy Californians as far away as Monterey and
Fresno would insist on his coming when illness struck, and he must
have had inherent skill, for he seems to have given satisfaction. His

clients paid him well, and in addition his crops and stock flourished

and he became very prosperous. He was always a friend to the In-

dians, who rewarded his friendship with loyalty and eagerness to be

of use to him.

In 1839 Johann Sutter was granted his immense province on

the Sacramento River. He and Marsh, though neighbors, were not

always friendly although they were in regular communication, and

Sutter sent Marsh medical cases he felt unable to deal with in spite

of the great medical dictionary he kept at hand in lieu of a physician.

Marsh's desire to have the United States move in on California

came more and more to possess him. He wrote many letters to eastern

acquaintances urging them to migrate to the West, describing Cali-

fornia as if it were Paradise. Once he was arrested for his efforts

to encourage American settlers to make their homes in what the

Californians reasonably considered their own country. Naturally his

efforts at propaganda were unwelcome, but he went on quietly work-

ing toward annexation by the United States. The Bidwell-Bartleson

party was organized largely as a result of Marsh's letters.

There were many more visitors now. Fremont and Kit Carson

stopped at Los Meganos, and all these Americans foresaw an enormous
wave of immigration. It was Fremont who gave the name Golden Gate

to the Boca del Puerto de San Francisco, and it was said that he proph-

esied that the wealth of the world would flow in through that narrow

passage.

The President of the United States, James K. Polk, was an expan-

sionist and he intended to acquire California by revolution, purchase,

or war. Even if war had not been determined on, however, it could

, have been only a little while before California would have passed

relatively peacefully into the hands of the stronger nation. The
whole country was seething with revolt. Mexico had sent a new gov-

ernor, Micheltorena, with an army of convicts to take over the govern-

ment from Governor Alvarado, who with Castro, was friendly to

Americans. Micheltorena put Sutter in charge of the army of the

northern frontier, hence Sutter, and under him, Marsh, being a loyal

Californian, found himself an enemy of the American settlers. This

alliance with the new governor was especially painful to Marsh who
had been on most friendly terms with Alvarado, the deposed governor.

It turned out that Marsh with one hand was cooperating with the

government officials to keep the Americans out of California while

with the other he was doing all he could to further the cause of

American annexation.

He was not, however, by any means in favor of the action taken

by Fremont's band of adventurers combined with a not very present-

able group of settlers in the Sacramento Valle.y. On June 14, 1846,

thirty-three of these oddly assorted insurgents seized General Val-

lejo's fortified headquarters at Sonoma and, forgetting that Vallejo

had been the best friend the Americans had, took him prisoner, as

well as his brother Don Salvador and Victor Prudon, the French

settler from the Napa Valley. These peaceable Californians were sub-

mitted to the indignity of imprisonment at Sutter's Fort.

The insurgents raised a flag at Sonoma and proclaimed the Cali-

fornia Republic. They could not use the American flag since this

seizure was entirely their own unauthorized idea, but they created

a new flag—a bear on a white field, and it waved proudly over the

fort at Sonoma.

Marsh was shocked at this ill-timed violence, knowing that

it had permanently destroyed the goodwill of the Californians

toward the Americans. He set off for Sutter 's fort where Vallejo was

confined. During the night of his arrival, however, news came that

Commodore Sloat had raised an American flag at Monterey, that

another was floating at Yerba Buena, and that, although America

was officially at war with Mexico, a bloodless conquest had taken place.

At dawn twenty-one guns saluted the Stars and Stripes that rose over

Fort Sutter.

After the annexation by America and later the discovery of gold,

the whole picture of California was changed overnight. Marsh became

one of the argonauts. His Indian friends were of inestimable advan-

tage to him, with their special knowledge of the valley and mountains.

He washed gold from the Yuba River near Marysville, and from
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Marsh's Difrpings, later called Park's Bar, he carried home to Los

Mcganos $40,000 worth of gold. This he concealed so thoroughly that

thoiif,'h it was diligentl.v sought for after his death it was never

recovered.

Marsh preferred to live at his adobe in the valley with his gold

salted away, rather than to seek for more. lie was now a very rich

man and he wanted to establisli a family. This unique pioneer with

his New England heritage and education had almost absurdly good

luck in finding the only woman in California who could have fulfilled

hi.s high requirements. Almost by chance he met a young woman
from Massachusetts who had suffered from a cough and had come
out to Santa Clara ^vith a group of Baptist missionaries, combining
benefit to her health with a little teaching. She was good-looking,

accomplished, religious, and fond of adventure. She was fascinated

by the pioneer with the Harvard background, his varied history, his

riches. They were married in 1850 and lived happily and increasingly

prosperously.

Marsh had every thing now, a great estate, a wife, presently

a daughter. He began to plan and build the finest house in California

—the Stone House that remains toda.v on the Marsh Creek Road about

four miles from Brentwood in Contra Costa County. It was a fine

manorial house in English style, with arched windows, gables, a

piazza on three sides with ornamental pillars, a living-room forty feet

long with a white marble fireplace.

Marsh's good fortune ended, however, before the house was
occupied. His wife died when their child was four years old, and
Marsh had no taste for living in the Stone House alone. His son,

Ciiarles, whom he had left in Illinois twenty years before and had
long thought dead, appeared and was with his father for a time and
later lived in the mansion Marsh had built at the height of his pros-

perity.

Marsh had serious difficulties with squatters who tried to possess

themselves of his lands, and with some Mexican vaqneros. It was one

of tiiese who surprised and killed him on the road from his ranch to

Martinez in 1856.

The other settler, in the great central valley whose fortunes

were irrevocably bound with the growth of California, was the Swiss

Johann Augustus Sutter. He was born of Swiss parentage in the

German town Kandern. At twenty-three he married, bought a house,

and set up a business in cloth and yarn. By nature he was expansive,

and his business grew too large for him. He failed utterly, undone,

as he was years later in California, by over-development. A warrant

was out for his arrest for debt, and he fled to the United States leav-

ing his wife and several children until such a time as he might be

able to repay his debts and make a new start. It was fifteen years
before he saw his family again.

Sutter reached New York in July 1834, and with the idea of

becoming a farmer, proceeded west to Missouri, where the lure of the

far West overcame him and he set out on the trail to Oregon, expect-

ing to use it as a step to California. His route to the Sacramento
River was as devious as the seapaths of Uly.sses returning from Troy.
In Ft. Vancouver he was informed that the surest means of reach-

ing San Francisco Bay was by way of the Sandwich Islands.

And once in Honolulu his opportunity to gain passage to Yerba
Buena w-as very slow in appearing. He employed his time by making
friends with influential people, hoping to suppress the story of finan-

cial disaster in Switzerland. Like John Marsh he invented a career,

successfully representing himself as an army captain.

It was five months before he could get away, and then only by
managing to finance the purchase of a brig, the Clementine, whieli

he loaded with freight to make it pay for itself. He sailed in April
18.39 for Sitka, where he knew his cargo would be eagerly bought.

During the month he spent among the Russians, Sutter's dream
of colonizing in the Sacramento Valley was born. He studied Kotze-

bue's account of his survey of the Sacramento to the. mouth of the

American River in 1824, and also Belcher's exploration of the river

in 1837. Without the careful directions in Belcher's survej' he de-

clared he never would have been able to navigate the difficult entrance
to San Francisco, for at the time of his arrival the weather was very
bad. He did effect his entrance, however, and anchored at Yerba
Buena on the second of July, only to be summarily informed by port
authorities that this was not a port of entry and he .should try his

luck at Monterey. This he did, with better success. He had letters of

introduction from influential people in Honolulu, and Governor Al-

varado was glad to have a reputable settler for the interior valley. So
far there were no inland settlements, and Alvarado considered that

a quieting influence w^ould be useful in the upset state of affairs in

Mexican California. Sutter was told to go and choose his land and
return in a year to become a citizen and apply for his grant.

The Clementine was too large to use in the Sacramento, so he

arranged to sell her, and chartered a little schooner, the Isabella,

manning her with a crew made up of two German carpenters he had
brought from Honolulu, several odd sailors and mechanics he picked

up in Yerba Buena, and eight Kanakas who had been presented to

him by King Kamchameha in the Islands. These last he had offered

to pay off and return whenever they wished, but they never had any
desire to leave him.

With the Isabella and two more small boats Sutter set out to

explore Suisun Bay for the mouth of the river. When this had been
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Fig. G. Tlio stnuo mansion built l)y John Marsh in 1855 still stands close to the Marsh Creek road a few miles south of Brentwood, Contra Costa
Connty. Photo courtesy of Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

accomplished the rest of the journey proceeded without undue dif-

ficulty. There were oeeasional meetings with Indians but Sutter was
successful in dealing with them.

The beginnings of this project were so small that it is matter

for amazement that the empire, once started, grew so rapidly.

In August, 1840, Sutter went to Monterey to complete his nat-

uralization. In being confirmed a citizen he was appointed judge and
representative of government on the frontier at Rio Sacramento.

By 1841 New Helvetia, as the settlement was called, was no longer

an experiment. In June of that year Sutter went back to Monterey
to receive his grant from Alvarado—a mighty gift, eleven square

leagues of fertile valley and foothill land.

When he reached liome, un()uestioned master of his domain, he

began to build his fort, surmising that he might eventually need it

for protection against Californians as well as Indians. There was a

large house surrounded by eighteen-foot walls, two and a half feet

thick, which enclosed a space of 75,000 square feet. Within the walls

were barracks, dwellings, workshops, a bakery, a mill, a blanket

factory. Without, there was a tannery near the landing, and a wide

scattering of cabins for vaqueros and other laborers.

The fort, which took four years to build, was provided with

twelve cannon. There was no organized religion. Sutter himself offici-

ated at marriages, and burials. He administered the community

rather as a patriarch, dispensing justice and ordering the life of his

people in an effective and kindly fashion. There was an abundance

of good food, and although the working day began very early in the

morning there was a comfortable rest in the heat of the day.

On the fourth of September, 1841, a Russian schooner appeared

at the landing. Governor Rotehoff had come from Fort Ross to offer

the Russian properties in California to Sutter. The fur business had

come to a standstill and he had been directed to withdraw the colony.

Anxious. to finish the transaction he put the modest price of $30,000
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on the whole establishment—building, chattels, livestock, even the

schooner Constantine in which his party had come up the Sacra-

mento. Very little was said about the land itself. Russia had actually

never held any title to her domain.

Sutter loved expansion and recognized a bargain. He went back

to Bodega with Rotehoff to make the agreement official. It was ar-

ranged that he should pay $2,000 down and the rest in yearly ship-

ments of wheat and other products, to transport which Russia would

send a vessel. A formal banquet was held and Sutter was toasted as

the new owner of Ross and Bodega.

In after years Sutter is said to have regretted that he did not

move his community to Fort Ross. Although the Gold Rush was initi-

ated on his own property, the gold first discerned in the race of his

own mill by one of his own workmen, it ultimately ruined him and

spoiled the empire he had wrested from the wilderness. At the time

of the purchase of Fort Ross, however, he did not have enough cash

at hand to buy from Mexico the title to the Russian holdings.

And New Helvetia had some years to flourish before its end
marked the beginning of California as we know it. Sutter's empire

increased rapidly, year by year. The community grew in fame as

explorers who were now finding their way across the Sierra Nevada
stopped for provisions and rest. Sutter was famous for his ready aid

to these travelers, and the comfort of his shaded, well-ordered com-

munity must have been the greatest refreshment. The Chiles-Walker

party was among his guests in 1842 and in 1844 Fremont and Kit

Carson stopped in the course of their second expedition. In 1846

Sutter had the opportunity to send help—too little and too late to

avert disaster, but nevertheless •indispensable to the survivors—
to the Donner party caught in the grasp of winter on the eastern side

of the Sierra summit.

The Californians, although they liked Sutter, were not blind to

the danger presented by his power. It was a warning from Vallejo

concerning the growth of New Helvetia that had precipitated the

sending of Micheltorena to supersede the Alvarado-Castro party.

Sutter was obliged to support Micheltorena throughout that episode

which closed with the battle of Cahuenga, after which both Michel-

torena and Alvarado were removed.

In 1846 President Polk declared war on Mexico. Sutter was in

favor of the United States, but could not forget that he was a Mexican

citizen, hence he could not take part in the revolt of the settlers. He
played a passive part, but was very glad to take the oath of allegiance

when the annexation occurred, and to see the American flag waving

over his fort.

In 1847 everything was promising and profitable in New Hel-
vetia. Sixty houses were clustered around the fort, ail kinds of indus-
tries flourished. There was an enormous harvest of wheat. Hundreds
of head of livestock pastured in the fields. Everything that could be
produced or manufactured found a ready market, and there was need
for more of everything—more sawmills—more gristmills.

The sawmill that was building in January 1848 near Coloma on
the American River was the scene of the beginning of the end of
Sutter's empire. The gold that James Marshall discovered in the mill-

race did not arouse in Sutter the joyful anticipation that it spread
elsewhere. Sutter foresaw what would happen, and it was only a short
time until his premonitions became facts.

For a little while Sutter's fort was a center for outfitting the
parties that at once began to overrun the canyons and hills, and a
transportation and distribution center, but presently materials were
exhausted and there was no one left to produce or manufacture any
more. Everybody had dropped his tools and rushed to the diggings.
Everybody was washing gold out of one stream after another.

Sutter rented a portion of his fort for a hotel for goldseekers,

receiving five hundred dollars a month for it. Suddenly a real estate

boom broke out on the river and the city of Sacramento was born.
Sutter had fathered the town, but because of unfortunate manage-
ment he was not one of those who profited. Everybody made money
except Sutter. In 1849 he retired to a property he had set aside for
a homestead on the Feather River, and, reunited with his wife and
children, he settled down as a country gentleman. His land claims
were lost in the readjustment that followed statehood, and in his later

years he devoted much time to unsuccessful attempts to recover some
part of the fortune that had been created by him.

In 1865 Sutter's country home, the Hock Farm, was burned, and
after that he made his home in Washington in order to be near the
houses of legislature, whose help he still .sought in his efforts to

recover his fortune. Later he lived quietly in a comfortable house in
the little town of Lilitz in Pennsylvania, where he died in 1880.

Like Sutter, James Marshall made nothing out of the gold he
discovered, living and dying a poor man.

The old order had changed in California. From a scarcely settled

outland she had grown overnight into a sovereign state. The gold
Fremont had foreseen flowing into the Golden Gate from all the
world was flowing out to all the world. All at once harbor, valleys, and
hillF were full of people, houses, cities, industries, means of travel and
communication. There was no question of the fact that the Golden
Gate had swung wide open.
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Fio. 7. The famous paJo alio or BIr Tree iHequoin sempervirens) , which is

(HI the edge of San Francisquito Creek at the northwest lionler of the town of Palo
Alto. Portola eamped under this or a similar lone redwood in 17(J9. Photo by Berton
W. CrnndaU, Palo Alto, courtesy of Pnio Alto Chamber of Cotnmerce.



PLACE NAMES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES
By Erwin O. Gct)de •

The chief purpose of a geographical name is to identify a geo-

graphic location—a city or a county, a hill or a river, a bay or a cape.

Place names are an essential element in our daily life and in our

general human relationships as well as in agriculture, indust^
, com-

merce, and most other fields of human endeavor. In physical sciences

like geology and zoology or in social sciences like anthropology

and historj-, indeed in all sciences where geographic distribution is

involved, place names play an important and significant role. Geo-

graphical names existed when human beings were only hunters and
foragers, and as our culture grew from the primitive stages to com-
plicated and involved processes they increased in number and impor-

tance. In the course of time these names became part of our language,

reflecting the nature of the country and the history of the people.

The geographical names in the twelve counties adjacent to San
Francisco Bay, considered from their origin, fall roughly into three

categories : Indian names, Spanish names, and American names. The
Indian names which are still in use today are in part genuine descrip-

tive terms as used by the Indians themselves, and in part Indian or

Indian-sounding names as understood or interpreted by the white man.
Spanish names, unless they are descriptive, mirror more or less the

religious fervor of the conquerors. American names show the universal

range and the cosmopolitan nature which are essential elements in the

culture called "American." t Many including Eastern Indian names,

are transfer names; many preserve the name of an early settler or the

first postmaster ; some honor great men ; others reflect the nature and
history of California ; still others commemorate some incident or

were coined. The stock is English, but Scotch and Irish, French and
German, Dutch and Scandinavian names testify to the composite

character of our nation.

The civilization which the Indians had attained when the white

man came required only a primitive, purely descriptive nomenclature

:

'the people to our west,' 'the people who live in caves,' 'water' for a

lake or river, 'clam place' for a place where they found clams. Heroic
and sentimental stories behind Indian names are only inventions of

American romanticists.

The three northernmo.st of the counties in the bay region, named
when the original 27 counties were created on February 18, 1850,

bear Indian names : Napa, Sonoma, Yolo. The word 7iapo or napa ap-

parently meant 'houses,' that is, 'village,' in the dialect of the Pat-

• Author of California Place Names: A Geographical Dictionary.
I ThrouKhout this paper quotations have been placed in double quotes (". . .")

;

translations of foreign names in single quotes ('...'); obsolete and foreigTi names in
italics; and county names in brackets [ . . . ] when given after a place name.

win Indians south of Clear Lake, and was still used in this sense in
the early 1850 's. The Spaniards took it for the tribal name of the
Indians in Napa Valley and used it as early as 1795. The name
Sonoma was apparently derived from Patwin so7io, 'nose.' This may
have been the nickname given to a chief with a prominent protuber-
ance. The Spaniards often named a village or tribe after the name of
its chief, hence Sonoma would mean 'land or tribe of chief Nose.'
The tribe is mentioned as early as 1815. The interpretation of the
name as 'Valley of the Moon' is more romantic but less authentic. The
name Yolo seems likewise to have been derived from the name of an
Indian chief. A Rancho del loleo on the south side of Cache Creek
is shown on a map of 1844.

Among other important geographical names of Indian origin,
those of hydrographic features are most common. This is easily ex-
plained

:
a lake or a watercourse meant much more to the Indians

than a hill or a mountain, and their settlements were invariably
located near water. The Miwok Indian ending -umne. meaning 'tribe'
or 'people' is found in the names of several important rivers, and
indicates that these were named for the Indians on their shores. Thus
Cosumnes River may be translated as 'stream of the people of Cosum,'
"Cosum" meaning perhaps 'salmon,' and Mokelumne River becomes
'stream of the people of Mokel' Putah Creek, which traverses Napa
and Solano Counties, was likewise named for the Indians who lived
on its shore. It is only coincidental that the name resembles the Spanish
word puta, 'harlot.' The origin of the name Gualala River in Sonoma
County will probably never be satisfactorily explained. It appears to
be a Spanish rendering of the German Walhalla applied to the stream
by Ernst Rufus, owner of the Hermann (later German) land grant.
Since this cannot be proved conclusively the anthropologists' theory
that it comes from a Pomo word, 'where the waters meet,' cannot be
discarded entirely.

Many other still existing Indian names were derived from native-
villages located at or near the edge of water: Suisun Bay, Carquinez
Strait, Tomales Bay and Mount Tamalpais, Bolinas Bay, Aealanes
[Contra Costa], Mayacmas, Cotati, Guilicos, Petaluma, Yulupa [So-
noma], Lokoya, Huichica, Suscol [Napa], Tolenas, IJlatis [Solano],
Ulista [Santa Clara]. Various interpretations have been offered for
these Indian names but the etymology of only a few can be traced with
any fair degree of certainty. Capay [Yolo], probably contains the
word for 'stream,' pais may mean 'mountain,' and Tulucay [Napa]
may be derived from tiiluka, 'red.' Oh in Olema [Marin] was the
Indian word for 'coyote, ' and olom in Olompali [Marin] meant 'south.'

(31)
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Natoma [Sacramento] contains the Maidu Indian root noto, 'east' or

'upstream.' Some names sound Indian, but nothing is luiown of their

origin, as for example, Eticuera Creek [Napa], Buriburi Ridge [San

Mateo], Mount Umunhum [Santa Clara].

Since these Indian names contain roots which for the most part

existed before the coming of the white man, they may be considered

the oldest place names of the bay region. As far as the actual geo-

graphical record is concerned, the first names were those bestowed

upon coastal features by navigators and cartographers.

The oldest of these names is San Francisco, honoring the holy

Francis of Assisi. The Bay of San Francisco was not discovered until

1769 but the name appears in the general latitude on maps as early

as 1590. In 1595 the name Bahia de San Francisco was given to what

is now Drakes Bay. When the Portolii expedition in 1769 saw the

wonderful natural harbor which we now call San Francisco Bay they

believed they had re-discovered the old Bahia de San Francisco, which

for a century and a half had just been a vague geographical concep-

tion. The naine San Francisco was also applied to the mission and the

presidio when the district was settled. The pueblo, the nucleus of the

modern city, was founded in 1835 and was called Yerba Buena, for

the 'good herb,' Micromeria chamissonis, which once grew there in

profusion and which also provided the name of the present Yerba

Buena Island. The settlement itself was not called San Francisco

until the American occupation.

Two important headlands were named in 160.3 by the Vizcaino

expedition. When the explorer sighted the point north of Santa Cruz

on the third of January he called it Punta de Afio Nuevo (Newyear's

point) because it was the first promontory seen in the new year. When

three days later Vizcaino anchored in what is now Drakes Bay, dis-

regarding the older name, he named the bay and the point de los Reyes,

'of the Kings,' because it was the day of the "holy three kings." Only

the cape is still known as Point Reyes ; the bay is now known as Drakes

Bay for Francis Drake who probably anchored there in 1579. Drake's

name became identified with this port after 1625 when British map-

makers began to use the name in support of the British claim to the

coast of California, which had been named New Albion by Drake him-

self. Farallon Islands were first referred to as Los Farallones in

1734, although Vizcaino had already described them as "farallones,"

meaning 'little rocky islands in the sea.' Bodega Bay was named for

Juan Francisco de la Bodega, who commanded an expedition which

brought him to Alaska and which anchored in the bay on October

3, 1775.

When the Spaniards took possession of the bay region in the

1770 's, many still current place names came into existence. The padres

who accompanied the first expeditions usually applied the name of a

saint to a place which was reached on or near his feast day. Santa Clara,

San Jose, San Andreas, San Mateo, San Bruno are the oldest of these

holy names. Later inland expeditions named San Pablo for St. Paul,

Sacramento River for the Holy Sacrament, San Joaquin River for St.

Joachim, honored by Roman Catholics as the father of the Virgin

Mary. San Rafael, named for the archangel, came into being when the

mission was founded in 1817. Saints' names were also bestowed upon

many minor features, such as sheep or cattle ranches of presidios and

missions, and many of these names survived because they were incor-

porated in the names of private land grants. San Leandro, San Lo-

renzo, San Geronimo, San Gregorio, Santa Rosa, Santa Teresa Hills,

San Tomas Aquinas Creek, San Francisquito Creek, San Antonio

Creek are names which were preserved through land grant plats and

papers. San Martin in Santa Clara County, however, was named by an

Irishman, Martin Murphy, for his patron saint. San Carlos [San

Mateo] was named in 1887 because it was believed that Portola's men
saw San Francisco Bay from the nearby hills on St. Charles' day.

Not all the "holy" names were given for holy men or women;

very often the
'

' San '

' was simply added to conform with the general

trend. San Anselmo was named for a baptized Indian, San Ramon
for a caretaker of Mission San Jose ; San Quentin for a notorious

Indian who was captured there in 1824. The site of the penitentiary

would thus bear a most appropriate name, were it not for the "San"
in front of it. Solano County owes its name to the chief of the Suisun

Indians, Francisco Solano, who in turn had been named for the fa-

mous apostle in South America. Nicasio, Novato [Marin], and Tolay

Creek [Sonoma] were likewise named for Indian chiefs. Pomponio

Creek [San Mateo] and Canada Pomponio [Marin], on the other

hand, preserve (like San Quentin) the name of a renegade Indian

whose depredations between San Rafael and Santa Cruz ended with

his execution in 1824.

Besides these there are in the twelve bay counties numerous de-

scriptive and accidental names which have come to us from Spanish

times, mostly again preserved through land grant papers. Point

Bonita is a misspelling of Punta de Bonrtas, so named after 1800 be-

cause the three hills there resembled the bonnets of clergymen. One was

later leveled otf for the erection of the lighthouse. Angel Island is

an Americanization of Isla de los Angeles, probably the oldest still

existing place name in San Francisco Bay, given at the time of the

first harbor survey in 1775. The name Montara on the San Mateo

coast is a jileasant sounding name, apparenth' without meaning; it

may be a misspelling of montosa, meaning 'woody.' Pilar Point and

Pilarcitos Like, south of Montara, were apparently named after the

pillar-like rock formations. The name Pescadero, found in Santa

Clara, San Mateo, and San Joaquin Counties, meant 'fishing place'
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in maritime Spanish ; Carnadero Creek in Santa Clara County was
probably once the sijrht of a 'slauprhter place,' and Matanzas Creek
[Sonoma] was so named because there the annual killing of cattle for

the market took place. Cazadero [Sonoma] was California Spanish

for 'hunting place;' but the equally melodious name Atascadero

means 'miry place.' Rodeo has become an American word for an an-

nual cowboy show but originally it meant an enclosure where cattle

were exhibited for sale. Rodeo [Contra Costa] was named after such

an enclosure. Laguna, 'lake' and lagunita, 'little lake' are found in

a number of place names, as specific as well as generic terms. Lake

Lagunitas means literally 'little lakes lake.' Contra Costa was a name
applied by the Spanish residents of early San Francisco to the 'oppo-

site coast, ' that is, Marin County and the East Bay. Later it was
restricted to the latter and it really lost its appropriateness when
Alameda County was created. El Camino Real is usually translated

as 'the King's highway' but it actually means 'public highway' and
has no more relation to the Spanish king than the American adminis-

trative unit, "county," to an English count.

Mount Diablo is one of the most important and most interesting

names of the district around San Francisco Bay. It was applied by
American explorers in the 1840 's because they believed that monte
meant 'mountain.' Monte, however, is the Spanish term for 'thicket'

or 'woods,' and the name Monte Diablo was that of an Indian village

at the site of present-day Concord. According to the story, this Monte
Diablo was a willow thicket where in the early 1800 's a fight took

place. An Indian medicine man, dressed most fantasticallj^ appeared
from the thicket, and the Spanish soldiers, believing that the devil

himself had become an ally of the Indians, beat a hasty retreat.

Many descriptive Spanish adjectives have been preserved and
are still actively used as specific or generic place names in the bay

counties. Alta, 'high,' is probably the most common, followed by
nuevo, 'new,' honcla, 'deep,' calicnte, 'hot,' buena, 'good,' seco, 'dry,'

hedionda, 'fetid,' permanente, 'permanent,' gordo, 'large,' macho,

'cut-off.' Spanish adjectives of color still used are bianco, 'white,'

verde, 'green,' prieto, 'dark,' azul, 'blue.'

Finally, there are a number of Spanish names which were abbrevi-

ated after the American conquest and which in many cases become
meaningless, retaining, however, their pleasing sound. Cupertino

[Santa Clara] was name irter a creek, Arroyo de San Jose Cuper-

tino; Guadalupe River [Santa Clara] was Rio de Nuestra Senora

de Guadalupe, the patron saint of Catholic Mexico; Lake Merced
[San Francisco] was Laguna de Nuestra Senora de la Merced.

JIany of our interesting names which are neither native Indian

nor Spanish were brought from Mexico and have an Aztec root. The
name Tule, which is found in several geographic areas, is derived from

the Aztec name for plants with sword-like leaves like the cat-tail and
the bull-rush; Stockton was once called appropriately "Tulcburg "

Montezuma, the name of the Aztec chief at the time of the Spanish
conquest of Mexico, was adopted in 1827 as a new name for the prov-
ince of Alta California, and might have become the name of our S' ".te

if the Mexican government had confirmed the nauiL. Montezuma
Landing, Hills, and Island in Solano County preserve the memory
of Montezuma City, started in 1847 as one of the many Mormon settle-

ments in the State. Lake Temescal between Oakland and Berkeley
is so called because it was once the site of an Indian sweathouse
called temescal by the Mexicans. Milpitas is derived from the Mexican
word for ' truck garden, ' and Pinole from the Aztec name of a dish
of toasted grain prepared by the Indians of the district. Tomales
Bay and Mount Tamalpais were named for the Tamal Indians, who in

turn might have received their name from the Mexican tamal, origi-

nally a dish similar to the pinole. Coyote River in the Santa Clara Val-
ley and other coyote place names contain the Aztec root coyotl, ' prairie
wolf.

' Also of Aztec or at least of Mexican origin is the word tassajero,

'place where meat is cut in strips and hung in the sun to cure'; it is

still found in Tassajara Valley [Alameda, Contra Costa].

After the occupation by the United States the old names were
scrupulously kept. Here and there a Spanish name was garbled or
translated but the vast majority of all the old names which existed

in 1847 were left untouched. General Vallejo in 1849 was the chair-

man of the committee appointed by the legislature to establish the

names of the newly created counties. With one exception, Sutter, all

of the original 27 counties received Spanish or Irdian names.

Many Spanish names do not go back to early times but were
applied by Americans who wished to preserve the Spanish flavor of

California nomenclature: Manteca (butter), Avena (oats), Almonte
(by the woods), Milagro (miracle), Rio Nido (river and nest), Los
Altos (the heights). El Verano (summer) and the many combina-
tions with loma (hill), mar (ocean), del rcy (of the king!), camino
(road), vista (view)—not always grammatically correct, but satis-

fying the Californians' desire for romantic names.

Most of the important Spanish and Mexican pioneers who had
participated in building up the province have their names commemo-
rated in the geography of the bay region: Alvarado and Alviso;

Berryessa and Castro; Martinez, Miramontes, and Moraga; Paeheco,
Sunol, and Vallejo. Benicia bears one of the names of General Vallejo 's

wife. Many of the American and European {)ioneers who settled in

the bay region in Mexican times are likewise honored in place names:
John Gilroy, a Scotch sailor, who came in 1814 and was the first non-
Spanish settler; Robert Livermore, an Englishman who came in the
1820 's and settled in what is now Livermore Valley in 1839; Johann

3—40830
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Augustus Sutter, a German Swiss, who was the first settler in the

interior valley in 1839 ; Joseph B. Chiles and William Wolfskill, Ken-

tuckians who received land grants in the early 1840 's; Elisha Stevens

of the famous immigrant party of 1844. Dr. John Marsh, a graduate

of Harvard, the pioneer of the Mount Diablo district, is remembered

in Mar.sh Creek; and W. A. Richardson, first harbor captain of San

Francisco, in Richardsons Bay. Several places in Marin County com-

memorate John Black, another Scotch sailor, who became a large

landholder in the 1840 's. Two other early Marin County pioneers,

John Reed and "Dutch Bill" Bihler, are remembered in the rail-

road station Reed and in Bihler Landing. Knights Landing was named

for William Knight of Indiana, who settled iiere in 1843; Kolmer

Creek and Coleman Valley in Sonoma County were named for a Ger-

man immigrant in 1846, the first permanent settler of the region.

Folsom [Sacramento] bears the name of Captain J. L. Folsom of

the New York Volunteers in the Mexican Wars.

Numerous also are the names which keep alive the memory of

pioneers in the formative period after the discovery of gold. The

name of James Lick, the Pennsylvania-German piano maker and

California benefactor is commemorated in Lick Observatory. The

mountain on which the observatory is situated was named in 1861 for

Rev. Laurentine Hamilton, who accompanied a party of the State

Geological Survey to the summit. One of the finest stands of redwood

in central California, Muir Woods, was named for John Muir, a

native of Scotland and pioneer naturalist of California. Millbrae

and Stanford, Niles and Hayward, Atherton and Daly City, Davis

and Dixon, Morgan Hill and Tracy, Guerneville and Healdsburg,

Bloomfield and Stinson Beach are among the better known places

commemorating later pioneers. Many other equally deserving men,

to be sure, are not found in the nomenclature of California geography.

These names of pioneers and early settlers reflect a part of our

history. They are outnumbered, however, by place names which show

the nature of the country, its flora, fauna, and natural resources. The

grizzly has disappeared completely from the California scene, and

the cinnamon bear is no longer found in the counties around San

Francisco Bay. Yet, all these counties still have their Bear Creeks

and Grizzly Peaks. The elk, the antelope, the beaver, the wolf, the

coyote, the rabbit, the coon and other representatives of our native

animal kingdom likewise live on in many districts only as place names.

The horse and the hcg, though not native in California, roamed the

country in late Mexican and early American times, descendants of

domesticated animals which had escaped from missions and ranches.

The Mexican word for hog, cache, is still found in place names in

San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. Mare Island became known as

Isla de la Yegua when one of Vallejo 's mares found her way to the

island (probably from a capsized boat) and joined a band of elk

which lived there.

The most common place names originating from the native fauna
are those of the rattlesnake and the wildcat. The Spanish name of

the latter is preserved in Los Gatos. There are also many Deer and
Deerhorn place names, and occasionally the Spanish equivalent Ve-

nado is encountered. The seals along the coast have namesakes in a

number of Seal Rocks and Seal Coves, and the Spanish form of the

word seal is found in Point Lobos and Lobitos Creek. The abundance

of fish in the region is shown in a number of Pescaderos (fishing

places), and Salmon and Trout Creeks; and along the coast we find

the names Abalone and Mussel.

The name Alcatraz Island was originally applied to Yerba Buena
Island because of large numbers of pelicans nesting there. Later the

name was changed to Goat Island because the island was inhabited

by goats, descended from a few animals which a San Francisco mer-

chant had placed there. Codornices Creek [Alameda] was so named
because some hungry Mexicans found there the nest of a quail (co-

dorniz) and ate the eggs. Tiburon [Marin] is derived from Punta de

Tiburon, 'shark's point.' Raccoon Strait between Tiburon and Angel

Island, however, has nothing to do with the animal ; it was named for

the British ship Raccoon which anchored there in 1814. Even the

names of obnoxious insects—the mosquito, the tick, the flea—occur in

place names. Indeed, the Spanish word for flea, piilga, was a favorite

name for places and has survived in several instances.

Even more numerous are the names given for trees, shrubs, and
plants, again often no longer appropriate, but historically interest-

ing and significant. Of the native silva the willow, the pine, and the

oak are naturally represented most frequently in place names. The
Spanish forms of these names are still found: encinitas is the Span-

ish name for live oaks, and robles the one for deciduous oaks ; Sausa-

lito is Spanish for 'little grove of willows'; Point Reyes was once

known as Cabo de Finos, 'cape of the pines.' The site of Oakland was
known in Spanish times as Encinal del Temescal, 'oak grove by the

sweat-house.' The cottonwood (or poplar) is likewise found in both

the American and the Spanish versions. The southern part of present

Alameda County was known as la Alameda, 'place where poplars

grow,' as early as 1795. Alamo, for the tree itself, is still actively

used as a geographic name.

The proudest native tree of California along the coast, the

Sequoia sempervirens, is represented in nomenclature in a number
of Sequoia and Redwood names. The site of Redwood City was once

surrounded by a beautiful stand of sequoias, but here as in other

places the trees are gone and only the name remains. The city of

Palo Alto (high tree) received its name from a towering redwood
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first noticed by the Aiiza expedition in 1774. The madrone, the laurel,

the sycamore are other members of our silva which are sufficiently

conspicuous to have found their way into freon;raphical nomenclature.

Walnut Creek was not named because of the numerous walnut orchards

there; but it owes its name to the native black walnut, having been
known as Arroyo de los Nogalcs as early as 1810.

Among the native shrubs represented in nomenclature of the

bay counties the manzanita is the most popular. •This is because of

its natural beauty, its frequent occurrence, and its melodious name.
The shrub is appropriately called manzanita in Spanish (meaning
'little apple') because the fruit clusters actually look like miniature

apples. The Indian names of three native shrubs, islay (holly-leaved

cherry), chamise (greasewood), and toyon, are occasionally found
as place names in this district. Islais Creek in San Francisco is prob-

ably the best known. It was once a water course from Twin Peaks to

the bay lined with the islay shrub, and its name is now preserved in

the estuary and the bridge. On older maps a number of localities in

the bay district are called Chamisal, i.e., place where the chamise

and similar shrubs grow ; today we use the name Chajiarral, from the

Spanish chaparo, 'scrub oak,' to describe dense undergrowth.

Among plants with edible fruit the strawberry, here as else-

where, is the most popular for place names. The grape, sometimes in

its Spanish form, iiva, is a poor second. The twenty-seven native spe-

cies of the genus Allium account for a number of Onion, Leek, and
Garlic creeks, hills, and flats. Mount Chual [Santa Clara] preserves

the Indian name for the Chenopodiiim album, the common pigweed,

\alued by the natives as food.

We find reflected in the names of a country not only the stories

of its exploration and settlement, its flora and fauna, but also its

industrial development. The oldest name of this last group is Almaden
in Santa Clara County. In 1845 Andres Castillero identified the Al-

maden quicksilver deposits and was granted the right of exploiting

them. When the mine proved profitable the name New Almaden was
applied. Almaden is a Spanish word for 'mine' but was used as a

geographical term for the famous quicksilver mines in southeastern

Spain. In 1937 the California town dropjied the prefix "New."

Pittsburg, the industrial city at the confluence of the Sacra-

mento and the San Joaquin, is the only living witness of one of the

greatest mining booms in the San Francisco Bay region. When Robert

Semple, in February 1848, heard of the di.scovery of gold at Sut-

ter's mill he remarked dryly that he considered a good coal mine
more valuable than all the gold mines. L'ntil the wholesale exploita-

tion of our oil resources the discovery of coal beds was foremost in

the minds of mining engineers and industrialists. There were at least

four heavily financed coal booms in the State before 1890—booms which

always collapsed because the coal proved to be inferior. The oldest

of these was the Mount Diablo coal boom. In 1852 coal was discovered

in the hills which form the northernmost end of the Mount Diablo

Range, but their connncrcial exi)loitation did not start until 1858.

The Pittsburg Coal Company, one of the leading organizations, had
a railroad built from their mines in the hills, terminating where
today is Pittsburg Landing. With the collapse of the boom Pittsburg
remained as a geographical name until the steel Industry after 1900
brought new life into the district and renamed old New York of the

Pacific, Pittsburg, and the old Pittsburg, Pittsburg Landing. Somers-
ville, Nortonville, and Stewartville, ghost towns on the road from
Antioch to Clayton, were named for men who were interested in the

largest of the mines, the Black Diamond. A fateful explosion in this

mine on July 24, 1876, marked dramatically the end of the venture.

Numerous are the names which tell of the existence of mineral
springs. The healing qualities of many of them had been recognized

by the natives although no Indian names for them are known. In
Spanish times quite a number of the springs were designated as Agua
Caliente, 'hot water,' and some of these names have been carried

over into American times. Most of these sjjrings were not developed
until the 1850 's and 1860 's. The majority bear the name of the owner
or discoverer ; others are simply called Hot Springs or Warm Springs,

Mineral, Soda or Sulphur Springs. Aetna Springs in Napa County
were so named because they were discovered while the owner was
prospecting for quicksilver in his Aetna mine, which in turn had
doubtless been named after Mount Aetna. Saratoga in Santa Clara
County was named, in 1876, because the waters of, Pacific Congress
Springs resemble those of Congress Springs at Saratoga in New
York. The name Calistoga [Napa] was coined in 1859 by Sam Bran-
nan from Cahfornia and 8a.Ta.to<ja.

Salada Beach [San Mateo] and a number of combinations with
salt and saline refer to salt deposits or at least to the salty taste of

the water of stream and lakes. The Calera names in San Mateo and
Santa Clara Counties, and several Lime, Limestone, and Limekiln
names indicate that mining and burning of limestone was once an
important industry. Other names, such as Slate, Rock, Sandstone,
and Piedra, refer to rock quarries. Freestone [Sonoma] was named
in 1870 for a quarry of easily worked sandstone. Several names con-

taining the word adobe indicate the composition of the soil or the

presence of an adobe building.

A number of combinations with Mill, and at least one Molino

[Soi.oma] (the Spanish word for 'mill') indicate the presence or

former presence of a stamj), grist, or lumber mill. Mill Valley is prob-

ably the best known of these places. John Reed, grantee of rancho

Corte Madera, operated a saw mill there as early as 1834 and sup-
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FlG. 1. Plnno topoKrafico do la Mision de San Jose, This iiiaii, made about 1824, shows many of the jilace names still in use tochiy : San Rafael, Sonoma. Solano,

Cnrquinez, Suisnn, Sacramento, San .loaquin, Cosumnes, Mokelumne, Santa Clara, Sun .Tose, Snn Lorenzo, ete. The lower part of the Imy is called Kstero de i^ta Clam.

and M. del Dinhln is the name of an Ineiiau village near Suisnn Bay. I'hnto rnurteaij Unnrroft Lihinty, Univemitii of ('dlifornia.
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plied most of the lumber with which the early houses of San Fran-
cisco were built. Corte Madera means 'place where lumber is cut,'

and is found a.s a place name not only in Marin but also in San Mateo
and Santa Clara Counties.

A number of places in Contra Costa County reflect the modern
industrial development of this county. Associated was named in 1913

when the Tidewater Associated Oil Company built the town, and
Oleum was clipped from PeiToIeum when the Union Oil Company
built the refinery before 1912. The powder industry is represented by
Hercules, Herpoco (from Hercules Powder Company), and Giant;

the last is reminiscent of the early name of dynamite, giant powder.

Moeoco was coined from Mountain Copper Company which had a

smelter at Bulls Head Point. Hastings Creek was named for the man
who discovered quicksilver on the east side of Mount Diablo.

Often place names owe their origin to an incident. Among these

are a number of points along the coast which were named for ship-

wrecks. Duxbury Reef and Point, west of Bolinas, were named because

the Duxbury grounded on the reef on August 21, 1849. Just south

of it the wreck of the steamer Tennessee in 1853 gave the names to

the point, cove, and valley. Pigeon Point [San Mateo] owes its origin

to the wreck of the clipper ship Carrier Pigeon, May 6, 1853. On
Noonday Rock, one of the Farallones, a clipper by that name ran

upon a submarine rock and sank within an hour on January 2, 1863.

Southampton Bay, however, was so named because the U.S.S.

Southampton led the fleet to anchorage at Benicia in the spring

of 1849.

Sebastapol was named shortly after the siege of the Russian
seaport of Sebastapol in the Crimean War of 1854. According to

local tradition there was actually a local fight, and the general store

became the Sebastapol of one party. Chickahominy Slough [Yolo]

is said to have been named because two ranchers had a fight there at

the time the battle of Chickahominy in Virginia was fought, June 27,

1862. A third battle is commemorated in Waterloo [San Joaquin],

where there was a fight over a land title in the early 1860 's. Cache
Creek [Yolo] wa.s named sometime before 1832 because Hudson's
Bay Company trappers had a cache or hiding place for their furs on
its banks. The name of American River was derived by Sutter from
El Paso de los Americaiios, a ford in the river where Canadian trap-

pers, called Americanos by the Spanish-speaking Indians, crossed the

stream. Patterson Pass [Alameda] is said to have received its name
in the 1850 's when Andrew Jackson Patterson and his wife were
driving over the pass in a heavy wind storm which upset his wagon,
severely injuring Mrs, Patterson. Austrian Gulch [Santa Clara] is

reminiscent of another tragedy. In 1889 a cloudburst undermined a

large winery operated by Austrians and swept thousands of gallons

of wine into Los Gatos Creek.

Every country has a number of names which were deliberately

coined and which defy all interpretations unless their origin is

known. The siding Subeet [Solano], located in a sugar-beet region,

took its name from sugar beet. Yolano [Solano] was coined from
Tolo and Solano, and Saranap [Contra Costa] from the name of Mrs.
Sara A'ophthaly. Calistoga, Herpoco, and Moeoco have already been
mentioned, and other puzzling names like Colma [San Mateo] and
Orinda [Contra Costa] may be of similar origin.

The number of names in the San Francisco Bay region the origin

of which may forever be shrouded in mystery is relatively small.

Gualala and a number of Indian names have already been mentioned.
Only two of the important names cannot be satisfactorily explained

:

Marin County and Mount Saint Helena.

The county was named after the Marin Lslands off San Rafael.

These islands in turn were named for an Indian chief called Marin,
who according to Vallejo lived on one of the islands. In view of the

lack of conclusive evidence of this tradition another theory seems
just as plausible. The bay in which the two islands lie was called

Bahia de Nuestra Senora del Rosario la Marinera in 1775, for the

patron saint of the San Carlos, the first boat to enter San Francisco
Bay. It is quite possible that the name of the islands, of the Indian,

and finally of the county go back to the Virgin 's by-name, Marinera.

As usual in such doubtful cases there are a number of other theories

about the origin of the name.

Mount Saint Helena was ascended by Ru.ssians in June, 1841,

and, according to the story current in the 1860 's, was named in honor
of the Russian empress by the Russian scientist J. G. Woznesenski.
When it was shown that the name of the empress in 1841 was Alex-

andra the story was changed to read that a princess, Ilelena'de Ga-
garin, climbed the mountain and christened it in honor of her patron
saint, the mother of Constantin the Great. No evidence has ever been
produced to prove these stories. If the Russians (whose occupation of

the region from 1812 to 1841 is still remembered in the names Rus-
sian River and Fort Ross) named the mountain at all, they probably
did it from one of their vessels which bore the name Saint Helena.

A brief survey of the geographical nomenclature of as large an
area as that of the twelve bay counties can naturally treat only such

names as are of importance or of particular interest. It cannot

even include all classes of names. There are the many transfer names
from other .states of the United States and other parts of the world

:

Albany, Menlo Park, Baden Station, Inverness, Brighton, Dublin,

Fairfield, Antioch, Brentwood, Richmond, and hundreds of others.

Many names of our military leaders are found in geography : Stock-

ton, Fremont, Hooker, Halleck, Ord, Barry, Cronkhite, Funston,
Baker, Winfield Scott. Some places were named for well-known
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historical characters: Berkeley, Lafayette, Copernicus Peak, Tesla,

Marconi ; others honor men who rendered public services : VoUmer

Peak, Keiitfiekl, Ilecker Pass, Tilden Park, McLaren Park, Reinhardt

Meadows, Mount Davidson, Stanford. Still otliers are purely descrip-

tive : Twin Peaks, Saddleback, Ilalfnioon Bay, Rocky Ridge.

There are, finally, tliose names which were clioseu because of

their sound or their design to be attractive and impressive. In this

ela.ss belong all such international names as Piedmont, Glorietta,

Montecello, Belvedere, Marina. Belmont, as well as names like Mount

Eden, Paradise Valley, and Newhope Landing, and even names con-

taining the word devil or diablo. The greatest of such names given

with the purpose of attracting and impressing is the name of the

entrance to San Francisco Bay : Golden Gate. Fremont bestowed

this name in 1846 in analogy to Golden Horn in Europe. He believed

that the Golden Gate would play in the future a similar role for com-

merce as the strait between Europe and Asia Minor had played for

centuries past. He did not foresee that only two years later the dis-

covery of gold would give it new significance and importance and
prove the name-giver to be a true prophet.

Vir,. LV Siiiiiihit nf Mi.unT St. Il.l.ini. \ir\\ ....ui h.Msi :iiMi .l.'w n\\ ,ii;l ii.>]i( Si i!,- lii\ision of Forestry fire

liKikout tower. In Ihf ot'iitcr of tlu- feuceil plot is the prL'riscl.\' locutt'tl tri;iiiKiil:it mn iiiotuKiHiit which marks the corner
coininoii to Xapii. Sonoma, and I-ako Counties, as well as the summit of tlie mountain. Two monuments and their

tablets, in the ri;:ht foreirroninl commemorate the 100th anniversar.v of the founding of Kort Ross and the .Tune, 1S41,

ascent of the mountain h.v the Uussians AVosnesenski and Tsehernec. Other surveyiuK monuments and weather-record-

ing installations ma.v lie seen near the middle of the picture. Photo by Otaf ]'. Jenkins.



INDIANS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By Robicrt F. Hkizkr •

Aborifrinal California was rcniarkabio for tlic number and diver-

sity of its Indian tribes, and the Sau Franeiseo Bay region was no

exeeption. The bay eonstituted a natural boundary, and no less than

four Iiulian nations elainied portions of its shore. The Porno held the

bull; of Sonoma County and the territory to the north. The Coast

Miwok oeeupied southern Sonoma County and Marin C'onnty. The
Napa Valley re<i-ion was the heart of Wappo territory, and to the east

as far as the Saeramento Kiver the southern Wintun (sometimes

called I'atwin) held sway. The San Franeiseo peninsula, western
Contra Costa County, and Alameda and Santa Clara Counties were
the home of the Costanoan tribes. To the east, in eastern Contra
Costa and southern San Joa(|uin Counties, was the home of the

northerly Yokuts tribes. North along the east bank of the Saeramento
Kiver in northern Sau Joaciuin and Saeramento Counties were the

viliajres of the Interior Miwok, tribes usiufi- the same speeeh but de-

taehed pcojirapliieally from their coastal relatives of Marin County.
The northern portion of Sacramento County marked the southernmost
territory of the Maidu tribe. Thus, no less than ei<>:ht important tribes,

at the time of Spanish settlement in the late eighteenth century, oceu-

]iied the twelve counties which constitute the Sau Francisco Bay
re<rion. Members of the above-named tribes furnished neophytes for

the several Spanish missions at San Rafael, Sonoma, San Francisco,

Santa Clara, and San Jose.

In one important respect, topography and terrain as delimiting

political boundaries were viewed somewhat differently by the Cali-

fornia Indians than bv ourselves. The Indian did not think, like a

modern and literate person of today, of his people owning an area

enclosed by a sharply drawn line within whose compass were so many
mountain ranges and watercourses. This would have been viewing
the land through a map, either actual or mental, and such maps were
foreign to the natives' psychology. Tribal habitats were defined by
drainage blocks. The primitive Indian knew that he had been born,

and would probably die, in a village situated on a certain stream;
and that this .stream, or a portion of it, and all the creeks flowing into

it, and all the land on or between those creeks, belonged to his people.

Upstream and downstream or across certain hills were other streams
and their affluents, along which other people lived with proprietary

rights to their drainage area. As a result of this interpretation of

surface topography, aboriginal boundaries generally ran alon" the

• Associate Professor of Anthropology, Associate Curator of North American
Archaeologj- in the Museum of Anthropology. Director of the Archaeological Survey
University of California.

crests of hills which marked watersheds, and not, as among our-
selves, down the center of streams. Thus, the apparent inconsistency
between the present county boundaries ami tribal lines (fig. 1) re-
flects alternative interpretations and utilization of environmental
features. Even the Sacramento River was no exception, for the tribe
which held one bank al.so claimed the ojiposite shore. For large bodies
of water such as San Francisco Bay, different tribes held opposite
shores.

Those tribes which lived near salt-water bodies (either the ocean
or bay) placed heavy dependence upon sea products for food. Thus,
their former village sites are marked by accnnuilations of mussel and
clam shells, some of very large size. In Emeryville, on the site of the
present Sherwin-Williams Paint Company plant, was an extensive
shellmound measuring 1,000 feet in length, 300 feet in width, and 22
feet above the surrounding plain. The volume of this accumulation
of shell, earth, ash, stone, implements, and burials was computed at
39,000 cubic meters. The total weight of the accumulation was 55,885
short tons, of which about 60 percent was shell and 8 percent ash.
North along the east .shore of the bay, at Ellis Landing in Richmond,
was situated another shellmound with a content of 35,649 cubic
meters, or about 51,085 short tons. Specific gravity of the refuse
material of the shellmound was 1.3. These huge mounds of refuse
left by the former occupants of the bay area have been subjected to
careful quantitative and qualitative anal.vsis in an attempt to esti-

mate their antiquity. The average composition of 15 shellmounds
around San Francisco Bay is: fishbone, 0.031 percent; other verte-
brate remains, 0.055 percent ; shell, 52.07 percent ; charcoal, 0.22 per-
cent; ash, 12.27 percent; rock, 7.5 percent; residue, 27.84 percent.
The consensus is that the earliest occupation of these spots may have
been about 3,500 years ago.

The interior tribes, whose cultures were developed around the
exploitation of the Coast Ranges and Interior Valley environments,
placed chief reliance upon elk, deer, and acorns for food ; the .shell-

fish used were limited to freshwater species (Gonidca, Margaritifera).
Former village sites are marked by mounds of earth consisting of ash,
broken stone, discarded bones of animals eaten for food, and the like.

These mounds are great refu.se heaps, ranging from eminences a few
feet in diameter to earth domes several hundred feet in diameter and
many feet thick, upon which the former inhabitants lived, and in
which they interred their dead. Several of the more prominent Valley
mounds contain about 50,000 cubic meters of material.

(39)
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Fio. 1. Map showing distrilmtion of Indian tril)es in area of the 12 counties

of the San Francisco Bay region.

The first physical and cultural remains of which there is any
record in the bay area are those of the "Early Horizon," whose
estimated antiquity is about 5,000 years. This first culture is known
from a limited scries of burial spots enclosed in the great bend of the

Mokelumne River between Thornton and Walnut Grove in San Joa-

quin County, but has thus far not been discovered on the ocean coast

or on the shores of San Francisco Bay. The skeletal remains are so

heavily mineralized as to almost deserve the term "fossilized." Fol-

lowing the Early period, a new culture called the "Middle Horizon"

appears whose estimated dates are 1500 B.C. to 500 A.D. This Ls suc-

ceeded by a Late Horizon, in which a new people created different

implement forms and utilized distinctive techniques of working raw
materials in the production of these forms.

In order to give some objective indication of the utilization of

primitive resources by the primitive peoples of the bay area,

Sequence of ahoriginal cultures

Date * San Francisco Bay and Interior Valley and adjacent
adjacent coast Sierra foothills

1770 A.D. Costanoan tribe Maidu. Wintun, Miwok tribes

500 A.D. Late Horizon Late Horizon
ir>(K) B.C. Middle Horizon Middle Horizon
2.")<X) B.C. (Unoccupied?) Early Horizon

* Dates are approximations based od available evidence.

representative artifacts from prehistoric village and burial sites

are here discussed and illustrated. The discussion below is developed

primarily around the rocks and minerals used, and the industrial

or technological methods employed in fashioning them into serviceable

implements for household, military, or economic functions.

Literally hundreds of different rocks and minerals were utilized

for special purposes by the prehistoric Indians. Obsidian (black vol-

canic glass) was especially favored as a material for making arrow-

points, because the natural glass could be easily flaked. Outcrops of

massive obsidian occur near Anadel about 7 miles southeast of Santa

Rosa, Sonoma County; around Clear Lake, Lake County (fig. 3a,b)
;

and at Glass Mountain on the east side of Napa River near St. Helena

in Napa County (fig. 3c,d). Here large areas covered with chips,

flakes, and rejected implements give evidence of extensive exploitation

of the obsidian outcrops. Throughout the whole bay area obsidian

was secured in trade from the Napa and Sonoma quarries in the form

of flat flakes or "blanks" (fig. 4a-f/). Aboriginal obsidian quarrying

technique is shown in figure 4e. Examples of obsidian chipped imple-

ments are shown in figure 4/-i and figure 5.

Steatite or soapstone did not, so far as is known, occur in the

bay area, but was imported from the Coast Ranges to the north and

the Sierra Nevada to the east in considerable quantity. It was chiefly

er'iloyed in the manufacture of tubular .smoking pipes, spool-shaped

earplugs, beads, and ornaments (fig. 6). In the vicinity of Stockton,

cylindrical jars of steatite were manufactured (fig. 14A'). Globular,

thin-walled cooking pots, which could be placed directly on a fire,

were made farther south in the Santa Barbara region. Figure 7o

shows two natives working steatite : the man with a hafted pick

working a blank vessel from the outcrop, and the woman hollowing

out the interior of the soft stone with a heavy chipped chisel-pick.

Various tribes scraped steatite with a sharp-edged flint flake and

used the dust thus produced as talcum powder. Two such scraped

lumps of milk-colored steatite from the Sacramento Valley are shown

in figures lld-e. Flat pieces of sandstone ranging from sizable slabs

to small slender bars were much used for grinding, abrading, and pol-

ishing of circular discs of clam shell which were the common currency

of the central California Indians (fig. 7c). These were ground on a

sandstone slab in the manner shown in figure 7b and drilled with a

pump drill (fig. If). Shown in figure 146 is a flat sandstone slab with
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d, Site Son-299, west shore of Bodeca Bay (site is under light-colored

vegetation in center to left of tents)
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FiCi. 2. Archeolnjrical sites.
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a, fc, The olisi(li;in qiinrry nt liornx Lake, near Clear Lake Highlands, Lake County.

c, (7, Obsidian iiodulfs in pnniicr mixed with Indian workshop flakes "hear St. Helena, Napa County.

Fio. 3
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p.ieely squared sides and a rectaiiirular central depression. The entire

surface is encrusted with hematite, and from this it may be inferred

that the slab was a palette used for grinding red paint. The flat, fine-

grained, decorated sandstone pieces shown in figure 8 come from Napa
Valley, and probably represent highly conventionalized human fig-

ures. They may portray infants tied in cradles with straps.

Although pottery vessels were neither made nor used, clay was
modelled and fired in lumps or balls of various sizes. This rudimentary

tired-clay industry was practiced in the delta region east of Car-

quinez Straits, where .stone was absent from the alluvial-plain soils.

The clay balls served as substitutes for rocks in the "stone boiling"

process where mush was boiled in watertight baskets by dropping in

rocks heated in an open fire. Figure 9a,cl-f shows typical "ball" forms

employed in stone boiling. Tubular pipes (fig. Ih) in which a species

of wild tobacco {Nicotiana bigelovii) was smoked, and spool-shaped

net-sinkers (fig. 96-c), were made of baked clay.

Magnesite was quarried by the Indians in Napa and Lake Coun-

ties, and was fashioned into barrel-shaped beads which were consid-

ered very valuable. The aborigines baked the milky white chunks

or finished beads of raw magnesite in the ashes of a fire to tura them
salmon pink (fig. 7</).

Clear quartz crystals were eagerly- sought and saved. From testi-

mony recorded from recent Indians, it is known that such crystals

were endowed with magical or supernatural power, and were so

charged with this quality that only medicine men could safely handle

and control them. Crystals were generally employed in curing illness.

Figure 7d,i,j, and figure 12d illustrate quartz crystals whose sharp

edges have, through some abrading process, been ground down. The
terminus of one is decorated with shell beads affixed in an asphaltum
mastic. It is probable that the famed Mokelumne Hill deposits were
the source of these crystals.

All of the California Indians daubed their faces and bodies with

colored mineral paints upon certain occasions—for ceremonial per-

formances, while in mourning for a deceased relative, when engaged
in war, and the like. Red color was most widely used, and hematite

and cinnabar were mined and traded for long distances from tribe

to tribe. One source was a deposit on the east side of Mount Diablo,

but the main locality was the New Almaden mine near San Jose. In

1845, when a shaft was sunk and white men first began mining, there

was discovered an ancient tunnel some 50 or 60 feet in length at whose

face, covered with caved roof material, were several Indian skeletons

and rude stone mining tools. Cinnabar lumps and powder have been

recovered from prehistoric Indian graves in Contra Costa County,

and it is reliably attested that as early as 1800 some of the Columbia
River tribes, among them the Walla Walla, knew of the New Almaden

deposit and made the long journey to secure this valuable and bril-

liant pigment. Hematite (ferric oxide) occurs commonly in nature,

and few archaeological sites fail to produce chunks of this red min-

eral. Figure 11a, fe illustrates two lumps of native hematite with

ground surfaces from which powder has been rubbed or filed off, per-

haps with a sandstone file such as that shown in figure le. Limonite
(ferric hydroxide), a yellow mineral, and various white minerals such

as diatomaceous earth, were used as body paint.

Everywhere in the bay area except on the sea-level plain of the

Sacramento-San Joaquin delta region where stone is absent, pebbles

were picked up in stream beds or from gravel exposures, carried home
to the village, and put to various uses. They were employed as hammer-
stones for striking oflf percussion flakes in the manufacture of chipped

implements (fig. 17e), as longitudinally grooved net sinkers (fig.

llg,h), and as miniature mortars for grinding paint minerals or

tobacco (fig. 111). Concretions and odd-shaped rocks resulting from
differential weathering (fig. 12g-k) were used as "charmstones" at

religious functions.

Various micas, which occur in nature in the form of flat plates,

were known and used by the Indians. Ancient village sites on the

shores of San Francisco Bay and the Marin County coast produce
graves in which are quantities of clear muscovite plates with holes

drilled through them for suspension (fig. 12c,/). Dark lustrous green

biotite plates (fig. 12e) were used in the central valley area as pend-

ants, the source of this mineral probably being the Sierra Nevada
immediately to the east.

Asphaltum, which can be secured from tar seeps, is an excellent

adhesive and mastic. It was much used by the Indians of the San Fran-
cisco Bay region, though the exact location of the source of this sub-

stance remains unknown. Three examples of the use of a.sphaltum

adhesive are shown in figure 12a,b,d. These represent, respectively, a

charm.stone or fishing sinker which still shows the cord impressions,

a flat polished steatite ornament with Otivella shell disc beads im-

bedded in the mastic, and a quartz crystal whose ba.se is similarly

decorated. All three pieces are from San Francisco Bay shellmounds.

A class of prehistoric implement whose use may only be conjec-

tured comprises the beautifully made charmstones shown in figure 13.

Recent Indians profess great reluctance to touch them, and say that

only medicine men (i.e. doctors) have sufficient power to handle them
with safety. The Indian doctors profess to be able, by manipulating
charmstones, to cure the sick, extinguish forest fires, secure hunting
and fishing luck, bring rain, and the like. The charmstone of the

Early culture period was almost invariably drilled, and a cord was
probably passed through the hole so that the stone could be suspended.

Most examples from the later civilizations (Middle and Ijate Hori-

zons) are not drilled. In nearly every instance some attractive rock
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Fig. 8. Painted sandstone tablets which probably represent the human figure.

Solid blnck represents red ; stippled lines represent white.

was selected from whicli to make tlie.se pieces. Thus, the charmstones
shown ill figure lSa,g are made of translucent alabaster which is milky

white ; the example in finfure 136 is made of blue amphibolite schist

;

that in figure I3c is composed of a dense black fjranite; and the speci-

men shown in figure 13r/ is a mottled greenish granite. All of these

charuLstones, because of their symmetry, finish, and color, are truly

objects of beauty, and they must have been so considered by their

makers, people of the Early culture.

The bicoiiical grooved object shown in figure 13/ is made of sea-

green chrysotile asbestos
;

it perhaps served as an ornament or amulet
worn on a string around the neck.

Wild grass seeds, acorns, and small bulbs were important articles

of diet ; and because these had to be cooked before being eaten, instru-

ments for grinding and pulverizing were necessary to prepare them
for boiling or baking. Two inipleiiieiits, the metate or quern (a flat

grinding plate upon which i.s moved a siiiall stone held in the hand),

and the mortar (a stone bowl in whose cavity is raised and lowered a

cylindrical blunt-ended pestle), were the main grinding implements
utilized. Examples of these are shown in figure 14(j,c-i. Volcanic rocks

were used for these tools when possible, because they are tough and
long wearing. Vesicular basalt was preferred, and mortars of this

material are plentiful in shcllmoiinds on the shores of San Francisco
Bay (fig. 14i-.;). Such mortars must have been carried for miles from
quarry sources near Mount Diablo or across the bay from the north.

Objects of perishable materials, such as horn, leather, sinew,

feathers, and wood, must have been extremely abundant in prehis-

toric times, judging from the material culture items known to have
been used by the California Indians at the time of the coming of the

whites. Occasionally there will be preserved a carbonized fragment

of an ancient basket ; or a chance imprint of a basket on a piece of

moist clay which became baked in a fire will attest to the former pres-

ence of a textile container ; but bej'ond this no direct evidence of per-

ishable items has been found.

Bone as an implement material has an excellent rating among
primitives. It is abundant (particularly among hunting peoples), is

easily worked, and possesses durability. In figure 15 are illustrated a

very small selection of the numerous varieties of bone objects from
prehistoric village sites in the San Francisco Bay region. Figure 15a
is a dagger made of the ulna (large bone of the lower front leg) of an
elk ; 156-e shows harpoons once used to secure fish ; 15f-g shows whis-

tles made of hollow bone ; 15/i is a basketry awl or punch ; lai-j shows
neatly incised birdbone tubes; 15A- is a perforated needle; and 15i-»n

shows bone bodkins or pins.

Shells of both freshwater and marine molluscan species were em-
ployed for tools and ornaments, the latter use being the most impor-

tant. The shells of salt-water forms are thicker, more dense, and more
durable, and were, for these reasons, most favored. The red-backed

abalone {Haliotis rufescens), green-backed abalone {H. cracherodii),

and various clams {Macoma, Saxidomus) were used for ornaments
(fig. 16) and beads (fig. 7c). Figure 16h illustrates a spoon made from
a freshwater mussel (Mari/aritifera) shell in which a hole has been
drilled near one end. Such a spoon of iridescent shell could have been

worn around the neck on a string to serve as an ornament, and put to

other use at mealtimes.

Few primitive peoples excelled the California Indians in stone-

flaking. Delicately and symmetrically chipped ornaments, drills,

knives, and arrowpoints such as those shown in figures 4 and 5 have

rarely been equalled by primitive peoples. So fragile are some of

the shiny black obsidian arrowheads that one may wonder whether

they were actually employed as projectile tips; yet numerous human
bones, like the human vertebra shown in figure 17/, bear such delicate

stone weapon points imbedded intact. The stones which lent themselves

to flaking were iieces.sarily those with a high silica content, and in

California these were obsidian (black volcanic glass), and erypto-

crystalline chert, jasper, chalcedony, and flint. These last are tougher

and less brittle than obsidian, and less subject to delicate flaking.

A large gray flint blade with serrated edges is shown in figure 11g.

Obsidian was broken out of massive flows in the manner shown
in figure 4e. The large chunks of obsidian, or boulders of chert or

flint, were then struck in the way shown in figure 17a to secure thin

flakes of convenient size. Finally, the arrowpoint was formed bj' one

of several methods of chipping: two are shown in figure 176-c.

For fashioning ground or polished stone tools the shaping process

entailed careful pecking to wear away the stone. This procedure was

utilized .in making the various artifacts shown in figures 6, 11, 13, and
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Because many persons believe that the arrow-cliijipin;: ])roeess is

a lost art, it may be worthwhile to reproduce here two of the score of

recorded eyewitness accounts of this process amoufr California Indians.

Caleb Ijvon, in 1860, witnessed the making of an obsidian arrow-

point by a member of the Shasta tribe of nortiiern California and de-

scribed the i)rocess as follows

:

"The Slinstn Indian -seated himself on the floor, and pltiein^ tlie

stoue anvil npon his knee, which was of conu'act t:ilcose slale. with one

blow of his a;;:ite chisel he separated the obsidian pebble into two ]tarts,

then KivinK another blow to the fractnred si<le he split off a slab a fourth

of an incii in thickiii-ss. HoldiM;< the piece against the anvil with the

tlnnnb and fin;,'er of his left hand, he comntenced a series of rontinuoti.s
blows, ever.v one of which chipiied off fragments of the brittle xubslanrr.
It Kradnally assumed the reipiired shape. After finishini; lhi> base of the
.arrowhead (the whole bein;; only .a liltle over .-in inch in lenKth). he
bciian strikins jrentler blows, every one of which I e.spected wonld break
it into pieces. Yet such was their adroit application, his skill and dex-
terity, that in little over an hour he produced a perfect obsidian arrow-
hi'ad. I tlien reqnested him to carve me one from the remains of a broken
porl lioltlc. which (after two failnres) he succeeded in doinK. He save
as a reason for his ill success, he <lid not understand the t'rain of the
kI.iss. \o sculptor ever handleil a chisel with ^-reater precision, or more
carefully measured the weight and effect of every blow, than this iuRen-
ious Indian ; for, even amonR them, arrow miikins is a di.stinct tradi' or
profession, which many attemjit, but in which few attain exc(dliuice."

J. P. Snyder published in 1897 a graphic account of the Maidu
Indian method of makiiifi' an arrow-point. The Indian, having broken
his arrowhead when shooting at a hare, proceeded, in Snyder's pres-

ence, to manufacture another. Searching the creek gravel, he obtained
a fragment of nuartz. Snyder's account runs:

"Seatinj: himself on a bowlder near me. his next move was to un-
fasten and nnwraii the sinew thread from the end of the arrow shaft
and detach and remove the piece of stone arrowhead remaining in it,

for it had broken when it struck the rocky urouud. He placed the thread
of sinew in his month to .soften it and render it pliable. Then holdin;; the
quartz splinter on its ed!;e with his left hand, on a smooth liowlder as .an

anvil, he fjently tapped the stone, first on one edf;e. thcai on the other (a
percussive process), striking' off a tiny chip at each stroke until he soon
Iiad it reduced apjiroximately to the dimensions he required. He had
before seating himself remo\ed his (ini\-er from his shoulder, and at this
sta^'e untied from its stra]i a liu(d;skin string that suspended the iioint

of a deer's horn. 7 or 8 inches in len;,'th. notched or ^-rooved at its small
•ml in a peculiar manner that I had not before noticed. The .savage saw-
that I was intensely interested in his work, anil executed every move-
ment delibi'rately and plainly in my view, as thongh he felt pride in his
knowledge of the stone art. Now spreading the broad tail flap on his
quiver in the jialm of his left hand, with its inner or dressed si<le u]) he
pla<-ed npon it the quartz splinter he had blocked out. and held it firmly
in place with the two smaller fingers of the hand clasped over it. With
the point of his horn punch he then, by firm and careful pressure, broke
from the edges flake after flake from the point of the endjryo arrowhead
along to its b.-ise. Slopping for a moment to insiiect the stone, he would
reverse it and repeat the cautious pressing on the other e<lge until
directly its outline was that of the ordinary leaf-shaped, flint implement.
He now reversed the deerhorn punch, when I noticed that it was ground,
at its upper or large end, to an obtuse or diamond point at one side,

somewhat like that of -n wood carver's burin. Appljiing this stout laiint.

b.\ the same nioile of pressure as before, to each side of the broad end of

the stone alternately, the stone now resting for .solid support on the
heavy muscles at the base of the thumb, he soon ehippe<l out the iinlentiHl

lateral notches, defining the shank of the arrowhead,,which was now fin-

ished as completely, and perfectly proportioned, as any I ever saw. Fit-

ting it in the cleft of the arrow shaft, he took the slender thong from his

mouth and soon had the new weaiion securely fastened, his horji punch
tied to its place again. an<l gathering nj) his ipiiver and bow, quickly van-
ished from view.

"The whole process, from his selection of the stone ;Mla]itei| for his

pmpose to the lasi tuck of the sinew strand in adjusting the finisheil

imiilement to its shaft, did not exceed li.'i minutes of time."
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ADOBE HOUSES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
Uy J. X. Bowman •

The wurd adobe, derived from Ejjyptian tliroupli the Arabic and
Spauisli laiij;iia.L:es, is used in Calit'ornia as a nonn and as an adjeetive.

As a nonn it means tlie fine-drained black soil wliieh when wet becomes

very stictiv; it names tlie sun-dried brick made from this and otlier

soils, and also the bnildinp' constructed of the sun-dried brick. From
the advent of Eui-opeans in California to the present the soil has been

used as a building material. In Spanish and Mexican California, adobe

bricks were made of soil, binder if needed, and water. During- the early

American period this process was continued ; and during the last quar-

tci- of a century experimenting' has made improvements in the pro-

vincial system, so that at present adobe brick manufacturers are pro-

ducing a fireatly improved building material.

Adobe bricks in provincial California were made from the soil

near the site of the building to be erected; the soil may have been

adobe, clay, loam, or sandy or gravelly earths. Jlost of the adobe soil

[Kissessed sufficient adhesiveness to hold together when dried, but the

other soils required a binder. The binder in the bricks of the earl.v

buildings consisted of weeds, or tules. or any other vegetation at hand
;

later, after grains had been introduced and cultivated, the stravi' of

wheat and barley or wild oats was used ; so too was the refuse from
the kitchen garbage can. The late Prof. G. W. Hendry, who worked
on the identification of reliques found in dissolved adobe bricks,

alwa.vs hoped to iliscover the brick containing the kitchen refuse, be-

cause of the seeds and other plant and domestic reliques that found
their way into the garbage.

The making of California adobe bricks was a simple process inher-

ited from the earl.v Spanish settlers as developed and practiced in

Mexico and Spain. From existing documentary evidence the probable

processes ma.v be reconstructed somewhat as follows. A convenient

level .spot was selected near the proposed building site and near the

« ater supply from a spring or creek. The groniul was spaded up and
sometimes slightly excavated in order to hold water. When the loose

earth was saturated with water, bare-legged servants, usually Indians,

tramped the wet earth and the binder into a well-mixed consistency

suitable for carrying to and placing in the brick moulds. On a level

area nearby were the brick forms. These moulds were made from
hoards, hand hewn in the early days, but later sawed ; held together

in the first settlements, with rawhide thongs, and later with wooden
l^egs—or with nails after they had been introduced into the province.

The dimensions of the forms were usually divisions of the vara or

yard : about § in length and i in width, or about 22 by 11 inches. This
size mould made the typical California adobe brick weighing 20 to

* Historian, Central Records Depository.

40 [jound.s—convenient to carry and easy to handle in the construc-
tion of the house. Some smaller forms were made for special-purpose
bricks; those to be burned in the mission kilns were about 8 by 10
inches. The thickness of the brick was the depth of the mould—2 to 5
inches, on the average 3J inches; most bricks for the kilns were about
2 inches thick.

After the forms had been jilaced in convenient rows and the earth
well mixed with binder, the "mud" was carried by hand or in baskets
to the forms, tamped down with hands or feet onto the level ground
and against the sides and ends of the moulds, and leveled by hand to

the top of the forms. Occasionally an Indian would leave an impres-
sion of his hand or foot on the surface of a freshly packed brick, or a
literate workman would print his name and the date on the surface

;

sometimes, too, a domestic or wild animal would leave a footprint on
the adobe before it had dried.

The bricks were allowed to dry in the sun
; as soon as the tops were

fairly dry, they were turned over. Then, when the underside was dry,
they were taken froni the forms and set on edge so that the drying
process would be uniform and there would be no cracking. Finally
the bricks were stacked in convenient rows to await their use in con-
struction.

A small one-room hou.se recjuired about 1,000 bricks; the typical
two-room dwelling needed perhaps 2,500 bricks for its walls and par-
titions, aiul as replacements for broken or defective bricks. For very
large buildings like the mission churches, priests' houses and mills

the number of bricks needed ran into the thousands. On ranches where
a number of buildings were to be erected a "brick yard" was estab-

lished, like that of Jose de Jesus Vallejo, brother of the General, in

the small ravine at Niles across the highway and north of the present
nur.sery. He used the bricks in his houses and mill.

The soil in the bay region, when mixed with binder, was quite
good for making adobe bricks—except in the area around the Presidio
of San Francisco. As early as the 1780 's the commandante reported
to Monterey that the soil available was very poor for making the bricks
needed in the frequent repair and recon.struction of the presidio walls
and garrison houses.

Adobe bricks which were to be burned in kilns were not handi-
capped by soil conditions as were the sun-dried bricks. The burning
of bricks and roof tiles was confined to the missions. The kiln at Mis-
sion San Luis Rey is the best preserved, and the one recently unearthed
at Mission Carmel is a smaller but equally good example of the padres'
workmanship. No mission kiln has been discovered within the bay
counties, but evidently one existed at Mission Dolores, because burned

(57)
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Fir.. 1. Mnriiino Guadalupe Vallejo ndohe uenr Petalunia, built about ISSO.

Photo by Their, hir., roiirteitij of Son Fronrisco Chronicle.

bricks were used for tiie floor of one part of the cluirch, for the build-

iiif;' of the battery in Port Point and Point San Jose, and for the walls

of the pozd or well at Polin Spring in the presidio grounds. The pozo,

which is still jjartly intact, is now covered up; it is located just below

the spring at the edge of the newly constructed road below the old

dam at the head of MacArthur Avenue, about 110 feet west of the

well marker erroneously placed in the middle of the creek bed. Pro-

fessor Louderback of the University of California kindly analyzed one

of the bricks from the pozo, and found that it had been made from

local soil.

At th<> missions, bui-ned bricks were used in flooring parts of the

church, and in constructing columns of the cluirch front and corridors.

Foundations of the better houses were built of large rocks held

together with adobe mortar. This foundation raised the adobe brick

walls above the level of the surrounding ground, protecting them from
gromid moisture and rain, and thus from melting. On the foundations

the adobe bricks wei-e laid with the lengths and widths alternating,

forming a wall the length of the bricks, or about 2 feet thick. The par-

titions in which the bricks were laid lengthwise only, were about a

foot thick. The bricks were held together with adobe mortar. The next

layer of bricks in the walls again alternated the lengths and widths

ill its course, and also alternated the widths and lengths with those

of the lower course. When the walls and partitions had reached the

required height, they were plastered over with adobe mud to form a

smooth surface. On the outside of the house, this smooth surface served

as a further protection against the dissolving action of rain. In the

better class of adobes such as churches, priests' houses, and the com-

FlG. 2. Blue WiuK Hotel, Sonoma, built during the period 18.36-50, as it was
in 1930. Reputed to be the fir.st large hotel building erected in California north of

San Franci.seo. Photo coiirtp»ij of Pacific Ott» find Electric Company.

mandante's residence, the walls were whitewashed with a whiting

made of burned sea.shells. Such is the description of the San Francisco

Presidio church and comandancia as given by Vancouver in 17!)2.

Another method of adobe construction may be called the "poured
method"; only one such construction, however, has been found in the

bay counties—an adobe on rancho Pulgas probably built in the 1840 's.

A neighbor described it as "built of earth which was placed in a box

and pounded having water thrown on it, and when a part was com-

pleted the box was removed to another part of the building. It was

roofed with fableias. small pieces of red boards. The house was about

:i varas [or about 16.5 feet] square. ... It fell down in the year."

The roofs of the churches and other buildings were formed of

timbers held together in the early years with rawhide thongs tied

tightly. As these thongs dried, they held the units still more firmly

together. The original roof of Mission Dolores church was constructed

in this manner. In later years, wooden pegs were used, and still later

hand-wrought nails. On this foundation the roof tiles were laid.

Roof tiles were made of adobe formed in the same manner as

bricks; but while plastic they were given their curved and ta))cring

shapes by folding over a form. Tradition has it that some of the tiles

were shaped over the thighs of the workers—and that this shaping

process was best performed by the Indian maidens whose anatomy was

l)est suited by nature for the task ! After burning in the kilns the tiles

were ready for the roof. The overhanging roofs and the corridors gave

further protection for the walls against rain. On most of the ranchos

the roofs were of tules bound together or loose, placed over a roof
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I'uuiuhilion of poles and briisli t-dXiMcd with Mchihc iimd. Tli('s<\ luitiir-

idly, were not i';iiii-|iroof.

In the lirst lloH.s^^. i.'\fn in the rlinri-hcs, the windows wri-c only

opfiiinj;s in tlic walls. Later, wliite animal sUins tliin enonjih to allow

some li^lit to enter were used to cover the openings. On tlie ranehos

and in tlie pueblos the windows were at first left open, but later they

were barred with vertical wood poles placed a few inches apart. Win-
dows of the I'eralta adobe in San Jose were barred in this way. Tradi-

tion tells that petty thieves thrust loiif; poles throuirh the windows
between the bars, to sjiear and pull out desirable articles from the

intei'ior. Later the bars were replaced with iron rods and later still

with ^lass.

Most of the doors, like the windows, were left as openinj;s. When
some [irotectiou was needed against the intrusion of domestic and

other animals, a |)ole frame was made, covered with cowhide, and set

against or hinged to the door frame. Freipiently this door was divided

into an upjicr and lower half. Alfred Robinson described such a door

at the I'ulgas rancho house in the early 1830's.

The Hoors of the houses were made of poinided earth and were

raised somewhat above the surrounding ground. These floors were

uneven, liardened by con.stant tramping, and smoothed by wear.

No i)rovision was made for heating the houses in provincial Cali-

fornia. The material used and the thickness of the walls made the

adobes cool in sunnner and warm in winter. Some heating was sectired

when the cooking was done in one corner of the room, but when the

kitchen and the bakeoven were separate from the house, warmth was
obtained by donning more coats and cloaks—as Simpson learned when
he dined w ith the General and Mrs. Vallejo at Sonoma in 184L Luloor

tireplaccs were introduced into California by General Vallejo's

brother-in-law. the American George C. Yount, in Napa County, in

the middle lH:i()'s. The provincial Mexicans, however, did not adopt

them. The firei)lace in one corner of the restored Mission Purisima

Concepcion is a restoration of one installed long after the end of the

mission period.

The missioiuiries were the greatest builders of adobe hou.ses. They
built adobes at all three of the Santa Clara Mission sites. At Missions

Santa Clara. San Jose, and Dolores, buildings were erected around

one or two patios; while at San Kafael and Sonoma, two sides of the

square were enclosed by walls. At most of the missions the tainiery was

erected at some distance from the main buildings, and the jail was
farthest away of all. In addition to these bidldings, the missions also

had adobes for their neophytes on the mission ranchos. Early examples

are to be seen at Dolores, at San Pedro, and near Rockaway ; a later

example is located at San Mateo, and a still later one at San Pablo in

Contra Costa County.

The Presidio of San Francisco had the typical presidio stJin--

tures. onl.v the fourth wall enclosing the square was not constructed

entirely of adobe. Against or near the iinier sides of the walls, the

church, the olticers' houses, warehouses, and trooj) (puirters were built.

On Pulgas Rancho, the rancho iiacional foi- San Fraiu-isco Presidio,

adobes for the caretakers of presidio stock were also built.

On the ranchos of the bay counties the inimber and the location of

the adobes varied. At most ranchos there was only one adobe at the

homestead, but on others one or more buildings were erected within

a few feet or at some distance from the first dwelling. As the .sons and
daughters of the owners married, they built their adobes nearby or on

more distant parts of the ranchos. Between 1820 and 1842 adobes were
erected by the Bernal family on rancho Santa Rita, the Higueras on
rancho Milpitas, the Younts on rancho Caymas, the Martinez children

on rancho Pinole, and the Peralta sons on rancho San Antonio.

The number of adobe structures in the bay counties (exclusive

of Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Yolo Counties) was 832, counting the

houses, corrals, additional wings, lean-tos, fences, and the luieertain

number of rooms in the long structures built for the mission neoi)hytes.

When restricted to structures of walls and roofs, the number is 696,

of which the mission buildings account for 183. At Santa Clara Mis-

sion, 64 known houses were erected at the three sites; at Mission San
Jose 40 were built ; at Mi.ssion Dolores 31 ; at San Rafael and Sonoma
24 each. The Presidio of San Francisco had about a dozen houses and
an unknown number of separate soldier quarters and shops built at

different times within and against the garrison walls. Also, adobe was
used in the fortifications on Fort Point and Fort Mason, as was burned
brick. The total number of all types of adobes built in each of nine

bay counties is relatively as follows : Marin 50 ; Sonoma 114; Xapa 37
;

Solano 27; Contra Costa 57; Alameda 115; Santa Clara 311; Sjin

Mateo 25 ; and San Francisco 87.

Of the (i!)6 adobe houses only 88 were staiuling w holly or in part

in 1942; since that date some are known to have fallen or to have been

razed, aiul no dinibt others have (lisai)peared. The fi\e missions have

six adobes still standing: Santa Clara and Sonoma have two each, and
Dolores and .Mission San Jose one each. The Presidio had only one.

Pueblo San Jo.se has three, pueblo Sonoma eleven. ])ueblo Santa Clara

two. There are IC adobes on the ranchos of Santa Clara Count.v ; 15 in

Sonoma County; 12 in Contra Costa Count.v ; 8 in Alameda County;

6 in Xapa Count.v ; 4 in Solano County ; and 2 each in San Mateo and

JIarin Counties.

Most of the 696 adobes were erected between 1777-78 and the end

of the Mexican period; a few were erected during the 1880's. The

oldest now .standing is Mission Dolores, which crates from the period

1782-91; the Officers' Club on tlie Presidio at San Francisco was
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Kic;. I'rii'sl: ' linuse .'It Mission Snn Josi*, completed nbniit 1810; Iniildinj; is all tliat remains of

the »ikl mission. Photo courtesi/ of ^'ffM Francisco Chronicle.

erected durinpr the 1810 's or 1820 's; the Peralta dwelling in San Jose

was built about 1808; and the Higuera house on raneho Milpitas was
ereeted in 1828.

In the following paragraphs are listed some of the more promi-

nent provincial adobe structures which were standing in 1942. .Many

of the dates of construction given are only relative; where the date is

lircceded by the word "about" it is accurate within the limits of one

year before or after the figure given. Numbers in parentheses follow-

ing the names of the dwellings apply to the map, figure 3.

In Marin County one of the two adobes standing is the Cainilo-

Bhii-I: dwelling (1), now used as a residence by Mrs. Burdell. It was
built about 1S4() on raneho Olompali, 3.7 miles north of Novate.

In Sonoma County 15 adobes still stand, wholly or in part. Among
tlicm is tlie (ieneral Vallejo Fort (2), erected in 1836-39 on raneho

I'etaluma. This is the largest of all adobes in the nine bay counties,

even with half of the building fallen. It was 178 by 17.3 feet. About a

mile northwest of Bodega are the ruins of the Sf( iiIkui Smith dwelling

(3), clo.se to his store, tannery, distillery, ami the first stn-am saw-

mill in California. The ruins are now fullj' covered with myrtle, which

is a characteristic of many adobe ruins. The First Alexander adobe

(4), built in 184.5-46 on part of raneho Sotoyome, stands a (|iiarter of

a mile east of the Alexander Valley highway, half a mih' south of tlie

Alexander school. The Bfrryi'sna-Kninht adobe (.5) was built in 1843

on raneho Mallaeomes and stands some 75 feet east of the Kniglit's

Valley highway, about 7.5 miles northwest of Calistoga. Northwest ol'

Healdsburg and about 4 miles southwest of Geyserville stand the two

Pcmi adobes (6), built in 1841 and 1844 on raneho Tzabaco. The

CarriUo and "Salvador" adobes (7. 8) on raneho Cabeza de Santa

Rosa stand on the south side of Santa Rosa Creek about 2 miles east

of the courthouse; they were built about 1839 and 1840 respectively.

The Justi dwelling and winery-stable (9. 10), built in the late 1840's

and early 1850 "s on part of raneho Agua Caliente, stand on the west

side of the old Sonoma-Santa Rosa road 2.8 miles south of Kenwood.

The "Fighting Joe" Hooker adobe barn (11) stands 4 miles mirth of
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Kic. 5. .los^ (Ic Jesus Vnllcjo ndolie on grounds of California Nurseiy Company
lit Niles. Adobe was built about 1850. I'hoto bij Mnrij line Hill.

I'll;. (J. Koundation of Vallejo flour mill, located just east of the HiKlnvii.v 17
underpass at Xiles. HuildinK was eompleted in 1S56. Photo hij Marii Rnr Hill.

l''Io, 7. lliijuera adobe ou C'urtner Uanc-h, two miles norllie.isl of Milpitas. House
was built in l>S2.'i. I'holo I'u Uarii /I'ric Hill.

I-'u:. -S. .Mnsetuii buildiu;; at Xew Ahuaden. Saula Clara Cnuiit.v. diitiii;;

frnrn the bile \X4i)'^. I'hotii hii Mnnj lliir Hill.
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Sinioiuii iit'iir ilu' lijiiiU (if tli(> cici'U : it was eiTfted in 18r)2 cm IlnoUcr's

l>art of raiiflii) A;;ua ('aliciite. On oiilliits .")0(i. 5()S, and 'iKi nf |iurlilo

Sniiiinia stand adobes built in tlii> early IiS.'jO's.

Ill pueblo Sonoma 11 adobes still stand. l''aeinfr the plaza are the

Mission Cliitrch (1.')) built about 1841 and restored later; tlie riicsts'

House (16) ereeted about 182.") and also later restored; the Second
liarrotks (17) Iniilt in ]8:!.")-:?() ; the I iid inn House (18) nearby, ereeted

byOeneral \'alle.jo about 18:U); the 1'»//(.;o-/?('<r/fr dwelling' (19) built

by the (ieneral's brother. Salvador, in 18r)(), and now used as the Swiss

liotel : El Dorado Hotel (20), built by Salvador Vallejo in 184.')-46
;

ami the Lccse-Filcli adobe built in 1842 and later owned by the widow
of Henry D. Fiteh. The Leese-Fiteh adobe was used by Leese as a

store, and by General Percifer Smith as lii.s headquarters; and it no

doubt housed at least part of the Spanish-^Mexiean archives during

their transfer from Jlontere.v to Benicia. and later to San F^raueiseo.

Opposite the Priests' House stand three adobes—the Bine Win<i Tav-

ein (22 j built between 18;i(j and 18.")(); the John G. Ray adobe (23)

ereeted west of The Tavern, probabl.v in 1847; and the Scott adobe

(24). erected about 1846 on the west side of East First Street about

108 feet north of Patten. The Scott ailobe is also locall.v known as the

Green adobe. Both men claimed the land, but in 1847 the investigation

of the activities of alcalde Xash by Governor ilason's agent, Jacob R.

Sn,\der, decided the claim in favor of Scott.

Ill Xapa County, six adobes still stand. Among them is the Second

I ttdii : dwelling (25) now used as a restaurant at the junction of the

railroad tracks and the highwa.v a mile east of Napa; it was built in

1847 or 1848 on rancho Tuluca.v. The Vidlejo-Alherts dwelling (2())

i>r Longwood. standing at the Traiicas (Soda) Creek bridge north of

.Xapa. was erected in the middle 184()'s b.\' Salvador Vallejo on rancho

Vajonie. The Meek adobe (27) stands about 600 feet .south of Putah
Creek at the end of a ranch lane about 3 miles south of Monticello

;

it was probabl.x- built in the eai-ly 18(i0's by an unknown builder on

rancho Putas.

In Solano County si.\ of the pro\ iiicial adobes arc still standing.

Among them are the Juan FeHj)e-D( inilrio I'ena dwellings (28) on

the east side of the highwa.x' 2 miles south of N'aeaville, built on rancho

Los Putos in 1842; and the Montentma dwelling (2!)) built in 1847

on i-ancho rii)iiies Sobrante. This latter stands l.:i miles east of the

school house, which is half a mile north of Collinsvillc.

Contra Costa County had 12 adobes standing in 1!U2, among
which were the Salrio Paeheco (30) and Ferdinand I'acheco (31)

adobes in and near Concord. These were built on rancho Monte del

Diablo about 1847 and 1845 respectively. The Vicente .Martinez (32)

and Ahilino Altaniirano (33) adobes, the first built in 1^*4!) near the

mouth of Kraiikliu Caiivou. and the latter built alioiit the same time

3 nules south of Martinez, on rancho rinnlc. The Moratja adobe (34)

stands in the rear of the frame ranch house on the south side of the

Orinda-St. Mary's highwa.v 3.0 miles east of Orinda; it was ereeted

on rancho Lagtina de los Palos Colorados about 1841. At the corner

of Church Street and San Pablo Avenue in Sail Pablo stands the

(luhriela-Alvarado dwelling (35) on rancho San Pablo. It was built

for the grantee's widow in 1842-1843 b.y her son Francisco; in it

Ex-Governor Alvarado took up his residence in 1848. The present

El Rancho Restaurant in El Cerrito houses what remains of the three

adobes (36) built by Victor Castro in the late 1830's and late 1840's,

when he established his own home on rancho San Pablo.

In Alameda County eight adobes still stand. Among them is the

First Paeheco dwelling (37), now the dairymen's club house of the

Meadowlark Dairy. It stands 2.8 miles south of Dublin on the east

side of the highway, and was built in 1844 or 1845. About a mile

farther south on the west side of the same road stands a frame house

which encloses the two Aijustin Bernal adobes (38) built within 5

feet of each other about 1847 on rancho Valle de San Jose. In Pleasan-

ton on the south side of Bay Street 525 feet east of Main stands the

Kottinejer Stable (39) built in the early 1850's on part of the Bernal

rancho. In the Niles Nur.sey stands the Jose de Jesus Vallejo adobe

(40) erected about 1850, and at t\\,e highway iniderpass in Niles are

the foundations of the Vallejo Mill (41) erected in 1856. In ^Mission

San Jose stands the Priests' House (42) built probably in the l.slO's.

In Santa Clara County 16 adobes are standing. Among them is

the Hie/uera dwelling (43) on the Curtner ranch east of the highway
about 2 miles north of Milpitas; the house was built in 1828; and
others nearb.v, now in ruins, were erected in the following decade on

rancho Tularcitos. South of Arroyo de los Coches and on the east

side of the Piedmont road stands the Jose M. Alviso dwelling (44),

built in the middle 1830 's on rancho Milpitas. It is now used by Jo.seph

Cuciz. In New Almaden are a store, two office buildings and three

dwellings of adobe (45), built in the late 1840's on land granted to

the mine. North of Los Gatos on the east bank of San Tomas Acpiinas

Creek on the Quito road half a mile north of Austin stands the Hcr-

nandci-Peralia adobe (46) built about 1839 on rancho Rinconada de

los Gatos. It is now the residence of A. J. Raisch. At 770 Lincoln

Street just outside the city limits of San Jose are the adobes of Roberto

and Rob( rto-Suiiol-Spliralo (47), built within a few feet of each other

on rancho Coches in the late lS30's and early 1840's. These have now
been made into one building within the frame house.

In Pueblo San Jose. 130 adobes ha\e been found. 107 of which

have b(>en located on present lots and blocks; but only three of them
remain standing. One is the Peridia adobe (48) at 184 San Augustine

Street, erected about 1808—the secoiiil oldest standing adobe in the
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Fig. i). Fninn* hnnsc 0(>\'PrinK two old adi

arlolii's huilt in the late 18.'50's and

uiiie bay countie.s. The late A. P. Gianiiiiii of the Bank of Aineriea

spent several years of liis childhood in the frame house on the front

uf this h)t.

In Santa Clara, a part of the altar end of the Mission Cluirclt

(49), built at the third site in 1822-25, is now visible behind glass

in the sacristy, and at the corner of the patio is the Stoi'e Room (50)

or stable in which the first classes of the University of Santa Clara

were held. The store room was erected at the same time as the cluircli.

Across the street from the campus is the Tannery (51), built in 184!).

On rancho Purisima Concepcion south of the Arastradero road 1.5

miles west of the San Franciseo-San Jose hi^diway stands the Jnana
Briones adobe (52), built by her in 1844, and now occupied by Dr.

Kdifh Cox Eaton.

In San Mateo County only two adobes are still standinfj. The

Charles Brown adobe (53), built probably in 1842 on part of ranclio

Canada de Raimundo, stands on the east side of the Searsville-Wood-

side highway less tlian 3 miles north of its junction with the Menlo

Ih's at 770 Lincoln Street, San .lose. Original
i-Mil.v l.S40'.-i. PhoUt hi, .l/ni;/ h'ne Hill.

Park-Portola road. About a mile south of Rockaway at the mouth of

San Pedro Valley stands the Sanchez adobe (54) erected on raneho

San Pedro about 18.37. Legend places the date of construction in the

preceding century, and restoration in 1817.

In San Francisco County, only two adobes are standing : the Mis-

sion Dolores Church (55) built in 1782-91 ; and the Officers' Club (56)

in the presidio, built probably in the 1810 's or 1820 's, the lone survivor

of the garrison buildings.

So far as can be learned no study has been made of the adobe

houses erected since the beginning of the century ; however, adobe

brick are now being manufactured in Contra Costa County and
elsewhere.
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OLD LIME KILNS NEAR OLEMA
I'.V .\|>A\ K. TillCANZA •

Asidr IVoiii tlie (lct)Mti'cl location ol' FraiuMs Drake's lanilin>j and

tlio Mission San Rataol Ari'han^i'l luiiKlinjj. tVw i)lac('s of liistorif

interest in Marin County liave attracted as inneli attention as have

till' old lime kilns near Olenia. Mneli of this interest can be attribiitetl

to two faets—that for many yeai-.s the orii:;inal builders of the kilns

have remained unknown, and that the settinj; of the kilns has an air

of antiquity. Most imi)ressive is the presence of two lar<!:e Dou'rlas fir

trees •rrowin^ directly out of the architectural structure of the kilns.

I)oth trees, obviously, started their growth after the kilns were aban-

doned. The lack of true knowledire concerninjr the age of these trees

has led to s|ieculations that the b\iilders of the kilns were the Russians

established at Fort Koss in 1S12. or the Spanish padres who erected

the Mission of San Rafael in 1S17. With the passing: year.s, the cool,

moist climate of the Marin coast has caused the stone structure to be-

come so covered with moss and lichens that it assumes a natiual jiosi-

tion in the landscape.

The lime kilns are located on the east bank of ( (lema Creek abn\it

100 yards west of State Highway 1. Because of the topograiihy and
the vegretational covering, neither the kilns nor the limestone outcrop

can be seen from the highway. The present owner of the property is

Mr. Sam Smoot of Petaluma.

Mr. Bliss Brown deserves credit for discovering tlie historical

document establishing the time of construction and the identity' of the

original builders of the Olema Creek lime kilns. Though his descrip-

tion of architectural features may be sub,iect to several additional

notes and some revision, the date of July 13, 1850. presented b^' him
as the original time of building, goes unchallenged.

Speculations that the Russians, established at Port Ross in 1812,

and at Bodega Bay somewhat earlier, could have built and operated the

kilns, find no basis in historical fact. From all indications it would

appear that the construction of the kilns was a costly and fairly long-

tei'm project such as would have been undertaken either by a grouj)

of people intending to establish a large settlement or by some group
of individuals intending to exploit the limestone deposit for a ready

and profitable market. Neither of these situations provides a suitable

frame for the picture of Russian penetration into upper California.

First of all. the Russians, with the aid of Aleut Indians, wei'e moving

southward to obtain sea-mamiiud skins, and to establish bases in

warmer latitudes where they could grow vegetable produce to ship

back to their settlements in southern Alaska. Secondly. Russian archi-

tecture employed a highly involved notched-wood construction tech-

• Assistant Professor of AnthropoloK>'. S:xn Francisco State College.

iiitiue, of which an excellent example still remains in the ruins of the

old block house at the northeast corner of the compound at Fort Ross.

Lime was not used. A ready market for the sale of lime seems improb-

able, as the nearest purchasers would have been the Sjianish settlers

on San Francisco Bay, and at that time relationship between the two

parties was anything but favorable. Also, the buildings of the mission

period consisted in large part of adobe brick set in a mud mortar. Had
the Spanish required lime in any great quantity, one would expect

to find kilns in a chain from Baja California to San Francisco. Actu-

ally, only a few exist. When lime was required by the Fathers at Mis-

sion Carmel. for instance, they burned in a kiln abalone shells obtained

from the Indian shell mounds.

The land upon which the Olema kilns are situated was originally

granted to James R. Berry by the Mexican Uovei-nment on March 17,

1836 ; at that time there was no mention of any limestone or kilns. The

])roperty must later have changetl hands, for the first historical docu-

ment that bears reference to the lime kilns is dated July 13, hS.lO, This

document established the true identity of the builders of the kilns,

thus eliminating much of the mystery surrounding them—especially

any implication of an early Russian or Spanish origin. The document

consists of a lease between Rafael Garcia, owner, and James A. Shorb.

county judge in 1850. and William F. Mercer, a clerk in the judge's

court. The lease was to run for a period of 10 years and the signifi-

cant part reads as follows: "Rafael Garcier, as party of the fii'st

part and owner of the land, and James A. Shorh and William F.

Mercer parties of the second part. . . ."' The lease was to cover ".
. .

all that tract or parcel of land known as the ranch to the party of

the first part and called or named Ponta la.itera de Malo, for all the

limeing and timber and wooded purposes." The les.sees were to have

the privilege of building lime kilns; of (|uarrving and using lime-

stone; of using wood for burning the kilns; and the entire jn-ivilege

of the rancho. In exchange for these privileges, the i)arties of the

second part were to give one-third of all the lime burned in the "kiln

or kilns that they may erect or cause to he erected." At this point

it seems quite clear that had any other kilns been present, notation

of tliem would certainly have been made in this rather carefully

worded document. It is further inentioned that "... the i)arty of

the first part is to furnish oxen, carts, and Indians to haul all the lime

burnt in the kiln or kilns to the Embarcadero and assist in loading

or putting the lime in the vessels. Also the partv of the first part

ma.y receive his one-third at the kiln or Embarcadero." According

to Mr. Brown, the Enibarcailero mentioned was probably the one at
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KlLM Z KlLM 1

Fit;. 1*. «. Profile of kiln 2, shuwinc barrel shape and heavy fire-clay lining in both back and front of kiln. Kiln 2 has only a sin^b^ arch in fire box, but has retaining

shelf at back <if arch, and sloping floor in fire box. h. Profile of kiln 1. Interior casinR conii)osed »f large blocks of limestone cut to follow exact contour of burning shaft so

a consistent coating of fire i-Xay or fire brick can be applied. Hacking material between inner and outer casings consists of irregular chunks of limestone set in mud and
a small amount of mortar. Itrick lining runs about halfway around inner casing, covering rear of kiln. Front of shaft is lined with about two inches of coarse tempered fire

clay applied like plaster. This difference indicates a higher temperature at the back, necessitating use of brick, r. Detail showing structure at north end of kilns, probably
used for storing I)urned lime. (/, c, Profile and top view of kiln 1. showing manner in which shaft was hand-packed to produce a flue leading dirc'-tly from fire box into rear
of shaft. As unloading was done through fire box. it was neces.sary to cease firing and to <-o(d kilns.
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^j^-:-

Fid. ;(. riiotDKiiiplis showiiif; Uiln 2. n. Inside of kiln, sliowiug iiiiior casiii); nnil liii- inch; iiiiisnii work liax l.eeii (.•iiefully iloiip. h. r. Outer cnsiiiK imil tire arcli.

St.iiii' miiMinry on ontsiile eiisiuK iiroved resistniit to weatlieriiiK. Imt inside oliunl;.v fill" is cninibUMl-and slumped. (I. Front view of tire iircli nnd Kin'e : floor (jinite) is

composed of .S-inell hiyer of roek set in morlar or lire Hay. I'liolrm hii ./. Qmi«t.
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Bolinas La<!:oor, a point from wliich lumber was beiiifr shipped at tliat

tune. lie su<r^ests that the landiiijr may have been the one located

at Inverness Park, as tliis was bnt a short distanee from the Garcia

home. However, the Bolinas Lagoon was closer to San Francisco.

As indicated b\- all the evidence from historical records and exca-

vation, the lime kilns were operated for a very short period. On March
1,'), 1852. the land west of the kilns was leased by Gregorio Briones

to George K. Morris to cnt wood and timber. Li this lease the kilns

were mentioned, as they constituted one of the boundary markers;

the lease also stated that the kilns were being operated by a Spaniard,

who may have been employed by Shorb and Mercer. The description,

however, did not suggest any large-scale operation. On September 25,

185(), Garcia sold the tract of land containing the kilns to Daniel and
Nelson Olds. This sale was made 4 years before the lease to Shorb

and Mercer was to have expired, yet there is no mention in the deed

of any transference of the lease. Prom all indications, it would appear

that the financial venture by Shorb and Mercer was a failure. Mate-

rial evidence also militates against the idea of any large-scale opera-

tion for any length of time. By trenching the dumps in front of the

kilns and by counting the sequence of layers of charcoal-ash and over-

burned limestone, it has been determined that no one kiln has been

fired more than four times, and that there have probably been no

more than 12 firings for all the kilns. When abandoned, the smallest

of the kilns (no. 1) was loaded but had not been fired. The amount
of material removed from the face of the quarry is of no great sig-

nifiance. Taking into account the large amount of limestone used in

the actual construction of the kilns, it is evident that very little stone

was (juarried and prepared for firing. Thus, both the source of mate-

rial and the reject from firing indicate that there was no large-scale

operation.

The greatest obstacle in dating the kilns has been the presence of

the Douglas fir trees. One of these trees, 6 feet 5 inches in circumfer-

ence, has grown directly out of the floor of kiln 3. A larger tree, 11 feet

4 inches in circumference and 40 inches in average diameter, has grown

u]) between the outer retaining wall (easing) and the central kiln.

In 1935 the Marin County Agricultural Commissioner attempted to

determine the age of the larger tree by taking a core boring and count-

ing the annual growth rings. Lhifortunately, the increment auger

coidd take only an 8-inch .sample, thus leaving about 12 inches to the

center of the tree in which the number of rings had to be estimated.

Inasmuch as rings are very compact and narrow near the outside of a

tree, but increase in width as the center is approached, any estimate as

to the number of rings contained in the unsampled inner 12 inches

would be subject to considerable error.

In 1949 the author was able to obtain a much larger increment

auger. With it two samples were taken—a complete one from the small

tree, and one within 2^ inches of the center of the large tree. The one

from the big tree was taken on the same level and just to the side of the

1935 test. The samples are now in the Museum of Anthropology, Uni-

versity of California. They were examined by Dr. Cockrell, dendrolo-

gist at the University of California; he estimated the age of the tree

to be 70 to 80 years. Two distinct methods were used to estimate the

number of rings on the unrecovered 2i inches. In the first method, the

number of rings contained on the last inner one inch of the sample

were counted and multiplied by 2.5 ; the result, added to the known 59

rings, gave 70 years as the age of the tree. In the se<'()nd method, the

inner 2J inches of the small tree was substituted for the 2J inches not

obtained from the big tree. Since the two trees grew under almost the

same environmental conditions, their growth patterns should be ap-

]n-oximateIy the same. Through this method an age of 69 years was

obtained. Since the tree was sampled about 4 feet above the ground

level, the loss of about 10 rings could be assumed. Taking into consid-

eration possible errors, a safe estimate of the age of the large tree would

be 70 to 80 years. According to Dr. Cockrell, the growth rate of the tree

was not unusual, considering that there was sufficient water, little

competition, and certainly no calcium deficiency.

The trees, spectacular as they appear, can henceforth be elimi-

nated as a confusing factor in determining the age of the lime kilns.

As nearly as can be ascertained, the kilns were last in operation in

1852, some 97 years ago. Allowing the large tree its maximum age

(80 years), there remains a period of 17 years between the time the

kilns could have been abandoned and the time the seedling fir took

root. It therefore seems most certain that the lime kilns along Olema

Creek date from 1850.

Maps made in 1862 show the kilns on the east side of Olema

Creek, and a house and road on the west side of the creek. The house

is reported to have burned down, but about 50 yards down the creek

from the kilns the remains of the stone fireplace may still be .seen.

Sections of the road remain, but they are badly cut up by earth slides

and obscured by vegetational growth.

Excavation in and around the ba.se of the kilns did not produce a

single cultural object of any consequence. However, the rubbi.sh dump
associated with the house was located and partially excavated. From
this dump was recovered a great (piantity of broken porcelain, glass,

iron objects, square nails, and the stem of a clay tobacco pipe. All the

material recovered appeared to be characteristic of the post-1850 's.

This wotdd be in accordance with the known historic date of the kilns,

assuming the occupants of the house were also the operators of the

kilns. Directly across the creek from the kilns the hillside adjacent to

the water has an unnatural appearance, suggesting possibly that some

sort of structure might once have occupied the area ; however, test

pitting failed to produce any cultural material.
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Vui. 4. II. Fire box of kiln 2. Siitijle aroli is 7\ foet hijili and 7 foot deep. Sides :iiid top slojte in, so that arch where it joins kiln is 2] feet wide and 4'

feet hi^h. h. Sketch showing small Dovigias fir growing ont of kiln 3 (left), and large Donplas tir (only trnnk is shown) growing between kilns 1 and 2.

c. Detail of fire box of kiln 1, showing donhle arch. Outer arch is 6 feet high, with passage 8 feet deep. Inner arch is 4J feet high ; passage, which is 2 feet
deep, presumably served as retainer for burned lime out of the fire box. d. Sketch of kilns 1 and 2, showing also the undetermined structure at the north
(left of picture).
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^

Fig. "i. PhotiiKi'iipli t:\kru insidi' Kiln 3. shuHins; .-iiiall

I>))11k1;is fir j^rowiii;; in kiln. Stt)n»' inasim wnt-k of inner
casin;; has been carefully done. Photo hi/ ./. Qunat.

At present the •ireater ]iai-t of the kilns still stands intaet, thoufjh

through natural ao-encies and vandalism by people seeking nioss-

eovered garden stone, some of the more important features have been

destroyed. Someone has torn down and hauled away the vertical walls

of an undetermined structure at the north end of the kilns. Also miss-

ing is the entire front casing and fire arch from kiln )S. The large

Douglas fir growing out of the top of the wall in front of kiln 2 has

so weakened the structure as to place it in immediate danger of total

destniction. Since 1913 the roots of this tree have pushed out an entire

section of the front retaining wall and have partially destroyed the

inner part of the fire box in kiln 2.

Though the gross features of the kilns are rustic, it is nevertheless

apparent that the builder was an experienced stone-mason well ver.sed

in the building of kilns suitable for burning limestone. Judging from
the consistency throughout the structural detail, the kilns were erected

as a well-planned unit under the direction of one person. Considerable

time and labor must have been expended on the construction.

The structure consists of three barrel-shaped kilns surrounded by
angular casings. The angular offsets on the front facade are the result

of building arotind the contour of the hill, and for structural support.

On the north end joining kiln 3 is a rectangular structure of uncertain

use, which probably served as a storage bin for burned lime. It is a

passageway 4 feet 3 inches wide. 11 feet long and 32 inches deep, which
extends back to the outer casing of the northernmost kiln. The sides of

this structure are built up with stone and lined with lime mortar. At
one time there were straight vertical walls rising along both sides of

the passage.

The three kilns arc made basically on the same plan, though they

differ considerably in their dimensions and vary in minor architec-

tural detail. Some idea of the sequence of construction can be obtained

on the basis of the type of mortar used. It is reasonable to assume that

no lime mortar was available until the first kiln was constructed and
fired. This assumption is borne out by examination of kiln 1, the

smallest of the three, wlierein the fire box and casing were laid up
entirely in a clay matrix. This clay, where it has been in contact with

the heat, has been partially metamorphosed into a poorly fired, dull

red brick ; however, it has proved itself a good bonding material.

Kilns 2 and 3, and the structure at the north end, were all laid up in

a combination of this same clay and a lime mortar, the latter pre-

sumably being derived from the first firing of the small kiln.

Following traditional form, the quarry, is located above the top

of the kilns. This provided easy access for loading the shafts. Exami-
nation of the quarry face indicated no drilling, or use of powder;
instead, a stripping technique following the dip and strike of the

fracture zones along a near-vertical face was apparently used. The
talus debris gives every indication nf having been reduced to a fairly

uniform size by means of a sledge hammer. The quarry is in a fine-

grained dark-gray limestone lens in the Franciscan formation. Some
of the specimens on the talus slope below the quarry face contain

impurities, but the material in the loaded kiln was fairly uniform and

of relatively pure grade.

The practice of burning limestone to obtain lime is an extremely

ancient one. It was not until very early in the twentieth century that

any radical or new improvements were introduced into the industry.

With the exception of the method used to remove burned lime from

the shaft, the Olema Creek lime kilns were remarkably like kilns oper-

ating in 1913 in the eastern United States.

A stipulation in the Mercer and Shorb lease called for the lime

to be transported to an Embarcadero by means of ox carts and Indian

labor. At the waterfront it was to be loaded on vessels and shipped,

presumably to the port of San Francisco. That lime from the Olema

kilns ever reached San Francisco or any other destination is, however,
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unlikely, for only a brief period of operation is indicated, which
probably resulted in considerable financial loss to the original builders

and operators.
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PART II

HISTORY OF THE LANDSCAPE

Editorial Note:

Part Two deals with the origin and development of San Francisco Bay and the surface fea-
tures of the twelve counties surrounding it. This subject is known to geologists as geomorphology,
or the evolution of the landscape as determined through the study of the activities and accomplish-
ments of the various geologic agents which have made the rocks, moved and disrupted them, carved
and covered them, and left them as we find them exposed on the surface today. This subject repre-
sents the latest of geologic histories ; whereas the earlier stages in geologic historv and formation of
rocks are more fully described in the parts of the book that follow. It is hoped that Part Two will
give an interpretative picture of the earth's surface of this region, serving to answer the many
questions that arise in the minds of the inquiring public.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY
By (Jkorqe D. Loudkrback •

San Francisco Bay, recognized as one of the most beautiful har-

bors in the world, owes this beauty largely to its natural setting. It

lies in a long valley bounded east and west by high hill lands; above

its surface rise a number of islands ; from its western shores project

a series of headlands and peninsulas separated by small bays headed

by valleys that lead to canyons in the higher hills ; for about 40 miles

its east shore is bordered by a sloping plain, broken here and there

near the shore line by isolated hills or hill ridges, the plain rising to

the eanyon-seulptured steep slopes of the main range to the east. The
bay partakes of some of the attractive features of a mountain lake,

although its surface is at sea level and it is connected with the ocean

by a picturesque strait with the scenic characteristics of a river canyon.

The bay, the valley in which it lies, and the hills that border this

valley are all comparatively recent features of the landscape. Although
many of the known events in the geological history of the region extend

back through a rather long stretch of geological time, it would seem
appropriate in giving an outline history of the geological development
of San Francisco Bay and its general setting, to go back only so far

as the most recent epoch in which these characteristic features did

not exist ; that is, to the Pliocene epoch.

Many difficulties have been encountered in attempting to deter-

mine some of the significant items of geologic history, especially in

the bay area and the lower valley slopes toward the bay, because there

the bedrock, the early valley deposits, and the early topographic fea-

tures and structures are largely or entirely covered by sediments,

water, or younger alluvial deposits. Desirable evidence can only be

obtained by excavation or boring. Although numerous wells have been

put down in certain areas, many are shallow and do not penetrate

the superficial formations ; others, though deeper, have unfortunately

produced neither adequate records nor samples. Borings through the

bay bottom have been made for engineering purposes, and some of

these have yielded important information in regard to geologic his-

tory ; others have yielded no permanent records, or records and sam-
ples too imperfect to permit further study. Another difficulty in inter-

preting the geologic history is the fact that many of the later deposits

occur in separate areas so that their time relations cannot be deter-

mined by tracing their contin\iity or their relative superposition. They
might po.ssibly be correlated if a sufficient number of remains of past

life could be found in them. But characteristic fossils have been found
only in spotted distribution, and many of the areas as yet have yielded

nothing distinctive.

• Professor Emeritus, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Call-

The result is that even now, after a number of years of study by
geologists and paleontologists, a statement of the geologic history of

the bay region must be looked upon as incomplete, and some of the

relations and dating uncertain—the results of the best tentative guess-
ing. An encouraging fact, however, is that every few years some new
boring or excavation yields additional information, or a new find of

fossils is made, or other field evidence is obtained, adding to, confirm-
ing, or modifying previous inferences. Such progress gives promise
that our knowledge has not reached its limit and that we can look for-

ward to the definite, even if gradual, development of a more complete
and accurate understanding of the historic sequence in the future.

Measurements of radioactive minerals and rocks to find the ap-

proximate age of the geologic formations of the earth's crust indicate

that the earliest determinable deposits are some 2,000 million years
old. The early part of the Pliocene epoch, with which this historic

sketch will start, has been estimated as about 10 to 12 million years
ago. In other words, the events to be recounted herein occurred within
the last one-half of one percent of the earth's history. The develop-

ment of the bay itself may not have taken more than the last one-

hundredth of that small fraction.

The Eegion East of the Bay During the Pliocene Epoch. The
landscape of the San Francisco Bay region was quite different during
the Pliocene epoch from what it is today ; in fact, its appearance at that

time gave no hint of the topography that was to develop. During most
of the Pliocene epoch the present bay lands were part of the highlands

which drained to the east ; the Berkeley Hills did not exist, and their

area and the area of the present rolling hill lands to the east were
largely occupied by a broad lowland. In fact, during the later part of

the preceding epoch (the Miocene) part of this eastern area was below

sea level and was occupied by an arm of the sea which connected with

the Pacific Ocean south of the present bay region, and extended up the

west side of the then central valley which lay between the Coast

Ranges region and the Sierra Nevada.

At many localities between the present Berkeley Hills and the

San Joaquin Valley, the deposits of this early bay have been tilted up
by earth movements and so eroded as to be exposed to view. They carry

fossil remains of marine animals of shallow-water type. In the latitude

of Berkeley, the extreme western limit of this ancient bay was probably

not far west of the present western face of the Berkeley Hills. There its

shore or near-shore deposits are exposed in two comparatively narrow

bands of variable thickness about 4 miles east of the eastern shore of

the present San Francisco Bay. To the north, deposits of the ancient

(75)
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Fig, 1, An oxposurp of Pinole tuff on
till' Hailey Uaiicli lictwccn Hiiilcv Uo:iil and
KirUci- Pass, Contra Costa County. The rock

is composed of pumice frasments set in a

matrix of volcanic ash.

bay iire well exposed on the east .shore of San Pablo Bay, and remnants

ha\ e also been found north of Carqninez Strait and Suisnn Bay.

Toward the end of the Miocene (aceordinp: to invertebrate paleon-

tologists) or early in the Pliocene (accordinji- to vertebrate paleontolo-

gists) a progressive reiilaceniont of the bay eoiulitions of deposition by

land conditions of dejiositiou began. The bay gradually became more

and more restricted, and finally disappeared ; and, as seen in the west

face of the Berkeley Hills, the thin lowest belt of the ancient bay's

western fringe of sediments was covered by alluvium. Somewhat later

bay conditions were reestablished for a while; but soon again the ma-

rine strata (assigned to the Neroly formation) were covered b.v land-

laid deiiosits and there were no more marine incursions. Some miles to

the east, marine conditions lasted longer, for marine strata grade

thrcnigh brackish-water deposits into fresh-water deposits. Still farther

east, in the area southwest of Mount Diablo, marine eoiulitions appear

to have lasted the longest, for 1000 feet of marine beds (Alamo forma-

tion) were deposited above the Neroly beds during the lower Pliocene,

before alluvial conditions were finally established.

Judging from the vertebrate fo.ssils found in the deposits, the

alluvial plain persisted throughout the lower Pliocene and through

^

»

Fig. 2. Pinole tuff exposed in a railroatl

cut opposite Wilson Point, one mile west of

Pinole, Contra Costa County. IJook is com-
posed predominantly of fine-grained volcanic

ash.

much if not all of the middle Pliocene. During this time the earth's

crust in the region was undergoing slow deformation from eompres-

sional forces acting from southwest to northeast, which tended to pro-

duce a trough-like depression extending roughly in a northwest direc-

tion and deepening eastward for a number of miles from the present

ba.v area. The movement was slow enough so that the alluvial deposits

spread by the streams kept pace with the sinking and in the course of

time built up a ma.ss of sediments with a maximum thickness of pos-

sibly 5000 feet. Apparently while the trough was deepening the west

border lands were slowly rising, for there is no evidence to the west of

material overlap by the later deposits of the sequence, as commonly

occurs in basin filling.

In the midst of this development (in the lower Pliocene), volcanic

activity broke out in the border belt between the areas of elevation and

depression. This resulted in the 1500-foot series of lava flows and asso-

ciated deposits of volcanic ash and breccia (Moraga formation) which

now characterizes the summit region of the Berkeley Hills. The series

may be seen along Grizzly Peak Boulevard and in the high road cuts

along the highway east of the Broadway low-level tunnel. Both Grizzly

Peak and Bald Peak, and the ridges of which they are the culminating
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peaks, stand out above the general level because of the resistant lavas

of whieh they are composed.

It was formerly believed that the succession of Pliocene fresh-wa-

ter deposits was ushered in by a series of volcanic explosions which pro-

duced what is known as the Pinole tuff. With this idea of its age, there

was always a question as to why the tuff was not found in the Berkeley

Hills at the base of the fresh water (Orinda formation) section, only

10 to 12 miles from the thickest exposure. South of Mount Diablo, how-

ever, the tuff is found not at the ba.se of the section, but many feet

above the base ; also vertebrate fossils obtained frcun the tuffs between

Oleum and Rodeo, and at two localities near Pinole, arc middle Plio-

cene in age. On the basis of this evidence, the Pinole tuff and the be-

ginning of fresh-water sedimentation in the San Pablo region are

considered to be later than any of the Pliocene deposits found in the

Berkeley Hills, the youngest of which (Siesta formation) is lower

Pliocene.

The Pinole tuff, where best developed, is a sequence of alternat-

ing beds of volcanic ash, breccia, and ashy sediments. The ash is com-

posed of small bits, shards, and globules of volcanic glass, and carries

numerous pieces of pumice and fragments of volcanic rock. Along the

eastern shore of San Pablo Bay it overlies the youngest Tertiary ma-
rine strata (Neroly formation), and everywhere its intercalated

sediments are alluvial. Its thickest section, between Rodeo and
Oleum, is about 900 feet, and carries lava fragments up to several feet

in longest dimension, and volcanic bombs up to .'! feet in diameter. To
the east it decreases in thickness; it has been traced intermittently for

about 25 miles to a point .south of Pittsburg, where its observed thick-

ness is only 15 feet. To the southeast it has been traced for more than
30 miles, gradually decreasing in thickness to about 10 feet.

Attempts to find the center of eruption of the Pinole tuff have not

been successful. Formerly it was believed that the Pinole corresponded

to the Sonoma tuffs of Sonoma and N'apa Counties, and originated in

that region. More recent studies have shown that the Pinole tuft' has a

composition different from the Sonoma tuff, and that it was formed at

an earlier date. As the exposure on the east shore of San Pablo Bay dis-

plays by far the greatest thickness of Pinole tuff, and as it also carries

the largest included lava fragments, the maximum size of which de-

creases with distance from that occurrence, it may be concluded that

the locality is close to the center of eruption, which may well lie under
the waters of San Pablo Bay. As the tuff' carries numerous fragments

of lavas of various types, the eruption vent may be expected to be

associated with such lavas, which may occupy a fair-sized area. Such
lavas are not found about the shores of San Pablo Bay, but in that

bay there appears to be sufficient room for them to be concealed. San

f<

Fig. 3. Detail of IMnoIp Hiff as seen in sc;i cliff half a

mile southwest of Oleum. Contra Costa County. Note the

large pumice fragments. Photo hy O. E. Boiren.

Fig. 4. Steep-dipping lower IMlDCene lake bed sedi-

ments exposed along tlie north side of P.roadway Tunnel
Koad on the east side of Siesta Valley midway l)etween the

tunnel and Orinda. Photo hy (). K. liotren.
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Fig. 5, SlHi'ply lillcil Ihwit I'Ikicimh' I.ivms nil (inzzly IVnk

Boulevard half a mile north of the Fish Ranch Road intersection.

Photo by O. E. Boicen.

Pablo Bay is a roughly circvilar body, about 11^ miles long by lOJ

miles wide—an area large enough to hold the whole of the Berkeley

Hills lava fields. Whether this conclusion as to the location of the

center of eruption is correct or not, it is clear that here is a good

example of the concealment of evidence, which might settle the ques-

tion definitely, by bay waters and sediment.

The nonmarine deposits thus far diseus.sed have yielded fossils

of various types and at a number of localities. In general, the mam-
malian fossils have been the most helpful in determining the relative

age of the enclosing layers. Some idea of the mammalian inhabitants

of the ancient alluvial plain may be given by listing the common
English names of the general types: rabbits, beavers, ground sloths,

dogs, horses, rhinoceroses, mastodons, peccaries, camels, and prong-

horns.

Marine Pliocene Emhayments of the West Bay Region. During

the lower Pliocene, a trough-like depression (or depressions), elon-

gated roughly northwestward, began to develop west of the present

bay. The sinking ground was flooded by the sea, and an embayment

was produced, in which marine sediments accumulated. The depres-

sion developed progressively but slowly enough so that the deposits

were formed under shallow-water conditions
;
yet in time they were

built up to a noteworthy thickness. The Pliocene marine deposits

found west of the present bay have been named the Purisima and
Merced formations.

The Purisima formation, which reaches a thickness of more than

9000 feet, includes the oldest strata of the local marine Pliocene

sequence. At present the deposits extend from the vicinity of Half-

moon Bay to the Santa Cruz Mountains. They can be traced to the

southeast along the flanks of Butano llidge to within a mile of San
Lorenzo River, and some disconnected patches, doubtfully referred

to the Purisima, lie to the east some 2 or 3 miles from the south end of

San Francisco Bay. They extend south from Halfmoon Bay along

and near the coast past Pescadero almost to Aiio Nuevo Bay. Purisima

sedimentation is generally believed to have begun in the lower Plio-

cene and continued through middle Pliocene.

The Merced formation is well exposed along the beach from near

Lake Merced to Mussel Rock, and extends to the southeast diagonally

across the San Francisco peninsula almost to San Mateo. More than

5000 feet of sediments have been measured in the beach section. The

trough in which the Merced was deposited extended across an area now
occupied by the sea off the Golden Gate, and similar deposits, carry-

ing the same kinds of marine fossils, are exposed along Bolinas Lagoon

and continue almost 4 miles north of the head of the lagoon. The

Merced deposits are younger than the Purisima. In the beach section

the lower beds (the larger part of the section) are apparently upper

Pliocene, and the upper beds are generally assigned to the Pleistocene.

Conditions in the San Francisco Bay region in mid-Pliocene time

were in striking contrast to those of the present. Two roughly parallel

structural troughs were progressively developing : the one to the

northeast was being filled with fresh-water sediments ; the one to the

southwest was occupied by sea water and was being filled with marine

(Purisima) sediments. The land barrier between them occupied the

location of the present trough-like depression that holds San Fran-

cisco Bay.

Late Pliocene Intense Deformation. The slow process of build-

ing up a sequence of sediments well over a mile thick in the structural

troughs to the east and west of the present bay area was brought

to an end in the late Pliocene by a series of earth movements. These

made marked changes in the geological structure and ultimately

resulted in a complete transformation of the landscape. The earth's

crust of the region entered a period of accelerated compression in a

southwest-northeast direction, by which the country from the sea to

the Great Valley was gradually forced into a narrower belt. The layers

of sediment -were disturbed and crumpled into a series of folds whose

axes were directed in the main about northwest-southeast. In a num-

ber of instances, under the influence of the great compression, groups
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of strata broke, giving rise to faults along which masses of rock were

thrust over or under other masses.

It is difficult to determine at specific localities how and to what

extent the older rocks of the region have been affected by the late

Pliocene movements, because the.v have also been subjected to earlier

deformations. The Pliocene beds, however, wliich at the start of tlie

Pliocene movements lay at or neai the horizontal, show clearly the

character of the crustal disturbance (diastmphism). The strata of

the eastern trough, depending on where they occur in the new folds,

may now be found at any angle to the horizontal up to and including

the vertical. Some of those which lie at angles less than vertical can

be sho\ni to have been overturned through the vertical in the course of

the folding. Although large areas of the Pliocene beds are so covered

with soil that their attitude may be difficult or impossible to determine

by surface observation, there are many road cuts, steep canyon walls.

and shore clilfs where the steep dips of the strata can be recognized

at a glance. For example, near the east portal of the Broadway low-

level tunnel, along the cut of the south approach to the Fish Ranch
road, vertical sandstone and clay layers are well shown, and down the

canyon toward Orinda high-dipping volcanic rocks are prominent.

Along the shore of San Pablo Bay between Rodeo and Oleum, vertical

Pinole tuff and other high-dipping beds are exposed.

Apparently the folding took place after the middle Pliocene

—

possibl.v even after the beginning of the upper Pliocene, for the young-

est mammalian fossils so far found in the strongly folded sediments

and the marine fossils from the upper Purisima formation, are middle

Pliocene in age.

No evidence has .vet been found as to the heights above sea level

attained by the folds during this period of compression. Throughout
the process of folding and faulting the affected area was continuoi.. I.'

subject to erosion. This erosion continued after the acute folding was

completed and removed great quantities of material, especially of the

younger, less resistant formations. !Much of the area to the cast of

the present bay was reduced to moderate or low relief, and therefore

probably ultimately stood at only moderate elevations above sea level.

The drainage system of the streams which eroded the developing

folds east of the present bay is not definitely known. Nor is it known
whether part of the eroded material reached the sea. Some, if not all

of it, must have been deposited in adjacent parts of the Great Valley.

The Initiation of Great Valley Draitwf/e Throu(jh the Bay Ee(jion.

It is not definitely known when the drainage from tlie Great Valley

began to reach the sea across the coastal region in tlie vicinity of San
Francisco. In the upper Miocene and, according to vertebrate paleon-

tologists, up into the lower Pliocene, a marine embayment separated

the present bay region from the interior country. Its sediments can

now be found along the hills west of the San Joaquin Valley, con-

tinuing north to the west of the Sacramento Valley as far as the Vaca-

ville Hills. They are also found farther west to the Berkeley Hills and
the shore of San Pablo Bay. This ancient embayment had its connec-

tion with the sea to the south of the present bay region, and there

is no evidence or indication of any such connection to the north

or west.

As marine conditions gave way to alluvial conditions the develop-

ing structural trough east of the present bay deepened and length-

ened ; so the fresh-water deposits not only built up on the earlier

marine sediments but overlapped them, and extended over older for-

mations beyond the limits of the ancient bay.

Although this transition is now concealed by the waters and sedi-

ments of San Pablo Bay, there is ample evidence that it exi.sts. Strongly

folded marine beds (Neroly formation), as well as middle Pliocene

fresh-water sediments, are well exposed on the eastern .shore of the bay

and disappear under the waters, trending northwest. To the northwest

of San Pablo Ba.v no corresponding marine beds have been found, but

a strongly folded belt of brackish-water sediments overlain by fresh-

water beds (Petaluma formation) extends in directional continuity

beyond Petaluma. The lower part of the Petaluma formation carries

brackish-water sediments, and in them were found two invertebrate

forms also found in the uppermost portion of the San Pablo (Neroly)

formation on the eastern shore of San Pablo Bay and on Caniuinez

Strait. The upper Petaluma formation consists of freshwater beds in

which late middle Pliocene horse teeth have been found. The Petalinua

formation has been estimated to be about 4000 feet thick, of which the

lower Petaluma makes up the lower .500 to 600 feet. Below the Peta-

luma formation, deep wells have penetrated almost 4000 feet of lavas,

volcanic breccias, and tuffs (Tolay formation), without reaching the

bottom of the series. These may well be lower Pliocene, and so corre-

spond to the Moraga formation, which represents the period of volcanic

activity in the Berkeley Hills.

Nowhere along this structural trough with its thousands of feet

of sediment, which lay east of the present San Francisco Bay (in the

restricted sense) and continued across the present San Pablo Bay and

on bej^ond Petaluma, has any indication been found that the sediments

were modified, or the belt 's continuity broken, or its western boundary

breached by a major stream crossing it transversely from the (ireat

Valley to the sea. Nowhere else has evidence been found suggesting

that such a drainage system existed from upper Miocene to the time

of the late Pliocene diastrophi.sm.

During the late Pliocene crustal deformation the Coast Ranges

as a whole were eompres.sed, folded, and faulted. These disturbances

finally closed the seaways which had existed to the south of the bay
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region. This would have been an opportune time to develop an outlet

for the interior draiuag;e to the sea in the region where it now exists,

and it is possible that tiiis may have taken place. If so, it must have

occurred across some fortuitous low in the system of folds.

Just east of the Carquinez Strait there is a remarkable west-

trending downfold of the strata whicli has been recognized in the older

rocks (Upper Cretaceous) in the course of subsurface explorations.

Surface studies show that tlie younger strata (Tertiary) dip into this

structural depression from both sides: on tlie north from tlie Potrero

Hills; on the south from the foothills that run from behind Port Clii-

cago to Antioch and beyond. Within this basin lies Suisun Bay, which

terminates at Carquinez Strait, and through which the river waters

now pass on their way to San Francisco Bay and the sea. This remark-

able east-west structural feature is unique along the whole length of

the western border of the Great Valley, and narrows the Coast Ranges

belt to less tlian half of its normal width.

Development of the west-trending structure may have influenced

the production of a transverse low in the folds immediately to the

west. It was i)robably instrumental in determining where the outlet

to the sea would be, but there is no independent evidence at present

to indicate that the drainage break-through took place at that time.

It may have occurred somewhat later. There was evidently a well-

developed river in existence in Pleistocene time.

The Valley of San Francisco Bay. The first indication of the

devehjimient of the valley of San Francisco Bay—that is, the whole

basin in the midst of which the present bay lies, and not merely the

part occupied by bay waters—appears after the late Pliocene period of

acute folding and associated faulting. The earliest evidence is found

in depo.sits that lie in the southern part of the bay valley south of the

Golden Gate. None of these older deposits have yet been found in the

northern part. This may indicate that the valley was formed like the

older trough to the east and was extended toward the north in its later

development. It is probable that the trough in which tiie marine Merced

formation was deposited was initiated about the same time.

The most noteworthy aspects of the modification of the landscape

at this time were the results of changes in relative elevation. The lands

to the east of the present bay were elevated to start the development

of the hills that now form the east border of the bay valley. The lands

inunediately west of these rising hills lagged behind or were depressed

to form the basin.

The valley of San Francisco Bay has been recognized for decades

as a structural valley, that is, one produced primarily by earth defor-

mation. It has been explained as caused by the tilting of great earth

blocks along fault zones, the eastern depressed edge of the San Fran-

cisco-Marin block lying against the uplifted Berkeley Hills block.

wmt\M

Fi(!. 0. Lciwor rieisloci'iir lii-ils soiithenst of Irviiipctoii, .VIii-

med.T Count.v. Tdii (wliite) lii.ver is cla.v. Dip 20 degrees. Fossil bones

of land uniniMls have been found in all strata shown in picture.

Associated I'rvs.s Photo.

Some geologists hold that the Hayward fault is the boundary plane

separating the rising from the sinking area; but the Hayward fault

does not fulfill the first requirement of a rising faidt-block boundary:

.over most of its course it is not located where such bounilary is to be

expected, and for about 12 miles it lies from 1 to 2 miles east of the

ba.sc even of the visible bedrock slope of the hills, the still lower part

of which is covered by alluvium. The southern part of the bay valley

has been considered as bounded on the west by the Montara block,

depres.sed along the San Bruno fault. It is difficult to fit the distri-

bution of land masses and topographic form into any definite adjust-

ment pf major blocks. The bay valley in its course crosses oblitiuely
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the suitiKised boundary faults on both sides of the bay, and trans-

frresses the ailjoinin<; bloeks. It jiasses at various aiipies over or by
all recoiliii/.ed medium to lar^e faults in its way, wiiether old or younfr,

and similarly euts obli(iuely aernss the struetural trends of both older

and youn^^er roeks. Only for limited distanees does it follow one or

the other. Definite boundin<r faults that correspond to the require-

ments have not been recognized, although it is possible that such may
lie under alluvium or bay deposits.

The bay valley may be most simply explained by considering it

8 result of warping: in some parts the slopes being formed as in nor-

mal open folding, in some parts affected by tlistributed shearing. The
outline of the valley may locally be coincident with preexisting struc-

ture, and it may also show local fault displacements here and there.

The early history of the bay valley is imperfectly known. A num-
ber of areas in the southern part and in the southern extension of

Santa Clara Valley have been mapped as underlain by older alluvium.

Such areas occur along the foothills at the west edge of the valley

from west of Palo Alto to Los Gatos. At a higher altitude, the older

alluvium occurs as a narrow belt along the course of the San Andreas

fault, where it has been protected from removal by erosion by having

been dropped down as a slice along the fault zone. This belt is trace-

able to the north as far as the road crossing at Crystal Springs Ijake.

In these areas the deposits have been named the Santa Clara forma-

tion and assigned a Plio-Pleistocene age (uppermost Pliocene and
lower Pleistocene) ; they are considered the equivalent of the Paso

Robles formation which is farther south in the Coast Ranges. Fossil

evidence for the age consists of a few fresh-water mollusks and a num-
ber of fossil plants. The flora is considered to be late upper Pliocene,

or po.ssibly early Pleistocene. The Santa Clara deposits appear to be

at least in part contemi>oraneous with the Merced, and it is possible

that the drainage with which they were associated reached the Merced
embayment.

Southeast of Irvington, on the east side of the bay, a deposit of

older alluvium has been cut and its east portion elevated along a faidt.

Subsc(|uent erosion has exposed gi'avels which have been excavated

for counnercial \ise. In the course of this excavation excellent mam-
malian fossils have been brought to light. A group of boys known as

the Boy Paleontologists of Haywai'd. under the direction of Mr. Wes-

ley Gordon, have been indefatigable in collecting and have become

expert in preparing fossil specimens from these Irvington deposits.

With their aid has been gathered by far the best collection of verte-

brate fossils yet found in any part of the region. If there had been

a few more such amateur groups distributed about the bay region,

we would inidoubtedly have a much more definite knowledge of its

history than we have today. Fossils from the Irvington beds are lower

Pleistocene in age. The mannnals collected include ground sloths, dire

wolves, foxes, coyotes, mammoths, horses, peccaries, camels, deer, and
{)ronghorns.

Mid-Pleistocene Crustal Compression. In the midst of the Pleis-

tocene epoch the region again experienced deformation by crustal

compression. This diastrophism was very widespread in the general

Coast Ranges region, and in .some areas, particidarly in southern Cali-

fornia, was more intense than the late Pliocene folding. In the San
Francisco Bay region it was less intense than the earlier episode. The
added effects which it had on formations already deformed by the

earlier disturbance are difficult to appraise; it is therefore best .judged

by its action on those deposits that were laid down after the late Plio-

cene deformation.

At least some of the sediments referred to the Santa Clara forma-

tion were deformed at that time; their layers lie at angles up to 50°

to the horizontal, and underlie unconformably the comparatively flat

layers of later alluvium. The Irvington beds are distinctly folded and
the strata dip as much as 20°.

North of the bay area a depression transverse to the general

trend of the axes of folding was formed at the time of the late Pliocene

folding, or not long thereafter, allowing the sea to extend from the

coast to the vicinity of Santa Rosa and Petaluma. In this embayment
sediments were deposited that carry eharaceristic Merced fossils. The
strata lie unconformably over the upturned and eroded edges of the

Petaluma beds which were strongly folded by the late Pliocene com-

pression. These Merced strata were in turn folded at the time of the

mid-Pleistocene disturbance and are now found at angles of 10° to 15°

in the folds. The Sonoma volcanics, which cover much of the country

from the Santa Rosa-Petaluma region to the Sacramento X'alley, and
which were contemporary with the northern Merced, at least in part,

were folded at the same time, and .show that the effects of the mid-

Pleistocene diastrophism extended from the coast to the Great Valley.

The Merced formation of the San Fraucisco-Bolinas trough was

presumably deformed at that time. This brought to an eml the period

of Merced deposition. The residtant structure on the San Francisco

peninsula was determined in part by movement on the San Bruno
fault, the fault which has been instrumental in the production of the

striking southwest scarp of San Bruno Mountain.

Later Pleistocene Compression. I''oldiug which is judged to be

younger than that just described has been noted in two formations.

Where ob.served it is distinctly gentler than that produced by the ear-

lier Pleistocene movements.

(1) A belt of older alluvium, which extends along the front of the

hills in Oakland for about 6 miles (San Antonio formation), is a scries

of fans made up of detritus derivetl from the ajiparently uewlj- formed

steep front of the Berkeley Hills. The lower part of the San Antonio

-40839
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formation contains pelililes derived oidy from the lower part of the

liili sh)pe; frafiments di-rived from the higher parts of the slope first

appear in the upper part of the formation, indieatin>r the proijressive

development of the streams. Recent studies have determined that this

formation has been compressed into open folds with approximately

north-south axes, and core borings indicate a dip of 8° on the eastern

flank of one such fold, as measured on a bed of fine clay pierced by a

number of borings.

(2) The best exposed section of the Jlerced formation is aloni;

the cliffs from Mussel Rock to Lake Merced. Paleontologists have gen-

erally considered the northern (upper) part to belong to a later epoch

(Pleistocene) than the southern part (upper Pliocene). Peculiarly

enoujrh. at the jiart of the section where the change should take place,

a large landslicle has made observation impossible. The deposits south

of the slide have yielded abundant marine fossils about &i percent of

whose species have been determined as now living, while deposits to

the north have 100 percent now living. The strata to the south dip at

rather high angles, mostly r)0°-60°, and strike northwest; those to the

north strike about north-.south and dip 5°-1Q° ea.st. Both the struc-

tural change and the faunal change suggest an unconformity, in other

words, that Ihe upper Merced is a ditVerent formation. Accepting this

interpretation, the lower Merced (upper Pliocene and possibly in part

lower Pleistocene) was probably deformed at the time of the earlier

Pleistocene disturbance, the upper Merced deposited afterward and

folded in the upper Pleistocene deformation.

Evidence will be given later that both of the above formations

are probably lower upper Pleistocene.

Elevation of the Berkeley Hilts and Other Areas. The elevation

of the Berkeley Hills, carrying on their summit region strongly folded

deposits of Pliocene age, with respect to the land immediately to

their west, has been noted as one of the outstanding features of the

development of the valley of San Francisco Bay. The dating of the

increments of this movement cannot at present be precisely stated.

Recognized lower Pleistocene alluvial deposits have been found only

in the southern part of the area (Irvington dejiosits). Along the cen-

tral portion (Oakhnul region), the first alluvial deposits giving evi-

dence of a range front sufficiently high and steep to develop streams

capable of producing extensive gravelly eoiu's were those of the San

Antonio formation. This would suggest that the striking range front

in this area was initiated at or following the time of the early mid-

Pleistocene disturbance. Farther north (in the Rodeo region) the

earliest such alluvial deposits so far recognized are upper Pleistocene.

No evidence has yet been obtained as to whether they were contempo-

raneous with or later than the San Antonio, that is. whether their for-

mation was before or after the upper Pleistocene disturbance.

Starting with the outlining of the bay valley, or perhaps with the

mid-Pleistocene disturbance, the whole body of present hill lands, from
the immediate bay region to the Great Valley, was slowly uplifted

—

slowly enough so that the main river (combined Sacramento and San
Joaquin) could maintain its course from the Great Valley across the

uprising land. The cutting action of this river produced Carquinez
canyon (now Carquinez Strait) which ultimately reached a depth of

800 to 900 feet. Similar action to the west of the bay valley, possibly

at the same time, cut Golden Gate canyon (now Golden Gate strait)

to a depth of more than 700 feet. East of San Francisco Bay this phase

of elevation and more recent canyon cutting appear to have taken

place chiefly in the upper Pleistocene, probably mostl.v in the earlier

l)art of the upper Pleistocene. Some evidence of differential uplift

may be interpreted as indicating movement in Recent time, and such

action may not yet have ended.

Upper Pleistocene Deposits. Although the bay valley was nar-

rowed somewhat by the action of the mid-Pleistocene compressions, it

still remained a broad topographic trough. Appropriatel.v situated

areas of older alluvium were planed or terraced by streams, and a new
group of alluvial cones began to develop, in part from the erosion

of the older alluvium, but in the main by continued erosion of the

bordering hill lands. Remains of the land animals of the time have

been found at a number of localities in these younger alluvial deposits,

and some of the characteristic types distinctive of the Pleistocene

(Glacial) epoch are now extinct and not found in Recent deposits. The
forms most commonly found are mammoths, bison, and horses.

Remains of one or more types of Pleistocene animals have been

obtained from deposits at such widely distributed localities as near

Fleischhacker pool in San Francisco ; near Mussel Rock and near Mill-

brae in San Mateo County ; in a San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge

excavation ea.st of Yerba Buena Island (bison, 180 feet below sea

level) ; and at Treasure Lsland (mammoth, 45 feet below sea level).

East bay localities include San Lorenzo Creek, Hayward ; at least two

localities in Oakland, one being in the excavated approach to the Posey

Tube (mammoth, 80 feet below sea level) ; several localities in Berke-

ley, one being off the Berkeley wharf (mammoth dredged from below

sea level) ; .several localities on the eastern border of San Pablo Bay;

and one near Benicia on Car(piiiiez Strait.

A number of extinct Pleistocene mammals have been obtained

from the younger alluvial deposits previously thought to be Recent

(Temescal formation, younger alluvium). As such fossils have been

found on both sides of the bay within a few feet of the top of the

younger alluvial deposits, it is evident that the bulk of this younger

(or later) alluvium is Pleistocene, and that the Recent part is but a

small fraction.
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Rircr Systiin of the Upper Pleistocene. Boriiip-s have been made
into the bottdin of the upper bay and Carqninez Strait alonjr lines for

proposed bridges or possible loeations for a salt-water barrier. In con-

neetion with sueh borings little attention was paid to the conditions of

origin or the ag:e of the material penetrated, the object being- primarily

to determine tlie physical character of the layers penetrated. While,

therefore, little for the historic record can be derived from the data,

certain information is available concerning- the buried bedrock topog-

raphy and the depth of bay deposits.

In Carqninez Strait the deepest reported boring to bedrock was
167 feet below sea level. A number of streams tributary to the bay,

such as Napa Creek, Petalnma Creek, and streams from the Marin side

of San Francisco Bay, entered the main valley through valleys or can-

yons over ground that is 150 to 200 feet below the present sea level.

Boring profiles indicate that these valleys were of open V-shaped

form. Streams operated on a bedrock floor, and had not reached the

stage where by meandering they would produce flat-floored valleys.

In other words, the streams were still eroding, or down-cutting, when
their activity was stopped by changed conditions which gave rise to

filling rather than cutting.

A series of borings across San Pablo Strait, which separates San
Pablo Bay from San Francisco Bay (in the restricted sense), did not

include a sufficient number of holes to bedrock to develop a bedrock

profile. In a distance of 7500 feet only two borings reached bedrock,

the deepest at 240 feet below sea level. The actual lowest point of the

bedrock floor is probably deeper.

The combined Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers reached the

ocean through the Golden Gate canyon. To date no borings to bed-

rock, except on the shallow sides, have been made between San Pablo

Strait and the sea, so that the course of the river cannot be definitely

traced nor the profile of the river bed determined. The Golden Gate

is by far the deepest part of the bay. The deepest sounding reported

by the Coast and (ieodetic Survey is 381 feet below sea level. The
strong tidal currents prevent the deposition of mud and sand on the

bottom. In the course of a study of the bottom deposits of the bay in

1912-13, the only samples obtained from the deep part of the Golden
Gate, along and immediately west of the line of the Golden Gate

Bridge, were rock fragments dragged by a dredge from the bottom

surface. The largest was a fragment of gabbro 18 inches long and

61 pounds in weight. Gabbro has not as yet been found on either shore,

but elsewhere it is associated with serpentine, a large mass of which

enters the Golden Gate from the Fort Point area. All the other rock

types dredged up—Franciscan sandstone, chert, and serpentine—are

found on the one or the other side of the Golden Gate, and are last

seen on the surface pas.sing down beneath the water. It is concluded

that the deepest portions of the Golden Gate are floored by bedrock

and represent appro.ximately the bedrock bottom of the river that

flowed through the canyon in pre-bay time.

The main bay valley did not have the simplicity of the Carquinez

and Golden Gate canyons or the valleys of the tribuary streams, which
are valleys of stream erosion. It was traversed by hill ridges more or

less diagonal to its trend, such as the Potrero San Pablo west of Rich-

mond and the Coyote Hills near Newark; and above its surface here

and there arose sueh hills as Angel and Alcatraz Islands, Red Rock,

El Cerrito (Albany Hill), and San Mateo Point. All of these stood

200 to 300 feet higher above the bottom of the valley than they do

above the bay surface today. Besides these hills and ridges, the upper
parts of which are now visible, borings have shown that there are lower

hills and ridges whose tops are below sea level ; a number of them are

partly or entirely buried in bay sediments. All of these hills and
ridges known are composed of Franciscan sediments and igneous

rocks.

According to the figures obtained from borings, the main river

was not a sluggish stream. It had an average gradient, at the end of

its bedrock eroding period, of 8 or 9 feet to the mile, from w'here Car-

quinez and Napa canyons joined the bay valley, to Golden Gate canyon.

Data concerning the stream that traversed the southern part of

the bay valley are very limited. Bedrock is found in the lower gorge

of Coyote Creek (southeast of San Jose) at 80 feet above sea level. As
this location is about GO miles from the deep part of the Golden Gate

the general average gradient would be about 7.7 feet per mile. Judged
from the deep boring (369 feet) to bedrock east of Hunters Point,

tlie gradient of the last 12 miles could not be much more than 1 foot

per mile. Coyote Creek had, of course, important additions of water,

from San Antonio, Guadalupe, Alameda, and other streams, on its

way to Golden Gate canyon. However, the river from the north car-

ried a much larger volume of water and under normal conditions of

erosion should have had a lower gradient than the southern tribu-

tary. The fact that the actual conditions were the reverse is another

indication that the bay valley originated primarily by erustal defor-

mation rather than by erosion. The explanation of the steeper gradient

to the north probably lies in involvement of that area to some extent

in the Pleistocene deformation already described.

North of the Golden Gate the cross profile of the bay valley is

unsymmetrical with respect to the bay or the old river. There is a

marked difference in the two sides. On the west the steep slopes of

the mjuntainous mass of Marin County, culminating in Mount Tamal-

pais, extended down to the bottom of the bay valley and the Pleis-

tocene tributary streams entered the valley along canyons. Their loads

of sediment were apparently contributed directly to the main river.
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At present the bay waters enter these canyons, forminjr indentations

or small bays, and the interstream ritl^es extend out into the bay as

points or peninsulas.

On the east side of the bay valley the hills have correspondingly

steep slopes, but these become less steep at elevations of 200 to 350

feet above present .sea level. On the fjentler slopes, streams draining

the upjier parts of the hills have built a series of alluvial cones which

coalesce to form a broad slopinjr plain on which the east bay cities

have been built. This conilition, which extends the whole lenprth of

the east side of the bay valley, made iiossible the preservation of

evidence from which the history of the valley and its early inhabitants

was deciphered.

The southern part of the bfiy valley is more symmetrical, and

similar lowered slopes on the west side have given rise to alluvial

cones, an alluvial jdain, and city occupancy as on the east side.

The Advent of the Bay. The next stage in the transformation of

till' landscape was the progressive flooding of the lower levels of the

valley and canyon regions: the development of San Francisco Bay
and associated water bodies. The valley of San Francisco Bay became

a typical drowned valley; salt water invaded the region and ocean

tides became effective throughout the flooded areas.

Drowned valleys can be produced by depression or subsidence

of the land, and for many years it was believed that a belt of local

subsidence was responsible for the production of the bay. However,

no independent evidence of a subsidence so timed and oriented as to

produce the distribution and characteristics of the actual flooding

has been observed ; and for some time ])revious to the advent of the

bay critical parts of the river system were evidently operating under

the influence of rising ground, especially in (he north bay and along

Carqiiiiu'z canyon.

In more recent years it has been recognized that an entirely dif-

ferent agency was comi)etent to account for the prodiu-tion of the bay :

that is, the rise of the ocean level as a result of the melting of the

great ice sheets of the glacial period. Such an explanation is con-

sistent with other evidence of the geological recency of the bay's

development.

The acceptance of the glacial control theory simplifies previous

ideas as to the later earth movements in the area. The eastern hill

lands were elevated in Pleistocene time, and the valley area experi-

enced a relative, if not an absolute, depression. Under the depression

theory of bay origin, a belt from the ocean to the Great Valley must
have subsided, the maximum subsidence following a peculiar curved

course and reversing the movement of the uplifting masses. But after

the bay was well established, eastern lands were still going up. For

on the eastern shore of San Pablo Bay an oyster bed laid down in the

bay has been raised well above the present sea level. Similar deposits,

now above sea level, containing shells of species at present living in

the bay, occur on Carquinez Strait. The Merritt sand, which underlies

part of Oakland and Alameda, probably had a similar origin; it is a

marine sediment which lies in front of a sea cliff cut into the San
Antonio alluviinn at a time when the area was lower than at present.

It is evident that the flooding that produced the bay was not

limited to relatively depressed areas but, where topographically pos-

sible, spread across the uplifting areas, and through the Carquinez

gorge, to reach into the lower elevations of the tireat Valley (a rela-

tively depressed area) and produce Siiisun Bay. The elevation of the

eastern hill lands was a long and slow process. That it acted in stages

with periods of rest between is indicated by the remnants of stream

terraces found in Carquinez canyon and adjoining areas. Two of these

are below present sea level. The lowest, 120 feet below sea level, sug-

gests that the last increment of pre-bay elevation must have started

well along in the Pleistocene, and that the resultant stream down-

cutting was interrupted by the rising bay waters. The rise of sea level

that produwd the bay was a much sliorter and on the average more

rapid ]n-ocess than that which elevated the hill lands, even though it

was on.ly about a (puirter of an inch a year.
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Fig. S. Late Quaternary oyster bed raised well above
present bay level showing unconformable contact with
north-tlippins upper Miocene marine beds. Sea cliff just

south of Lone Tree Point opposite Rodeo, Contra Costa
County. Photo by O. E. Bowen. .1, ^ ,

Amount of Rise of the Sea Level. If at the beginning of flooding

the river mouth wa.s at the west end of the Golden Gate—and at pres-

ent there is no evidence to the contrary—and if the deepest part of

the Golden Gate i.s on bedrock, the deepest sounding reported by
the Coast and Geodetic Survey, 382 feet, may be used as an approxi-

mate measure of the change of water level since that time.

A river flowing into the sea, if at base level, would have the

bottom of its bedrock channel below low tide level to an amount
dependent on the effective depth of the stream. For the river in the

Golden Gate this might have been 20 or 30 feet. If 381 feet is taken

as the bottom of the channel, the change in water level would have
' to be reduced by such an amount, say to 350 or 360 feet. If the deep-

est sounding was on a stretch locally scoured below the even gradient,

the figure for the change would be still further reduced. On the other

hand, 381 feet may not represent the channel bottom, and may not be

the deepest possible sounding. These details are mentioned to indicate

that the figure 381 should not be taken as an accurate figure for the

change in water level, but as an approximation ; the actual figure may
differ bv 20 or 30 feet or more.

^.^^ ^ ^^,^

^.^

'^^-.i:-'^

iJPr"^#
Fig. 9. Raised oy.ster bed on Lone Tree Point .showiuy dclad of the

shell bed. Photo by C. H". Chesterman.

Fig. 10. Ellis Landing shell mound near Richmond, the highest part surmounted
by a shed, as seen at high tide.
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Several scientists liave attempted to arrive at a figure for the

rise of sea level resulting from the melting of the ice sheets by esti-

mating the volume of ice that disappeared. This requires a deter-

mination of the areas and thieknesses of the departed ice sheets. Much

is known about these quantities but the data are incomplete and some

of the estimates, especially of thickness, uncertain. It is surprising,

with these uncertainties, that three outstanding studies have led to

results, expressed in rise of sea level, ranging only from 75 or 85

to lU;i meters.

Local studios along Eurojiean coasts have shown that sea level

during tlie last glaciation stood at approximately 100 meters (about

330 feet) below its present elevation. One study was made of condi-

tions over a large area considered to have maintained its stability

since the Pleistocene—the so-called Sunda Land, now covered by the

shallow Java Sea and the South China Sea. Old river courses were

tracetl on hydrographic maps, and it was found that before the post-

glacial flooding they passed into the sea at what is now approximately

the 100-meter depth contour.

It appears likely, therefore, that the rise of sea level resulting

from melting of the ice sheets of the last glaciation (Wisconsin)

accounts for the flooding that produced San Francisco Bay. Because

of the numerical uncertainties, local crustal movement affecting the

Golden Gate and adjacent parts of the bay region during that time

cannot be excluded ; if such occurred since the beginning of last sea-

level rise, which was probably initiated 15,000 to 25,000 years ago, its

effects must represent only a small fraction of the result. The small

apparent discrepancy is within the limit of error of the estimates and

measurements.

Effects of Earlier Glaciations. It is known that during the

glacial period there was a succession of stages of ice-sheet development

separated by intervals of recession. During the great interglacial

interval in mid-Pleistocene time, when less glacial ice existed than

at present, it might be expected that the sea level would have risen

higher than it is today. The bay deposits now found above sea level

on the east side of the bay might have been formed under such a high

stand of the sea. However, nothing corresponding to these deposits

has been found anywhere on the west side of the bay at any level.

Their above-sea-level position has therefore been accepted in the pres-

ent account as the result of the continuation of tiie elevation of the

area east of the bay after the bay had been well established.

The great interglacial interval has been estimated as existing from

400,000 to 240,000 years ago. This would probably bring it into the

time of the mid-Pleistocene crustal disturbance of the California

coastal region. It seems likely that these earth movements prevented

the preservation in recognizable form of evidence of the earlier glacial

effects on sea level.

Ki(i. 1 1 .
Sun Frniipisco Bay shimiiiK 3-fnthom and .'i-fathoni linfs, and th(

G-fathom line off the Golden Gate.
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Man in the Bay's Histor-y. Aloiifr the shores oi' Sail Francisco

Bay, ami in their vicinity, the existence of many shell mounds testi-

fied to the human occupation of the region for a long time previous

to the coming of European man. Many of these mounds have been

partially or completely destroyed in the course of the settlement and
development of the region by new inhabitants, but in 1IK)8 a survey

under tiie auspices of the University of California found i'25 such

shell heaps. Many hinnan skeletons were obtained from the mounds.

together with numerous tools and implements and decorative objects.

Altogether there was much learned about the characteristics, food

habits, and activities of the early inhabitants. Of particular interest

to the present story is the fact that at least 10 of the mounds extended

below sea level, and such partially submerged mounds were found

on both sides of the bay. ^Vhile most of these were in the central bay
region (near Richmond and Berkeley on the east side, Tiburon on
the west side), one or two were found at each end of the bay. Three
of the mounds were tested for depth and showed a submergence of

3 to 18 feet.

The most information was obtained from the Ellis Landing mound
near Richmond. It was probed and trenched, and a shaft was sunk to its

bottom. Its base was oblong in contour, 460 feet in length, and 245

feet in average width. The height of the mound was about 30 feet,

and the estimated volume of material built up by human agency was
1,260.000 cubic feet ; 146 human skeletons were obtained during the

excavation and it was estimated that the entire mound probably

contained in the neighborhood of 3,000. Two burials were encountered
near the bottom of the shaft.

This mound was built on a base of firm gravel and at the time
of the investigation (1908) high tide rose 18 feet above the base. Silt

had also deposited about the mound to a depth of 11 to 16 feet. It

is quite evident that when the natives first occupied this site they did

not locate it where the waves at high tide would splash on them, nor
would they have stayed there if the waters at high tide washed their

mound while it was low. They may originally have been 10 or more
feet above high tide. This would mean that since their first occupancy
the bay waters have risen perhaps 25 or 30 feet. A rough calculation

of the duration of the mound's occupancy, estimated on the basis of

the number of inhabitants, the daily accretions, and the total volume
of the mass, gave 3,500 years. This admittedly cannot be accepted
as a close figure, but it may indicate roughly the order of magnitude.

Recent Bay Borings. During recent studies by the California

Toll Bridge Authority of the California State Department of Public

Works, made in connection with two proposed bay crossings, new
information has been obtained on the succession of formations depos-

ited on the bay floor. These formations are described in detail bv Trask

and llolston.* Briefly the succession, top to bottom is : bay n)ud, 0-100
feet thick ; Merritt .sand, 0-60 feet ; Posey formation. 0-50 feet ; San
Antonio formation, 15-120 feet; Alameda formation, 0-200 feet; and
Franciscan fornuition (basement). All of these are separated by ero-
sional intervals (unconformities).

The Alameda formation was originally recognized as a shaly clay
underlying the alluvial deposits in the Oakland-Alamcda-Berkeley
region. The recent borings show that it extends across the bay and on
the west side lies against the bedrock slope at 130 to 180 feet below
sea level and is overlain by later bay deposits. In a boring along the
line of the southern crossing and about 5.000 feet from the west bay
shore a layer of volcanic ash was sampled at a depth of 280 feet in the
lowest of the tive recognized members of the Alameda formation. I am
indebted to Dr. Trask for a sample of the ash which he obtained for
me through the kindness of Mr. N. C. Raab of the Division of San
Francisco Bay Toll Crossings. It is of particular interest because it

seems to be identical with an ash layer that occurs in the up])or Merced
marine beds about seven miles acros.s the San Francisco peninsula
from the bore hole. Both are very fine-grained clean, white, fresh ash
made up chiefly (over 95'/^ ) of fragments of clear glass and pumice.
The most abundant light mineral is an acid soda-lime feldspar and
the characteristic colored mineral is hornblende (pleochroic colors
green and pale brown). These are the only occurrences of volcanic ash
foinid to date in the bay deposits or in adjoining Pleistocene deposits.
The source of the material is not known. The Sonoma tutfs to the north
of the bay show some similar ash layers, but these consistently have a

development of pyro.\ene ilomin.qnt over hornblende. No augite was
observed in the local ash beds. In the absence of evidence to the con-
trary their es.sential identity is accepted as evidence of the contem-
porary deposition of upper IMerced and Alameda.

The San Antonio and the Posey formations of the bay occupy the
same interval between the Alameda formation and the Merritt sand
that the San Antonio formation alone does on the land ea.st of the bay,
and the two bay formations together are believed to correspond to the
land San Antonio. The separation of the bay deposits into two forma-
tions was based on the recognition of an erosional interval between
them. This erosional interval is best explained as the result of a tem-
[.orary change in the relative position of sea level, ami such change
would proliably have no etfect on the deposition of the now exposed
parts of the San Antonio alluvial cones.

The most important erosion interval in the bay deposits was that
following Posey deposition. The streams flowing westward from the
hilLs back of Oakland cut valleys in the older sediments which are 80
to 100 feet below sea level along the present Oakland and Alameda

• Trask, Parker D., and Rolston, Jack W., Engineerinfr geology of San Fran-
cisco Bay: Geol. Sec. America Bull., vol. 62, no. 9, pp. 1082-10S3, 1951.
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\vat(M- fronts. T!u>y drained into a inastor valley eoiniii!^ from the south

that continued iiortliward across the suhnioryod rock ridfje that joins

Verba Biieiia Island with San Francisco, and onward to the west of

the island. Where last tested by borin>,' it lay more than 150 feet below

sea level.

This valley euttiny was followed by the deposition of the Merritt

sand. This formation with its well-sorted sand, in i)art showing evi-

dence of wind-blown orifiin, and its well sorted silt similar to loess,

is sugfjestive of the influence of >rlacial conditions. Such conditions

would hardly have been expected in this locality so far from the ice

sheets. The Merritt filled the previously cut valleys and covered the

Posey formation as a general blanket.

Following de|)Osition of the Merritt the valleys were re-excavated

in part to the same depth as before. Their drainage in the Oakland-

Alameda region escajied along the same line passing to the west of

Yerba Buciia Island. The low sea level at this time apparently was the

result of the last glacial advance.

The final withdrawal of the ice sheets, whose disappearance is

generally accepted as terminating the Pleistocene epoch, led to the

gradual rise of the sea level to its present elevation, in the course of

which the bay muds were deposited.

Glacial Stages. In the construction of the San Francisco-Oak-

land Bay Bridge, during the excavation for pier E-3, which is about

1, .')()() feet east of Yerba Buena Island, part of a ,iaw of a bison carry-

ing .several teeth was found at a depth of about 180 feet, close to a two-

foot layer of decayed vegetation. The depth and the vegetation layer

are evidence that the occurrence is near the base of the San Antonio

formation. This find together with a mammoth tooth found in another

bridge excavation (E-5) about 1,000 feet further east, determine the

San Antonio formation as upper Pleistocene. As the San Antonio and

the correlative of the Alameda (niiiier Merced) follow the major mid-

Pleistocene compression and precede the ujiper Pleistocene deforma-

tion, these bay foi-matious, preceding the main lowering of the sea

level in the mi<lst of bay deposition, are considered lower upper Pleis-

tocene. In other words, the whole known history of the Bay of San

Francisco is within the upper Pleistocene and Recent. On this basis

it is concluded that the first development of the bay was the result of

the rise of sea level during the third, that is, the last (I'ltimate) inter-

glacial, and so may have been 150,000 or more years ago. The marked

lowerings of the sea level in post-Poscy and post-Merritt time would

then represent stages of the last glaciation, the Wisconsin, with an

interstage retreat of the ice between them.

The development of the bay was a slow jiroci'ss. In the early

stages the streams must have retained their identities, followed the

lines of their earlier channels, and been flanked by tidal marshes.

Most of their load of sediment was carried to the sea. More than half

the time from the beginning of last sea-level rise to the present (pos-

sibly 8,000 to 12,000 years) must have passed before the advancing sea

water traversed Carquinez canyon to reach the edge of the present

Suisun Bay. With increasing depth the bay system became a great

settling basin for the retention of detritus carried by the tributary

streams, although still some of the transported material (an unknown
fraction) reached the ocean.

The coming of the white man led to the most rapid build-up of

sediments in the bay's history. This resulted from his activities that

added to the silt and sand content of the inflowing streams. The most

noteworthy of these activities was the early widespread hydraulic

mining ; but substantial contributions also have resulted from farm-

ing, road and trail building, deforestation, denudation of grass lands

by overgrazing, etc. From a study of successive hydrographic charts,

the following rough figures were reached :

Sediment added to hay nystem from all ^iuurces,

1849-1914

Body of water
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Fig. 12. Contoxirs on the top of the Alameda formation showing the drain-

age prior to deposition of the San Antonio formation. Principal channel at that time

was e;ist of Yerha Hnenn Island instead of west of the island as it is at present.

After I'. D. Tiank iind /. U'. Rolnlon. in Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. G2, no. 9,

September lO.^t.

Fig. 13. Contonrs on the base of the Bay Mud, the uppermost deposit in San
Francisco Bay, showing the drainage pattern as it was prior to this most recent
epi.sode of deposition. The principal channel is west of Yerha Buena Island as it is

today. .After P. /). Traak and J. 11'. RoUton. in Bull. Geol. Soc. .Imerica, vol. 62,

no. 9, September 1951.

the iimd-ladcii waters sotith of the normal exit point. However, the

tide is the most important distributiiijr a<.'ent. Silt-laileii water dur-

ing ebb passes throujjrh the Ciolden (iate to the ocean. With tlie turn

of the tide the body of water in tiie (jolden Gate is moved back, divid-

ing, as it enters the bay proper, part of it being carried into the south

arm of the bay, and this is repeated with every tidal return. During

the slow movement of the water, including the period of practically

no movement, about high tide limit, some of the suspended fines are

deposited.

Depths of Water. According to calculations published in 1914,

which may be taken as approximately correct at the present time, about

70 percent of the area of the bay has a depth of less than 3 fathoms *

and 80 percent has a depth of less than 5 fathoms. The tidal flow has

developed and maintains a system of channels, a sort of submarine

stream system, in which are found more rapid currents and the great-

est depths. The deepest of all is the main trunk channel, the Golden

• Figures given here in fathoms (1 fathom is 6 feet) are depths below mean
lower low water ; depths given in feet in this paper are below mean sea level.
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Flo. 14. Cross section along the propo.sc(l line of tlie .southern crossing (see Viix. 1.'!) hetween San Francisco and Alameda, based on drill-hole data. Heavy lines

represent bonndaries of the i>rincipal formations ; li;;liter hounding lines represent changes in lithology. After P. /). Ti-usk nud J. W. Rolston in Bull. Grot. Soc. Atitericn,

vol. 62, no. 0. September 1951.
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Gate, in which the greatest recorded measurement is 63 fathoms. The
main branch channel to the north, Raccoon Strait, reaches a depth of

36 fathoms.

Dislribulioii of tiedinicnts hy Size of drain. There are two main
types of distribution of bay sediments by prevailing' grain size: (1)

that in which grain size decreases with depth of water and distance

from certain elements of the shore line, and (2) that in which coarse-

ness increases with depth of water.

The first type of distribution corresponds to the normal distri-

bution of .sediment on an exposed rocky sea coast, that is, coarsest ma-
terial along the shore terrace at the base of wave-cut cliffs (gravel,

etc.), grading through gradually decreasing sand sizes to muds.

At intervals along the bay shore occur projecting rocky points

or headlands. Each is more or less (depending on exposure) affected

by wave cutting and is bordered by a sea cliff at the base of which is

gravel or gravelly sand. Passing outwai-d toward deep water, and
laterally trailing away from the cliff in both directions along the

shore, the shallow water and beach deposits become progressively

more sandy, and finally muddy. Considering the bay as a whole, while

this type of deposit is repeated at about 20 localities, it represents

but a small fraction of the bay deposits.

The second type of distribution is characteristic of by far the

larger area of the bay. The greater extent of .shore line is occupied

by muds which merge into the muds of the outer and lateral zones of

wave-rock reaction influence. Proceeding from these muds into deeper

water, the proportion of clay and silt in the sediments decreases and
the proportion of sand increases. With greater depths the sands carry

more of the coarser grain sizes, and in the more noteworthy depths

gravel is found where there is a local source for that type of material.

This type of distribution is determined by the tidal currents which
are weakest about the edges of the bay and become progressively

stronger as the channels become deeper. It is, of course, the concen-

trated flow of the tidal cvirreuts that has produced and maintains the

depth of the channels.

The amount of fines that gets into the Golden Gate must be large,

but the amount deposited is almost nothing, only some sand that gets

trapped between larger fragments. Part of the fines that reach the

Golden Gate is carried back into the bay during the rise of the tide.

Some of this is deposited in (juieter places, but much of it is swept out

to sea.

The south main branch channel, as much as 27 fathoms in depth, is

occupied largely by sands. The north main branch, which has meas-

ured depths up to 36 fathoms, has yielded samples carrying much
gravel.

Mojrimum Thickness of Bay Deposits. The thickest ma.sses of

bay sediments so far penetrated by borings have been found in the

central bay area east of San Francisco, from the line of the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland Bay Bridge east of Y'"erba Buena I.sland south and
southwestward to near Hunters Point. To date, the deepest bedrock
surface reached by boring on the we.st side of the bay south of Yerba
Huena Island is 36!) feet below sea level. The water there is about 69

feet deep, so the thickness of sediment is 300 feet. As two borings to

the northeast and southeast of this deepest one are 314 and 326 feet

respectively, the suggestion is that the bottom shallows to the east and
the deepest boring is along the channel of the pre-bay north-flowing

stream.

On the east side of the bay the bedrock drops down to the east

and southeast of Y"erba Buena Island. The deepest bedrock surface

reported in a boring is under the western part of Alameda at 444
feet below sea level. It is not known how far east this down-.slope

extends. Apparently here the bedrock surface is 60 feet or more below
what has been taken as the deepest bedrock surface in the (lOlden

Gate. This relation must be the result of crustal deformation which
presumably took place in pre-Alameda time or at some early date in

what has been called Alameda formation in the bay sediments. In this

deepest hole, and in other holes in this eastern region where bedrock
has been reported as over 320 feet in depth, as far as known, no geo-

logical study was made on a formational basis. It is therefore possible

that the relative depression in the bedrock may be occupied by some
older formation, which may or may not be a bay deposit, and may be

separated from the true Alameda formation by a structural uncon-

formity. This suggestion is made here because the first definite evidence

of the position of the river from the south in this area, on the top of

the Alameda formation, places it near the east shore of Yerba Buena
Island. The recent work on bay borings makes it evident that the

change was made some time during San Antonio-Posey deposition. At
the beginning of San Antonio deposition, as shown on the contour

map of the top of the Alameda formation, the channel was about 2000

feet east of Yerba Buena Island at a depth of 200 feet below present

sea level. When the lowering of the sea came at the end of Posey depo-

sition, the drainage crossed the buried ridge connecting Yerba Buena
Island and Rincon Hill and flowed west of the island. It could hardly

have done that if the main tidal channel had not already heen estab-

lished along that route.

Buried Topography and Shiffs in Tidal Channels. Considering

the fact that the San Francisco Bay basin was valley land before the

encroachment of marine waters turned it into a bay, and that the

streams, including the combined Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers,

flowed along its floor, it might reasonably be inferred that the pres-

ent main channels are inherited from the dry land period, held in

place by the more rapidly moving currents which in the early stages
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of tlic hay would naturally have been in the deepest trou^jhs. When
therefore it is found that the deep north braneh ohannel heading up

to wliere tlie eonibined Sacramento and San Joacpiin Rivers enter the

basin is the narrow Raceoon Strait northwest of Aiipel Island, it would

seem reasonable to conelude that that was the course of the pre-bay

river. A special freolofrical explanation would then seem necessary to

make clear why the main river took tliat course rather than down
what appears to be the main valley to the east of An^el Island.

There is as yet no evidence re^ardinp: the history of that channel

but recently some definite evidence lias been obtained regarding the

main south branch channel, which lies between San Francisco and

Yerba Buena Island; this evidence suggests that Raccoon Strait does

not rejiresent the course of the original main river.

Borings for the San Francisco Pay Bridge have shown that to

the east of Yerba Buena Island bedrock lies at a depth of more than

300 feet, whereas to the southwest of the island it is at a de))th of less

than 200 feet. There is, in fact, a low ridge with rolling summit topog-

raphy that connects the island with Rincon Hill on the San Fran-

cisco peninsula. The present deeper south main branch channel crosses

this ridge, which, excejit for its high suiinnits (Yerba Buena Island

and Rincon Hill ) is entirely buried in bay sediment and does not show

on the hydrographic chart. In pre-bay time, Yerba Buena Island was

separated on its west from the present San Francisco area by a north-

ward-draining tributary valley with its floor about 100 feet below the

saddle in the ridge over which the present tidal channel lies. This

valley, going iipstreani, turned to the southwest between Rincon Hill

and Telegrapli Hill in San Francisco (approximately along the line

of Market Sti'cet) and drained the branch valleys coming down from

the s\irroundiiig hills. In the progressive Hooding of the bay valley

system, the ridge .joining Yerba Buena Island and Rincon Hill would

not have been covered by water over its saddles until the water was

about 2;i0 feet above the floor of the Golden Gate, and at that time the

original valley floor east of the island w()\dd have been more than 150

feet below the bay water surface.

At the present time the connecting bedrock ridge carries on its

top a nuiximum of 100 feet of bay sediment. The greatest depth of

water directly west of Yerba Buena Island is 143 feet, but this is near

the island, and above the old valley drainage line there is about 80 feet

of water over 120 feet of bay sediment. Directly east of the island the

greatest depth of water is !IG feet, at a location near the island wher<'

the bedrock is about 290 feet below the water surface.

It is evident that the position of the deep south branch channel

has at some time changed from east to west of Yerba Buena I.sland.

Why it was made is not cei-tain, but it may be because the new course

is the shorter and more direct route, and because the direct movement

of the water is not interfered with or complicated by secondary reac-

tions of the waters from the north and south arms of the bay. as occurs

in the broader body of water to the east. A similar change may have

developed the deep north main branch channel in Raccoon Strait.

Future of the Bay. It is difficult to predict the future of San

Francisco Bay. Man is engaged in many activities that will affect that

future. Many large dams have been and are being built on its tribu-

tary streams which, during their lifetime, will retain sediment that

otherwise, in pai't, woidd add to the filling of the bay. On the other

hand, many improvements of water fronts and the reclamation of

marshes work toward restricting or narrowing the area of the bay.

A plan under consideration would divide the bay by great embank-
ments into three parts and make fresh-water lakes of the northern

and southern ai'cas. This would result in the production of two set-

tling basins that would retain most of the incoming sediment, reduc-

ing materially the amount that now reaches the sea. The remaining

bay would occupy a comparatively small area, and the tidal prism

would be greatly reduced, lessening the effectiveness of the tidal cur-

rents to maintain channel depths.

As to the effects of nature beyond the control of man, there is

also considerable doubt. We do not know whether we are in the midst

of a moderate interglacial interval and a new' glacial stage will follow

and thus again lower the sea level, or whether deglaciation will con-

tinue initil the present glacial ice all disappears, resulting in a sea-

level rise of perhaps another 130 to 170 feet. Crustal movements are

likely to produce still further effects, but are iui|>redic(able. What-

ever the trend, the modification of the landscape will, as in the past,

progress so slowly that no one in the course of a lifetime will be aware

of any mark(>d chiinge, even if such change is measui-ahle.
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Tli( Moihrn Landscape. Tlie bay resiiou as here defined extends

fnmi the Pacific Ocean to tlic t'ootliills of the Sierra Nevada, embrac-

infr the full width of the Coast Ranges and the (ireat Valley of Cali-

fornia. The Coast Ranges form a continuous barrier between the val-

ley and the sea except in the bay rep:ion. Here a broad irregular gap
ill the mountain barrier, now Hooded by the waters of San Francisco

Bay. art'ords outlet for the drainage from the east.

The Coast Ranges consist of a number of nearly parallel ranges

confined to a belt averaging about 50 miles in width. The belt itself

trends about N. 30° W., approximately parallel to the coast, but the

individual ranges within the belt trend more nearly northwest and
are diagonally truncated by the coast line. Thus on one side they end

abruptly along the sea, and on the other they terminate with gentler

declivity along the edge of the alluvial plain of the Great Valley.

Most of the ridges are between 2000 and 4000 feet high, but a few
summits are above 5000 feet. The tiat-topped crests of many of the

ranges represent remnants of a once extensive, gently undulating ero-

sion surface. Higher ridges stand as residual prominences above the

hilltop remnants of this old level, and locally bear remnants of an even

higher and earlier surface. Below the remnants of the principal up-

land surface, youthful canyons have been carved.

The variety of topographic expres-sion found in the different parts

of the Coast Ranges has been attributed primarily to the variety of

types of uplift to which the ranges have been subjected, and sec-

ondarily to differential erosion of diver.se rocks and to the many types

of rock structures involved. In some cases, erosion and deposition have

greatly obscured the original forms produced by the earth movements.

Some of the ranges have been raised in horizontal position, some have

been tilted, and others have simply been arched upward. True horsts

(uplifted blocks bounded by faults) and simple warped blocks are

the least common; tilt blocks are the most common. The majority of

ranges are more complex, having been formed by combinations of

movements. The fault pattern itself has strongly influenced the topog-

raphy. Where the bounding faults are parallel and straiglit the ranges

tend to be uniform in width and rectilinear. Where the limiting faults

converge, diverge, and branch, the breadth of the mountain blocks

varies. Faulting has directly or indirectly played the dominant role

ill the fashioning of the present landscape. Because of this, there is

• The following outline of the evolution of the bay region landscape is based
iMi the studies of workers too numerous to mention individually. Some of the more
iniiiortant publications consulted are included in the apju-nded bibliography. The
present writer's only contribution lies in the attempt to syntliesize the many isolated
and diverse ideas of others.

t I*rofessor of (Jeology. School of ^Uneral Sciences, Stanford University.

a lack of corresjiondence between toi)ogra])hy and geology, in coi|.

trast to the situation in other ranges of the world such as the Appa-
lachian Mountains of eastern United States and the Jura Mountains
of western Europe.

The valle.vs of the Coast Ranges are as varied in origin as the

mountains which confine them. Some, such as the Santa Clara Valley,

are down-dropped or down-tilted blocks. Others, like the Livermore

basin and the basin of San Francisco Bay are irregular downwarps
comjilicated by faulting and modified by erosion and filling. Some of

the valleys north of San Pablo follow .syndines. These have been

carved either by streams which came into being on original folds or

by streams that originated along belts of weak rock after an earlier

peneplanation. Other valleys were clearly carved along fault zones,

and still others have liad complex histories involving periods of filling

and re-excavation as well as deformation.

Large areas in the Coast Ranges have a fault-trellis drainage pat-

tern in which the principal valleys have been eroded along fault lines.

These valleys, although parallel for long distances, commonly diverge,

and a dentritic or tree-like pattern develops in the broad inter-faiilt

areas. This type of fault-trellis pattern is particularly well displayed

in the San Jlateo (|uadrangle.

North of San Francisco Bay the Coast Ranges consist of four

parallel ranges, named from east to west the Yolo, Napa, Sonoma, and

Marin. The intervening valleys in the same order are the Berryessa,

Napa, and Petaluma. None of the valleys compare in size with the

Santa Clara Valley south of San Francisco Bay. Petaluma Valley,

in the neighborhood of the low watershed near Santa Rosa in Sonoma
County, is 4 to 5 miles wide, but narrows appreciably within 12 miles

to the north. About 50 miles north of the bay, the above-mentioned

ranges, except the Sonoma, merge into a single, sprawling dissected

upland, the Mendocino plateau. Of the valleys mentioned, only the

Petaluma and its extension along the valley of the Russian River con-

tinue that far north. The Mendocino plateau is a rugged belt 10 to

20 miles wide extending from tlie Marin Range north to Cape Men-
docino. The plateau is snbmatnrely dissected and rises from KiOO feet

oil the west to 2100 feet on the east, where it is surmounted by higher

residual summits forming the Mendocino Range. The uniform alti-

tude of the ridge crests north of San Francisco Bay, ami the scattered

level summits, suggest an ancient peneplain. Whether or not a still

higher surface is preserved on the raonadnock-like ridges is not certain.

South of San Francisco Ba.v the Coast Ranges are separated by

Santa Clara Valley into an eastern group, collectively known as the

( !).-.
)
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Diablo Raii^'e. and a more or less liomopeneoiis inoiiiitaiii mass to the

west, the Santa ("niz [{aiijie. Santa Clara \'alley is abont 100 miles

lon-r and reaches a width of about 15 miles in the north where it is

flooded by the southern part of San Francisco Bay. About 75 miles of

the valley are included in the bay region. The •rreater part of the val-

ley drains north by way of Coyote Creek into San Francisco Bay. The

southern i)art, separated from the northern only by a iartre alluvial

fan on the broad valley floor, drains southwai'd by Llamas Crci'k into

I'ajaro River and ilontcrey Bay.

The Berkeley Hills, which overlook San Francisco Bay from the

east, are a low but prominent ranpe some 15 miles long: and 10 miles

wide, with an even erest and a steep, dissected western scarp. They

are considered by some to be independent of the Diablo Range, the

northern terminus of which, dominated by JMount Diablo, 3849 feet

lii>;h, is considered to lie east of San Ramon Valley. Soutli of Liver-

more basin the Diablo Range is known locally as the Mount Hamilton

Ranjre, a sjn-awling: mass some 30 miles wide with jjcaks over 4000 feet

high. Mount llanulton, the site of Lick Observatory, is 420D feet high,

but is exceeded by still another crest.

The Diablo Range, that is, all of the Coast Ranges east of Santa

Clara Valley, is divided into .several smaller northwest-trending ridges

by a number of i)rominent valleys, largely controlled by faults. Among
these are Siniol and Calaveras Valleys. The western margin of Liver-

more basin itself is determined by a major fault.

The Santa Cruz Range extends south about 85 miles from the

Golden Gate to Pajaro River. The range is narrowest and lowest in

the San Francisco peninsula, increasing in altitude and breadth to the

south. The highest peak has an altitude of abont 3800 feet. The range

nai-riiws again to only (i miles at its southei-n termination. The low

northern poi-lion, consisting of San liruno Mountain and the hills of

Sail Francisco, is cut otf from the main southern mass by the trough-

like depression of Merced Valley, which trends oblicpiely across the

range from San Francisco Bay to the sea. The highest point on the

floor of Merced Valley is less than 200 feet above sea level.

Northwest-trending valleys are present in the Santa Cruz Moun-

tains, but are not so striking as those in the Diablo Range east of

Santa Clara \'alley. The San Andreas rift cuts the Santa Cruz Range
throughout its extent. This active fault, which meets the sea just south

^of Merced Valley, is marked by a series of aligned valleys occupied in

part by San Andreas and Crystal Springs Lakes.

The crests of many of the Coast Ranges south of San Francisco

Bay are broad rolling uplands, but interspersed among these are still

higher crests. The general aspect is less platcau-likc than in the Coast

lianges north of the bay. Renniants of two erosion levels are present

in the Santa Cruz Range; one is preserved on the summit of Bnri-

Buri and other ridges, at an altitude of about 600 feet ; the other is

preserved on Sawyer Ridge and other crests between 1100 and 1200

feet. Whether these represent a single surface offset by faulting or two
distinct surfaces has not been determined. Steep-sided youthfid valleys

trench each surface. Elsewhere in the Coast Ranges, at least one mature
upland surface in addition to the youthful valleys is visible, but

monadnoek ridges may preserve a still older surface.

On the west, the Coast Ranges generally rise abruptly from the

sea. Inasmuch as the coast line cuts oblicpiely across the ranges, the

eoa.st may correspond to a line of structural defornuition, but this is

by no means certain. Similar relationships prevail along the eastern

boundary of the Coast Ranges at the border of the Great Valley.

Throughout much of the extent of the Coast Ranges the seaward slope

is notched by a series of raised wave-cut terraces, the highest of which

are more than 1500 feet above the sea. The lower ones are the best

preserved, in places being a mile or two wide. The terraces are poorly

preserved in the immediate vicinity of San Franoi.sco Bay. Stream

terraces in the valleys of the Coast Ranges are lower and less pro-

nounced than the marine terraces along the coast. This is believed to

indicate tilting of the Coast Ranges, the greatest uplift being along

the coast. The continental shelf in the bay region is 25 to 50 miles wide.

A deep submarine canyon cuts across the shelf opposite the mouth
of Pajaro River at Monterey Bay, but no comparable canyon appears

off the Golden Gate. This ha.s led to speculation that the drainage of

the Great Valley may once have had an outlet into Monterey Bay.

Recent submergence of the coastal r(>gion is indicated by the

presence of San Francisco Bay and lunucrous drowned valleys for

some distance to the north and south. A more recent emergence, fol-

lowing the drowning of the bay area, is indicated by a fresh marine

terrace around the shores of San Pablo Bay.

The second great landscape division within the bay region is the

Great \'alley. The larger part of the Great Valley is a low, generally

featureless plain lying within a few hundred feet of sea level and reach-

ing its lowest elevations in the vicinity of San Francisco Bay. Here

large areas are act\mlly below sea level, the sea being excluded by

dikes and natural levees. The highest elevations are found along the

valley margins where alluvial or dissected pediment slojjcs rise against

the c-onfining mountains. The valley is drained by Califcu'iiia's two

principal rivers, the Sacramento and the San Joa(|uin, which join

just before entering the eastern extremity of San Franci.sco Bay.

ThronglKuit their courses in the bay region these rivers have gradients

measured in only inches per mile. The natural levees combine with the

alluvial slopes to enclose basins, some of which are occupied by flood

waters m- "by swamps. The most important tributaries of the Sacra-

mento and .San Joa(|uin Rivers come from the Sierra Xevada to the

east. The streams from the Coast Ranges are generally small and either
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disappear on roai-liiii^ tho valley Hoor or lose thoniselves amonn; the

sloughs borderiiif; the rivers.

The Saeramentd and San Joatiuin Kivers are ehoked with sedi-

ment in their lower eonrses and deposit exeessively. The braided

conrses are nearly everywhere bordered by swamplands. The prreat

quantity of debris washed down from the high southern Sierra Nevada
has shunted the San Joaciuin over toward the west side of its valley.

The fans built into the valley by the large streams from the Sierra are

far more exteu.sive but flatter than those built by the smaller tor-

rential streams from the Coast Ranges. The eontrast in size of the

oiiposed mountain masses is less marked in the ease of the Sacramento
Valley, particularly north of the bay region, and the main stream is

more centrally located.

The Great Valley is largely a depositional plain underlain by
sediment washed down from the confining mountains. The slopes of

the depositional landforms are so slight that the valley floor appears

essentially flat. Here and there, however, parts of the floor have been

raised by folding and faulting and in these areas a rolling topography
produced by erosion offers eontrast to the otherwise monotonous
landscape. The Jloutezuma Hills, east of Suisuu Ray. have been eroded

from such an uplift.

The valley includes five natural subdivisions—the red lands, the

low plains, the river lands, the flood basins, and the island country.

The red lauds, so-called because of the characteristic reddish or red-

dish-brown soil, form belts of gently undulating to hilly topography

along both margins of the valley. The accordance of level of the hill

tops, and the numerous broad flat-topped divides, are remnants of a

once-extensive level plain that descended toward the axis of the valley.

This belt of di.ssected topography, with maximum relief of about 200

feet, stands above the flat central portions of the fireat Valley, but

lies below the level of the dissected volcanic plain forming the Sieri'an

foothills. The red lands are more extensive on the east side of the Great

Valley than on the west. Those within the area of the bay region have
been designated the dissected Arroyo Seco pediment, and reach a width

of 15 miles. The .slope of the restored surface of the Arroyo Seco pedi-

ment is steeper than that of the low plains below. For part of its extent

the pediment is separated from the foothills of the Sierra by a belt

of low country over which the pediment originally extended. The vol-

canic plain, east of this low cotnitry, is a westward-slojiing surface

underlain by fluvial sandstones and silts, as well as mudflows, all

derived from volcanic rocks in the higher parts of the Sierra Nevada.

This volcanic plain is part of the foothill region.

The low plains are coalesced alluvial fans descending from the

inner edge of the belt of red lands to the axial lowlaiuls of the valley.

Locally the low plains extend headward as tongues into the valleys cut

below the Arroyo Seco pediment, and where the red lands have been

removed by erosion the plains reach to the foothills. The plains are

fashioned from debris eroded from the red lands and the foothills

beyond ; they form a belt 12 to 1(1 miles wide, and slope 5 to 8 feet per

mile. The surface is remarkably smooth except where trenched by the

shallow channels of .some of the streams issuing from the mountains
beyond. The principal river floodi)lains and channels traversing the

plains are, with exceptions, entrenched 15 to 40 feet below the plain at

the apices of the fans, but the channels die out westward. The floors of

the chaiuiels are from ;}00 feet to a mile wide. The plain on the east

side of the valley is known as the Victor alluvial plain; it is 12 to 16

miles wide.

The river lands form the natural levees along the many rivers of

the region. These are relatively narrow sandy or silty fertile belts that

rise 5 to 20 feet above the adjacent lowlands. The latter are swampy
and often submerged beneath flood waters from which are deposited

fine clays.

The flood basins are broad shallow troughs enclosed by the slop-

ing surface of the low plains on one side and the river lands or natural

levees on the other. The basins are dry for the greater part of the year,

or for periods of years, but are subject to flood where not ade(|\iately

protected by reclamatitin structures. Because deposition within them

is primarily from standing water, their surfaces are almost horizontal

plains. The American and Yolo basins, north and west of Sacramento

respectively, are examples of such flood ba.sins. The lower part of the

Yolo basin is below sea level and is a tidal lagoon.

The island country along the low^r courses of the Sacramento

and San Joaquin Rivers near their junction, consists of tracts of land

hemmed in by the natural levees of the various rivers, streams, and

sloughs. Each island is in a basin, usually swampy at its center. The

island country is roughly the area of the delta plain of the combined

rivers, a plain which, prior to the construction of artificial levees, was

a maze of tidal marshes. The artificial levees along the distributaries

and sloughs now protect the lowlands, which are as much as fi feet

below sea level. The boundaries of the delta plain are vague and locally

have been placed at the zero or sea-level contour.

Evoluiion of the Lawhcape. The geomor])hic history (landscape

evolution) of the bay region is exceedingly complex and not yet

thoroughly understood. JIueh of the evidence necessary to correlate

events in the bay region with those in the Sierra Nevada lies buried

under the thick alluvial fill of the Great Valley. In the Coast Ranges

themselves, each fault-bounded block is a distinct unit whose history

may differ widely from that of its neighbors. The history of each

range must therefore be worked out independently before its part in

the regional picture can be evaluated.
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Fh;. 1. T,ate Mioccno-t'jirly Plioceiu' ImucIscmih-, Only tlie lowprniost foothills of tho Sicrrn Nevada are shown. The Sierran crest lies well off to the upper riKht.

The Kr;Hhition plain, the i-esult of erosion of IIh' aneestral Miocene t'onst Ranges and fillint; of the widespread Miocene seas, nierffcs in the east with a KCiitly sloping
tln\ iaiilc plain composed lai-Kcly of volcanic dehris. The \olcanic jilain mantles an erosion surface bevelling Kocene, Meso/.oie. and Pale»>/.oi<- se<iinientary and nietaniorphic
rocks in tlie foothill region. Imt is de\clopeil prinnirily on granite in thi> higher Sierra Nevaila. The pre-volcanic erosion snrface may correlate with the so-called Sierra
peneplain farther sonth. The granitic igneous rock of the Coast Ranges area is of uncertain age ; that in the Sierra Ne\ada is Jurassic. The letters signify the following

:

1', I*aleozoic, including the (iahilan limestone and associated metamorphie rock.s in the Coast Ranges, and the Calaveras formation in the Sierra Nevada ; .T, ,Tnrassic.

including Franciscan and Knoxville; K, Cretaceous, including Chico; EC), Eocene and Oligocene, including lone and white gold-hearing gravels in foothills, and Mar-
tine/,, Tejon, ami San Rannm in coastal region ; M-F, Miocene and possibly early Pliocene, including Valley Springs and Mehrten volcanies in foothills, and Mcuiterey,
AVildcat, San Fablo, and other formations in coastal region. The present shore line, the outline of San Francisco Ray, and the Sacrament<» and San ,Toafpiin IIi\-ers are ,

indicated by dotted lines for- luirjioscs of scale and to assist in orientaf i<ui.

Ill sepkiiip an acci'ptablf explanation of the bfoader charaeter-

istios of the present himlseape it is unnecessary to consider detailed

events prior to the late Miocene or early Pliocene, because the.se

events <ire of secondary importance so far as the appearance of the

present landscape is concerned. It is not meant, however, that pre-

Miocene events have had no influence on tlie present landscape. On the

contrary, the characteristics and relative positions imparted to the

older roeks by foldingr and fatiltinfr prior to the late Miocene are

responsible for much of the variety in topojii-aphic detail. Some for-

mations, for example, are eroded to a ru<;ged topography, whereas '

others are sculptured into well-rounded hills. Extensive resistant

formations form the higher crests of the broader mountain ranges,

and smaller resistant bodies, including the products of ancient vol-

canic activity, add additional ruggedness. These, however, are in gen-

eral subondinate characteristics; the gross forms, the ranges and

larger valleys, the upland surfaces and the intermontane basins, are

priniiU'ily the result of relatively recent events.
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Tlirongrliont imioh of the interval from the Nevadan distiirbanee

(late .Turassie) to the miildle Miocene, a land mass lay some distance

olf the present coastline. Where the Coast Ranges now are. there was

a coastal basin, periodically sub.iect to relatively mild deformation

by which it was divided into subordinate basins. The pattern of these

subordinate basins chani;ed to a greater or lesser extent with each

episode of deformation. In these basins great thicknesses of sediment

accumulated, either marine or continental, dejiending on the geog-

raphy of tlie times; these .sediments were derived largely from the

innucdiately adjacent hiiihlauds. At the site of the present Sierra

Nevada Iliere was an ancestral range of niountain.s of folded rocks.

These mountains, too. shed great quantities of waste over the western

lowlands and into the seas wliich frequently inundated them. In

Eocene time white gold-bearing (|uartz gravels were laid down in val-

leys eroded in the flanks of the ancestral Sierra, and the finer sedi-

ments washed from the gravels were carried out into the shallow sea

beyond and deposited as the days and sands of the lone formation.

In the middle Miocene, after a time of widespread inundation, a

])rouounced mountain-building (orogenic) movement took place, at

whicii tinu' miu'h of the striu'tural framework of the present Coast

riangcs is bi'lii>vcd to have been established. Although the present

topography of the Coast Ranges reflects to some extent the influence

of the earlier periods of deformation, the general direction and local-

ization of the ranges had their inception at this time. Later diastro-

pliisiMs. culminating during the mid-Pleistocene, followed these major

trends.

In the basins formed by the mid-Miocene deformation, later

Miocene sediments were deposited—sediments derived from the newly

risen axial ranges. The deposits include ash. coarse volcanic debris,

lava flows, and intrusives. the products of widespread volcanic activ-

ity. Volcanic islaiuls may have risen from the shallow Miocene seas.

r>y late Miocene time the intcrbasin ridges were probably worn low

and the basins filled, resulting in low relief. Such a surface, partly

degradational and partly aggradational, may appropriately be re-

ferred to as a gradation surface, to distinguish it from a peneplain,

a level lowland, wliich is primarily degradational. The so-called Sierra

peneplain of Miocene time may be the equivalent of this surface. The
Sierra "peneplain." renniants of which are well preserved on the

present iutercanyon divides of the southern Sierra Nevada, is more
piiiperly described as a late mature surface surmounted by linear

monadnock ridges of more resistant rock 2000 to 3000 feet high. The
higii-level broad valleys of the higher parts of the Sierra Nevada
belong to this cycle of erosion. The Sierra "peneplain." in the lati-

tude of the bay region, is mantled by volcanic debris, largely water-

laid and derived from the summit regions of the Sierra of those days.

Tlie original slope of this plain is believed to have been about 90 feet

per mile. The volcanic debris includes mudflows and tufTs. and--as a

final product of the volcanic episode—flows of latite and basalt which
came down gravel-floored valleys carved in the volcanic ])laiu. Tlu'se

lava flows were so nuich more resistant to erosion than the suii-ounding

i-ocks that they were left standing as high table-like divides, protect-

ing the stream gravels of the former valley bottoms. Such is the origin

of Tuolunnu> Table Mountain near Sonora. east of the area covered

in this report.

Figure 1 portrays in a generalized manner the major elements

of the late Miocene or early Pliocene landscape in the bay region,

extending east to the lowermost foothills of the Sierra Nevada. In

the east was the even, gently sloping volcanic plain mantling the

western slope of the northern Sierra Nevada. The crest of the Sierra

was probably faulted up .3000 feet or so at the close of the Miocene,

giving the range, for the first time, a fault-block appearance. The
tilting steepened the original slope of the volcanic plain. The surface

on which the volcanies rest in the lower slopes of the Sierra is under-

lain by large areas of the lone formation. In the higher slopes, how-

ever, to the right of the diagram, the surface is underlain by Sierran

granite and associated metamorphic rocks. This ancient buried sur-

face is sometimes referred to as the Sierra peneplain, on which linear

monadnocks protrude through the volcanic cover. In places the vol-

canic cover has been stripped by erosion. South of the area of this

stud.v, the volcanic cover is absent and the Sierran "peneplain" is

exposed. The so-called
'

' peneplain,
'

' however, was a far more irregular

surface than the surface of the volcanic cover. In many places it was
probably more rngged than the present topography.

To the west of the foothills, where the Great Valley and Coast

Ranges now lie, was the late Miocene-early Pliocene gradation sur-

face consisting of the eroded stumps of the axial ranges and the thick

sedimentary fills of the adjacent basins. This gradation surface may
have been somewhat younger than the buried Sierra "peneplain"

because gradation may have continued here while volcanic deposition

interrupted the cycle in the Sierra Nevada. The cycle was probably

interrupted locally in the Coast Ranges as well, because lower Plio-

cene volcanies are reported in the Petaluma district.

Whether any remnants of the gradation plain are preserved today

in the Coast Ranges is not clear. In any event, the late Miocene-early

Pliocene landscape offers a satisfactory starting point for considera-

tion of the subsequent evolution of the landscape.

The Miocene seas lingered into the Pliocene in many areas of the

Coast Ranges. Thus, the early Pliocene seas occupied many of the

chief Miocene basins of deposition, but also invaded new areas. The
seas were shallow and the land masses low and w'ell forested.

In the bay region a long rugged land mass, including the north

end of the Santa Cruz Mountains, separated tlie interior continental
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Fig. 2. I.atp I'liocene crndatinn plain, possibly correlative with the mountain-valley stage in the Sierra Nevada. The long, low coastal range is the Orinda-Merced ?

axis, which excluded the sea from the interior during much of the I'liocene. E, lone formation (Eocene) ; M-P, volcanics (Miocene to early Pliocene) ; M, Merced forma-
tion (Pliocene) ; O, Orinda formation (Pliocene) ; L, Laguna formation (Pliocene).

basins from the marine basins to the west. This land ma.ss will be re-

ferred to as the Orinda-Mereed axis. East of Ihi.s axis lay the north-

ern proiifr of the Diablo Ran<ic, a prominent land mass diirinjr the

Pliocene and an important source of .sediments. Far to the south, in

the C'oalino-a area, the seas were able to penetrate to the interior, and
here the marine Pliocene (Etchegoin) interfinfrers with continental

deposits (Orinda equivalents). In the seaway to the west of the Orinda-
Merced axis, tlie Wildcat, Merced, and correlative marine deposits

were laid down.

The Sierra Nevada duriufr early Pliocene time was a low land

mass slopiupr gently westward to the (Ireat Valley. As a restdt of the

Miocene uplift and tiltin^r. the re.iuvenated streams dissected the moun-
tain slopes and carried debris into the Great Valley where it was

spread out as a series of coalescing alluvial fans. The alluvial deposits,

which thicken away from the Sierra Nevada, are known as the Laguna
formation. This may have been the time of the

'

' mountain valley cycle
'

'

in the higher Sierra, during which mature valleys 1000 to 1500 feet

deep were carved below the floors of the broad valleys of the late

Miocene (?) Sierra "peneplain."

By late Pliocene time the axial ranges which were upheaved in

the Miocene were reduced to their roots, and broad valleys such as the

San Benito were filled, producing a second gradation surface. At in-

creasing distances north of San Francisco Bay, filled valleys w-ere less

common and the gradation plain was more and more like a true pene-

plain.-
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Fig. 3. End-Pliocene orogeny, possibly correlative with the beffinning of the canyon cycle of erosion in the Sierra Nevada. Beginning of di.ssection of Lnguna alluvial

plain. E, lone formation (Eocene) ; M-P, volcanics (Miocene to early Pliocene) ; L, Laguna formation (Pliocene).

The relative stability which characterized the Pliocene, and made
possible the development of the Pliocene frradation plain, came to an

abrupt end at the close of that epoch. At that time there began the

penultimate phase of what, in the mid-Pleistocene, was to prove to be

the most important mountain buildinijr (orogeny) since the late Juras-

sic disturbance.

In the end-Pliocene orogeny the entire Coast Ranges region was
uplifted, and the sea receded from the interior, lingering only in

coastal embayments. The younger sediments of the region were in-

tensely folded ; locally the strata were completely overturned. Both
normal and thrust faulting were prevalent. In some areas, such as the

Petaluma district, depressed, raised, and tilted fault blocks were cre-

ated. In other areas, a reversal of movement took place along the older

faults ; blocks which had formerly been down-dropped were now raised,

and some which had earlier been raised were depressed.

Pressures were strong near the coast, weaker to the east. Com-

plexities in the fold pattern resulted in part from presence of

"islaiids" of unyielding crystalline rocks again.st which the folds of

weaker sediments were crushed and deflected.

The late Pliocene gradation plain was preserved in the areas of

older, more resistant rocks where these were not seriouslj- warped or

broken. Uplifted ranges were immediately attacked by erosion and

coarse debris was deposited in the adjacent basins. These sediments

were deposited not only in the late Pliocene but in the early Pleis-

tocene as well.
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Fio. 4. Enrly to mid-Pleistocene gradation plain. Monadnocli areas preserve remnants of late Pliocene gradation plain. Continuation of canyon c.vcle of erosion in

Sierra Nevada. Development of the Arroyo Seco pediment and deposition of Arroyo Seco gravel across edges of older formations in foothills. Volcanic plain left at higher
elevations. Course of Sacramento River established across coastal belt.

The structural history was much simpler cast of the Coast Ranges.

Continued downcutting by the streams from the Sierra Nevada, pos-

sibly influenced by additional uplift of the mountains and by subsi-

dence of the Great Valley, caused trenching; of the head of the Laguna
alluvial plain. The streams began to erode laterally, in the early stages

of development of what was eventually to become an extensive pedi-

ment. The products of erosion were prestmiably carried farther out

into the Great Valley. The "canyon cycle" in the high Sierra may
have begun at this time.

The wearing away of the coastal highlands upheaved by the end-

Pliocene orogeny, the filling of the depressed areas created by that

orogeny, and the development of the Arroyo Seco pediment in the

foothills of the Sierra Nevada consumed the greater part of early

Pleistocene time.

The folds in the weak Pliocene sediments of the Coast Ranges
region were rapiilly worn down to a level determined in part by undis-

turbed areas of the Pliocene gradation plain preserved on resistant

rocks, and in part by the sedimentary fills of the depressed areas. The
surface thus formed was expanded into the areas of resistant rock

which had been elevated. Because the weak rocks are more prevalent

south of San Francisco Bay, the early Pleistocene surface is more
widely developed there. Thus, in the region of the Coast Ranges in

the early Pleistocene, there was a widespread late mature tojiography,

largely developed on weak sediments, and surmounted by more resist-

ant nuisses preserving the Pliocene gradation plain. Remnants of the

still older pliocene surface may have been preserved on monadnoeks
on the Pliocene plain. The drainage of the Great Valley escaped to the

sea along much the same route that it follows today.
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Fig. 5. Landscape produced by mid-Pleistocene orogeny, the most important orogeny since the .Turassie. Uplift of early to mid-Pleistocene gradation plain. Block
faulting in bay area. Emergence of coastal terraces. Sacramento River antecedent across block.s. Maximum tilting of Sierra block. Beginning of dissection of Arroyo Seco
pediment.

Along the ea.stern border of the Great Valley, continued lateral

planation on the part of the Sierra streams resulted in the formation

of the Arroyo Seco pediment over a belt probably 15 miles wide. The
pediment, veneered by the Arroyo Seco gravel, bevels the Laguna and
older formations. Back-wearing at the base of the more steeply sloping

volcanic plain left the latter standing above the pediment surface.

In the Sierra Xevada. canyon cutting continued, possibly acceler-

ated by additional tilting which was to reach its culmination in the

mid-Pleistocene.

The orogenies which had weakly, but with increasing intensity,

beset the bay region since Miocene time, culminated in the mid-Pleis-

tocene in a major diastrophism which affected the Sierra Nevada as

well.

The late Pliocene folds and faults of the Coast Ranges region

were accentuated, new folds, locally overturned, were developed in

the early Pleistocene sediments, and highland areas were re-elevated.

Oversteepening caused by rapid uplifts resulted in landslides on a

grand scale. The major configuration of the present coastline was
imparted at this time.

In the immediate vicinity of San Francisco Bay, block faulting

on a large scale took place, outlining the trough which was later to be

inundated by the waters of the bay. Uplifts amounted to 1500 to 2000

feet or more. The Berkeley Hills block rose at this time forming a

steep west-facing scarp. Across the valley, later to become the bay, the

Marin block made its appearance, also forming a steep west-facing

scarp, and a gentle slope to the east. The Sacramento River maintained
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Fig. 6. The present landscape. Reduction of mid-Pleistocene folds and modification of fault blocks. Dissection of Arroyo Seco pediment and IniiklinK of Victor alluvial

plain. Subsidence to create San Francisco Bay. "Warping of coastal terraces. Mild deformation along western border of Great Valley. Slight emergence.

its course to the sea across these risinp; blocks, as did the Russian River

—which explains the anomalous lower course of the latter across the

Coast Ranpes. However, other westward-flowing: .streams south of Rus-
sian River were obstructed by tlie risin<:r blocks and their former
courses throufrh the coastal mountains are tiow marked by wind gaps
(valleys through which streams no longer flow). Among the.se are

Lagoon Pass, Liberty Gap, and Elk Valley. Alameda Creek south of

San Francisco Bay is believed to be antecedent across the Berkeley

Hills block. South and west of the Marin block, and separated from
it by the trough of Merced Valley, rose the Montara tilt block, also

with a scarp to the west. The intermittent nature of the uplifts is in-

dicated by the remarkable sequence of marine terraces which notch

the seaward slopes of the coastal mountains up to elevations of 15(10

feet or more. The higher terraces, however, are poorly preserved in

the vicinity of San Francisco Bay. The regional uplift of the Coast

Ranges at this time is believed to have been greater along the coast

than in the interior because no evidence of comparable high stands

of the .sea are found on the faces of the mountains inland.

The Santa Cruz and Mount Hamilton Ranges, and the southern

extension of the Mendocino plateau, were uplifted witliout marked
tilting, although subsidiary faulting within the ranges may liave taken

place.

The Sierra block was probably tilted up 6000 feet at this time,

although part of this uplift may have occurred earlier in the Pleisto-

cene. The tilt steepened the western slope by about flO feet per mile,

or about Iralf the present inclination. The rejuvenation wliich resulted

from this uplift acceli-rated the cutting of canyons in the Sierra Ne-

vada .and probably added another 1500 to 2000 feet to the depth of
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the major canyons. And far down in the foothills, on the east side of

the Great Valley the inviijrorated streams befian to dissect the Arroyo
Seeo pediment and to carrv the debris farther out into the Great

Valley.

The sharp features produeed by faulting during the mid-Plei.sto-

cene orogeny were rapidly eroded, and physiographic expression of

the faulting was greatly subdued and obscured. The cycle of erosion

induced by that orogeny has so far progressed only to late youth or,

in some areas, to early maturity. The youthful valleys are in strong

topographic contrast with the rolling uplands in many of the Coast

Ranges.

Not all of the topographic features of the present landscape

resulted from the mid-Pleistocene or earlier deformations and ero-

sion cycles. The topographic features along the San Andreas rift, for

example, probably developed since the mid-Pleistocene. The modern
San Andreas fanlt coincides only locally with the ancestral Eocene
fault. Elsewhere it cuts across mid-Pleistocene folds and faults, and
even transects landslides developed along older fault scarps. Thus,

the valleys developed along the trace of the modern fault are among
the newer elements of the landscape. Where the new and the old

faults coincide, however, the topographic features may be older.

Relatively recent deformation is also indicated by low folds along

the western border of the Great Valley. Montezuma Hills east of

' Suisun Bay are mantled with Pleistocene sediments, and may be an

example of such recent deformation. It is possible that the domal
uplift of these hills shunted the Sacramento River into its present

arcuate path around the southern edge of the hills.

Other evidence of recent deformation is furnished by warping of

the coastal terraces. South of Halfmoon Bay a warping of 150 feet

is indicated in a distance of 5 miles.

It may have been at this time of relatively mild deformation that

subsidence took place in the vicinity of San Francisco to give rise to

San Francisco Bay.* The greatest submergence appears to have been

along tlie west side of the bay, because the piedmont plain appears

to have suffered the greatest inundation on that side. Furthermore,

the subsidence must have been relatively local, because the transverse

valleys of the Russian River, 50 miles to the north, and the Pajaro

River, 50 miles to the south, are not drowned. Both Bolinas and

Tomales Bays, north of the Golden Gate, are drowned portions of a

broad valley carved along the San Andreas fault. Drake's Bay, near

Point Reyes, was also formed at this time, and probably represents

the drowned head of a valley system draining southward toward the

• Another possible explanation of the origin of San Francisco Bay is discussed
In "The Geology of San Francisco Bay," by G. D. Louderback, another chapter of
this bulletin, pp. 75-94.

Golden Gate. The valley of Drake's Bay was eroded below a well-

developed marine terrace.

It has been suggested that the subsidence continued down to the

time of human occupation of the region, because the base of a large

shellmound at Emeryville on the Oakland side of the bay is now
more than 2 feet below sea level. Similar situations exist elsewhere

in the area.

The last event in the geomorphic history of the coastal area was
a slight emergence, possibl.v local in character, which elevated a low

marine terrace on the shores of San Pablo Bay iiiul in Boliuas Lagoon
and Tomales Bay.

Minor features of the coastal landscape, of relatively recent

origin, are the beaches, sjjils, and bars along the coast, and the sand

dunes south of the Golden Gate. The main oceanic current is south-

ward along the Pacific coast, but coastal irregularities result in coun-

tereddies, many of which transpoi-t sand northward. One of these is

responsible for the northward drift of sand, derived chiefly from cliffed

headlands well to the south of Golden Gate, which has resulted in the

development of Ocean Beach at Golden Gate Park. The northward-

drifting sand has formed bars across the mouths of many of the valleys

which were flooded during the general subsidence that created San
Francisco Bay. Merced Lake, in part now artificially contained, rep-

resents one of these valleys isolated from the sea. Many of the smaller

land-locked bays have been completely filled and now present low,

flat, often swampy areas back of the beach ridges. I\Iany of the beach

ridges are studded with sand dunes.

It has been suggested that the submarine bar off the Golden Gate

is built of this same northward-drifting material, kept off shore, how-

ever, by the strong ebb tides running out of San Francisco Bay.

Another view, however, is that the submerged feature is a former

delta of Sacramento River deposited outside the (iolden Gate before

the subsidence that created San Francisco Bay. Finally, it is possible

that part of the sediment of the submarine bar may have been sluiced

from the Sierran foothills during the gold mining operations of the

last century.

To the north of Golden Gate, the drifting sands were carried

across the mouth of Bolinas Lagoon, nearly isolating it from the ocean.

On the south side of Point Reyes peninsula, the various drowned head-

waters of the drainage system represented by Drakes Bay and asso-

ciated inlets, were also partly cut off from the sea b.v the growth of

sand spits.

Before extensive settlement of the San Francisco peninsula the

sands of Ocean Beach were swept continuously inland over the coastal

slopes by the westerly winds, creating the extensive sand-dune topog-

raphy of the area south of the Golden Gate.
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The former course of the Sacramento River within the recent

geologic past is a matter of speculation. It has been suggested that the

river formerly flowed south along Santa Clara Valley to empty into

the sea at Monterey Bay. Sea level is supposed to have stood lower

so that the river could carve the now-submerged canyon which lies

offshore. No such canyon occurs off the Golden Gate. The marked
resemblance of certain freshwater fishes found in the Sacramento
River to those found in the Pajaro River draining into Monterey Bay
was, for a time, believed to strongly svipport this suggestion. It was
subse(|uently shown, however, that the resemblance of the fish fauna

could be explained without postulating a trunk stream through Santa

Clara Valley. It was pointed out that Coyote Creek, on entering Santa
Clara Valley from the mountains to the east, flows down the north flank

of a large alluvial fan. During the building of this fan the stream

must at times have spilled southward into Pajaro River affording a

southern migration route for its fish poindation. Migration of fresh-

water fish from the Sacramento River into Coyote Creek could have

taken place before San Francisco Bay came into existence, when no

salt-water body separated the various fresh-water streams. As for the

submerged canyon at Monterey Bay, its true significance cannot be

evaluated until the possible presence of a sediment-filled submarine

canyon off the Golden Gate has been investigated.

On the eastern side of the Great Valley, dissection of the Arroyo
Seco pediment or red lands continued during the late Pleistocene, and
its border was eroded to an undulating or hilly topography. A discon-

tinuous northwest-trending lowland was opened out between the

eastern margin of the dissected pediment and the higher-standing vol-

canic plain of the Sierran foothills. The trend of these lowlands may
well have been influenced by the strike of the underlying formations.

Other areas of red lands, possibly also pediment remnants, are less

extensively developed on the Coast Ranges side of the Great Valley.

The products of erosion of the dissected pediment, plus the debris

eroded from the Sierra Nevada by streams busily occupied in con-

tinued excavation of the Sierran canyons or in removing meltwater

debris from mountain glaciers, were deposited as a series of coalescing

fans beyond the western margin of the pediment. These deposits are

known as the Victor formation, and the topographic plain as the Victor

alluvial plain. The Victor plain, which has a much gentler gradient

than the restored surface of the Arroyo Seco pediment, has been

slightly trenched by the streams which cross it.

Although the Sierra Nevada was repeatedly subjected to alpine

glaciation during the Pleistocene ice age, none of the glaciers suc-

ceeded in getting within 'M) miles of the foothill region. Yet some of

the ice streams mav have been as much as 60 miles long. Outwash from

these glaciers, however, contributed to the development of some of

the landforms of the Great Valley.

The great volume of debris carried down into San Francisco Bay
by the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and a number of smaller streams,

has been gradually reducing the area of the bay by delta deposition.

This deltaic encroachment was significantly accelerated by the floods

of debris released in hydraulic gold mining in the years prior to 1884.

Within a very short time geologically, the bay will be completely filled

and the Sacramento River will meet the sea near the Golden Gate.

That is, unless a new crustal elevation or depression complicates the

picture.
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PART III

GEOLOGIC HISTORY

Editorial Note:

Part Three summarizes the events of the geologic past and discusses the nature of the for-
mations in which the history of rocks is recorded in depositional sequence. To apjireeiate how
geologists have climbed the broken steps of the remote history of rocks and reconstructed their
original orderly form, a review of the hLstory of early scientifie investigations is presented Geo-
logic time scales are charted, and geologic maps of the region are included which will require
careful study by the reader in conjunction with all the discussions which follow. In recapitulating
the sequence of events of rock formation and rock movement, it has been necessary to prepare se\°-
eral vertical structure sections along definite surface profiles, coordinated with the maps, in order
to show how the rock formations are architecturally arranged. The last great eartli movement in
the region was experienced by an astonished population in 1906. It gave to the San Andreas fault
a worldwide fame and to the community a deep respect for the activities of nature.
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HISTORY OF GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION IN
THE BAY REGION
Ky v. L. VANnKRHOOK •

Tlie bay retrion and its 12 counties does not lend itself readily to

an historical treatment restricted exactly by the present political

boundaries. Geologic boundaries are natural boundaries and investi-

gators, both past arid present, are interested in these rather than

county or even state lines. Nevertheless, the earliest real geologic in-

vestigation in California happens to be a study of the rocks of San
Francisco Bay.

This study was made by Edward Belcher and Alex Collie of His

Majesty's Ship Blossom. The Blossom was a 16-gun sloop built in

1806 and carried one small boat. She sailed from England in May, 1825

with nearly 100 men aboard, and her mi.ssion was to meet the explorers

Parry and Franklyn in the Bering Strait. Captain Frederick W.
Beechey, skipper of the Blossom, nosed her through the Golden Gate
on the (ith of November 1826, and immediately paid his respects to

Ignacio Martinez, acting commandante of the presidio. This gen-

tleman showed Captain Beechey every courtesy and gave him per-

mission to make a map of the bay if he would leave a copy for the

archives of the Mexican government. This he did, for there is recorded

at Martinez a manuscript map t filed in 1862 in connection with a

property claim of Martinez' heirs. This map covers the entire bays
of San Francisco and San Pablo and most of Carqiiinez Strait. Sierra

Bolbones (Mount Diablo) is shown as being 3770 feet high; which
was an excellent figure, since the actual height is 3849 feet. One sus-

pects, since the figure for height is so close to the truth, that the Bel-

cher party actually climbed Mount Diablo and that they had a mer-
curial barometer with them. The compass deviation from true north
is given as 15° 30' E.

As previously noted, the Blossom entered San Francisco Bay on
the 6th of November, 1826. She hoisted anchor on the 28th of Decem-
ber, headed for Monterey. Thus her stay in the bay region covered

54 days. Lieutenant Edward Belcher, R.N., (later Admiral Sir Ed-
ward Belcher) is entered upon the ship's roster as "Surveyor," Alex
Collie as "Ship's Surgeon" and George Lay as "Naturalist." These
three explored the bay in the ship's boat, going as far northeast as

Rio Vista and as far south as the head of navigation (Alviso) on the

Guadalupe River. In addition, they made a map of the whole area with
detail confined, of course, to shore outlines. As nearly as one may
judge from the available evidence, the geologic notes were restricted

to that portion of the bay system shown on the map. The geology is

• Associate Professor of Geology, School of Mineral Sciences, Stanford Uni-
versity.

t Beechey, Visit to California, 182G-1827, Grabhorn Press, 1941.

somewhat sketchy and, like the planimetric mapping, is confined to
shore areas. But it is a remarkable fact that the mapping is in gen-
eral accord with our ideas of today and is a much better job of all-

around cartography than many subsequent maps, especially those
of the gold rush period designed as "guides" for the gold "seekers.

Belcher and Collie's map, made with little more than a compass
but with exceptional skill, was delayed in publication until 1839,
when it appeared in a volume entitled The Zoology of Capiain
Beechey 's Voyage in H.M.S. Blossom, edited by Sir William Buck-
land, a famous English geologist of the time. The map is an engraving
and was hand colored by Belcher himself. The legend explaining the
colors in terms of rock types is a technique little different from that
employed today. The rocks noted were not assigned to any geologic
age, perhaps because of the lack of fossils or even because of the
primitive understanding of their significance. One must remember
that this map was made 125 years ago, only 11 years after William
Smith published the first geologic map of any region and only 7 years
after William Maclure produced the first geologic map of any part
of North America.

A short text accompanies the Belcher map, written partly by
Belcher and partly by Collie. These men are quoted here, with some
omissions; their words probably represent the first serious geologic
field notes ever taken in California.

"The specimens collected in .ind near the Ba.v of San Francisco
consist of many varieties of common serpentine, nohic serpentine,
bronzite, and asl)estos ; clay-slate and mica slate, horn stone, brown,
green and red jasper, and rolled bloclis of glassy actynolite, grey sand-
stone and imperfect wood coal. . . . Many of the summits of tile hills

are composed of ja.sper. forming elongated ridges, of which the general
direction is north and south. . . . The appearance of the jasjier, at
its contact with the sandstone, is often very remarkable. The jasper
appears not to have acted upon or displaced the sandstone. . . . The

'

Island of Los Angelos [Angel Island] is of a very confused forma-
tion. . . . The rounded hills of the peninsula on which the Presidio of
San Francisco is placed, are variously formed of sandstone, loose sand,
serpentine, flinty slate, and jasper. . . . Earthquakes are rather com-
mon, and one in ISOO so shook the building of the Mission of Santa
Clara that a new one was obliged to be erected. A few years ago [1S20?]
a boat bebiuging to a whale ship, when lying in several feet of water,
was thrown on the beach and left dry. ... At 10 o'clock on December
26, 1S27, a shock was felt at San .I<]sef [San .lose]. The shocks are
said to come along the coast from the Xorlbward. and when they are
also felt at Alonterey. it is s(mje minutes later. One was perceived at
the I'residio of San Francisco in .\pril, 1S27. It continued a short time,
but the shaking was -so slight that it injured nothing."

One of the earliest references to fossil vertebrates in California
is made by Belcher in these words: "Petrified bones of a cylindrical

(109)
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Fio. 1. Ooiilocicnl plan i)f the Port of San Francisco, California, by Belcher

and Collie, inililisheil in 1KV.). "Alhivivim" covers shaded areas on east side of bay,

San Frnnciwo peninsnln. Anpel Island (I. de los Angeles), ami from the Marin

peninsnla north to Mission San Rafael. "Sandstone" is shown by the slinbtly darker

shndinK alon^ the west shore on the cast side of the bay. from I'oint San I'alilo

aoutbeast to Itrooks Island (unnamed) ; along the northeast shore of the San

Francisco peninsnla; on the sontbeastern shore of Verba liiiena Island; on Alca-

traz Island (Los Alcatra.sses) ; along the northwest shore of Angel Island; and

iilong the southern and eastern shores of Marin peninsnla and the west side of the

bay. "Claysliite" is shown on the northwest shore of Verba Hnena Islanil and on

the .south shore of Angel Island. ".lasper" is shown on Mobile Island, on the north-

east shore of Hrooks Island, on the southeast shore of Angel Island, on Needle

Uock. and at I'unio Diavolo in Marin County. "Serpentine" is shown from scnilh

of Point I>obos to the Fort, on San Francisco peninsula ; near Point Honeta on

Mnrin peninsula; and on the tip of the peninsula just northwest of Angel Island.

I'holo courtesy of Bancroft Library, Vniversity of CaUfornia.

form were found in this cliff [at Santa Cruz] of sand or loose sand-

stone in 1827." The vertebrae of Miocene whales are of eonimon

occurrence at this locality and one may safely assume that these are

the "cylindrical" bones to which reference is made.

An earlier though geologically less important visit to San Fran-

cisco Bay was made in 1816 by the Russian ship Rurik under com-

mand of Otto von Kotzebue. The voyage of the Rurik was ostensibly

a scientific expedition. The ship's naturalist was Adelbert von Cha-

misso, primarily a botanist, and Johann P. Eschscholtz was ship's

surgeon. During the ship 's stay in San Francisco from October 2 to

November 1, 1816, Chamisso collected plants. He was the first to

describe the California poppy, naming it Eschscholtzia californica in

honor of his shipmate. In his published notes is the following geological

observation

:

"A low ridge of mountains borders the coast of California, where

we saw it ; and intercepts the prospect into the interior of the country.

It has not n volcanic appearance. Near St. Barbara (34° north latitude)

there arises from the coast a still burning volcano, the foot of which is

washed by the sea ; and in other places of the peninsula [of San Fran-
cisco?] there are proofs of a volcanic nature. The harbor of San Fran-

cisco . . . enters through a narrow passage, receives some rivers from
the interior, branches out behind the eminences, and ftirms into a penin-

sula, the country lying south of the entrance. . . . The hills on the

northern side of the harbor are composed of flinty slate. The hill opposite

to them on the southern side, an<l on which the fort lies, is of serpentine.

On going along the strand, towards the south, to the Punta de los liohos,

the serpentine ceases, and you meet several almost perpenilieular strata

of flinty slate, which rest against coarse-grained sandstone, veined

with calc-spar : and this sandstone, of which the more .southern hills

of the Punta de los Lobos consist, seems to be the kind of rock that

lies the lowest. Quicksand [dune sand?] lies in many places at a con-

siderable height over the stones, and in many places new sandstone has
been formed."

Here again it is obvious that the conspicuous Franciscan rocks

have caught the eye of an early observer.

In the appendix to Kotzebue 's account of his voyage of 1815-18

is a list of rocks and minerals Eschscholtz collected, which were later

given to the University of Dorpat and were described by his colleague,

Moritz von Englehardt. The specimens were accompanied by "infor-

mation respecting the situation in which each specimen was found,"

enabling von Englehardt to make the following observations

:

"The northern tongue of land running into the sea, on which the

little fortress of St. John [San .loa(iuin. site of present Fort Wintield

Scott
I

at the entrance of the Hay (tf San Francisco, lies, consists of

serpentine rock, which is also found farther south on the steep shores of

the sea coast. With it are mi.xed amianthus, scaly talc, nnignetic p.\rites,

and bronzite (or Schiller Spar) minerals which in other countries

usually accompany ttie seri)entine in a similar manner, anil afford here

an additional proof of the regular course of the forinatiiui of the earth.

The same is shown by the numner of the stratification. It is well known
that in most primitive riicks, the serpentini' appears on the outside,

that is, where its last layers (that uniformly cover the other rocky
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sinita) liiinliT mi tlip fliietz niiiuntain the vicinity of tlic sen is

common to the serpentine of New Ciiliforniii, with the serpentine at
Cnpe Liznrd. on the Shellnnd Isliinds, nnd on the ("ordillerii of the
Coasts of South America. If we consider that the sea formerly covered
those countries whicli contain the tioetz mountains, which are rich in

petrifications, and a(]mit the liypothesis that the primitive mountains,
whicli were not covered t>y tlie tioetz mountains, rose as islands above
these seas, it appears how the serpentine of what is now the interior
country formerly lay eqinilly situated on the coasts; an analogy which,
if thoroughly investigated, may lead in future to important cimclusious
respectiuK these and other kinds of rock; in the history of the forma-
tion of the surface of the earth."

Ydii Eii<rlehardt follows this with a detailed deseription of 14

rock and mineral specimens collected by Eschscholtz. All were ap-

parently collected in the vicinity of Fort Scott and consist largely of

serpentine and associated minerals, jaspers, greenstone, and sand-

stone. Some of the minerals listed are amianthus, bronzite, pyrites,

tale, cluilcedony, heliotrope, and cale spar. This is perhaps the first list

of California minerals ever published.

Timothy A. Conrad, a printer by profession, but one of America's
early specialists in Tertiary molluscan paleontology, enters the Cali-

fornia scene at this time by reason of his studies of fo.ssil shells col-

lected from there by others. One of the earliest of these collections was
made by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition of 1838-42. Writing in the

American Journal of Science for 1839, Conrad, in Notes on American
Geology, remarks that "on the coast of California, Mr. Nuttall found
shells of recent species 200 feet above the sea." Here is one of the

earliest notices of the extent of the uplift of Pleistocene terraces in

California.

James Dwight Dana was one of the first professional geologists to

do an.y work in California, and this was of the most cursory nature.

The great Yale mineralogist, then 28, was a member of the Wilkes
Expedition, officially known as the United States Exploring Expedi-
tion. After sailing around the Horn and exploring the Pacific coasts

and islands, the ships tied up at Astoria, Oregon, in the summer of

1841. Here, Dana and a party took a pack train southward, came into

California and headed for Sutter's Fort by way of Mount "Shasty.

"

Dana was the first to publish, in 1849, an account of the volcanic na-

ture of !Moinit Shasta and also of the Marysville Buttes. These latter

he called the "Sacramento Bute" or the "Three Butes. " Dana took

his field notes 7 years before the discovery of gold, but his account of

California geological observations did not reach print until March,

1849, more than a year after the discovery at Coloma. He therefore

included an appendix covering something of the current excitement.

Among other pertinent comments, he said :

As there is much misapprehension anions those interested in the
gold of the west, respecting its modes of occurrence, a few words are
added ui>on this subject. Many think to find the .sands glittering with gold

dust, and others, in e.\pIoring the mountains, hope to lay open rich massy
veins of the precious metal, like those of ordinary ores."

Then follows a discussion of how the gold is actually disseminated in
the veins in tiny particles.

On placer gold, Dana remarks that

:

"The occurrence of alluvial gold commonly in flattened grains
arises directly from the forms it had in the rocks, and partly from the
wear and tear to which the whole has been subjected . . . the abrading
and battering action of the moving waters and gravels breaks up the
metal to fragments, and wears off the rough exterior of the larger
lumps."

A better account of the origin of placer gold and nuggets had not yet
been written.

In the Proceedings of the St. Petersburg Mineralogieal Society
for 1847 (published in 1848) there appears a short account of the
general geology of Upper and Lower California. It was written by
Dr. C. Grewingk, who, like von Englehardt, had never seen Cali-
fornia. Grewingk's notes were ba.sed upon a collection of specimens
obtained by J. G. Woznesenski (or as Grewingk has it, Wossnessensky)
a zoologist on a Russian ship which traversed the Pacific coast in 1841
and 1842, presumably to contact Russian footholds on the North
American coast, including Fort Ross and Sitka. Woznesenski 's labels

and notes were poor, but by studying published accounts of the Cali-

fornia region, including Fremont's, Kotzebue's and Chamisso's,

Grewingk was able to work up his paper into something resembling

a geological report. A small scale and moderately inaccurate plani-

metric map of the Pacific coast is included. The rocks, inadequately

described, are typical serpentines, jaspers, and sandstones of the

northern Coast Ranges, as well as sediments and lavas from the south-

ern Coast Ranges. Fossil oyster beds are mentioned from near the

mouth of the Sacramento River ; this is no doubt the Pleistocene oc-

currence at the town of Rodeo. An active volcano is mentioned as

occurring near Santa Barbara, though Grewingk says this is not

proven ! He had no doubt been reading Chamisso 's account of the same
phenomenon. From a distance at sea, perhaps a burning tar-seep at

Carpinteria could create the "volcano" illusion.

Grewingk gives a geologic column for California in this fashion,

with number one the youngest

:

1. Loose sand, clay, volcanic tuff

2. Sandstone Tertiary?, limestone, sandstone
3. Conglomerate
4. Coarse sandstone
5. Fine, brown sandstone
C. Siliceous slate, quartzite, horn stone, jasper
7. Slaty schist, serpentine
8. Talc and mica schist

9. Syenite and granite
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By 1849, the whole world was aware of and interested in the

discovery of j^old in California. This led to the "jjold rush" and the

peoiiling of the reprion so fast that California attained statehood in

September, 1850, without goin"; tlirou<;h territorial status. The miners,

most of them amateurs, soon learned, or invented, something about

the freology of the foothill belt of the Sierra Nevada. There grew a

natural demand for more precise information, and among the par-

ticii^ants and spectators on the scene were gentlemen with some geo-

logical training, however vague. One of these was Philip T. Tyson,*

who hailed from Baltimore and who came to California soon after

the discovery of gold. lie seems to have accumulated scmie notes and

geologic sections in the Sierra Nevada and in middle California across

to the Pacific coast at the latitude of the bay counties. The fathers in

Washington were naturally interested in the new source of wealth on

the Pacific coast and printed Tyson's report in 1850 as Senate Execu-

tive Document 47. This marks the first federal report dealing exclu-

sively with the geology of California. Though the Tyson material was

crude and superficial, he did have a fair picture of the geologic situ-

ation on the west flanks of the Sierra and correctly showed that the

placer gold was derived from steeply dipping veins in the slates and

schists. Like Dana, he warned prospective fortune hunters that gold

was hard to come by, and in reporting a conversation with an "old-

timer" on the ship from Panama to San Francisco, Tyson quotes

him as saying "As soon as you reach San Francisco, you will find

that everyone is crazy, and without great caution, in three days you

will be crazy yourself!" This condition Tyson refers to as the Aurif-

erous Excitement. The ba.se map upon which Tyson's "geology" is

given covers the bay region and the Sierran foothill mining belt.

There are no contacts outlined in the usual sense, but the rock names

are spelled out in such a way as to coincide with Tyson's idea of their

distribution, much as stream names are placed on a modern map.

The base map was made by Lieutenant George H. Derby (John

Phoenix, pseud.) of the TTnited States Topographical Engineers less

than a year after gold was discovered and at the iieight of the stampede.

One of the first acts of the new legislature of California was to

appoint a state geologist in 185:3. The man chosen was John Board-

man Trask, M.D., a former army surgeon and one of the founders

of the California Academy of Sciences. He wrote four reports in as

many years, all without maps. The first one, of but a few pages,

apparently was based upon notes and observations already in the

author's possession made from trips on foot during the preceding 3

years. The title of the report is Geology of the Sierra Nevada or

"California Range." An interesting statement in this initial effort

• Not to be confused with James L. Tyson. M.D., who wrote Diary of a Physi-
cian ill California . . . (New York. Appleton, 1S50). P. T. Tyson returned to New
York on the ,<iteanier Oret/on with J. L. Tyson, who referred to P. T. as "an eminent
Beoloeist." Dr. Tyson, in Ills diary, also declared that "California is not suited for
agricultural purposes."

is that the "great valley t is not a drained prehistoric lake, but is

attributable to those causes which have been so clearly demonstrated

by Mr. Dana, as having arisen from the process of gradual elevation

by forces from beneath the surface." Trask 's second report (1854)

is entitled Geology of the Coast Mountains and Part of the Sierra

Nevada, his third (1855) is called Geology of the Coast Mountains
and Portions of the Middle and Northern Mining Districts. This is an
amplification of the second report and includes comments on southern

California and far northern California. Trask 's fourth and final

report, marking the closing out of the office of the first state geologist,

bore the imposing title Geology of Northern and Southeryi California

and Statisties of the Northern. Southern and Middle Mine.<:. The post

of State Geologist seems to have withered on the vine because a dis-

interested legislature failed to appropriate any funds from an impov-

erished treasury. But it appears likely that Trask 's labors, as well as

those of George Davidson, served to stimulate the eventual appropria-

tion, in 1860, of enough money to begin the famous Geological Survey

of California under J. D. Whitney.

Before Whitney's survey is discu.ssed, however, the monumental
Pacific Railroad Reports {Reports of Explorations and Surveys to

Ascertain the Most Practical and Economical Route for a Railroad

from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean Made Under the

Direction of the Secretary of War in 1853-4) must be considered.

The 13 fat quarto volumes of the Pacific Railroad Reports, replete

with illustrations and maps, represent not only the route reports of

the army engineers, but also the extensive writings of the accessory

botanists, zoologists, and geologists. It is amazing how much pure

science these early congresses would pay for as "riders" to the various

surveys of the west.

One of the army engineers on the survey was Lieutenant R. S.

Williamson, who made two trips, one from San Francisco south for

the purpose of exploring Sierran passes, and one into northern Cali-

fornia and'Oregon. W. P. Blake was geologist on the first trip, J. S.

Newberry on the second.

William Phipps Blake was undoubtedly the most extensive writer

and accurate observer of the early geologists in California. He was
with the Pacific Railroad Survey from 1854 until 1856 and saw most

of the state. His 30()-page report (vol. 5, 1856, i.ssued separately as

Geologic Reconnaissance in California) is still entertaining and
thought-provoking. Among the various maps, sections and views in

this volume is the first attempt to produce a geologic map specifically

and exclusively of California. It is hand colored, has many blank

areas and is of course very generalized. Jules Marcou's colored map

t One of the earliest uses of this Dhra.se to connote tlie combined Sacramento
and San Joaquin Valley.s, perhaps following usage in Hasting's Emigrant Guide of
184'!. Professor B. L. (Mark, in the 1930's. proposed that geologists use the Spanish
equivalent Vaiie Grande, but his efforts were without success.
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Fii;. i; Detail of stone constriiotion on the Stanford campus. Rock used is

Upper Cret.-iceous sandstone from Graystone Station quarry located nine miles
southwest of San Jose. Photo courtesy of Stanford Vniversity.

of the United States, published in the Bulletin of the Geological

Society of France a year earlier, includes California but is le.ss accu-

rate and on a much smaller scale than Blake's map.* Blake was, for

a year, professor of mineralofry, geology, and mining in the College

of California at Oakland in 1864, holding the first such post in Cali-

• Much of Marcou's geology was from some psychic source, for all of the state
Is colored, as it was in a later (1883) map of California, published in the same journal
from notes made while he was a member of the Pacific Railroad Survey and the
Mexican Boundary Survey of 1849-51. Marcou's map of 1855 is noteworthy in one
respect, at least : it was one of the first if not the first, multicolored geologic map to
be printed by lithography. All previous ones were colored by hand.

fornia. At the same time Blake was geologist to the California State
Board of Agriculture and published under its aegis the first official

list of minerals produced from the state. A comparis9n of Blake's
slim list with the most recent Minerals of California published by the
State Division of Mines reveals an astounding increase in known
species. Blake died in Berkeley in 1910, soon after receiving an
honorary LL.D. from the University of California, robust offspring of
the little school where he had instituted the formal teaching of earth
sciences 46 years previously.

John Strong Newberry, later to become an authority in paleon-
tology and a great teacher, made some of the earliest geologic obser-

vations in the Shasta-Redding country while with Lieutenant William-
son ; of particular interest here however, is the fact that he made the
first published geologic section in the upper reaches of the bay area.
This was along the south shore of San Pablo Bay at Pecten Point and
Rodeo, a locality mentioned 10 years earlier by Grewingk as the
"oyster beds."

Lieutenant G. G. Parke had charge of another Pacific Railroad
Survey party that explored from San Francisco to Los Angeles along
the general route taken by El Camino Real. The geologist was Thomas
Antisell, M.D., and he wrote the first serious report on the whole of the
southern Coast Ranges. He noted on his map many "bituminous effu-

sions" and recognized that the main uplift of the Coast Ranges was
post-Miocene. He believed that the elevating force was greatest at two
points, one north and one south of San Francisco. The center was qui-
escent, thus forming San Francisco Bay ! He also called attention to

the .structural parallelism of the Coast Ranges, the Sierra Nevada, and
the Basin Ranges. Antisell 's map is beautiful in its simplicity and
freedom from faults, yet it was the most accurate available for many
years after its publication (1857).

An account of the California Geological Survey, or, as it is com-
monly known, the Whitney survey, is perhaps the most interesting in
the history of geological inquiry in California. Only the most brief

treatment can be given here of the rugged characters who made up this

Survey and of the enormous difficulties they encountered, both in the

field and in the legislative halls of Sacramento. On April 21, 1860, the
legislature, largely through the efforts of Stephen J. Field, a supreme
court justice, passed an act creating a state geological survey and the
office of State Geologist. Field realized that the hit-or-mi.ss, easy come

—

easy go days of the gold rush were over and that there was need for a
sober, scientific assessment of the mineral resources of California as

a guide to effective development. The Act of 1860 itself named Josiah
Dwignt Whitney as state geologist and directed him to engage assist-

ants". . . to make an accurate and complete Geological Survey of the

State, and to furnish, in his Report of the same, proper maps and dia-

grams thereof, with a full and scientific description of its rocks, fossils.
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Aerial view toward tilt' northeast, yluiwin;; T*ni\ersity of California caniplis. Edwards Field is in left f<)re;;roiiiiil and ^lemorial Stadium in rif^lit

bapksround. Photo courtesy of San Francisco Chronicle.

soils, and minerals, and of its botanical and zoological productions,

together with specimens of the same". Whitney's advance selec-

tion was made through inquiries by Justice Field of eastern scientists,

among whom was Louis Agassiz of Harvard. Whitney had par-

ticipated in a survey of the iron regions of Lake Superior and
had written a well-known book. The Metallic Wealth of the United

States. Tliere is no doubt that the choice of Whitney, .so far as

scientific background went, was the best that could have been

made; but perhaps a more realistic survey would have been con-

ducted by W. P. Blake, who was among those considered for the job.

The survey lasted from 1860 until 1873 and included on its staff,

beside Whitney, such men as William H. Brewer, Clarence King,

Charles Hoffman, James T. (iardiner, William M. Gabb, and Wil-

liam Ashburner. Brew-er, Whitney's chief lieutenant, was officially

the botanist, but this phase was always subordinate to general geology.

He was a man of tact and judgment and often supplied the lack of

these qualities in Whitney, who was somewhat dogmatic and who
finally lost the support of the legislature completely. This was largely

because of his insistence upon a complete scientific survey with all

the trimmings while ignoring the fact that the average taxpayer was
more interested in where and how to develop economic wealth from
the earth than the (to him) dull aspects of theories of ore deposition,

the taxonomic characters of Stuniella ncglecta, or the molluscan fauna
of the Upper Cretaceous. Neverthele.ss, the Whitney survey accom-

plished a monumental amount of work and eventually produced eight

large quarto volumes : three on geology, two on ])aleoutology, two on

botany, and one on ornithology. In addition, there were i.ssued four

editions of the Yo.semite Guide Book and numerous topographical
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maps of a liifrh deirree of accuracy, though the representation of topog-

raphy by hachures left much to be desired. The Whitney survey two-

sheet hachure map of the bay region is even to-day a model of plani-

metric accuracy and a delight to historians with an interest in place

names and in geographic development since the seventies. Many of the

quarto volumes, printed in Cambridge, were done at Whitney's per-

sonal expense and after the discontinuance of the survey. The well-

known report on the "auriferous gravels" contains the only geologic

maps by the California Geological Survey ever made public. It al.so

contains a complete account of the notorious Calaveras skull, thought

by Whitney to be a Tertiary human skull, but demonstrated subse-

quently to be an intrusive burial of a modern Indian. Bret Harte

even wrote a poem about it which was remarkably prophetic about

the skull's real origin, though Harte made out the owner of the skull

to be a Missourian who had somehow fallen into a mine shaft

!

Many of the men of the Whitney survey were Titans by any cri-

terion, and one wonders how the Titans of today would measure up if

confronted by the tough going in the pioneering days when motor
transport, base maps, canned food and previous information were
unavailable.

Clarence King, who came to Whitney as a volunteer assistant,

later headed the Fortieth Parallel Survey, and when the United States

Geological Survey was organized in 1879, King, a relatively young
man, was chosen as its first director. King held the post for one year,

when he voluntarily relinquished it and was replaced by Major Powell.

One of King's monuments to himself is his Moimtaineering in the

Sierra Nevada, a delightful book with real literary merit. Another is

that the federal geological survey is not a military, but a civilian func-

tion. Captain George Wheeler, United States Engineers and head of

the Survey west of the 100th Meridian, had openly and in print main-
tained that civilians could never conduct a successful scientific sur-

vey because they could not make maps ! Charles Hoffmann has been
credited with developing the methods of topographic surveying used

by the federal survey; Henry Gannett, first chief topographer, was
his pupil.

After 4 years on the California Geological Survey, Brewer re-

turned to New Haven to take the chair of Agriculture in the Sheffield

Scientific School, from which he retired in 1903. Whitney, at the

close of the survey in 187.3, returned to his post as Professor of Geol-

ogy at Harvard. Ashburner later practiced mining engineering, be-

came a regent of the University of California and a trustee of Stan-

ford, and donated a clock and bell once installed in Bacon Hall at the

University of California, but now used to .sound the hours from the

Campanile. Sic transit gloria Altiora Petinius.

In 1880 a need was again felt for .some formal organization to

care for the inquiries of such citizens as might find mineral statistics

and information of .some use. At about this time petroleum was begin-
ning to be produced in commercial (juantities in southern California
in spite of Whitney's well known statement that oil would not be
found south of the Tehachapi!—and there was an added incentive to

provide up-to-date information on this phase of California's mineral
wealth. Hence the State Mining Bureau was launched, with its chief
officer known as State Mineralogist. As of today he, as the Chief of
the Division of Mines of the State Department of Natural Resources,
actually functions as State Geologist.

With the organization of the United States Geological Survey in

1879 and its subsequent expansion, California naturally came in for

its share of attention, or rather more than its share, if one notes the
preponderance of California geologic folios issued in the early series.

This was no doubt a result of general interest in the great Mother Lode
gold belt and the placer belt in the Sierran foothills. Such names as
Diller, Lindgren, Turner, and Gilbert stand out among these early
United States Geological Survey geologists who formed the vanguard
of the "modern" era of geologic inquiry. By 1900 emphasis was
placed by the federal survey on the southern Coast Ranges, because
of the rapid development of the petroleum industry. Here was the
beginning of the florescence of Tertiary stratigraphic terminology
of which there seems to be no end. Such men as Arnold, Anderson,
Pack, Johnson, Kew, and English are representative of authors of
the numerous "oil bulletins" which are basic to any subsequent work
in the areas covered. The bay region, relatively free from outstand-
ing economic deposits, was not the subject of extensive attention by
survey geologists.

But on April 18, 1906, the bay region became the center of atten-

tion of the entire world. The earthquake of that day, described el.se-

where in this guidebook, drew immediate attention of geologists, and
an earthquake investigation committee, under the chairmanship of

Andrew C. Lawson, lost no time in studying the geologic aspects of

the famous temblor. This commission presented its report (two quarto

volumes and an elephant folio atlas) in 1908. Beside delineation

of the San Andreas rift,* which had remained literally unnoticed

before, the elastic rebound theory for this type of quake was developed

by Harry Reid.

Not to be overlooked is the tremendous influence the two great

pioneer universities of the state have played in the role of geologic

understanding here. This is particularly true of mapping in the bay
region, since practical instruction can be carried out in the environs

• The San Andreas fault was named by A. C. Lawson in 1895 in the 15th
Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey, page 468. The type locality is the rlfl
zone between Mussel Rock and Woodside, San Mateo County, on which is situated
San Andreas (artificial) Lake of the San Francisco water system. The term "rift"
was given currency in the Earthquake Commission's Report of 1908, though It was
used by Fairbanks in 1907.
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Fig. 4. View past down Palm Drive, Stanford TUiiversity. Arch in the foreground is part of

the arcade typical of the Stanford QnadranRle. Tile-roofed columns in middle ground are remnants of

Memorial Arch partly destroyetl during the earthquake of April 18, 11K)G. I'holo courtesy of Stanford
Vniversity.

of Berkeley and Palo Alto with greater faeility than in areas farther

afield. The University of California, formally ehartered in 1868, began

instruction in the Earth Sciences under Professor Joseph Le Conte.

Its suhseiiuent graduates in this field have been in the forefront of

geologic investigation ever since. Perhaps the dean of them all is

Harold W. Fairbanks, whose best known work is the San Luis folio

(1904). Dr. Fairbanks received his Ph.D. from the University of Cali-

fornia in 1806 and has written more than 60 articles on the geology

of California. His name "Golden Gate series" is equivalent to and

actually antedates the name "Franciscan" of Lawson. The San Fran-

cisco folio, consisting of the Tamalpais, Concord, Hayward, and San
Mateo (piadrangles, was mapped by University of California students

under the direction of Professor A. C. Lawson and John C. Merriam.

Stanford University began in.st ruction in geology with John C.

Branner in 1898, and, as at Berkeley, its graduates also are in the

vanguard of professional geologists. Branner, Newsom, J. P. Smith,

and students were responsible for the United States Geological Survey

Santa Cruz folio. The other universities of the state come into the

picture too late to be considered here, as do the multitude of living

workers in the field of earth sciences in California. Those who have

gone on to the Valhalla of continuous outcrops can have no objection

to being left out or included in this historical treatment, but those

who are still active may feel it presumptive of a writer to select or

reject anyone whose work cannot be judged in historical perspective.

Thus, we cIo.se, with no other comment than the observation that Cali-

fornia (and the bay region) is receiving the greatest geologic going

over in its history.



GEOLOGY OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES
By N. L. Taliafebeo •

Tile freolofric history of California has been anything but mo-
notonous. In many parts of the United States, especially the central

portion, the geologic history is long but comparatively simple, the flat

lying or gently folded sediments recording only slight fluctuations

in sea level. In California not only is there a long record of sedimen-

tary deposition but also one of great volcanic episodes and frequent

crnstal disturbances shown by severe folds and faults.

California fronts the Pacific, the largest and deepest ocean, and
because of deep-seated pressures stemming from the suboeeanic crust

which push against the continental margin, or of continental forces

which push outward into the deep ocean basin, has been subjected to

forces that have caiised repeated, and often violent, uplifts and de-

pressions. The region centering around San Francisco Bay is typical

in this respect of the Coast Ranges as a whole.

In thinking of the past geologic history of any region, and espe-

cially of a Pacific coastal region such as California, it must be remem-
bered that the present configuration of the land is of relatively recent

development and that the now familiar landscapes were very different

in the past. The "everlasting hills" actually are very ephemeral from
the point of view of geologic time, and the populous and fruitful

regions of today were once either a waste of marine waters or a rugged

mountain range. During several long intervals in the past a high and
precipitous mountain range lay to the west of the present coast line

and the Coast Ranges were completely submerged beneath a sea that

lay between this western land ma.ss and the ancestral Sierra Nevada,

which was probably a low sprawling range. Great changes have taken

place in the past and equally great changes will take place in the

distant future. The life span of the individual is so brief compared
with geologic time that there can be but little general appreciation

of the changes of the surface that go on constantly but slowly.

Because of strong uplifts and consequent strong erosion of the

uplifted areas there are many great gaps in the geologic record. How-
ever, from knowledge of adjacent or even distant regions, a reasonable

picture of the conditions that probabh' existed and the changes that

have taken place can be obtained.

The San Francisco Bay country contains most of the geological

units present in the central Coast Ranges and these units have been

folded and faulted into structures that also are typical of the Coast

Ranges as a whole. Many rock t.vpes are represented and these range

widely in age; the only important geologic era not certainly repre-

sented is the Paleozoic.

• Professor of Geology, Department of Geological Sciences, University of
California.

The area here defined as the bay counties covers 10,417 square

miles. The writer has personally investigated much of this area but in

preparing this paper has drawn freely on published information.

Although most of the material presented here already has appeared

in print in widely scattered publications, much is new and much is

based on the writer's publications and his detailed mapping in many
parts of the state. Large as the area is, many of the conclusions pre-

sented could not have been reached without a general knowledge of

the geology of the state as a whole.

Basement Complex in the Central Coast Ranges. The oldest

rocks known in the central Coast Ranges consist of ancient, rather

highly metamorphosed schists, quartzites, and crystalline limestones

or marbles that have been intruded by plutonie igneous rocks ranging

from granites to diorites. In the San Francisco Bay region actual

exposures of these rocks are not extensive, being limited to Montara
Mountain, the extreme soutliern end of the Point Reyes peninsula,

Bodega Head, and the Farallon Islands. In these localities the intru-

sive plutonie phase, known as the Santa Lucia granodiorite, greatly

predominates ; only small included blocks of the schists and marbles,

into which the plutonics were intruded, remain. However, to the south

in Santa Cruz County there are extensive exposures of schists and
crystalline limestones.

The old plutonie mass of granodiorite, with small included rem-

nants of schist and marble, is exposed along the coast from Devil's

Slide to Montara Point and extends southeastward to Pilarcitos Creek.

On the north it is unconformably overlain by sediments of Upper
Cretaceous and Paleocene age. On the east it is bounded by the

Pilarcitos fault along which the Franciscan has been thrust toward

the southwest over the granodiorite and the Cretaceous and Paleocene

sediments. On the south it is covered by Miocene sediments. Evidently

the old granodiorite surface slopes steeply southward and is covered

by many thousands of feet of Miocene and Pliocene sediments. This

surface rises again 27 miles to the south and the ancient crystalline

rocks are again exposed in Ben Lomond Mountain in northern Santa

Cruz County.

The Montara Mountain-Ben Lomond Mountain zone, along which

the bedrock complex is exposed in two fairly large areas, is the north-

ern part of an important belt that runs diagonally through the Coast

Ranges. Along this belt the bedrock is always found to be ancient

crystalline rock on which sediments of Tertiary age rest. The base-

ment complex is exposed at the surface in places, especially in the

northern part of the Santa Lucia Range, the Sierra de Salinas, and

(117)
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the Gabilan Mountains. In places this old crystalline rock surface rises

to elevations of 5200 to 5800 feet above sea level and in other places

it is buried beneath as much as 10,000 feet of Tertiary sediments.

This broad belt, along which the ancient crystalline complex is

either exposed at the surface or buried beneath Tertiary sediments, is

known as the Gabilan Mesa-Santa Cruz Mountain block. It is bounded

on the northeast by the San Andreas fault and on the southwest by a

series of en echelon faults. On either side of this block, which is in

places nearly 40 miles wide, the ancient crystalline complex is buried

under several tens of thousands of feet of Jurassic, Cretaceous, and

Tertiary sediments. This belt of relatively rigid crystalline rocks,

either exposed at the surface or buried beneath a comparatively thin

cover of Tertiary sediments, is flanked by wide belts of very thick and

pliable sediments susceptible to acute folding; this fact is of funda-

mental importance in any consideration of Coast Ranges geology. This

block underlaid by basement complex first came into existence as a

simple, broad, irregular upwarp in the late Upper Cretaceous. In the

Eocene, profound normal faulting took place and the block was up-

lifted, tilted to the southwest, and stripped of its former cover of

Jura.ssic and Cretaceous rocks.

Several names have been given this ancient crystalline complex.

Originally it was called the Santa Lucia series, a name applied to the

crystalline complex as a whole. As more detailed mapping progressed

it was realized that the same name should not be given to the ancient

metamorphic rocks and to the later plutonic rocks intruding them,

so the name Sur schists was given to the metamorphosed sedimentary

and volcanic rocks and the name Santa Lucia retained for the plu-

tonic rocks. The crystalline limestones, marbles and dolomites are

commonly called the Gabilan limestone, from the occurrence of thick

beds of these rocks in the Gabilan Mountains. It has become customary

to call all schist the Sur series, all crystalline limestones, marbles,

and dolomites, Gabilan limestone, and all plutonic roeks Santa Lucia

granodiorite. These names, therefore, are essentially petrographic and

not formational in the usual sense since rocks of very different ages

might be included under any one of the names.

The age of the ba.sement complex is not definitely known as no

fossils have been found. Shortly after the beginning of the present

century supposed crinoid stems were found in a limestone belt near

Gabilan Peak (also known as Fremont Peak). Recently collections of

these supposed erinoid stems have been made and submitted to sev-

eral paleontologists who all agree, not only that they are not crinoid

stems, but also that they are not fossils. They are merely branching

tubular segregations of graphite in a crystalline marble included in

granodiorite. These crystalline rocks are known to be older than the

Franciscan, which is late Upper Jurassic as Franciscan conglomerates

contain pebbles, cobbles, and boulders of all phases of the basement

complex. They are also older than the Amador and Mariposa groups

of the Sierra Nevada, as conglomerates at the base of the Amador
contain debris of the Sur schists.

Frequently these ancient rocks have been correlated with the Sierran

Paleozoic series of rocks called the Calaveras group. However, the

Sur schists and associated rocks are in a much more advanced stage

of metamorphism than the Calaveras and, even discounting the meta-

morphic effects, the two have little lithologic resemblance. There is no

valid reason for correlating the Sur schists and Gabilan limestones with

the Calaveras slates and limestones. There is more reason for the cor-

relation of the Sur schists with certain supposed pre-Cambrian schists

of southern California, similar schists in northern California and the

Colebrooke schists of Oregon. Similar schists in northern California

are almost certainly pre-Silurian and probably pre-Cambrian in age.

The writer believes that the Sur schists, Gabilan marble, and Santa

Lucia granodiorite are either pre-Cambrian or early Paleozoic, prob-

ably the former.

Exposures of these rocks may be seen on the road from Crystal

Springs Lakes to Halfmoon Bay on the west side of the crest of the

ridge, on the road across Montara Mountain, along the coast south of

Devil's Slide, and on the southern tip of the Point Reyes peninsula.

At the last-mentioned locality the granodiorite is overlain by coarse

sands and breccia conglomerates largely made up of granodiorite

debris. Since the granodiorite weathers readily none of the outcrops

mentioned, except those immediately adjacent to the ocean, are par-

ticularly good or interesting.

In the San Francisco Bay region the ancient crystalline roeks

have little or no present economic importance. Most of the plutonic

granitic rocks are strongly weathered and irregularly jointed and

hence unsuitable for building stone. However, in Santa Cruz County

the crystalline limestones are extensively quarried and used in the

manufacture of portland cement. Northwest of Salinas dolomites in

the basement complex are extensively quarried for their magnesia

content. Limestones south of San Juan Bautista are quarried for

cement manufacture, and 10 miles south of Hollister there are several

dolomite quarries from which high quality dolomite is obtained. There

are several pure crystalline limestone and dolomite lenses in the

Gabilan Range in San Benito and Monterey Counties. Although not

in the San Francisco Bay region as here defined, they are in country

tributary to San Francisco, and supply San Francisco industries.

Paleozoic Era. There are no known rocks of Paleozoic age

either in the San Francisco Bay region or the central Coast Ranges,

unless the basement complex might be, in part, of lower Paleozoic age.

From all available evidence, the central Coast Ranges, including

the San Francisco Bay region, were a low land mass throughout the
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Paleozoic, whose duration is commonly estimated at over 300 million

years ; they formed the eastern edge of the ancient land mass of

Casoadia that lay off the coast of California. The Paleozoic sea lapped

against this lowland mass from the east. Paleozoic sediments un-

doubtedly were deposited as far west as the site of the present great

central valley of California. In fact, Paleozoic sediments may have

been deposited in the area now occupied by the central Coast Ranges,

and subsequently removed by erosion. However, no sediments of

Paleozoic age have been found in the central Coast Ranges, from Santa

Barbara northward to Humboldt County. If sediments of this era

ever had been deposited in the central Coast Ranges some remnant
should exist in one or more of the strongly downfaulted areas. The

fact that none are found is onl^' presumptive evidence that none were

deposited.

In the Klamath Mountains to the north, the Sierra Nevada to

the east, and the great desert region of California to the southeast

thick sections of Paleozoic rocks are found, and it is known that these

regions were invaded, not once but many times, by Paleozoic seas.

Geology of the Sierra Nevada. Although the area herein defined

as the San Francisco Bay region only reaches the low foothills of the

Sierra Nevada, there are good exposures of typical Sierran igneous

and metamorphic rocks, especially on the Cosumnes River in the

eastern part of Sacramento County. Also, deep water wells a short

distance east of the city of Sacramento have penetrated Sierran

plutonic rocks. Events in the Sierran region initiated the extensive

trough from which the present Coast Ranges evolved ; furthermore,

this history fills a chronological gap in the geology of the San Fran-

cisco Bay region.

Work in the gold belt in the Sierra Nevada, even as early as 80

years ago, showed that, in a general way, the rocks could be divided

into two broad groups, the Bedrock series and the Superjacent series.

The Bedrock series consists of strongly folded and metamorphosed
Paleozoic and early Mesozoic sediments and volcanics intruded by a

great variety of igneous rocks in masses ranging from thin dikes to

great plutonic bodies covering wide areas. The sediments and vol-

canics were folded and metamorphcsed in the late Jurassic ; invaded

by intrusive rocks; uplifted into a low mountain chain, the ancestral

Sierra Nevada ; and then worn down to a region of low relief during
the Cretaceous and early Eocene. Various nonmarine Tertiary sedi-

ments, including the famous auriferous gravels, were deposited on
this low surface cut into the upturned edges of the older rocks. These

flat lying or gently dipping Tertiary sediments and volcanics are

known as the Superjacent series.

In that part of the Sierra Nevada extending from the American
River southward to the Merced River the oldest known rocks are

Paleozoic. These consist of slates, sandstones, conglomerates, lime-

stones, cherts, and volcanics that have been folded at least twice and
intruded by igneous rocks. These are called the Clalaveras group and
undoubtedly consist of rocks of several ages. Just how much of the

Paleozoic is represented is unknown but it is known that sediments
and volcanics ranging from Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous) age
through Upper Permian are represented. In all previous publications
the Calaveras has been stated to be of Mississippian age. However, in

the summer of 1948 a party of students working under the direction

of the writer found fo.ssils of Upper Permian age in "Calaveras"
limestones a few miles east of the eastern boundary of Sacramento
County. In other localities Lower Carboniferous fossils have been
found in "Calaveras" limestones. Thus the "Calaveras group" actu-

ally is a heterogeneous assemblage of rocks of Upper Paleozoic age.

In fact, it may contain rocks of Lower Paleozoic age also.

Calaveras rocks are not exposed at the surface within the area
here defined as the San Francisco Bay region. However, they are
very poorly exposed beneath Eocene sediments on Highway 54 a few
miles east of the eastern boundary of Sacramento County.

At the close of the Paleozoic the sediments and volcanics now
known as the Calaveras group were folded and probably uplifted.

This occurred at the same time as the Appalachian revolution that

folded the Appalachian Mountains. At the same time mountains were
uplifted in the southwestern part of the United States, in Europe, and
in many other parts of the world.

In California, as a result of the mountain-making movements at

the close of the Paleozoic, the sea which had extended at least as far

west as what is now the Great Valley, was driven farther eastward,
and much of California stood above sea level and still faced a sea

toward the east.

The Lower Triassic sea occupied parts of what is now Nevada
but only reached into the extreme eastern part of California, the

Owens Valley region, where fossiliferous Lower and Middle Triassic

sediments and volcanics are found. By Upper Triassic time marine
waters had encroached westward into the region now occupied by the

crest and high western slopes of the Sierra Nevada and into the
Taylorsville and Redding regions in northern California. No Triassic

sediments are found in the San Francisco Bay region, which still

stood above sea level as a low land mass.

The Lower and Middle Jurassic seas had about the same distri-

bution as the Upper Triassic sea except that the Middle Jurassic sea

extended as far south as the Oroville region. The present site of the

town of Oroville is very close to the southern margin of the Middle
Jurassic sea.

By the beginning of the Upper Jurassic the sea had encroached
as far west as the central part of the Great Valley of California and
extended eastward and northward over a considerable part of the
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state. The first deposits were conglomerates and sandstones derived

from the west ; these were followed by fine elastics, sandstones, and

impure dark limestones. Tliese sediments have been called the Co-

sumnes formation by tiic writer. After the deposition of these sedi-

ments violent submarine volcanic activity broke out in the region that

now lies just to the west of tlie Mother Lode. Several thousand feet of

coarse volcanic breccias, finer pyroclasties and flows of augite andesite

and basalt accumulated. So rapid was the accumulation of these vol-

canics that they masked the more slowly aceumulatinfi: sediments.

Shortly after the benfinnin!.' of the outpouring of basic volcanics on

the east equally violent submarine rhyolitic volcanic activity took

place in what is now the extreme western foothills of the Sierra

Nevada. Although these two areas, the Mother Lode region and the

area of low foothills lying immediately east of the Great Valley are

now less than 10 miles apart they were probably at least four or five

times this far apart in the Upper Jurassic ; intense folding and crustal

shortening have brought them fairly close together. These voleanics,

with their interbedded sediments, are known as the Logtown Ridge

formation.

Volcanism waned and sediments again had a chance to accumu-

late; over 6000 feet of shales, with thin iuterbeds of sandstone and

an occasional thin conglomerate formed. These are now known as

the Mariposa slates.

After the deposition of the Mariposa, but still well before the

close of the Upper Jurassic there was a profound period of diastro-

phism, during whieli the sediments and volcanics, both of Paleozoic

and Jurassic age, were intensely folded and then intruded by great

batliolithic bodies of i)lut()uic rocks, chiefly granodiorites. This epi-

sode, known as the Nevadan revolution, profoundly affected not only

the geologic history but also the early and rapid settlement of Cali-

fornia as at this time the rich gold veins of the Sierra and the Foot-

hill copper deposits were formed.

Both the Paleozoic and Jurassic rocks were thrown into great folds

that are overturned toward the west, the rocks having been pressed

against the foreland, which was the low land mass that then occupied

the present site of the Coast Ranges. Many of the larger overturned

folds broke and the stretched anticlinal limbs and the anticlines were

thrust over the synclines. The largest and greatest of these broken

folds is the Mother Lode thrust zone, an imbricated belt of strong

thrust faulting along whicli the Paleozoic rocks were thrust westward

over overturned Jurassic rocks. It is along this zone of thrusting that

the gold quartz veins of tiie Mother Lode system were deposited. Other

smaller thrust zones, both in the Paleozoic rocks to the east and the

Jurassic rocks to the west, were mineralized by emanations from the

deep-seated plutonic rocks that intruded the region after the folding

and faulting. The present Mother Lode thrust and vein system is the

root of the late Jurassic Mother Lode thrust.

Subsequent erosion of the region during the Cretaceous and early

Eocene released the gold from tlie veins, notably along the Mother

Lode system but also from the innumerable smaller veins in the

Paleozoic to the east, and formed the rich placers and channel de-

posits on the Sierran slopes. It was, of course, these gold placers that

played so large a part in the early settlement of California.

Paleozoic rocks lie chiefly to the east of the Mother Lode thrust

and Jurassic rocks to the west. However, there are several narrow

belts of Paleozoic rocks west of the Mother Lode that have been

brought up from beneath the Cosunuies, Logtown Ridge, and Mari-

posa formations, by faulting or along strong anticlines.

There are good exposures of the Logtown Ridge voleanics and
the Mariposa slates along the Cosumnes River in the eastern part of

Sacramento County. Here the rocks have been wrinkled into many
overturned folds. These exposures may be easily seen both to the east

and west of Michigan Bar bridge over the Cosumnes River.

Nevadan Revolution. Just prior to the Nevadan revolution, the

present site of the Coast Ranges was a low land mass that sloped

gently eastward toward a broad seaway in which the Mariposa sedi-

ments were being deposited. As a result of the great and widespread

Nevadan revolution the Sierra region was wrinkled into iiniumerable

folds, overturned toward this old western land mass, and elevated into

the ancestral Sierra Nevada. These ancestral Sierras probably were

comparativel.v low. At the same time the ancient western land mass

was rejuvenated, and either upbowed or upfaulted into a high and

rugged range that lay to the west of the present coast line. The region

between these two newly uplifted ranges, the high range of crystalline

rocks off the present coast and the low ancestral Sierras to the east,

was bowed downward and, for the first time in several hundred mil-

lion years, was flooded by a shallow sea that extended from tiie Santa

Barbara coast northward well into Oregon. Immediately both the high

western land mass and the ancestral Sierra Nevada were attacked by

normal erosional processes and the sediments resulting were washed

into the shallow trough that occupied the present site of the Coast

Ranges. The bulk of the sediments, rather coarse arkosic sands, were

derived from the western land mass of ancient crystalline rocks.

The sinking trough or geosyndinc thus developed in the late

Upper Jurassic continued, with minor marginal disturbances and

slight shiftings of its major axis, to sink slowly and to receive deposits

throughout the remainder of the Jurassic and all of the Cretaceous.

Thus, it was the Nevadan revolution, responsible for the introduction

of the Sierran gold and the elevation of the two mountain masses, that

created the geosyncline in which the present Coast Ranges had their

birth. .•
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In this geosyneline were deposited from 20,000 to 30,000 feet of

late Jurassic sediments and voleanics and 45,000 to 50,000 feet of

Cretaceous sediments. Althoufrh there were minor interruptions,

marginal folding and faulting and slight eastward shifting of the

major trough, this great geosyneline persisted throughout the re-

mainder of the Mesozoic and in it was deposited an enormous thick-

ness of shallow-water sediments.

Thus, throughout the late Jurassic and all of the Cretaceous, a

time interval of at least 50 million years, the Coast Ranges, including

the entire San Francisco Bay region, except the eastern part in east-

ern Sacramento and San Joaquin Counties, was covered by a shallow

sea. To the west, probably more than 10 miles off the present coast,

lay a mountain range made up of the old crystalline rocks. In the

early stages of downsinking of the geosynclinal trough this range was
high, with many sharp canyons occupied by streams of high gradient.

As time progressed this range was lowered by erosion, relief decreased

and the streams became broader and more sluggish. There were prob-

ably periods of slight rejuvenation and local re-elevation, but in

general the wearing down of the old land mass, which is now buried

beneath thousands of feet of marine waters, continued.

Toward the east rose the ancestral Sierra Nevada, probably a

relatively low land mass with streams of only moderate gradient car-

rying minor amounts of sediments into the sinking trough. In the

Cretaceous the Sierra Nevada appears to have been arched upward
again and to have contributed proportionately more and more debris

into the geosyneline as the western land mass was worn down.

During the period that the western land mass was high it probably

acted as a barrier to rain-bearing winds from the Pacific Ocean. Pre-

cipitation was high in the crestal region and the eastern slope was
well forested. Macerated plant material is abundant in the sediments

deposited in the geosyneline. It is probable that the mountains east

of the geosyneline, the ancestral Sierra Nevada, were comparatively

arid during the time the western range was high enough to cut off

the rain-bearing winds from the Pacific. As the western land mass was
worn down rainfall became more and more abundant in the eastern

land mass, which also probably became well forested.

The geosyneline was not of uniform width and depth everywhere,

and the sediments deposited in it varied considerably in thickness and
kind from place to place throughout its extent. Many formational

units, which have been given many different names, were deposited.

However, there is a marked similarity in type of deposits for any
given time interval.

Pranciscan-Knoxville Group. The oldest rocks deposited in the

geosyneline that occupied the site of the present Coast Ranges are

appropriately known as Franciscan, from the excellent exposures

found on the San Francisco peninsula. These rocks, which consist of
a heterogeneous assemblage of sediments, contemporaneous volcanics,

and iiitrusives, are well exposed in the San Francisco Bay region,
especially in San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra
Costa, Marin, Sonoma, and Napa Counties.

Francisean-Knoxville rocks have an outcrop area of approxi-
mately 14,000 square miles in the Coast Ranges of California. Fur-
thermore, they either crop out at the surface, or are known to underlie
the surface rocks over an area of fully 80,000 square miles, or approxi-
mately one-fifth of the total area of the state. This is only a part of the
area of the original basin in which these beds were deposited.

The slowly sinking geosyneline in which the Francisean-Knox-
ville group as well as the later Cretaceous sediments were deposited
extended from Santa Barbara northward well into Oregon. On the
east it was bordered by the recently uplifted ancestral Sierra Nevada
and on the west by a high and rugged land mass of crystalline rocks
(Sur schists and Santa Lucia plutonics)

.

The oldest sediments deposited in the geosyneline that occupied
the site of the present Coast Ranges are the arkosic sand.stones of the
Franciscan that were chiefly derived from the land mass to the west.
Because of the cold and rainy climatic conditions that existed in the
high regions in the western range, mechanical rather than chemical
decomposition of the old crystalline rocks predominated. Because of
this the feldspars and other soluble minerals were not decomposed
but were carried into the basin of deposition in a fresh condition.
Thus the sand.stones making up the lower part of the Franciscan con-
tain an unusually large proportion of fresh feldspars and are called
arkosic sandstones.

Conglomerates occur but they are not abundant; the pebbles,
most of them small, are made up largely of materials from the old
crystalline complex. Thin dark shales interbedded with sandstones are
common and lenses of sandy shale 50 feet or more in thickness may
occur; these represent the fine detritus derived from the adjacent land
masses.

After the deposition of 5000 to 10,000 feet of prevailing coarse
shallow water mechanically derived detritus in the slowly sinking
geosyneline, rather widespread submarine volcanism began, and there
were sea floor outpourings of basic volcanics, chiefly pillow basalts.

Submarine explosions also resulted in ejection of coarse to fine frag-

mental material which formed beds of volcanic ash intermixed with
varying amounts of normal sedimentary material ; coar.ser volcanic

detritus was laid down as volcanic breccia and agglomerate. Flow and
fragmental volcanic rocks are commonly interbedded with sandstones
and shales and also with rather distinctive siliceous chemically de-

posited sediments, the radiolarian cherts, which are so common in the
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Franciscan. So constant is the association of the cherts with the vol-

canic rocks, particularly the pillow basalts, that the conclusion is

inescapable thai tiie volcanics were instrumental in contributing an

unusual amount of silica to the sea water. Both iron and manganese

also were contributed in local areas by the volcanics and these, hav-

ing been added in colloidal form, occur in the cherts, which were orig-

inally colloidal also. The association of pillow lavas and radiolarian

cherts is not confined to the F'ranciscan of the Coast Ranges but is of

world-wide distribution in formations of many ages.

The cherts are always rhythmically bedded, the individual beds

or lenses ranging from less than an inch to 6 inches in thickness and

averaging between 2 and 3 inches. The individual chert lenses are sep-

arated by partings of shale that range from paper thinness to an inch

in tiiickness. The chert lenses always are thicker than the shale.

There is considerable variation in color in the cherts, but the pre-

vailing color is red ; most of the thin shale partings have the same color

as the chert. Although the prevailing color is deep red the cherts may
be white, pale pink, yellow brown, various shades of green, chocolate

brown, and even black. The color depends largely on the state of

oxidation of the iron and to a lesser extent on the presence of man-

ganese.

The silica making up the cherts was originally colloidal but

because of the great depth of burial and the strong folding sulfered by

the Franciscan as a whole, the cherts have become crystalline and are

largely made up of a fine mosaic of quartz or chalcedony or both.

Excellent exposures may be seen in Golden Gate Park, on Twin Peaks,

on the road up Mount Diablo and on many of the roads in Marin

County. Thick bodies of cherts and shales, with accompanying pillow

basalts, occur on the Marin peninsula immediately north of the

Golden Gate Bridge.

In thin section under the microscope the tests or hard coverings

of radiolaria, silica-secreting protozoa, may be seen. However, some

cherts are barren of radiolaria. The radiolaria are not the source of

the bulk of the silica in the cherts but are present because the unusual

amount of silicia in the sea water provided abundant material for the

growth of their tests.

Limestones occur in places in the Franciscan, either in associa-

tion with the sandstones or, more rarely, with tlie cherts. Most of the

limestone occurs as small lenses less than 100 feet in length but excep-

tionally it may form beds of considerable thickness and extent, such as

the one in Permanente Canyon which has been extensively used in the

manufacture of cement. Most of the limestone is light to dark gray

in color and contains numerous small irregular areas of black flint ; but

much of the limestone directly associated with tiic cherts is red in

color. Although limestones may be of local importance, they make up

but a small fraction of one percent of the Franciscan as a whole. Re-

mains of small organisms, such as foraminifcra tests, echinoderm

spines and sponge spicules, are found in some of the lenses but, as a

rule, these are poorly preserved, or very nearly ol)litcrated by re-

crystallization of the limestone.

The volcanics, cherts, and limestones are interbedded and occur

with normal detrital sediments, such as sandstones, conglomerates,

and shales. All were formed in shallow water in a slowly siidcing basin.

Both the Franciscan and the Knoxville formations are extensively

intruded by basic and ultrabasie igneous rocks. The ultrabasic rocks,

peridotites and dunites made up of varying proportions of the heavy

basic silicates olivine and pyroxene, have been completely or almost

completely serpentinized. Large, irregular areas of serpentine, with

minor amounts of closely associated gabbro and diabase, are widely

distributed throughout the Coast Ranges. Some of these basic and
ultrabasic intrusives locally metamorphosed the adjacent Franciscan

sediments into glaucophane schists. These beautiful blue and green

schists are especially well developed on the Tiburon peninsula, in the

north Berkeley Hills, and to the west of llealdsburg.

The total thickness of the Franciscan is not known as there are no

continuous sections from base to top exposed anywhere in the state.

In fact, the base of the Franciscan never has been found. This seem-

ingly peculiar situation stems from the fact that the Coast Ranges

were strongly folded and faulted several times both in the late Meso-

zoic and in the Tertiary ; all of the known contacts with older rocks

are faults, and hence the basal portion of the Franciscan always is

buried beneath the surface.
,

The thickest reported section of Franciscan rocks, including prac-

tically all of the recognized rock types, is in Alameda and Santa Clara

Counties, in the northern part of the Mt. Hamilton Range, where the

exposed thickness is estimated to be 12,000 feet. There are several

continuously exposed sections 10,000 feet thick along the east side of

the Diablo Range. All of these are only partial sections, neither the

top nor the bottom being exposed. It is estimated that the total thick-

ness of the Franciscan is not less than 20,000 feet.

The Franciscan nearly everywhere is strongly folded and faulted,

and most of the stratified rocks stand at high angles.

As the western land mass that supplied the bulk of the detrital

Franciscan sediments was slowly worn down by long-continued ero-

sion, there was a gradual change in the character of the sediments

supplied to the basin of deposition. As the land was reduced in eleva-

tion, the streams became more sluggish and erosion less rapid ; chemi-

cal decomposition increased and silts and clays became more abundant.

Therefore, -in the upper part of the Franciscan and in the Knoxville

stage, fine-grained clastic sediments predominate over coarse sedi-

ments.
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The Knoxville stagre of the Franciscan-Knoxville g;roup is chiefly

made up of dark, silty, clay shales with thin interbeds of fiiie-f;rained

sandstone. The Knoxville sandstones are also arkosic, containing much
unweathered feldspar, but they are finer grained and in general con-

tain a greater proportion of silt and clay than the Franciscan sand-

stones. The dark clay shales of the Knoxville are identical with those

in the Franciscan. Conglomerates occur in the Knoxville but they are

not abundant. They consist of small, well rounded pebbles of black

recrystallized chert and various types of igneous porphyries; these

are the same types that predominate in the Franciscan conglomerates.

Dark impure limestones occur in the Knoxville as thin lenses and
as concretions in the shales ; many of these limestones are fossiliferous.

In several places thin flows of pillow basalt and thin impure red

cherts are found in the lower part of the Knoxville well above typical

Knoxville fossils.

For many years the Knoxville was considered to lie unconform-

ably on the Franciscan. The writer searched for this unconformity for

several years in practically all parts of the Coast Ranges without suc-

cess. Instead of the contact being unconformable, it is gradational

wherever exposed, and for this reason the writer has proposed that

the two be united as the Franciscan-Knoxville group. The Knoxville

is merely an upper stage or phase of the Franciscan.

The maximum thickness—approximately 12,000 feet—of the

Knoxville stage is found on the west side of the Sacramento Valley

in Tehama County. The Knoxville stage is present in most of the bay
counties but, because of the southward thinning and faulting it is in

most places less than 3000 feet in thickness.

Fossils, other than the small poorly preserved radiolaria and
foraminifera in the cherts and limestones, are rare in the Franciscan.

The best fossils found thus far are two iehthyosaur snouts found in

Franciscan chert boulders in western San Joaquin County. These were

carefully studied by Dr. C. L. Camp of the Department of Paleon-

tology, University of California, who concluded that they were of

late Upper Jurassic age. Fossils are fairly abundant in the Knoxville

stage and clearly show that these beds also are of late Upper Juras-

sic age.

Although the Franciscan-Knoxville group is very thick—maxi-

mum thickness is probably 30,000 feet—the rocks are chiefly coarse

elastics and volcanics that accumulated rapidly, and therefore do

not represent an excessively long period of geologic time. As the result

of many years of field work over a large part of the Coast Ranges,

the writer has reached the conclusion that the Franciscan-Knoxville

group, in spite of its thickness and apparent inhomogeneity, is of

definite stratigraphic value and is equivalent to the Tithonian or late

Upper Jurassic rocks of Europe. It was deposited in a slowly sinking

geosyncline that came into existence as a result of the Nevadan revo-

lution. The geosyncline created at this time received sediments during

the late Jurassic and throughout the Cretaceous and was the birth-

place of the Coast Ranges as they are known today.

When stripped of its weathered overburden the Franciscan sand-

stone is a hard, fresh, firmly cemented rock that makes excellent road

metal. A number of quarries in Franciscan sandstone have been opened

and an enormous amount of crushed sandstone taken from them. The
large quarry near the Richmond terminal of the Richmond-San Rafael

ferry is in Franciscan sandstone. There are several Franciscan sand-

stone quarries both in Oakland and San Francisco and many small

quarries in Marin County. The hard red chert of the Franciscan also

has been quarried for road metal, but is not as satisfactory as the

sandstone because of the ease with which it fractures under heavy

loads. It is, however, a suitable material for secondary roads carrying

light traffic.

Franciscan sandstone is suitable for concrete aggregates but

chert is wholly unsuited for this purpose and should be avoided, as

it causes concrete to crack. Franciscan basalt has been quarried for

road metal, but it often proves unsatisfactory because it is deeply

decompo.sed to start with and breaks down readily. Because of its

availabilit.v in local areas and the ease with which it breaks, Fran-

ciscan basalt frequently has been quarried for fill material. Many of

the gravels in valleys, such as Livermore Valley, are made up of the

harder rocks of the Franciscan.

The brightly colored blue and green glaucophane and actinolite

schists, the deep red cherts, and the silica-carbonate rock with its

fantastic solution forms are commonly used as decorative garden

stones. Representatives of some or all of these rocks may be found in

practically all commercial stone yards.

Limestones of the Calera type are used both for crushed rock

and for cement manufacture. The large cement plant at Permanente

utilizes Franciscan limestone.

All of the manganese mined in the Coast Ranges is associated with

radiolarian chert. The manganese was deposited at the same time as

the chert and occurs in the form of manganese carbonate or as high-

silica manganese ore, interbedded with the chert. The Ladd mine in

eastern Alameda County is the largest manganese mine in the state

and surface oxidized ore was mined as early as 1866. The Ladd mine

was operated continuously during World War I and produced several

tens of thousands of tons of manganese ore. The second largest man-
ganese mine, the Buckeye, is located in Stanislaus County about a

mile from the San Joaquin County line. This mine yielded about

20,000 tons of high-grade manganese ore during World War II.

Several thousand tons of ore still remain. There are scores of smaller
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inanpranesp mines that have yielded from a few hundred to 5000 tons

of ore in Sonoma, Napa, Marin, Alameda, San Joaquin, and Santa

Clara Counties. Should there be an appreciable advance in the price

of manganese and a cheap process devised for the utilization of high

silica ores, the bay counties could supply a substantial tonnage of

low- to mediuni-jrrade ores.

The mineral chromite occurs as disseminated grains in the ser-

pentine and, in places, as irregular magmatic ore bodies. During

World War I many small chrome bodies were mined in practically

all of the bay counties and a small amount of chrome was mined

during the second World War.

Magnesite is another important substance which occurs in the

Coast Ranges of California only in serpentine. The largest magnesite

mines in the region are in eastern Santa Clara County, near the crest

of the Diablo Range. Smaller, but more numerous, magnesite mines

are in Napa County, both north and south of Pope Valley. Mag-

nesite occurs as veins and irregular areas in serpentine. The alteration

of the original olivine usually stops with serpentine but if there is

further alteration, especially with the aid of carbon dioxide and water,

magnesite is formed.

A third material of economic importance which occurs pri-

marily in serpentine is chrysotile asbestos. Although there are many
asbestos mines in California that have been operated intermittently

in the past, only two of these are located in the bay region. One is in

Napa County, about a mile west of the road between Napa and

Monticelio, and approximately 19 miles by road north of Napa. Mining

operations began on this property in 1941 and ceased in 1945. In 1942

a 40-ton mill was installed at the mine. A considerable but unknown
amount of short-fiber asbestos was produced and marketed under the

trade name "Plastene" for use in fireproof plaster and stucco con-

struction. The other asbestos deposit in the bay region is located in

Ahimeda County, near the Contra Costa County line in the hills east

of Fruitvale. In 1915 a few tons of asbestos were mined here and

ground for use with magnesite in the manufacture of fireproof tile.

Quicksilver occurs in the F'ranciscan in many of the bay counties

and is mined whenever the price warrants operations. Although the

quicksilver was introduced in the late Tertiary or even in the Pleisto-

cene, it is frequently found in Franciscan rocks, especially on the

contact with serpentine and other Franciscan rocks, and particularly

on fault contacts. The minerals found are red cinnabar and black

metacinnabar ; the former is the most common. There are several

mines in the Mount Diablo region in Contra Costa County, the largest

being ti\e Mount Diablo mine. This is on the northeast side of Mount

Diablo near the piercement fault contact between Franciscan and

Lower Cretaceous rocks. This mine is only a short distance from the

Marsh Creek Road. There are many other quicksilver mines in the

bay counties.

Oil usually is regarded as entirely foreign to the Franciscan for-

mation and when wells drilling for oil encounter Franciscan rocks

they are as a rule quickly abandoned. In fact, oil geologists nearly

always cease mapping when the Franciscan contact is reached. How-
ever, the first oil well drilled in California that actually found oil

started and finished in the Franciscan. A well drilled in 1863 or 1864

in the Petrolia district in Humboldt County obtained a very small

quantity of high gravity oil in the Franciscan. There are oil seepages

from dark Franciscan shales along the coast north of the mouth of

Bear River in Humboldt County. Wells west of Monticelio in Napa
County obtain small quantities of oil from dark Knoxville shales.

Wells in western Colusa County near Wilbur Springs also obtain

very small quantities of oil from the Knoxville. However, the pro-

duction in all of these areas is not commercial, being measurable in

gallons per week rather than in barrels per day. Although oil does

occur in the Franciscan-Knoxville group, it has not yet been found
in commercial quantities.

Diablnn Orogeny. At or near the end of the Jurassic there was

a period of uplift and disturbance to which the writer has given the

name Diablan orogeny. Although this disturbance resulted in the up-

lift of the western margin of the geosyncline in which the Franciscan-

Knoxville rocks accumulated, the trough was not destroyed and sedi-

mentation continued without interruption. However, the beginning of

the Lower Cretaceous was marked by a coarsening of the sediments

in the trough. The base of the Lower Cretaceous is in most places

marked by a basal conglomerate which ranges from a few feet to sev-

eral hundred feet in thickness and contains debris of both Franciscan

and Knoxville. Therefore, in the region between the Sacramento Val-

ley and the main Coast Ranges there is no angular discordance be-

tween the Lower Cretaceous and the Franciscan-Knoxville, but the

contact is marked by a coarsening of the sediments and the appearance

of pebbles and boulders of the Franciscan-Knoxville rocks derived

from the uplifted margin of the geosyncline. Another effect of the

Diablan orogeny was an eastern shifting of the major axis or trough

of the geosyncline. This is indicated by the fact that the thickest sec-

tions of the Lower Cretaceous occur in the eastern foothills of the

Coast Ranges not far west of the western edge of the Sacramento

Valley.

The Diablan orogeny did not destroy or cause a withdrawal of the

sea from the geosyncline in which the Franciscan-Knoxville group

was deposited but it disturbed, uplifted, and exposed to erosion the

western margin and shifted the axis slightly eastward.
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Lower Cretaccoux-Hhasta Group. The Shasta fjroup is a thick

series of clastic sediments that is best developed and attains its maxi-

mum thickness along the west side of the northern Coast Ranges, a

few miles west of the western edge of the Sacramento Valley.

The Shasta group may be divided into two faunal .stages, the

Paskenta below and the Ilorsetown above. These are not mappable

units but merely faunal stages, and the line between them cannot be

established satisfactorily. Tlie fauna in the lower part of the Paskenta

has strong affinities with the underlying Jurassic Knoxville and the

fauna in the Ilorsetown has strong affinities with the overlying Upper
Cretaceous.

The base of the Paskenta is in most places marked by a con-

glomerate which ranges from a few feet to several hundred feet in

thickness. Along the west side of the Sacramento Valley, this con-

glomerate rests conformably on the Knoxville stage of the Franciscan-

Knoxville group; but farther west in the Coast Ranges it rests on

much older Franciscan rocks. It contains abundant debris of the

Franciscan-Knoxville rocks as well as pebbles and boulders derived

from the Sur series and Santa Lucia plutonics. This basal conglomerate

grades upward into dark clay shales and thin, hard, fine-grained

sandstones lithologically identical with those in the Knoxville. The
Paskenta stage is made up predominantly of dark clay shales, thin

impure limestones, and thin, hard, fine-grained sandstones. The Horse-

town is ehietly composed of dark gray to black silty shales and thicker,

somewhat coarser sandstones. The lithologie difference between the

two, however, is not well marked and the same lithologie types occur

in both. Thin conglomerates may appear in any part of the section.

There are no contemporaneous volcanics in the Lower Cretaceous in

the bay region, which is in marked contrast with the underlying Juras-

sic. The only evidence of contemporaneous volcanism in the Lower
Cretaceous in northern California is a thin, 6- to 18-foot bed of cream-

colored bentonite, an altered volcanic ash, that occurs in Glenn and
Colusa Counties about 8000 below the top of the Lower Cretaceous.

Locally this is the most consistent individual bed and the best marker

horizon in the Lower Cretaceous. Although the Lower Cretaceous in

general is made up of similar lithologie types there is great lateral

variation and a given sandstone, shale, or conglomerate member is

neither persistent nor of uniform thickness from place to place along

the strike of the bed. Marked lateral variation is a feature charac-

teristic of the Cretaceous as a whole. Although the present site of the

best known belt of the Shasta group is some distance east of the former

western margin of the basin of deposition, the location of the chief

rivers emptying into the basin is indicated by a local coarsening of

the sediments. A careful study of the lithologie types should disclose

the location of the chief rivers draining the western land mass.

Although the Shasta group in general is made up of a monot-
onous se(iuence of ordinary clastic setliments, there are local phases

in Paskenta stage rocks that are strikingly different in character. These
unusual rocks are the direct result of local folding or faulting that

took place at the end of the Jurassic—folding and faulting that

extended into the geosyncline from its unstable border areas. A
faulted fold developed in what is now western Colusa County, and
brought serpentine and Francisc'an-Knoxville rocks above sea level;

this has been called the Wilbur Springs high. Landslides readily

developed in hills of serpentine and as the fold rose above sea level,

great landslides took place, sending enormous quantities of serpen-

tine debris eastward and southeastward into the Lower Cretaceous

sea. In some instances, these landslides were of such size that little

sorting or lateral distribution was accomplished by marine waves and
currents; but the smaller landslides were both reworked and redis-

tributed by waves and currents. In the brief periods between land-

slides, fossiliferous detrital sediments accumulated, so that coarse

serpentine landslide breccias are found interbedded with normal
black clay shales, fine-grained sandstones, or fossiliferous limestones.

Several landslide deposits of this kind occur in Napa, Lake, and
Colusa Counties, b\it the largest is in western Colusa County. There

the landslides may be traced for over 10 miles along the strike ; they

attain a maximum thickness of over 4000 feet, including a few hun-

dred feet of interbedded sediments. These landslides thin and finger

out both to the north and south into normal detrital sediments. Some
of the landslide deposits are exceedingly coarse and contain blocks of

serpentine up to 50 feet in diameter. Most of them, however, are made
up of fine, flaky serpentine with scattered large blocks of serpentine

and some fragments of Franciscan-Knoxville rocks. Landslide deposits

of this sort may be seen along Highway 20 and at the junction of High-

ways 16 and 20 in western Colusa County, and in Pope Valley in

Napa County.

The Shasta group forms a rather narrow continuous belt that

extends from Shasta County southward to Suisun Bay. It has a maxi-

mum thickness of 22,000 feet in Tehama and Glenn Counties, thin-

ning southward to 9500 feet in Colusa County as it passes over the

Wilbur Springs high. From there it thickens southward and has a

thickness of over 18,000 feet in northern Napa County. It again thins

to the south toward Suisun Bay where it disappears beneath younger

sediments and the waters of the bay. South of the bay it reappears

from beneath later sediments in the Mount Diablo anticline where

it is only about 5000 feet tiiick. Southeast of Mount Diablo the Shasta

beds disappear beneath later sediments along the plunge of the anti-

cline. The Shasta reappears again south of Livermore and in the

southwestern part of San Joaquin County on the east side of the
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Diablo Range, where only the Horsetown stage is represented, the

Paskenta stage having been cut out by faulting. Both the Paskenta

anil Horsetown stages occur in small areas on the west side of the

Diablo Range in Santa Clara County. North of the bay the Shasta

is preserved in rather deep, faulted synclines in western Napa County,

near Ilealdsburg in Sonoma County, and in Potter Valley.

Neither the eastern nor western limits of the Lower Cretaceous

basin of deposition is known with certainty. However, near the center

of both the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys deep wells pass

directly out of TTpper Cretaceous sediments into granitic bedrock,

showing the Lower Cretaceous to be absent in the center of the Great

Valley. Prom evidence obtained from deep oil wells it is concluded

that Lower Cretaceous sediments never extended as far east as what

is now the center of the Great Valley, which, during the Lower Cre-

taceous was the western edge of the ancestral Sierran land mass. Prom
the rather wide distribution of the Lower Cretaceous in the Coast

Ranges and from the fact that the sediments have the same lithologic

character and faunal assemblages throughout, it is concluded that the

Shasta group was deposited continuously over the Coast Ranges west

of the Great Valley in the area covered by this report. Therefore, dur-

ing the Lower Cretaceous the present Coast Ranges were the site of a

shallow sea which occupied a geosyneline who.se eastern margin was

near the present center of the Great Valley and whose western margin

lay near, but west of the present coast line. The present width of this

belt is about 80 to 90 miles, but in Lower Cretaceous time it must have

been over 100 miles, as the region of the present Coast Ranges has been

greatly compressed and shortened during the several periods of intense

folding and crustal shortening in the Tertiary.

MId-Cretficeous Orogcnxj. At or near the close of the Lower

Cretaceous there was another crustal disturbance that somewhat re-

sembled the Diablan orogeny at the close of the Jurassic. The geo-

synclinal trough was not greatly disturbed but the western margin

was again uplifted and exposed to erosion and the axis of the trough

again sliifted eastward. In a few places the marginal disturbances

extended into the basin as folds and faults and deposition was inter-

rui)ted locally, resulting in strong local unconformities. Areas within

the basin of deposition that were uplifted and eroded at this time

are found in the Mount Diablo region and in Mount Oso area in San

Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties. Strong marginal disturbances also

resulting in strong uneonformities are found in the Santa Lucia

Range, well sontli of the bay region. Except in areas noted above,

there is no unconformity between the Upper and Lower Cretaceous

along the west side of the Sacramento and San Joaipiin Valleys, an

area that lay near the center of the trough in which the Lower Creta-

ceous was deposited. Although there is no break in sedimentation along

this belt there is a marked coarsening of the sediments and the appear-

ance of conglomerates containing debris of Prancisean, Knoxville, and
Lower Cretaceous rocks.

Upper Cretaccotis. Although there are thick shale units in the

ITpper Cretaceous the sediments are, in general, somewhat coarser than

those in the Lower Cretaceous. The predominant sedimentary types are

silty shales, sandy shales, sandstones, many of which are coarse and
biotitic, and conglomerates. At the top of the Cretaceous along the

west side of the San Joaquin Valley there is a continuous belt of

brown organic shales and in northern California, in the lower part,

there is a local member made up of dark, slightly organic shales with

numerous lenses and concretions which are lithologically similar to

some of the Knoxville and Paskenta shales. In general the Upper
Cretaceous consists of a very monotonous sequence of silty and sandy
shales and fine to coarse biotitic sandstones. Carbonized plant remains

are abundant in both the Lower and Upper Cretaceous sediments indi-

cating that they were derived from well forested regions.

Upper Cretaceous beds are widely distributed in the Coast Ranges.

They form a continuous belt along the west side of the Sacramento
Valley, and with a few interruptions in the bay area, a continuous

broad belt along the west side of the San Joaquin Valley as far south

as Coalinga. This long belt dips rather steeply toward the east or

northeast either beneath the valley alluvium or later Tertiary for-

mations. Upper Cretaceous beds are encountered in deep wells drilled

in both the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. Late Upper Cre-

taceous beds extend as far east as the edge of the Sierran foothills

but they are mostly covered by later sediments on the east side of the

Great Valley.

The thickest known sections of the Upper Cretaceous occur along

the west side of the Great Valle.v of California where astonishing

thicknesses are attained. North of San Praneisco Bay measured sec-

tions show thicknesses of 10.000 to 15,7.50 feet and there are probably

a few thousand feet more buried beneath valley alluvium and later

sediments.

On the northeast side of Mount Diablo the Upper Cretaceous

sediments are 19,000 feet thick, but they thin rather rapidly west-

ward. They thin to about 8000 feet in soutiiern San Joaquin County,

where they pass over the Mount Oso high. Prom this locality they

thicken rapidly southward and attain their maximum tlnckness of

29,000 feet in southern Merced County. The main axis of the geosyn-

eline, in which this greatest thickness of Upper Cretaceous sediments

was deposited, lay in the region tliat is now the boundary between

the Coast lianges and the Great Valley of California. The sediments

thin rapidly away from this zone both to the east and the west. They

are widely distributed over the Coast Ranges as a whole although there
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are many regions from which they have been removed by erosion or

where tliey are covered by later sediments. They are found as far

west as the present coast line, and occur on both sides of the San
Andreas fault. Late Upper Cretaceous sediments have a wider dis-

tribution than early Upper Cretaceous sediments, indicating that

the basin of deposition gradually widened and exjjanded as Upper
Cretaceous time progressed. The maximum width of the belt at

present is not less than 130 miles and probably exceeded 150 miles

in Upper Cretaceous time as there was great erustal shortening in

the Tertiary.

Notwithstanding their great thickness the Upper Cretaceous

sediments all were deposited in shallow water, probably well under
100 fathoms. The sinking of the geosynclinal basin of deposition

kept pace with sedimentation so that the sea always was shallow.

Sometime—probably early—during the Upper Cretaceous, the

ancestral Sierra Nevada was uplifted, and contributed a considerable

amount of coarse debris to the basin of deposition. The western land

mass, which lay west of the present coast, was still in existence and
contributed a large volume of sediment.

There is great lateral variation in the Upper Cretaceous, even

greater than in the Lower Cretaceous. Satisfactory lithologic units

may be set up and mapped over local areas but few are of any value

over wide areas.

A number of formational and group names have been given to

various iniits in the Cretaceous but as yet there is no general agree-

ment regarding many of them. The most commonly used name for

the Upper Cretaceous as a whole is the Chico group but there are

many objections to the term. The name was first applied to the rela-

tively thin section on Chico Creek in Butte County, on the east side

of the Sacramento Valley, and gradually extended,to all of the Upper
Cretaceous of the state. In the first place it is not known just how
much of the Upper Cretaceous is represented by the 2000 feet of

sediments on Chico Creek and in the second place the name Chico

group frequently has been given to beds of both Upper and Lower
Cretaceous age. If the name Chico group is to be retained it should

be redefined.

In some localities no single group name could be applied to the

Upper Cretaceous as a whole because of the diverse lithology of the

formations and the presence of a profound unconformity within the

Upper Cretaceous. In the present paper the use of formational and
group names for part or all of the Upper Cretaceous will be avoided
as far as possible.

In the midst of the Upper Cretaceous there was a very strong but
apparently local disturbance w'hich had its maximum effect in the

Santa Lucia Range and died out in intensity both to the north and
east. However, the effects of this orogeny extended into the bay area at
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least as far as Mount Diablo. The writer has mapped a large part of
the Santa Lucia Range and adjacent areas in Monterey and San Lui.s
Obispo Counties and has shown the presence of a major unconformity
within the Upper Cretaceous. The lower part of the Upper Cretaceous,
the Jack Creek formation, rests unconformably on both Lower Cre-
taceous and F'ranei.scan-Knoxville rocks. The mid-Cretaceous orogenv
was stronger in this region than in other parts of California and the
rocks older than the Upper Cretaceous were folded and eroded to a
surface of low relief before the Upper Cretaceous sea spread over the
area. After the deposition of at least 5000 feet of Jack Creek shales
a profound disturbance folded and faulted the older rocks and brought
them above sea level. After a brief period of erosion the Upper Cre-
taceous sea spread over a surface of strong relief and 8000 to 10,000
feet of coarse conglomerates and sandstones, with minor amounts of
shale, were deposited. These rest with strong unconformity on all the
older rocks, including the early Upper Cretaceous Jack Creek forma-
tion. These coarse late Upper Cretaceous sediments are called the
Asuncion group. The upper part of the Asuncion contains an abundant
late Upper Cretaceous fauna.

The writer has called this mid-Upper Cretaceous disturbance the
Santa Lucian orogeny from its maximum development in the Santa
Lucia Range.- The effects of this orogeny were rather widespread al-
though the Upper Cretaceous sea was not withdrawn from the central
part of the geosyneline. It appears to have extended to the bay region
as there is an unconformity 7000 feet above the base of the Upper
Cretaceous in the Mount Diablo region in Contra Costa County. Rocks
equivalent to the Asuncion group are more widespread in the Coa.st
Ranges than those equivalent to the Jack Creek formation. Time
equivalents of this late Upper Cretaceous group occur along the coast
in the extreme southern part of San Mateo County and along the
Gualala River in northern Sonoma County. The thick section of Upper
Cretaceous sediments along the west side of the Great Valley repre-
sents all of the Upper Cretaceous and the Santa Lucian orogeny is

indicated only by the presence of thick, coarse conglomerates, in the
midst of the Upper Cretaceous, containing boulders of fossiliferous
Upper Cretaceous sandstones.

Another result of the Santa Lucian orogeny was the beginning
of the uplift of the northern part of the Gabilan mesa. The present
site of the Gabilan Range in northern San Benito and Monterey Coun-
ties started to rise at this time either by faulting or gentle upbowing,
probably the latter. It may never have emerged completely above sea
level but the sea was shoaled over it and parts of it may have .stood

above sea level as an island or a group of islands. This late Upper Cre-
taceous uplift of a part of the Gabilan mesa was the first event in the
disturbances that culminated in the Eocene and which finally dis-
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ruptod and partially dostroyod the lontr-endiiring Mesozoic geosyn-

eline in which the Coast Ranges had their beginning.

Throughout the Cretaceous practically all of the bay counties

c.\ce|)t those flanking the Sierra Nevada were covered by a shallow

sea. To the west of the present coast line lay a comparatively low but

])r(il)al)ly rugged, well forested land mass, while to the east rose the

ancestral Sierra Nevada, also a comparatively low, well forested chain

that was the western margin of a land mass that extended almost to

the Hocky Mountains. The present Coast Ranges were occupied by a

shallow marine basin that received an enormous volume of sediments.

The basin continued to sink as sediments from both the east and the

west were carried into it. Not until late in the Upper Cretaceous did

land masses of any great extent emerge to break the wide expanse

of water. About the middle of the Upper Cretaceous the Mount Diablo

region was gently arched and probably stood for a time as a low island,

only to be quickly submerged by the general downwarping and to

receive an additional load of 14,000 feet of clastic sediments. At the

same time the northern part of the Gabilan Range 70 miles to the

south of Mount Diablo rose and i)robably remained above sea level as

a low island or group of islands for the rest of the Cretaceous.

The Cretaceous was a time of quiet deposition uninterrupted by

violent volcanic outbursts. It is the only long period of geologic time

in the geologic history of California in which volcanism did not occur

at rather fre(iucnt intervals. Considering all stages of the Cretaceous

throughout the Coast Ranges at least ri4,000 feet of fine to coarse

clastic sediments were deposited. However, not more than 40,000 feet

of sediments accumulated in any one place.

When the great thickness of the Cretaceous is taken into con-

sideration, it is surprising that the economic importance of the preced-

ing Jurassic sediments and the following Tertiary sediments is so much

n-eater. Some of the Cretaceous sandstones make rea.sonably good

building stones and they have been quarried in the past for this pur-

pose. At present they are used to a limited extent for garden walls

and flagstones. The buildings on the campus of Stanford University

are largely faced with Cretaceous sandstone obtained in nearby quar-

ries. Some of the older buildings in the northern Sacramento Valley

towns were built of Upper Cretaceous sandstone quarried between

Maxwell and Sites in northern Colusa County.

Cretaceous shales are suitable for making brick and are .so utilized

in several places, notably near Port Costa in Contra Costa County.

A small amount of oil has been obtained from sandstones inter-

bedded with late Upper Cretaceous organic shales on the Coalinga

anticline but the amount has been negligible. There are a number of

seepages of light oil from both the Lower and Upper Cretaceous in

northern California. Oil has been encountered in a number of wells but

no commercial production has been obtained.

There are several gas fields in northern Califoiiiia that ubiain

their .sujiply from the Cretaceous. The first Cretaceous gas field to

produce in northern California was the Tracy field, one mile ea.st of

the center of Trac.v. It was discovered in l!):!:") and has been a small

but consistent producer since that time. There is also a small gas field

that produces from the Cretaceous at Vernalis, about 15 miles south-

east of Tracy. A small amount of gas is obtained from the Upper
Cretaceous in the Potrero Hills gas field in Solano County.

The largest Cretaceous gas field in northern California is near

Marysville Buttes. This was discovered in l!);!.") and since then has

been a steady producer of good quality gas. which is used in the nearby

cities of Marysville and Yuba City.

The gas in the recently discovered Corning gas field in Tehama
County comes from the Tehama formation, but is undoubtedly gen-

erated in the underlying Cretaceous.

Gas has been encountered in most of the wells drilled in the

Cretaceous in northern California but aside from the localities men-
tioned no commercial production has been obtained. Some of the wells

produce enough gas for domestic use in farm houses located near

the wells.

Although the Upper Cretaceous has not yielded a particidarly

large amount of gas in northern California there are at least two

fields which have been consistent producers and which give promise

of having a long productive life. It is probable that other gas fields

will be discovered in the Upper Cretaceous in northern California

in the future, particularly in Sacramento Valley.

Close of the Cretaceous. The movement that began in the nud-

Upper Cretaceous, the Santa Lucian orogeny, was the forerunner of

a series of movements that followed at the elo.se of the Cretaceous and

continued into the Eocene. These disturbances extending from the

Upper Cretaceous well into the Eocene are undoubtedly local mani-

festations of a world wide crustal disturbance or diastroi)liism known
as the Laramide revolution, which, in the Rocky Mountain region, is

known to have had essentially the same time range. In California

some of these movements, such as the Santa Lucian orogeny, seem to

have been of great intensity locally and to have died out rapidly

away from the area most strongly affected. Some were of greater areal

extent and left their record over larger areas. At present it is impos-

sible to trace the effects of all of these movements but certain dis-

turbances may be reasonably well dated. It is known that in certain

areas strata are absent that are present in ad.jacent regions; but it

eaunot always be proved that the gaps in the section are the result

of nondeposition, as in many cases they may have been caused by
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removal by erosion. An exeellent example of a gap of this nature has

come to light, throu<rh deep drillini;, in the Tracy region where wells

pass through nouniarine Pliocene and Miocene sediments into Upper
Cretaceous without any intervening Eocene. In the McDonald Island

gas field 16 miles north of Tracy wells show the presence of 2900 feet

of Eocene ; in the Rio Vista gas field 32 miles north northwest of Tracy

tiiere is about 5000 feet of Eocene. The absence of Eocene sediments

in the Tracy area might be the result of upbowing of the Cretaceous

by d last rojih ism at the close of the Cretaceous or it might be caused by

removal of Eocene sediments once deposited over the area by an up-

lift near the clo.se of the Eocene. Since the area is covered by a thick

blanket of alluvium and the gas fields are widely spaced a choice be-

tween the two possibilities cannot be made with certainty. However,

from the thicknesses in the Rio Vista and McDonald Island fields there

appears to be a thinning of the Eocene southward toward Tracy and

hence it is presumed that this high was developed at the close of the

Cretaceous. This is cited merely as an example of the difficulties of

accurately dating some of the disturbances.

Considering all of the known facts there seems to have been a

fairly strong but local disastrophism at the close of the Cretaceous

which uplifted and exposed certain areas although the sea may not

have been completely withdrawn from all parts of the region. It is

certain that the Mount Diablo area ro.se and was subjected to erosion

as basal Paleoeene beds truncate several thousand feet of Upper Cre-

taceous sediments. It is possible that all of the bay region was elevated

at this time. However, the Paleoeene sea quickly spread over a part

of the area.

Along the west side of the central part of the San Joaquin Valley

and in parts of the Santa Lucia Range the sea was not completely

withdrawn and Paleoeene sediments were deposited in the same geo-

syncline as the Cretaceous sediments. Along the west side of San Joa-

quin Valley, from Coalinga northward to Patterson, it is difficult to

determine the contact between Cretaceous and Eocene ; deposition

seems to have been continuous.

Movements at the close of the Cretaceous were sufficiently strong

to destroy a part of the long-enduring Mesozoic geo.syncline in which

so many tens of thousands of feet of sediments were deposited, but

it was not yet completely destroyed and sedimentation continued unin-

terruptedly in .some parts of the trough. Later movements in the

Eocene finally destroyed the geosyncline and subsequent deposition

during the Tertiary took place in separate basins.

Piilrocenc and Eocene. Because of its economic importance as a

producer of both gas and oil in California a great deal of work has

been done on the Eocene. Even now, however, its nomenclature is far

from settled and correlation is difficult. The Eocene has been divided

into seven faunal stages and info a large number of cartographic units

or formations. In some cases faunal stage names are used in a forma-

tional sense; in other cases formations are either a part of one stage

or include more than one stage. Furthermore, there is not universal

agreement as to the exact age of all of the stages.

The stages, from bottom to top, are : Martinez, Meganos, Capay,

Domengine, Transition,- Tejon, and Gaviota. According to most
workers the Martinez only is Paleoeene but according to some both

Martinez and Meganos are Paleoeene. Again, some regard the Gaviota

stage as Oligocene rather than Eocene. Furthermore, a part of the

Martinez has been placed in the Cretaceous by a few workers.

The Eocene-Paleocene interval is commonly divided into Paleo-

eene, lower, middle, and upper Eocene. However, the writer has found

it more satisfactory to use three divisions only, namely, Paleoeene,

lower, and upper Eocene.

The following table shows the writer's interpretation of the

Eocene in the bay counties and the relations between the stage and
the formational names in general use.

Stage name
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As a whole the Eoeene is made up almost entirely of elastic sedi-

ments, shales, sandstones, and conglomerates; thin limestones occur

in the Martinez and Mepranos. Sands suitable for the manufacture of

glass and seams of lignitic coal occur in both the Capay and Domen-
gine. Coarse breccias occur in the Martinez in San Mateo County.

The Martinez in most places is lithologieally similar to the Cre-

taceous, being made up of dark, silty shales, rather thin hard sand-

stones, and a few impure limestones. Conglomerates usually occur at

the base and small lenses are found higher in the section. Many of the

sandstones are glauconitie, and have a greenish color.

At the beginning of and throughout the deposition of the Mar-
tinez much of the bay area .stood above sea level. The Martinez sea,

which probably came in from the south, extended as far west as Moiuit

Diablo, which, of course, was not then in existence, and spread west-

ward and northward over what is now a part of the Great Valley, cover-

ing the northeastern part of what is now Contra Co.sta County, the

northwestern part of San Joaquin County, eastern Solano County, and
western Sacramento County. It may have extended north through

eastern Yolo County but of this there is no direct evidence. During
Martinez time the western part of the Sierra Nevada extended farther

west than at present and stood above sea level. The Sierra Nevada was
being worn down to a surface of low relief ; the climate was warm but

not yet subtropical.

Most of the coast counties stood above sea level, but there was a

marine embayment in San Mateo County. How far inland this embay-

ment extended is not known, but it probably penetrated east as far

as what is now the southern end of San Francisco Bay. Sediments

laid down in this embayment may still be seen along the north flank

of Montara Mountain. They consist of a coarse basal breccia, made up
of angular blocks of Montara granite, succeeded by normal Martinez

shales and sandstones. These Martinez sediments rest both on folded

Upper Cretaceous sediments and basement granite.

The western land mass that had existed throughout the develop-

ment of the Mesozoic geosyncline probably had become greatly dimin-

ished in size and it ma}' have completely disappeared beneath the

waters of the Pacific. At least it was not until the middle Miocene that

detritus definitely derived from the west is found, and even then such

western detritus is found only south of Carmel.

Although emergent, most of the coast counties appear to have

stood at a comparatively low elevation. In western Alameda County
the country was low and swampy and a fresh-water lake existed. Non-

marine Martinez with fresh-water fossils is found in this region.

Northeastern Alameda County and southwestern San Joaquin County
stood above sea level as a low land area which probably extended east-

ward as a broad peninsula into the Paleocene sea.

Conditions during Meganos time were probably essentially the

same as outlined above, as Meganos sediments have about the same
distribution as the Martinez.

As the lower Eocene progressed the climate became warmer and
by the upper part of the lower Eocene had become .subtropical. The
Sierra Nevada had been worn down to a surface of low relief and
was covered by a deep mantle of decomposed debris, the result of deep
chemical weathering under hot humid conditions. The Sierran rivers

were sluggish and had developed intricate meanders. As the lower
Eocene progressed the land sank and the sea expanded over much of

the coastal region, reaching well into the area that is now the western
foothills of the Sierra Nevada.

By the close of the lower Eocene, the sea had reached the greatest

extent attained at any time during the entire Eocene epoch. The
magnitude of this sea in coastal counties of the bay region is not
known, but a seaway probably- extended from the present coast through
central Santa Clara County and then reached southeast to unite with
the Eocene sea in the southern San Joaquin Valley.

As a result of the long-continued wearing down of the Sierra

Nevada and the hot humid climate, a type of sediment unusual in

California, althoiigh common in other parts of the world, appeared.
Deep weathering in the Sierra Nevada dissolved the more soluble

constituents of the rocks and released the harder more resistant min-
erals, particularly quartz. Deep, clayey soils were produced. This
thick mantle contained an unusual amount of various clays and
quartz, together with minor amounts of andalusite, and some gold
released from the quartz veins. Debris from this mantle gradually

found its way into the sluggish rivers and was deposited partly along
their upper courses and partl.v on their flood plains; nuich of it ulti-

mately reached the late upper Eocene sea which now stretched well to

the east.

The late upper Eocene sea also expanded northward up the region

of the Sacramento and Capay Valleys, as far as Redding in the Sacra-

mento Valley and as far as Kumsey in Capay Valley. The Runisey
Hills probably extended into tiiis sea as a peninsula. The surface

over which the sea spread was one of low relief, but it was not entirely

fiat and featureless; therefore the sediments deposited vary in thick-

ness from place to place and probably are absent over higher areas

that stood above sea level. Thus a broad, usually shallow sea stretched

across what is now the Sacramento and northern San Joaquin Valleys

and extended a short distance into what are now the margins of the

Coast Ranges and Sierra Nevada. In the Coast Ranges the late upper
Eocene sea spread over southern Napa County and northern Solano
County and extended through northern and eastern Contra Costa
County as far south as Mount Diablo. It also covered a part of eastern

Alameda County. There is no evidence that the coastal counties were
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subinei-^ed. Soutlnvpstcni Solano County stood above sea level as a

low island. IMost if not all of the area now occupied by Sau Francisco

Bay probably stood above .sea level.

Sediments of the Capay stage, late lower Eocene, along the

Sierran front are called the lone formation. The river channel deposits

that supplied the lone sediments, which are made up of the products

of decay from the Sierra Nevada, contain the earliest auriferous

gravels. The lone is made up of clays, quartz-rich sands, laterites,

high-alumina clays, anauxitie sands, silts, and lignites. Pottery and
refractory clays are quarried in many places. Beds of equivalent age

in the Jlount Diablo region are called either Capay or Meganos E.

Along the ea.st side of the Coast Ranges in Colusa, Yolo, and Solano

Counties they are called the Capay formation, from their occurrence

in Capay Valley. Eocene shales near Napa also are probably equiv-

alent to the Capay. The shales in the vicinity of Vacaville have been

called the Vacaville shales, but they are equivalent to the Capay for-

mation in age.

After the deposition of the Capay, and the equivalent lone, the

Coast Ranges were affected by a rather strong diastrophism which was
another pulse in the Upper Cretaceous-Eocene Laramide movements.
At this time both folding and profound faulting took place and the

former wide sea of the late lower Eocene was restricted. Although
much of the region was uplifted, some areas that had formerly been
emergent were depressed beneath sea level. Areas such as the Mount
Diablo region that had been active previously were again folded.

One of the most important effects of this diastrophism was the

formation of the ancestral San Andreas fault and the uplift of the

Gabilan mesa. This mesa was upbowed in mid-Upper Cretaceous and
probably was again uplifted at the close of the Cretaceous. The south-

west side of the San Andreas fault, the Gabilan mesa, was uplifted

and tilted toward the southwest; the northeast side either remained
stationary or went down. Probably what actually happened was that

the Gabilan mesa block had been strongly upbowed and tilted west-

ward in the mid-Upper Cretaceous and at the close of the Cretaceous,

and the northwest side collapsed and was downdropped at the close

of the lower Eocene. The vertical movement on the ancestral San
Andreas fault must have been in excess of 15,000 feet in the central

Coast Ranges, decreasing iu magnitude in Santa Clara and San Mateo
Counties.

Other well-known faults that were again active in the Miocene,

Pliocene, and Pleistocene were developed at this time. The Pescadero

fault, so well exposed along the coast south of Pescadero, came into

existence at this time. In the lower Eocene, movement on the Pesca-

dero fault was down on the southwest and up on the northeast. The
northeast side, which is the northern continuation of the Gabilan mesa.

ro.se and was stripped of its Franci.scan-Knoxville and Cretaceous
cover. The Pescadero fault passes beneath the ocean south of Pescadero
and reapi)ears on land just east of Pillar Point near HalfmoDii P.ay.

It passes out to sea again just south of Montara Point,

The profound normal faulting in the lower Eocene left a strong
imprint on all succeeding events in the geologic history of Califor)iia

in that it elevated a fairly broad block that runs diagonally through
California from San Luis Obispo (,'ounty northwestward to San Mateo
County where it is intersected by the coast line ; western Marin County
is a part of this block. All the Mesozoic sediments were stripped from
this block, exposing the ancient crystalline schists and plutonic rocks
of the basement complex, but the depressed regions on either side

retained their thick prisms of pliable sediments. When the Coast
Ranges were subsequently subjected to strong compressive movements
the two blocks on the sides of the Gabilan block were intensely folded

and shortened but the central block, being directly underlain by rigid

cry.stalline rocl« incapable of folding, suffered negligible crustal

shortening. Therefore, later Tertiary sediments on the Gabilan block
are weakly folded except where unusually thick, while those on the

two sides are strongly folded.

In the bay counties the lower Eocene seas retreated westward
from the Sierran front but were not completely withdrawn from what
is now the western part of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys.

The sea withdrew from the northern Sacramento Valley, which never
has been covered by marine waters since that time, but remained in

the area south of Woodland. Although there was a general withdrawal
of the sea over most of the region, there were small, limited areas,

previously emergent, which were depressed beneath sea level. The
southwestern part of Solano County northeast of Vallejo, which pre-

viously stood as a low island, was depressed and covered by the upjier

Eocene sea. Here the upper Eocene rests on Lower Cretaceous sedi-

ments, all of the Upper Cretaceous and much of the Lower Cretaceous

having been removed by erosion during the lower Eocene. There also

was a slight expansion of the sea in eastern Alameda County.

The frequently active Mount Diablo region again was folded at

the close of the lower Eocene. There upper Eocene sediments lap

across lower Eocene and Upper Cretaceous beds and rest on the Lower
Cretaceous on the northwest side of the mountain. The upper Eocene
sea also expanded into Marin, western Sonoma, and Napa Counties,

but its full extent is not known as only remnants of the upper Eocene
remain in this highly folded region.

Tne thickest section, over 4000 feet, of upper Eoeene sediments

is found on the north side of Mount Diablo. These beds dip north-

ward beneath later .sediments. On the Potrero Hills anticline, north-

northwest of Mount Diablo, the exposed upper Eocene is 2500 feet
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Fio. 3. Aerial view southoast clmvii San Andreas rift valley, wliieh is oeeupieil liy Crystal Siirinps Lukes, San Xfatco County. Old fanll searps and IronRlis may ho -

in the linear en echelon arrnntjemeut in the center bacligrouml leading oft from the right side of Upper Crystal Springs Lalie. I'hulo hij Chjih- SuniUrhmd. Oak'huul.
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Fig. 4. Detail of background seen in Figure 3. Trace of the San Andreas rift diagonally crosses the photograph from right to left, rrominent highway on the left side
of the picture is Caiiada Road leading to Redwood City. Photo hij Clyde Kunderlaiul, Oakland.
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Fio. 5. Aerial view townrd the oast, sliowiiiK fcildod Tertiary marine ileposils and tlie ;;luis( eoal-miiiiiij; town of Somersville. The ^ln^ parallel ridges

PxleiuliuK into the haekcronnil are Koeene sandstones whiih are more erosion-resislant th;ui the inlerveninj; shale and siltstone heds alonj; whieli the valleys

have heen enrved. The north-dippini; heds at the left of the photo are in the lower part of the Mnrkley fornialion; the prominent ridjie in the ri^ht liaek-

Kronnd, lieils of whieh also diji north, is in the npper part of the Mesanos fornnition. Somersville is famous for its old coal mines and its newer silica-saud

mines, hoth of whieh are in Eocene heds that are sandwiched between the principal i;id),'es. I'liotu hy Clyde Sunderliiml, Oukliuul.
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thick, but the upper part has beeu overlapped by later sediments. East-

ward in the Sacramento and San .Joaquin Valleys upper Eocene sedi-

ments are encountered in the deep wells in the valley txws fields; nsiiii;

the Rio Vista area as a reference point, the followin;^ tliicknes.ses indi-

cate an eastward and northward thiuninjr:

Field
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The wax thus extracted has a variety of uses ; one important use is

in the manufacture of typewriter carbons. The waste lignite remain-

ing after extraction is used as the inert ingredient in commercial

fertilizer.

Eocene coal also was extensively mined at one time in Corral

Hollow west of Livermore in Contra Costa Valley.

Eocene shales are suitable for the manufacture of bricks and are

occasionally so utilized.

As a result of the deep chemical weathering of the Sierra Nevada
in the lower Eocene, a very large quantity of gold was released from

the quartz veins that had been formed by emanations from the granitic

magmas emplaced near the close of the Jurassic. This gold, together

with the resistant materials such as quartz and quartzite, accumulated

on the deeply weathered surface and ultimately found its way into

the sluggish meandering rivers. Wherever the current slackened,

either on river bends, or because of obstructing gravel bars, gold was

deposited. Some of these channel deposits were remarkably rich and

a large amount of gold was recovered. The richest and best known of

the channel gravels are lower Eocene and are the
'

' auriferous gravels,
'

'

as the term was used by the early miners and the early geologists who
mapped the region. Unfortunately the term "auriferous gravels"

has been applied to any gold-bearing gravels in the Sierras. Any gravel

derived from a Sierran source may contain gold but the auriferous

gravels of lower Eocene age have certain definite characteristics that

distinguish them from the younger stream and bench gravels. The
Eocene gravels are, as a rule, far richer than other gravels, and the

pebbles and sands containing the gold are almost wholly made up of

grains, pebbles, cobbles, and boulders of quartz or quartzite ; the

constituents of other gravels, on the other hand, may be any of the

rock types in the Sierra Nevada.

Although Eocene sediments either are the source or are both

the source and the present reservoir of a very large amount of oil in

the southern San Joaquin Valley, no oil is obtained from the Eocene

in the bay counties. However, a large amount of gas is recovered in

the bay area from the Eocene. One of the greatest and most prolific

gas fields of the world, the Rio Vista field, obtains its gas from the

upper part of the lower Eocene. In the McDonald Island field the

productive gas sands are in the I'aleocene Martinez formation. Gas is

also known to occur in the Martinez in the Fairfield Knolls field. Gas

from the Eocene is of great economic importance in the bay region.

It is very possible that other Eocene gas fields will be discovered in

the region.

Oligoccne. A number of formations in California that once were

regarded as Oligocene are now known to be of upper Eocene age. At

one time the Kreyenhagen shale was considered to be Oligocene but

at present no one questions its assignment to the upper Eocene. The
Markley formation, originally placed in tlie Oligocene, is now known
to be upper Eocene. On the other hand, the Vaqueros formation, usu-

ally regarded as lower Miocene, is placed by some in the Oligocene.

The Oligocene was not included in the original subdivision of

the Tertiary made near the beginning of the last century by Lyell,

but was proposed in 1857 for certain beds in the Paris basin that did

not seem to fit into either the Eocene or the Miocene. Undoubtedh'
the Oligocene serves a useful purpose but, in California at least, beds

referred to the Oligocene could be fitted into either the upper Eocene
or the lower Miocene without detriment to a satisfactory understand-

ing of the stratigraphy or structure. The Oligocene is especially useful

in a discussion of the stages of evolution of the vertebrates.

In the Santa Cruz Mountains there is a moderately thick section

of sandstones and gray, brown, and black shales to which the name
San Lorenzo formation has been given. These beds were deposited in

the same trough as the upper Eocene. During the Oligocene this trough

was restricted and no longer formed a continuous seaway into the

Coalinga region. Sediments were deposited in it as far south as IIol-

lister in San Benito County, but because of erosion since the Oligocene

only small reinnants of these beds remain.

A small amount of oil was obtained from the San Lorenzo fdrma-

tion at Moody Gulch, in the western part of Santa Clara County. The
wells were from 1000 to 1250 feet deep and produced a few barrels

of high-gravity oil per day. The entire productive area did not exceed

10 acres and the total production from 1880 to June 1949 was only

62,168 barrels. An extensive fill along the Santa Cruz-Los Gatos

highway has almost completely covered this small, unimportant field.

In the Martinez-Walnut Creek-San Ramon region there is a

500-foot sandstone of doubtful Oligocene age. This has been mapped
with the Miocene and may, in fact, be Miocene in age. A similar, much
thinner sandstone occurs on Carneros Creek about 5 miles west of

Napa.

Aside from these areas there are no Oligocene sediments in the

bay region. Tliiek sediments previously referred to the Oligocene

arc now known to be of upper Eocene age.

Close of Eoccne-Oligorene. There was diastroi)liisin at tlie close

of the Eocene which continued into the Oligocene, and in most of

California an almost complete withdrawal of the sea took place. Be-

cause of the scarcity of Oligocene sediments, the effects of these move-

ments in the earth's crust may be considered together.

Apparently the sea was withdrawn completely from the bay

region wifli the possible excejition of a part of San Mateo County,

which may have continued as a minor embayment. The greater part

of California was uplifted by the post-Eocene movements and sub-
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jei'lt'd to erosion. In tlie bay area the Mount Diablo re-iion was ap'ain

i'oUleii and tilted to the south, toward the ocean wliose eastern shore

lay sli-ilitly west of the present coast. Sontliern and western Marin
County probably formed a part of this tilted area.

Owing to rapid erosion of the uplifted land the relief was fairly

stronp: over the state as a whole. The present subranpres of the Coast

Ranges, sueh as the Diablo, Mount Hamilton, Gabiian, and Santa
Lueia, were outlined and stood well above the surrounding regions.

The Sierra Nevada was still an area of low relief but had been gently

warped and was beginning to rise slightly. The Great Valley of Cali-

fornia stood above sea level as an area of low relief. This configura-

tion of the Coast Ranges had a profound effect on the distribution

of the succeeding Miocene formations.

Miocene. At the beginning of the Miocene, as the term is usually

understood in California, there was a gradual down-sinking, and the

low areas were flooded by the encroaching Miocene sea. At first the

movement was one of gentle and fairly even sinking with gradual

progress of the sea over the lower areas, but as the Miocene progressed,

definite down-bowing of basin areas began, and thick prisms of sedi-

ments accumulated in the basins—prisms thickest in the central parts

of the ba.sins, and thinning toward the margins. The marginal zones

of weakness thus created collapsed during the late Tertiary \inder

powerful compressive forces.

The Jliocene may be divided conveniently into three parts, lower,

middle, and upper, the divisions being based on lithologic changes,

faunas, and, in some localities, on diastrophie disturbances. The earli-

est Miocene deposits, those first laid down in the encroaching sea, are

called the Vaqueros formation and are of lower Miocene age. Because

of the conditions of deposition, a sea encroaching over an area of

rather marked relief, the Vaqueros has a more restricted distribution

than succeeding Miocene sediments. The Vaqueros formation is com-

posed chiefly of sandstone, representing the coarse waste of the land

deposited in a shallow encroaching sea. However, because of the diverse

physiography—steep coast, gently shelving coast, broad tidal flats,

protected bays, and straits with swift currents—a considerable variety

of sediments was deposited, ranging from coarse conglomerates and
sands, to fine sands, silts, glauconitic sands, tidal-flat muds, and even

pure limestones. In the lower Miocene the Coast Ranges south of

Monterey Bay were an archipelago, with numerous islands, gulfs,

straits, and bays.

In the middle Miocene the sea transgressed over a wider area and,

in the basins, the seas deepened and a great thickness of clastic and
organic sediments was deposited. These organic sediments, diatoma-

ceous and foraminiferal shales, were the source of a great deal of

the oil found in California. In southern California there were local

disturbances between the lower and middle Miocene, but over most
of the state the sandstones of the Vaqueros grade upward into the

organic sediments of the nuddle Miocene without any evidence of a

break in deposition.

There was widespread igneous activity resulting in flows, frag-

niental volcanics, and shallow intrusives. The great bulk of the vol-

canies are submarine and are interbedded with marine sediments but
there was at least one large subaereal volcano which rose well above
sea level and showered ash into the middle Miocene sea adjacent to it.

This subaereal volcanic activity centered at the Pinnacles in San
Benito County.

Several different names have been given the middle Miocene
sediments not only in different parts of the state but also in the same
area. The oldest and most commonly used name is Monterey shale,

from the occurrence of white organic Miocene sediments at the town
of Monterey. Unfortunately it has been found that most of the organic
Miocene sediments at Monterey are of upper, rather than middle,
Miocene age. A reasonably satisfactory substitute for the name Mon-
terey is Temblor; the latter name will be used here for all the sedi-

ments above the Vaqueros and below the upper Miocene. In western
Contra Costa County the Temblor has been divided into a number
of formations on the basis of lithology, but as there is considerable

lateral variation these names are only of very local significance.

Between the middle and upper Miocene there was another di-

astrophie event which was a stronger pulse in the movements that

began the basin down-bowing at the beginning of the middle Miocene.

At the close of the middle Miocene (or the beginning of the upper
Miocene) the Coast Ranges were subjected to compression and gen-

eral slight uplift. The interbasin areas w^ere uplifted and their margins
shoaled, but the sea was not withdrawn from the major basins and
depression quickly followed uplift. As a result, the earliest upper
Miocene sediments are marked by a coarsening of grain. Since the

sea was not withdrawn from the larger basin areas, middle Miocene
sediments grade upward into upper Miocene with only a coarsening

of grain. In the central parts of the larger basins, far removed from
shore, deposition often was continuous without change in grain. On
the other hand, the marginal areas of the basins rose above sea level

and were eroded, so that when the basins again quickly .sank, upper
Miocene sediments were deposited on the beveled edges of the middle

Miocene beds. Thus there is conformity in one place between middle

and upper Miocene beds and unconformity in others. On a smaller scale

these apparently contradictory relations are similar to those during

the development of the Mcsozoic geosyncline where there were strong

marginal movements that did not interrupt deposition within the

central part of the basin.
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A number of group and formational names have been given upper

Miocene sediments in California. In the bay region upper Miocene

sediments are called the San Pablo group, which is subdivided into

three stages, the Brioucs at the base, the Cierbo, and the Neroly at

the top. The San Pablo is largely made up of fine to coarse sandstones

and gravels but there are a number of shale interbeds, some of which

closely resemble some of the organic shales of the middle Miocene.

In the bay counties the Vaqueros occurs only in San Mateo and

Santa Clara Counties but extends as far south as Hollister in San

Benito County. It was deposited in a rather long, narrow bay, known

as Santa Cruz Bay, that extended southwestward as far as Hollister.

It was confined to the region now bounded by Ben Lomond Mountain

on the west and Los Gatos on the east and represents the first encroach-

ment of the lower Miocene sea into a low area that was a remnant of

the Eocene seaway. The entrance from the open ocean seems to have

been narrow and essentially confined to the present Ilalfmoon Bay-

Pescadero region. The Vaqueros sea also covered a part of the present

Point Arena area, but there is no record of its presence over any other

part of the bay counties. Sands, gravels, and silts were deposited ; these,

together with later sediments, now stand at high angles because of

strong folding and faulting in the Pliocene.

During the middle Miocene the sea expanded eastward, covering

all of San Mateo, western Santa Clara, western Contra Costa, and

western Marin Counties. A narrow arm extended northward into

southern Napa County. It is possible that southern Marin County,

the northern part of the San Francisco peninsula, and the present site

of the southern extension of San Francisco Bay stood as a ridge sepa-

rating the Santa Cruz Mountains basin from that in eastern Alameda

and western Contra Costa Counties. The sea widened and expanded

southward, as Miocene sediments are found east of San Jose and

Morgan Hill, well up on the west .side of the Mount Hamilton Range.

In Contra Costa County the middle Miocene sea reached as far east

as Mount Diablo and Martinez, then curved westward through San

Pablo Bay and sent a narrow arm northward into Napa County. Mid-

dle Miocene sediments rest uneonformably on practically all of the

older rocks, including the ancient (juartz diorite.

Middle Miocene sediments rest on the old crystalline complex

between the San Andreas rift and Drakes Bay and extend as far south

as Duxbury Point. In this region they have been divided into the

Laird breccia, which may be upper Eocene, and undifl'erentiated Mon-

terey. Actually there are three units in this area. From Duxbury

Point northward to the eastern edge of Drakes Bay projicr, there are

typical cherts, porcellanites, organic shales, and thin hard sandstones.

The basal sandstone rests on the old quartz diorite and marble. A deep

well in the southern part of the area encountered upper Eocene sedi-

ments beneath the middle Miocene showing that the surface of the

crystalline complex becomes rather deeply buried toward the south.

No Eocene sediments are exposed in the region, unless the Laird con-

glomerate is Eocene. The middle Miocene sediments exposed along the

coast southeast of Drakes Bay are strongly folded and stand at high

angles. On the eastern shore of Drakes Bay proper these highly folded

siliceous sediments are uneonformably overlain by comparatively

soft sands and silts of a prevailingly brownish color which is in marked
contrast to the grays and whites of the underlying beds. The.se upper
sediments rest uneonformably on the middle Miocene, and the basal

glauconitie sandstone contains abundant debris of the siliceous beds

beneath. The upper beds are exposed all along the north side of Drakes

Bay and as far west as Point Reyes, where the basal glauconitie sand-

stone rests on the Laird conglomerate. Furthermore, these upper beds

are only gently folded, whereas the lower siliceous sediments are

strongly folded. The age of the upper beds is not known, but they are

probably upper Miocene.

The middle Miocene .sediments, consisting of cherts, porcellanites,

foraminiferal shales, lenses of ferruginous magnesian limestone, ben-

tonized volcanic ash and thin to thick sandstones, are well exposed

in the Berkeley Hills and here and there along the Skyline Boulevard

east of Oakland. The same types occur in Contra Costa County but

they become increasingly sandy eastward as they approach the orig-

inal shore line in the Mount Diablo region.

The same types found in the Berkeley Hills occur in San Mateo
and Santa Clara Counties but the beds are thicker because they were

nearer the center of the basin. Interbedded volcanics are abundant in

the Santa Cruz Mountains, as this was one of several centers of strong

middle Miocene volcanism in the state. These volcanics consist of rhyo-

lite ash, flows of pyroxene andesite and basalt, andesitic breccias, and
peperites. Dikes and sills of andesite, basalt, and analcite diabase are

common. These intrusives, especially the diabase sills, some of which

are over 300 feet in thickness, baked and altered the adjacent sedi-

ments with which they came in contact. The light-colored foraminiferal

and diatomaeeous shales are baked and blackened on the contact. Sev-

eral such contacts may be seen on the crest road from Ilalfmoon Bay
to La Honda.

There was marginal uplift and slight folding between the middle

and upper Miocene, quickly followed by depression and a still greater

expansion of the sea, especially eastward. The Briones sandstone,

which is of early upper Miocene age, rests with slight discordance on

the middle Miocene and its distribution is essentially the same, but by

the time deposition of the Cierbo sediments began, definite expansion

of the sea had taken place. The entire Mount Diablo region was sub-

merged and Cierbo sediments are now found a short distance south
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of Pittsburg and Antioch, north of Mount Diablo, where they rest

on the upper Eocene. Thus the Cierbo sea extended well to the east of

the middle Miocene shore line. There were movements between deposi-

tion of the Cierbo and Xeroly. as the latter rests disconformably on

the former in some localities. The Neroly sea, in the uppermost Mio-

cene, expanded still farther east and may have spread over the western

part of what is now the Great Valley. It also expanded northward,

probably as a narrow arm or bay, as far as southern Yolo County. The
previous position of this ba.v is now inferred from the presence of a

narrow band of sandstone about 300 feet thick near the eastern edge
of the Coast Ranges in Solano County ; this sandstone rests on upper
Eocene deposits and is unconformably overlain by nonmarine Pliocene.

The narrow middle Miocene arm or gulf also expanded slightly

to the northwest as Neroly .sediments are found on the line between

Xapa and Sonoma Counties 9 miles north of Sonoma.

In the Santa Cruz Mountains, in southern San Mateo County
and northwestern Santa Clara County, there is a thick section of

marine sediments that rest unconformably on the Temblor and even

transgress onto Cretaceous and Franciscan rocks. These beds, which

are nearly 10,000 feet thick, are known as the Purisima formation.

They are usually regarded as Pliocene in age but there is a strong

probability that the lower part is upper Miocene. If this is the case,

the major break came in the midst of the upper Miocene, and the

uplift at the close of the Miocene, so pronounced in some localities,

had little or no effect in this region.

Even at its greatest advance the upper Miocene sea did not

extend as far east as what is now the central part of the Great Valle.v.

Upper Miocene beds are found extensivel.v in the lower slopes of the

Sierra Nevada, but they were all deposited on land. Sometime in

the late upper Miocene there were violent explosions of rhyolitic

material, probably high up in the Sierra Nevada. The lower slopes

were covered with ash and the Sierran rivers became greatly over-

loaded with fragmental volcanic material in addition to the normal
detritus usually carried. So overloaded did they become that, in

places in the lower regions, they changed their courses. This detrital

load was carried westward and deposited along the channels and on
the flood plains of the rivers where the foothills merged with the flat

plains that were the forerunner of the present Great Valley. The
tufFaceous sediments formed a practically continuous sheet which
overlapped across the older lone and spread well out into the plains.

In some places fairly pure rhyolitic tuffs were deposited, but over

most of the region the sediments are tuffaceous sands, gravels and

silts. These upper Miocene rhyolitic deposits were subsequently up-

lifted ; erosion removed some of them, and some were covered with

later Tertiary sediments or valley alluvium.

In central and southern California the Miocene is of great eco-
nomic importance as it is the source and sometimes the present reser-

voir of a very large amount of oil. Miocene rocks of the bay region
are organic and seepages have been found in them, but thus far
neither oil nor gas in commercial quantities has been obtained.

The Miocene sands are feldspathic and are not suitable for glass
manufacture, and many of the shales are too siliceous for making
bricks. Some of the cherts and volcanics have been used, to a limited
extent, for road metal. None of the diatomaeeous earths in northern
California are sufiiciently pure to be quarried for diatomite. Ben-
tonites are present but they are too thin and too highly folded for
successful exploitation.

In the Sierra Nevada the purer rhyolite ash channel deposits
have been quarried for building stone. The material breaks out in

large blocks, is easily worked, and has surprising strength. The best

stone is quarried near Altaville in Calaveras County where rather
pure, well consolidated gray to cream-colored ash is found in the old
Calaveras channel from which so much placer gold was obtained. A
number of old buildings in adjacent towns are constructed of blocks
of rhyolite ash.

Close of the Miocene. In the region under diseu.ssion there were
movements in the upper Miocene, at the close of the Miocene, and
probably in the earl.v lower Pliocene. These varied in severity from
place to place but their net effect was widespread uplift and a with-

drawal of the sea from most of the region. It is not yet possible accu-

rately to separate the effects or to determine the relative importance
of these related movements, but it is known that they were not of equal
strength everywhere.

An example of these uplifts is found in the Berkeley Hills and
eastward where the Orinda formation, almost entirely continental

and lacustrine, contains a thin discontinuous basal marine member
that carries a marine upper Miocene fauna. This rests unconformably
either on the Cretaceous or on the Claremont chert, a member low
in the Temblor, indicating that there was considerable erosion in

upper Miocene in this region. The sea withdrew northward because

of uplift in the upper Miocene and retreated toward the Mount Diablo
region, which continued under marine waters. The Orinda, in the

Berkeley Hills, is entirely nonmarine, except for the basal member,
and contains a late upper Miocene vertebrate fauna that is regarded
as being equivalent to the marine Neroly. On the southwest side of
Mount Diablo, where the beds are sharply upturned, and even over-

turned, the marine phase of the Neroly is present. This is overlain

by a thin basal conglomerate and then marine lower Pliocene, the

Diablo formation, 600 to 900 feet thick. The marine deposits grade
upward into nonmarine lower Pliocene beds, which contain an abun-
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dant nonmarine vertebrate fauna equivalent to the Siesta fauna above

the Orinda in the Berkeley Hills. The withdrawal of the sea was

caused by a strong uplift in the upper Miocene, which probably raised

what is now the southern part of San Francisco Bay. At the same time

there was continuous deposition to the north and east in the Mount

Diablo region. Slight uplift at the close of the Miocene or very early

in the Pliocene caused a further withdrawal of the sea and the deposi-

tion of continental beds.

It is clear, however, that the effect of movements in the late upper

Miocene, at the close of the Miocene and possibly in the very early

lower Pliocene was to cause uplift, a withdrawal of the sea from most

of the region, and erosion of the uplifted areas.

A complication that greatly affects the question of the Miocene-

Pliocene boundary must be mentioned here. As yet, the vertebrate

and invertebrate paleontologists are not in complete agreement and

actually two chronologies exist side by side. Nonmarine equivalents

of sediments called upper Miocene by invertebrate paleontologists are

nearly always called lower Pliocene by vertebrate paleontologists.

Until complete agreement is reached between the two chronologies,

discussion of the upper Miocene-lower Pliocene sequence is difficult in

a i-egion, such as the bay counties, where nonmarine and marine phases

of both occur. Furthermore, there is not complete agreement among
invertebrate paleontologists regarding the same subject. For example,

some state that the entire Purisiraa is Pliocene; others that the lower

part is definitely upper Miocene.

Pliocene. The Pliocene in the bay region is well represented, and

a number of formations are recognizable. Most of these are land-laid

or lacustrine, but some are marine. There was widespread volcanism

in both the lower and upper Pliocene and volcanic rocks are widely

distributed, especially north of the bay.

The most important diastrophic event in the development of the

Coast Ranges as we know them today, since the late Jurassic Nevadan

revolution, occurred in the late middle Pliocene. All of the rocks older

than upper Pliocene were strongly folded, faulted, and uplifted. This

strong (liastrophism brought into existence or further accentuated

practically all of the major topographic aiul structural features of the

state. At the close of this violent but brief orogenic period, the major

ranges and valleys had a form and location very similar to those of

today.

The Purisima formation consists of nearly 10.000 feet of marine

clastic and organic sediments that extend from Ilalfmoon Hay along

the coast to Pescadero and for a considerable distance inland. They

are again found at the Sargent oil field in southern Santa Clara

County. They were deposited in a seaway that extended from the

coast to the Coalinga region and the southern San Joaquin Valley.

Their most northerly exposure is in a narrow belt lying west of the

Pescadero fault between Pillar Point and Seal Cove, north of Half-

moon Bay. Usually the Purisima formation is regarded as lower and
middle Pliocene in age but it is possible that the lower part is late

upper Miocene. The Purisima beds rest unconformably on middle
Miocene, Eocene, Cretaceous, and Franciscan rocks.

Diatomaceous and foraminiferal shales in the Purisima have been

the source of a small amount of high-gravity oil. Seepages are numer-
ous and a number of wells have been drilled. Sporadic production has

been obtained since 1882 although the first is said to have been obtained

in 1867. The Purisima trough was the most important marine seaway

in the bay region during the Pliocene.

For a better understanding of the lower and middle Pliocene of

the bay region, it is necessary to discuss the general physiographic

conditions that came into existence in the late upper Miocene and con-

tinued, with shifting of basins and withdrawals of the .sea, into the

middle Pliocene.

As a result of late upper Miocene diastrophism a nonmarine
trough, extending at least from the latitude of San Jose northward
for 90 miles almost to Santa Rosa, came into existence. This may not

have been fully developed everywhere in the late upper Miocene and
it undoubtedly was affected by minor warpings at the close of the

Miocene and in the lower Pliocene, but by the close of the middle

Pliocene, when the trough w'as folded and uplifted, sediments had

been deposited in it throughout its full length. In some parts of this

long narrow basin the sea remained until early in the lower Pliocene,

but in other parts it was withdrawn in the late Miocene so that non-

marine sediments extend down into the upper Miocene.

This long trough always stood near sea level ; as it continued to

sink, sediments were added at such a rate that the depositional sur-

face continued to remain slightly above sea level. Because of a number
of factors, such as destruction of the trough at the close of the middle

Pliocene, the intense folding and faulting of the beds, the scarcity of

vertebrate fossil remains, and the dual chronology previously men-
tioned, it is impo.ssible at present definitely to establish the stage of

each unit or to correlate all of the units throughout the full extent of

the long basin.

Another similar trough developed on the east side of the Diablo

Range at about the same time. This basin extended from southwestern

San Joaquin County to the Coalinga region. All of the Pliocene sedi-

ments deposited in the latter trough are nonmarine as far southeast as

northern Fresno County, where they start to interfinger with marine

sediments." In the Coalinga area all of the Pliocene sediments are

marine. Thus this lower and middle Pliocene trough was a continental

trough ; land-laid deposits accumulated in the northern part ; shallow
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marine sediments in the southern part. In the area between the two

parts there are numerous interfingierings of land-laid and marine

beds. The depositional surface of the northern continental part of the

trough never stood much above sea level and it continued to sink

slowly as sediment.s from the adjacent highland were carried into it.

The southern marine part also was shallow, the depositional surface

being not far below sea level. There must have been a very slight but

not uniform southeastward slope in the trough. That there were fluc-

tuations of level is shown by the interfingering of marine and non-

marine sediments in northern Fresno County.

The name Orinda formation originally was applied to all of the

nonmarine Pliocene of northern Alameda and western Contra Costa

Counties, although the Siesta lake beds were separated from the

Orinda in the Berkeley Hills. Subsequent work has shown that all of

the Orinda in this region is not lower Pliocene, and that sediments

originally mapped as Orinda southwest of Mount Diablo are not

equivalent to the Orinda of the Berkeley Hills.

In the Berkeley Hills, the Orinda, as herein defined, is of late

upper Miocene age ; the Siesta is of lower Pliocene age. From back of

Oakland and Berkeley northwestward to the bay, the Orinda consists

of continental flood-plain deposits, with thin discontinuous marine

beds at the base. These rest on Franciscan, Cretaceous, and middle

Miocene rocks, the overlap on older rocks becoming more pronounced

to the northwest. The Orinda, which is strongly folded, consists of

coarse to fine prevailingly red gravels, sands, silts and clays. There

I
is a thin rhyolite tuff in the upper part of the formation. These sedi-

: ments were deposited on the flood plain of the highland that lay to

i
the southwest in the present San Francisco Bay region, an area that

1 stood well above sea level at that time. The gravels in the Orinda
i contain abundant debris of Franciscan and Cretaceous rocks derived

I from the west. In the Berkeley Hills the Orinda has a maximum
thickness of about 1500 feet, thinning to the north.

The rhyolite tuff in the Orinda is of local derivation, resulting

from explosions of rhyolitic volcanoes in the Berkeley Hills and north

Berkeley ; several local centers of rhyolitic volcanic activity are known.
' There are small rhyolite breccia necks intruding the lower part of the

.; Orinda, some of which broke through to the surface with explosive

j
activity. One is at Little Grizzly in the Berkeley Hills ; another forms
Cragmont Park.

The Orinda is succeeded by and interdigitated with the Moraga
volcanics, chiefly andesite flows, tuffs, and agglomerates. These appar-

lently came from the north, as they thicken greatly in that direction.

The apparent northward thinning of the Orinda is merely the result

of successive flows that came from the north into the Orinda basin

;

the lower flows did not travel as far south as the later flows. The flows

are separated by Orinda sediments. There is no actual northward

thinning of the Orinda, as flows and fragmental volcanics on the

northwest take the place of sediments on the southeast. Thus the

contact between the Orinda and the Moraga is not a time contact

but a lithologic one.

These flows and fragmental volcanics interrupted the drainage

and formed 'temporary lakes in which the Siesta formation, which
is of very limited extent, was deposited. The Siesta consists of marsh
and lake clays, ostracodal clays and impure ostracodal limestones,

banded impure cherts, silts, sandstones, gravels, thin lignitic beds

and beds of volcanic ash. In the south the Siesta is about 700 feet

thick but it thins to less than 50 feet north of Grizzly Peak. The
Siesta contains lower Pliocene vertebrates.

The Siesta is succeeded by and interbedded with the Bald Peak
lavas, which are chiefly flows of basalt and andesite. Actually the

Siesta also is interbedded with the underlying Moraga volcanics. To
the north, in the Bald Peak syncline, the Siesta thins to less than 50

feet so that the Moraga volcanics are almost in contact with the Bald
Peak lavas. The volcanics are not traceable to the north since they lie

in a southeastward-plunging syncline and hence rise to the north

where they have been removed by erosion, exposing the underlying

Orinda. All of the beds just described may be seen along Grizzly

Peak Boulevard in the Berkeley Hills.

The Orinda-Siesta volcanic sequence in the Berkeley Hills is the

result of deposition of continental sediments on the western edge of

the San Jose-Santa Rosa trough in the late upper Miocene and lower

Pliocene. If the northwestward thinning of the Siesta should con-

tinue the Moraga and Bald Peak volcanics would come together and
form one continuous volcanic sequence. Unfortunately these volcanics

are not again exposed at the surface to the northwest but certain .sub-

surface volcanics in the Petaluma region, beneath the Pliocene Peta-

luma formation, are believed to be equivalent.

As the Orinda appears to be late upper Miocene and the Siesta

is Pliocene, the Miocene-Pliocene contact comes somewhere in this

sedimentar.v-voleanic sequence and an arbitrary contact must be drawn
for mapping purposes. Probably the simplest solution would be to

draw the line at the base of the Moraga volcanics ; however, this is

not a time contact, and the volcanics interdigitate with the Orinda.

Although the beds described above are only of local importance

the section has been fully described to show the difficulties frequently

encountered in establishing a satisfactory contact between many
important geologic time divisions.

The upper Miocene sea retreated northeastward toward the Mount
Diablo region, which remained under water as late as the beginning
of the lower Pliocene. Here the thin marine Diablo formation was
deposited, which grades up into at least 6000 feet of nonmarine flood-

plain and lacustrine sediments to which the name Green Valley has

h
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been given. An abundant lower Pliocene vertebrate fauna, which in-

cludes primitive horses, antelope, foxes, dogs, and wolves, is found in

the lower part of the Green Valley beds ; it is probable that this forma-

tion is in part middle Pliocene in age. Although there are many gravel

lenses in the Green Valley it is prevailingly finer grained than the

Orinda; reddish-colored sediments are present but the general color

is gray to tan. During deposition of the Green Valley formation the

basin lay near sea level and it is quite possible that braekish-water con-

ditions prevailed at times as a result of minor fluctuations of level.

The name Tassajero formation has been suggested for exactly

similar beds overlying the Green Valley formation but the beds never

have been completely described.

The volcanic sequence of the Berkeley Hills does not extend into

the Mount Diablo region. Volcanic ash beds high in the Green Valley

formation that have been correlated with the Moraga volcanics are

much younger.

A series of continental and lacustrine beds is exposed to the east

and north of the city of Petaluma in south-central Sonoma County.

Although the base of these beds is not exposed at the surface, con-

siderable information has been obtained from wells drilled for oil. As

exposed at the surface, the Petaluma formation consists of 2500 feet

of brown and gray clay shales, silts, brown and gray sandstones, and

thill gravels. The top is not exposed as the Petaluma beds are uncon-

formably overlain by Merced sands and Sonoma volcanics. An un-

known thickness of the Petaluma formation was removed prior to the

accumulation of the later sediments and volcanics.

The lower 2000 feet of the Petaluma is not exposed at the surface

but was penetrated by several wells drilled for oil. It is similar to the

exposed beds, but there is also several hundred feet of gray to green-

ish-gray ostracodal shales with lenses of impure gray ostracodal lime-

stones. The lower 150 feet consists of interbedded ostracodal shales

and volcanics; beneath these transition beds there are known to be

4162 feet of volcanics, both flows and fragmental material. These rocks,

which have been called the Tolay volcanics, consist of basalt and ande-

site flows, agglomerates, and tuffs. One 20-foot bed of.silty shale was

cored in the midst of the volcanics. The sedimentary part of the Peta-

hinia formation, exposed and cored in wells, has a thickness of at least

4500 feet and the sediments grade downward into more than 4000 feet

of volcanic rocks.

The lower part of the Petaluma formation closely resembles the

Siesta formation which is exposed 30 miles to the southeast, and the

Tolay volcanics closely resemble the Bald Peak and Moraga volcanics.

Both' the I'etalmna and Siesta are known to be Pliocene but the exact

position of the former in tlie Pliocene is not completely known. Verte-

brate fossils from the exposed top of the Petaluma are thought to be

middle Pliocene ; the lower part of the formation may. well be lower

Pliocene. The writer believes that the Tolay volcanics, as encountered

in the wells in the Petaluma district, are essentially equivalent to the

Orinda-Moraga-Bald Peak group of rocks of the Berkeley Hills, and
that the Petaluma is the time equivalent of the Siesta and of sedi-

ments eroded from above the Bald Peak lavas. It is also probably

equivalent to part of the Green Valley formation. The entire sequence

of Tolay volcanics and Petaluma sediments is lithologically similar to

the volcanic-Siesta sequence in the Berkeley Hills, and the two areas

were formerly a part of the San Jose-Santa Rosa trough. The Tolay

volcanics probably are late upper Miocene and lower Pliocene and the

Petaluma formation is probably lower and middle Pliocene.

In the Petaluma district the Franciscan is thrust northeastward

over the Petaluma formation on the southwest and on the northeast

the Petaluma beds are uneonformably covered by the Sonoma vol-

canics.

Since the base of the Tolay volcanics is neither exposed nor reached

in wells nothing is known regarding the rocks on which the volcanics

rest. The writer believes that these volcanics rest on Franciscan rocks.

A few seepages of oil occur in the Petaluma beds and a number
of wells have been drilled. A small amount of gas and low-gravity oil

has been obtained from sands in the Petaluma formation above the

ostracodal shales and limestones. There is no evidence that organic

marine Miocene sediments occur beneath the Tolay volcanics and no

sign of either oil or gas was found in the volcanics, although they were

cored continuously. Apparently the only available source for the low-

gravity oil found in the sands above the lower shales was the organic

matter in the lacustrine ostracodal shales themselves, and hence the

'

oil is of fresh water, rather than marine origin.

The formations just described, both sediments and volcanics,

ranging from late upper Miocene through, or at least into, the middle

Pliocene, accumulated in a trough that was bounded on the southwest

by a land mass that extended through western Marin County, the

present San Francisco peninsula, and southwestward into northern

Santa Clara County. Southwest of this highland lay the marine trough

in which the Purisima was deposited.

The trough in which the continental Orinda, Green Valley, Peta-

luma, and volcanics accuniulated seems to have been relatively narrow

on both its southeastern and northwestern ends, but to have been widei

enough across the central part to include Contra Costa, northern Ala-

meda, and .southern Solano Counties. The present IMount Diablo

region mjght have risen slightly above the depositional levels in the'

middle Pliocene. The northern part of the Diablo and Mount Hamiltoni

Ranges stood well above the depositional level and contributed detritus

to the troughs at their bases. The western trough probably connected
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with tilt' basin, previously described, on the east side of the Diablo

Kauirc The two iiiergred with the plains fronting the Sierra Nevada.

l)iiriii<: this time the Sierra Nevada was still fairly low, but the

erestal rcijion <jra(lually had been bowed upward and may have reached

elevations of 6000 to 8000 feet. In the hi^'hcr parts of these moun-

tains there were violent volcanic eruptions that <rave rise to many
andesitic flows and much explosive fragmental material. There were

many andesite flows in the higher parts of the Sierra Nevada but few

reached the lower slopes. The fragmental material, however, was car-

ried westward in great ((uantities in two ways—primarily as stream

sands and gravels, but also, more spectacularly, as pasty mud flows of

fine to coarse andesitic material. Some of the Hows traveled more than

60 miles down the low slopes, reaching almost to the present border of

the Great Valley. Tlve finer products of explosive activity were show-

ered over the entire region and were washed into the streams, thus in-

creasing their load. In fact, wind-borne ash from some of the more vio-

lent explosions may have been carried as far west as the Pliocene basins

of the Coast Ranges.

Tlie overloaded Sierra Nevada streams carried the andesitic ma-

terial together with their normal detrital load westward. This debris

was deposited by the streams along their courses and over their west-

ern flood plains. Coar.se andesitic material, most of it fairly well

rounded, is now found as far west as the edge of the Great Valley but,

in general, the material becomes finer-grained toward the west. These

andesitic sands, silts, and boulder beds covered the earlier Tertiary

sediments, lone and rhyolitie material, and much of the bedrock, but

subseciuent erosion has exposed these formations in many places.

The great nnid flows u.sually followed the old .stream channels, but

may have spread over some of the interstream areas. They evidently

moved down the gentle slopes as pasty water-soaked masses of fine to

coarse andesitic debris. Some of the larger blocks in the mud flows are

over 20 feet in diameter. Blocks 10 to 15 feet in size are common.

Practically all of the volcanic centers were in the higher Sierra

Nevada region; it is there that the flows are thickest and most

numerous. On the lower slopes, in Amador and Calaveras Counties, a

group of andesitic plugs now rise above the surrounding country;

Jackson Butte and Golden Gate Hill are the most conspicuous. These

may have been centers of explosive activity, but it is more probable

that they never quite reached the .surface. Vertebrate remains, many
of which arc identical with those found in the Coast Ranges, indicate

that the anilesitic explosions and the resulting debris that spread over

much of the central Sierra Nevada are lower and middle Pliocene in

age. The bulk of the explosions took place in the lower Pliocene, al-

though the activity may have begun in the late upper Miocene. Only
minor waning volcanic activity continued into the middle Pliocene.

In the lower Pliocene the climate appears to have been slightly
warmer and more arid than at present. Vegetation was somewhat
similar and the region abounded in primitive horses, antelope, foxes,

dogs, wolves, and rodents. The ranges, such as Diablo, Mount Hamil-
ton and those north of the bay. stood above the deposit ional level but
they were much lower and liad a more subdued topography than at
present. Neither the (Jolden Gate nor San Francisco Bay were in

existence. Most of the drainage in the Great Valley probably was
southward into the lower Pliocene sea that occupied the southern part
of San Joaquin Valley. The view eastward from central Contra Costa
County or from the northern end of the ancestral Diablo Range in^
eastern Alameda County or southern San Joaquin Comity would have
taken in the gentle eastern slope of the Diablo Range fronted by broad
plains extending to the low western slopes of the Sierra Nevada. This
plain, which was receiving the lower Pliocene deposits derived both
from the east and west, was dotted here and there by lakes. Vegetation
was scanty except in the higher regions, along stream courses in the
plains, and about the lakes. Primitive horses, camels, antelope and
carnivorous animals abounded in the region. Primitive vultures,
eagles, hawks, and other birds, not greatly different from those of the
present, pursued their usual lives in the air. In the distance toward
the east the Sierra Nevada gradually rose and, in the higher regions,

volcanoes sent up their showers of smoke and ash. In the winters the
higher Sierra Nevada probably was snow covered. Aside from the vol-

canic eruptions it was a peaceful scene as yet untroubled by the advent
of man.

In the late middle or early upper Pliocene the scene changed ancf^
the entire landscape was greatly modified. The bay region was sub-
jected to compression and the rocks of the Coast Ranges area were
acutely faulted, folded, even overturned, and the mountains rose. The
smaller basins in which the preceding Pliocene sedinuMits were de-

posited were destroyed. The sea was finally driven from the southern
San Joaquin Valley and the present drainage system of the Great
Valley had its earliest beginning. The climate probably gradually
changed, becoming somewhat cooler.

Because of its rigid crystalline basement the Sierra Nevada region

was not strongly folded but bowed gently upward. The general eleva-

tion increased slightly and the streams accelerated their work of down
cutting.

These changes, although slow in comparison with ordinary stand-

ards, were rapid in comparison with the time required for the deposi-

tion of the earlier Pliocene sediments.

As the mountains rose, a small part of the coastal region, extend^
ing from the northern part of San Francisco peninsula northward
through Marin and Sonoma Counties, sank and was flooded by the

to—40S39
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late middle or early upper Pliocene sea. Debris from the risinfr moun-
tains, wliicli were subjected to active erosion a-s they rose, was washed
into tiiis sea. forininpr the marine Merced formation. At the same time

volcanic activity befran in the region north of San Francisco Bay,

producintr tlie andesitic, rhyolitic, and basaltic flows and fragmental

material known as the Sonoma volcanics. Along the west side of the

(Jreat Valley tlie debris from the rising mountains was carried down
to the i)hiins and deposited, forming the Tehama beds.

Not all of tiiese events occurred at exactly the same time but they

occni)ied tiie space of time from the late middle Pliocene into the early

Pleistocene. The diastrophism that brought about the changes occupied

the late middle and early upper Pliocene. Erosion of the elevated

ranges began immediately but the resulting .sediments are not neces-

sarily synchronous over the entire area.

The Merced formation consists of marine sands, silts, sandy

shales, gravels, and volcanic ash. At its type section near Lake Merced

south of San Francisco it is over 5000 feet thick, but elsewhere it

rarely attains a thickness of 300 feet.

The uppermost Purisima beds farther to the south may be C(|uiva-

lent to the Merced, as the upper more sandy sediments now iuchided

in the Purisima formation overlap across the lower Purisima.

North of the bay there are small remnants of the marine Merced

formation as far east as Petaluma and Santa Rosa w'here they rest

on the eroded surface of the Franciscan. V'olcanic ash, identical with

that in the lower part of the Sonoma volcanics occurs interbedded

with the nuirine Merced. South and west of Petaluma nutrine Merced

sediments are interbedded with andesite flows of the Sonoma volcanics.

The upper Pliocene sea in which the Jlerccd was deposited

extended as far east as a line running from Si'ars Point on Tolay

Creek in Sonoma Count.v northwestward to Santa Rosa. i\'o marine

Jlcrced is known east of San Francisco Bay.

Sonoma volcanics is the name given to a thick accunndalion of

flows, agglomerates, tuft's, and tulfaceons land-laid sediments that

extend from the southern end of Sonoma Mountains, on the n(n-ih

shore of San Pablo Bay, northwestward through Napa, Sonoma, and

Lake Counties. Owing to later gentle folding, faulting, and erosion,

they now occur in large detached areas over the counties mentioned,

but at one time they nuist have covered most, if not all this area. The

centers of eruption, of which there must have been nuuiy. were all on

land east of the eastermost extent of the sea in which the Merced was

deposited, but some of tlu' flows extended into this sea and are inter-

bedded with the marine Pliocene.

These volcanics were poured out over a surface of some relief and

hence vary greatly in thickness and in secinenee from one place to

another. They rest uncoufornuibly on all older formations, including

the Petaluma. East of Petaluma they rest on the strongly beveled and
eroded edges of the Petaluma formation, elsewhere they rest on Fran-

ciscan-Knoxville, Lower and Upper Cretaceous, and Eocene rocks.

As they are interbedded with the marine Merced they are equiva-

lent, at least in part, to that formation ; but their complete range is

not known. Marine fossils in the Merced and plant remains in sedi-

ments below and interbedded with the volcanics indicate that the vol-

canics are at least in part of upper Pliocene age.

Their thickness depends on the nature of the surface over which

they accumulated and the proximit.v of centers of eruption. In the

bay counties their maximum thickness is about 1200 feet, but in

places they are over 2000 feet thick.

They are well exposed in the rugged, rather bu.shy hills on both

sides of Napa Valley and in the Sonoma Mountains. They also form

Mount St. Helena, Mount Colib, and Boggs Mountain. In places they

are underlain by tuffaceous continental and lacustrine sediments that

accumulated in topographic lows prior to the main volcanic outbursts,

but in other places they rest on older rocks. The continental sediments

beneath the volcanics range from a thin veneer to more than 800 feet

in thickness.

In composition they have a wide range, including rhyolites,

daeites, audesites, hypersthene andesitcs, basalts, and olivine basalts.

Some of the flows are very glassy, and obsidians equivalent in com-

position to rhyolite, dacite, and andesite are found.

On the western side of Berryessa Valley, in eastern Napa County,

the fcathering-(uit eastern edges of the volcanics are interbedded with

typical continental Tehama sediments.

The Tehama formation is entirely continental, being deposited on

the flood plains of rivers and in lakes. It is typieall.v developed along

the west side of Sacramento Valley from Tehama (bounty southward

to Snisun Bay. There is a small area of Tehama sediment south of Port

Chicago that extends southeast to the latitiule of Antioeh. Here it rests

uncouformably on the Neroly.

North of Yolo County the Tehama attains a thickness of over

2500 feet ; but in the bay region its maximum exposed thickness is 1200

feet. It dips eastward at low angles and disappears beneath Pleisto-

cene terraces and valley alluvium in Sacramento Valley.

The Tehama formation consists of coarse to fine gravels and sands,

silts, clays, thin lignitic beds, and ])umiccous volcanic ash. Commonly
there is a bed of white pumiceous ash near the base; this is known as

the Nomlaki tufi' mendier. The beds usually are very lenticular, a char-

acteristic of continental sediments deposited on the flood plains of

streams, aiKl the sands and gravels are strongly cross-bedded. Some
of the bluish and greenish clays are evenly bedded, indicating lake

de])osition.
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On the west side of Berryessa Valley, which was already a well-

detiiiiHl valley in the upper I'lioeene, the Tehama is very tufFaeeoiis

and is interdi^itated with the extreme eastern edg:e of the Sonoma vol-

eanies. In the bay region the Tehama formation has been ealled the

Wolfskin formation but sinee the Wolfskill as mapped and defined

is continuous with the Tehama and as the name Tehama greatly ante-

dates the name Wolfskill, the latter should be abandoned.

The marine Merced, the Sonoma volcanies, and the continental

Tehama (includin",' the Xomlaki tuff) are essentially synchronous.

This does not mean that all parts of each of these units are of exactly

the same age, but that they were deposited in different regions at ap-

proximately the same time. Usually all are called upper Pliocene but

any or all of them may extend downward into the late middle Pliocene.

It is also probable that any or all of them extend info the lower Pleis-

tocene. They all aec\imulated after the mid-Pliocene diastrophism.

Except near faults that either came into existence in the Pleistocene

or old faults that moved again in the Pleistocene, all of the upper Plio-

cene beds have relatively low dips. This is in marked contrast to the

adjacent lower Pliocene and older beds. All of these upper Pliocene,

beds have been warped to some extent, but the folding has been gentle

compared with that suffered by the lower Pliocene and older rocks. The
orogeny that folded the upper Pliocene and lower Pleistocene beds

took place in the mid-Pleistocene. In southern California this orogeny

was as strong or even stronger than the mid-Pliocene orogeny, but in

central California the mid-Pliocene orogeny had by far the greater

effect.

The Santa Clara gravels in Santa Clara County and the San
Benito gravels in San Benito County are of late upper Pliocene and
lower Pleistocene age. At present they cannot be correlated with the

formations just described.

Oil occurs in the Purisima beds in the Ilalfmoon Bay-La Honda
region in San Mateo County and in the Sargent oil field in southern

Santa Clara County. In the Ilalfmoon Bay district the oil originates

from organic shales in the lower part of the Purisima and accumulates

in thin tight sands in the Purisima above the organic shales. In the

Sargent area the oil originates in the underlying organic Monterey
shales and accumulates in basal sands of the Purisima which rest

uneonforuiably on the Monterey. In the Sargent area the oil is of low
gravity averaging less than 17 degrees Baume, whereas in the Half-

moon Bay region the oil is of high gravity averaging 48 degrees

Baume.

Small (luantities of oil have been sporadically produced in the

Halfmoon Bay region since 1882. In the early days the oil was hauled
across the mountains to San Mateo and thence to San Francisco. It

iis said to have been used to illuminate some of the old theaters on Mis-

sion Street in San Francisco. Although the gravity is excellent, the
yield is too small to be commercial at present.

Attention was attracted to the Sargent area by large oil seepages,
and some drilling was done as early as 1886. Commercial production
began in 1904 and continued to 1948. The total production of the
Sargent field has been 783,759 barrels.

Oil also occurs in the Petaluma formation about 5 miles east of
Petaluma. A number of wells have been drilled and several have ob-

tained oil and gas, but no sustained commercial production has
resulted. There have been three main periods of activity, 1924-27, 1937,
and 1948-49. Wells properly located structurally come in at 40 to 50
barrels per day but decline rapidly to a point where production ceases

to be commercial. The oil is of low gravity, about 19 degrees Baume,
and appears to have originated from fresh-water ostracodal shales.

The Merced formation has yielded little of economic value except

for sands and gravels used locally. A thick welded tuff in the Jlerced

northwest of Petaluma has been quarried for railroad balla.st, fill,

and road metal.

The Sonoma volcanies supply a number of substances of economic
value. Near Napa a rather pure pumice tuft" is extensively quarried

and, after simple treating, is used as a light-weight aggregate in con-

crete for a variety of purposes. It is also suitable, when finely ground,
for an abrasive and as one of the components of fireproof roofing

shingles.

The volcanic flows frequently are quarried, crushed, and used as

road metal. At one time some of the volcanies were quarried and used

as paving blocks. Both flows and tuff's are crushed, treated, and used
for a great variety of purposes, particularly as cement aggregates.

Some of the flows and hard tuffs are quarried and used locally for

bridges, culverts, retaining walls, and even large wineries, part icularly

in Napa and Sonoma Counties. Some of the thin bedded flows, both

rhyolite and audesite, have been quarried and sold for flagstones for

gardens and patios.

Thin seams of lignite occur in a few places in the continental

sediments beneath the volcanies but they have no present commercial

value.

In a number of places the Sonoma volcanies lie in very gentle

synclines along ridges, resting on impervious older beds. When this

occurs, springs commonly issue from the lavas at the contact. The
water in such springs is of excellent quality and forms an important

local source of domestic water. ^
Pleistocene. After the deposition of the Merced and Tehama

formations and the outpouring of the Sonoma volcanicts the region was
again folded, but less severely than in the mid-Pliocene in central

California. Movement again took place on faults already established
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Fig. G. Offset fvuce near Crystal SpriiiKs Lakes. View west toward Caliil Kidcc. .Man is siaiuliii;; on furrowed k'"""'' iiiaikui^- ilu' .surfaii' iraoe of the San Andreas
fault movenient of 190G

; ground behind has been shitted to the ri(;ht. I'hoio from J. C. linmner collection, courtesy iStanjord UnhersUy.
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and it is possible tliat new faults came into existence. The combined
effects of the two orofrenies was to form the main structural and topo-

frrapliic features as we now know them. As a result of the mid-1'leisto-

eene uplift and foldiujr the sea was completely driven from central

California except for minor enibayments which persisted practically

until the close of the Pleistocene.

The combined Sacramento and San Joacptin Rivers already had
cut a channel throufrh the ran<res prior to the Pleistocene but San
Francisco Bay was not yet in existence. In fact the basin, or rather

basins, now occupied by San Pablo and San Francisco Bays did not

come into existence until the late Pleistocene. The actual flooding by
the sea may not have been accomplished until after the melting of the

glaciers and the return to the sea of the vast quantity of water locked

in the glaciers.

It is possible, even probable, that the depositional stage repre-

sented by the Merced formation, Sonoma volcanics, and Tehama
formation continued into the early Pleistocene and that the upper
parts of these units actually are Pleistocene. Regarding this point,

however, there is little evidence. At any rate the Merced basin was de-

stroyed and the sea driven from the land by the mid-Pleistocene

orogeny. The effect of this orogeny, probably aided by milder move-
ments later in the Pleistocene, was to gently fold and elevate the

marine ^M^rced as much as 1000 feet above sea level along the west side

of Santa Rosa Valley. The up-arching appears to have been much
greater eastward in the higher central part of the Coa.st Ranges east

of Santa Rosa and Napa Valleys, as the Sonoma volcanics lie at eleva-

tions up to .several thousand feet. However, as these volcanics are

continental and not marine, their original elevation is not known with
certainty.

There are certain wholly continental formations in the interior

valleys, such as the Livermore, Santa Clara, and San Benito gravels,

which appear to range in age from late Pliocene to middle Pleistocene.

These are regarded by the writer as flood-plain and lacustrine sedi-

ments formed in interior valleys as a result of the strong uplift caused
by the late Pliocene diastrophism. The uplifted older rocks were at-

tacked by erosion and the debris from them deposited in the interior

valleys which appear to have continued to sink by gentle down-bowing.
These valley deposits were tilted and gently folded by the mid-Pleis-

tocene orogeny.

The sediments deposited after the mid-Pleistocene orogeny are

either flat-lying or very gently tilted except along faults on which
there has been comparatively recent movement. In such places drag
effects may produce very local steep dips.

There are flat-lying late Pleistocene marine deposits near Tomales
Bay that extend a short distance inland. These must be late Pleistocene

as all of the marine invertebrates found in them are species which are
living today.

There are extensive late Pleiistocene nonmarine terrace deposits
in the Montezuma Hills and along the west side of the Great Valley.
Late Pleistocene marine terraces also occur along the coast.

The mid-Pleistocene orogeny was not the last disturbance to

affect the Coast Ranges, as the late Pleistocene marine terraces are
slightly deformed. An excellent example of such a warped terrace may
be seen at the south side of Halfmoon Bay where the broad terrace
that forms the elevated bench to the .south tilts gently northward and
the pholas-bored surface of the steeply dipping Purisima formation
disappears beneath the present beach sands.

'

--..,

Both Santa Rosa and Napa ^^alleys appear to have been gently
bowed downward in the late Pleistocene. San Pablo Bay, which is

actually a continuation of the Santa Rosa-Cotati Valley depression,
also appears to have been bowed downward. That part of San Fran-
cisco Bay lying west and south of Carcpiiuez Strait also appears to have
experienced contemporaneous down-warping. This down-sinking prob-
ably continued until recent times, as Indian kitchen middens on the

bay shore near Emeryville extend downward several feet below sea
level.

There seems to be no reason to doubt that slow warping move-
ments are going on at the present time. It is, of course, known that

there are sudden sharp movements along certain active faults, result-

ing in earthquakes, but the folding and warping of the crust is so slow
and gentle as to be imperceptible in the short span of individual
human life.

Late Pleistocene volcanism has taken place in the bay region in

several localities. North and west of Clayton there are flat-lying olivine

basalts that appear to be late Pleistocene in age. In the low hills along
the east side of Santa Clara Valley, west of Morgan Hill, there are

flat-lying olivine basalt flows that rest on a terrace cut on inclined

Santa Clara gravels. Since the gravels are almost certainly early

Pleistocene and were tilted and then beveled before the volcanic

activity, the flows must be late Pleistocene.

In northern Napa County there are flat-lying olivine basalt flows

that originated in the Clear Lake volcanic province to the north, that

rest unconforniably on gently folded upper Pliocene Sonoma volcanics.

At present it is not known whether these are early or late Pleistocene

in age.

There are several other known occurrences of Pleistocene basalts

and olivine basalts in the Coast Ranges outside of the bay region. All

of the Pleistocene flows, except those in the Clear Lake region, are of

small areal extent.
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C(i)irluslon. From tlie foi'ORoiiifr it is elear that the f,'eolof!;ie his-

toid ol' the bay region, as that of tlie (^oast Ranges in general, has been

anything but monotonous, especially since the late Upper Jurassic.

Excejit for the rather long period of comparatively quiet deposition

during the Cretaceous, when a vast volume of clastic sediments was
accumulated, tliere liave been repeated diastrophisms during which the

region has been u])lifted, foldetl, and faulted. VoK'anic outbursts, both

.stibniariuc and subaerial, have interrupted sedimentation and have

left theii- record over wide areas. Jlovement t.ikes jilaee from time to

time on still active faults and there is good reason to believe that im-

perceptible slow warping of the crust still continues. The present

movements may well be comparable to many of the movements in the

Tertiary, but there is good reason to believe that they are not of the

same order of magnitude, with resjiect to frequency and severity of

movement, as the great culminating pulses in the late Pliocene and

mid-Pleistocene.

The various diastroiihic periods and their chief effects already

have been mentioned. To describe all of the structural features formed

by all of these disturbances is beyond the scope of the present paper.

I-'u.. 7. Ottsfl fi'iui' iu';ir W'li^lil .Staliiin, Santa l.'ru/. Mountains—a t.vpical

disruption of linear features tlnit liappened to cut across tlie San Andreas fault.

Fault ninveinent was predoniiiiantl.\ hm-i/.outal hut nian.v eotnple.xl.v oi)eratiiif;

forces were active within the faldt zone. I'hulo frnm ./. (\ liranner rolli'ction.

coiirtfst/ Stanford I'tiivcrsitif.

Fiti. 8. San Andreas fault zone where it eriissed the old wa^on roa<l to

Alpine, live miles west of Slanf<u-d fniversil.v. Roadwa.v in the haekfrouud has

been stron^dy offset to the rijiht alonj; the indiricated zone in the middle jjround.

Photo jmm ./. ('. Jifanncr collection, courtesy Stanford Vniversitj/.

i



HISTORY OF EARTHQUAKES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By Tebky Kykkly •

The earthquake history of California as set forth by Towniley and

Allen in the Descriptive Catalog of Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast

of tin' Vnitcfl States be<>:ins with a San Diego entry in 1769. Early

reports are from the few isolated settlements of the day, mostly mis-

sions. The first entry from the San Franeisoo Bay area is for 1808.

California's written earthquake history is thus a short one, although

her geolojiieal earthquake history is long. The written record is not

long enough to show any pattern which might help in predicting the

time of future shocks.

The two major faults of the bay region, the San Andreas fault

and the Ilayward fault, have been the sources of the larger earth-

quakes and of many of the smaller ones. The earthquake catalog lists

about one thousand earthquakes felt in the bay area between 1850 and

1927, exclusive of the swarms of aftershocks which followed the larger

shocks.

From the fragmental reports on the early eartliquakes it is diffi-

cult to conclude just how strong or widespread they were. The reports

come from old diaries, or from the memories of old settlers solicited

long after the event by newspaper reporters, who wrote them up after

a later shock had stirred the public interest. In one interesting case

the record is from a Honolulu newspaper. A ship captain newly come

from llonterey recounted what he learned there of a shock wliich had

preceded his arrival.

It is quite certain, however, that two of the shocks in the 1830's

were severe.

Great Earthcjuakes. On June 10, 1836, at 7 :30 in the morning a

great earthquake took place which centered on the Ilayward fault at

the base of the hills on the eastern side of San Francisco Bay. Fissures

opened along this fault from San Pablo to Mission San Jose. The
quake "caused havoc" in Jlonterey and Santa Clara. The population

1 at this time was very small, the whole area having about 1000 inhalii-

tants, exclusive of Indians. It has been estimated that tliis earthquake

was probably stronger than that of 1868.

I

As soon after this shock as June 1838 another severe earthquake

j occurred, this time on the San Andreas fault on the San Francisco

t peninsula. A great fissure is described, reaching from San Francisco

I south to a point near Santa Clara. The shock cracked walls in the Pre-

I

sidio of Yerba Buena (San Francisco), shook down a house in San

, Jose, and badly injured walls at the Missions of San Francisco, Santa

• Chairman, Department of Geological Sciences, Director of Seismological
Station, University of California.

Clara, and San Jose. It cracked walls and broke crockery and glass-

ware in Monterey.

Considerably moi'c information is available coiicri-ning the two

la-ge earthfpuikes in the ISGO's. On October 8, 18()5. during the noon

hour the bay area felt a damaging shock. In San P"'rancisco the old

Merchants' Exchange Building was shaken down and the City Hall

and another building were badly damaged. Much glass was broken
;

and in marshy ground pipes were broken. At San Jose the jail and the

Methodist Church lost walls. Buildings were damaged in Santa Clara,

and there were rock falls and chinuieys down on the Santa Cruz Gap
road. It has been presumed that the shock eentei-ed on the San Andreas

fault in the Santa Cruz Mountains.

On October 21, 1868, at 7 :53 a.m., the great Ilayward earthquake

took place. Cracks and fissures opened up for about 20 miles along the

Ilayward fault from San Leandro to Warm Springs. If there was any

displacement, it did not exceed a few feet. The shock was felt for a

distance of about 175 miles from the source. Every building in Hay-

ward was damaged and some were demolished. Buildings on filled

5?#-«. ^ : -<

Fig. 1. riiDto t:il;pn in lOOG showing view southwest down a wagon mad
that crn. sed Tcpiiialcs Vall.-y from I'oint Keyes Station to the moulh of I'aperniill

Crci'l;. San .\n(iri>Ms fanit niovemcnl of April 1,S. lOOfi. offset tile two segments of

the road 20 feet. I'hoto hi/ (l. K. (lilhert. first published in Cnrneuie Inal. Wash.

Puh..il. vol.1. 111. l.pL.'ilU.

(151)
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Vui. '2. rhi»t<) taken in 1030 just north of Bear Valley Ranch, showinj; view southeast down Tomales Valley. People in

U'ft middle Kround are walkiiij; down the line of overgrown, partly tilled scarps and d('pressi<ins that were prodnced dnring the

San Andreas fault movement of 1000. Compare photo with Figure 3, taken in the same vicinity in lOOfi, looking northwest.

r u«>nr*t«<triVI<>

1''IG. 3. Detiiil of fissiirod enrth north of Hear Vallpy Hunch, three
miles northwest of Olenin, Xliirin County. Marshhmds of Tomales Hay may
be seen in the backsrounil. I'hoto from J. C. liranncr collection, courteay Stan-
ford Vnirersity.

KlO. 4. Frame house at Olenin, Marin County, knocked from its founda-

tions durinK the 1!)()G earthquake. Wooden frame liuildinRs usually withstand

severe earthquakes if bolted to adequate foundations. Photo from J. C. Branner
collection, courteaij Stanford Vniiersity.

k
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Fio. 5. Rock and earth dam between Upper and Lower Crystal Springs Lakes was offset but not dis-

rupted by the San Andreas fault movement of 1906. Damage is no longer visible.

ground iii San Francisco suffered considerable damage ; five deaths

resulted from falling walls. Chimneys went down and buildings were

damaged from Gilroy and Santa Cruz north to Santa Rosa.

The great earthquake of April 18, 1906, made the San Francisco

Bay area internationally famous in the geological world. Never before

or since, in historic time, has faulting of such magnificent propor-

tions occurred. True, the displacement was a mere bagatelle compared
to the sum total of displacements which have raised mountain ranges

in the past. But it was by far the greatest ever observed by man. This

earthquake occurred at 5:13 a.m., and a great crack broke down the

state from Upper Mattole in Humboldt County to San Juan in San
Benito County. It left the coast in several places to re-enter again

later. The fault entered the San Francisco Bay area from the north a

few miles inland from the coast, passed into the sea at Fort Ross,

crossed Bodega Head, went again under the ocean, and emerged once

more at the head of Tomales Bay. It traversed the land down a beauti-

ful rift valley to Bolinas Lagoon, where it again took to sea, cutting

the sand spit. At Mussel Rock, west of Colma, it entered the San Fran-
cisco peninsula to remain on land. It left the area near Saratoga.

Throughout its length the Pacific side of the fault moved northward
relative to the continental side. The greatest displacement was at the

head of Tomales Bay. A farmer lived near Olema in a cottage in front

of which two plots of garden lay on either side of a walk which led up

to his porch steps. Wlien he rushed outside after the earthquake he

found the garden and the walk had been moved some 16 feet south of

the front steps. The San Andreas fault lay just to the east of the steps

between them and the garden. Fortunately the ranches in the area

were large, and a 16-foot displacement of boundary fences seemed

trivial. Imagine the trouble such a displacement would cause in a

city ! When the same farmer attempted to travel the road across the

head of the bay, he found that it had been displaced 21 feet. Unfor-

tunately, from one point of view, the road has been straightened and

paved, the house has been rebuilt, and the garden and walk completely

altered.

The actions of earthquakes seem very odd. The farmer whose

garden was misplaced found his chimney still intact, whereas in some

cases chimneys 20 miles from the fault went dowTi. In the north

Berkeley earthquake of 1937 one chimney was completely separated

from the house, but a vase upon the mantle did not fall over ! In the

geology building at the University of California at the time of the

1906 shock there were large cases with locked glass doors which con-

tained mineral and rock specimens on shelves. The doors opened, the

rocks fell out, and the doors closed, unbroken.

It was in San Francisco where the effects of geological founda-

tion on shaking and damage were most easily observed. There were

people living on the rocky hills who were not awakened by the earth-
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Fii;. (1. Siiii Frniiciscd City IliiU just ;iftii tlir iMitIi(|iuil;p.an(I firp of lOOC, Fir,. 7. San Franoisoo Post Office at Mission anil Seventh Streets after the

siinwiiif; the inahilily of some types of construction to witlistaiid shocks of great 1006 enrthijualce. showinj; that liuildiiifis can l)e <lesisneU that can withstand severe

intensity. earthqualies. Most of the older buildings in the vicinity were demolished.

>V jfe^-

^^W^l: ^w^
mn

Fid. R. I,il»niry iit St;infonl T'liivrrsity after the llHKi e;irth(Hiake. The
steel-sup]M)rteil rotunda was relatively un(iama;re(], hut the unreinforeed masonry
(nlhipsed. Photo front the J. C Branuvr collection, courtesy Stanford T'uivcrsitt/.

Fic. 0. Memorial Arch on tlie Slaufonl caiiipus. ihiniaKfil in the lOOti earth-

quake. The hasal pillars of the structure were restored afterward, hut the damaged
arch was removed. Photo from the J. C. lirdnner coUectioti, coiirtesij Stanfordl
I'rnrersity.
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quake. However, on made land the daniaf;e was torrifie. A structure

on loose soil must be desifrned and constructed most carefully, for its

experience in a large earthquake is much like that of a boat at sea.

Frame structures of moderate height rarely collapsed, althoufih

the amicx to a San Jose hotel did fall, like a pack of cards. But some

dwelliiij;s with insecure underi>innin^s fell oft' their foundations. The
worst destruction occurred in buildinjrs of composite character

—

wood frames with masonry facing and the like.

The length of the 1906 fault resulted in damage along a con-

siderable zone. The destruction was great in San Francisco, San Jose,

and Santa Rosa, as well as in smaller towns in the San Francisco Bay
area, and also for some distance outside the area. The destruction in

Santa Rosa was peculiar on account of the distance of that city from

the fatdt. In San Francisco property loss caused by the earthquake

(exclusive of the terrible fire which followed) was estimated at $20,-

000,000 ; damage outside of San Francisco was estimated at $4,000,000.

It is qtiite common to find one building only slightly damaged after

a shock which had almost leveled a neighboring building. It is there-

fore obvious that careful design and construction pay in the long run.

One picture of San Francisco after the earthquake shows two build-

ings still to be seen on the skyline, among all the ruined structures.

Although damaged by quake and fire, these two were not destroyed.

Modtratc Earthquakes. During the period 1850 to 1927 the

earthquake catalog lists about 20 shocks strong enough to do some
damage to masonry in some part of the bay area. Since 1906 there

have been four such shocks. On July 1, 1911, there occurred an earth-

quake which centered near Coyote in Santa Clara County. The shock

was strong enough to throw down chimneys, break windows, and crack

walls in San Jose, Gilroy, and Jlorgan Hill. It was felt as far as 140

nules from its center.

On October 17. 1914, an carthipudic shook down a I'cw chinnieys

in Piedmont. The shock was felt as far as Sebastopol and Santa Clara.

On May 16, 1933, there was a damaging earthquake which cen-

tered not far from Niles in Alameda County. This eartluiuake threw

down many chinnieys near Xiles and did considerable damage to

dwellings. Some chinnieys went down, some cornices fell, and some

windows wefe broken in Hayward. Martinez, Mission San Jose, and
"Walnut Creek. The shock was felt as far away as Marysville, Merced,

and Spreckels.

On March 8, 1937, an earthquake felled many chimneys, cracked

others, and cracked walls in Albany, El Ceri-ito. and North Berkeley.

This earthquake was felt as far away as Siinta Kosa, Isletoii, and
Gilroy.

Distribution of Small Shocks in Recent Years. The University

of California has maintained two seismographic stations in the bay

area since 1887. one in Berkeley and one at Mount Hamilton. They
are the oldest stations in the western hemisphere and among the oldest

in the world. In 1927 a station at Palo Alto, on the Stanford Univer-

sity campus, was added to the network, and in 1931 one in San Fran-

cisco. The latter was first located in Golden Gate Park at the California

Academy of Sciences but was moved in 1935 to the University of San
Francisco.

Fic;. 10. Part of the aronde at Stanfnrd I'liivcrsity. showing displaced ke.v-

stone in tlic mi<I(]l(> arch, a result of the eartluiuake of 1906. Photo from the J. C.

Jinmner coflecthn. courtesy Stanford Vniversiti/.

Since 1931 the locations of the .sources of small cartlupuikcs in

the bay area have been determined with increasing accuracy. The
addition to the network of a station at Fresno in 1935 has been very

helpful. The station is located in the Fresno State College. All the

epicenters of shocks in the area recorded at more than one station are

located now.

The accompanying map shows the epicenters of earthquakes that

occuried between 1930-41 and 1947-48. Seismograms for 1942-46 have

not yet been worked up.

The epicenters shown by triangles are the loci of shocks large

enough to shift small objects or do minor damage. Circles represent
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Flu. 11. Old rnilronil wliich ran bctwepii Los Gatos and Santa Cruz, badl.v

warped at the point of iiilerscetion with the San Andrea."; fault break of 1900.

Photo front the -J. (\ liranner rolJcction. coiirtcxt/ Stanford Univer.nty.

Fic. 12. Reservoir south of Saratoga damaged and partl.v tlraiiied as a residt

of the San Andreas fault movement of 1006. Photo first piihlishetl in Carnegie Inst.

Wa«h. Piih. .(7, vol. I. fit. I. pi. U'i.\.

Fill. i:!. .M:iiii San .Vndreas fault break of li)0(! as it passes throimh a yard

and under the porch of a house west of Saratoga. Photo from the J. C. liranner

collection, courtesy Stanford University.

Fni. 14. Fence line on FolKer Uamli near Woodside. San Mateo Count.v,

offset eiKht feet alonj; the furrowed ground where the man is standing. Trace of San

Andreas fault break of !!»()(! was discernible for many miles of its length because of .

features snob as these. Photo from J. C. liranner collection, courtesy Stanford

University.
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Fig. 1."i. An escarpment proiluced in alluvial fill alnng the Piljaro River
near Watsonville at the time of the earthquake nf I'tOO. This feature was not a
surface expression of major fault dislocation but was the result of the shakins
motion of earthquake waves in deep, weakly consolidated alluvium. Photo from
J. C. Branner collection, couitesij Stanford University.

* fl^^^W^WPMp*'^ '^4tfl^^^||HRI~
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Fig. 16. A series of stepped dislocations caused by the earthquake of 1906
as seen on a road crossinj; deep alluvial fill near Salinas, Monterey County. Like
the scarp seen in Fisure 15, these dislocations were caused bv the action of earth-
quake shocks and were not direct surface expressions of deep-seated faulting. Photo
from J. C. Branner collection, courtesy •'Stanford University.

Fir,. 17. Disrupted roadbed near Spreckels, Salinas Valley, caused by lurch-
ing in deep alluvial fill. San Andreas fault passes through on the other side of the
Gabilan Range in the vicinity of San ,Iuan Rautista, many miles to the east. Some
of the secondary results caused by shocks produced at times of major faulting often
are more spectacular than direct di.sloeations in the fault zone itself. Plioto from the
I ('. Branner collection, courtesy Stanford University.

Fio. 1.8. Sand craterlels, another secondary effect of the shaking motion of
earthquake waves in alluvial ground. Taken in a field near Milpitas at the time
of the earthquake of 1900.
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centers of shocks only stronfj enoujih to rattle windows and doors;

most of these shocks were not even reported felt by anyone. Marin
and Sonoma Counties are comparatively free from centers. This may
seem remarkable, inasmuch as the great San Andreas fault passes

throng;]! these counties, and inasmuch as the major displacement oc-

curred in them in 1!)()G; but probably the strain alono- the fault was
more thoroufihly relieved in this re<ii()n. Perhaiis the friction of the

fault vt'siiltiiiK from transverse forces is ^.''reater there than farther

south.

Yolo, Sacramento, and San Joaquin Counties are quite free of

epicenters. The fact that an earthquake does not originate in a county,

however, does not mean that the shock is not felt there, or even that

it may not do damajje there to poorly built structures on loose soil.

Solano Coiinty is the center of many shocks. In April 18!)2 there were

two very sharp shocks which were (luite destructive locally in Vaca-

ville, Dixon, and Winters. In the remainin<!: counties of the bay region

activity is quite widely spread. There is not the strong grouping along

th(> iiia.jor faults which might be expected.

Dwellers in the bay region shoidd see to it that ihcir houses are

sturdily constructed on ample foiuidations, and should not be overly

concerned as to distance from well-kiu)wn faults.

The FuuUs Todiiij. The broad topographic features of the San
Andreas and Hayward faults are well delineated. In some places

their displacements can be seen in detail. On the route north from

San Jose up the east side of San Francisco Bay an old scarp of the

Hayward fault, the east face of a low range of hills, can be seen

to the west of Foothill Boulevard. These hills die out near Irvington.

The fault traverses the alluvial fan of Niles Creek just below Niles

and crosses the highway to follow the foot of the mountains. North

of Niles, toward Hayward, the fault has been horizontally displaced;

the west side moved north, as is always the case in this region. Small

wooded ravines descending the slope roughly at right angles to the

crest are all turned to the north for a short di.stance wdiere the fault

has moved. Then they again turn westward toward the bay. Their

courses have been broken in ancient earthquakes.

From the outskirts of Oakland one may follow the wandering

course of Moiuitain Boulevard, entering it back of Mills College. In

general, this road follows the rift valley of the Hayward fault. To the

right (east) are the Berkeley Hills, consisting predominantly of Cre-

taceous and Tertiary formations. To the left are the Piedmont Hills,

consisting of pre-Cretaceous fiu'inations. The rift valley now followed

hy the Hayward fatdt has been an active seat of vertical disjilacenients

in the geologic past. At the northern end of the valley is Lake Temes-

cal. North' of the lake the rift follows the hill face. North of Berkeley,

along Arlington Avenue, rift phenomena are again encountered. A
short rift valley hangs on the hillside just south of the Country Club.
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Fig. 20. Map of San Francisco Bay area showing principal active faults (heavy black lines) and the epicenters of earthquakes that occurred during the periods 10.30-41

and 1947-48. The intensity of the various shocks is shown by the epicenter symbols listed in the legend to the left of the map.
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Fic. 21. Bridge iilMitincMt at ('liilten<lpn on tlip ri'ijaro Rivor,

Santa C'niz Cniuit.v, ilisruptcil liy carlh niovcilUMit conncoteil witll the

parllKiiiaUi' iif V.KK!. I'hoto jinm ./. C. lintnner collection, coinlcsy

Stanford Vnirersity,

On this same route, the San Andreas fault may be reached via

the Richmond-San Rafael Ferry, Fairfax, Olema, and Inverness.

Where the road crosses the head of Tomales Bay, near Point Reyes

Station, the fault is encountered. The road displaced 21 feet in 1906

followed this same route. To the south, down the beautiful rift valley,

faint traces of the 1906 break can still be seen on the hillside. Rift

phenomena are most conspicuous after rains, as drainage is always

interrupted by faulting, and little ponds and swampy areas then

mark the fault zone. Down the rift valley from Tomales Bay to Bolinas

a hodgepodge of small hills can be seen, and also the drainage pecu-

liarities caused by a checkered tectonic career. At Bolinas Bay the

San Andreas fault goes out to sea. It is encountered again in the

beautiful rift valley of Crystal Springs Lake and San Andreas Lake,

south of San Francisco on Skyline Boulevard. Skyline Boulevard

may be reached from Bolinas via Stinson Beach, Golden Gate Bridge,

and San Francisco.

Beauty in landscape is intimately connected with earthquakes,

past or present. If one demands high mountains near broad oceans,

it seems that one must put up with earthquakes.
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GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
By Oi.ivi-:k 10. Ho\vi:.\, .Ir. • and Rkhard A. Criiten, Jr. t

Geolof^ie maps are desijrned to give a picture of the distribution,

continuity, ag:e, and greneral character of the rocks of a given area,

together vitli as many data on rock structure as it is practical to show.

For mapping purposes a rock unit is chosen by one or more of the

following criteria: (1) Distinctive appearance or distinctive mineral

composition; (2) Presence of some age-determining factor, such as

a group of fossils; (3) Depositional continuity within the unit and
discontinuity with adjacent units; (4) A character distinctive of

1 ,some mode of origin or of some known event in geologic history;

i (5) Stratigraphic position among other units.

The unit ultimately chosen must also be adaptable to the scale

of the finished nuip; that is. it must be large enough and persistent

i enough to show on the map. As the topography or configuration of

land surface is often closely related to the character and distribution

of the rocks of the earth 's crust and as, conversely, the topography
often governs the areal extent of a rock formation, contour lines

which portray the topography commonly are found on geologic maps.
Before visiting a given area examination of a geologic map of

that area can reveal a great deal of information usable to people in

all walks of life. An engineer or builder obtains much advance infor-

mation about probable difficidties to be encountered in road building

or other construction projects. Geologic maps suggest to the prospector

or miner the most likely places to search for mineral deposits or to

relocate old mines. They reveal to the geologist a great deal concerning
the geologic history of the area portrayed and they can supply the

non-geologically trained tourist with answers to many questions about
rocks seen along the way.

The comi)osite geologic map found in this bulletin is a simplified

representation of part of a very comiilex region. It covers most of 12

counties which have an aggregate area of more than 10,000 square
miles and includes, in addition to the central Coast Ranges, parts of

the Great Valley and Sierra Nevada provinces. The geologv, which
has been complied from a great many sources and adai)ted to the

purpose of this bulletin by field checking, originallv was <lrawn on

j
United States Geological Survey l.'i-minute topographic (juadrangle

maps on which one inch of map distance equals approximately one
mile on the groinid. Locations of the roads, towns, county boundaries,

waterways, railways, and miscellaneous landmarks, which serve to

orient the reader on the map, were taken principall.v from the Cali-

fornia State Map of the U. S. Army Map Service, edition of 1947,

and adjusted to fit geology, topography, and chosen scale of the map.

• .Associate Cleoiogist. California State Uivision of Mines.
t Supervising Geological Draftsman, California Slate Division of Mines.

In order to satisfy size limitations in printing map plates for a pub-
lication of this sort, it was necessary to reduce the original scale and
consequently the geologic detail of the map, and to divide the map into
sections. In the process of reducing the detail of the original geologic
maps it was also necessary to eliminate as map units the large num-
bers of formational names referred to in the literature and to sub-
stitute broader divisions based primarily on time relations and sec-

ondarily upon lithology or general character of the rocks involved-.

The resulting draft is similar in rock units and representation of
structural detail to the California State Geologic Map compiled by
Olaf P. Jenkins in 1938, but includes revisions and additions based
upon geologic mapping finished since completion of tlie State Geo-
logic Map. The final scale used is somewhat larger tlian that of the
State Map, 1 :375,000 as compared with 1 :.500,000, and consequently
allows greater cultural detail. The map scale and the patterns chosen
to represent the rock units have, however, made it impossible to show
adequately the topography of the region. Hence, topographic contour
lines have been left out.

The list of map symbols that accompanies the various map sections

consists of 12 divisions denoted by different patterns. Alluvium, that
is, soil, sand, gravel, and coarser debris, which covers such areas as
canyon bottoms, valleys, and coastal terraces, makes up one unit.

Formations grouped together under the second unit, TQs make the
least satisfactory division, as they overlap the other units both in

time and in mode of formation. In general, however, the rocks grouped
together under this symbol are poorly con.solidated sands, clays, and
gravels rather easily recognizable throughout the bay area. Under
TQv are grouped the various late Terkary scattered volcanic rocks,

together with some sediments with whiefl the volcanic rocks become
iiiterbedded. On a map of this scale it is impossible to completely sepa-
rate the volcanic and sedimentary rocks, unlike as the.v are. Miocene
sedimentary rocks, Tms, are lu-edominautly coarse, well-cemented,
eonnnonly fossiliferous marine sandstones or else hard, thin-bedded
marine cherts

; but some diatomite and clay shale is present in Miocene
sections. Miocene volcanic rocks, Tmr, are comparativcl.v rare in the

bay region but are important and conspicuous formations along the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada, particularly the volcanic mud flows.

Under tlie symbol Te are grouped marine and brackish-water

sandstones and shales of Oligocene, Eocene, and Paleoeene age. The
dividing line between rocks of these three time divisions is difficult

to di.stinguish and not well esfabli.slied, so grouping of these rocks is

fairly satisfactory for many ]nirposes. Except where fossils are abund-

(ICl)
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ant the layman will find it difficult to tell Eocene rocks from those

of Miocene or Cretaceous a<re in the bay area, with one notable excep-

tion : The white sandstones which enclose the coal measures of the

Mount Diablo-Tesla coal belt and the closely related lone sands of

the Kicrra foothills are unlike other formations in the bay region.

Rocks grouped together under the symbol K are brown marine

sandstones, dark shales, and conglomerates that on the whole are

distinctive enough, but which from place to place are easily confused

with sediments of other ages. Although most of these rocks are of

Cretaceous age, it is convenient to include the Upper Jura.ssic Knox-

ville formation because of the similar appearance of Knoxville and

Cretaceous shales, and because many authors have not defined the

boundaries between rocks of the two ages.

The serpentines, Js, and their associated heavy, dark rocks form

a very conspicuous unit recognizable by all. They are intrusive into

sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Franciscan group of Upper

Jurassic age, but are separated from it here because of their universal

distinctiveness. The predominant rock in the Fi'anciscan group is a

hard, tough, slightly metamorphosed greenish-gray sandstone differ-

ent in appearance from Coast Ranges sandstones of different ages

except when badly weathered. Also characteristic of the Franciscan

group are the associated greenstone (altered basalt), chert, serpentine,

sand.stone, and shale, although in some areas thick sections are made up

only of sandstone and shale. Dense, gray, siliceous limestones and

dark blue glaucophane schists are other familiar rocks in the Fran-

ciscan group. Most people find Franciscan rocks easy to recognize.

In the Sierra foothills long, narrow belts of black slate, a meta-

morphosed shale, belonging to the Upper Jurassic Marijiosa forma-

tion, Jms, are familiar to all connected with gold mining because many
of the gold-bearing quartz-carbonate veins occur in them. Unfor-

tunately there are slates of similar appearance in the Paleozoic for-

mations of the Sierra Nevada, so that not all black slate is necessarily

part of the Mariposa formation. Tightly folded with the marine

Marii)osa formation are green flow and fragmental volcanic rocks of

the Amador group, Jmv. These originally were pyroxene andesites

and related volcanic rocks laid down on the sea floor, but some have

been so altered by the heat and pressure applied during creation of

the mountain chain that they are not easily recognizable as volcanic

rocks. Some have been completely recry-stallized into platy schists.

The granitic rocks appearing on the bay counties map are the

pre-Franciscan quartz diorite, qd, which includes pendants of gneiss,

schist, and limestone, and the younger granodiorite, ijrd. of the Sierra

Nevada.

The accompanying table (page 163) shows the formation names

used by various authors in different parts of the bay area and how

they have been grouped for purposes of this map.

The most conspicuous feature of the map is the complex fault pat-

tern of the Coa.st Ranges portion. Many of these faults have been

active in historic time ; that is, there have been earth movements re-

corded along them with accompanying serious earth(|uakes. Conse-

quently, the distribution of faults is both highly interesting and highly

significant in.sofar as human occupation of the region is concerned.

The most prominent rift system is, of course, the San Andreas, which

transects the entire length of the map area. Although several segments

of the San Andreas fault zone are buried beneath the ocean, most of

its course over the land surface is so conspicuously marked as to be

traceable by everyone. The slip which produced the memorable earth-

quake of 1906 had surface expression over virtuall.v the entire length

of the fault through the bay counties. Although not generally realized,

the effects are quite as spectacular in the vicinity of Fort Ross as they

are in the classic Tomales, Bolinas, and Crystal Springs rift valleys,

or across the San Francisco peninsula north and east of Mussel Rock.

These characteristics are described in detail in the text of the various

road guides to be found in the la.st section of the guidebook. The San
Andreas, therefore, is not .some hidden theoretical line con.jured up by
geological cartographers, but is a very real, fundamental, active struc-

tural break in the earth's crust which happens to pa.ss near one of the

most heavily populated parts of the state and hence has special human
as well as geologic significance.

Another persistent structural break, the Ilayward fault, is along

the eastern margin of the lowland surrounding San Francisco Bay, in

some places outlining the hill-front and traversing hill land in others,

liike the San Andreas it iias been active in historic time and has pro-

duced several severe earthcpiakes. Surface effects of recent slips are

most ]n-onoiuiced in hills east of El Cerrito, Albany, and Richmond
and at the edge of the valley between Niles and Ilayward. In the El
Cerrito-Richniond area the faxdt is marked by a series of depressions

extending from the ^lira Vista golf course to El Cerrito Creek Canyon.

North of Niles the line of faulting is clearly shown by a series of land-

slides and by ofl'.set stream courses. The clay-filled break which was
created at the time of the severe Hay\vard earthquake of 1868 was
vnieovered just west of the town of Niles during excavations made in

the fall of 1947.

The area lying between the San Andreas and Ilayward rift zones

south of San Francisco Ray is intricately sliced by a somewhat braided!

pattern of faults which appear to be transverse tears resulting from!

|)redominantly horizontal movements along the two major fault sys-

tems. The braided pattern would be even more pronounced if some ofi

the faulfsegments were not concealed by the alluvium of Santa Clara

Valley. Some of the faults of this tear-fault system probably were the

avenues up which the mercury-bearing solutions travelled which gave'
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Fig. 1. Index map of the San Francisco Hay resion showing county l)ouudaries and limits of tiie seven sections of the j;eoIogic map.
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and limits of the sections of the bay region geologic map.
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rise to the rich New Almaden deposits. The major development of this

system lias taken place during post-Miocene time and in many cases

is still goiiifr on.

A third major zone of weakness traverses the central bay area

beginning east of Port Costa on Carquinez Strait and passing off the

ina|) area a few miles east of Gilroy in Santa Clara County. The line

cannot be followed continuously along its entire length owing to con-

cealment by soil, alluvium, plant growth, etc., but the distribution of

known segments leaves little doubt that the break is a major feature

continuous for more than 100 miles. Various segments of the fault

have been named the Sunol, Calaveras, and Franklin faults, names

applied by various authors before continuity of the system was real-

ized. Movements along the system have been predominantly of thrust

type with rocks of the east side sliding over those of the west at a high

angle. The general fault picture in the bay region is typical of the

entire central and southern Coast Ranges, and gives some idea of the

magnitude of the forces which have been and still are working in

coastal California.
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PART IV

PREHISTORIC LIFE

Editorial Note:

Part Four exhibits to the reader a picture of the life that existed in the different geologic
periods recorded by the rocks in the San Francisco Bay area. To the geologist, the fossil animals
and plants which are found embedded in the sediments give proof of the a-^e of the rock forma
tions; to the biologist these fossils fit into the evolutionary history of life; to'the lavman a picture
of the surface of the earth during early geologic periods can more easily be envisioned when its
existing animal and plant life are restored. Therefore, the land animals! the prehistoric forests
and the marine life are described in Part Four as they are known to have existed in the early
periods recorded in the rocks of the area.
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PREHISTORIC LAND ANIMALS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
By R. A. Stibton *

Citizens in the San Francisco Bay counties become actively con-

cerned when a mountain lion is reported prowling in the hills, some-

times close to their backyards. The sheriff and his deputies are called to

trail down and kill the intruder. Most of these average American folks

know very little of the activities and heritage of the wild animals about

them. Actually the lion may be doing far more good than harm in the

welfare of man. It so happens that deer is the natural food of mountain

lions, and the cougar's ])resence in the secluded spots among the hills

and ravines is only a natural trend in wild animal populations to main-

tain a balance in the numbers of any given species in a given area. A
balance in numbers among animals luider natural conditions must be

established in any biotic association, if all the kinds living there are to

survive. Jlillions of years before man appeared on the scene to exercise

his influence, animals controlled their numbers through natural pro-

cesses. Civilized man, however has disturbed this balance in man}'

ways. One example is his protection of deer and his untiring persecu-

tion of the big cats. Innocent though deer may look they are at times

one of the most destructive crop and garden pests.

Early Pliocene (Clarcndonian). The oldest known fossils of land

animals in the bay area occur as scattered fragments in the lowermost

rocks of Clarcndonian age. These make up the Orinda fauna, de-

posited approximately 12,500,000 years ago. There are horse teeth, the

tusk of a young mastodont, camel limb and foot bones, and part of the

lower jaw of an oreodont. Specimens of this inadequately known fauna

have been located in the Berkeley Hills, in the neighborhood of Lafay-

ette, south of Saint JIary's College, in the foothills south of Mount
Diablo, in hills at the edge of the San Joaquin Valley west of Tracy,

and along the Stanislaus drainage in the Sierran foothills. There evi-

dently were hills west of the area now occupied by the present Berkeley

Hills, but their exact boundaries cannot be accurately determined.

These hills supplied sediments to the Contra Costa basin where remains

of some of the animal and plant life were buried. Mount Diablo and

at least part of the Hamilton Range showed in their incipiency, but

evidently as very low hills. Arms of an iidand sea which had dominated

this area in Jlioi-ene time still remained, but before the close of Clarcn-

donian time the marine waters retreated, never again to flood this area

in central California.

A more complete picture of the life of Clarcndonian time in the

ancient Contra Costa basin is obtained from the famous Black Hawk
Ranch fossil quarry on the south side of Mount Diablo. The borders of

• Chairman, Department of Paleontology, and Director of the Museum of
Paleontology, IJniversity of California.

the basin in which the bones, teeth, wood, and leaves were buried have
not been determined ; but the basin extended from what is now Contra
Costa County south across Alameda County to San Joaquin and
Stanislaus Counties (perhaps partly interrupted by higher ground in

the Altamont area), thence east across the San Joaejuin Vallcj- to the

Sierras. The Sierra Nevada was a relatively low mountain chain at

that time. The bay area was a low alluvial plain with numerous shal-

low lakes fed by meandering streams from the adjacent highlands.

There must have been wide stretches of gra.ssland dotted here and
there with clumps of brush or groves of trees. Willows, sycamores,

poplars, and elms outlined the stream courses, and willows extended

out into the marshy flats with the heavier grasses and reeds. On higher

ground and in the low hills was the woodland—chaparral association

with its oaks, sumac, mountain mahogany and probably many other

plants not yet found as fossils. The landscape varied but there was
not the diversity over the same region that there is today.

Rabbits (Hypolagus) about the size of cottontail must have ven-

tured out from sheltered brush patches during the cool of the day, but
always ready to scurry to cover if the ever-watchful fox {Vulpes vafer

(Leidy)) were to make his appearance. A primitive ground squirrel

referable to the living genus (Citellus) was also present but probably

inhabited the drier and higher ground away from the stream. He too

had numerous enemies to keep his numbers reduced. These included

a small gray fox (lUrocyon), a ring-tailed cat {Bassari.iciis parvus

Hall) and a large mustelid probably with habits much like the wol-

verine.

Part of the jaw of a lizard was uncovered in the Black Hawk
Ranch quarry. Two lower premolars of a racoon-like animal jn'obably

most closely related to the coati (Nasua) of Central and South America
were an unexpected discovery. The ancestry of the coati is not known

;

and more evidence concerning the animal that roamed the woodlands
of the San Francisco Bay region in the geologic past is being eagerly

sought. The remains of these small animals are rare in the quarry

;

but the racoon-like creatures probably existed in limited numbers,

and when individuals died the bones and teeth probably rarely were

buried to become preserved as fossils.

Elephant-like creatures known as mastodonts ( ^(tomphotlitriiim

simpsoni (Stirton) ) once occupied the bay country, ambling about in

herds much like modern elephants. They differed from the elephant

in that the head was flatter and the trunk possibly shorter; they had
two pairs of tusks, and heavy, blunt, cusped molars; molars 6 inches

long have been found. Unless trapped in a mud hole these four-tuskers

( 177 )
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Fig. 1. A Iniulsoapp in l:ite Clarendiiiiian limo. Tlio ari-a hptwoon Tracy and KiiiKlifs Forry was a Imv alluvial plain with numerous shallow lake

reams. The niamninlian pi>piilation occupyinB the Rrassland and stream horders was varied. Mastodons {fdoiiiphotheriuin), horses {Hipparion)

), and small aulilnoaprids ( \feri/co(IuH) were daily visitors to the streams and lakes as the water supply diminished in the late summer.
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lllnl nliuiulamlv in the Hl:nFiii. :;. The small hyai-iiDid ilng Oalcrjhorua. The fossil remains of these small h.vaeaoiij ilo^s \\cv>- fcuiiiil almndautly in the Hlaik Hawl; Hanc-li quarry. This rather

primitive species evidently was widely distributeil in western North America in Clarendouian time. The.se animals have not been found in the LJreat Plains faunas, thouch
later riiocene representatives of the cenus were common there. These dogs had heavy teeth and massive jaws, and probably had habits much like those of the Old \A'orld

hyaenas.
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Mammal faunas from formations
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Fig. 4. A rhinoceros from the Pinole tuff. In 1933 a rhi-

noceros {Teleoceras) cranium was discovered in the Pinole tuff

near Ro<leo, and was removed from the excavation just before the

incoming tide of San Pablo Bay swept into the site.

It is not a siiiii)le matter for a pair of carnivores to move in on a lierd

of peccaries and efl'ect a kill. The oreodont, fUstatochocrus was another

animal that probably inhabited the stream border association. Frag-

ments found in the Black Hawk quarry represent one of the last

stands of a family abundantly represented in the Olifiocene and early

Miocene faunas.

There were large felines, Pseudaelurus thinohatcs Macdonald,
lurking in the brush near the water hole ready to pounce upon the

unsuspecting herbivores. These big cats, related to and much like the

mountain lion, probably levied primarily on the horses and camels.

s|)ringing on the shoulders of their prey, and crushing the neck verte-

brae with their powerful jaws. Some species of these Pliocene cats were
longer limbed than the cougar and were better able to capture a horse

or a camel in the open. There is .some evidence of sabre-tooth cats in

the Black Hawk faunas but the few teeth are too heavily worn for

accurate identification.

The marshland around the lakes, with its reeds and tall grass,

was thickly populated with a small beaver, Eucastor Iccontei (Mer-
riam). These rodents were the size of a muskrat, and possibly had
habits much like the muskrat. At times they died in large numbers for

their teeth and jaws are abundant in the Black Hawk Ranch faunas.

Insofar as can be determined, the same species ranged through Cali-

fornia during the early Pliocene. Additional evidence for marshland

in the bay area is the presence of a crane, Griis confcrta Miller and
Sibley, in the collection. Unfortunately the other bird bones in the

fauna were too fragmentarj' for identification.

Perhaps the most peculiar animals in the Black Hawk Ranch
fauna are the hyaenoid-dogs. These carnivores are- obviously related

to true dogs, but they were adapted much like the modern hyaena.s as

scavengers. A study of their skeletons indicates a rather slow-running

type with heavy teeth and jaws modified for bone crushing. There are

two kinds in the Black Hawk deposits

—

Aelurodon ef. aphohus, the

larger and rarer one, and Osteoborus diahlocnsis Rickey, the smaller

and common species. In some respects these carrion eaters probably

behaved like the condor and the vulture of today. The Osteoborus,

possibly owing to their great numbers and smaller size, were more
likely to find dead animals; but when Aelurodon appeared on the

scene the smaller dogs retreated a respectful distance until the king

had his fill.

Middle Pliocene {Ilemphillian). The filling of the Contra Costa

basin, probably accompanied by additional local orogenies, continued

during Hemphillian time. The sediments are predominantly fine .sands

and sandy clays, though some conglomerate members are conspicuous

ridge markers.. There is some suggestion that these gravels, though
composed of rocks from the Franciscan (Jurassic) formation, have
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FiH. r.. The Riant bison nnd anbre-toothed cats. Caught in a quaRraire, the giant bison strusKles to extricate himself as his antagonists pounce upon
him. At times the eats were injured and trampled into the mud where they became buried with the liones of the bison.
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Fig. 0. The Ha.vward Buy I'!ileontoloj;i.>its hunting; thp antilocaprid T'pdnwieryj'. F'ossil maminnl remain.s were fir.'Jt found in the Irvington gravel
pit.'i in 1036. Since tliat time the Ha.vward Hoy Paleontoliifji.^t.s have been persi.stent in their search for more and better specimens. TelrameryT irritifi-

tonensis Stirton has l)een one of their most treasure<l find.s. Photo courtesy Time, Inc.

been secondarily deposited from Cenozoie formations. Two gravel

members have yielded fragments of Desinostijlus teeth—an aberrant

sirenian normally occurring in tlie marine Briones (Miocene) for-

mation.

The only early Hemphillian fauna discovered in the San Fran-
cisco Bay counties is the Mulholland fauna near Saint Mary's College.

Though the known species, and in some examples the genera, differ

markedly from those at Black Hawk Ranch, the fauna is nevertheless

representative of a continuation of the North American middle Ceno-

zoie faunas. There are two outstanding animals of wide distributional

significance. One is a ground sloth whose ancestors found their way
through from South America ; unfortunately only some limb and foot

bones of this animal have been collected. The other is a bear-dog,

Indarctos. of which a pelvis has been found. Indarctos is common in

the faunas of Eurasia, but its ancestry is not clearly un'derstood ; it

may have originated either in the North American continent or in

Eurasia.

At the Mulholland quarry jaws and teeth of some small rodents

were also found. Such tiny fossils often are overlooked by the collector

in his anxiety to secure the large and more spectacular specimens. The
Mulholland quarry produced teeth and parts of jaws of a packrat-like

animal (Plioiomodon primitivus Hoft'meister), deer mice {Peromy.s-

cus), part of the jaw of a pocket-mouse
(
tCupidinimus) , a tooth of

a small beaver (Dipoides), and even parts of a bat.

Bones of large and small camels are common. Parts of a maxillary

and parts of a lower jaw belong to the small Pliuuchrnin. Two kinds

of horses are represented, a small one, ]Nannippiis, and a larger one

Pliohippus cf. spectans. The Pliohippus is closely related to the type

species from the Rattlesnake formation in Oregon. There is one foot-

bone of a rhinoceros. The antilocaprids are know'n from a few isolated

teeth and a cannon-bone. The genus cannot be recognized, but it is

clearly more advanced than the Black Hawk Ranch Merycodns.

Fossil bones and teeth of the mastodonts have been discovered,

and on the steep bank near Saint Mary's College their tracks have been
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exposed on the ripple-inarked bottom of a shallow lake. Recently a

Boy Scout in Lafayette found the tarsometatarus of a flamingo in a

road cut. Carnivore remains are rare. Only the limb bones of a small

dogr have been uncovered. Though the Mulholland fauna is not as rep-

resentative as the one from the Black Hawk Ranch it fills an important

gap in the knowledge of the Pliocene .sequence in the San Francisco

Bay region.

A more recent Hemphillian mammalian assemblage has been

found in the Pinole tuff near Rodeo on the south side of San Pablo

Bay. A lower jaw and numerous isolated horse teeth from this forma-

tion have been referred to Pliohippus coalingensis Merriam. Next in

abundance are the teeth of a pronghorn evidently closely related to the

genus Sphcnophalos. In 1933 a rhinoceros {Teleoceras) was uncov-

ered and taken out just before the incoming tide swept into the excava-

tion site. Very little is known of the other mammals—a lower jaw of

a distant relative of the marten, an upper carnassial of a hyaenoid-

dog probably referable to the genus O.'ittohorus, a molar of a ground

sloth, two rabbit teeth, the end of a limb bone and tooth fragments from

a camel—have been found. The Oakdale, Jacalitos, Etchegoin, and

!Mount Eden assemblages in California are closely related to the Pinole

assemblage, indicating a distribution of these animals throughout the

state in middle Pliocene time.

Four whole teeth and part of a fifth tooth of the Petaluma horse

Neohipparion gidlcyi Merriam were taken from the upper part of the

formation above the Tolay volcanics. Neohipparion gidlcyi was more

advanced than Neohipparion niolle Merriam from the Oakdale and

Jacalitos assemblages, and was taller and a much better runner than

the horses on the ancient Black Hawk grasslands.

Lale Pliocene (ISlancan). The Blancan, though sparsely repre-

sented in the San Francisco Bay counties, is of unusual interest be-

cause at that time many of the Pleistocene and Recent mammalian
genera appeared for the first time. Elk, deer, bear, modern dogs, and

true beavers spread into North America from Asia. Typical Hemphil-

lian genera like Pliohippus and Ostcohorus gave rise to Eqiius (wdth

zebra-like characteristics) and to Borophagiis, one of the largest hyae-

noid-dogs. Both of these genera and a giant tortoise have been found
in a conglomerate formation near Pittsburg and Willow Pass north

of Mount Diablo. Faunas of this age evidently were contemporary
with the inception of the first major glacial advances in the northern

hemisphere. At this time the Contra Costa basin was well filled with

sediments; no beds of undoubted Blancan age have been found in the

bay counties south of Mount Diablo or in the Berkeley Hills region,

though some remnants should be discovered eventually.

Early Pleistocene (Irvingtonian). During the past 12 years an

excellent collection of fossil mammalian remains has been taken from

the Irvington gravel pits. The fauna is almost as well represented now
as the Black Hawk Ranch assemblage. It is the best early Pleistocene

fauna from the Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain states.

The early Pleistocene marks the first appearance of the mam-
moth from the Old World. Among the artiodactyls there are remains

of deer, elk, a form like a musk oxen, camels, and a very peculiar

antilocaprid (Tetrameryjr). True horses, Equus, are common. There

are many small rodents including gophers, mice, and squirrels. A
Canadian goose is also present. The carnivores are common—sabre-

tooth cats {Dinohastis), the dire wolf, and a primitive coyote.

Late Pleistocene (Rancholabrean). The late Pleistocene faunas

are marked by the first appearance of Bison, which also came to North

America from Asia. The remainder of the fauna varies somewhat from

the Irvington particularly in the absence of Tetrameryjr irvingtonensis

Stirton. Perhaps some other dift'erence will be noticed when the species

are better understood. Fossils of late Pleistocene age are likely to be

eiu'ountered almost anywhere. Some of the best material has come from

Lone Tree Point near Rodeo, near Mus.sel Rock southwest of San Fran-

cisco, and in Livermore Valley; mammoth teeth and part of a bison

jaw have been dredged out of San Francisco Bay.



INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS AND FOSSIL LOCALITIES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By Lex> GtWRUE Heeti.kin •

Invertebrate animals live today in various environments in San
Franoiseo Bay and along the coast adjacent to the open ocean. The

habitat of these creatures varies from pure sea-water to brackish water

and from a sandy or muddy bottom to a rocky coast. The rivers and

lakes are populated by a different group of organisms which cannot

tolerate salt water. Evidence that similar animals lived in similar

environments millions of years ago is presented by their fossilized

remains, found in the rocks today.

Changes in the distribution of land and water in the San Fran-

cisco Bay area resulting from past geologic events furnished suitable

habitat for a vast assemblage of invertebrate animals. Evidence of

these past conditions is revealed by the presence of fossils at many
localities. The most abundant fossils in this area are those of mollusks

(elams, snails, cephalopods) and eehinoids (sand dollars and sea

urchins). Most of these lived in comparatively warm and shallow

water.

The oldest fossils in the bay area are siliceous .skeletons of miero-

seopic forms known as radiolaria, which occur in strongly folded and
contorted siliceous marine deposits composed of remarkably evenly

and rhythmically bedded red and green cherts, jaspers, and shales.

Rocks containing these microscopic organisms can be seen at many
localities, one of the best of which is Stow Lake and the adjacent hill

surmounted by Prayer Book Cross in Golden Gate Park, San Fran-

cisco.

These radiolaria presumably belong to the Jurassic period (Meso-

zoic era) wliose age is estimated to be over 100 million years. Some
other animals known to have existed in the Jurassic in other parts of

the world include reptiles, many different forms of ammonites, snails,

clams, corals, and the first known birds.

The Jurassic period was followed by the Cretaceous period, dur-

ing which dinosaurs were abundant in some parts of the world ; how-

ever, they are rare in deposits along the Pacific coast. The warm waters

of the Cretaceous teemed with ammonites (relatives of the pearly

nautilus and octopus), clams, and snails. An extinct member of the

pearl oyster family (Inoceramus), whose shell is composed of pris-

matic layers, occurs at many localities in some portions of the state.

A fossil pearl oyster {Pteria gregoryi) has been found in beds

of middle Cretaceous age 1| miles S. 10° W. of the old settlement of

Carnegie, San Joaquin County. About three-quarters of a mile south of

the old settlement, from beds presumably of about the same age, a

species of ammonite (Sonneralia rogersi) has been described. Upper
Cretaceous fossils, including a highly ornamented bivalve {Phola-

(lomya liarrigani), have been found in black shale in the Western Pa-

cific Railroad cut near Altamout, Alameda County, and an ammonite
{Schlocnbachia templetoni) has been found in tlic railroad cut be-

tween Altamont and Greenway. Specimens of uncoiled ammonites
(Baculites) occur in beds exposed in the creek south of the aqueduct

tunnel in Arroyo del Valle, Alameda County, and on the east side of

the same valley in the SEi sec. 11, T. 4 S., R. 2 E., M. D., and also on
top of a ridge near the road between Marsh Creek and Briones Valley,

Contra Costa County. Other localities where Upper Cretaceous in-

vertebrate fossils occur are : under the bridge on State Highway 1,

about a mile north of Gualala, ]\Iendoeino County ; in the sea cliff about

2 miles north of Gualala ; on the hillside north of the highway about

half a mile west of Muir Station, Contra Costa County.

The Eocene is represented by several thousand feet of sediment,

much of it fossiliferous, in the Mount Diablo area. Extinct species of

fossil snails, clams, and corals occur abundantly at Muir Station,!

Contra Costa County, near the highway in the banks of the stream bed

under the railroad trestle. The beds at this locality are generally con-

sidered to have been deposited during the middle Eocene Capay stage.

F'ossils in beds deposited during the following stage (Domengine)

may be found in the banks of the railroad cut just east of Muir Station

and on the hillside just northeast of the highway intersection at Muir
Station. A careful search at this locality will usually reward the col-

lector with specimens of solitary corals, which are quite abundant.

Fossils also occur, though rather sparingly, to the north of Mount
Diablo 2 to 2\ miles northeast of Clayton about 100 feet above a seam

of coal which was mined nearly a hundred years ago. The climate at

the time these fossils were deposited was much warmer than that of

today in the same region. The occurrence of fossil palm trees in beds

of Eocene age at some localities in this state indicate that at least

subtropical climatic conditions existed at that time.

Beds deposited later than the Eocene and referred to the Oligo-

cene outcrop at various localities in the east bay region. One of the

most prolific fossil localities is about half a mile southwest of the town

of Walnut Creek, in the south side of the creek bed about 100 yards

east of the Oakland-Antioeh railroad bridge. Here fossil cockles

• Associate Curator, Department of Paleontology, California Academy of
Sciences.

t Acknowledgment is due Dr. J. Wyatt Durham, Associate Professor, Depart-
ment of Paleontology, University of California, for advice regarding this and other
localities in Contra Costa County, and for the loan of specimens 4 and 5, fig. 1, and
specimens 6, II, 12, 13, fig. 2. Mr. M. V. Kirk, graduate student In the same depart-
ment, also furnished information regarding certain of the localities in Contra Costa
County. Photographs were made by Frank L. Rogers.
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FiCl'RE 1

Xo. 1. Ostren hoiiigeoiaii R^niond. A large oyster about 200 mm. long,
from I.oc. 2040 ( \'n\\. Cnliforniii ) , near south edge of NE} sec. 'A'A. T. 2 N., R. 1 E.,
M. 11.. Kirker's Pass, west side of Markle.v Canyon. Mount Diablo quadrangle,
Contra Co.'ita County. Hasal San Pablo (Cierbo), upper Miocene.

Xo. 2. Pecten lohri Hertlein. Scallop .shell, height 112.5 mm., from Loc.
2SGS0 (California Acad. Sci.), sea cliffs just north of mouth of first creek south of
San Uregorio Creek, Sun Mateo County. Purisima formation. Pliocene.

Xo. .".. Piiiii.i nuliiita Don. Cone of Monterey pine, length 110..5 mm. From
I.oc. 20442 ( California Acad. Sci. ) . beds exposed along beach at very low tide about
one mile .sunlh of the outlet to Lake Merced, San Francisco County. Probably from
base of terrace. PleLslocene.

Xo. 4. liatanophyllia variahilis Xomland. A coral, 10 mm. in length, par-
tially embedded in sandstone. I'rimi r>oc. A-4.'i00 ( I'niv. California). Muir Station,
Contra Costa County. 10 feet west of spur tracks and 100 feet below in creek bank
below trestle. Domengine, upper middle Eocene.

Xo. .">. Turritellu uraaann aedificata Merriam. Tower-shells embedded in
sandstone, from Loc. A-4.'}11 (Univ. California), north of small gully across road
from Park Ranger station, about a mile from .south entrance inside Mount Diablo
State Park. Contra Costa County. Length of rock matri.x 59 mm. Domengine, upper
middle Kncene.

X'o. 6. BacitUtes sj). Portion of an uncoiled ammonite, 68 ram. long, partly
embedded in a concretion. From Loc. 3124.5 (California Acad. Sci.), Arroyo del
Valle. in creek south of aqueduct tunnel. SEl X\V} sec. 1.3, T. 4 S., R. 2 E., M. D.,
Alameda County.' I'pper Cretaceous. The internal partitions, crinkly where they
join the wall of (he shell, are well shown on the lower half of this specimen.

(Cardium), st-allops {Pecten), razor clams (Solen) and moon shells

(Poliniccs) are abundant. Recent construction of residences in this

area has made the locality almost inaccessible to collectors. Fossil
snails (Bniclarkia) and other forms may be found in road cuts on the
Arnold Industrial Highway about three-quarters of a mile east of
Muir Station, Contra Costa County.

The Miocene epoch, which foUowcd the Oligocene, occurred 10
to 30 million years ago. Many invertebrate mollii.sks including oysters
(Ostrea), scallops (Pecten), mussels, (M?/W!(s), slipper-shells (Crepi-
dula), top-shells (Calliostoma), and turban-shells (Tegida) lived in

the .shallow warm waters. The fo.ssils of this time include a number of

species which are still living off southern and Lower California.

Several well-known localities where fossils of Miocene age occur
can be readily found. About li miles southwest of Stanford Univer-
sity, under the bridge where Alpine Drive crosses Los Traneos Creek
just above its junction with San Franei.sciuito Creek, Santa Clara
County, middle Miocene (Temblor) beds are exposed which contain
numerous acorn barnacles (Balanas). The fossils are so abundant in

this general vicinity that these and similar strata are locally known
as

'

' barnacle beds.
'

'

Beds of upper Miocene age are well represented in Contra Costa
County. Large oysters [Ostrca honrgeoisii) occur at Kirker Pass,

about li miles northeast of Clayton. In some portions of the state,

one species, Ostrea titan, attained a length of 18 inches. An easily

accessible locality well known to collectors, first described in 1856
and locally known as the '

' Pecten beds
'

', is on the shore of San Pablo
Bay just west of the town of Rodeo and a little south of Lone Tree
Point. In these beds fossil shells of a small scallop (Pecten pahloensis)

occur in profusion. Numerous specimens of the native oj-ster (Ostrea

lurida) occur on a low Pleistocene terrace, 8 to 10 feet above sea level,

truncating these Miocene beds. Fossil sand dollars belonging to an
extinct genus (Astrodapsis) occur in beds expo.sed in the town of

Rodeo at the intersection of Third Street and Pinole Avenue.

Fossil oysters and scallops of the Briones beds, lower upper
Miocene, occur in a quarry opposite the Devil 's Slide at a sharp turn

in the road about 2 miles from the gate to the soiitli entrance of Jlount

Diablo park. The observation house at the summit of the mountain
is built of fossiliferous blocks of rock from this quarry. Farther along

this road, just opposite the park ranger 's station, a bed outcrops which

contains a multitude of Eocene snails of the genus Turritella.

Small nonmarine fossil clams (Pisidium and Sphaerium) and
snails (Lymnaea and Planorhis) have been collected from ancient

lake beds deposited during upper Miocene time and exposed in Haggin
Creek, about 200 feet below the bridge, a mile east of Penn Grove,

Sonoma County.
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Xt>s. 1-5. R:ulii>larin. MiorDscoiiic animals from cliert, Anpel Island, Marin
County. l*roI>ahly I'pper Jurassic. (1) Cr?iosjibaerii :^p. ; (2) JIagifiittrutn s\}.\ (8)
Dichjoniitrtf sp. ; (4) CcncUipsis sji, (.">) Triporyclin sp. Thesp fiKiiros. somewhat
reduced, are copied from (1. J. Ilinde. Tniv. California Bull. Dept. (Jeol., vol. 1,

no. 7. I."<il4, pi. 14, fijis. 1, 7, 12, 14, l.'i. The original illustrations are magnified
nliout X2tH) n.-itural size. The heavier shadin;; (tn the outside of tlie tijiures is intended
ti> represent the rock matrix in which the forms are embedded.

Xo. G. Bruvhtrkia (frat-ida Gabh. Fossil sea snail 21 mm. li)ntj, from I^oc.

A-4l'i(n (I'niv. California I, on Arnold liidnslrial highway in road cut three-

quarters of a mile east of Muir Station, l,.'i(X) feet due east of north portal of

Santa l"e tunnel, Contra Costa County. OliRocene.

Xo. 7. Amniirelliiin clnrH Stewart. Fossil sea snail, 30. .'5 mm. in altitude,

from T^oc. 2til (California Acad. Sci.), about a quarter of a miie south of S4imers-
\ ille. Contra Costa Ci>unty. in sandstiuie about 100 feet above coal seam. Uomen-
gine. upper middle Koceiie.

Xo. S. Chionr undatello Sowerby. '\\*avy Chione (also known as hardshell
cockle), 41.."! mm. in altitude, from I-oc. 412 (California Acad. Sci.), cliffs along
northeast shore of Tonutles Hay, about (me mile from the ocean. Pleistocene.

Xo. 9. A'njuoriiis nioianinniis JIartin. Fossil basket-shell, height (incom-
plete) 38 mm., from Loc. 12G88 (California State ilin. Bur.), Bolinas, Marin
County. Pliocene.

Xo. 10. Demiiocernn sp. Ammonite, 34 mm. in greater diameter, from Loc.
1467-A (California Acad. Sci.), probably from Knos Canyon, about seven miles
west of Winters. Yolo County. I'pper Cretaceous.

Xo. 11. Ilrachysphinffits wamniilatus Clark and AVoodford. Sea snail, height
(incomplete) 2.3 mm., frcmi I.oc. A-47S."i (I'niv. California) in road cut about 100
yards east ^»f the southwest gate to Benicia arsenal. Solano County. Martinez
formati(ui. Paleocene or lo\ver Eocene.

Xo. 12. Astrodapsia tuniidiis R^mond. Fossil sand dollar, greater diameter
22.G mm., from T.oc. A-4786 (California Acad. Sci.), Third Street and Pinole
Avenue, Rodeo, Contra Costa County. In a street cut just below Pinole tuff con-
tact. San Pablo formation, upper Pliocene.

Xo. 1-3. Astrodnpsis linuidiis R^niond. Another specimen of the species
shown in Xo. 12, from the same locality. Greater diameter 23.3 mm.

Xo. 14. Pecten pnhloensis Conrad. Fossil scallop shell partially emiie.ldid
in sandstone. The valve on the right is approxinuitely .".l mm. long. From I.oe.

27420 (Calif.irnia .\cail. Sci. I. rocks exposed at I'ecteu Point cm San Pablo Bay,
just west of the town of Rodeo. Contra Costa County. San Pablo formation, upper
Miocene. A small fossil barnacle is attached to the middle low-er portion of the
valve to the left.

Xo. 15. Area (Anndfirn) trilineata Conrad. Fo.ssil ark shell, approximately
65.5 mm. in length, from Loc. 32070 (California Acad. Sci.), quarry about one
mile west of Millbrae, San Mateo County. Merced formation, Pliocene.

Xo. 10. Aiiorthoficitlum interlineatiivi Stimpson. An extinct species of sand
dollar from beach south of Fleishhacker's pool, San Francisco County. Longer
diameter, approximately 8!l mm. Members of this species are often washed nut of
the Merced formation, of Pliocene age, which occurs along Seven Mile headi.

Xo. 17. Dendrnnter excentrirtis Eschscholtz. Sand dollar which today lives
along the .same beach where .specimens of the extinct species illustrated in Xo. 16
are often found. Greater diameter 75 mm. Xote the different arrangement of the
petals in the two species.

Tl)e Pliocene epoch, pstiinated to have occurred from 2 to 9

million years ago, followed the Miocene. Pliocene beds in the immedi-
ate vicinity of San Pranciseo P>ay were deposited in elongate V-shaped
indentations, but farther south broad embayments in San Mateo and
Santa Cruz Counties were populated by abundant marine inverte-

brates, many of which occur today in the waters off California. On
the whole the temperature was warmer than that at the present time

in the same latitude.

Along Seven Mile Beach south of the outlet to Lake Merced in

San Francisco, fossil sand dollars are often found where they have
been washed out of the upper Pliocene Merced formation, which
occurs in the cliffs and along the shore. This e.xtim-t sand dollar

(Anurthoscutum inttrlincatum) whose petals are only slightly excen-

tric, was originally described from this area in 1856. Sand dollars

(Dendraster excentricus) which today live in shallow water along

this same strand, also are often washed up on the beach. The dif-

ferences between the fossil form and the living one may be seen in

figure 2, numbers 16 and 17. Jlany fossil clams and snails can be found
in the bluffs between Pillar Point and the top of the marine series

about a mile south of the outlet of Lake Merced. The upper, more
northern beds are generally considered to be of Pleistocene age.

Numerous fossils occur in the cliffs to the south of Ilalfmoou Bay,
San Mateo County, and in beds exposed along the roadside where the

highway crosses various ravines, in the cliffs soufli of the mouth of

San Gregorio Creek, and in the cliffs at Capitola south of Santa Cruz.

Snails and clams are abundant at these localities. An extinct species

of scallop (Pecfcn lohri) is found in the sea cliffs south of the mouth
of San Gregorio Creek, San Mateo County. Fossil aik shells (Area)

and other forms occur in the Merced formation exposed in a quarry
which recently has been opened about a mile west of Millbrae. San
Mateo County. Fossils, such as the ba,sketslifll (Xassarius). also may
be found in the bluff's at Bolinas Bay. Marin Count.v. .I'ust south of

the town of that name. In Sonoma County, n)arine fo.ssils of Pliocene

age have been recorded from about half a mile north of Freestone,

200 feet east of the trestle in the .stream, and at other localities in that

general region.

The Pleistocene or Glacial epoch, which preceded the present or

Recent (Holocene) time, is represented b\ invertebrate fossils oc-

curring on raised beaches at several localities along the coast. Shells

of many species of moUusks, nearly all of which live in marine waters

along the coast of California today, occur abundantly on a raised

beach at Tomales Bay. Species found there include oysters, hard-

shell cockles and spiny cockles (Cardium qHndraijcnarium). Fossils

of this type may be found in the cliffs along the northeastern shore of

Tomales Bay, about half a mile from the ocean ; also on a point on the
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east side of this bay east of the Inverness Yacht Club. Some of the

species such as the hard-shell cockle (Chione undatclla) are now con-

fined to latitudes south of Morro Bay some 200 miles south of Tomales.

This fact suptrests that tlie climate was somewhat warmer at the time

they were living on the beaches of middle California.

Today, marine invertebrates, potential fossils of the future, occur

abundantly in San Francisco Bay and along the coast, especially in

bays or along rock.y points. It is an interesting fact that one species

of barnacle (Balantis iniprovisus), which occurs abundantly in the

waters of San Francisco Bay, ranges to Stockton on the San Joaquin

River where the water is virtually fresh. Clams, snails, and sand dol-

lars occur abundantly at such localities as Bolinas Bay, Tomales Bay,

Drake's Estero, and Halfmoon Bay, as well as in San Francisco

Bay; while forms preferring a rocky habitat occur on Duxbury Reef

in Marin County. Several species introduced with oysters from the

Atlantic coast and from Japan have established themselves in this

region.
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PREHISTORIC FORESTS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By Ralph W. Chaney •

Tliere is, perhaps, no single feature of the natural environment

whieii tells so much about local conditions as its vefretation. One need

not be a botanist to rceop-nize nuirked chaiifres in the plant population

as he travels from the PacifiL' shore eastward across the Coast Raupjes

into the Great Valley ; the oaks and pines of tlie Sierra foothills, with

their understory of manzanita. are different both from the trees of

the jrrassy savannas below and the forests of the mountains beyond
;

and at the Sierra summit trees disappear altogether, to be replaced

by low-growing shrubs and herbs which can survive the snow and
wind of a winter at high altitudes. The forests, chajiarral, and grass-

lands of today reflect many characteristics of the landscape and cli-

mate where they occur.

When a student of earth history turns to the record of the past,

he surveys evidence provided by the rocks of which the earth is made;
he searches for indications of ancient land surfaces—the topography

of other ages; from layers of ancient sediments he digs out fossils

representing successive populations which have spread over sea and
land, filling each environmental niche as do the animals and plants

of today. With all this evidence collected and wisely interpreted, pic-

tures rise up from remote antiquity like images developing on a photo-

graphic film. To understand the world of today and its background,

these pictures of yesterday must be clearly drawn and understood.

A fossil is the remains of a once-living thing preserved in the

rocks. Although the individual which it represents may have been

dead for millions of years, there is still residual in a petrified bone,

a shell of a clam, an imprint of a leaf, some evidence of the organic

processes which carried it through its life during an earlier geologic

period. Studied from the standpoint of these vestiges of its former

existence, a fossil becomes more than an object long dead—it comes
to represent a symbol of life and living which has fortunately been
preserved from earlier ages to offer its testimony in solving the prob-

lems of earth history. The fossils of land plants tell much about the

past, for their growth and distribution have always been controlled

by temperature and rainfall, and by the hills and valleys of former
landscapes. Therefore the record of ancient forests is one of the most

accurate sources of information regarding the history of the bay area

during the late chapters of geologic time.

This discussion will not go back to the beginnings of plant history

because there is no record in the bay region of the great forests of

ferns, horsetails, and clubmosses which lived in the eastern part of

North America during the Carboniferous period. Nor are there any-

where in the bay area fossil examples of the cycads, conifers, and
ginkgos, which were so widely distributed during Mesozoic time. No
one region has rocks of all ages exposed, and it is necessary, there-

fore, to piece together the incomplete fragments of earth history from
many places. In the vicinity of San Francisco is found one of the most
continuous sequences of Pliocene floras known in the world, and the

fossils of the Pleistocene are also well represented. These are chapters

just preceding the day in which we live, when forests were made up
of plants clo.sely resembling those of today. Before turning to this

well-known section of plant history, however, the less complete rec-

ords from the earlier epochs of the Cenozoic era, extending back
some 75 million years, will be considered.

The most ancient plant fossils known to occur in the bay area

were collected many years ago during coal-mining operations near
Tesla in Alameda County. Within recent years additional material

has been collected, including leaves of the fan palm (t<ahalites),

magnolia, avocado (Posea), sebestena (Cordia), and huanchal (Cu-
pania). All of these leaves are large and thick as compared with
foliage of trees growing in temperate regions, and with few cxccjitions

Fig.
• Professor of Paleontology, University of California.

1. Tropical forest on the Tatare River, Panama,
general aspect of Eocene vegetation.
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Vm. 5. Swjimp cypress and tupelo forest, Varner River, Missouri. The Xeroly flora occupied a similar habitat near PittsburK
at the end of the Miocene. Photo by U. S. Forest Service.
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Fig. 7. Fruit of tiipelo

(Xyssn knoirltoni) from the
Neroly fonnntion nt Loma
Rnnch. near I'ittsliurg.

Flo. (i. Alder leaf (.\!>ins rorrnU'mn) from the
Xerol.v formation at Corral Hollow.

Fig. 8. Poplar leaf (I'opuliis balsamoides) from the

N'eroly formation on Bailey Koa<l, near Pittsbiir);.
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their modern erniivalents are found on trees and sliriibs pro\vin<» in the

tropics. Close association of the leaf-hcarin;;' beds witli shales eon-

tainin<: marine fossils snpfrests that the habitat of this forest was on

tlie borders of swamps and lap;oons along the shore of the sea. A
similar forest, but of a river flood plain t.vpe, has been described from

Chalk Hlnffs and vicinity, on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada.

The modern distribution of these forests in Mexico and Central

America, in areas without frost, emphasizes the extent of climatic

chaiifie in the ba.v area since the Eocene epoch.

Durinjr the remainder of the Eocene, and in the Oligocene and

Miocene epochs which followed, shallow seas continued to cover wide

areas in west-central California. The sediments deposited in the bays

and along the shores of these seas contain the remains of animals of

sorts that toda.v live only in salt water. The presence of a coral in

Oligocene deposits near Walnut Creek, and of mollu.sks like those

now living as far south as the Gulf of California, suggests that the

sea of this epoch was much warmer than the present waters of San

Francisco Ba.v. During the Miocene epoch which followed, there is

evidence of gradual reduction in water temperatures, though even

at this time the life of the sea was like that now found in warmer

waters along the coast of southern California. In these marine deposits

there are included oid.v fragments of plants which lived ahnig adjacent

shores. A few pieces of driftwood have been found, now petrified.

And in the Kirker fornuition north of Pittsburg there are incomplete

leaves which may have been blown into the sea from nearby head-

lands. Although the forests of the bay counties can scarcely be

reconstructed from this meagre record, a brief survey of the fossil

Itlants found elsewhere in California during Oligocene and Miocene

time will suggest the probably aspect of the vegetation during these

epochs.

Specimens of leaves, fruits and wood, laid down in beds of fine

sediment deposited with gold-bearing gravels, are found in Trinity

Comity in the Weaverville flora of Oligocene age. The forest which

has been reconstructed from these fossils contained trees whose living

equivalents inhabit humid, wai'm-temperate areas such as the Gulf

States, Mexico, and Central America, as well as central and southern

China. A tree like the living swamp cypress [Taxodium dislichuin)

of the Oi\lf States was the most prolifii\ as judged by abiuulance of

its leafy shoots, 'Walnut (Jnylans) and laurels (including the red

bay, I'crsea, to which genus belongs the avocado) were other com-

mon trees, and vines of sumac {Rhufi) and chumieo (Tctracera) are

represented by many leaves. In this mixture of temperate and

tropical plants is found the first California record of Mctascqiioia. a

deciduous redwood recently found living in central China. In most of

its Tertiary occurrences, this conifer is associated with Taxodium,

though it appears to have occupied somewhat less swampy habitats.

Farther to the south, near Boulder Creek in Santa Cruz County, a

few leaves have been found in the San Lorenzo formation of Oligocene

age ; these are also suggestive of trees which live today in regions with

heav.v rainfall and mild climate. Although not so subtropical as those

of the Eocene, the Oligocene forests of California appear to have

re(}nired a much warmer and rainier climate than that of today.

This is much less true of the Miocene floras of California, all of

which are found in the interior where the moderating effects of tin-

ocean are less pronounced. The upper Cedarville flora in northeastern

California and adjacent Nevada represents a typicall.v temperate

forest made up of alder (Alnus), chestnut (Casianea), hickory

(Carya). maple {Acer), oak {Quercvs), pine {Pinus), and poplar

(Popuhis). Many of the living equivalents of these Miocene trees now
occupy regions where nuich of the rainfall comes during the sumnn-r

season, in contrast to the present regime of dry summers and light

winter rains. This forest, known as the Arcto-Tertiary flora, had it-;

origin in Alaska and other northern regions during the Cretaceoiis

and Eocene, and in subsequent ages migrated southward across

North America, and down into Eurasia as well. The term foresi

migration carries no suggestion that individual trees travelled from

Alaska into California; such movements of vegetation involve the

wide scattering of seeds around the centers of origin, and their best

germination and- development in areas where climate, topography,

and soil are most favorable to their establishment. In this case, with

slow changes toward lower temperature and reduced rainfall, mem-
bers of the northern forest found superior growing conditions in

regions south of Alaska. Gradually they became extinct in their

original home, and during millions of years of geologic time they

sjiread southward across most of the TTnited States. The proof of this

southwartl movement is to be found in the fossil occurrence of mem-
bers of the Arcto-Tertiar.v flora at successively more southern locali-

ties from Eocene time to the present. These favorable conditions have

persisted in eastern North America, where the Arcto-Tertiary flora

has survived with relatively little modification. But in the western

United States, a trend toward wider extremes of temperature and
dryer summers was appai'cnt during the Miocene, and most of the

Arcto-Tertiary flora has disappeared from this region since that

epoch. The u|iper Cedarville flora is the last in which this forest from

the north is fully represented.

A Miocene flora from Kern County, on the western border of the

Mojave Desert, gives evidence of a semiarid climate. Over half the

specimens collected are oak leaves resembling those of live oaks now
living in the dryer parts of California and Mexico. Most of the others

represent, trees and shrubs similar to those now found along water- •

ways east of the Coast Ranges, where the climate is continental. Almost

no members of the Arcto-Tertiary flora penetrated as far south as
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Fig. 9. The Muimnli (Tiiiuu-1 Treo), a lu'trififil log of redwood (Stiiuoiu lunijaiUirfn) al llu- IVUitieil ri.r.-.st.

this region in California, where even 20 million years ago the vegeta-

tion was largely of a type now living in northern Mexico and the

southwestern United States. During the Pliocene epoch which fol-

lowed, many members of this semi-arid southern flora moved north-

ward into central California.

In the bay area, a flora transitional in age between Miocene and
Pliocene occupied the region from San Pablo Bay east to Pittsburg,

and southward around Mount Diablo to the region of Altamont Pass

and Corral Hollow. The record of this forest is found in sandstones

and shales which make up the Neroly formation. These sediments were

laid down along the shore at the north, for in outcrops near Pitts-

burg are shells of marine mollusks and other invertebrates which lived

in a shallow sea. Interbedded with these marine sediments are layers

of rhyolitie ash which were deposited upon a land surface, for they

contain the leaves and stems of terrestrial plants. It is evident that

earth movements were taking place, which at some times lowered the

continent, bringing an advance of the sea and its shellfish popula-

tion, and at other times raised it to permit the growth of trees along the

shore. Like the Weaverville flora, the coastal pliase of the Neroly flora

contains swamp cypress and tupelo, with bordering trees of red bay,

sycamore, and willow; but growing conditions appear to have been

much less favorable, as judged by the smaller size of the Neroly leaves.

In the Altamont region to the south, the sea appears to have been

wholly withdrawn at this time. There are no marine invertebrates in

the sediments here, nor is evidence found of coastal swamp vegetation

like that near Pittsburg. Instead there is a record of forests including

such trees, as alder, cherry (Prunus), poplar, sycamore, and willow,

which still live in the valleys of this region; birch (Betula) which is

found in the Sierra; and chumieo and magnolia which now grow

largely at lower latitudes. While some resemblances to modern Cali-

fornia trees are apparent, the Neroly flora <as a whole shows its closest

relationship to the forests now living along the Gulf Coast and on

the shores of the Atlantic from the Carolinas southward. Here are

coastal swamps occupied by swamp cypress and tupelo, with birch,
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A ^. m^ _
Vu). 1(1. KIrii li';if ( I'lniim rolifor-

nicn ) fi-iim the lower IMioccne on the

southwest side of Mount Diablo.

Fig. 11. Valley oak leaf (Quer-
cits wornt/cnsis) from the middle
Pliocene of the Oakland-Berkeley
Hills near St. Mary's College.

ma<rnolia, red bay, sycamore, walnut, and willow growing on the mar-

gins and along the streams which come down from adjacent hills. All

of these trees are represented in the Neroly flora.

The disappearance, since Neroly time, of the swamp cypress,

tupelo, and other trees may be explained by a brief comparison of the

summer climate of central California with that of coastal Louisiana

and Georgia. Unlike the dry summers of coastal California, there is

heavy rainfall in the southeastern United States. During Neroly time,

some 15 million years ago, tiiere was a similar regime of precipitation

in the bay area; with a gradual change toward dry summer climate,

many of the members of the Neroly flora disappeared from the bay

region, though they have survived in the southeastern United States

where adequate rain continues to fall during the summer months.

Alder, poplar, sycamore, and willow have lingered on here in valleys

where there are permanent streams, but for the most part the aspect

of the existing vegetation has been greatly changed.

The Black Hawk Ranch flora from the southwestern flank of

Mount Diablo gives further evidence of a gradual trend toward re-

duced rainfall in the bay area during the first half of the Pliocene

epoch. A study of this and most of the other Pliocene floras of Cali-

fornia has shown that they include abundant leaf impressions of

poplar, willow, elm {Vlmus), and sycamore, trees of kinds now living

on the borders of streams. Leaves of live oak, sumac, and mountain

mahogany {Cercocarpus} are less numerous, probably because the

trees on which they grew occupied slopes, as do their modern descend-

ants. In most fossil floras, the species which lived near streams or

lakes are more abundantly represented than those of the slopes and
hills, for trees growing beside bodies of water are in a better position

to add their leaves and seeds to the .sediments there accumulating. The
four floodplain trees all are common in Miocene floras of western

North America, and two of them, sycamore and willow, have modern
relatives still living in valleys on the sides of Mount Diablo. One of

the oaks, a relative of the coast live oak, Quercus acjrifolia, and the

mountain mahogany are also represented locally in the modern vegeta-

tion. Altogether, the Black Hawk Ranch flora shows a much closer

resemblance to the vegetation around Mount Diablo today than the

Neroly flora with its swamp cypress, tupelo, and other eastern trees.

Only the elm is no longer found native in California, and even it grows
well under cultivation.

By middle Pliocene time, the forests of the bay area were almost

wholly modern in aspect. Oaks, sycamore, poplar, and willow are the

most abundant trees of the Mulholland flora from the eastern side ot

the Oakland-Berkeley Hills. A large group of typical California shrubs

and small trees is recorded, including bush poppy (Dendroinecoii)

.

flannel bush {Fremontia), desert sweet (Chamacbatiaria), Catalina

ironwood {Lyonothamnus), Christmas berry {Photinia), California

lilac (Ceanothus), coffee berry (Rhamnits), dogwood [Corniis), and
manzanita (Arctostaphylos) . There are no redwoods or other trees

which today require high rainfall. In fact, the Mulholland flora indi-

cates climatic conditions with slightly less rainfall than is found in

this region at the present time. Unlike the older floras, in which many
or most of the species had their origin at the north, a majority of the

Mulholland plants appear to have come up from the southwest, and
are assigned to the Madro-Tertiary flora because of their supposeil

migration from the Sierra Madre of Mexico.

Nearer the coast there is a record of a much more humid type of

vegetation during the closing days of the Pliocene epoch. The Sonoma
formation was deposited during a series of volcanic eruptions whieli

scattered volcanic ash over a large part of Napa County and intn

Sonoma and Lake Counties. Deposits of this sort are highly favorable

for the preservation of the life record. So, at the Petrified Forest,

on the road from Santa Rosa to Calistoga, one of the finest examples

of an ancient forest in all the world is preserved. Here are enormous

trunks of redwoods (Sequoia) lying where they fell when they were

blown down, perhaps by explosions, or by winds rushing down the

slopes of an adjacent volcano. In fine layers of volcanic sediment are

found, in addition to redwood, the winged seeds of four other conifers,

fir (Abies), spruce (Picca), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga) , and hem-

lock (Tsuga). Various associates of the redwood in living forests

are also represented, including wax mj-rtle (Myrica), red alder,
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Ijive oak leaf

(Q uerc u s irislizrnaidai)

from the middle Pliocene
of the Oakland-Iierkeley
Hills near St. Mary's Col-
lege.

chinquapin (Castanopsix), tan oak {LitJiocarpus), pepperwood
(Unibclliilaria), rhododendron, and huckleberry (Vaccinium). The
remains of these plants indicate that climatic conditions much like

those of today were present north of the bay durini; upper Pliocene

time, and that the forest was similar to the one which now extends

from Point Sur along' the coast to the Orepron line. A few survivors

from earlier days remained, including: chestnut, elm, and red bay,

all of which now live in the eastern United States, and the water

chestnut ( Traixi), an aquatic plant which is now native only in China;

but the forest as a whole is typically western and coastal.

On the east side of the Santa Clara Valley a similar flora of

upper Pliocene age has been studied. Conifers include redwood, pine,

Douglas fir, and incense cedar {Libocedrus), and there -vvere other

trees such as alder, madrone {Arbutus) . oak, and poplar w'hose living

relatives occupy stream borders and valley slopes in the bay area. The
Santa Clara flora suggests condition.s somewhat less humid than the

Sonoma, as might be expected from its interior situation ; both these

f3oras are interpreted to indicate forests essentially like those of today

in corresponding habitats.

None of the direct evidence of glaciation which characterizes

deposits of Pleistocene age in many parts of North America is found
in the bay area; but the effects of lowered temperature are apparent
in the nature and distribution of Pleistocene forests along the Cali-

fornia coast. In one of these forests in the Tomales Bay region of

Marin County, 12 species of trees have been found, which are in no way
different from those living. These species have been identifjed as Cali-

fornia nutmeg {Torreya califurnica), tideland spruce {Picea sitch-

ensis). Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia), Bishop pine {Pinus muri-
cata), Monterey pine {Pinus radiata), Gowen cypress {Cupressus
goveniana) red alder {Almts rubra), coast live oak {Quercus agri-

folia), wax myrtle {Myrica californicu), pepperwood {I'mbrllularia

californica), big-leaf maple (.Icfr macroplnjllum), and madrone {Ar-
butus mcnzicsii). Judging from the numbers of fossil cones, needles,

and wood specimens, conifers were conspicuous trees in this forest,

Monterey pine being the most abundant species. Common shrubs were
thimbleberry {Rubus parvi/lorus). California hazel {Corylus ros-

trata, var. californica), California blackberry {Ruhns vitifnlius), a
manzanita resembling Arctostaphylos cohimhiana, and Creek dogwood
{Cornus californica). Unlike most older fossil floras, the Tomales flora

contains many remains of herbs, represented largely by seeds and
flowers. Most abundant of these is a close relative of the pine mistletoe

(Arceuthobium campylopodum) ; ditch-grass {Riippia maritima), an
immersed aquatic inhabitant of modern coastal swamps, bedstraw
{Galium californicum) and durango root {Datisco (jlomcraia) are
other abundant herbs. More than lialf of the species represented in the

Tomales flora now range northward to Puget Sound, and a third of

them are not found south of Monterey. The modern forest lives in a
region characterized by frequent summer fogs, and an annual rainfall

of 20 inches or more.

Another Pleistocene flora from a locality near San Bruno has also

been studied. A high ridge lies to tlie west of this region at the present

time, and an inland habitat during the Pleistocene is also indicated. A
log of Douglas fir over 6 feet in diameter, together with seeds and

^^

Fig. 13. Cottonwood leaf {Popttlus prefreittontii)

from the middle I'liocene of the Oakland-Berkeley Hills

near St. Mary's College.
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Fig. 16. Cone of Gowen cypress {Cu-
pressus goveninna) from Pleistocene as-

phalt deposits near Carpinteria (X6).

FlQ. 17. Cone of Monterey pine (Pinus ra(li-

ata) from Pleistocene asphalt deposits near Car-

pinteria (Xj).
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I

Fig. 18. Fruit of manzanita (Arctostaphylos
ghiicn) from Pleistocene asphalt deposits near Car-
pinterin (X3).

Fio. 19. Cones of Douglas fir (Paeudottuga
iaxifolia) from Pleistocene deposits near San
Bruno.

FiQ. 20. A partl.v buried log of Douglas fir (Paeudotsuga taxifolin) from
Pleistocene deposits near San Bruno.
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needles, suggests that this species lived near at hand, probably in a

ravine with a small stream. Various shrubs and herbs now common in

the chaparral of the Coast Ranges appear to have occupied exposed

slopes where there was less available moisture. Similar vegetation is to

be found on the east slopes of Inverness Ridge in Marin County.

Remains of coast redwood [Sequoia sempervirens) and other

northern trees in Pleistocene deposits at Carpinteria are worthy of

brief comment, even though this area is outside the bay region. This

is the farthest southward extension which has been recorded for the

redwood. To a les.ser degree the Tomales and San Bruno floras also

were shifted down the coast during this epoch of reduced temperature.

Return to the milder climate of the present day has brought about the

disappearance of many northern species from Carpinteria and else-

where in southern California, and they are now to be found largely

between the Monterey peninsula and Puget Sound.

During the long span of geologic time, measured in scores of mil-

lions of years, many kinds of trees lived in the bay area which are no

longer native in California. The forests of the Eocene, including palm,

fig, and avocado, gradually disappeared as the climate became colder,

but survived in Mexico and Central America in regions not touched

by frost. With their departure there came down from Alaska the

trees of the Arcto-Tcrtiary flora. This temperate forest, not repre-

sented in the bay area until the end of the Miocene epoch, contained

many species whose living descendants require summer rainfall. With
the change in climate toward winter rainfall and summer drought,

most of the members of the Arcto-Tertiary flora disappeared, although

the redwood survived along the coast in a belt covered by summer fog

;

and the alder, big-leaf maple, sycamore, and rhododendron still thrive

along streams. By middle Pliocene time the small-leafed evergreen

oaks which make up such an important part of the present woodland,

and the shrubs which are members of the existing chaparral, had come

up from the southwest. The modern character of the vegetation in the

bay area became established when the Coast Ranges had been raised

up as barriers to ocean winds, and when long-term climatic trends

brought lessened rainfall, dryer summers, and colder winters.

Forests of today are the result of long ages of change. The forests

of the future will unquestionably respond to further earth changes

as mountain ranges and continents are built up or worn down, and as

rainfall and temperature are altered by forces which are so far only

partly understood. A survey of the history of vegetation in the liay

area, as judged by the record of plants buried in the sediments cif

other ages, gives a clearer picture than could otherwise be obtaiiiid

of an earth before man came to live upon it, and suggests the nature

of the changes which lie ahead in ages to come.
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PART V

MINERAL INDUSTRY

Editorial Note:

Part Fr\E describes man 's utilization of the rocks and minerals of the San Francisco Bav area
As the population has grown in this region, demand for useful products has rapidly expanded
resulting in the development of a great market center for minerals. Industries must "be provided
with raw mineral materials to make all manner of goods ; building stone, limestone, clay sand and
gravel for building construction; various minerals needed in the manufacture of metals and
metallic equipment; the so-called iionmetallic minerals for the manufacture of chemicals ferti-
lizers, and various products useful to agriculture ; and the mineral fuels—coal, oil, and '^as—which
provide energy and reducing agents for various industries. Though the San Francicso Bay area
has provided large amounts of minerals and rocks to its growing industry, the State of California
as a whole has contributed generously to the industrial needs. In addition, manv raw mineral
products have been imported from other states and other countries, some of which" could just as
well have been mined in California. As we look beyond this lively, growing metropolitan area and
the tarm and home land which adjoins it, we see immense tonnages of minerals and rocks flowing
into It. On the other hand, we see enormous shipments of finished products coming from the area
for distribution to all parts of the country. It is hoped that the significance of our back-round
study may now be better realized and enjoyed, since the entire economic picture as we see it today
IS shown to have grown out of the historical past, the natural environment and the natural
resources provided by this natural gathering center of materials made from the products of
the earth.
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CALIFORNIA'S CONTRIBUTION OF MINERAL RAW MATERIAL TO SAN FRANCISCO INDUSTRIES
liV l.AUKKN A. WllKillT*

Even as the San FrancisfO of 100 years ago drew its j'outliful

vigor from tlie Sierran gold fields, so today do the expanding economies

of the San Praneiseo Bay cities depend on many additional, though

perliaps less romantic, mineral substances produced in California. The
region within a 30()-mile radius of San Francisco has yielded a min-

eral wealth that, in diversity and total value, probably can be matched
by no other area of comparable size. To meet the reciuirements of in-

dustrial growth and an increased population even greater future

demands will be placed on the mineral resources of this area and of the

entire state.

During the last few decades the most noteworthy trends in Cali-

fornia 's mining industry' have been marked increases in the output

of mineral fuels and nonmetallic substances, and a decline in metallic

iniueral production. The combined mineral output of the state has

steadily risen, however, and in 1948 its annual value for the first time

exceeded one billion dollars. The rise in the consumption and output

of petroleum and natural gas and the significance of these materials

to the state's economy are well known. Perhaps less obvious, but of

comparable significance in the every-day life of the average Cali-

forniau are tiie nonmetallic materials upon which the building con-

struction and ceramic industries, agriculture, chemical plants, foun-

dries, and even the oil industry depend so heavily.

Foremost among the state's nonmetallic products are cement,

sand aiul gravel, clay, stone, and boron minerals. The annual output

of each of these is valued at more than 10 million dollars. Other Cali-

fornia nonmetals that are produced in yearly amounts valued at more
than a million dollars are calcium chloride, diatomite, gypsum, lime,

magnesium compounds, potassium salts, pumice, salt (sodium

chloride I, sodium carbonate, and talc. Xonmetals that are produced in

smaller quantity include asbestos, barite, bromine, feldspar, fluorspar,

1

garnet, gem stones, iodine, lithium minerals, magnesite, scrap mica,

I

peat, pebbles for grinding, perlite, slate, sulfur, and pyrophyllite.

[
Deposits of andahisite, kyanite, optical calcite, strontium minerals,

and (piartz crystals have been operated in the past but are currently

inactive.

The production of metallic minerals, though now overshadowed
by the noumetal output, is still significant. California, with a 1949 gold

output valued at 14.^ million dollars, ranked second among the states

as a source of this metal. Also valued at more than a million dollars

each are the annual lead, zinc, iron, and tungsten yields. Recently,

• Senior Mining Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

however, California's yearly output of copper, silver, and quicksilver

has slipped below one million dollars in value for each.

Chromite and manganese deposits in California have been

operated profitably in wartime, but are generally inactive when
unstimulated by emergency prices. The production of metallic mag-
nesium in the state began during World War II, but has since been

discontinued. Antimony and ilmenite deposits in the state have yielded

a small and sporadic output. Two or three hundred ounces of platinum

minerals are being obtained each year as a by-product of certain gold-

placer operations, and a relatively small quantity of by-product

molybdenum is recovered in tungsten mining.

Notwithstanding the great variety and relatively large volume of

both the metallic and nonmetallic mineral commodities produced in

California, they are dwarfed in value by the state's natural gas and
petroleum output. Of the more than one billion dollar value placed

upon California mineral production in 1949. more than four-fifths

was assigned to these mineral fuels. From 1850 to the early nineteen-

hundreds, coal mined in California was also a significant mineral fuel

;

but in the last few decades coal has been produced in the state only

sporadically and in very small amounts. Large deposits of natural

asphalt and bituminous rock that are known to exist remain relatively

undeveloped, but may become important sources of fuel in the future.

The geologic and geographic occurrences of California's mineral

commodities that either directly or indirectly enter into the commerce
of the San Francisco Bay area are very diverse. Some of the deposits

formed early in geologic time ; others are forming today. Some of the

commodities must be obtained close to the localities at which they are

used, others are transported long distances to manufacturing and
marketing centers in California and in other parts of the I'nited States

and the world. Some are removed at great expense from hundreds or

thousands of feet underground ; others are obtained inexpensively in

large surface operations ; still others are won from sea water or the

brines of inland saline lakes.

The deposits of none of the state's mineral commodities, however,

are distributed haphazardly. Instead their distribution patterns

ordinarily outline distinct belts that reflect conditions of order and

uniformity in the geologic history of a given region. It is part of

the work of the economic and petroleum geologists to study such belts,

to reconstruct the events that led to the accumulation of useful min-

eral substances, to determine the extent of the known deposits, and

on the basis of such data to guide the exploration for hitherto undis-
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covered deposits. Geolofric studies of this type have been carried on

for many years in California, and the interested reader is referred to

an extensive literature on the state's mineral resources. Much, how-

ever, remains to be learned of the nature, extent, and useful applica-

tion of these materials. In this brief discussion, it is possible to present

merely a "jlinipse of the known broad g:eolop:ical and distributional

features and uses of the more important of California's mineral

commodities.

Nearly all of the petroleum and most of the natural gas produced

in California oriprinated in marine sediments of the Tertiary period.

These rocks, which were deposited relatively late in the state's

geologrie history, record the former presence of oscillating seas that

once invaded large parts of the areas now occupied by the southern

Coa.st Ranges, the central valley, the Transverse Ranges, and the Los

Angeles basin. The vast amounts of organic matter deposited in the

more shaly beds are believed to have been the source of the petroleum

and natural gas which have later migrated to relatively permeable

strata. In many places such migration has been halted beneath im-

pervious sediments in stratigraphic or structural traps, and in this

manner commercial accumulations have formed. Of greatest signifi-

cance to the San Francisco Bay counties are the oil and gas fields of

the central valley, for these supply much of the region's industrial

and domestic fuel requirements.

Most of California's coal production has been obtained from
within a 50-mile radius of San Francisco, at localities on the north-

east slope of Mount Diablo and near Livermore. Here and at other

points in the state vegetal matter grew under warm, moist conditions

in early Tertiary to mid-Tertiary time and accumulated in shallow,

fresh-water bodies. It was later changed to lignite or sub-bituminous

coal. In the late cighteen-hundreds San Francisco depended on these

deposits for most of her fuel requirements. During the past 50 years

coal production has been negligible, but in recent years lignite mined
near lone has been used in the production of montan wax.

The cement industry in northern California owes its existence

mostly to the availability of large bodies of usable limestone. Such
bodies have been economically developed in the Coast Ranges between

San Francisco and Santa Cruz and in the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada. Additional and unusual raw materials for cement manufac-

ture are the large tonnages of sea shells and silt dredged from San

Francisco Buy itself. The limestone bodies of the Coast Ranges and
Sierra Nevada form parts of metamorphosed sedimentary rock se-

quences of pre-Tertiary age, and are commonly highly deformed and

difficult to exploit. Nevertheless, the cement industry of this region

supplies not only northern California, but exports its products to

such distant points as Seattle, Washington, and Hawaii. Limestone

from northern California sources is also consumed in the manufacture

of lime used by the construction, chemical, and agricultural industries.

Most of the sand and gravel produced in northern California is

aggregate material for the heavy construction and building industries

;

but the state also yields a wide variety of specialty sands that support

a glass industry, provide valuable molding materials for foundries,

and supply sand-blasting material to .shipyards and other consumers.

Recent stream-laid deposits are generally the most readily available

and easily worked sources of aggregate material, but large tonnages

are also obtained from beaeh and dune sands and from Tertiary

sedimentary beds. Because transportation costs figure heavily in the

marketing of such low-cost, high-tonnage material, most sand and
gravel pits must be located close to centers of consumption. Many pits

are active only for the life of a single project ; others are long-

continuing operations. Of considerable importance are the high-

quality sands obtained from the beaches and dunes of the Monterey
peninsula. These deposits are the only current source of glass sand

in northern California, and are the principal foundry sand source in

the state.

The San Francisco Bay counties are particularly favored in their

nearness to large deposits of high-quality clays, of which the principal

centers of production are near Lincoln and lone. The clays in these

areas and at other localities, both in northern and southern California,

were formed in early Tertiary time when warm, moist climate pre-

vailed and the land surface was deeply weathered. Much of the clay

produced by such weathering was transported and deposited in

lagoons and deltas of an early Tertiary sea. Deposits of high-siliea

sand and coal commonly accompany the clay and were formed at

nearly the same time. Clays of this origin in northern California are

used in the manufacture of refractor}' brick, a wide variety of liigh-

quality heavy clay products and pottery, and in the preparation of

foundry molds. Clays for use in the manufacture of building brick

and other heavy clay products are obtained mostly from deposits of

Recent alluvium close to marketing centers. Large quantities of clay

and day-rich substances are consumed as cement material and are

generally obtained from sources close to the manufacturing localities,

Much of the clay used in California for such special purposes as

filters for mineral, animal, and vegetable oils, as fillers, and as con-

stituents in drilling nnuLs is obtained from altci'ed volcanic deposits

in the desert regions of tlie state.

Stone has long been one of northern California's principal mim
eral products; but during the last 50 years the demand for dimension

stone (produced in specified shajies) has dropped sharply, while ths

dcnumd for crushed stone has correspondingly increased. This trend

has Jbeen caused chiefly by the widespread acceptance of concrete
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Fu'.. 1. Silioa-snnd loadins platform at the site of the olil coal niininc town
of Xortonville northeast of Mount Diablo, Contra Costa County. Eocene r(»cks of

the Xortcunille-SonjersviHe area, important in tlie lS80s for their coal veins, have
since l)een mincfl intermittently for quartz sand for use in plass or refractories.

Xeither the sandstone nor the coal veins have been exhausted, but remain as poten-

tial sources of mineral wealth. Photo by Bob Campbett, April 19^7, reproduced
courtesy San. Francisco Chronicle.

a material in paving and heavy construction work. Most of the

deposits that were formerly operated as dimension stone sources can-

not be profitably worked for crushed stone, but some are still pro-

ducing stone for u.se as architectural decorative materials and monu-
ments. In northern California dimension stone has been obtained

principally from granite quarries in the Sierra Nevada; from basalt

quarries in Napa, Sonoma, Solano, and Santa Clara Counties ; from
limestone quarries in El Dorado, Santa Cruz, and Tuolumne Counties

;

and from sandstone quarries in Colusa and Santa Clara Counties.

Most of the crushed stone produced in northern California, as

elsewhere, is used as aggregate material ; but certain types are also

used as riprap, furnace flux, refractory stone, agricultural stone,

poultry grit, roofing granules, and numerous other chemical and
industrial materials. Sources of crushed stone are widespread in the

San Francisco Bay region. The locations of quarries are determined
as much by the cost of removal and transportation as by the quality of

material.

The first borax produced in California was obtained in 1864 from
lake deposits in Lake County ; but in the following years borate min-
eral production shifted to the phenomenally large deposits of the

Death Valley and Mojave Desert regions. Here the borate minerals

were first removed from the surface of playa lakes. Later they were
obtained at several localities from bedded deposits in folded Tertiary

sediments. Since 1926, however, the principal borate mineral sources

have been the large and unusually rich deposits near Kramer, San
Bernardino County. The Kramer deposits are in gently folded Ter-

tiary sediments and lie several hundred feet beneath the surface of

a topographic basin. Borate minerals are also obtained from the

brines of Searles and Owens Lakes, and in small amounts from folded

Tertiary deposits. These present sources supply about nine-tenths of

the world's borate requirements. The boron of the deposits in the

Death Valley and Mojave Desert regions is believed to have been
derived from Tertiary volcanism. The borate minerals have formed
under arid conditions as precipitates or efflorescences. The steel, glass,

and soap industries are the principal consumers of the state's borate

production.

The brines of saline lakes in the desert areas of California also

yield large quantities of potassium salts, sodium carbonate, and so-

dium sulfate; and smaller, but significant amounts of bromine, cal-

cium chloride, lithium, and sodium chloride (common salt). Most of

the state's output of potassium salts is shipped to the eastern .states

for use in fertilizers ; but the salts are also extensively used in the

manufacture of soap, special types of glass, explosives, and matches.

The state's production of sodium carbonate is consumed mainly by
the glass and cleanser industries on the west coast. The kraft paper,

glass, and chemical industries use most of California's production of

sodium sulfate. Bromine is used in making antiknock gasoline. Cal-

cium chloride is a drying agent, a dust settler, and a constituent of

refrigeration brines. Lithium compounds have many uses, particularly

in the ceramic industry.

The salt industry of California is centered mainly along the

southeast shore of San Francisco Bay where, at Newark, large

tonnages of the material are obtained by solar evaporation of sea

water. Similar operations are located on Monterej' Bay and in south-

ern California. Only a small fraction of the total output of this mineral

is consumed in the familiar form of table salt. Much of it is marketed

in unrefined form to chemical industries. Semi-refined .salt is exten-

sively used as a preservative. Refined salt is used in the industrial

preparation of foodstuffs.

Sea water and dolomite are the principal raw materials used in

the production of magnesium compounds, a California mineral indus-

try that also centers about San Francisco and Monterey Bays. A plant

at Newark uses bittern rejected from the nearby salt operations. Other

plants at South San Francisco and at Moss Landing on Monterey Bay
use uneoncentrated sea water. Most of the dolomite used in these

operations is obtained from a series of old sedimentary rocks exposed

in the Gabilan Range of San Benito and Monterey Counties.
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Pyropliyllite deposits that occur in ancient metamorphic rocks in

Mono County also contribute material for use as insecticide dust.

Amon^ the other nonmetallic coniniodities produced in northern

California are asbestos in deposits in serpentine bodies of the Coast

Ranges and Sierran foothills ; barite in replacement and vein deposits

in metasedimentary rocks of the Sierran foothills ; slate, also in Sierran

foothill metasedimentary rocks ; and peat in Recent deposits in the

delta of the lower San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers.

The preeminence of gold among tiie metallic mineral commodities

of California is the best-known fact of the state's history. Virtually

every Californian is aware of the great wealth yielded by the vein

quartz and placer deposits of the Sierra foothills and of their signi-

ficance to the early development of the state and of San Francisco

in particular. Large quantities of gold have also been obtained from

vein quartz and placer deposits in Shasta, Trinity, and Siskiyou

Counties in northern California and from other districts scattered

throughout the state. The value of the total recorded gold output of

California now stands at about 2/, billion dollars. With the curtail-

ment of gold mining by government order early in World War II,

however, the state's annual gold output dropped from nearly li mil-

lion ounces to about 117,000 ounces. Increased operating costs and

the lack of a corresponding increase in the price of gold have greatly

hindered the post-war revival of the industry. Production now stands

at about one-third of the pre-war level.

For many years copper mining was a significant industry in

northern California, the total copper output of the state ranking

second to gold in value. More than half of the 635,000 tons of copper

produced in California during the period 1860-1948 has been obtained

from a belt of deposits in Sha.sta County. Relatively large amounts of

copper also have been obtained from Plumas County and from the

Sierran foothill counties. Almost all of the primary copper deposits

in the state have formed as veins or replacement deposits in igneous

or metamorphic rocks.

A price slump in the period 1931-36, together with a depletion of

the known reserves of several of the state's large copper deposits,

caused a sharp drop in copper production. In 1948 most of the state's

copper output was obtained as a by-product of a tungsten mine in

Inyo County. Most of the copper produced in California previous to

1919 was smelted in the state; but since then the ore has been sent

to out-of-state smelters.

Nearly nine-tenths of the nation's total mercury production has

been obtained from deposits scattered along a 350-mile belt in the

Coast Ranges north and south of San Francisco Bay. Total produc-

tion was 25 million flasks, valued at about 150 million dollars. Mer-

cury ranks third in value, behind gold and copper, among California's

metallic commodities. Most of the state 's mercury deposits have formed
in the interstices of porous or brecciated rocks. Serpentine and Juras-

sic sandstones are the most common host rocks. Altiiougii California

supplied more than 70 percent of the domestic mercury output during
World W'ar II, production has dwindled in the post-war period. The
decline has been caused by depletion of proved reserves, and by com-
petition from imported mercury. Much of the early production of

mercury in California was used in the amalgamation of gold mined
in this and other western states. In later years, iiowever, it has been

used mainly in the manufacture of chemicals and in industrial and
scientific instruments.

The lead-mining industry in California, which is currently pro-

ducing from 10 to 20 million pounds of lead each year, is centered in

the desert region east of the Sierra. Most of the deposits are veins or

replacement bodies in Paleozoic carbonate sediments. These ores also

are shipped to out-of-state smelters.

Zinc in California has been obtained from the copper-bearing

deposits of the northern and central parts of the state, and from the

lead-bearing deposits of the eastern desert region. About half of the

nearly 2 million ton total zinc output of the state was mined during

World Wars I and II when high prices prevailed. Because zinc and
copper minerals commonly occur together in California, the tlecline

in zinc production in recent years is largely attributed to the decreased

activity in copper mining. Zinc ores from California sources, like those

of lead and copper, are treated at out-of-state smelters.

California's silver yield, which now totals well over 100 million

ounces, has been obtained in large part from the lead-zinc and copper-

zinc deposits described above. Deposits in the Randsburg and Calico

districts of southern California, however, have been mined principally

for silver. Silver has also been recovered in appreciable amounts from

lode gold mines.

California tungsten deposits, most of which are in the desert areas

of the eastern part of the state, have contributed about one-third of

the nation's total tungsten output. Most of the large deposits have

formed at the contacts of Jurassic granitic rocks with carbonate sedi-

ments ; but some are vein deposits in granitic rocks. A relatively large

output has also been obtained from placer deposits.'Nearly 45 percent

of the nation's tungsten yield during World War II was supplied by

California deposits. Although production was curtailed after the war,

prices have continued high, and the industrj- remains active. Tungsten

is used principally as a steel alloy.

As early as the mid-eighteen hundreds small amounts of iron ore

from deposits in northern California were used in the production of

iron and steel in the San Francisco Bay area. The first large-scale

development of the state's iron resources, however, was begun in 1942

14—40S39
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when a deposit in San P.crnardiiin County was opened to supply a

newly constructed steel plant at Fontana in southern California. A de-

posit in Riverside County now serves as the source of ore for this plant.

These two are members of a fjToup of deposits in the southeastern part

of the state that have formed as coutact-metamorphic bodies in car-

bonate strata. Iron ore from similar deposits in Shasta County has

been used as ship ballast. Relatively larfie iron deposits are also known

to exist in Sierra and Madera Counties, but as yet none of the northern

California deposits have contributed to a larf;e-scale production of

iron or steel.

Chromite has been mined at numerous localities in California,

and occurs in deposits that are confined to three serpentine-bearing

belts: one in the Coast Ranges, another in the Sierra foothills, and a

third in the Klamath ^Mountains. The deposits are segregations of

chromite in ultraniafic rock. The total chromite production of Cali-

fornia (approximately 4;J5,000 tons) is the greatest of any state, but

most of it was obtained during World Wars I and II when prices were

high. The state's current production of the metal is very low, and all

but a very small part of the nation's supply is imported. Chromite

is consumed principally in the production of steel alloys and refrac-

tory bricks.

jManganese is anotlier of California's commodities produced prin-

cipally in war-time. Manganese deposits are widespread in the state,

but most commercial concentrations occur in chert of the Franciscan

(Jura.ssic) formation which is extensively exposed in the Coast Ranges

north and south of the San Francisco Bay area. A property in San

Joatiuin County has been the largest single source of manganese in

the state.

Nearly all of the mineral commodities mentioned above enter in

varying degrees, into the economic pattern of the San Francisco Bay
counties, and therefore become real, though often unrealized, factors

in the life of each bay-county resident. As all mining men know, how-

ever, the mere presence of useful mineral materials in comparatively

large deposits does not assure their immediate profitable exploitation.

Of primary concern to the metal miner is the quoted market price of

his particular metal or group of metals, against which he must charge

the costs of mining, milling, refining, and transportation. There are,

for example, many gold deposits in the gold-bearing belts of tiie Sierran

foothills and northwestern California that are inactive, not because

they are worked out, but because the present price of gold will not

permit their profitable operation. If suitably stimulated b.v increased

prices or lower operating costs, the output of most of tiie state's metal-

lic commodities would undoubtedly also increase
; but even such stimu-

lation will not permit the reconditioning of many of the larger inactive

mines, and their reserves at present must be considered virtually lost

to the commerce of California. In many metal-mining districts the

proved ore reserves are clearly depleted. The rejuvenation of such dis-

tricts must depend on exploration guided by careful geologic study.

Although the operator of a nonmetallic property generally is not

faced with an acute problem of reserves, he is concerned with other

problems of comparable importance. The prices for his product are

generally not fixed, but he must operate in open competition with

other sources of the same commodity, or with other connuodities with

uses similar to his. A rapidly changing nonmetallic technology nux.v,

with a single development, grcat'y decrease the demand for one com-

modity and raise another commodity to much greater importance than

it previously had.

It is obvious that the problems of the mineral indu.stry of the San

FrancLsco Bay counties will multiply in the face of heightened de-

mands and the lowering of irreplaceable reserves. But as such prob-

lems increase, so will the geologist, the mining engineer, and the mineral

technologist become more effective in the techniques of their profes-

sions. New mineral reserves will be discovered; new operating tech-

niques will permit profitable removal of hitherto uneconomic mate-

rials; and new and better uses will be found for the commodities that

California has in abundance.
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*

Tlie year 11140 was tlio lOOth anniversary of tlie p;ol(l rush, and
till- yeai- 1050 was the eentennial of the admission of California to the

I'liion. This brinp:s to mind the difference in living conditions 100

years ap:() and now—the contrast between the log: cabin of those days

and the modern dwellinn;. A loir cabin e(i\ii]iped witli modern con-

veniences is a very comfortable dwellinir, and many such cabins exist

in the mountains of California today. These conveniences are lartrely

the result of the better utilization of mineral raw materials. The
batlitub. Uitclien ran<je, and refrigerator are all made of enameled
steel ; the enamel on the steel is a mineral product made, in part, from
a mineral with which California is now supplyin<r practically the

entire world—borax. Other accessories in the bathroom, including:

the tile on tiie walls and floor, and part of the plumbing-, are made of

ceramic nuiferials; day is the principal ceramic raw material, but a

number of other minerals are also needed, such as feldspar, silica, and
talc. Both enameled steel and ceramic products are made on a lar<re

scale in the San Francisco Bay area, at Richmond and elsewhere,

Tiie modern fireproof building and the skyscraper are made
almost entirely of mineral raw materials. The steel frame is derived

from iron oie. The concrete of the walls and floor is made with a

mineral ajiiircfrate combined with portland cement, which is manu-
factured from limestone, clay, and jrypsum. The agpregate is mined
either from a rock quarry or a frravel pit. The plaster on the walls is

made from jrypsum, a mineral mined extensivel.v in California. The
decorative stone, tile, or brick facintrs are all mineral products. Even
the paint is likely to contain both mineral iii^nienls and mineral oils,

i

Tiie automobile is also made predomiiuintly of mineral raw

I

materials. The bod.v and frame are steel derived from iron ore ; man.v

I

other metals, such as manjranese, chromium, copper, lead, zinc, and
I tin, are used in various parts. The ores of all of these metals are

;
beinjr produced in California with the excejition of tin, which has

i been produced in the past and nuiy be produced atiain. However, many
• of tliese metallic ores are beinfr sent to the east for processing and

refininji', and parts made from the refined metals or alloys are returned

from the east to California for assembling into automobiles in assembly

plants in the San Francisco Ba.v area. Even the tires of an automobile

are partl.v of mineral origin if they are of the syntlietic variety. The
raw material may be several minerals, including petroleum ; and, of

course, the fuel for their operation comes from petroleum also.

* Supervi.sing Mining Engineer, California State Division of Mines. Deceased
August 29, 1950.

I'clrolciim Processing and Products. Petroleum is b\ far the

most important mineral product in California, and its refining is

one of the most important industries of the San Francisco Bay area.

Crude oil is brought in by pipe lines from the oil fields to refineries at

Richmond, ^Martinez, Avon, and Oleum, where it is refined and
manufactured into a great variet.v of useful products. As many as

1100 products are maile at a single refinery. Most of these are the

familiar greases, lubricating oils, fuel oils, asphalts, and gasolines.

Other products include the highly refined white oils, which are sold

in small bottles at drug stores, and several grades of waxes for milk

cartons, waxed papers, and candles. The waxes are removed from
the oil by treating with solvents, first to dissolve out asphaltic im-

purities, then to dissolve the wax. To remove the wax from the sol-

vent, the mixture is chilled well below the freezing point of water

b.v means of liquid ammonia, then the wax is removed in large rotary-

drum filters, which are enclosed to maintain the low temperature.

This calls for many tons of ammonia, which is made in chemical

plants of the bay area.

Early oil refineries depended on straight distillation for the

separation of gasoline and other fractions from the crude. Greatly

increased yields of the desirable products such as gasoline are now
obtained by processes called cracking. Early methods of cracking

depended on high temperatures and high pressures, and in some jilants

these processes are still in use. Temperatures of 830° to 950" fah-

renheit and pressures of as much as 1,000 pounds per square inch

are nece.ssary. A more recent development is catalytic ci'acking. A
catalyst is a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction without

actually entering into the reaction. In one of the processes in com-

mon use the catal.vst is in the form of silica-gel beads, which may be

used over and over again; however the beads accumulate a coating

of carbon, which must from time to time be burned off at a controlled

temperature. This process .vields gasoline of high anti-knock prop-

erties. A plant that was built during the war for the manufacture of

aviation gasoline is now producing gasoline for automobiles.

Oil refineries arc now producing a great variety of chemicals in

addition to the commonly known oils, greases, gasolines, and asphalts.

For instance, a plant that w-as built during the war for tiie produc-

tion of toluene for T.N.T. explosives is now producing phthalit

anh.ydride, a chemical from which paints and plastics are made. Other

products include cresylic acid used in the flotation of metallic sul-

fide ores; cobalt, lead, and manganese naphthenates used as paint

(211)
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Fig. 1. Shoot iuul tiiiplato mill of Columbia Stool Corporation at Pittsburg, Contra Costa County. Photo by V. .S. Steel Corporation,

courtesy San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.
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(Iryors
;
jiaiiit thiniipi's ; snlfoiiafpd oils used as doterfjcnts or "soapless

soaps"; and a y:roat variety of iiiseetieides and f^erniicides.

As catalysts in the manufacture of many of these chemicals,

other chemicals made from mineral raw materials are used. Several

of them are manufactured in the San Francisco Bay area, for example,

pelletized molybdenum oxide and alumina, and metallic nickel on a

carrier. Other chemicals of mineral orif;in and raw minerals used in

oil refineries include sulfuric acid, liquid sulfur dioxide, caustic soda,

diatomite as an aid to filtration, and large quantities of clays for

decolorizinpr and bleaching such products as white oil and waxes.

Steel Industnj. Although the feed for the open-hearth steel

furnaces of the San Francisco Bay area is from 90 to 95 percent steel

scrap, large quantities of mineral raw materials are also fed to the

furnaces, mainly as fluxes. Thousands of tons of both calcined lime-

stone and raw limestone are used for this purpose each year, as

well as smaller quantities of fluorspar. Thousands of tons of dolo-

mite are needed for repairing the furnace linings, and similar amounts

of iron ore (magnetite) are fed to the furnaces. Chrome ore in carload

lots is needed as a refractory for furnace linings. Ferromanganese,

silicomanganese, and ferrosilieon are added to the furnaces to con-

trol the quality of the steel ; also some coke, part of which is California

petroleum coke, the residue from cracking petroleum. With the excep-

tion of this coke and the lime, limestone, and dolomite, all of the

minerals and mineral products are imported into California from
other states and countries. The steel in the furnaces originates to the

amount of 5 to 10 percent from pig iron, and this is now available

in southern California ; but most of that used around San Francisco

is imported from other states. Fuel for the furnace is natural gas or oiL

At a cost of many millions of dollars, one of the steel mills has

added, since the war, a plant for rolling the thin steel that is used

for making the familiar "tin can", so much in demand in California

for canning fruits and vegetables. Although the steel fed to this plant

has been rolled hot and coiled in other plants of the company, the

final reduction in thickness is accomplished by cold rolling. The ma-
chine in which this is done is called a five-stand, tandem, four-high

cold-reduction mill, and it weighs 3500 tons. The strips can be rolled

by this mill at the rate of 4000 feet per minute. One line handles steel

38 inches wide for tin plate, the other handles steel 54 inches wide

for other purposes. The thin steel in coils several feet in diameter

must next be annealed in furnaces containing a controlled atmosphere

to prevent oxidation ; then the steel goes through a tempering process.

The tin coating may be put on by either of two processes. One of these

is a hot-ilipping process, for which the coil of steel is cut into plates.

The other is a continuous electrolytic process, through which the

steel pa.sses in long strips. This tinning line is about 250 feet long.

Fig. 2. RemoviiiK sI;ik from a ilO-ton liulle of molten steel at the I'ittsliurK,

California, plant of Columbia Steel Corporation. Photo hy V. S. Steel Corporation,
courtesy San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

After passing through the plating tanks, the strips go through a fur-

nace, which melts the tin coating and causes it to spread uniformly.

The tin-plated steel is then cut into sheets of proper size for the can

factories. The new plate mill contains also a galvanizing plant for

coating steel with zinc.

Sugar Refining. Sugar refineries, a number of which are located

in the San Francisco Bay industrial district, are large consumers of

minerals, especially limestone. Even a small refinery uses thousands
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Fio. 3. Hot-dip tin-plntinK (iepnrtmont of the Columbia Steel Corporation sheet and tin-plate mill at Pittsburg, California. The mill is also equipped
with a continuous electrolytic tinning line. Tin plate is used mostly in manufacture of food containers. Photo by U. S. Steel Corporation, courtesy San
Francisco Chronicle.
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of tons of liinestoiio eacli yoar, and tlie stone must be the dense, hifrh-

caleinni variety. Tlie limestone is separated into two eiieniicals, lime

and carbon dioxide, by lieatiiifr in kilns; botli of these chemicals are

used in the refininj; process. The lime is converted to milk of lime when
it is added to water; it is then mixed with the juices containini,' the

su-jai' til remove imimrities. Most of the lime is later precijiitated by

addin.L; carbtui-dioxiile jias, and is removed with filters. I^iatomite is

added to aid in the filti'ation, and carload lots of this mineral sub-

stance are required at each refinery every year. The lime is removed
on the fillers as a chalk-like material and, in some parts of the bay
area, is used on beet-su":ar fields as a soil conditioner. The sufjar

refineries also require many tons of sidfur dioxide each year. This

enters the jirocess both as a precipitant for part of the lime and as a

bleacliin'T a^ent. Sulfur dioxide may be jiurehased at some refineries

ill till' San Francisco area wliere it is purified, and compressed to the

liquid phase; it is tlien sold in cylinders or tank cars. Other refineries

purchase sulfur and burn it in air to sulfur dioxide. Other chemicals

used ill toil lots at sufiar refineries include .soda ash, wliicli is produced
from natural sources in southern California, and caustic soda, which

is manufactured from common salt in the San Francisco Bay area.

Itidimtrial Clicniicals. Common salt (sodium chloride) is pro-

duced on a larjre scale by solar evaporation of San Francisco Bay water

at the south end of the bay, and tliis salt is also consumed on a larfie

scale ill the industries of the area. Crude salt scraped from the evap-

orating: ponds is taken to Pittsburp, where electrolysis is used on a

strouf; brine to separate the salt into sodium and chlorine. The sodium
immediately reacts with the water of the brine to form caustic soda

and hydrojjen. Hence three products come from the electrolytic cells:

caustic soda, chlorine, and hydrogen. One plant where this is done
consumes about as much electricity as the whole city of Berkeley.

Before enterintr the electrolytic cells the salt must be hifi'hly

purified. All mud from the evaporatinp: ponds, and the elements cal-

cium and niafrnesium must be removed. This is accomplished in a series

of precipitating: tanks and thickeners ; from these, impurities are

withdrawn at the bottom as a sludge, and clear brine overflows at

the top.

The caustic soda from the electrolytic cells is concentrated and
marketed as caustic. Part of the hydrogen is used to remove oxygen
from air by burning to form water. The remainder of the hydrogen
is caused, by means of a catalyst, to react with the residual atmospheric

nitrogen at high temperature and pressure to form ammonia, which
is cooled and compressed to liquid ammonia and marketed in that form.

The chlorine receives more extensive treatment and yields a large

number of products. Part of it is marketed as liquid chlorine in pres-

sure cylinders for such uses as purification of domestic water supplies.

Tlie remainder is caused to react with purified natural gas or methane,

a compound of carbon and hydrogen. The various cheniical com-
pounds which result must be separated by fractional distillation. They
include chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, hydrochloric acid, and a

number of other organic chlorine coiiiixmnds. As the raw materials

have been very highly purified, the resulting chloroform is pure
enough for the drug trade. The carbon tetrachloride and other

similar compounds are marketed as a liipiid dry-cleaner which will

not burn : on the contrary—carbon tetrachloride forms part of the

liquid in the familiar one-quart fire extingui.shers that are carried in

automobiles. Numerous other chemicals are prepared for the market
by combining some of those already mentioned with other substances.

These include a series of xanthatcs, widely used in the flotation of

sulfide ores of various metals.

Magnesia Insulation. A plant at Emeryville produces, on a

large scale, the familiar insulation seen on steam-pipes and known as
"85 percent magnesia". The magnesia arrives at the plant in tank-

trucks as a thick slurry of magnesium hydroxide and is handled with
pumps. The source of the magnesium hydroxide is the bittern pro-

duced as a by-product of the evaporation of San Francisco Bay water
for salt at the south end of the bay. The first step in manufacturing
the insulation is to change the magnesium hydroxide to carbonate by
forcing carbon-dioxide gas through the slurry. The carbon dioxide is

contained in flue gases piped from a large steam-boiler plant. To the

slurry of magnesium carbonate, asbestos fiber is added in such an
amount that the final product contains 12 percent asbestos. The asbes-

tos is a mixture of two types, one imported from Africa, the other

from Canada. Long, strong fibers are needed to bind the insulation to-

gether. The slurry of magnesium carbonate and asbestos is next filtered

on a rotary-drum filter, both to thicken it and to remove impurities

in .solution. A thick slurry is then fed to cylindrical molds, in amounts
regulated by an automatic weighing machine, and is cooked for 15

minutes at 180° fahrenheit. The magnesium carbonate hydrates and
hardens in a similar way to plaster of paris. After drying, the cylinders

are trimmed and squared on the ends, then slit lengthwise through
the middle with band-saws. A cloth wrapping with an adhesive is

put around the cylinders, and they are read}' for packing in cartons

for shipment.

Gypsum Products. In San Mateo County near the south end of

San Francisco Bay is a plant for the manufacture of gypsum wall

board, which is used in the construction industry as a substitute for

plaster on walls and ceilings. Such wall board is a sandwich in which

the plaster of paris core represents the filling, and sheets of specially

manufactured paper represent the two slices of bread. The plaster of

paris filling is of much the same composition as ordinary wall plaster.
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Both arc iiiadp from frypsum by heatirifr to drive off most of the water

of ervstalli/.ation. When the resulting wliite powder is mixed with

water, recrvstallization proceeds as water is absorbed afjain, and the

formation of the crystals results in hardening or setting.

Althon<ili p:ypsinii for wall plaster is usually calcined in kettles

by means of a batch method, a continuous method lias been developed

in the wall-board industiy. The {rypsnm, in lumps as larjre as li inches,

is fed to a hammer-mill, which is constructed in s\ich a way that hot

pases from a furnace carry the pulverized i;ypsum away from the

hammers and calcine it at the same time. The temperature is carefully

c(nitrolled at the proper [loint for calcinint;', about 350° fahrenheit,

by automatic devices attached to a recording; thermometer. The hot

p-a.ses carry the calcined <>ypsum to cyclone separators, where the

white powder drops five from the p'ases, and is conveyed to bins near

the inachiiie that manufactures the board.

Before entering: this machine the calcined gypsum is mixed with

some filler such as sawdust, and a little soap to form bubbles and

make the board porous. Starch or corn meal is used to help stick the

plaster to the paper. Enough water is added to make a rather thin

slurry, which is fed to the lower sheet of paper as it moves through

the machine. The top layer of paper is then fed to the machine, and

the sandwich is ready for tlie forming-rolls, which fold the bottom

layer of paper over in such a way that the edges are made square

with the face of the board. The wet board is carried on a belt for a

short distance, but has soon set enough so that it may be automatically

cut to desired length ; then it travels on rollers to the drying-machine.

Til is consists of six to eight decks of rollers in a housing containing

steam coils for heating. The machine is ecpiipped with devices which

sele<'t the ju-oper deck and feed the board through entirely auto-

matically. The board pas.ses through the dryer very slowly, and when
it emerges is ready for loading in box cars for shiiuiient.

aiiiss. Olass bottles and jars are made on a large scale in Ala-

meda and ("ontra Costa Counties, entirely from mineral raw mate-

rials. Ordinary glass is made from limestone, silica, and soda, all of

which must be practically free of minerals containing iron if the glass

is to be colorless. Borax, which is abundant in California, is used to

a considerable extent in heat-resistant glass and laboratory ware, but

is not needed in ordinary container glass; although it is coming into

use as a minor ingredient even in this type of glass to improve the

(luality.

Limestone suitable for glass-making is available in California,

but a careful selection must be made in order to obtain the desired

purity, especially freedom IV<iin iron compounds. Part of the lime-

stone may be calcined to lime before it is fed to the glass furnaces.

Soda ash is available in California from natural sources, although in

most other industrial areas it is manufactured from salt. In California

soda ash is produced from the brines of desert lakes such as Searles

and Owens.

The silica sand used for glass-making in the San Francisco Bay
area comes largely from ocean beaches. It contains considerable

feldspar, an ingredient that is often added purposely to batches of

glass; hence it is not particularly objectionable for container glass.

The beach sands must be rather extensively processed for removal

of impurities, such as minerals containing iron. First, all heavy im-

purities are removed from the sand by means of shaking tables

which discard minerals of high specific gravity. After drying, the

sand is put through high-intensity magnetic machines for removal of

iron compounds, chiefly dark-brown to black mica.

Cement. In Santa Clara County is a group of industries, in-

cluding the largest portland cement plant in the world, all located

together, and all dependent entirely on mineral raw materials or

metals derived from mineral raw materials. The limestone deposit

upon which the portland cement plant depends for one of its principal

raw materials was found to contain silica in the form of chert, which
is difficult to grind to the fine sizes needed. Experiments were made
with a process similar to the flotation process for extracting the

i

sulfides of copper, lead, and zinc from certain ores ; also for extracting
I

iron sulfide containing gold from quartz ores. In treating these metallic i

ores, oils and other chemicals are used to form a froth to float the

'

heavy sulfide minerals to the surface of a vessel, where they are

skimmed off. The waste material, which is usually much larger in I

volume, drops to the bottom and is drawn off. In treating the lime-,

stone, the bulk of the material was floated, and the undesirable silica
|

or chert was drawn off at the bottom as waste. The chemical used in,

this flotation process is similar to soap. Although the process was not,

used commercially here, it has interesting possibilities for many other;

minerals.

Fertilizer and By-Products of the Fertilizer Imlustrtj. Another

in this group of Santa Clara County industries is the manufacture of'

phosphate fertilizer by fusion in electric furnaces of phosphate rock'

(impure calcium phosphate) with serpentine. The resulting product,!

fused calcium-magnesium phosphate, is marketed in several gradesJ

and is registered with the Bureau of Chemistry of the California

Department of Agriculture as containing 18 to 19 percent of available

phosphoric acid "determined as critic acid soluble phosphoric acid
"

Ordinary superphosphate is made by treating iihosphate rock wiili

sulfuric acid. All such phosphate rock used in California must lif

impoi'ted from other states or countries, as no deposits have been foii iid

in California. The serpentine used in the fusion is a California

product, and all such serpentine contains water as a constituent of

the mineral. The water must be driven off at considerable expense
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Ht'iioe a possibh> market exists here for a hipii-magiiesian olivine

siK-li as forstorile, wliioli contains no water. However, the deposit

woulil have to be eloso enoujrli to the jihint so that cost of transjior-

tation wonkl be low.

Another jiroduct of this same eleetrie-furnaee ])lant is ferrosili-

eon made in the furnaces from (juartz, scrap iron, and coke. The
product is an alloy of iron and silicon containing 75 percent silicon.

Ferrosilicon is used for de-oxidizing steel and for improving the

resistance of east iron to corrosion. The fume from these electric

furnaces passes through bag-houses for the recovery of "volatilized

silica.'" a silica in extremely fine micron sizes.

Aliitiiiiium Foil. The latest addition to the group of industries

in Sauta Clara County is a plant for making aluminum foil. The plant

was bought in Germany from the Foreign Liquidation Commission,
shipped to this country, re-designed, rebuilt to double its capacity,

and installed in a building that housed a plant for making metallic

magnesium during the war. Although metallic aluminum was made
ill California during the war in two plants, both of these are now
shut down, and aluminum sheets for rolling into foil must be im-

ported from other states. The sheets are rolled in the new plant until

they are only 0.00035 of an inch thick. The foil is used in packing •

cigarettes, fruit, flowers, and frozen foods; also for ornamental pur-

poses and in electrical condensers.

Siiicltitig of Ores. The Selby lead smelter located on the shore

of San Francisco Bay about 25 miles by road north of San Francisco
is one of the most important outlets for mineral raw materials in the

region. Lead ores have been smelted on this site since 1885. Although
the lead ores are delivered by ocean-going ships from all parts of the

world rather than from California, many other minerals are also used.

Gold and silver ores and concentrates produced in California are

smelted with the lead ores, and furnish part of the flux needed. The
precious metals form alloys with the lead, and are separated in elabo-

rate refineries adjoining the smelter, so that both gold bullion and
silver bullion are produced. California limestone is purchased as

flux, and petroleum coke as fuel ; but most of the coke is imported.
The smelter is etiuipped to produce antimonial lead as well as ordinary
lead, and in this connection about 1000 tons of junk storage-battery

plates are purchased each month. Facilities are provided at the smelter
for rolling the lead into sheets, and an affiliated company in San Fran-
cisco manufactures finished articles for the wholesale and retail

trade. A number of by-products are produced at the smelter, such

as copper-bearing residues, which are shipped for recovery of the

copper, and bag-iiouse dust recovered from the fumes.

Both the Selby smelter and the oil refineries recover sulfur-bear-

ing gases. At the smelter, it is sulfur dioxide, part of which is com-

pressed to a liquid and siiipped in tank cars to a nearby chemical plant

for purification. This liquid is used in many household refrigerators,

in many chemical processes such as the treatment of wood-pulp for

making paper, and for bleaching and disinfecting. Still larger quan-
tities of the gas are converted to sulfuric acid at the smelter. At oil

refineries, the sulfur may be recovered as hydrogen sulfide, which is

piped to chemical plants for conversion to sulfuric acid, one of the

most widely used heavy chemicals. The largest use is in the manufac-
ture of superphosphate fertilizer, but oil refineries also u.se large

quantities.

Industridl Research. Although research is not itself an indus-

try, it is of high value in the expanding usefulness and efficiency of

all industrial activities. In the San Francisco Bay area the two great

educational institutions, University of California at Berkeley and
Stanford University near Palo Alto, maintain large laboratories,

which are used partly for research and partly for teaching. Research
achievements at both of these universities have been of wide signi-

ficance; the development of the cyclotron at the radiation laboratory

at Berkele.v, and the development of the klystron tube, a generator

of very short radio waves used in radar at Stanford, are only two
instances. In addition to these universities, six other universities and
colleges in the area have research facilities.

However, industrial research laboratories far outnumber all others

in this area, amounting to 53. There are also eight commercial lab-

oratories, four government laboratories, and several researcih institutes

or foundations.

In industrial research, the petroleum industry is by far the most
active and has achieved excellent results. Examples are a commercial
method of producing synthetic glycerine, production of solvents and
fertilizers, development of additives for lubricating oil, and produc-

tion of synthetic detergents. As a result of these developments and
other similar ones, oil refineries now produce a great variety of chemi-

cals, many of which have little resemblance to the familiar oils and
greases.

Next in importance from the standpoint of research activity is

the chemical industry, including paint manufacturers. A considerable

overlap exists between the chemical industry and the petroleum indus-

try. One chemical plant (not petroleum) in the area with 800 persons

employed has 100 of these occupied on research, but this is higher than

the average ratio. Some achievements of this research have been the

development of improved insecticides and weed killers, improvements

in sugar refining, improved process tor chlorination of hydrocarbons

for solvents, development of improved reagents for the flotation of

metallic minerals from ores, and development of magnesia for re-
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.Slaiidiird S:inilni-y .M;iniif;H'turins Coiuiiany plant at Hiohmuiul, ('i)ntra Costa County, manufacturers of all types of sanitary ware. Photo
by (Commercial Photo and View Company, courtesy San FranfiKco Chronicle.

fraetories. Other research lias resulted in improvements in the canning
of foods, production of penicillin, and the use of synthetic resins in

floor coverinKs.

With all this research activity, California is still somewhat behind
the United States as a whole in research. This is due partly to the fact

that California has not yet developed as high a ratio of industrial

activity to population as the country as a whole. In 1947, all of north-

ern California had .'}.l.') percent of the population of the Tinited States

but only 2.28 percent of the manufacturing value, and only 2.1G per-

cent of the industrial research expenditure in dollars. In the mineral

industries other than petroleum, research could probably he expanded

with considerable profit. New ways can doubtless be found for using

some of California's 60 or more mineral products in industry; and

ways can be found to raise the quality of many California minerals,

that are not now utilized, so that they meet the demands of present]

industries, or may form the basis for new industries.
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Salines in the bay area are derived entirely from sea water.

Coinindii salt, niaj;nesiiun compounds, artifieial <»ypsnni, and bromine

viiluod at over three million dollars were produced in 1947. The salt

refineries of the Morton Salt Company and tlie Leslie Salt Company
are located at Newark, and the ponds for iiarvesting the crude salt

cover the marshes from Mulford to Alviso. Westvaco Chemical Divi-

sion of the Food JMachinery and Chemical Company also opei'ates a

plant in Xcwark in which are recovered maj;ncsium compounds, gyp-

sum, and bromine from bittern, the waste product of salt recovery.

Across the bay at South San Francisco is the plant of the Marine

Map;nesium Products Company, the first in the United States to suc-

ecssfully manufacture ma'jnesium compounds directly from sea water.

These mineral i)roducts of the sea are sold throughout the northwest.

Salt has been produced from sea water since the dawn of historv,

but San Francisco Bay is one of the few places where age-old methods
have been perfected. Sea water contains on the average 3.72 percent

salts. San Francisco I?ay is slightly diluted with fresh water and con-

tains only about 3.4 percent salts. These salts are, in grams per liter:

sodium chloride, 27.317 ; magnesium chloride, 4.176 ; magnesium sul-

fate. l.()()S; calcium sulfate, 1.268; jiotassium sulfate, 0.869; calcium

bicarbonate, 0.178; and magnesium bromide, 0.076.

The great problem is to extract sodium chloride with a minimum
of other salts. Magnesium salts have a bitter taste; they are highly

I deli(iuescent, as are calcium salts, tending to stay wet.

I
If a quantity of sea water is evaporated the least soluble salts

j
will, in general, be precipitated first. When the volume has been re-

' duced to one half, calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate, and ferric

oxide begin to precipitate. At 20 percent of the original volume these

matei'ials are completely removed from solution, and gypsum begins to

form. When the volume reaches 15 percent of the original most of the

gypsum has precipitated, but it continues to come out down to 3 per-

\
cent. Salt begins at 10 percent and continues to 1.6 percent. Mag-

' nesium sulfate and chloride come down in the same range but much
! faster than salt at the lower limit. There then remains a bittern con-

taining magnesium, potassium, and sodium chloride, sotlium bromide,

I and magnesium sulfate.

' Throughout the world it has been found more practical to make
the best grades of salt from rock salt and artificial brines, and solar

salt manufacture has been abandoned except for local use in the less

industrialized regions. In San Francisco Bay, however, three factors

' Assistant Mining Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

favorable to rapid .solar evaporation are combined so that this age-old

method has been perfected and modernized. First, the dry climate,

lack of rain during the summer, and summer winds cause higli evapo-

ration. Second, the thousands of acres of salt marsh provide low-

lying land on which the neces.sarily large acreage of evaporating ponds

may be built. The marshes are at or close to sea level which minimizes

pumping, and the clay soil provides natural water-tight bottoms which

minimize leakage. Finally, the industries of the bay area constitute a

ready market.

The earliest white settlers gathered salt that formed natural de-

posits as much as 8 inches thick in tidal lagoons among the marshes.

By 1860 the natural deposits were practically exhausted, and it was

but a slight step to the construction of the first crude salt works that

consisted of little more than a dam with a gate across the entrance

to a lagoon. Later the interior portion was subdivideil into smallci-

ponds by means of dikes. One of the earliest producers on record is

John Quigley, who in 1862 built a plant at Alvarado. Six years later

the salt pans of 17 companies lined the southeastern shore of San

Francisco Bay from San Leandro Creek to Centerville. Their capacity

was 17,000 tons a year, much of which was cleaned and ground at San

Francisco.

The salt produced in those days contained a high percentage of

bittern salts and was of such poor quality that the bay region inhabi-

tants accepted it with reluctance. They much preferred salt imported

from Liverpool, but salt from Carmen Island in the Gulf of Mexico

also found a ready market at San Franci.sco. Local salt was considered

unfit for table and dairy use, or even for meat packing, and as late as

1880 bay salt sold for a dollar or two less a ton than imported salt.

Gradually local salt-making technique improved. By 1880 the

process had become more or less standardized and was on its way to

becoming the present highly perfected process that is distinctive

enough to be called the California process.

Typical of the salt works in 1882 was that of the Union Pacific

Company, the largest at the time. The salt ])aus covered over 1200

acres of marsh land, most of it on a Hat, low-lying island divided by

dikes into ponds of 100 to 300 acres. Bay water was admitted through

small gates into the first of five concentrating ponds, where it remained

for 3 or 4 weeks. It was passed to a second pond where evaporation

continued, then to a third, fourth, and finally a fifth. Calcium and

magnesium salts precipitated in the fourth and fifth ponds. From the

last pond concentrated brine was drawn into small crystallizing vats,

manv of them floored with boards where the salt formed. The bittern

(210)
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I'll.. 1. X.-w.iili. Ahuiii'da C.initv. |ii:iiit ..f I.rsli,. S:ilt ConipMii.v. H.m.v w:iIi'|' is (•(.nccntinli'il liy sobir cvMpdrnti.in in tlii' \:<rK<- irrreulMr lu.iids in tlu'

ilistaiice nnd llwii nm iiilo snniU rccMiiitnlMr |"in(l>s i" tlie middle distanre wIiimc .smH |.i-ocipil:itcs. 'I'lio <-rudp .-ialt is IliiMi scrniiiMl np, wasliod willi linne to

ii'iiKui. some impiii'itios and stork piU-d in tliv Icni^' slack.s seen in the riKliI middle j,'n>iind. 'J'lie washing plant is liehind the stock piles. Crude salt then passes

tluounh the pi-oeessinj; plant to th.> left of the sloek piles where it is either h.aded directly into railroad ears or trucks f.)r outside delivery or ground, sized,

and sacked. A portion of the crude salt is relined hv re-solution and vacuum evaporalion in the huildin^' in center ut the picture. I'art of the Morton Salt

Company leHnery is visilile nt the extreme ris;ht of the picture. Crude salt rcHiied in. this plant is purchased from Leslie Salt Company. Photo by Clyde

i<liuth-rlfind, (ttikhind.
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was then drained off, and the salt was piled into stacks on ary firound

wiiere it remained throu-ih one rainy season. This woatlieriny: hard-

ened and whitened the salt and washed away traces of the may:nesiiim

salts which contaminated it. Table salt was made from clean brine

evaporated in wooden tanks. Some of the salt made in 1880 contained

as much as !)!).4 percent sodium chloride.

The later history of the San Francisco Bay salt industry is one

of consolidation of producers. In 1901 the California Salt Company
was formed and ^a-adually acquired competing plants, some of which

consisted of less than 50 acres of evaporating ponds operated by a

single man. In the same year the Leslie Salt Refining Company began

operations near Redwood City, San Mateo County. In contrast to

Alameda County, only three or four companies have operated there,

and the last shut dcrwn in 1940.

The Leslie-California Salt Company was incorporated in 1924

as a consolidation of the Leslie Salt Refining Company, the California

Salt Company, and the Continental Salt and Chemical Company whose

works adjoined the California Salt Company near Alvarado. In 1931,

Leslie-California gathered in the Oliver Salt Company, an operation

which was begun in 1872. The comjiany was reincorporated in 1936

as the Leslie Salt Company when it absorbed the Arden Salt Com-
pany and with it tlie Union Pacific Salt Company which the Arden
Company had acquired in 1926. Thus all the original producers, with

the excei)tion of the American Salt Company, founded in 1865, have

been absorbed. The third Alameda County producer, Oliver Brothers

Salt Company, is a newcomer which began producing in 1938.

Concurrent with this consolidation has been a steady evolution

in technique and improvement in the quality of the salt produced.

Perhaps tlie most important step was the control of brine concentra-

tion to prevent contamination with bittern salts. In contrast with

foreign practice the bittern is discarded before more than a trace of

magnesium salts forms, although much salt still remains in the bittern.

Mechanization has played an important part in the development

of tlic industry. Pumping, which cannot be entirely eliminated, was

first done with windmills. The Union Pacific works in 1880 used a

wiudniiil-driven paddle wheel running in an inclined wooden trough.

Later Archimedes-screw windmills were universally adopted; these

liave been disjilaced by gasoline and electric pumps only within the

past 25 years, and their remains may still be seen. The larger plants

now use electrically driven centrifugal pumps.

For tlie harvesting of the crude salt, tram oars running on tem-

porary track were used as early as 1880. Small gasoline locomotives

were in use in 1920. Conveyor belts were tried in the twenties, but the

la.st installation was abandoned in 1940. The first loading machines

were built about 1915 but were not perfected for another 15 years.

Hand shoveling, however, is still practiced at snudl plants.

Tlie first vacuum pans were installed in 1910 at the Leslie Salt

Refining Company's Plant at San Mateo. Here brine made by dis-

solving crude salt in fresh water was treated with sodium carbonate

to precipitate magnesium salts, filtered, and evaporated. A little later

the California Salt Company was evaporating brine from the con-

centrating ponds in vacuum pans at the Alvarado refinery.

The first modern refinery was that of the Morton Salt Company,
built in 1926 at Newark. The Morton Salt Company, whicli never has

produced crude salt in California, obtained crude salt first from the

Arden Salt Company and then from the Leslie Salt Company. The
present refinery of the Leslie Salt Company was built in 1941.

The Leslie Salt Company now evaporates bay water in ponds
covering 25,000 acres. Bay water which contains between 3.0 and
3.5 percent salt, is admitted through tidal gates into the first of a

series of 10 concentrating ponds. Brine in the last concentrating pond
contains about 26.5 percent salt. After the winter rains the concen-

trated brine is run through a series of crystallizing ponds where con-

tinued evaporation causes salt to form and fall to tlie bottom. Bittern

is drawn from the last pond and sent to the bittern storage. An attempt
is made to adjust the rate of flow of the brine through the crystallizing

ponds so that the brine remains unsaturated with bittern salts. Occa-

sionally, however, in order to prevent the formation of bittern salts,

it is necessary to drain the crystallizing ponds and refill them with

fresh concentrated brine. From 4 to 6 inches of salt forms during the

evaporation season.

Crude salt is harvested from September to late December. At the

end of the evaporating season the crystallizing ponds are drained, and
the crude salt that has formed on the bottom is broken up and loaded

into cars by machines mounted on caterpillar treads. The crude salt

is washed first with concentrated brine and then with fresh water

before it is stock piled.

Much salt is sold in bulk directly from the stock pile. It contains

99.30 percent NaCl. Semi-refined salt containing 99.80 percent NaCl is

rewashed, kiln-dried, and screened. For making refined salt, crude

material is dissolved in fresh water, treated chemically, and evaporated
in a triple-efl'ect evaporator. The crystals formed are dewatered,

dried, screened, and packed. Vacuum-refined salt contains 99.9 per-

cent NaCl.

No important use of the discarded bittern was made until World
War I, although in 1880 tiie Union Pacific Salt Company was recover-

ing magnesium carbonate for sale to the Hercules Powder Company.
It has been estimated that the bittern produced in making 100,000 tons

of salt contains 2,800 tons of potassium chloride, 27,300 tons of mag-
nesium chloride, 16,000 tons of magnesium sulfate, and 240 tons of
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elemental bromine. The sliortafre of chemicals, especiall.v of potassium

salts (luring- World War I, created a new interest in bittern salts. The

Oliver Salt Company, an affiliate of tiie Leslie Salt Kefinin<r Com-

pany, the Arden Company, and others built plants which produced

potassium chloride of fertilizer grade, and magnesium salts. In these

plants the bittern was further concentrated in open pans to remove

the remaining sodium chloride. Then sodium sulfate and artificial

carnallitc (KCl MgCl:.. 6IIjO) were recovered by chilling, leaving a

motlier liiiuor high in magnesium chloride, or fractional crystalliza-

tion and cooling was practiced in vacuum pans to recover sodium

chloride, magnesium sulfate, carnallite, and magnesium cliloride. The

earnallite was dissolved again and the potassium chloride separated

from it.

When rhemicals again became plentiful after the end of the war

these plants operated at a disadvantage. The last one was closed in

1926, and the salt companies have played no further part in the

recovery of bittern salts.

The magnesia industry took the next step when in 1923 the Cali-

fornia Chemical Corporation, a subsidiary of the National Kellastone

Company, built a plant at San Diego for the recovery of magnesium

chloride used in the manufacture of oxyehloride cement. Bromine was

recovered at this plant in 1926, the first time bromine was recovered in

California. Later the same year a second bromine plant was built at

San Mateo, ami this also treated bittern. The California Chemical

Corporation then arranged long-term contracts for bittern with the

salt companies and began the construction of a much larger plant at

Newark to recover bromine and magnesium chloride. The first step was

the recovery of bromine, which changed the character of the bittern

very little and had no effect on the following steps. The bromine-free

bittern was then further concentrated in a triple-etfect evaporator.

Salt crystallized wliile the li(|nor was hot, and cooling caused mag-

nesiiuii sulfate and syntlietic carnallitc to crystallize, leaving a li(iuor

containing magnesium cliloride. Magnesium chloride (MgCL-eHoO)
was obtained by further evaporation in open pans.

As the market for magnesium chloride was limited, research was

initiated on the problem of recovering other magnesium compounds.

A i)ilot plant was built in wliieh lime made from oyster shells was used

to precipitate nuignesium hydroxide which could be carbonated to

make basic magnesium carbonate or calcined to make magnesiiun

oxide. Perhaps the most critical problem was the formation of a granu-

lar precipitate which could be easily washed and filtered, but another

problem to be solved was the preparation of quicklime from oyster

shells. These problems were eventually solved and a new plant was

completed late in 1937. In the same year the Cidifornia Chemical Cor-

poration passed into the hands of the Westvaco Chlorine Products

Corporation.

The process begins with the collection and storage of bittern.

Storage ponds large enough to hold a year's supply are connected

with the salt works by pipe lines. The removal of bromine by a modi-

fled Kubiersehky process is the first step in the treatment of the bittern.

Bittern is neutralized with concentrated sulfuric acid and run into

concrete .storage tanks before treatment in the bromine towers, which
are square hollow columns built of stone and loosely packed with

ceramic ware. Preheated bittern is fed in at the top, steam at the bot-

tom, and chlorine gas at an intermediate point. Prom the top of the

tower comes a vapor containing bromine, a little chlorine, and water.

Bromine is recovered from this in a stoneware condenser. Hot
bromine-free liquid comes from the base of the tower.

Before further treatment sulfate must be removed. This is done

by the addition of calcium chloride formed at a later step in the process.

Synthetic gypsum is jirecipitated and sold to a San Francisco Bay
company for use as a retarder in portland cement. It is also sold for

agricultural purposes.

The sulfate-free bittern is then reacted with lime. Originally

(|uicklinie made by calcining oyster shells in a rotary kiln was used,

but now calcined dolomite is added. Conditions are maintained which

cau.se a granular precipitate of magnesium hydroxide to form. The
sludge is washed with fresh water and thickened in five Dorr thick-

eners. It is dewatered on a rotary vacuum filter. The magnesium hy-

droxide filter cake is calcined in rotary kilns. About half of the output

is perielase, and the remaining products are various grades of light-

burned caustic calcined magnesia.

The first recovery in the United States of magnesium compounds
directly from sea water was made by Marine Chemical Company in

1927 at South San Francisco. The Marine Magnesium Products Cor-

poration, originally the Marine Chemical Company, now produces

relatively small quantities of high-priced compounds such as milk of

magnesia, basic magnesium carbonate for coating salt, and magnesium
oxide for the pharmaceutical industry.

Raw sea water, which contains 0.01 of a pound of magnesium pen

gallon must be purified before treatment so that impurities in the raw

sea water will not appear in the final product. Purification is accom-

plished by treating the water with chlorine and lime and filtering.

Magnesium hydroxide is precipitated with a slurry of slaked r

lime. The precipitate is a gunmiy slime which retiuires special and'

elaborate handling in order to be dewatered and freed of sodium and

displaced calcium salts. Originally, the magnesium hydroxide was

precipitated with calcined shells, but now calcined dolomite is used.

The magnesium hydroxide may be dried, carbonated, or calcined,

depending on the product desired.
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Tlio jjrowth and (lovi'lopniont of any f;irat modern industrial area

and iiopnlation center is dependent to a very eonsideralile extent on

sources of encrj^y and power which may be obtained at reasonable cost.

Tlie i)lienonienal growth of the San Francisco Bay area and nearby

counties has been possible because this region has been particularly

favori'd with respect to raw materials which may be utilized as energj'

sources. There has been an extremely large per capita increase in

energy re(|uirciuents of the bay area since the last war, dependent on

the rapid rise of population, the expansion of iiulustry, and tiie in-

creased use of machines in farm and factory.

The ma,jor sources of industrial, commercial, and domestic energy

are coal, petroleum, natural gas, and water-power developed as elec-

trical energy. California has been favored in having all these sources

of energy, although at various times in the history of tlie state one or

more has been the dominant source of energy used. In the early history

of tile state, coal was most important
; i)etroleum and natural gas were

undiscovered and undeveloped, and the development of electrical

power was yet to come. The period of rising importance of petroleum

; and natural gas, early in the twentieth century, coincided with the

time of decline in importance of coal as a raw material for fuel and
energy in California. I^ate years have seen the increasing use of elec-

trical power, both water-based and fuel-based.

i Coal. The history of industrial development in California in the

I

second half of the nineteenth century is closely tied in with the devel-

lopment of low-grade lignite and sub-bitnminous coal in the state. Coal

was first mined in California in 1855, and the peak annual output of

2;Jti,!l50 tons was reached in the year 1880. Since 1010, competition

from [letroleum has almost completely eliminated California coal as

a f\u4 for industrial use. For the past few years, the annual production

of coal in California has not exceeded a few hundred tons. Compared to

total United States production, which in 1948 was over 650 million

tons. California's yield is thus of little signifieanee. However, the Cali-

fornia coal industry is of considerable interest historically and, as in-

dicated by certain recent developments in the extraction of waxes and
pigments from high-volatile coals and lignites, and b.v possibilities of

in-plaee gasification of coal, may see an eventual revival in the state.

Most commercial coal deposits in the I'nited States were formed in

the geological periods known as the Carbo^iiferous and Cretaceous;

but California coal deposits were formed much later in geologic time,

largely in the Paleocene, Eocene, and iliocene epochs of the Tertiary

• Supervising Mining Geologist. California State Division of Mines. Manu-
script subnutled for publication January lySl.

period. At each California locality, coal seams ai-e interbedth'd with
sandstone, shale, or clay; carbonaceous matter, deposited along with
the sands, muds, and clays of lagoons, swamps, and shallow lakes mar-
ginal to ancient seas, underwent partial decay and decomposition
through many millions of years, and was graduidly transformed into
lignite and sub-bituminous varieties of coal.

In 1852 the Contra Costa County mines, destined to become the
largest producers of coal in California, were discovered on the north-
eastern slope of Mount Diablo, 5 years after the first recorded dis-
covery of coal in California near San Luis Obispo. They weie first
worked in a small way in 1855. By 185!) these mines were su[)plying a
fair proportion of the domestic coal used in San Francisco, (ireatest
activity of the Mount Diablo coal mines was in the period 18(;7-88. By
1902, when coal mining in the Mount Diablo district ceased, about
3,000,000 tons valued at .$15,000,000 had been produced. Six coal-
mining towns, of which little trace now remains, were in existeiiee
while the mines were being worked: Nortonville, present population
900, Somersville, Stewartsville, Judsonville, West Hartley, and Em-
pire. In 1870 over 1000 men were employed at the mines.

Operation of the mines in their heyday was interrupted by fre-
quent disaster. Ventilation was poor, fire-damp explosions were' com-
mon, and surface fires and floods added to the difficulties. The earth-
quake of 1868, due to movement along the Ilayward fault a few miles
west, damaged mine workings.

In the Jlouiit Diablo district the coal was mined underground,
loaded in ears which were pulled by donkeys to chutes at the opening
of each mine, and then was moved by gravity railroad cars down to
the mouth of the San Joaquin River at New York Landing (jiow Pitts-
burg). Today, from some of these same mines, sand is mined and
transported by trucks to Pittsburg for use in the foundries. In the
early days, the coal was carried from this port by boat down the river
to San Francisco, and up to Stockton, or up the Sacramento River to
Sacramento. It was also commonly used as fuel to operate the river
steamers. Production of the Mount Diablo properties fell off rapidly
about the turn of the century, and there has been virtually no produc-
tion since 1902.

Coal measures in the Mount Diablo district are in foi-mations
deposited in the middle of the Eocene epoch, beginning possibly 50
million years ago. They crop out a few miles from the northern slopes
of Mount Diablo. Beds of sandstone, shale, day, and coal dip north-
ward at angles ranging from a few degrees to 35 degrees. The steep dip

(223)
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of (.'oal strata, so oommonly fotiml in California, is a distinct disad-

vantai;!' in niinin;; because the rapidly increasing depth very soon

raises costs above the economic level. In general, the surface coal in the

Mount DiabK) region was found to be deeply weathered, but its quality

improved 2(10 feet below the surface.

Two principal coal seams were mined in the area. They were

known as the Clarke vein and the Black Diamond vein. Coal from both

tliese seams is clas.scd by the T'nited States Bureau of Mines as sub-

bituminous. The Clarke vein ranges from li to 4J feet in thickness,

and is generally free of interstratificd slate, or other undesirable ma-
terial. The Black Diamond vein, which occurs about 375 feet strati-

graphically below the Clarke vein, varies in thickness from 6 to 18 feet,

but contains much interstratificd clay, slate, and bone (a miner's term

for an impure slaty coal). At some areas in the district, small coal seams

that occur between the Clarke and Black Diamond seams have been

mined.

About 1857, deposits of coal were discovered at Corral Hollow
near Tesla in Alameda County. For a few years, beginning in 1897,

these deposits were intensively developed. By 1898, the Tesla mines

were the largest producers in the state, but the same factors that

caused the economic collapse of the Mount Diablo coal fields also

forced the Tesla mines to shut down a few years later; last production

was in 1902. Total production at Tesla was about 404,000 tons valued

at $1,200,000.

Coal beds at Corral Hollow, like those at Mount Diablo, are in

middle Eocene sediments, probably formed on the landward margin
of seas which extended to the west. There are several coal horizons

at Corral Hollow, but only two seams have been found thick enough
to be worked. Thickness of individual seams is from a few inches

to about 5 feet. These coal beds dip as steeply as 70 degrees and are

cut by numerous faults and zones of crushed rock. The coal is classi-

fied as sub-bituminous. Cla.v, glass sands, and foundry sands were
later produced from beds just above the coal seams.

Asphalt and BUnminous Rock. Asphalt and bituminous rock in

the bay counties consists of sandstones which have become soaked
" with petroleum from subsurface sources. The lighter fractions in oil

seepages evaporate and leave the sands cemented with the heavy
asiihaltic residue. Small amounts of such material were quarried

intermittently during the years 1899-1910 in Alameda, Contra Costa,

San Francisco, San Joaquin, San Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties.

The material was used mainly for road covering but in later years

the natural asphalt has been supplanted by refinery products.

Although of little commercial importance in itself, this wide
occurrence of bituminous rock in the bay area is a significant indi-

cation of the presence of petroleum and was responsible for the

drilling of many of the early day oil wells.

15—40839

Petroleum. The great bulk of California's oil is found in rock

formations in the southern half of the state. Such counties as Kern,
Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Santa Barbara, and San Luis Obispo
are important producers. The amount of petroleum actually produced
from wells in the San Francisco Bay counties is quite small in com-
parison with the great production in the southern half of the state.

However, transportation of oil is now efficiently and cheaply accom-
plished through pipeline systems. An extensive system of pipelines

brings oil, primarily from the San Joaquin Valley, to San Francisco

Bay area refineries. Five principal refineries, located at Emeryville,

Martinez, Richmond, Avon, and Oleum, have an output capacitj' of

approximately 330,000 barrels of refined petroleum products per day.

This amounts to about one-third of the refinery output in California,

a proportion approximating the relative populations of the San Fran-
cisco Bay region and the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The San
Francisco area has at its back door, therefore, the petroleum resources

of all California, the state ranking second only to Texas in total

petroleum production in the United States.

The accumulation of petroleum, including both oil and gas,

involves formation of the hydrocarbons which constitute petroleum,

migration of the oil and gas from their source rocks into a reservoir

rock, and finally the formation of some sort of natural trap to prevent
loss of the migrating petroleum.

Petroleum is certainly of organic origin, forming by natural

distillation processes that take place below the surface of the earth

and affect the plant and animal remains which were deposited with
muds and sands of past geologic ages. The most favorable source

rocks for petroleum are some of the highly organic marine shales

and limestones. One of the most important source rocks in California

has been the Miocene diatomaceous shale, although a wide variety of

organic matter in the sediments has no doubt contributed to the for-

mation of petroleum.

Because of the physical characteristics of oil, gas, and water, the

lighter oil and gas have a tendency to move upward in rock formations

from their source sediments, if more porous and permeable rocks lie

above. Most of this more or less porous and permeable reservoir rock

in California is sandstone, but in .some fields oil in commercial quan-

tities has come from fractured shale and chert, and even from frac-

tured schist and gneiss. If there were nothing to prevent, the upward
migration of oil and gas would result in the loss of its lighter frac-

tions to the atmosphere and the leaving of nothing but a tarry residue.

This in itself sometimes .serves as a seal or trap for remaining oil and

gas below, but much more favorable traps may be formed through

folding and faulting. The chief structural trap for petroleum in

California's oil fields has been the anticline or dome, usuallv faulted.
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in the region, of which the best known is the Purisima nntieline. Cumu-
lative production liad reached over 41.000 barrels when the Ilalfnioon

Bay field was abandoned in 1!)48. Because of its high gasoline content,

much of the oil was refined locally.

The Mining and Scicniijic I'rcss of Xovember 30, 1861, carries

notice of the discovery of oil springs near bloody 's ilill. Nothing much
was done about the light oil found until about 1865. In that year the

Santa Clara Petroleum Company and the Shaw and Weldon Petro-

leum Company found oil in a ;30-foot shaft. A newsjiaper in the San
Jose area in October 1865 carried an item that the newly developed

well in the Moody Gulch area shipped 1"20 gallons of light oil to New
York, The first real drilling at :Moody Gulch took place in 1880. The
early wells produced between 10 and 40 barrels per day of 40- to 45-

degree gravity oil from the Oligocene San Lorenzo formation. Jloody

Gulch has continued to produce high gravity oil to the present day

;

the one well producing at Moody Gulch is the only one currently pro-

ducing petrolevnn on a commercial scale in the San Francisco Bay
counties. The Moody Gulch oil field, about 2 miles south of the town

of Alma, is in the San Andreas fault zone ; the oil production comes
from narrow, contorted, faulted structures.

At Sargent in Santa Clara County, seepages of asphaltic oil near

the contact of shale.s and serpentine attracted interest as early as 1864.

A number of pits were dug and the oil obtained was refined locally

to furnish kerosene. The first serious drilling at Sargent took place

in 1886. Production of a-few barrels a day of 11- to 19-degree gravity

oil was obtained from basal Pliocene sandstone. From a complex struc-

ture, probably essentially a faulted, plunging syncline, cumulative

production of the Sargent oil field to its abandonment in 1948 was

over 780,000 barrels, by far the largest production of any oil field

within the limits of the San Francico Bay counties.

Search for oil in the Petaluma area in Sonoma County began in

1909, as the result of observation of outcrops of oil sands. Oil of 19-

degree gravity was found at a depth of 1900 feet in a well drilled near

Petaluma in 1925; the initial flow was 20 barrels per day. The well

produced a total of about 5000 barrels, but was abandoned when salt

water was encountered on deepening. Shell Oil Company in 1927-28-29,

drilled five unsuccessful wells in the region, which encountered some
flow of gas. Little exploration was done until 1941 when Trico Oil and
Gas Company developed a gas well at 1214 feet ; it produced a small

flow of nearly pure methane.

The most recent discovery of petroleum in the San Francisco Bay
counties was that of the Petaluma oil field about 4 miles east of the to\vn

of Petaluma in Sonoma County. Trico Oil and Gas Company Peta-

luma Community 5-2, the discovery well, was brought in for 32 barrels

a day of 20-degree gravity oil. Three wells were completed in 1948

and produced a total of about 2000 barrels. The field was abandoned
as nonconnnercial in late 1948. Production in the Petaluma area came
from lower Pliocene sediments interbedded with the Tolay volcanics
in an area broken by faults.

A number of wells have been drilled, all of them noncommercial,
near oil seeps in the other San Francisco Bay counties. Among these
was a well drilled to a depth of 87 feet in 1862 on the west bank of
San Pablo Creek about 4 miles southeast of the town of San Pablo
in Contra Costa County. This may have been the first well actually
drilled in the bay counties, but in northern California was probably
antedated by a well drilled in Humboldt County in 1861. In Marin
County in 1865, a well was drilled to a depth of more than 60 feet

near seepages near the entrance to Bolinas Bay. Oil and gas seepages
at Duxbury Point in Marin County were responsible for the drilling of
shallow wells there. A number of wells have been drilled in Alameda
and Contra Costa Counties, some of which encounterd oil, none of
which has been commercial. A number of wells in the Tesla region,
Alameda County, obtained showings of oil.

The most interesting and important conclusion to be drawn from
accounts of the results of exploration for oil in the San Francisco Bay
counties is that it has been proved that the source rocks for petroleum
exist, petroleum of various gravities is actually jiresent in suitable
reservoir rocks, and favorable structures have been found. At the
present time, intensive exploration of a number of the more favorable
areas in the bay counties is being carried on by oil companies. Possi-

bility of an oil field of commercial importance in the bay counties has
by no means been exhausted.

Natural (ias. The use of natural gas in the United States, and
particularly in California, has grown tremendously the last few years.

This rapid increase in the use of natural gas, for both indu.strial and
domestic purposes, is expected to continue for the next several years
and pipeline facilities are being made available for transmission of
the gas from fields to major centers of consumption, such as the San
Francisco Bay area. For the United States as a whole, proving of new
reserves of natural gas has been notably widespread in the past few
years, but the .still greater consumption of gas in California has neces-

sitated importation, chiefly from Texas and New Mexico. At the be-

ginning of 1948, the proven reserves of natural gas in California
amounted to 10 trillion cubic feet, about 6 percent of the United States'

reserves of 165 trillion cubic feet.

Two types of natural gas, exclusive of carbon dioxide, are of

commercial importance in California. The first Ls dry gas, or marsh gas,

most of which occurs separately from petroleum. The see(ni(l is oil-well,

petroleum, or wet gas, which occurs in the same formation as petro-

leum and is produced with it. Dry gas is a mixture composed of several
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hydrocarbons, methane being the chief among them, plus small per-

centages of iniptirities such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Wet gas,

after the removal of liquid petroleum, is similar in composition to dry
gas but most of it contains less methane.

Geologic factors necessary for the formation and accumulation

of natural gas are very similar to those for petroleum, namely, a

source rock high in organic matter, and a structural or stratigraphic

trap adequate to prevent the loss of the highly mobile gases. The
organic source rocks, ranging in geologic age from Upper Jurassic

to Pliocene, are common in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys

and in the San Francisco Bay area. Nearly all gas production in the

state is from closed anticlinal structures, including faulted domes
and anticlines.

A large proportion of the natural gas marketed is consumed near

the field from which it is produced, although long-distance pipeline

transmission is becoming more general. About 75 percent of the natu-

ral gas sold by utility companies in the San Francisco Bay area is

dry gas from the great Rio Vista gas field in Sacramento, Solano, and
Contra Costa Counties. In southern California, about 90 percent of

the gas utilized is wet gas, produced in connection with the great oil

fields of the southern counties.

In contrast with Te.xas and other gas-producing states, Cali-

fornia uses little natural gas as a raw material for the chemical indus-

tries ; the largest use is for fuel and heating purposes. Approximately
three-fourths of all heated dwellings in California use gas. It is also

very widely used in industry, particularly in such industries as cera-

mics, glass, cement, power generation, food processing, and metal

fabrication. Cheapness and constant availability are prime factors

in these uses in the bay area. The importance of petroleum and natural

gas in the economy of California is indicated in the fact that, together,

they .supply close to 97 percent of the total energy requirements of

the state; this is in comparison to about 50 percent for the United
States as a whole.

The first useful natural gas produced in California was from the

famous Courthouse Well at Stockton, drilled to a depth of 1003 feet

between 1854 and 1858. Many wells in the area have since encountered

gas in drilling for water. Gas discovered in water wells in 1891 near

Sacramento was used. In 1901 a well was coihpleted in Solano County
which supplied gas to the towns of Suisun and Fairfield. The first

high-pressure gas well brought in, in northern California, was at

Marysville Buttes in Sutter County in 1933, just outside the 12 ba}'

counties proper.

The Rio Vista gas field was bought in June 1936 by Amerada
Petroleum Corporation. The discovery well produced 50,000 M eu. ft.

per day of gas from Eocene sand at a depth of 4485 feet. Rio Vista

is now the largest gas-producing field in California ; it produced more
gas in 1948 than the next two largest fields (Kettleman North Dome
and Wilmington) combined. Rio Vi.sta had 143 \«8lls w-hich were pro-

ducing in August 1948. Discovery and early development were in

Solano County, but development spread southeastward across the

Sacramento River into Sacramento County and recently across the

San Joaquin River into Contra Costa County. Sacramento County
production has exceeded that of Solano County since 1941. Discovery

of two deeper gas sands in 1943 and 1944 added appreciably to the

reserves of the state.

An intensive search for gas, which has gone on in northern Cali-

fornia in the past few years, has resulted in a number of new field

discoveries since Rio Vista. A complete list of these, with their pro-

duction and reserves, is in the accompanying table. The majority nf

these new fields have proved disappointingly small and are rated as

adding almost nothing to reserves in the state. Of those named, Thorn-

ton, Lodi, Vernalis, and Kirb.v Hill are successful small dry gas fields.

McDonald Island, discovered in 1936, is second in importance to Kio

Vista, but only has 4 or 5 percent of Rio Vista's reserves.

It is significant that, in spite of intensive exploration ami num-

erous discoveries, no major gas fields have been found in California

since Rio Vista, di.seovered in 1936. Additions to reserves have come

mainly from extensions and from new pools in known fields. Total

natural gas reserves in the state declined from 10,232,980,306 M cu. ft.

on January 1, 1948, to 9,669,647,936 M cu. ft. on January 1, 194il.



LIMESTONE AND THE CEMENT INDUSTRY OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES
By Oliver E. Bowkn, Jr. •

Few mineral resources are more iiiii)iutant to metropolitan devel-

opnieiit ill the San Fraiieisco Bay area tiiaii the limestone and shell-

lime (lejiosits ill and adjacent to the bay. If one considers the essential

materials utilized in erection of any bnildinf;, he will realize that

mortar, lime-plaster, and portland cement are three items without

which construction would be both difficult and prohibitively expen-

sive. In all three of these building; materials lime is an essential con-

stituent. Not only is the construction industry almost wholly de-

pendent upon lime as a raw material but so also are dozens of other

ventures. Lime itself is one of the most important industrial chemicals,

and it is used in the manufacture of myriads of other compounds.
Industries in the vicinity of ISan Francisco make use of two types

of natural lime-bearing raw materials. The first, seashells, have been

calcined to lime for as long' as the process has been known to the human
race. It is exceedingly uncommon, however, to find seashells in suffi-

cient concentration to form source material upon which to justify

erection of a modern industrial plant. Nevertheless, the Pacific Port-

land Cement Company's mill at Redwood City, which produces cement

far in excess of a million barrels annuallj-, utilizes seashell accumu-
lations from San Francisco Bay as its sole source of lime. There are

shell deposits on certain parts of the bay floor large enough to support

such a plant for many decades.

The second natural source of industrial lime lies in the limestone

deposits scattered through the Coast Ranges. The most extensive

quarries now in use are developed along Permanente Creek near Los

Altos by Permanente Cement Company. Sufficient limestone is mined
there annually to produce more than 5,000,000 barrels of cement. Two
other localities have limestone deposits of major proportions which
are now being exploited ; and, though these are outside the group of 12

San Francisco Bay counties, they are located closely adjacent thereto

and the bulk of rock taken from them goes into cement marketed in

cities bordering the bay. One is located in the Santa Cruz mountains
near Davenport ; the other is at the edge of the Gabilau Range south-

west of San Juan Bautista. Both support cement plants.

A third type of raw material formerly important to cement manu-
facturers in the bay region is shell marl, a rock made up of fragments
of seashells in a matrix of caleite and clay. A deposit of this material

near Benicia, Solano County, was utilized for hydraulic cement inter-

mittently between 1860 and 1880. Another deposit of shell marl
located near Napa, Napa County, was quarried between 1902 and
1922 for Portland cement by the Standard Portland Cement Com-

• Asaociate Mining Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

pany. Otlier smaller occurrences of shell marl and shell limestone

have been mined and burned to lime for local use at various times.

Although precise records dealing with the burning of lime and
with the nature and source of the raw materials from which it was
made are few, various lime mortars and cements were used in the con-

struction of many of the missions, a.sistencias, and other public build-

ings during the Spanish period. Captain George Vancouver stopped at

Monterey and Yerba Buena (as San Francisco was then called) in

1792 and his mention of the burning of seashells to lime is one of the

earliest records of lime manufacture in California. Shell limestone

was quarried near El Toro, Orange County, and burned in the lime

kilns of Mission San Juan Capistrano during its construction. Many of

the missions were whitewashed both inside and out, and large quan-
tities of lime were used for this purpose as well as for making mortars
and cements. It is generally agreed that most of the lime used during
the early Spanish period was made from seashells, most commonly
from the well-known abalone.

One of the first records of utilization of limestone during the

American period may be seen in the lime kilns located a few miles

south of the town of Olema in Marin County. These date from the

gold rush period, more precisely from 1850. Largely because of fire

hazard, brick construction, requiring large quantities of lime mortar,

became increasingly popular from the 1850 's to well toward the turn of

the century. Both lime and hydraulic cement w-ere used in early-day

brick mortars and for the first decade of the American era these mate-

rials were largely imported. By 1868, more than one third of all lime

marketed in San Francisco came from the quarries and kilns of Santa
Cruz County, and a substantial part of the remaining consumption

was produced in other parts of northern California. In spite of the rise

of California lime production, lime was still imported in large amounts
until the use of portland cement became widespread.

The rise of portland cement concrete as a structural material

revolutionized limestone quarrying in California as well as in other

parts of the United States. In 1894, when cement production amounted
to only 8000 barrels, the total limestone quarried in California

amounted to only 92,760 tons. At the end of 1904, by which time

three cement mills had ccme into production, the annual output of

California limestone quarries had risen to more than 474,000 tons.

Present consumption is in excess of 8,250,000 tons, of which more
than 90 percent goes into portland cement. Although manufacture of

quicklime and hydrated lime for use in the construction industry

has decreased with expanded use of portland cement, the use of lime

(231)
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Fig. 1. rucitic r.>itlaM(l Cement Compniiy's Redwood City iilnnt, the only one in Cnlifornia usins oyster shells and bay mud as the hasio nnv materials for

manufacture. I'hoio by Fred Mue Aero Photos, coiirtesD San Francisco Chamher of Commerce.
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as an industrial chemical and as a soil conditioner in ap:riculture has

risen tremendously. Conseiiuently, lime production as well as cement

production has substantially increased.

Quantity production of portland cement in California began

with the opening of the California Portland Cement plant at Colton,

San Bernardino County, in 1894. Prior to that date a small annual

production of cement had been recorded from the Jamul Ranch in

San Diefro County bepinninpr in 1891. There has been some discussion

as to whether or not the Jamul product was a true portland cement

or merely a hydraulic cement. Portland cement differs from most

other early hydraulic cements in that the ingredients are heated to

incipient fusion to form a clinker whereas calcining of most early

hydraulic cements was accomplished in an ordinary lime kiln at

temperatures somewhat less than that maintained for clinkering as

now practiced. In any event, the Jamul cement was near a portland

cement and probably should be so classified.

Portland cement manufacturing in the San Francisco Bay region

dates from the period 1902-03. During this interval Standard Port-

land Cement Company opened plants at Napa Junction, Napa County,

and Davenport, Santa Cruz County. A third plant was opened at

this time by Pacific Portland Cement Company at Cement, Solano

County. Depletion of limestone reserves and other economic con-

siderations caused cessation of the Napa enterprise in 1918, and the

Solano County operation in 1928. The Davenport plant was taken

over by the Santa Cruz Portland Cement Company in 1907.

In 1908, a plant was put into production near Mount Diablo at

Cowell, Contra Costa County, by the Henry Cowell Lime and Cement
Company. This operated until 1946 at which time depletion of local

limestone reserves and loss of rail facilities forced a permanent shut-

down.

Old Mis.sion Portland Cement Company began marketing cement

in the San Francisco Bay area in 1918 from a plant located at San
Juan Bautista, San Benito County. In 1927 the plant was taken over

by Pacific Portland Cement Company, which has operated it inter-

mittently every since. The brand name "Old Mission" has been

retained. Pacific Portland Cement Company also operates the well-

known Redwood City plant which utilizes oyster shells from San
Francisco Bay.

In 1927, Yosemite Portland Cement Company commenced pro-

duction at Merced, Merced County ; much of the company's output was
marketed in the San Francisco Bay area. Limestone was shipped to

the plant from Jenkins Hill, Mariposa County, via the Yosemite

Valley Railroad. The plant operated until 1944 at which time the

Yosemite Valley Railroad was abandoned. The increased cost of

truck haulage over rail freight from the quarry to the plant was
deemed sufficiently serious to warrant liquidation of the plant. It

was sold to the Kaiser interests which dismantled and shipped the

equipment to South America.

Largest and most recently completed of the cement plants now
operating in the bay region is that of Permanente Cement Company
near Los Altos, Santa Clara County. Opened in 1940 to supply the

gigantic Shasta dam construction project, Permanente has since

developed an organization which helps supply not only the bay area

and environs but the Pacific islands as well. In addition to its truck

fleet which delivers bulk and bagged stocks to bay industries, Perma-
nente operates its own seagoing vessel, the Silver Bow, into which
cement for foreign markets is loaded and unloaded by compressed air

blowers. The Permanente plant has many unique features wliicii make
it the show place of the California cement industry.

The only other cement plant in northern California is located near

San Andreas in Calaveras County and is operated by Calaveras Ce-

ment Company. This enterprise came into active production in 1926.

It supplies the central valley counties and the east-central part of the

state, Nevada, and, to a lesser extent, projects in the San Francisco

Bay area. With the decline of gold mining, this cement plant has be-

come of major importance to the economy of the foothill region in

which it is located.

Almost everyone has observed the setting of a sloppy, water-

soaked mixture of rock, sand, and graj' portland cement powder into

the hard, lithified material which is concrete. Not so man.v, however,

know what happens during solidification of a concrete mix. Portland

cement is made up of a group of chemical compounds which have the

property of recrystallizing in the presence of and by chemical inter-

action with water. It is a crisscross of these hydrous crystals which

bind the rock and sand together to form concrete. As crystallization

of the cementitious compounds is often too fast to allow for efficient

handling of the concrete mix, gypsum is added to retard crystalliza-

tion. Some of the chemical compounds in portland cement crystallize

quickly to give an early strength to the concrete, but final crystalliza-

tion of all ingredients may take days, weeks, or even many months.

Maximum strength is reached at various times by different types of

cement. Late crystallizing cements often have desirable properties

which offset their slowness in producing maximum strength in con-

crete, so that completeness of crystallization at an early time is not

always a gauge of the quality of the cement.

The three most important cementitious compounds in portland

cement are tricalcium silicate (3CaO-Si02), dicalcium silicate

(2CaO-Si02), and tetracalcium alumino-ferrate (4CaO-Al203-

Fe^Oo). Small amounts of tricalcium aluminate (3CaO- AI0O3), mag-

nesium oxide (MgO), and calcium oxide (CaO) commonly are present.

Free lime (CaO) is often undesirable as it may react latently with
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minerals in some kinds of crushed rock to produce new compounds of

increased volume which cause failure of the concrete. It has become
common practice to add opaline silica to many cements in order to

eliminate the potential danger of free-lime-aggregate reactions.

Opaline silica has an affinity for free lime over most minerals of re-

active aggregates, and the crystals formed by the combination of lime

and opaline silica do not disrupt the previously formed structure of

the concrete.

Although the two calcium silicates are the most important ce-

menting compounds, the calcium aluminates and ferrates are impor-

tant in special kinds of cement. For instance, iron cannot be present in

the raw materials for use in white cement as it causes discoloration

during calcining ; on the other hand, high-iron cements are necessary

where structures are in contact with salt water. Some compounds in

Portland cement give off more heat during crystallization than others.

Hence, in massive structures cements having low heat producing com-

ponents are desirable. Dicalcium silicate and tetracalcium alumino-

ferrate are two compounds which evolve relatively little heat during
hydration and low-heat cements are formed predominantly of these

two compounds.

In some structures, high early strength is necessary and for such

usage Portland cement is made to contain a high percentage of tri-

calcium aluminate, and a low percentage of iron. Iligh-iron cements,

altiiough very resistant to corrosion by sulfate waters, are notoriously

slow in hardening. Thus, by varying the chemical content of portland

cement, it can be made to satisfy the wide variety of requirements
demanded by the construction industry.

Conversion of raw materials to portland cement is an interesting

but involved procedure. Briefly, the process consists of pulverization

of raw materials; thorough mixing to give the desired uniformity
after firing ; calcining the powder or slurry formed from it to clinker

made up of new chemical compounds; grinding of the clinker with
addition of gypsum retarder ; and classification of ground clinker to

give a uniform, finely divided finished product.

In addition to one of the several lime-bearing materials described

in the opening paragrai)hs, sufficient aluminous and siliceous rock

must be blended and mixed with the lime to give the desired lime-

silica-alumina ratio in the finished product. Many rock types are util-

ized for this purpose, but most of them consist predominantly of clay

minerals or their metamorphosed equivalents. Clays contain silica,

alumina, and iron in varying proportions and usually are available in

quantity ; clay shale is perkaps the most widely used. Limestone and
clay commonly are coarse-crushed in jaw crushers and then pulverized

in ball mills.

After pulverization two slightly different procedures are followed

at different mills. In the
'

' wet
'

' method of manufacture the powdered
rock is made into a slurry by addition of water. Mixing and blending

then takes place in open silos, usually by compressed air agitation.

Transportation to the kiln is accomplished by pumping the slurry

through pipes. In the
'

' dry
'

' method mixing takes place in closed silos

also by compressed air agitation and transportation is accomplished

by pipes or airslides and blowers.

Calcining takes place in long, gently inclined, rotating, tubular

kilns. Pulverized raw materials are fed in at one end of the kiln and
drop out in walnut-sized nodules of red-hot clinker at the other. After

going through an air-draft cooling device the clinker nodules are

pulverized in ball mills together with two or three percent of gypsum.
After being finish-ground, the cement is made very fine and uni-

form by air separation. Air separators are complicated devices in

which particles of desired size are removed in air suspension and col-

lected on air filters while the heavier over-sized particles drop out by
force of gravity and are sent back through the ball mills for regrinding.

Although much cement is retailed in the familiar bags weighing

90 pounds each, by far the largest percentage of the total production

(about 80 percent) is not sold in packaged lots but is delivered to the

consumer in bulk form. Many elaborate devices have been developed

for handling and storing bulk cement. Loading is commonly accom-

plished by suction blowers connected to flexible pipe lines. Huge bot-

tom-dump cement trucks are a common sight on the road, their funnel-

shaped or inclined design making them unique among trucking units.

Permanente Cement Company has a .specially designed ocean-going

vessel which is loaded and unloaded by air-draft methods. The old

railroad box car is rapidly being replaced by bottom-dump cement

cars designed somewhat like cement trucks, but there is still a shortage

of railroad cars designed to handle powdered material which must be

kept dry. Current shortages in cement are expected to be alleviated in

the near future by increases in mill capacity now well along toward

realization.



THE BUILDING STONE AND AGGREGATE INDUSTRY OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES
By MoRT D. Turner •

California has the largest commercial output of rock products of

any of flic 48 states. It is far ahead of anj' other state in production

of sand and gravel, and ranks near the top in production of crushed

and broken stone. Of the total roek products produced in the state

about one-third comes from the San Francisco Bay counties.

The term stone, in commercial usage, is applied to material quar-

ried from larger masses of roek. The same material in place before

being quarried, broken, or cut is called rock. In the industry, rock

products have been divided by custom and usage into several cate-

gories based on size and shape of the particles and the nature of the

processing they have undergone. Sand and gravel are natural detrital

stone materials which usually require only sizing and washing before

marketing; crushed stone is made from rock or gravel; dimension

stones are blocks shaped to various degrees; aggregate is crushed

stone, sand, or gravel used in such materials as concrete, macadam,
plaster, terrazzo, road metal, and railroad ballast.

Prior to 1850 very little stone was used for construction purposes

in California. Owing to the great increase in population after 1850,

however, permanent bridges, public buildings, and all-weather streets

became more desirable, and a building-stone industry developed. Sand-

stone, basalt, granite, and marble were extensively mined for construc-

tion or paving purposes at various places in the bay counties prior to

1900. With the decline of the building-stone industry in the early

nineteen hundreds, there was a contemporary rise of the production

of aggregate because of the great increase in the u.se of concrete in

construction and road building. At the present time, the stone indus-

try is centered around the production of aggregate in its various forms.

Sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks are all mined and
used by the building-stone and aggregate industry of the San Fran-

cisco Bay counties. Hardness, coherence, workability, chemical sta-

bility and color are the principal characteristics which govern the

choice of a rock for a given purpose. The principal rock types quarried

in the bay region are sandstone and crystalline limestone from the

Franciscan formation of the Coast Ranges; basalt, andesite, and
rhyolite from the Berkeley Hills; and granite from the Sierra Nevada
foothills of Sacramento County. In addition, there are imports of

slate from El Dorado County and the eastern United States
;
granite

from Fresno County, Georgia, and New England ; marble from the

eastern United States; and sandstone from Arizona.

Because most rock products are low-cost commodities there must
be a local source of supply. Short-haul traffic in aggregate in the bay

• Assistant Mining Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

area is the rule ; long hauls are uncommon. Dimension stone, on the
other hand, is shipped in from points as distant as New England,
Georgia, and Europe largely because of long-e.stablished trade prac-
tices. Although many of the mining operations are large, continuous,
and serve an extensive area, others are relatively small and operate
intermittently to supply local needs. Some deposits have been worked
only during the life of a single project, such as the construction of a
large building, dam, or bridge.

Building stone and aggregate are almost always mined by open-
pit or quarry. Great care and intimate knowledge of the rock are
necessary for efficient quarrying of building stone. After quarryin"
the stone is dressed to size and shape, and may be polished to enhance
the beauty.

The mining of aggregate must necessarily be simple to hold tiie

cost down. Crushed stone is generally produced by running an open
cut into a face of suitable rock. The rock is blasted down and trans-

ferred to large crushers by trucks, scrapers, or conveyor belts. After
crushing it is u.sually screened, sometimes washed, and commonly
stockpiled according to size. Sand and gravel are taken in much the

same way except that most gravel banks are sufficiently unconsoli-

dated to be dug with power excavators without blasting. In many
plants oversize gravel is crushed and either sold separately or mixed
with uncrushed material of the same size range.

The construction industry in the San Francisco Bay counties has
available an adequate supply of aggregate of various types. Aggre-
gate is produced in all of the counties, and in more than half of them
it has been the most valuable mineral product marketed during recent
years.

The first recorded development of the stone resources of Cali-

fornia following the Gold Rush was in the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada at Folsom, where granite was quarried for building purposes
in 1856. The area remained one of the state's centers of granite pro-

duction, and is still intermittently active. The heaviest and steadiest

producer has been the Folsom State Prison where granite dimension
stone, riprap, and crushed granite have been produced by prison
labor for many years. Much of the granite dimension stone has gone
into prison construction, but from 1888-90 Folsom Prison furnished

the rock for the construction at Folsom of a dam, canal, and the first

electric-power plant in central California. Riprap, rubble, and bal-

last from the prison quarry once were u.sed extensively by the Southern
Pacific Railroad. Sandstone from the Eocene lone formation was quar-
ried north of the Cosumnes River near Michigan Bar at an early date.

(235)
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hoppers with the slock piles. In the hacki;round is the (iravel pit and plant of Henry J-. Kaiser Company. I'huto hy Clyde SundcrUind, Ouklund.
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Fig. 2. An old photograph of the Healy-Tibbetts rock quarry crushing plant
and loading dock near Winehaven. west of Richmond, Contra Costa County. Crushed
ruck once was shipped by barge in large open boxes as shown in the left middle
ground. Quarry was in sandstone of the Franciscan formation. Site is now occupied
by installations connected with the Standard Oil Company refinery at Richmond.
Photo courteny Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

The building stone from this deposit was used in construction in Sacra-

mento, but production ceased before 1890.

Except for granite, quarried occasionally at Folsom prison, and
some sand and gravel taken from the American River, there is no
current production of dimension stone or aggregate from that part

of the San Francisco Bay region that is within the Sierra Nevada
province.

Because of the lack of rock exposures in the Great Valley, that

area is largely dependent for aggregate upon extensive deposits of

alluvial .sand and gravel. The need for crushed stone is supplied

primarily by crushing gravel obtained locally, and in part by crush-

ing stone obtained from quarries in the Coast Ranges. Large-scale pro-

duction of aggregate in this area did not begin until about 1900. In
1904 the total sand and gravel production for all of California was
only 23,000 tons as compared with over 1,500,000 tons produced in

Sacramento County alone in 1947.

Sand and gravel obviously may consist of a wide variety of

abrasion-resistant rock types. The first sources were pits dug in

Fig. 3. Colusa sandstone quarry near Sites, Colusa County, from which
building stone for such San Francisco structures as the Ferry Building, St. Francis
Hotel, and Flood Building was taken. Sandstone beds of I'pper Cretaceous age
range from 18 inches to 35 feet in thickness. Photo courtesy Pacific Qas and Electric

Company.

recently formed bar and channel deposits along streams flowing down
from the Sierra Nevada. Gravel was removed by scrapers and drag
lines. Older terrace gravels, which cover a large part of the valley,

later became sources of sand and gravel, and still fu'-iish most of the

present production.

One of the largest operations in the Great Valley is at Fair Oaks,

Sacramento County, where coarse dredge tailings are washed, crushed,

and graded. In 1920 the plant was leased to the Coast Rock and Gravel

Company. In 1929 that company was consolidated with Pacific Coast

Aggregates, Inc., which now operates the plant. Pacific Coast Aggre-

gates at that time also absorbed the Pratt Building Materials Com-

pany at Mayhew and Rhodes, Jamieson and Company, both in Sacra-

mento County, and the Associated Gravel Company at Kiverbank.

San Jcaquin County. What is probably a unique method of recovering

sand and gravel is the large-installed suction pump operated by

Robert Powell and Company. The rig operates along the American

River, lifting gravel from the river bed.
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Some of the large gravel pits most easily seen from the highway

in the Great Valley are those of the Perkins Gravel Company on State

Highway 16, near Perkins; the large plants and pits just south of the

American River between Citrus and Fair Oaks ; and two large gravel

plants outside of Tracy on the Corral Hollow road.

Widespread exposures in the Coast Ranges of rock suitable for

aggregate, together with gravel deposits of various sizes in the adjacent

valleys, furnish an almost inexhaustible supply of stone for construc-

tion projects along San Francisco Bay. The greatest production comes

from Alameda County where over 4,000,000 tons of aggregate are pro-

duced every year. Most of this is sand and gravel from the large pits

around Pleasanton in the Livermore Valley.

The earliest use of stone in the Coast Ranges was by the Indians.

They quarried obsidian, soapstone, red ochre, and chert in Sonoma
County and red ochre and schist in Contra Costa County.

During the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century,

quarried stone and field stone were used in the construction of the

missions and some ranch buildings. The principal building materials

then used were wood and adobe, but stone entered into almost all of

the structures to some extent. C(mimonly, stone was used in columns

and foundations, and for trim.

The earliest stone building in San Francisco was constructed in

1854 ; dressed granite from China was used. Soon after this, granite

from Folsom came on the market. In the sixties quarries were opened,

on Angel Island in San Francisco Bay to furnish a bluish sandstone,

and near Petaluma in Sonoma County for the production of basalt.

During the eighties and nineties light-brown sandstone was quarried

at Benicia in Solano County, and near San Jo.se in Santa Clara County.

Sandstone of other colors was marketed from quarries near Alameda,

Livermore, and Hayward in Alameda County during the same period,

and some stone was imported. The Old Mint at Fifth and Mission

Streets in San Francisco was constructed in the eighties of sandstone

from New Castle Island in British Columbia.

Two of the most extensive and recent building programs using

stone were at the University of California at Berkeley and Stanford

University at Palo Alto. The University of California u.sed gray granite

from Raymond, Madera County. Stanford University used a local,

light-brown sandstone from the (iraystone quarries south of San Jose

in Santa Clara County.

As macadam roads and concrete construction became more com-

mon, large (juarries for production of macadam and crushed stone were

opened in the hills around San Francisco Bay. Locations such as Angel

Island and Point San Pedro in Marin County and Point Richmond in

Contra Costa County were especially favorable because of the avail-

ability of satisfactory stone and cheap water transportation. The rock

at these localities is sandstone of the Franciscan formation. Basalt,

limestone, chert, and san.dstone from the Franciscan formation have

been quarried intermittently at various other places on the San Fran-

cisco peninsula and in parts of Marin, Contra Costa, and Alameda
Counties.

The gravel deposits of the valleys in the Coast Ranges have been

most fully developed around San Jose in the Santa Clara Valley, at

Pleasanton in the Livermore Valley, and on the Niles alluvial cone in

southern Alameda County.

The best gravel operations to be seen from the highway in this

area are the large Kaiser and Pacific Coast Aggregates gravel pits

and plants about a mile east of Pleasanton on the road to Livermore.

Rock quarries and crushing plants can be seen about 1 J miles south of

San Rafael, and near Rockaway Beach on the coast highway in San
Mateo County.

Glass sand and foundry sand, often considered to be kinds of

aggregate, have been produced at various times in the vicinity of San
Francisco Bay since 1920.

Glass sand was processed for the market for some years from a

belt of Eocene sandstone south of Pittsburg and Antioch. The sands

were washed to remove clay, and the remaining high-silica sand was
used for making glass. At present the washed sand is used only as

foundry sand. Foundry sand with a natural clay bond is mined from
the Eocene Tesla formation at the old Tesla coal mine in Corral Hol-

low. This operation represents what is probably the only under-

ground mining of aggregate material in the bay counties.

Foundry sand is also marketed from dune deposits in San Fran-

cisco and alluvial and marine sands in San Francisco County and
northern San Mateo County.
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VOLCANIC ROCKS USEFUL IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
1!y ('. W. Chestkkma.n •

Voleanii- roi'ks iu the San Francisco Bay area—lava flows, beds

of tuff, agglomerate, and breccia—range in age from late Jurassic to

late Tertiary. They are well exposed in almost all of the bay counties

and cover extensive areas in Alameda, Contra Costa, Napa, Solano,

and Sonoma Counties.

Numerous (|uarries in Marin, Napa, Solano, and Sonoma Coun-
ties that formerly furnished paving and building blocks now supply
huge quantities of crushed stone for concrete aggregate and road

metal. The demand f(ir lightweight aggregate has increased tlie out-

put of pumice from the tuffs, which formerly were (juarried for build-

ing blocks. The rapid growth in the use and demand for expanded
perlite as an industrial material, especially in the fields of lightweight

aggregate, has developed much interest in this glassy volcanic rock.

Various volcanic rocks, especially the rhyolites which have the

property of splitting readily along well-defined parting planes, are

quarried at several places and .sold as flagstone and colored buikliiig

stone.

Types of Volcanic Rods. There are several varieties of volcanic

rocks in the San Francisco Bay area, ranging from basalt to rhyolite.

Large areas are underlain b.v the older basaltic rocks of the Upper
Jurassic Franciscan formation. Still larger areas are underlain by
Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic rocks comprising a varied assort-

ment of rhyolites, andesites, basalts, tufi^s, agglomerates, breccias, and
glasses. These rocks are described briefly in order of their decreasing

silica content.

Perlite is a glassy volcanic rock, characterized by a so-called

onion-skin fracture, and capable of breaking down into spherical

fragments, many of which have a pearly luster. For a volcanic rock,

a rather large amount of water enters into its composition. Perlite

ranges in color from light to dark gray ; some of it is reddish. When
! rapidly heated, perlite as well as many other volcanic glasses, expands

I
into a frothy, white, pumice-like material which is of value as a light-

i weight aggregate in the building industry.

Obsidian is a glassy volcanic rock having a conchoidal fracture

and the luster of common glass. Although usually black in color,

: obsidian may be red, brown, gray, or even greenish. Some of it is

I

banded, owing to the concentration in layers of very small magnetite

,
particles and embryonic crystals. An obsidian that contains appreci-

able amounts of quartz and feldspar usually is referred to as a vitro-

phyre.

• Associate Mining Geologist, California Slate Division of Mines.

Another variety of volcanic glass, pitchstonc, differs from ob-

sidian in that it has a pitchy luster, a subconchoidal fracture, and
contains considerably more water (2 to 8 percent) than obsidian.

Pumice is a cellular volcanic glass formed by raj)id expansion of

gas contained in solidifying acidic lava. Most of it is light gray to

white in color and occurs in tuffs or other pyroclastic rocks. The
latter are made up of fragmental volcanic materials expelled from
volcanic vents and deposited upon a land surface or in standing water.

Rhyolite is a common type of acidic volcanic rock in the San
Francisco Bay area. It is multi-colored, normally has a porphyritic

textui-e. and generally is characterized by phenocrysts or crystals of

quartz, sanidine (a glassy variety of orthoclase), and biotite in a

groundmass of minute crystals and volcanic glass. Many of the rhyo-

lites show well-developed banding or flow .structure, which developed
while the rock was in a molten condition.

Trachyte, which occurs rarely in the San Francisco Bay area, is

a light-colored rock resembling rhyolite. It has a porphyritic texture

and contains phenocrysts of sanidine enclosed in a groundmass of

small feldspar crystals. Quartz is normally absent. Hornblende and
biotite are present and usually occur in well-developed phenocrysts.

Most daeite is light colored, ranging from gray through yellowish-

brown to pink. Daeite is porphyritic and contains phenocrysts of

plagioelase, hornblende, biotite, quartz, and sometimes hypersthene,

enclosed in a groundma.ss of small crystals and glass.

Andesite is one of the most abundant volcanic rocks in the bay
area. It differs slightly from daeite in containing little or no quartz.

Most andesites are either dense and compact or else porphyritic. The
porphyritic varities contain phenocrysts of plagioelase, hornblende,

and biotite enclosed in a fine-grained ground-mass of needle-like

crystals of feldspar, with or without glass. Most of the rock is dark
gray and may easily be mistaken in the field for basalt.

Basalt is also common in the bay area. It is a dark, dense rock

ranging in color from greenish gray or brown to black. Porphj'ritic

varities are common, though the phenocrysts may be masked by the

dark groundmass. With the aid of a hand lens, the constituent minerals

can be recognized. Most of the phenocrysts are green and greenish-

black olivine, black prismatic crystals of hornblende and augite, black

platy crystals of biotite, and dark-appearing crystals of plagioelase

set in a fine-grained aggregate of lath-shaped feldspar crystals and
tiny prismatic crystals of augite. Jointing in many ba.salt flows is

platy or columnar. Flow structures are common, as arc cavities more
or less filled with ealcite, chalcedony, or .some variety of zeolite.

( 239)
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Kk;. 1. St. Helena Cliurih, St. HeleTia. Xapa Cimiity. Constructed in 1879 of

rliyolite. andosite, and daoite.

Fig. 2. Cresta Blancu Winery, north of St. Helena. Najja County. Construct' I

in IS.sy of dacite ami rliyolite blocks.
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Fui. 3. Cresta nianca Winery, north of St. Helena. Napa County. Gate is made Fid. 4. Stone fence on Silverado Trail, east of Yountville. Napa Couiily. Itiiilt

of field boulders of andesitc and basalt. of field boulders of andesite, rhyolite. and basalt.
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T\ifT is a fine-grained, frafrmentai voleanie roek. It is made up
of various types of voleanie material sueh as pumiee, pumieite, rhyo-

lite, andesite, and basalt, wliieh have been expelled in the air from

voleanie vents and deposited upon a land surfaee or in standinpj water.

Tuffs may be either loosely consolidated or compact. In places they

contain sufficient amounts of pumice to warrant mining as light-

weight aggregate. Several of the more comjjact varieties of tuff in

Napa and Sonoma Counties were formerly ([uarried for building

blocks.

Fragmental volcanic rocks expelled from volcanic vents, but

coarser than tuff, are called breccia or agglomerate. If the fragments

are predominantly angular the rock is called a breccia; if the frag-

ments are rounded it is called an agglomerate. In both types, however,

the fragments consist essentially of various kinds of volcanic rock

with minor amounts of non-volcanic rocks such as granite, limestone,

sandstone, and shale torn from the vent walls.

Older Vulcanic Rocks. The oldest volcanic rocks exposed in the

San Francisco Bay area are the basalts, diabases, tuffs, and breccias of

till" Upper Jura.ssic Franciscan formation. For the most part, these

rocks are so badly altered that they are easily mistaken for silicified

shale or sandstone. Most of them are dark colored and fine grained,

except for .some coarse-grained porphyritic varieties of basalt.

One of the most interesting of these older voleanie rocks is the

pillow basalt, a name applied to a lava which solidified, probably

under water, into piles of pillow-like or bulbous bodies. The pillows

range in size from a few inches to several feet in diameter, and many
are indented. Pillow ba.salts are closely associated with the red cherts

of the Franciscan formation. Good examples are exposed at Himters
Point in sea cliffs at Point Bonita ; along Highway 101 about half a

mile north of the Golden Gate Bridge ; and in the canyon of Lagunitas

Creek, about 5 miles east of Point Reyes.

Vesicular and amygdaloidal basalts are also interstratified with

sedimentary rocks of the Franciscan formation. Many of these are

greatly decomposed and form inconspicuous masses. Basalt in the

form of a -sheet is well exposed on the flanks of Cahil. Sawyer, antl

Sweeney Ridges. San Mateo County. Several other good exposures

can be found in Marin County, esi)ecially north of Mount Tamalpais.

Basalt and diabase also occur as intrusive plugs and dikes, which cut

the sedimentary rocks of the Franciscan formation. Several of the.se

intrusive bodies occur in Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo
Counties.

Youiitjcr Vulc<i7iic Rocks. Although some evidence of Eocene
voKauism is presented by gla.ss (tuft') shards in diatomite of the

Markley formation, the earliest indication of widespread volcanic

activity in the Tertiary period in the San Franci.sco Bay area is shown
by the presence of Miocene lavas in the vicinity of the \ew Almaden

mine; along the crest of the Santa Cruz Mountains between Pilarcitos

Creek on the north and the Santa Clara County boundary on the

south; and in the hills west of the Stanforil University campus. The
New Almaden district lavas are flows of rhyolite or daeite; the Santa
Cruz Mountains examples consist of diabase dikes, thin basalt flows,

and a few beds of tuff; and the volcanics west of the Stanford campus
are largely flow basalt. Miocene basalts are commonly amygdaloidal;
the vesicle fillings may be calcite, chaliedony. (piartz. analcite, ser-

pentine, or even petroleum.

The Pinole tuff is probably the oldest Pliocene volcanic rock

exposed in the bay area. In most places it consists of stratified tuff

composed of white to yellowish-white pumice ranging from dust-sized

particles to fragments as much as 2 inches in diameter; the tuff is

commonly interstratified with beds of poorly consolidated sand and
gravel. The presence of andesite fragments and a general lack of

quartz indicate that it is andesitic in composition. The rock is well

exposed along the shore of San Pablo Bay between Rodeo and Oleum
and in road cuts along Highway 40 west of Pinole.

A tuft' similar to the Pinole and of approximately the same age is

expo.sed in Lawlor Ravine in the southwestern corner of Antioch (|uad-
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I'iiiifili'. 15i'ciiusi> it is fouiul on tlie Oivat Valloy side of thi' Coast Kaiiijos

it is coiisidored a separate foriiiation, and has boeii named the Lawlor

tuff.

Leona rhyolite oeeiirs in a belt along the west flank of the Berkeley

Hills from the vieinity of Claremont Canyon throufili Iji'ona IIei<rhts

to Deeolo. When fresh, the roek is li<rht bluish j^rreiMl in color, contains

scattered phenocrysts, and in places contains pyrite. Where abundant
enough to form ore bodies, the pyrite was mined for conversion to

sulfuric acid. Leona rhyolite is probably Pliocene in ajre.

A number of small, isolated patches of rhyolite are scattered along

the front of the Berkeley Hills from North Berkeley to Richmond.

They are remnants of a flow which, for the most part, has been removed
by erosion. Rhyolite from these remnants differs from the Leona
rliyolite in tliat the rock is less uniform, is commonly flow banded, and
in places is glassy; pyrite is rare. The rhyolite in this group of occur-

rences hat; been named the Northbrae rhyolite ; it is late Pliocene in age.

Andesite and basalt, together with as.sociated tutT's, are expo.sed in

road cuts along Grizzly Peak Boulevard and along trails through the

Berkeley Hills behind the University of California, as at Bald Peak.

There are two series of these volcanic rocks, one lying stratigraphically

above the other but separated from it by lake-bed sediments.

The lower series, here designated the Grizzly Peak volcanics, lies

above conglomerate, gravel, and clay of the Orinda formation of lower

Pliocene age. The most interesting member of this series is a dense,

dark-colored, amygdaloidal andesite containing large chalcedony

aniygdules or cavity fillings. The centers of some of tliese chalcedony

amygdules may be hollow, the hollow being lined with quartz crystals

to which may be attached crystals of calcite, natrolite, and analcite.

Opal may be present either in amygdules or as fracture fillings. Above
the amygdaloidal andesite is a group of tiows of andesite and basalt

interstratified with rhyolite and basalt tuffs and some gravel. Topping
the heterogeneous assemblage just described is massive flow andesite

which is ill part predominantly crystalline and in part porphyritic

with a glassy groundmass. Some coarse breccia is interbedded with the

massive andesites.

The upper lava series, here called Bald Peak volcanics, lies on

light-colored lake-bed shale, sandstone, clay, limestone, and chert of

the Siesta formation of Pliocene age ; these .sediments in turn lie on the

lower volcanic series previously described. The upper series consi.sts

largely of basalt flows. Basalt specimens are porphyritic, the pheno-

crysts being predominantly plagioclase, feldspar, and olivine.

Sonoma volcanics occupy extensive areas in Napa. Solano, and

Sonoma Counties, and smaller areas in Marin County. They consist

of lava, tuff, agglomerate, and breccia, which are predominantly

andesitic in I'oniposition but which include flows of perlite, rhyolite,

dacite, and basalt ; also present are various pyroelastic equivalents of

these lava types. The Sonoma volcanics accumulated in a basin ap-

proximately 30 miles wide, which extended northwestward from
Suisun Bay to the vicinity of Ilealdsburg, a distance of .")() miles.

The best sections of Sonoma volcanic rocks occur in the vicinity of

Penngrove and Burdell Mountain; in the Sonoma Mountains; on the

we.st sIoi)e of the Mayacmas Mountains; in Napa Valley; and in the
Howell Mountains. They reach their maximum thickness of about 2000
feet near the crest of the Mayacmas Mountains. The lavas are com-
monly flat lying or nearly so but may be inclined as much as 30 degrees.

A prominent upper member of the Sonoma volcanics is called the

St. Helena rhyolite. It .forms conspicuous outcrops on Mount St.

Helena as well as in mo.st areas where Sonoma volcanics occur. Once
considered to be trachyte, the member is now known to be largely rhyo-

lite. The rock is coarse grained, bluish gray to white, and porphyritic;

phenocrysts are sanidine, albite, oligoclase, and quartz; the ground-
mass is largely feldspar and (juartz. In some places the rock is glassy

and may grade into vitrophyre, perlite, or obsidian ; flow banding is

common, and multicolored, well-banded varieties have been extensively

quarried for flagstone.

A very unusual variety of rhyolite occurs in the Sonoma volcanics

east of Petaluma and east of Glen Ellen. It contains the bluish-black

soda-amphibole, riebeckite, which has an intense blue color in thin sec-

tion, and is a very beautiful mineral. East of Glen Ellen, extensive

flows of riebeckite rhyolite extend along the west side of the Mayacmas
Jlountains, from the Valley of the Moon quarry to Santa Rosa Canyon.
The rock varies considerably in character between these two places.

At the Valley of the Moon quarry, where the riebeckite rhyolite is

being quarried for building stone and flagstone, the rock is bluish-

gray, banded, vesicular, and granular. Specimens are porphyritic, and
contain phenocrysts of sanidine, albite, and quartz set in a micro-

cry.stalline aggregate of quartz and feldspar. Scattered through the

rock are numerous small, black, needle-like crystals of riebeckite and
stumpy prismatic crystals of aegirite, a .soda-bearing pyroxene.

Farther north the riebeckite rhyolite grades into a denser rock.

In Sonoma Canyon, about a quarter of a mile below the Golden Bear
Lodge, it occurs in a flow which dips steeply toward the west. At the

top of the flow the rock is dense and bluish-gray ; but it grades down-
ward to dark greenish-gray at the bottom. Throughout the flow it is

porphyritic and contains i)henoerysts of quartz, sanidine, and rie-

beckite enclosed in a dense groundmass of quartz and feldspar. No
attempt has been made to quarry the rock in this locality ; however,

andesite which lies below the rhyolite was extensively quarried in a

small hill on the southwest side of Sugarloaf Ridge.
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Perlite is another of the Sonoma volcanics wliich deserves special

mention because of its present economic importance to the building

industry. It occurs in flows and irregular lens-like bodies, associated

witli tutfs and other varieties of volcanic rocks; perlite flows may con-

tain obsidian. Tiiere are numerous perlite flows southeast of St. Helena

and on Taylor and Iiennett Mountains southeast of Santa Rosa.

The I'litnam Peak basalt occurs (J miles nortinvest of Vacaville,

on Putnam Peak in Solano County. The rock, which is in isolated

patches, is dark and dense, and is vesicular near the upper .surface of

the flow; it contains phenocrysts of labradorite. augite, and olivine .set

in a inicrocrystalline groundmass of augite and feldspar. The dark

eolor results mainly from small grains of magnetite which are scat-

tered tlirough the groundmass.

The Putnam Peak basalt represents fissure ovitpourings of lava

more or less contemporaneous in age with parts of the Sonoma
volcanics.

Source of Volcanic Rocks. Very little is known about the sources

of volcanic rocks found in the San Francisco Bay area. A casual glance

at a few of the more prominent peaks, such as Mount Diablo, Mount
Tanialpais, Jlount St. Helena, and Hood Mountain, might suggest

that they are extinct voh'anic cones and craters which at one time ex-

pelled tremendous volumes of volcanic ash and pumice and extensive

lava flows. This, however, is not the case. Mount Diablo is made up of

Franciscan, Cretaceous, and Tertiary sedimentary rocks and attained

its elevation through mountain-building processes which involved

faulting and folding, and not volcanism. Mount Tamalpais for the

mo.st part is made up of Franciscan sandstone, .shale, and chert. Mount

St. Helena is made up of volcanic and sedimentary rocks. True, it

resembles an extinct volcano, but it too owes its elevation to mountain-

building processes rather than volcanic activity around some central

vent. Those who have made the pleasant drive along Highway 29 be-

tween Sonoma and Santa Rosa have undoubtedly observed a conspicu-

ous peak rising abruptly on the east side of the valley a few miles north

of Kenwood. This peak, known as Mount Hood, could very easily be

mistaken for an extinct volcano. Detailed geologic mapping of this

mountain and the surrounding country indi<'atcs that it is made up of

a series of lavas, breccias, and agglomerates that dip steeply west-

ward. These volcanic rocks rest unconformabl.v upon Franciscan ser-

pentine, and were probably expelled from fissure-like vents near by.

It has been suggested that Taylor Mountain might have been a source

for some of the volcanic material in that part of the area, but not

enough detailed geologic mapping has been done to substantiate this

view.

In all probability, most of the volcanic rocks in the San Francisco

Bav area came from fissure-like vents which are now covered bv vol-

canic debris. Sonu^ of these vents might well be located in tlie northern

Mayacmas Mountains southeast of Mount St. Helena, where consider-

able amounts of andesitic agglomerate and breccia are exposed. Similar

agglomerates and breccias are exposed along Sugarloaf Ridge east of

Kenwood, and there is a possibility that these fragmental volcanic

rocks occupy the position of former fissure-like vents. The tuffs in the

Merced (upper Pliocene) formation at Lake Merced in southwestern

San Francisco, and other tuffaceous deposits in the I'.erkcley Hills,

probably derived their materials from vents north of San Fran-

cisco Bay.

Utilization of Volcanic Rocks. Prior to the advent of the auto-

mobile, the bidk of the volcanic rocks ((uarried in the San Francisco

Bay area—especially andesite and basalt—went into paving blocks

for the streets of San Franciseo and other tliriving communities. From
1887 to 1913 at least 136 million paving blocks, valued at $5,712,000,

were produced from numerous ((uarries in Marin, Napa, Solano, and
Sonoma C(ninties. However, as the use of the automobile increased, a

need for smoother streets arose, aiul there was a sudden decline in the

paving-bloek iiulustry and an increase in the production of crushed

rock for macadamized roads.

Many of the streets in San Franciseo are still made of paving

blocks, especially those on steep hillsides such as Broadway, between

Leavenworth and Taylor, and Sanchez, between 18th and 19th.

Volcanic rocks were also used for curb and foundation stones.

Considerable ([uantities of basalt and andesite were crushed in the

early days for concrete aggregate and road metal. The Petahnna Rock
ipiarry supplied crushed rock (andesite) for the State Highway near

rkiahinl913.

Some of the volcanic tuffs, particularly the compacted varieties,

were quarried for building purjioses, especiall}' for jjublic buildings

and bridges in the counties north of San Francisco Bay. The materials

used consisted of andesite, dacite, rhyolite, and perlite.

A few deposits of rhyolite were quarried for flagstone and build-

ing stone. Minor amounts of looselj- consolidated rhyolitic tuff were

ground for abrasive purposes. Pumicitc. a volcanic ash, was mined
near Calistoga and sold untler the name "Callustro" for polishing.

The largest amount of ])umicite used for abrasive jturposes came from

deposits in the Merced formation near Lake Merced, San Francisco.

By 1913 approximately 7-t quarries were in operation in the San
Francisco Bay area. Of these, 43 percent produced paving blocks; 30

percent, building blocks; 2.") percent, crushed stone used for concrete

and road metal ; and 2 percent, abrasives including ground pumicite.

The present uses of volcanic rocks in the San Francisco Bay area

are rapidly changing to meet the demands for new products in con-

struction and industry. Many of the old quarries that once produced
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paving bloi'ks ai'c now ovi'rjjrowii witli trees and creeping vines. Some
of these (piarries, however, that are favorably located with reg;ard to

transportation, are enrrentl.v prodiieintr enished stone for eoncrete

afrj4;refrate and road metal. Qnarries in voleanie tutfs that formerly pro-

duced buildini; hloeks are now furnishing; tremendous ipiantities of

pumiee for lifrhtweight af;frre^:ate. Flafistones, building; stones, and
deeorative stones are findint; widespread use in the buildinfi industry.

(Quarries in rhyolite of Sonoma \'allev are pi'obalily as active to<lay

as they were in any jjrecediuf; period.

A new volcanic rock industry has been develoi)inf; since 1947 in

tlie San Francisco IJa.v area—the expandinfj of perlite for li>i:htweight

ajjjjn'frate. This industry is only in its infancy, but several perlite-

expandinp; plants ai'c already in operation. Plaster aprfrrefrate has been

manufactured from jierlitc rock (piarried on the Holt Ranch in Napa

County, and from the C. M. K. Quinlan Ranch in Sonoma County.

Otlier deposits of this material will undoubtedly be ntilized in the

future. The .search for perlite has shown that the rhyolitic roiks in the

San Fran<Msco Bay area contain numerous large deposits of expansible

perlite. Many of these deposits are favorably situated in regard to

transportation to this rapidly growing consuming area.

Expanded perlite is used principally for insulating and acousti-

cal plaster, f(U' soundiiroofing and insulating pre-cast wallboard, for

an insulating medium without \ise of a binder, as in frozen food lockers,

and for abrasives used in scouring soaps and clean.sers. It is also used

as a filler in paints and rubber, as a filter aid, as an absorbent material,

as a soil conditioner, as an insecticide carrier, as poultry litter, as a

catalytic carrier in chemical processes, and as raw material for the

nuuuifacture of rock wool.



CLAY AND THE CERAMIC INDUSTRY OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES
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Till' iMplii'st use of i-hiy in the bay ri'^'imi was in fircd-rlay Indian

iirlifai-ts. Tiu'.sc have liciMi founil t'riiin time to tinii', both by chance

and by iilanncd arclicolojrical invest ijiations of dwcUinp: mounds in

the southern Sacramento Valley. The most common and conspicuous

objects of this nature ar<' cookinij balls made to heat food, pipes, and
lish-net sinkers of various shapes.

Thou.uh tin' Indians knew how to fire clay, those in central Cali-

fornia produced no pottery vessels, probably because theii- art of basket

weaviufr was so hifrhly ileveloped.

With the coming of the Spanish in the late 18th century, unfired

adobe brick, and fired roofin<i' tile ami brick were introduced. The
missions all used i-oofinjr tile madi' and fired locally by mission workers

;

but the only known use of burned brick in the bay counties during' the

Spanish period was at Mission Dolores and the Presidio of San Fran-

cisco. All the ceramic work done in connection with mission construc-

tion ceased i)rior to 1832. I^ittle or no roofin<r tile was made from that

date \intil after the (lold Rush. Tjocal needs were satisfied by salvaging

tiles from abandoned missions.

The vast increase in population during the fifties created a

demand for a local .source for the fired clay objects familiar in the

everyday life of the ea.stern United States, .such as eommon brick,

drain and sewer pipe, kitchen stoneware, and refractory brick. The
first biick house in Calif<>rnia was built at Snttersville, south of

Sacranu'uto. in 1847, ami the first eonnuercial brickyard was estab-

lished in Sa<-ramento by Ryan in 18.')4. In 1864 X. Clark and Sons

established a pottery in Sacramento for manufacture of clay ware.

This plant has been in almost continuous oi)eration since that date,

but was moved from Sacramento to its present site in Alameda in

1887. Is.sac Dobree and Brothers of Antioeh produced fire brick,

crucibles, and stoneware around 1868, using clay from the Black

Diamond coal nnne at Xortonville. For .several years around 1913.

Contra Costa County had the largest production of porcelain ware in

California. California's flourishing commercial art-pottery industry,

now the largest in the United States, began its present development
about 1913. In that year one of the earliest bay area art potteries,

The Tile Sho]!. was established in Berkeley. This pottery is now
operated by California Faience Company and produces fountains,

garden ware, and art-tile objects.

In tiie early days of the California ceramic iiulustry, potteries

and brickyards sprang up wherever tliere was a local market, for

• As.'<istant Mining Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

deposits of red-burning clay suitable for bi'ick and sewer Jiipe were

available near almost all centers of population.

Most of the brick and sewer-pipe clay used was of alluvial origin

and was found in the valley fill and flood plains of rivers and streams.

This material was not only abundant and readily accessible to most

communities, but most of it contained enough sand to ])revont exces-

sive shrinkage during firing. It also contained sufficieut iron oxide

to bring about vitrification at low temperatures and to give the desired

red color to the brick and pipe. The bricks were hand molded and
fired in field kilns in which local wood was u.sed for fuel.

Stoneware and refractory brick needed a clay of better (piality

which w-ould not fuse until higlier temperatures were reached. When
a clay was to be used in stoneware, it was also desii'able that it burn

to a pleasing tan color. Such clays were found in the newly developed

coal mines in Contra Costa, Sacramento, and Amador (^'ounties, and
later in the coal mines of Alameda and Placer Counties.

In 1875 production of fire clay started in open pits at Lincoln,

Placer County, and a large plant was built there to help supply the

market for ceramic products in the bay counties. Fire clays from the

coal mines of the Tesla region, near the boundary between Alameda
and San Joaquin Counties, were brought onto the market in 1896.

By 19()0 most of the production of clay, from the Mount Diablo

coal field had ceased, and in 1912 the day pits at Tesla closed down.
From the beginning of World War I to the present time, the main
local sources of high-grade ceramic clay have been limited to pits

in the lone formation in the Sierra Nevada foothills. These jiits are

located principally around Lincoln, Carbondale, lone. Valley Springs,

Knights Ferry, and Michigan Bar.

Some types of clay not found in or adjacent to the bay counties

in .sufficient amount to supply the local demand are shipped in from

considerable distances. Significant quantities of bentonitic clay are

now coming into the bay region from the Mojave Desert, Wyoming,
and South Dakota. Kaolin and china clay are brought in from the

Carolinas, Georgia, and England. Ball clay comes from Kentucky,

Tennessee, and England. Most of the clay imported into the bay area

conies by rail, but some of the foreign and ea.stern clays come directly

by sea ; a small (luantity, from nearby .sources, is transported by truck.

Plants which produce ceramic products from clay in the bay region

are concentrated artnnid the larger cities; only a few are scattered in

other parts of the bay counties. Such centers of cei-aniic production

are in the Sacramento-Stockton region, in the San Francisco area, and
around southern San Francisco Bav. In the Sacramento-Stockton

(247)
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Clay products of the potteries of the San Franeisco, east bay, and

San Jose areas include terra eotta, white ware, refractories, tile, heavy

clay products, and art ware. Three ceramic plants are located at

Richmond, rnitcd Materials and Richmond Brick Company. Ltd.,

makes pressed and vitrifi(>d brick from shale (luarried locally from

the Franciscan formation; Califoi-nia Art Tile Company makes floor

and wall faience, usinj;- Kiiijuhts Ferry and Lincoln fire clay and

Tennessee ball clay ; American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Manu-

facturing- Comi)any produces sanitary ware from raw products from

out of the state. Vitrified whiteware is manufactured at El Cerrito

by Technical Porcelain and Chinaware Company, from Kentucky

ball clay and Oeorpia china clay. Of the many plants which have been

active in the Berkeley and Oakland areas in the past, only one, oper-

ated by the California Faience Company, is still running. It pro-

duces art pottery, garden ware, and art tile made from lone fire clay

and Humboldt County red-burning clay. In nearby Alameda a large

sewer pipe and terra cotta plant is operated by N. Clark and Sons

Division, Pacific Clay Products Company; red-burning clay from

Ijiveriiiore Valley and fire clay from lone and Valley Springs are

used there.

Four ceramic |)lants are operated in tlie Niles vicinity. Inter-

locking Roof Tile Company makes roof tile of special design, using

local red-burniiig clay. M and S Tile Company produces machine-

Miadc and anti()ue-stylc hand-made roofing tile from local clays.

Kraflile C()Mii)any makes structural clay products from local clays

uii.xi'd with IjulV-hurning clay from the Sierra Nevada foothills. Cali-

fornia Pottery Comitany produces sewer pipe from blended local and

Valley Springs clay, A fiftli |)lant, near Xiles at Warm S|)rings, is run

by Lacled-Christy Clay Products Company and makes special glass

tank refi-actory brick from Mi.s.sonri bond clays.

At San Jose three operators make a wide variety of ceramic

products. Gladding Brothers Manufacturing Company makes drain

and roofing tile, chimney and flue lining, and sewer pipe from local and

Sierra Xevada foothill clays. Garden City Pottery Company produces

stoneware and red earthenware, using local clay for the earthenware

and Lincoln and lone clavs for the stoneware. Remillard-Dandini

Company makes common brick from local clay. In the adjoining town

of Santa Clara, Myers Ceramic Pottery manufacturers glazed wall

and floor tile from raw materials purchased from local supply houses.

Numerous small private and commercial art potteries are scat-

tered throughout the bay counties, especially in the vicinity of San
Francisco. These activities cater largely to students and amateur
ceramists, but a significant amount of art ware finds its way to the o]ien

market from such sources.

Deposits of raw materials of potential use to the ceramic industry

exist in the San Francisco Bay region, which, for various economic

reasons, are not now being exploited. New uses for idle materials are

constantly being conceived. One of these new developments is an

unusual material produced by the McNear Brick Company near San
Rafael and marketed under the trade name "Ilaydite." Ilaydite is a

lightweight aggregate used for lessening the weight of concrete struc-

tures; this material is made by burning selected shale from the Fran-

ciscan formation until it softens, expands, and becomes porous. The
shale near San Kafael is better suited for this purpose than many
others because it softens and expands at lower temperatures.

Mixtures of sand and clay from Corral Hollow. Alameda County,

and similar deposits northeast of Mtnuit Diablo might be mechanically

separated to produce glass sand, china clay and various grades of

fire clay. Research along these lines is currently being cond\ii'ted by

the Tesla Sand and Clay Company.
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CERAMIC EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By .Iositii a. Task '

Ceramic ])io(Uu'ts arc here eonsidorrd to iiu'lude all products

iiiiide from luiiimctallic inorganic materials, the processing of which

at some stajre rei|iures tile api)licatioii of heat. Tlie word ceramics had
itsorifrin in the (ireelc word liramiis. defined as "burnt stuff" or burnt

clay. Keranios in turn was derived from a mucli older Sauslcrit word
ri'lati'd to piddiii-ts made tlirouirli the application of fire.

Cei-amics, lakeii as a wiiole. constitutes a multibillion-dollar in-

dnstry, most of the products of which iiave become essential in tlie

conduct of the daily cultural life and industrial activities of civiliza-

tion. Although the ceramic iiulustry is large, it is carried on mostly

by small and medium-sized plants. It is \niited mainl.v on a techno-

logical basis through mutual participation in thi' activities of the

American Ceramic Society and lnstifi\te of Ceramic Engineers, and
through educational and research activities on the part of nnivcM-sitics

offering sncll curricida.

KduniHon in Ceramics. No f(n'mal training in ceramic <'nginecr-

ing was available in this countr.v until Professor Edward Orton Jr.

started a course at Ohio State I'niver.sit.v in 18!)4. Tliis was sliortl.v

followed bv courses at Alfred, New York, I'niversity of llliiuiis, and
I'niversity of Iowa. At present there arc l.'i nia,i<ii- iiiiivi'isities and
irolleges outside of the State of California which olVci- studies in ce-

ramic engineering or technology.

The first courses in ceramic engineering in California were con-

ducted by I'rofessor \Vald(>mar Dietrich at Stanford University from

1928-30. Some of his investigations resulted in the writing of The Clay

Resources and C( ramie I iiiliistrii of California, published by the State

Division of Mines ami ^lining in 11)28. Retween 1!)28 and 1948 neither

cnrric\da nor courses in cer;nnics were available in California uni-

vci-sities. Training in ceramic engineering was again started in the

fall of 1948 with the establishment of courses under the Division of

.Mineral Technology in the College of Engineering at the University

of California at Berkclcv. In the fall of 1949 courses also were in-

augurated in the College of Engineering at the T'niversity of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles.

In order to coordinate the activities on the two canijnises and to

avoid duplication of efforts, emphasis of the research program at

rierkeley is on technology, but at Los Angeles is on engineering. On the

IJerkele.v campus studies are made of raw materials, effects of impuri-

ties on them, phase rule, solid state reaction, and composition, together

with effects of these factors upon production probleins. In this work,

* A.*)sociatc I'rofessor of Ceramics, Division of Mineral Terhnolopy. College
of Kngineerine. I'niversity of California.

close cooperation is maintained with the State Division of Mines. Engi-
neering studies at the Univcrsit.v of California at Los Angeles will

include forming, drying, firing, and measurement of the properties of

cerami<' products, as well as thermod.vnamic studies involving pro-

tluction problems. Stanford University does not oft'er courses in ee-

ramic sub.iects. However, the Stanford Research Institute, located at

Stanford, is undertaking research in ceramic i)robleins.

Other ceramic educational activities in the San Francisco Bay
area are represented b.v ceramic art courses at Mills College and Cali-

fornia School of Arts and Sciences in Oakland, aiul at San Jose State

College in San Jose. Some other colleges and high schools also main-
tain instruction in ceramic art or pottery.

Mni/nitiidc of tlic C( ramie Iiulustry. At the time of the 1939

census, there were 231 ceramic plants in California ; it is estimated that

77 of these, or 33 ])(>rc('nt, were operating in the Sail Francisco Bay
area. Tin- census did not give statistics for individual counties. The
number of jilauts was determined fi-oiu manufacturers listings re-

cently prepared from 1939 census lists by ditVerent Chambers of Com-
nu'rce, and from partial returns of the 1947 census. As there is no other

central source of .such informal ion, and as most of the .source data are

now more than 10 .vears old, thtic are probably some omissimis in

the above figures.

Preliminary figures for the 1947 census show 21.") pottery iilants

in California and 491 in the nation, in contrast to 22 in California and
].")! in the nation in 1939. In other words, in 19:{9 only 1.") (lercent of

ilie nation's pottery plants were located in California: whereas in

1947, 44 percent were located here.

The ceramic industry nia.v be divided into si.\ broad branches, and
a seventh miscellaneous grouping, based upon the nature of the ceramic

materials produced.

]yiiiteiearcs are products fired to a white ni' nearly white color.

Pottery is part of this grouj), as are earthenware, jiorcelain, and ehina

dinnerwares, electrical iiorcelain (a general term for insulators of all

kinds, iiichuling spark-plug bodies), and such structural products as

floor and wall tiles, bathroom fixtures, and .sanitary ware. Porcelain

false teeth are also included in this classification.

Structural clay products consist mainly of bulky items used in

eon.struction. Most of them are reddish or brown in color, as common
clays and shales from which such products are made contain sufficient

iron to cause that range of coloration. In this group are eoninion brick,

face brick, structural tile, drain tile, roofing tile, and sewer pipe.

Terra cotta. a facing material u.sed chiefly in large buildings, is also

( 2.-..T )
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ii iiiiil ciT this j;i(iiii); cliiys for terra eotta. liowover, are carefully se-

Ici-ti'd t(i in-inliUT lighter sliailcs of color and to niopt other require-

iiieiits.

litfniclorii articles are capable of witlistaiuliujr or resisting melt-

iiifr or fusion when exposed to high temperatures; many are also

capable of withstanding abuse and deterioration of other sorts. These

products are perhaps the least laiown to the average jierson, as they

are used |)riniarily by industrial plants. Tlie light-colored brick which

lines most fireplaces is a tyi)e of refractory or fire brick. Refractories

are used in the construction of furnaces, kilns, stoves, fireplaces, open

iu>arths, blast furnaces, incinerators, steel ladles, steam-generating

plants, and the like. Variation in refractory products is more the re-

sult of composition than of shape and size, as various combinations

of fire clays, silii'a. magnesite. zircon, silicon carbide, chrome, and

alumina are used in tlu'ir manufacture. Tlic war has given im])etus to

extensive research on special refraetories needed in eonstrnetion of

.jet-proptdsion engines, rockets, and atomic energy plants. Itefractory

materials such as silicon carbide and alumina, together with dia-

monds, constitute the basic abrasives; conse(|Ucntly, the abrasives

industry is sometimes considered as a separate branch of the ceramic

industry.

Tlic term ijhiss is bi-uadly ap|)licd to pr(i<lucts of a \itreous or

noiU'rystalline naturi', siu'h as wiiulow panes, bottles, .jars, lenses, or

glass cloth, (ilass is ditfercntiated from other amorphous materials in

that it is formed by fusion at relatively high temper.iture, largely of

nonmetallic inorganic mixtures and compouiuls, such as sand, soda

ash, limestone, lead oxide, and borax. Although most glasses appear

similar to tiie casual <ibserver, their compositions nn- varied in order

t<i develop spccifii' properties for sjiecific uses.

Purciloin ciKiiiuls aie thin layo-s of glass of special composition

fused onto metal, usually iron or steel; they ditl'er from the organic

finishes referred to as "enamels" without the cpialifying term "porce-

lain." Porcelain enamels are vital to the nuinufacturing industries

that utilize enamel-coated panels and shapes, particularly in the mak-

ing of refrigerators, signs, kitchen ware, stoves, and structural panels

for store ami theatre fronts. Considerable research has been and is

being d(nie to develo]) suitable glass coatings to i)rotect nu-tals against

oxidation at high tcm|)iTatiu'es.

('(iiKiit, liini anil iiliishr an' ])<iw<lercd cementitious mateiMals

that have the projicrty of setting in- hanlening when mixed with water.

This projicrty is developed by heating certain materials or groups of

materials, such as a mixture of limestone, clay, and silica for portland

cement; linu'stone for lime; and gypsiuu for jjlaster. These products

are supplied to the construction operator who pron'sscs them on the

.job to obtain the serviceability desired.

Xoinnetallic minei-als include the raw uuiterials upon which the

ceramic industry depends. As most mineral nuiterials require win-

ning and benefieiation which does not involve application of high tem-

perature, a consideration of them more properly falls within the

domain of the mining industry. However, since the ceramic industry

is concerned about the properties of its raw materials because of the

effect they have upon the properties of the finished ])roduct, ceramic

engineers and technologists do considerable work in this field. This is

especially true in California and other western states where the prob-

lem of a suitable and adequate supply of raw materials is critical.

The chief attributes of the several types of ceramic products are

durability when exposed to high temperature, to acids aiul caustics, to

slag and nu'tal melts, or to weathering.

Most people are familiar with the individual jirodiu-ts a|)pearing

in the preceding outline, but few realize that the technology of plants

producing them is similar or closel.v related, and that the various plants

together form one great multibilliou-doUar industry. This in many
instances is also the case within the industry itself; that is, a number
of glass plants or a series of brick operators nuiy consider themselves

allied under one type of enterprise; but they are not in the habit of

affiliating themselves with the ceramic industry as a whole. One factor

responsible for the development of this attitude is the highly com-

petitive level on which ceramic products are .sold. Another factor is

that the ceramic industry perhaps has not advanced as far scientifi-

cally as .some other industries, and there are still .some ideas prevalent

that existed during the period when the industry was an art of secret

formulas anil techniciiu's handed down from father to son. However,

this situation is slowly being changed.

Raw Maferiah Utilized in (ho Ceramic Iiuhiglrii. For many Cali-

fornia ceramic plants the problem of obtaining an adequate supply

of suitable raw materials is acute. Clays of high fusion point, and

clays which fire white are particularly in demand. Conse(|uently spe-

cial clays, such as ball clay from Kentucky and Tennessee and china

clay from the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida, are shipped the long

distances to California. On the other iiaud, red-firing clays used for

structural clay products are sufli<-icntly well distributed in Califoriua

.so that usable deposits can be located within a short distance of jHitcn-

tial markets.

Silica, chiell.v in the form of <|\mrtz. is another raw material used

in almost every branch of the ceramic industry. The largest users are

the glass industry; for glass, sand has proven the most satisfactory ..

source of sHica in California. This sand must have a very low iron

oxide content, as iron has a strong discoloring cfi'ect. Large c|uantities

of (piartz are also used in refractory brick and shapes.
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Fig. 2. A pi iii„ „i.izo to wall lile at CalUornia Art Tile I'laiit, Richm.mil. Photo hy Mort D. Turner.
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Fig. 3. Entr.-inoc to tunnel kiln at CMlifuniin Art Tilo I'ImiI. Kiclini 1. Plmtii /.// Mint I). 'I'lini,

17—40839
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Another soarcp ceramic material is refractory clay. As the sale

price of finished refractory products is low, shipment of refractory

clays for lonjr distances is not economically feasible. Therefore, not

nnicii toi)-(|uality fire-clay brick is mannfactnred in California; most

ot it is ini])orte(l from eastern sonrces. Discovery and development of

frood refractory clays in California would be a boon to the refractories

brancli of tiie ceramic indiistry.

Other materials used extensively in whiteware bodies are feldspar

and talc. Large deposits of feldspar as yet have not been found in

California; but this state is one of the nation's leading producers of

talc. Smaller amounts of limestone, magnesite, borax, soda ash, potash,

and sodium nitrate are used in tlie ceramic industry.

Proccssinc) of Ceramic Ulaicrials. Processing of most ceramic

materials involves weighing and mixing of various ingredients to form

a ceramic "batch," after which the mix is formed into the desired

shape, partially or wholly dried, and then fired at high temperature.

The forming process may be dry-pressing, w-herein only enongli water

is added to dampen the batch, and shaping is accomplished in a mold

by aiiplication of i)ressure ; extrusion, wherein sufficient water is added

to form a plastic mass that can be extruded through a die ; modeling,

similar to extrusion, is shaping by hand ; or casting, a process in which

a rather large proportion of water is added so that a suspension or

"slip" of required density and viscosity is formed. In casting the

desired shape is obtained by pouring the slip into a plaster mould,

deposition of a ceramic layer taking place on the moidd because of the

absorption of the water by the mould itself. After the layer is tlcjios-

ited, the excess slip is poiwed oiT.

Drying (a step necessary to remove water added for mixing and

forming) and firing (which causes the reactions that produce hard-

ness and other desirable properties in the body) are more or less uni-

versal procedures in all ceramic plants; the variations in procedure

are mostly in design and operation of dryei-s, and furnaces or kilns.

I.

In a glass plant, the forming process takes place after the prin-

cipal firing period. The dry-mix batch is fed into a large rectangidar

furnace called a glass tank in which sufficiently high temperatures

are maintained to melt the ingredients. The melt is cooled to a desired

degree of fluidity under controlled conditions near the discharge end

of the tank, and then is fed into forming machines which shape the

glass article. During this step the temperature drops low enough to

produce rigidity in the "formed" piece. After .solidification the glass

article is passed through a furnace known as a lehr at temperatures

which do not melt or deform it, but only anneal it. Annealing or con-

trolled cooling is necessary in order to prevent dangerous stresses

which might be set up if the cooling were uncontrolled.

Processing of porelain-enamelled articles is a modifieation of

the procedure for glass. After fusion of the batch of special composi-

tion, the melt is poured into a water bath to form nodules, called frit.

The frit is ground with other ingredients to form a slurry or enamel

slip which is applied in a thin coating to a properly prepared metal

surface either by spraying, dipping, or slushing. Afterward the

article is passed through an enamelling furnace wherein the glass

particles of the slurry coating are fused to form a continuous layer

of enamel that adheres firmly to the metal surface.

Portland cement manufacture does not include a forming stc]! in

the sense of ])roduction of an article. The raw batch, wet or dry-mixed,

is fed into a cement kiln, a long, tubular, slowly rotating furnace. The

batch reacts to form crystalline compotuids and emerges as nodules

called clinker. The finely ground clinker becomes cement, and in this

state reacts with water to form new crystals which may be employed

to bind other materials together, as in concrete.

Ceramic Plants in the Bay Area. As might be expected from

population concentrations, the majority of ceramic plants in the bay

area are in Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and Santa Clara

Counties. Napa, Solano, Sonoma, and Yolo Counties have none. All

branches of the ceramic industry are represented somewhere in the

bay area.

4. J
Fio. 4. FiKVirc with flowpr ooiitainer, (lesisnpd liy

Adelc Cliiise. Photo hij Mori D. Turner.
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MANGANESE AND QUICKSILVER MINERALIZATION IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
To (»M\HK K. I'.CIWIN. .Ili.

*

Fow rosiiloiits of the met roiiolitan ai-eas adjarcMit to San Francisco

Bay fliink of tluMr home counties as beinp: or having been important

as prothu'ei's of metallic minerals. Xcvertlieless, manganese and quick-

silver, two exceedinirly critical materials in war time, are widely

distributed tlirougli the hills adjacent to the bay, and more than

.$G3.00().00() has been realized from (juicksilver and manganese mines
within the 12 counties considered in this bulletin. The conditions

luider which these metallic ores were concentrated and preserved are

sufliciently diverse to form an interesting geologic story.

Mavf/nncsc. The initial event in manganese accumulation took

l>lace far back in geologic time, perliaps 100 nnllion years, at a time

when central California, as now outlined, lay beneath the waters of a

shallow sea. A land mass of considerable relief existed at some distance

to the west of the jirescnt coast line and stream systems on this land

mass were de|iositing sand, clay, and some coarse detritus on the

ad.jaccnt sea floor. At various times during this period submarine
volcanic activity interrupted the orderly sedimentation on the sea

floor. Tongues of molten rock penetrated the unconsolidated and
partly consolidated sea-floor deposits, and at times flowed out upon
the sea floor itself. Hot springs as.sociated with the volcanic episodes

evolved great volumes of silica-laden water which mingled with the

sea water. Manganese and iron were likewise introduced by these

thermal springs, but in smaller amounts. In response to falling

temperature and probably to chemical interaction with dis.solved

materials in the sea water, these volcanic products settled to the

bottom in the form of a silica gel. Over an indefinite period of time

the gelatinous material became a solid ma.ss of minute ci-ystals mixed
with glas.sy formless material. During this rock-forming process the

siliceo\is solutions were transformed to porcelancous chert ; the man-
ganese to manganese carbonate ( rhodochrosite) ; and the iron to the

red oxide, hematite. The almost invariable association of submarine

volcanic rocks, chert, rhodochrosite or its alteration products, and
hematite, together with normally stratified marine sediments con-

taining fossils, leaves little doubt as to the environment in which

the manganese aceinnulated. The chert commonly contains abundant

microscppic marine fossils called radiolaria.

Following formation of the manganese deposits, continued deposi-

tion on a sinking sea floor resulted in burial of them to depths of

many thousands of feet. Subsequently, in response to changing pres-

sures within the earth 's crust these marine beds containing manganese

' Asiiociate Mining Oeologi.st. Calift>rnia State Division of Mines.

were lifted above sea level, slowly folded into niouiitaiiious struc-

tures, and eroded until many of the )nanganiferous parts were ex-

posed. This series of events probably re(|uired many millions of years.

By the action of vai'ious chemicals dissolved in jicn'olaling

groundwater, the original minerals of the deposits, consisting of the

gray to jiink manganese carl)onate rhodochi-ositc and the grayish-

yellow silicate bemcntite, were converted to l)hick oxides of manganese
such as ])silomclane, jiyrolusite, and wad. In a few mines the oi-iginal

minerals rhodochrosite (MnCO.i) and bementite (IIi„Mn.sSi7()o7)

have been preserved and can still be collected; in others only the

earthy black oxide called wad, a mixture of several manganese oxides,

and hard, massive material termed psilomelane can be fomid. The
best places to observe and collect manganese minerals in the bay area

are along the Corral Hollow road in the vicinily of the Ladd and
Buckeye mines ami along the Arroyo Mocho Uoad. Both these locali-

ties are .southeast of Livermore in southwestern San .loai|uin County
and southeastern Alameda County.

Quicksilver. The conditions under which California Coast

Ranges quicksilver deposits were formed were far different from those

which accompanied the manganese mineralization. However, the two
kinds of deposits have two things in common ; both were probably

dependent upon volcanic activity and both were most probably trans-

ported from deep volcanic sources to favorable places of deposition

higher in the earth's crust as vapors or hot-water .solutions. The
volcanic episodes to which the quicksilver is related took place during
a much later geologic epoch than did those connected with manganese
accumulation. Quicksilver mineralization probably began less than
8,000,000 years ago; in a few places such as Sulphur Banks, Lake
County, (juicksilver deposition is .still going on. This does not mean
that deposition of quicksilver at any one locality lasted for 8,000.000

years, but rather that quicksilver emanations were given off from
time to time over that period of years. Hence, the many deposits are

not precisely contemporaneous in age. The exact amount of time

consumed in formation of any given deposit is not known, but it is

probable that some may have formed within a few tens of years

while others required hundreds, thousands, or even millions of years.

Few geologic processes are rajjid when expressed in ti'rms of human
history.

If the quicksilver source is presumed to have been a volcanic one,

the reader may wonder how the mineralizing vapoi's found their way
from their source to positions remote from volcanic centers, and also

what caused the vajiors to deposit their metallic content.

( 2.-19
)
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Vu,. 1. r:iil of lllc mill at Jliiniil Duililo qiiii-ksih fl- liiilif. localoil four miles

snuthcast of Chiytoii, Contra Costa County. The large condenser tubes are a con-

siiii-mius [larl of niosl i|ui<-Usih it i-clinin^' mills.

Quicksilver di'posits are alway.s related to fis.surc sy.steins, that is,

a eonneeted series of eracks whieh vapors and solutions can penetrate.

Powerful stresses are beiiinr applied to various parts of the earth's

crust and althotijih rocks are elastic to varyiiijj; degrees and may yield

by bcndinj;' or even by plastic flow, fracturing coininonly occurs.

Earth(|uaUes are observable expressions of fracturing in the crust

familiar to most ("alifornians. As mountains are formed by .severe

crnstal deformation it is, then, not suprising that the Coast Ranges

embrace large fracture systems along whieh quicksilver in some places

has penetrated.

Altliough faults and a myriad of lesser fractures act as avenues

along which mineralizing vapor and solutions can migrate, these frac-

tures seldom form cavities sufficiently large to accommodate the crys-

talline deposits as they are now found. How, then, do tlu^se deposits

accrue?

Two factors make concentration possible. The first, and perhaps

the most imi)ortaut, is that the chemical nature of the incoming mate-

rial and of the rocks of the fracture walls is often such that there is

chemical iutcractiou between them. In this interaction (luicksilver

minerals are deposited as fast as the wall rock is dissolved by the

incoming solutions, the latter carrying away the products of decay

of the wall rocks ; this type of interchange is called replacement. The

second is that differential movement may be repeated many times along

a given crack during the period of mineralization, thus creating new
openings at or close to previously initiated centers of deposition.

In addition to chemical interaction between incoming (|uick-

silver-bearing mineral waters and susceptible wall rocks, deposition

may take place in cavities and open fractures by any of several changes

or combinations of changes. The most obvious and probably the most

important of these are falling temperature and pressure as the hot

materials rise toward the earth's surface. Interaction between incom-

ing solutions from several different sources also iiuiy result in ore

deposition near the point where the mixing occurred. Evaporation of

water from mineralizing solutions may also raise the concentration

of metal high enough to cause precipitation.
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Fig. .?. Close-up of condenser tubes in a typical quicksilver-refininK mill, New
Idria, San Benito County. Photo courtesy Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

So far, the control of interconnecting fractures has been stressed
;

but the location of impervious rocks in relation to these fissure sys-

tems is also of prime importance. Although some sizable deposits have

accrued by simple replacement of wall rocks adjacent to fissures, most

of the large ore bodies have formed against impervious barriers which

either halted the flow of mineralizing solutions in the fissure system

or else slowed them to near-stagnation. Under stagnant conditions

more time is available for changes in temperature, pressure, and con-

centration to make deposition effective. Fissures may be capped or

otherwise obstructed locally by clay, igneous intrusions, or finely

ground vein material. Abrupt change in direction of a fissure may
also inhibit the movement of vein solutions sirficiently to produce
deposition, particularly if the bend is such that a nearly vertical fis-

sure becomes nearly horizontal. Low-angle faulting may truncate a
vein system and throw an impervious body of rock across the fissure up
whirl] the mineral solutions arc travelling. In the New Idria mines in

San Benito County, the mineral traps were caused predominantly by
overthrust faulting. At New Almaden, in Santa Clara County, the

ore bodies occur predominantly in an overthrust anticlinal (arched)
structure in which a body of serpentine and clay forms the impervious

cap. Structural traps in the Oakville district, Xapa County, are formed
largely by abrupt changes in direction of the fissures.

The field conditions under which quicksilver occurs may be ob-

served at many places in the bay counties. Some of them are readily ac-

cessible from paved roads ; others can be reached only with difificulty.

Although the general field setting of the deposits is easily seen, it is

usually hard to find quicksilver minerals either in place in the mine
or in broken rock on the mine dumps. Quicksilver is readily extracted

from its ores simply by heating the rock in retorts and condensing
the mercury vapor. Consequently, even low-grade ores have been
thoroughly gleaned, and it is difficult to locate even ordinary specimen
material. JIany mine workings are either caved or flooded and should

be entered with extreme caution.

Six quicksilver districts are worthy of mention, one of which is

located within 30 miles of San Francisco. This is the Mount Diablo

district, reached via Marsh Creek road and located 4 miles southeast

of Clayton. Here the open workings are visible from the road. Quick-

silver was recovered from a zone of porous opaline rock locally called

'quicksilver rock." The Jlount Diablo mine, largest in the district,

was operated from 1936-46 but has since been idle.

The New Almaden district, located in Santa Clara County near
the town of Almaden and accessible by paved road from both San Jose

and Los Gatos, has been the most important producer of quicksilver in

the United States. The value of quicksilver produced exceeds the value

of output of any gold district of California of like size. Although the

New Almaden district mines are now idle, they are by no means
exhausted.

A third important quicksilver-producing area includes the Ma-
yacmas and Oat Hill districts, located in western Napa and eastern

Sonoma Counties near the towns of Aetna Springs, Jliddletown, and
The Geysers. Many of the old mines are accessible from the Calistoga-

Middletown segment of Highway 29 ; others from the paved Calis-

toga-Pope Valley-Middletown road.
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Tlip Oakvillc qnicksilver district adjoins the Mayai-nias district

oil tile southeast iiiul iiieliKh's a ^roup of mines situated in tlie hills

west of the towns of Oakville and Uutherford in Napa County. These

may be reached by side roads which, 7 miles northwest of Calistoga,

coiniect with Ilifjhway 28. Dumps of one of the mines, the Bella Oaks,

can be seen to the west of Ilifrbway 28 northwest of Oakville, 1^ miles.

I'riiiciiial iiiines of the district are the La Joya, Bella Oaks, and Sum-
mit. Mineralization is similar to that of the Mayacmas district.

A small (|uicksilver-bearinj; area is situated north of Sulphur

Sprin-rs Mountain 2 miles south of Highway 40 and 6 miles northeast

of Vallejo. The locality is best reached via the Sulphur Springs road,

but it is necessary to travel some distance on foot in order to reach the

mines. The St. John and Hastings mines were the principal producers.

A small quantity of (luicksilver was shipped from the St. John mine

duriiig the recent war years. Ore occurs in silica-carbonate rock

adjacent to an aiulesite intrusion.

Another small (luicksilver-mining district is located near the town

of (luerneville in north-central Sonoma County. It is accessible from

Highway 12. which traverses the famous Ru.ssian River country;

(lUTiu'ville is IS miles west of Santa Rosa. A paved road from Guerne-

ville connects with the two principal mines, the Mount Jack.son and
the Great Eastern, via Fife Creek Canyon. The ore bodies are found

in yellowish-brown silica-carbonate rock in which opal is a common
mineral associate.
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THE NEW ALMADEN QUICKSILVER MINES*
By Edgar II. Kaile^' t

Tlie New Aliiiadeii quicksilver mines are loeated a few miles

simtli of Sail Jose, in Santa Clara County, California, in an area

liiiL;i'ly devoted to ranching and cattle "jrazing. Now, because the

mines have been comparatively inactive in recent years, most of the

inhabitants of the bay area, and even of the areas close to the mines,

ajijiear to have little idea of their former prominence, or the impor-

tant role they i)layed in the history of the bay re<;ion. This is sur-

prisinjr \vlien one realizes that the larjrest of these mines—the New Al-

maden mine projier—is older than any of the jrold mines of the state,

has been in operation over a longer period of time, and has yielded

metal of greater total value than any other metal mine in California.

It alone produced over 1,000,000 flasks ; of (|uicksilver, or about a

third of the entire production of the United States. Except for the

Guadalupe mine, whose production ranks sixth in California, the other

mines in the New Alniaden district are small.

The history of the discovery and development of the New Almaden
mine is fully as fascinating as that of the better known mines of the

Mother Lode, but unfortunately it has never been popularized by a

Bret Harte or Mark Twain. To be sure, the recently published book
Vcniiilioii by Idwal Jones has the New Almaden mine as its principal

locale, although it is referred to by a different name ; but, except for

the general setting, this interesting book is strictly a novel and does

not deal with the true history of the mine.

History. The original discovery of the bright-red, eye-catching

mercury sulfide, the mineral known as cinnabar, probably was made
long before white men reached California. According to an oft-

repeated legend. Indians living on a low foothill of the Santa Cruz
Jlountains, known as Los Capitancillos Ridge, knew of a "red cave"
to which their forefathers had retreated to paint their bodies with

the vermilion found along its walls. The red paint made from this

rock caused .skin eruptions, and. believing the cave to be po.ssessed

of an evil spirit, the Indians thereafter shunned it. This legend is

somewhat supported by tales of early visitors to the New Almaden
mine, which mention an old 50- to 100-foot irregular opening or

tunnel which when cleaned out, w-as found to contain a number of

Indian skeletons together with rounded boulders that might have been
Used in making the crude excavation. Corroborative evidence is also

contained in reports of early explorers who found that Indians in

other areas obtained vermilion by trading with those of the New
Almaden region.

In contrast to the legendary nature of the Indians' discovery of

the ore on Mine Hill, the details of its rediscovery in 1824 by a

Mexican named Luis Chaboya are well authenticated. Chaboya be-

lieved the heavy red cinnabar formed a rich ore of silver rather than

of quicksilver, and together with two others began mining it at what
he termed the Chaboya mine. After erecting a mill in the nearby
canyon he sent to San Luis Obispo for a flask of qiiicksilver to use

in amalgamating the silver, but, as the ore yielded no metal, the mine
was abandoned. Eleven years later, in 1835, a second unsuccessful

attempt was made to recover silver from the ore. Thereafter for 10

years the heavy red ore remained a well-known curiosity, but no one

realized that it contained the mercury-bearing mineral cinnabar.

Late in 1845 a Mexican army officer, Don Andres Castillero, dis-

patched from Mexico to attempt to purchase Sutter's Fort for that

country, paused in his journey from Monterey to the fort at the Santa

Clara Mission, about 15 miles from the mine. His curiosity was aroused

by a piece of the ore shown to him, and after visiting the mine he re-

turned to the mission where on November 22, 1845, he denounced §

the mine, naming it the Santa Clara and claiming it contained "a
vein of silver and a little gold". Possibly Castillero may have taken a

piece of the ore along with him on the rest of his trip to Fort Sutter

in order to ask those he met about it. In any event, on December 3,

1845, he returned to the mission and proved the ore contained mercury

by sprinkling a little of it on hot coals and condensing droplets of the

metal on an inverted tumbler placed over the ore. Following this

demonstration, which confirmed the first discovery of quicksilver ore

in the North American continent, Castillero claimed that quicksilver

also occurred in the ore of the Santa Clara mine, and on December 30,

1845, he was awarded possession of the mine property by Antonio

Maria Pico.

Castillero immediately formed a mining company, and, as pro-

duction was required to hold his title, employed William Chard of

New York to get the mine into production. This Chard quickly did by

making a crude retort formed bj' a battery of six gun barrels which

were charged with small pieces of einnabar, and with remarkable per-

sistence in face of the small recovery, he successfully employed this

method for some 4 to 6 weeks. Soon, however, to increase the size of the

charge of ore, he made use of whalers' trying pots by placing them

upside down over a pile of ore and building a fire on top. Although

' Published by permi.ssion of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
tCeoloKist. r*. S. CtM,logical Survey.
I A flask containinK 76 pounds of <iuick.silver is the standard unit of sale for this

metal throughout the world.

§ At that time mining discoveries were "denounced" or proclaimeil; no real
claim could be made as the ore-bearing land, like other land, was the projierty of
the governing country until bestowed upon one as a gift by its king or governing
official.

( 263)
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a large amount of quicksilver must have been lost as fumes, he re-

covered some 2,000 pounds of metal by this ingenious method.

Meanwhile Castillero returned to Mexico City to obtain financial

aid for the development of his mine. After several disappointments

he sought capital from Barron, Forbes & Co., an English banking firm

doing business in Tepic, Mexico. This company took a 16-year lease on
the mine, gave it, without even seeing it, the optimistic name of the New
Almaden mine after the world 's greatest quicksilver mine in Spain,

and dispatched Alexander Forbes from Mexico with miners, money,

and materials to initiate large-scale production.

Little is recorded about activity at the mine during the next few
years, but the establishment apparently grew rapidly. Although new
and better furnaces were added for the reduction of the ore, the mining
methods used by the Mexican miners remained those which had been

used for hundreds of years in the mines of Mexico and Peru. The
miners carefully followed leads up and down in tortuous passageways,

digging out "rooms" wherever they encountered pods of rich ore, and
the resultant workings near the top of Mine Hill have been described

as resembling "rabbit burrows". This early erratic development must
have been yielding ore in quantity, although no production was re-

corded until 1850. In that year the large amount of 7,723 flasks was
reported, and the following year's production increased to 27,779

flasks—an amount comparable to the average annual production of the

entire Iinited States over the last 20-year period.

While Barron, Forbes & Co. were bringing the mine up to a pro-

duction of over .$1,000,000 worth of quicksilver a year, other events

which profoundly affected the subsequent history of the mine were
taking place. Gold was discovered in California, and the New Almaden
mine became the principal source of the quicksilver vitally needed for

its amalgamation
; California was admitted as a state on September 9,

ISfjO; and arguments between "squatters" and holders of real or

fictitious land grants from Mexico became commonplace.

To settle the land disputes Congress passed in March 1851 an

Act establishing a Board of Land Commissioners in California to

which persons claiming title to property by virtue of a Spanish or

Mexican land grant should present claims within 2 years under penalty

of loss of the land to the public domain. One of the most valuable

pieces of land held under such title was the New Almaden mine
property which involved three different grants. The legal battles for

its ownership were fought tlirough state and federal courts and finally

settled by international arbitration.

Two of the titles to parts of the New Almaden property resulted

from agricultural grants, with the vaguely defined line of separation

passing close to the center of the mine area ; a third title to an over-

lapping circular area about the mine resulted from the original min-
ing grant to Castillero. Barron, Forbes & Co. had obtained possession

of Castillero 's grant and one of the agricultural grants, but the other

agricultural grant came by a series of deals into the hands of the

newly organized Quicksilver Mining Company, an eastern concern.

Each company duly presented its claim to the Board of Land Com-
missioners, and, oddly enough, each title was declared valid, leaving

the ownership of the mine as muddled as before.

To settle this dispute, early in 1858, Edwin M. Stanton was sent

to California by the Attorney General of the Ignited States with the

result that, after an exceedingly colorful trial which lasted for weeks,

Castillero 's title was declared void and an injunction was levied on

the mine. Barron, Forbes & Co. consequently stopped mining on Octo-

ber 31, 1858, after having recovered about a quarter of a million

flasks of quicksilver that sold for more than $10,000,000. In January

1861, however, when the court decision had been appealed to the U. S.

Supreme Court, they again began operating the mine even though

the injunction had not been lifted. When the Supreme Court also

decided again.st them, they continued to operate in defiance of the

U. S. Government, which led to one of the most interesting events in

the history of the mine and one which might easily have changed the

course of the progress of two western states.

On May 8, 1863, President Lincoln dispatched Leonard Swett to

California bearing a writ ordering C. W. Rand, the LT. S. Marshal for

northern California, to enter onto the New Almaden property, to put

off the operators by using force if necessary, and to turn over the

property to Swett. Apparently Swett, a trusted friend of Lincoln,

had been contacted by the still active, although mineless. Quicksilver

Mining Company, for he arrived in San Francisco accompanied by
its president, S. F. Butterworth. When the.se two, accompanied by

Rand, reached the mine they were refused entry, and the refusal was
backed by 170 tough miners armed with rifles and shotguns. The
official party hastily withdrew, and the federal cavalry were ordered

in readiness to march from Sacramento and seize the mine. Before

this could be done, however, public opinion was inflamed by scorching

editorials in the newspapers which suggested that the Government
was planning to seize all mines, and, because of the importance of

mining in California and Nevada, the citizens of these states were

clamoring to withdraw from the Union and join the southern states

in the Civil W^ar. The Governors of California and Nevada, and other

influential friends, sent frantic wires to Lincoln recjuesting he rescind

his order ; this he did in a telegram that explained that no wholesale

seizure of mines was contemplated. Thus the carefully planned scheme

of the Quicksilver Mining Company was thwarted by public opinion,

but on September 1, 1863, this company obtained title to the property

through arbitration by King William T of Prussia by payment of

,$1,750,000 to Barron, Forbes & Co.
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When the Quiiksilver Mining Company took over the Ne\\ Alma-

den mine it had been developed to a depth of about 600 feet beneath

tiie orip'inal outcrops near the apex of Mine Hill, but the ore that had
been followed downward in a compact uroup of larpe stopes seemed to

be bdttominrr. In spite of a prevalent belief that the deposit had been

hir<j;ely exhansted. the new company bei;an extensive lateral explora-

tion and almost immediately was rewarded by findinfc some of the

larirest and rieiiest masses of ore ever developed in the mine. During
the next few years the mine prospered, the six furnaces with a com-

bined capacity of 300 tons yielded a steady stream of liquid metal,

and the nearly 2,000 Mexican employees and their families living on

Mine Hill enjoyed a period of high wages. The mining camp became
known throughout the state for its boisterousness and lawlessness; in

fact, it is said to have been a dull pay-day evening which did not

IM-odiicc at least one fatal stabbing. After 7 prosperous years, how-

ever, the ore bodies were again apparently near exhaustion, and the

grade of the ore had fallen to the unprecedented low level of only 5

]ierccnt of quicksilver.

In the sunnuer of 1870 J. B. Randol. the New York secretary of

the Quicksilver Mining Company, was sent to the mine as its new
general nuinager. Although he had absolutely no mining training, his

marked executive ability and good judgment proved his appointment

had been a wise one. During his first year he was content to let his

mining captains dii-ect the underground operation while he merely

observed, but he immediately set about to change the surface camp
from a notoriously lawless and dirty one to an outstanding community.
To accom]ilish this he adopted the autocratic method of posting edicts

}n both English and Spanish on a great many bulletin boards through-

out the camp, and then he saw to it that they were carried out. The
methods by which his orders were enforced are well illustrated by
the story of one gambler who refused to leave the camp when ordered

because he owned his house if not the ground on which it was standing.

When the gambler still remained after his allotted time, the camp
constable and a crew of carpenters seized his house, sawed it into

pieces, loaded it into wagons, and transported it several miles to a

point beyond the company property where it was unloaded and re-

assembled. Needless to say, by such methods Randol quickly reformed
the notorious but highly colorful Spanish camp.

Also on Mine Hill a smaller and far more orderly Engli.sh camp
gradually had grown up. This camp was popidated chiefly by Cornish

miners trained in the Almaden mine in Spain, and was located around
the site of the present mine office buildings. Now, only a very few of

its original structures are still standing. A third community, popu-
lated by a small group of "white-collar" woi'kers, developed along
the canyon floor downstream from the old furnace buildings, at the

place where the town of Almaden now is located. Some of its old

wood and adobe houses are still in use, and the palatial "Casa Orande,

"

formerly occupied by Randol, has now been converted to the club-

house for "Club Almaden" near the mouth of the canyon.

It soon became obvious to even an inexperienced mining man
like Randol that unless new mining practices were employed, full

production could not be maintained because of dwindling reserves

and rising mining costs. Ore was now being mined below the main
access tunnel on the 800-foot level, up to which it had to be carried on

the backs of the miners. In order to explore down the inclination of

the known ore shoots at greater depth Randol decided to begin the

first of the more than a dozen shafts that eventually were put down
on the property. This shaft, known from the first as the Randol shaft,

was begun in June 1871, and because of Randol 's lack of mining
experience it was very small and contained only a single hoisting com-
partment. As it was destined to serve as the principal outlet for most
of the ore mined in the next 20 years, this error in judgment pro-

foundly affected the rate of production, and consequently the profits

of the mine. Because of the primitive methods employed, the sinking

of the shaft did not reach the 1100 level until 1874, but, when a
crosscut was run in search of the downward continuation of the ore

on this level, it penetrated a body of good ore and followed it for a

distance of 250 feet. This wide ore body was the cause of considerable

rejoicing as drifting on higher levels had found only small pods of

ore which were quickly exhausted, and production during 1874 had
been the smallest since 1850, the first year of recorded production.

Attempts to supply the insatiable furnaces resulted in new and
costly development. Two large deep shafts were put down north and
west of the Randol shaft, but although these were e(|uipped with very

massive steam hoisting engines they were so situated that they failed

materially to alleviate the hoisting burden of the Randol shaft. Other
attempts were directed toward exploiting, by means of other shafts,

little-developed prospects on the periphery of the main mine. Work-
ings driven from several of these actually encountered ore bodies, but

they proved to be relatively small and to die out above the 900-foot

level. More ambitious was the attempt to drive a mile-long adit from

the canyon above the Hacienda to a point under the center of Mine Hill

to serve as both a drainage and haulage outlet. However, after an
8- by 8-foot adit had been driven more than half way, the project was
abandoned.

In 1889 J. B. Randol, who had become a wealthy man, elected to

leave the New Almaden mine. When he had arrived the known ore

bodies were believed to be nearly exhausted, and mining was becoming

increasingly costly. By farsighted but expensive development work

he had nearly doubled the production, paid oft' an outstanding debt,

and returned as dividends about half a million dollars to the stock-

holders. However, by the time of his departure the outlook for the mine
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was quite comparable to what it had been on his arrival. A great deal

of money had been spent on useless shafts, the known ore bodies were
nearing exhaustion, and production had fallen to 13,000 flasks a year,

recovered from ore containinn: 1.7.3 percent of (juicksilver. No divi-

dends had been paid for the last 8 years, and little capital was available

for the search for new ore bodies. Mine Hill was considered to have
been thorou<,'hly explored, and during the last few years workmen who
had spent their entire lives on the New Alniaden property had been
dismissed.

Direction of the dccliniuf; mine for the next 20 years became
successively the responsibility of three individuals who had all worked

under Kandol anil were thoroughly familiar with the extensive under-

ground workings, w'hich by now totalled more than 30 miles in length.

These men felt real affection for the old mine and put forth every

effort to maintain production with the limited capital at their disposal.

The first. Captain James Marry, put down another shaft close to the

mine camp and found an entirely new ore body in the supposedly

exhausted mine. This body, which became known as the Harry ore

body, proved to be extensive and supplied most of the ore furnaced

for a period of 5 years. Other workings were put down in the old mine
to the 2450-foot level, about 600 feet below sea level and far deeper

than workings in any other quicksilver mine in the world, but they

failed to encounter any ore. Old stopes were reopened and stripped

of ore formerly rejected in the days of plenty, old dumps were sorted

over, and even the old brick furnaces were torn down for their residual

mercury. Also, in the frantic search for ore, new attempts were made
to work some of the outlying mines on the new Almaden property.

These attempts, however, were all handicapped by lack of adequate

capital and generally were abandoned before much ore was recovered.

As a result of the ever-dwindling supply of ore the miners were grad-

ually dismissed, and by 1909 the once thriving communities on Mine
Hill became little more than ghost towns. In 1912, the Quicksilver

Mining Company was declared bankrupt.

In 1915 George H. Sexton, who ultimately gained complete control

of the property, obtained a 25-year lease and appointed W. II. Landers,

a specialist in quicksilver mining, as general manager. Landers re-

opened the Senator mine, one of the outside mines on the west end
of the New Almaden property, adjacent to the Guadalupe mine, and
installed there the first Herreshoff furnace and electrolytic dust pre-

cipitator ever used at a quicksilver mine. From the first these func-

tioned satisfactorily in treating the fairly low-grade ore developed

at the Senator mine. Encouraged by high wartime prices for (piick-

silver, Landers also attempted to make use of the then popular

mechanical concentrating devices to treat some of the very low-grade

ore that remained in the New Almaden mine. When Landers left to

join the armed services in 1917 his successor junked the concentrating

equipment, but under several operators, the Senator mine remained in

production until 1926.

During 1927, for the first time since 1849, no production from
the property was recorded, and until 1935 only small amounts of

quicksilver were recovered by lessees who retorted ore from old dumps
and recovered quicksilver from beneath the old furnaces. In the latter

part of this period, a C.C.C. camp, established at the site of the old

English Town on Mine Hill, benefited the property through the erec-

tion of new buildings and repair of water lines and roads.

With the approach of World War II the value of quicksilver

increased at a rapid rate. On May 1, 1940, the New Almaden Corpora-

tion, with C. N. Schuette as general manager, obtained a working
lease on the property. Its operations, which extended through the

war years, consisted largely of open-cut mining of low-grade ores and
dump material. However, an attempt was made to recover fill from old

stopes by reopening the 800-foot level Day Tunnel and the Santa Rita

shaft. This operation ended in 1945, after yielding nearly 7,000 flasks

of quicksilver, and in 1946 the modern rotary furnace which had been

installed near the open cuts on Mine Hill was removed from the

property.

When this article was prepared in 1949 only one man was retort-

ing ore at the once great New Almaden mine, and owing to the caving

of shafts and access adits, most of the mine had again become inaccess-

ible. Its future is dependent on so many unpredictable factors that

it would be hazardous even to guess as to whether or not the mine will

ever again be important. It is supposed by many to have been thor-

oughly exploited, but several other times it has appeared worked

out, only to yield large quantities of ore as a result of additional

development. The exhaustive study made in recent years by the

U. S. Geological Survey suggests that there still are in Mine Hill

unexplored geologic structures that may reasonably be expected to

contain untapped ore bodies, and, further, such ore bodies, if equal

in grade to those that have been mined, could be profitably worked

even at the prevailing low price of quicksilver and high mining costs.

Geology. Most of the rocks that comprise the mineralized belt

along which lie the New Almaden mines are members of the hetero-

geneous Franciscan group, of Jurassic ( ?) age. These rocks have been

intruded by sill-like bodies of serpentine that are only slightly younger

in age. Parts of the intrusives, notably their margins, have been

further altered at a nnu'h later time by hot wafers to form silica-

carbonate rock, which is the host rock for all of the sizeable ore bodies.

Locally old gravels arc above the general valley level along spurs that

lead down from the ore-bearing Los Capitancillos Ridge, and in at

least 'one place these gravels contain dctrital cinnabar, though in
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insufficient ((uantity to form ore. An accumulation of younger gravel

tills Alaniitos Canyon, and where this canyon is joined by Deep Gulch,
which drains part of Jline Hill, it contains enough large nuggets of

cinnabar to have been profitably mined since World War II.

The rocks of the Franciscan group are poorly exposed, as is

common in the central Coast Ranges, but fragments of these rocks

in the heavy residual soil are abundant enough so that the principal

ditlVrcnt varieties can be determined and mapped separately. The
gvoiip includes large amounts of graywacke, some arkose and shale,

and a little conglomerate, limestone, and chert ; it also includes a

variety of surficial mafic igneous rocks -wluch, because of their altered

character, are generally classed as greenstones. Along the mineral belt

these greenstones are partly lavas, including some pillow lavas, but
tutTs and breccias predominate. One distinctive variety of tuff, now
altered but originally made up chiefly of basic volcanic glass, forms
a unit several hundred feet thick and traceable for several miles

through the mining district. It is of interest largely because it is an
uneonnnon variety in the Franciscan group and, with the limestone,

provided a stratigraphic sequence that materially aided in unravelling
the regional structures.

Also included with the very slightly metamorphosed rocks of the

Franciscan group are other metamori)hic rocks that are largely re-

crystallix.ed and in many places coarsely crystalline, ilost of these

more strongly metamorphosed rocks contain a considerable quantity
of at least one of several metamorpliic minerals, such as glaueophane,
croeidolite. or hornblende, which are generally absent in the normal
rocks of the group. In mapping the mining district the varieties of

these metaniorj)l]ic rocks were separated. The hornblende-bearing
rocks were invariably found to have formed either adjacent to or close

to serpentine bodies where these intruded certain tuffaceous green-

stones. The glaueophane- and crocidolite-bearing rocks, however, had
a more irregular distribution as isolated blocks, and seemingly were
more closely related to zones of shearing than to serpentine intrusives.

The geologic structure of the ore-bearing Los Capitancillos Ridge,

although c(nnplex, can be deciphered with considerable confidence

where the rocks are penetrated by the workings of the Guadalupe
and New Almaden mines, but in the area between these mines it can
be interpreted only from the pattern of rock distribution obtained by
detailed surface mapping. In the eastern part of the ridge explored

by the New Almaden mine the major structure is a northwest-trending

anticline, or up-arched fold, whose southwest limb is puckered and
sheared along a bordering major shear zone. The crest of the anticline

is close to the apex of the ridge, and the trend, although somewhat

irregular, is roughly the same as that of the ridge. Two major sills

of serpentine, which converge near the crest of the anticline, were

intruded up the north limb, across the crest, and down the southern
flank for a short distance. Where these sills join near the crest they
also appear to have broken through to levels higher than even the
present land surface, and to have put out other thin tongues down-
ward along the sides of the fold. The larger and deeper ore bodies
of the New Almaden mine were formed along the margins of the two
major sills, but the ore bodies nearer the surface were formed along
the narrower tongues of serpentine.

The anticline trends northwestward several miles to the vicinity

of the Enriquita mine, where it is cut off obli(iuely by a fault which
trends more to the north than the anticlinal axis. The effect of this

fault is to oft'set northward the part of the anticline that lies to the
west of the fault, with the result that the Senator and Guadalupe
mines although along the northwestward projection of tlie axis, actu-

ally are in the southwest limb of the fold. The northeast limb in this

area has been dropped downward by a major west-trending fault and
is entirely covered by younger rocks.

Ore Bodies. Most of the ore bodies that have been mined were
both large and exceptionally rich. The largest was about 200 feet wide,

15 feet thick, and extended down the dip for about 1,500 feet. The ore
furnaced during the first 15 years of recorded production at the N'cw

Almaden mine contained more than 20 percent quicksilver, but the

ores were cobbed and hand-sorted to obtain this amazing grade.

Through the years the grade steadily declined to less than 1 percent
because of the utilization of lower-grade ores and le.ss carefid mining
and sorting. The remarkable richness of the average ore of this mine,
however, is well shown by the fact that the average grade of all of

the ore furnaced throughout its 100-year productive history is only

a little less than 4 percent quicksilver, or about a flask of quicksilver

to the ton. The ores of the Guadalupe mine were only a little less rich,

whereas those of the Senator mine contained only about 10 p(nnuls of

quicksilver to the ton.

The mineralogy of the quicksilver ore bodies is simple. The only
ore mineral of real economic importance was cinnabar, although locally

native mercury impregnated and enriched the ores. Accompanying
sulfides, present in only small quantities, included pyrite, stibnite,

chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, and bornite. Gangue minerals that

were introduced with the cinnabar were doniinantly (|uartz and dolo-

mite with some hydrocarbons.

The cinnabar that forms the ore bodies occurs chiefly as a replace-

ment of the silica-carbonate rock along steep northeast-trending frac-

tures. This replacement extended 'only a few inches out from the

fractures, but within this limit was so complete that connnonly over
50 percent of the replaced rock was cinnabar: In many of the large

ore bodies the steep fractures occurred as swarms so closely spaced
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that much of the intervening silica-carbonate rock was rich ore. An-
other occurrence of the cinnabar, believed to be of lesser importance,

was as a filling with gangue minerals in the steep fractures. The
resulting veins commonly cut the ore bodies and were followed as a

guide to ore, although they generally did not themselves contain

enough cinnabar to be minable. Locally, as in the Senator mine, these

veins were rich enough to form ore even where the bordering wall

rock was not replaced by cinnabar.

The distribution of the ore bodies in the district is not a random
one, but is restricted to certain rocks and certain structural environ-

ments. Nearly all the ore bodies were formed in silica-carbonate rock,

although this rock occupies only a small part of the district. Further,

only that part of the silica-carbonate rock close to the contacts with

rocks of the Franciscan group was particularly favorable for ore

deposition, and most of the ore bodies were richest within a few feet

of these contacts. Two other structural factors apparently controlled

the distribution of the ore bodies along the contacts, although their

importance varied with the steepness of the contacts. Where the eon-

tacts were steep, the swarms of the northeast-trending fractures were

a dominant factor in localizing ore bodies ; in places where the con-

tacts were inclined at less than 45 degrees, the shape of the contact

assumed equal or greater importance. Along the more gently inclined

contacts the ore bodies tended to form at the crests of domes or plung-

ing anticlines.

Oi-igin of the Ore Bodies. Any discussion of the origin of the ore

bodies should properly start with a discussion of the formation of the

silica-carbonate host rock with which the ore bodies are so closely

related, not only in this district but in many other districts through-

out the Coast Ranges. The field relationships and the relict textures

of the rock leave no room for doubting that the silica-carbonate rock

formed from serpentine through a process of replacement. Analyses

of the parent serpentine and the derived silica-carbonate rock of the

New Alnuiden area indicate that the principal cliange in the rock has

been a simple substitution of carbon dioxide for water, resulting in a

rock composed of a fairly definite proportion of quartz and magnesite.

This type of silica-carbonate rock probably is widespread in the Coast

Ranges, but another less widespread type that consists largely of opal

or quartz is recognized to have had a different origin. The time of the

hydrothermal alteration of the serpentine to silica-carbonate rock is

indicated to be at least as late as middle Miocene, and therefore the

altering solutions can hardly be related to either the serpentine or its

parent magma. The writer believes these solutions were closely related

both in time and origin to those that deposited the quicksilver ores.

The quicksilver ore bodies are believed to have been deposited

during the Pliocene epoch by hydrothermal solutions rising from a

deep-seated source. This source probably is the same magma chamber
that gave rise, in upper Miocene time, to intrusives and flows of rhyo-

lite and dacite in the New Almaden area. The exact chemical character

of these solutions can not be determined, but they are commonly sup-

posed to have been alkaline. The rising solutions followed fractures

that were best developed in the silica-carbonate rock near the contact

with rocks of the Franciscan group. They deposited cinnabar in an in-

terval extending from near the present surface to a depth of about

2,600 feet, and in a temperature range believed to have been between
50° and 125° C. Rich ore bodies were formed where a spreading-out

and stagnation of the solutions was caused by structural traps formed

by a capping of relatively impervious sheared rocks of the Franciscan

group; but along steep contacts replacement from solutions flowing

through fractures was extensive enough to form ore bodies even where

structural traps were absent.
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SERPENTINE AND CHROMITE DEPOSITS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY COUNTIES *

liv FiiANtis (!. Wra.i.s t

The terra serpentine is loosely applied to any of several members
of a frroup of closely related, magnesium-rieh minerals. Tt is also com-
monly used as a name for rocks composed predominantly of minerals

of the serpentine gronp. Most serpentine rocks are alteration products

of pcridotites tliat origrinally were composed predominantly of silicate

minerals ridi in magnesium and iron, such as olivine and some
pyroxenes. Under subsurface conditions not fully understood these

hard silicate minerals combined with water to form softer serpentine

minerals of much different character. As peridotite rock bodies are

almost always partly serpeutinized and as serpentine masses commonly
include some unaltered peridotite, the terms serpentine and peridotite

are sometimes used interchangeably.

Most land surfaces underlain by serpentine are distinctive. The
rock tends to be full of cracks and commonly has little or no soil cover.

Kain falling on tliese bare rock surfaces tends to siuk quickly deep
into the rock, leaving the surface dry. Serpentine terrains commonly
are strewn either with blocks or scattered piles of blocks projecting

through rust-colored or maroon-colored soil, or with accumulations

of shot-sized pellets of iron oxide. Tufts of grass and low bushes grow
among the scattered blocks and a few trees are found at wide intervals.

Because serpentine rocks are extensively fractured, landslides are

common on the flanks of serpentine hills. Depressions in which water
accumulates commonly develop behind these landslides. In arid regions

bare hills of rusty red serpentine stand out prominently on the land-

scape, and early settlers named many Red Mountains or Red Hills in

various parts of the Coast Ranges and Sierran foothills.

Pcridotites, from which most California serpentines are derived,

are medium- to coarse-grained rocks consisting of various proportions

of olivine and iron-magnesium-rich pyroxenes. The rocks are given

varietal names according to the kind and abundance of minerals in

them. A variety composed almost entirely of olivine is called dunite;

one with more than 95 percent pyroxene is called pyroxenite. The most
common variety in the bay counties contains large amounts of both

olivine and the pyroxene enstatite, and is called saxonite. Although
saxonite masses are most common, dunite and pyroxenite may occur

anywhere within saxonite as irregular bodies ; some of these are rudely
layered. Dikelets of dunite and pyroxenite may cut the saxonite and
each other as well.

Dunite rock surfaces tend to be smooth and even-grained, like a

medium-grained sandstone, showing an occasional black grain of

chromite or magnetite. Saxonite surfaces are similar except that they

• Published by permission of Director, U. S. Geological Survey,
t Geologist, V. S. Geological Survey.

may be sparsely studded with one-eighth inch to one-fourth inch
crystals of enstatite. Enstatite is recognized by its rectangular shape
and by its conspicuous cleavages at right angles to each other. It flashes

in the sun, and rock containing a large proportion of it s[)arklcs like a
cluster of rhinestones. In pcridotites containing a large percentage of
enstatite the crystals may be so large and numerous that the rock has
an exceedingly rough surface.

Most freshly broken unaltered peridotite has a water-green or
yellowish-green glassy appearance. If altered to serpentine, however,
the freshly broken rock tends to be greenish-black in color and feltlike

or sugary in texture. Exen though altered, the enstatite crystals com-
monly retain their original form, and their softer alteration product,
called bastite, looks much like the original pyroxene.

In some serpentine masses narrow veins of amphibole asbestos are
found. This type of asbestos is used for acid-filtering and insulating
purposes, so there is a market for material of good quality. Chrysotile
asbestos, a variety of serpentine which is the most widely used com-
mercial variety, is not common in serpentines of the bay area, but is

found in a few places in veinlets an eighth of an inch or less wide.

The type of serpentine that is probably most familiar to residents

of the bay counties and especially of the San Francisco and Marin
peninsulas is one aptly called "slickcntite" because of the numerous
polished, slick or slippery surfaces in the rock. A good example of

slickcntite may be seen if one travels west from Belmont on the Half-
moon Bay road. Inasmuch as most serpentine minerals are physically
weak they tend to deform easily, commonly by shearing, and the

smooth surfaces are the results of small movements of one fragment
against another. Because of the shiny surfaces, slickcntite is much more
conspicuous than serpentine that has been less deformed. Slickcntite

is common in major fault zones that cut across or follow the edges of

the larger peridotite bodies. At the north abutment of the Golden Gate
Bridge a slieetlike mass of serpentine has been completely crushed by
fault movements. Outcrops of the most intensely deformed serpentine
are greenish gray, the color of weathered bronze. The material is cut
by innumerable curved slip surfaces that are braided together to form
plaits ; and these in turn are braided together on a larger scale. The slip

surfaces curve around scattered blocks of unsheared. fcltlike serpen-

tine that is commonly dark green or black. Some extensively sheared

severely altered material is almost white, but scattered through it are

unsheared blocks of serpentine that weather to a rusty red. Sheared
material also may he honey colored or otherwise light colored, and
tends to have a waxy luster and to be translucent.

(271)
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Some of the material found in sliekentite is an impure, talcose,

soapstone that may easily be scratched with the fingernail. Most soap-

stone is lifjlit colored—apple-green, white, or lijiht gray being the most

common colors ; impurer material is darker. Like serpentine, soapstone

contains water, magnesium, and silica, but its content of water and

silica is greater than that for serpentine. It is a product of a further

step in the alteration of peridotite during which some magnesium is

removed from the original minerals.

Continued alteration of serpentine or talc by carbonate-laden

water produces silica-carbonate rock that is made up of a mass of

chalcedony, opal, quartz and carbonates—chiefly magnesium carbon-

ates. Silica-carbonate rock weathers to prominent, distinctive out-

crops of rust-brown to liglit-tan, porous rock. Where the rock is rich

in silica minerals, cliffs, knobs, and reefs tend to stand out in bold

relief against the more subdued serpentine topography. The rock is

known to miners throughout the Coast Ranges as quicksilver rock

because quicksilver minerals are commoidy found in it. Silica-carbon-

ate rock is well exposed at New Almaden in Santa Clara County.

In the alteration processes described briefly in preceding para-

graphs, magnesium lias been removed from the original peridotite

or serpentine minerals and in some cases redeposited nearby in silica-

carbonate rock. In some places, however, the magnesium has been

carried away in carbonate-water solutions and deposited as relatively

pure magnesium carbonate, the mineral name of which is magnesite.

Where large enough, such deposits have commercial value. One of

the largest of these deposits is on Red Mountain, which is southeast

of Livermore in Santa Clara and Stanislaus Counties. There, mag-

nesite occurs in veinlike deposits within a large body of serpentinized

peridotite. The magnesite probably was deposited from hot water solu-

tions associated with Pliocene or possibly more recent igneous activity.

Delicate white needles of magnesite are also found in crevices in

sliekentite, apparently deposited from ground water percolating

through the rock. Some surface waters also carry magnesite in solu-

tion, as conglomerates of serpentine pebbles cemented by magnesite

are found in the stream beds of some gulches that drain serpentine

areas. In such places, too, the magnesium apparently was leached from

serpentine.

Peridotite bodies in the bay counties are of all sizes. Some are

less than an acre ; one, located northeast of Madrone, Santa Clara

County, is about 15 square miles in extent. In general, peridotite

masses are long and relatively narrow. The tendency toward a len-

ticular shape is well exemplified by the large mass in northern Napa

County. These outcrop patterns iiulicate that the masses are tabular

and are either sills, intruded es.sentially parallel to the enveloping

rocks, or dikes that cut across the older formations. It has been shown

that throughout the Coast Ranges sills are the predominant type and
that they were folded with the enveloping rock while still plastic.

Peridotite intrusions also tend to lodge in disconformities. In many
places faulting takes place along masses of serpentinized jieridotit.'

because of the ease with which it fractures or shears, and faulting:-

commonly accentuates the lenticular shape of the serpentine masses.
Folding tends to give a hooked shape to the outcrops. Masses which
are circular in plan are uncommon.

Peridotites are intrusive igneous bodies ; they are rocks that were
once molten, which made their way up into the crust of the earth in

molten or partly molten condition, and then solidified. As pebbles of

peridotite are found in the Lower Cretaceous Ilorsetown formation
and as peridotite penetrates the Upper Jurassic Knoxville formation,
it follows that the peridotite bodies were intruded in Knoxville time.

Consequently, peridotite is found in Knoxville and older rocks, espe-
cially the Upper Jurassic ( ?) Franciscan group. In the central Coast
Ranges east of Parkfield, Fresno County, peridotite is enclosed in
rocks younger than the Knoxville. In such cases it seems clear that
serpentine was squeezed into the overlying formations in the same
way that salt may be pushed up to form salt domes like those found
in some Texas oil fields.

Some striking and mineralogieally interesting rocks known col-

lectively as glaucophane schists are abundant in Franciscan rocks
close to serpentine masses. They also occur in Franciscan rocks

where there is no sign of ad.jacent serpentine bodies. Glaucophane
schists vary broadly in mineral composition and texture, and many
are not sufficiently laminated to be considered sehisto.se. Some are
composed predominantly of the amphibole glaucophane, in which
case they are indigo blue to blue black. However, the common occur-

rence of glaucophane with other minerals such as green actinolite,

pyroxene, and chlorite ; red garnet ; and light-colored quartz, feldspar,

lawsonite, and mica, in various combinations, produces rocks of

widely variable color, texture, and general appearance. These rocks

were probably formed from preexisting wall rocks by action of rising

solutions and gases associated in some way with the emplacement of

serpentine.

One of the most valuable products obtained from peridotite is

chromite. Nearly every hand specimen of peridotite, or its alteration

product serpentine, contains a few grains of chromite, and in places

the chromite is concentrated in solid lumps containing tens or rarely

hundreds of tons. Chromite is a chemical combination of chromium,

iron, magnesium, aluminum, and oxygen. It has a dense black or

bluish-black color, pitchy luster, and siiecific gravity of 4.5. This

mineral may be distinguished in the field from black manganese ores

by its higher specific gravity, and from black iron minerals by the

ehoet)late-brown powder produced when the mineral is scratched.

I
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Fir. 1. Typical surface expression of massive serpentine bodies in California Coast Hanges ((^Irar Creek. San Henito County). Scattered indis-

criminately amonj; dense stands of manzanita and other thorny brnsh are small irrej^nlar areas more or less devoid of ve^rtation. The mnnulnny of the

landscape is brolien in places by cra^Ky outcrops of reddish-brown silica-carb<tnate rnck, an alteration prudnct of serpentine abmj; faidts. l*huto hij ('. \\\

Chcstennan.
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Chromite is the only chromium mineral of economic importance

and from it is obtained all of the metallic chromium used in stainless

and specialty steels and in chromium platinfr. Commercial quantities

of chromite are found only in rocks of the peridotite grroup, and in the

bay counties exclusively in dunite. Accumulations of chromite large

enough to be mined may be more or less mixed with the host rock or

they may form dense aggregates of crystals. The first type is called

disseminated ore. It may consist of chromite grains scattered through

dunite but more frequently it consists of narrow streaks, called

schlicren, in which the chromite grains may constitute from 20 to 90

percent of the mass. These sehlieren may be arranged in definite

patterns, banding being the one most commonly seen. Disseminated

ore can be seen on the Meeker Ranch, Sonoma County, 17 miles west

of Santa Rosa in sees. 15, 16, and 17, T. 7 N., R. 10 W., M. D.

Dense aggregates of crystals, called ma.ssive ore, vary so widely

in shape that they are herein designated by the noncommittal term

pod. The contents of such deposits range from a few pounds to hun-

dreds of tons, and it is from such pods that all the production of

chromite in the bay counties has come. Pods commonly, though not

always, occur either singly or in bunches in shear zones. At the

Meeker mine, for example, most of the pods have been small and
contain from 5 to 10 tons. The largest one mined had yielded 150

tons and still showed a face of 4 feet of ore in the bottom of the stope

when it was visited in 1918. A few feet beyond this pod, one of 75

tons had been mined. Chromite is practically insoluble in the rain

and ground water that dissolve and wear away the enveloping ser-

pentine. As it is heavy, it remains on the surface as grains, lumps,

and even large blocks, showing that the serpentine now wasted away
contained chromite and that more may be present in the underlying

rocks.

Production of chromite from the bay counties has been small,

probably less than 5000 tons. From the history of mining and what
is known of the deposits it is likely that future production will not

equal this amount.

It has been pointed out that serpentines contain magnesia. JInst

of the serpentine in the region probably contains as much as 35 prr-

eent of the oxide and therefore can be considered a potential resource

of magnesium. A process for extracting magnesium from serpentine'

has been developed but at present it cannot be produced at a suffi-

ciently low cost to be economic.

A few years ago the Permanente Metals Corporation quarried

.serpentine near Almaden for making magnesium phosphate fertilizi'r.

It was blended with phosphate rock from Montana and the mixture

was fused, chilled rapidly, and crushed. This fertilizer is said to yield

a greater amount of available phosphate than most fertilizers having

a lime base. Other economic considerations have caused the fertilizer

product to be discontinued.



AAAGNESITE MINERALIZATION IN THE RED MOUNTAIN DISTRICT *

By a. J. BODENLOS t

Mapnesite, the carbonate of magnesium, is commercially impor-

tant as a source of magnesia for refractories, magnesium oxyehloride

cement, and minor industrial and chemical products, and also is an ore

for magnesium metal. California has a number of magnesite deposits,

none of wiiicli is being operated at present. A group of large deposits

at Red Mountain, one of the higher peaks in the southern part of the

Diablo Range, located 31 miles by winding road south of Liverniore,

furnished one of the major tonnages of mined magnesite during the

period of active operation, which lasted from 1905-45.

JIagnesite occurs in deposits of commercial size in three forms : as

crystalline ma.ssive material resembling marble ; as dense vein material

resembling unglazed porcelain; and as dense sedimentary material

resembling fine-grained limestone. The California deposits pre-

dominantly are of the porcelain type and occur in veins; such deposits

at one time provided enough ore to make California the leading pro-

ducer of magnesite in the United States. The deposits at Red Moun-

tain belong to this type, and the mine workings afford the best display

of the cliaracteristic mineralization that can be found anywhere in

the country today. Deposits of limestone-like sedimentary material

occur in the Mojave Desert but have been mined only in small amounts.

The Red Mountain district is on the border of Santa Clara and

Stanislaus Counties, principally in sec. 18, T. 6 S., R. 5 E., M. D. It

can be reached via the county road leading south from Liverniore and

following the Arroyo Mocho into the valley of Sweetwater Creek and

San Antonio Valley. The district also is accessible from Patterson, in

the San Joaquin Valley, via a 28-mile county road following Puerto

Creek westward, and from Mount Hamilton via the road leading down
the east side of the peak beyond Lick Observatory. The three roads

meet in San Antonio Valley, just southea.st of the magnesite deposits.

Access roads to the principal deposits branch from the Liverniore and

Patterson roads.

The area traversed by these roads is deeply dissected by actively

diiwneutting streams and the topography is similar to that of much
of the Coast Ranges of the San Francisco area. Vegetation is sparse,

consisting chiefly of chaparral and grass.

General Geologic Features. The Liverniore and Mount Hamil-

ton roads cross terrane of the Franciscan formation of Jurassic ( ?)

age, whereas most of the Patterson road crosses terrane of rocks of

Cretaceous age. Rocks of both ages are largely sedimentary and con-

sist chiefly of sandstone, shale, arkose, and chert; all types weather

•Published by permission of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey,
t Ueologist. U. S. Ueoloeical Survey.

to drab brown .soil. The .strata generally dip steeply and are slightly

metamorphosed, or recrystallized, reflecting the strong folding sus-

tained during an ancient mountain-building period. The sedimentary

rocks also have been intruded by numerous quartz veins and by sev-

eral bodies of igneous rock. The geology along much of the Liverniore

road is described in the report on the Tesla quadrangle by Hiiey pub-

lished by the State Division of Mines in 1949.

Most igneous bodies occur in rocks of the Franciscan formation

and appear to be sills, or tabular bodies paralleling the sedimentary

strata. They were intruded prior to the mountain-building period and
were folded with the sedimentary rocks. For the most part the igneous

rocks are ultramafic in composition ; that is, they consist of minerals

containing a high percentage of magnesia.

A large sill of ultramafic rock underlies Red Mountain and con-

tains the magnesite deposits. It extends from about a mile east of the

Patterson road to about 8 miles west of the road and is just north of

the Livermore road and San Antonio Valley. The soil derived by
weathering of the ultramafic rocks is bright red or in places olive-

brown, very distinct from the .soil overlying weathered .sedimentary

rocks. Along the Livermore road, this distinctive red soil is first seen

about 29 miles south of Livermore and north of Sweetwater Creek

;

the Patterson road crosses from the sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous

age into the intrusive rocks about 22 miles west of Patterson, in the

headwater area of Puerto Creek. Numerous outcrops along the Patter-

son road are among the most accessible for study of the ultramafic

rock. Along the Livermore road the south edge of the intrusive body

is north of Sweetwater Creek and hence not easy to reach from the

road.

The Ultramafic Sill. The most common primary minerals in the

ultramafic sill are olivine ( (MgFe):.Si04) and minerals of the pyrox-

ene group, chiefly the orthorhombic variety enstatite ( (MgFe) SiO:))

and to a lesser extent the mouoclinic pyroxenes (calciuiu-magncsium-

iron-aluminum silicates). Plagioclase feldspars (triclinic calcium-

sodium-aluminum silicates) occur sparingly in most of the intrusive

body but locally are abundant. Very small amounts of chromite

(FeCr204) occur with olivine and the pyroxene minerals. Much olivine

and some pyroxene have been altered to serpentine (magnesium sili-

cate plus water), a common hydrous mineral in ultramafic rocks, and
magnetite (Fe;^()^). Depending on the mineral comiiosition, the rocks

are classified into several ultramafic rock types: peridotite, consisting

chiefly of olivine but containing some en.statite; dunite, consisting al-

most wholly of olivine or its alteration product serpentine
;
pyroxenite,

(275)
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Fig. 1. Ooologic map of the Red Mountain ni:it,'iiesite district. Santn Clara and Stanislaus Counties, California. Reproduced from Cnlifomia
Jour. Mines and Geology, vol. Jtf. no. .*, pi. 3S.
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Fig. 2. Larfre magnesite noiltilrs in serpentine.

Reproduced from California Jour. Mines and GeoJogy,

vol. ^G, no. 2, p. 242-

r-iv m V
Fig. 3. Nodular maguesite replacing serpentine. Repro-

duced from California Jour. Mines and Geology, vol. f/O, no. 3,

p. 242.

eonsistint^ chiefly of pyroxene minerals ; and gabbro, consisting chiefly

of pyroxene minerals and plagioclase feldspars. The olivine, pyroxene
minerals, and serpentine all are green and impart some .shade of this

color to all fresh rock of the intrusive body. The red soil derives its

color from ferric iron set free when the rock decomposes during the
process of weathering.

Magnesite Deposits. Most of the magnesite deposits are near the

crest of Red Mountain, west of Del Puerto Canj-on area, which con-
tains several chromite deposits. The Western mine, which is operated
on the largest magnesite veins, is accessible via a short spur road
leaving the Livermore road at the entrance to San Antonio Valley.

At the Red Mountain mine, on the northeast flank of Red Mountain,
ore was extracted from two veins ; the area is accessible by foot from
the end of the road leading up Hideout Creek, west of and beyond
the chromite mines. The upper levels of the mine can be reached via

a spur road leaving the Patterson road three-quarters of a mile south
of the Puerto Creek-Hideout Creek fork. The Security and Fidelity

deposits, consisting of either small veins or breccia zones, are in val-

leys tributary to Sweetw'ater Creek, north of the veins worked by the

Western mine. These deposits are accessible by trails leading from
the Livermore road. The strikingly white mine dumps at the Western
mine are the only marks of the deposits or operations visible from the

roads; they are noticeable from a number of places in San Antonio
Valley and also may be seen from the east side of Mount Hamilton.

The W^estern mine was one of the most successful of the Cali-

fornia magnesite operations. The white outcrops of magnesite were
noticed in the nineties and development work started in 1899. By
1905 ore was being shipped, and mining continued until 1945. The
veins of the Red Mountain mine were discovered in 1915, following

which the deposit was operated intermittently until 1941 ; the other

two deposits were explored and operated only during World War I.

The total recovery in the di.strict was close to 1,000,000 tons, the bulk
of which was extracted from the veins of the Western mine.

Fractures and shear zones, formed as the result of ancient move-
ment in the rocks, contain the magnesite veins and ore bodies of the

Red Mountain district. The veins occupy parts of two di.stinet frac-

ture and shear systems. One of the systems strikes northwest, dips

northeast, and consists of long straight fractures, joints, and narrow
shear zones. The other system, formed at a later period, strikes gen-

erally north and consists of shorter, irregular wide shear zones and
associated fractures characterized by variable dips. The north-strik-

ing system contains the major veins and ore bodies ; the northwest-

striking system is mineralized only in those fractures or shear zones

that are close to the mineralized parts of the north-striking system. The

ultramafic rock in all fractures and shears or shear zones has been
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serpentinized, indicating that the primary olivine and enstatite min-

erals were altered to hydrous minerals. Geolo<ric evidence confirms

that this hydration was accomplished by waters emanatinfr from deep-

seated sources well below the present level of the mineral deposits.

Fracturing and serpent inization of the ultramafic rock were

processes preliminary to deposition of the magnesite ; the fractured

rocks provided the necessary channels for movement of mineralizing

solutions and sites of mineral deposition. Subsequently, solutions ris-

ing from a deep source deposited the mineral assemblage of the mag-

nesite deposits. Rock movements alternated with mineral deposition

throughout a long period, and although such movements were of small

magnitude, they fractured, shattered, ground, or sheared previously

deposited minerals. Open fi.ssures resulting from the movements were

filled by later minerals. This alternation of deposition and rupture

produced very complex mineral distribution in many parts of the

veins. All told, at least eiglit periods of movement and associated

rupture occurred during mineralization.

The minerals in tiie veins at Red Mountain, in order of deposi-

tion, are magnesite, dolomite, manganese oxide, silica and magnesium
silicate minerals, and calcite. Of these, magnesite and the silica and
magnesium silicate minerals form the bulk of the deposits.

The characteristic dull porcelain-like appearance of the mag-
nesite results from its extremely fine grain—the individual grains

cannot be distinguished from one another. Most of the magnesite is

dead white, although some is tinted light green or pink by small per-

centages of included impurities. The mineral is moderately soft, is

generally compact, and is slightly soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid.

Dolomite, which is always intimately mixed with magnesite, can-

not be seen by the naked eye ; its presence is known only by means
of microscopic or chemical analysis. Manganese oxide forms dendrites,

or thin, fernlike leaves on the surfaces of magnesite nodules or in

fractures cutting magnesite.

Chalcedony and opal are the silica minerals ; both are amorphous,

or noncrystalline, and range in color from nulky white through cream,

buff, orange buff, to red brown. Deweylite and sepiolite are the

hydrated magnesium silicate minerals ; the.v are amorphoiis, and
although their colors generally are in the same range as those of

the silica minerals, they are much softer minerals. Calcite is crystal-

line and white to light gray.

Magnesite bodies have irregular shape and distribution in the

fracture and shear zones. This, for the most part, may be attributed

to the two modes of deposition of the mineral : as replacement of ser-

pentine, and as filling of open fractures. The replacement mechanism
consisted of simultaneous deposition of magnesite and solution of

serpentine, forming pellets or nodules where replacement was on a

Fig. 4. Replacement and fi.s.snre-fillins niasne-site. Reproduced from Californin

Jour. Mines and Geology, vol. 'iG. no. 2, p. 2.^.

Fig. 5. ItPi)laoement and fissnre-iillinf; ma^ne.site. Reproduced from
California Jour. Minen and Geology, vol. Jfi, no. 2. p. 2^f4-
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Fio. 6. Magnesite replacing: serpentine. Reproduced from California Jour.

Mines and Geology, vol. f/G, no. 2, p. 2^ti.

Fig. 7. Replacement macnesite in a breccia zone. Reproduced from California

Jour. 3Iines and Geology, vol. }6. no. 2, p. 2^6.

small scale and cauliflower-shaped masses where on a large scale. Such
bodies range in size from several millimeters to solid masses 6 feet

in diameter. Commonly the nodules coalesced where replacement was
intense and formed even larger irregular masses and lenses. Magnesite

deposited in open fractures formed small veins whose size and shape

depended on the configurations of the original fissures. The replace-

ment process was dominant and formed the larger and purer bodies.

All minerals of the silica and magnesium silicate group were
deposited in fractures or shatter zones open at the time of deposition,

and veins of each are cut by veins of the later members of the sequence.

The silica and magnesium silicate minerals are found in nearly all

raagnesite-bearing veins, but calcite occurs only in several veins of

the deposits operated by the Western mine.

Study of the relative positions of magnesite with respect to con-

figurations of the irregular fracture and shear zones shows that the

locations of greatest deposition coincide with changes in attitude or

branches of these structures. The correlation suggests that the atti-

tude of the structures governed the sites of principal deposition
; this

geological concept is termed "structural control" of mineralization,

a feature of vein deposits of many minerals. It is useful to mine oper-

ators in predicting the more probable locations of minable ore bodies

in advance of ore exploration.

Magnesite and the silica-magnesium silicate minerals can be de-

rived from serpentine by reaction with carbon dioxide and water.

Geologic analysis of the Red Mountain deposits indicates that miner-

alization was accomplished by warm waters carrying considerable

carbon dioxide which reacted with serpentine at depth and then rose

and deposited the minerals so derived where structures in the shear

zones provided a favorable chemical and physical environment.

In the two vein groups at the Western mine some 30 veins have

been mineralized. The Red Mountain mine is on two veins, and the

other two deposits are on single veins or shatter zones. The miner-

alized parts of the veins range from short segments less than 100 feet

long to large composite bodies 900 feet long ; most mined ore bodies

in the Western mine were 300 to 400 feet long. The magnesite bodies

range from very thin fissure-filling veinlets to solid mas.ses 3.5 feet

wide. Zones of shattered ultramafic rock adjacent to the veins in

places are filled with magnesite veinlets. These zones of veinlets may
be as much as 120 feet wide, but such magnesite '

' stockworks
'

' contain

too high a percentage of impurities in the form of the host rock to

qualify as ore. The maximum known vertical extent of magnesite

veins in this district is 660 feet, or 860 feet down the dip of the vein.

The Magnesia Industry of California. Since the discovery of

magnesite in California in 1886, more than 50 magnesite districts

have been found. From these, more than $11,000,000 worth of ore
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was mined. California led all other states in magnesite production

up to 1916, when the produotion from the massive deposits in Wash-
ington exceeded that of the California vein deposits. In recent years

depletion of reserves and competition from larger deposits have

resulted in gradual decline of California production. At the end of

World War II the last of the active mines stopped operations.

Fortunately for California, a magnesia chemical industry de-

veloped on the basis of production from the deposits. The research

staffs of the various companies kept abreast of new developments and
experimented with extraction of magnesia from sea water. Marine

Magnesium Products Corporation, of South San Francisco, was the

pioneer in this field. Permanente Metals Corporation built a sea-

water plant at Moss Landing and operated a magnesium-metal plant.

The California Chemical Company built a plant at Newark to recover

magnesia from brines evaporated by the Leslie Salt Company. Thus,

although the mines are now closed, California has a legacy of chemi-

cal plants and still is an important producer of magnesia and the

associated salts derived from the extensive supply offered by the

ocean waters.
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DIATOM DEPOSITS
I!v (J. Dallas Hanna*

The major topographic and geolofric features of the San Fran-

cisco Bay area have been adequately described in otlier chapters of

this guidebook. To give a little additional insight into that which

constitutes geology, an attempt is made in this paper to give some
information about the microscopic plant remains found in one par-

ticular type of sedimentary rock which is well represented in the area.

Rain, wind, and the waves on the beaches gradually wear down
land surfaces; and the particles which are loosened and swept away
have to go somewhere. Eventually most of them are washed into the

sea or into lakes, and after they have accumulated on the bottom they

are called sediments. In the passage of time great thicknesses of sedi-

ments, that is, many tens of thousands of feet, may be laid down one

upon the other, and they become consolidated into rocks of greater

or lesser hardness. These are sedimentary rocks.

While sedimentation is going on, certain biological processes are

concurrent. Animals and plants are growing, multiplying, and dying

in great profusion. Their remains or the residue from them likewise

settle to the bottom, along with the purely detrital fragments washed
in from the land surfaces. Everyone is familiar with ninddy water.

The mud may be derived from either one or both of these .sources ; but

given time, the water will clear.

The soft parts of most animals and plants decompose more or

less completely either through digestion by others or by simple decay.

Hard parts, however, such as bones and shells, are more resistant to

decay. Many of them are buried in the sediment, and if conditions are

favorable they may persist as visible objects for eons of time. These

are called fossils, and the study of them is called paleontology if they

were animals, paleobotany if they were plants.

The movements of the crustal layers of the earth, called warping
or folding and faulting, have brought many sections of what was once

ocean bottom above sea level ; and thus manj' deposits of sedimentary

rocks of diverse ages are available for study close at hand.

Almost nothing is permanent ; and organic materials in general

are unstable. Even such relatively insoluble things as shells may grad-

ually be dissolved away, and leave no trace in the sediments. There

are in existence great areas of sedimentary rocks, which must have

contained remains of organisms at the time of deposition, that are

now utterly barren.

During several periods of geologic history there have been vio-

lent outbursts of volcanic activity in the western part of the United

States. Many of the.se have been accompanied by explosions which

• Curator, Department of Paleontology, California Academy of Sciences.

yielded very finely divided rock fragments called ash. Part of the

material settled in the lakes and adjacent seas and part was washed

into them by streams. This ash formed characteristic and easily recog-

nizable strata, which were subsequently elevated. Many of the layers

are very thick, and contain scarcely any recognizable material other

than ash. A deposit of this type of rock is well exposed on the

bay shore, on the road going north from Rodeo toward the Union Oil

Company refinery at Oleum after the turn at Rodeo. This is Pinole

tutf of Pliocene age. Other extensive deposits occur north of the bay.

Diatoms, which were once thought to be tiny microscopic animals,

are now known to be plants. They contain a brown coloring matter

allied to chlorophyl which enables them to convert inorganic matter to

organic matter in a manner somewhat similar to that in higher plants.

Diatoms are abundant in almost all waters, both fresh and salt ; they

have been refen-ed to as the forage of the sea—that is, they form one of

the most important groups of basic organisms upon which all other

aquatic life depends to some degree.

The diatom has a hard skeleton called a frustule in which most

of the soft parts are contained. This easing is composed of silica com-

bined with a little water, the proportion being the same or nearly

the same as in opal. At certain times, when conditions are favorable,

diatoms live and multiply in unbelievable abundance. They sometimes

color the water brown like beef broth.

Diatoms have to have silica for their frustules, and ordinarily

silica is not readily soluble in water. It seems to be somewhat more
soluble, however, in the form in which it is found in volcanic a.sh.

Most fossil diatoms have been obtained from beds of those periods

during which much ash was being deposited. In some places the rocks

are composed of 90 percent or more fossils. This is especially true in

the Coast Ranges from San Francisco south. At Lompoc in Santa

Barbara County there is a great deposit over a thousand feet thick

which is being mined commercially on a large scale by Johns Manville

Corporation. This rock is u.sually called diatomite or diatomaeeous

earth.

It is known from direct observation that diatoms exist at the

present time in vast numbers where ash is practically nonexistent, and

also that they must have existed during long periods of geological his-

tory when non-diatom-bearing sediments were being accumulated.

Apparently they are absent because the ground waters in the darker

non-ash sediments are sufficiently basic (that is alkaline) to dis.solve

the silica of the frustules. Organic silica is notoriously unstable toward

such solutions.

(281)
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Fid. 1. TjiviuK nnd Pleistooeiip fresh- niK] Iirnckish-wator dinfoni species. Nos. ^ and 10 are fossil fresh-water forms ; nos. 0, 7, and are onliiiaril.v fourui in lir:i<*kis}i

or saline water. 11) Slniiionein phoenoccnicron Nif/.soh. Mt-Leod Hasin, Florida, peat deposit. {2) .\mphiprora nliiln Ehrenherc P.vriimid Lake, Nevada. C.i) f^trphniin-

dixriiH iiuifinir Ehrenlierg. I.apcnnn Sera. Fresno Oounly, (\alifornia. Tulnre, Plioeene. Spec. no. ;i.'^(i2'.'This is one of the few cirenlar and Hal species of diatoms which inhal.it

fresh waters. (4) Kuiiotiii (Uodaii KhrenbcrK. Mi-I.e<id Itasin, Florida, peat dei>osit. (
.">

1 Xiirirulii (CuloncisI liber W. Smith. I'.vramid Lake. Nevada. (0) I'leurnxigma

striiiUix W . Smilll. I'.vramid Lake. Nevada. (7) finnpiilndi.icus rlupcus KhrenlierK. P.vramid Lake, Nevada. (S) CiimheUn mrricinin FhreidierK. I'.vramid Lake. Nevada.

(0) Frirkin Iririainiia Creville. Bolinas Bay, California. (10) Melosira granulata Ehrenhei-g. Laguna Scca, Fresno County, California. Spec. no. 3."5G3. This species

formed extensive deposits in the western states during the Miocene; it is a fresh-water form. (11) jSKrtVeHo utaheniis Grunow. Pyramid Lake, Nevada.

I
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Fio. 2. Living and Pliocene marine diatom species. (1) Aulacodisciis kitloni Arnott. This is a living diatom species, abundant alone the California,

Oregon, and Washington coasts. Tliese <liatoins sometimes wash ashore in such quantity that windrows of them are formed on the beaches. The siiecimens

pictured CTime from tlic l)e:ich at Halfm«»>n H;iy. S.-in Maleo, California. (2) f'o.Hi-inodiHciis sp. A rcinarlialilv symmetrical form from a Tliocene marine
depiisil on St. I'aul Island. Hering Sea. Alaska, (.'il Coscinoiiiscii.i sp.. also from the riioccne of St. I'aul Islaiiii. Horing Sea. Alaska. (4) Jftmidixcui

siiiipliriiiiiimii.1 Hanna and (Jrant. riiocene, Harris (irade, Santa Barbara ("ounty. California. 1.5) 'I'linlnsxinnrnin sp. Pliocene. Harris (ir.ide. Santa Bar-

bara County. California. (6( lihaphom'ix i-howhttx Khrenberg. (7) Coscinodisciis cxceu*riciis Khrenberg. Pliocene, Harris (Irade, Santa Barbara County,

California. IS) lAthodesmiiim cniiiiiicnim Brun. Pliocene, Harris Grade, Santa Barbara County, California. ('.)) Artinoiilyvhus cleiei Schmidt. Pliocene,

Harris Crade. Santa Barbara County, California. iiiU Stictodisctta caJiforniciis Oreville. Plit)cenc. Harris (Jradc. Santa Barbara County, Califcu'uia. Thi.s

specimen was found near the top of tile exposed section and nniy have been redeptisited from the upjier Miocene, in which the form is common. (11 ) Coxfi-

nodUcKS herculua Brun. Pliocene, Harris Grade, Santa Barbara County, California. (12) Actitioci/clua ehicnbergii Ralfs. Pliocene. Harris Grade, Santa
Barbara County, California.
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Fig. 3. Dintom s;)poips from Mtnitert'y formation, npper Miocenf*. All of the f<»i-ms illuistrated in this fiKiiro came from \oc. 11*77 (California Acad.
Sci.), four miles east of Del Monte. Monterey County, California. (1) Mclosirn clnrifjern (Irunow. (2) AnUsrit.s tilhidtts lirun. l .'U Ararhiioitlisrus ehnn-
hei-yii Itailey. (4) Act inapt tjchux astur Hrun. (."») Triceratiiim cf. junctitni Schmidt. (0) Tricenit'nnn raliforniruni (Irnnow. (7) Ifhnhdonemn hit/uadratum
Hrun. (S) Diploneis cruhro VA\ren\wri;. {!>) (Irawmafopfioni s\i. (10) /?OHJ"i« ca/j/o/Hrcfj M. I*era;;allo. (11) H iddiil/th in am ita livvh'issim. {V2) Jiuldiilphia

iuomeyi liailey. (Ki) Vocvoneis oruhts cnt't Ilrun. (14) Cocconcis of. antiqua Hrun.
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At any rate, California has the most extensive deposits of diatoms

known to geologists. The only comparable ones are those now being

formed in the arctic and antarctic regions where the source of silica

seems to be the finely ground roek flour produced by glacial action on

the land surfaces. The most ancient deposit regarding which detailed

geologic information is available is on the west side of the San Joaquin

Valley in Fresno County. This is in the Moreno shale of Upper Cre-

taceous age. Some deposits of similar age (as judged by the similarity

of the diatoms) are found in the interior of Russia, but little or nothing

has been published about them and even the localities are very vaguely

indicated. Samples were obtained many years ago by microscopists

who studied the organisms solely because of their beauty.

There are some published reports of early Paleozoic diatoms hav-

ing been found, but in no case has the occurrence been verified. Diatoms
must have originated prior to the Upper Cretaceous, however, because

at that time they were abundant, highly organized, and of many
diverse forms ; apparently a place favorable for their preservation

simply has not been found.

In upper Eocene time the Kreyenhagen shale accumulated ; it is

a vast deposit, the detrital material of which is largely light-colored

ash. It, or its equivalent under other names, is found from the Te-

hachapi Range north into Washington. In the rocks of this age there are

some excellent depo.sits of diatomite.

The Miocene was an age of much volcanism, the effects of which
were world wide. In sediments of this age are the greatest known ac-

cumulations of diatoms. Millions of years were required to form these

deposits. One in Kern County, not all diatomite, by any means, but
all of somewhat similar composition, is over 7,000 feet thick and thinly

laminated throughout. Xo one has counted the laminations and it is

not known for su,re that each one represents a year, but that is a proba-

bility. Literally hundreds of species of diatoms are found in the Mio-

cene deposits, many of them of exquisite beauty. Members of some of

these ancient species are living today. By comparing diatoms in the

Calif(}rnia Miocene deposits with forms in certain deposits elsewhere

(on the east coast of the United States, in Spain, Africa, New Zealand,

or Japan), it has been possible to establish that the time of deposition

was the same. Since a great many forms, when living, are pelagic, or

free-floating in the sea, the same species may spread over very wide
areas at the same time.

Large quantities of ash washed into the sea during the Miocene,

and equal or greater quantities gathered in the lakes. There are many
widely distributed freshwater deposits of this age in the western states.

It appears that diatoms may have first entered fresh waters early in

the Miocene, for there are vast deposits made up solely of one species,

Melosira granulata. An earlier formation in the Great Basin area, the

Green River shales of Eocene age, seems admirably adapted to the

preservation of such fossils, yet not a single one has been reported

from it to date.

During the Pliocene ash was deposited, but on a much smaller

scale. Tiie Pleistocene diatoms are scarcely distinguishable from those

of today.

How to di.stinguish diatom deposits of marine origin from those of

freshwater origin at first puzzled many California geologists ; but it

so happens that among the 25,000 or more known species, living and
fossil, there is not one which has been found in both situations. Dia-

toms of a brackish-water environment are distinctive; and diatoms

that make alkaline lakes their habitat are different from those that

live in waters less saline ; species which attach to rocks and sticks in

running streams are not ordinarily found elsewhere.

The age of the various diatom-bearing marine deposits in Cali-

fornia was also once difficult to determine. All are usually yellowish

or brownish in color, many weather white, all are siliceous to a certain

degree, and rarely do any of them contain other fossils by means of

which their age can be determined. Thus the Cretaceous and the Eocene

were once thought to be Miocene in spite of their position. Fresh-

water deposits of Nevada were thought to be marine because they

were soft and white like the Lompoc deposits. Caref\il study of the

diatoms from many localities, however, made it po.ssible to place the

various deposits in their proper sequence ; and this sequence has since

been verified by extensive research on foraminifera. Many of the oil

fields in California are closely associated with large deposits of shale

in which diatoms are either abundant or obviously once were present.

This association has led to a theory that at least some of the oil orig-

inated from diatoms. This may or may not be true, but certainly each

living diatom contains a very conspicuous globule of oil—not petro-

leum, however.

The physical structure of the diatom frustule or body covering

is such that many iises have been found for diatomite. Diatomite is

very porous, and as a consequence .some of the purer grades weigh

only a few pounds per cubic foot. This makes a good, fireproof insu-

lator. If added to many liquids, diatomite adheres to any minute sus-

pended particles, so that when filtered out it clarifies the solution. Very

large quantities are used in sugar refineries to take the coloring matter

out of the li(iuid prior to crystallizing out the sugar. Furnace bricks

in large quantity are made from a grade of diatomite that has just

enough clay to act as a binder when fired. Only a very large deposit

such as that at Lompoc, where products can be standardized as to

quality, can ordinarily be operated on an extensive scale. Many other

deposits in the west were opened at one time or another, but none was

active for long. Some material was mined on the north end of Catalina
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Fio. 4. Diatom sppcips from Temblor formation, midillo Miocene. All of the specimens illustrated in this fiRure. exeept Xo. 4, are from the shales

exposed on Sharktooth Hill. Kern ('<iunt,v, California. (1) I\<iplniloiiisciis tnai i/lniitliariis Christian. (21 lihnphoiiiix ileiiiinn I'lintoesek and Ornnow. (.'!)

i^crittioniis rn<hn-ei(s Khrenliers;. (4) \ ijKlolheru hii.iteilli Hanna. SmnKRler's Cove, Santa Crnz Island, California. K. C. Johnson, collector, (."i) ('i/niiitu-

iloiiiii (iiiihU/ureins (Klireiilierc ) . H>) Khdphiiiicis ohixiila Ilanna. (7) Macrora stetlu (.\zpeitia). (S) ItattrayvUa itn-onnphuuu (Uattra.v). (IM F.upo-

discus untiyuus Cox. (10) Cosvinodiaciis linciilus Khrcnbers.
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I'^ic. .". Oiatom species from Kreyenhaffen formation, upper Miocene. Loo. •S04 (California Acnd. Sci.) : Phoenix Canyon, a small liranch of Oil
Canyon, alxnit si-ven miles north of C(>alinj;a. Fresnti Comity. California, sec. 2(). T. 19 S., K. ].". K.. M. D. I.nc. ls:i2 (California Acad. Sci.) : 2\ miles
south of Antioch. Contra Cr)sta County, California, sec. 1*. T. 1 N., R. 1 K., M. I>. I-oc. '2'2M'} (California Acad. Sci. ) : onedialf mile srmtlnvest of Crow
Hill. Stanislaus County, California, sec. 1, T. 7 S., U. 7 10, , M. I). (1) Tricemtium Uneatum (Ireville; loc. 1S.'{2. (2) SiirtodisniH coaiiityensis llanna

;

Inc. S04. (.*i) Ueniifilus poUjntorphua (Irunow ; loc. S04. (4) ?i(inth\opyxis spcrfirulinis Hanna ; loc. S!)4. (.">) Ifctninlus clari</er Schmidt; loe. Si*4. (G)
Stirto(li.'<rns horifiiKininniis <ir«'\illp; hie. S!t4. (7) Acfinopti/rhiis ciDiiantensifi (Irnnow ; loe. S!)4. (S) Co.Hcinodincus radintua Khrenhert; ; loc. .S1I4. (!))

Pi/jtllii intcniKdin Tenipere and Korti ; loc. \X'.V2. i 10) liuttriujeUa ralifornim Hanna ; loc. 22'»G. (11) Arachnoidisvus indirim Khrenberg ; loo. 1S32. (12)
Cnispi'dodisciis oblongus (Greville) ; loc. 1832. (13) Roperia maryinaia Huuua ; loo. 1832.
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riG. G. Diatom speoios from Moi-Piio formntion. I'pppr f'ri'tncoous. Lor. n4.'{ (rnlifoinia Acnil. Sri.) : Moipiui nnloli. Pniioclip Hills, Fri'sno Counly,

California. I.oc. 11 14 (California \vm\. Sci.i : rannchi' Hills, Kri-sno Count.v, C:ilifoniia, sec. (i, T. l."> S., 11. lli K., .M.I). (1 ) .1 idin-oilixrus nirhinunhkiiniiis

Witl : loc. 114-}. (2) llrnetonis fan lasmux Ilamia ; lot'. !)4.'i. I,oiiK, Kn^'c, iincl Smith liavp a similar diatom listpil a.s Crdsiirdddisriis tiiorciiiiciixis ( T-oni.',

I''n!;o, anil Smith, pi. IT, tij;. 1) .
(.'!) Illoiioptiirhus rnlUdii.i I la una ; loc. !)4.'i. ( 4) Coxi-imxIhrKs .iteiiii/i Uanna : loc. '.H'i. (.">) h'eiilioiliHius iiriilailiix Hanna ;

loc. il4.'f. {(>> .l/r/n.«ir« fiiimln Schmiilt ; loc. !I4;{. (7) Trkintliiiiii hertleini Hanna ; loc. !14.'!. (S) Trii-rrntiNm hivnrniitrrtiin Hanna : loc. !I4,'!. (!l) Stiiihii-

tini>!iJi« ili.HCiepaiis Hanna; loc. !)4;{. (101 Melromihis grinilia Hanna; loc. !)4.'!. (11) Trinnriiit iiiirx Witl; loc. !I4;!. (12) Trintiriin tilnlicliii Hanna;
loc, 1)43. (13) Tiinacriii ejnavata Hoiherg ; loc. !)4:{. (14) llaynnldia sfri(/i7f«(« Witt ; loc.1144.
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Island many years aprn. and there are deposits on San Cleniente, Santa

Cruz, and Santa Rosa Islands.

The study of diatoms dates far back in history, but those who
first saw the orfi:ani.sins by nu>an.s of their simple microscopes could

not make out the di.stin^uishinn; features very well. The individual

plant skeleton is very small. It has been estimated that from the

beginning all students of diatoms put together have not looked at more
than a few cubic inches of diatom material, a .single cubic inch of which

has been computed to contain 75,000,000 individuals. And California

can measure its diatom material by the cubic mile

!

For a great many years the study was concerned mostly with ad-

miration of the beauty and geometrical synniietry of the frusfules. En-
thusiasts pressed their microscopes to the utmost and demanded better

and better ones of the manufacturers. Today the markings on certain

kinds of diatoms are used to determine the perfection of microscope

len.ses, and it is still likely that there is much that has not been seen,

even by the most expert manipulators with the best of equipment

;

photographs taken with an electron miscroseope have shown that

markings lately considered to be the most minute have still smaller

m.irkings imposed on them.

The first fossils from California that were described in technical

literature were diatoms. The localities were given merely as Monterey
and San Francisco, but the latter is the deposit at Pinole on the east

side of San Francisco Bay. The material is exposed on both sides of

the highway at the south edge of town. The original sample was
obtained by a Captain Chilton and eventually reached G. C. Ehren-
berg in Berlin. He mentioned the fossils in 1853, and published figures

of them in 1854.

Along Grizzly Peak Boulevard, in Berkeley and Oakland, large

masses of yellowish-brown rock can be seen in the road cuts. This is

Monterey shale, of Miocene age. Diatoms are not preserved in it so

far as is known. It has been modified into a hard, cherty, porcelaneous

shale, as if the silica had turned to a sort of gel and then solidified.

Over on the east side of Mount Diablo there are fine exposures

of Eocene rocks, among which is the Kreyenhagen shale. This is well

exposed in Jlarkley Canyon, and contains beautifully preserved

diatoms. There is much Cretaceous rock around Mount Diablo but

thus far no diatoms have been found in it.

There are a few slightly elevated, rather recent deposits of im-

pure diatomite around San Francisco Bay. One is on the south side

of San Pablo Point, elevated a few feet above the bay level ; it con-

tains large numbers of a saddle-shaped brackish-water form called

Cainpylodiscus.

North of the bay, ash beds are common in several counties, but
there are no known deposits of marine diatoms. In a few places fresh-

water beds have been found. One of the better known is at Mark West
Spring 8 miles southwest of Ileaidsburg, Sonoma County. In Lake
County there are many deposits, especially in the vicinity of Kelsey-

ville; here the diatoms and tuff are interbedded with such rocks as

obsidian, rhyolite, and other lavas.

In the plate.s herewith an attempt has been made to show enough
representative diatoms to enable the reader to get an understanding

of what they look like. It is obviously impossible to do more, when
there is such a very large number from which to choose. The literature

on the subject is very extensive (over 5000 titles), widely scattered,

and difficult to collect. A few representative titles have been listed

below for ready reference.
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WATER

id!toriat Note:

Part Six is devoted to the controlling factor of California's civilization

—

Water. To sup-

plement local surface and underground supplies, water is brought into the bay region from the

Sierra Nevada, from mountain streams which first contribute hydroelectric power for the cities,

then clear, pure, fine-tasting water for homes and for industry and irrigation. The story of pro-

viding and distributing ade(|uate supply of satisfactory water to the San Francisco Bay area

ties in very closely with the story of minerals and their use.
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SURFACE WATER SUPPLIES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
By RoBEaiT L,. Wing •

One humlred years ao;o the San Francisco Bay region was for the

most part inuleveloped. Cattle ranged the hills surrounding the bay

and grazed the plains of the great valleys. The white population of

only a few thousand centered in the villages of Verba Bucna, now
San Francisco, San Jose, and Sutter's Fort; near the old missions of

St. Francis, Santa Clara, San Jose, San Kafael, and Sonoma; and

around tlie haciendas of the Spanish rancheros. With the possible ex-

ception of small irrigation developments around the old missions,

water-supply systems were non-esistent. A meager water supply for

domestic purposes was secured from nearby streams, small springs, or

shallow wells.

Today over 3,000,000 people live in the San Francisco Bay region.

The straggling villages have grown into great cities. Factories line the

bay shore and the cattle have been driven from the valleys by an inten-

sive irrigated agriculture which often raises two or even three crops a

year. Great water-supply systems have also been developed ; reservoirs

store the winter runoff from the streams around the bay ; deep wells

and pumps draw water from the gravels underlying the valleys ; and
great acjueducts bring water many miles from the snow-covered peaks

of the Sierra Nevada.

For the most part these systems did not spring into being full

grown. They are the product of a gradual evolution responding to

changing needs and an ever-growing demand, controlled in part by
the separation of the region into distinct geographical units by the

bays, straits, and rivers; in part by available sources of supply; and
in part by political boinidaries. Although most of the systems were

started as private enterprises, nearly all of them are now publicly

owned. As the larger systems grew, many of the smaller and competing
systems were absorbed. Others, while retaining their corporate inde-

pendence, have become dependent upon the larger systems for either

standbj- service in dry periods or for a large portion of their annual

supply. Others, still independent, probably will turn to the larger sys-

tems for additional water as their present sources of supply become
inadequate.

Cify of San Francisco System. One hundred years ago the City

of San Francisco derived its water supply from springs, shallow wells,

and from water carts distributing water brought on barges from the

streams of Marin County north of the Golden Gate. Today, the City

of San Francisco administers the largest water-supply system in the

bay regiim, serving not only the city itself but also the many suburban

communities which occupy the bay shore of the San Francisco penin-

• Supervising Hydraulic Engineer, State Division of Water Resources.

sula as far south as Palo Alto. At first under private ownership, but

since 1930 under municipal ownership, this sy.stem has gradually ex-

tended its supply lines farther and farther until now it is bringing

water from the upper Tuolumne River in the Sierra Xevada over 170

miles from the city.

The first large supply to replace the water carts of 1849 was
brought in by the San Francisco Water Works from Ijobos Creek on
the southwest border of the Presidio in 1858. However, as the urban
area spread into the drainage basin of Lobos Creek the waters became
increasingly unsuitable for use, and this source was finally abandoned
in 1900. The first water from sources still in use was imported from
Pilarcitos Creek in 1862 by the Spring Valley Water Works. This

company, which soon absorbed the San Francisco Water Works, pro-

ceeded to develop the peninsula supply in a rapid and efficient manner.

The Pilarcitos dam, storing 1 billion gallons was completed in 1866

;

the San Andreas dam, storing 6 billion gallons, was built in 1870 ; and
the Upper Crystal Springs dam, storing 5 billion gallons, was com-

pleted in 1877. At this time Lake Merced, a natural lake fed by springs

in the southwest corner of the city, was connected to the system by
pumps. Finally in 1888 the development of peninsula sources was com-

pleted by the construction of the Lower Crystal Springs dam with a

storage capacity of 17.5 billion gallons. The Lower Crystal Springs

dam flooded the downstream face of the upper dam and the.se two
reservoir now operate as one, serving not only to conserve the local

runoff but also as a terminal reservoir for the aqueducts bringing water

from both the Alameda Creek system and the upper Tuolunuie River

155 miles away.

Early in the development of the peninsula system the Spring

Valley Water Works, with commendable regard for the purity of its

supply, started the acquisition of its watershed lands. As a result of

this foresightedness practically the entire 32 square miles of water-

shed tributary to these reservoirs is city owned. It is now adminis-

tered as a state fish and game refuge and, except for resident keepers

and patrolmen, is uninhabited.

Development of Alameda Creek as a source of supply for the City

of San Francisco began in 1875 when the Spring Valley Water Works
purchased the Niles dam. The first pipe line across the bay was com-

pleted in 1888. In 1898 the development of the Plea.santon wells was

started and in 1900 the Sunol diversion dam, filter galleries, and

aqueduct were completed. The Calaveras dam, storing 31.5 billion gal-

lons, completed in 1925, was the last major development under private

ownership. In 1932 the City of San Francisco, having acquired the

(293)
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IjirKest of the four waterstoraRe basins

s from the Mokelumne River in the Sierra
Fin. 1. San Tablo reservoir in San I'alOo Canyon east of Berljeley anfl north of Orinda.

Utility Distrii't, the reservoir has a capneitv of 14 l)illion gallons. Water for the reservoir conu'

of thereservoir are princiiially Ian<llai(l sediments and interbedded lava flows of Pliocene age. Photo by Commercial Photo and V lew Company

Utility District.

for the K
Nevada.
courtesy

i^ast Ray Municipal

Hills on either side

Kaat Bay Municipal
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propiTtit's, built the T'p|>er Alameda Creek diversion dam whieh added
1),') s(|uare miles to the watershed tributary to the Calaveras reservoir.

As ill the ease of the peninsula development, the S[>ring Valley Water
Works pursued the poliey of proteetinfr the cpiality of its waters by

ownership of the lands, and most of the habitable areas in the Cala-

veras Creek and upper Alameda Creek watersheds are now city owned
and administered.

In 1900 the City of San Franciseo adopted a charter in whieh

the poliey of aequiring the publie utilities was declared. Soon there-

after city officials filed on the waters of the upper Tuolumne River

as a source of municipal supply. However, all was not clear sailing.

Many other sources, both in the Sierra Nevada and in the north coastal

ranges, were actively promoted by a myriad of supporters. Others

maintained that sufficient water for many years to come could be

secured from the properties of the Spring Valley Water Works. Active

opposition to use of the Tuolumne waters arose from the farmers along

the lower reaches of the stream. The flooding of the mountain meadows
by man-made lakes was opposed by nature lovers. Since rights of way
through national park and forest lands were required the proposal was
carried into Congress and a bitter fight ensued. Eventually the pro-

ponents of the project were successful and in 1913 the Raker Act

granting the necessary rights of way was passed by Congress. Bonds
had already been voted and construction of the project was started

immediately. Lake Eleanor, storing 9 billion gallons, was completed in

1918, and O'Shaugnessy dam, storing 67 billion gallons, in 1923. In-

creasing costs, however, necessitated the issuance of additional bonds

and it was not until 1934 that the Heteh Hetchy aqueduct was com-

pleted and Tuolumne River water was delivered by it to the Crystal

Springs reservoir.

The present safe yield of the City of San Francisco water-supply

system is estimated to be 25.5 million gallons daily from the peninsula

system, 41 million gallons per day from the Alameda Creek system

and 400 million gallons per day from the Hetch Hetchy system, or a

total of 466.5 million gallons per day. This is over 4.5 times the annual

use of 101 million gallons per day in the 1947-48 fiscal year. However,

the full development of the upper Tuolumne River supply will require

the construction of additional reservoirs and pipe lines.

East Bay Municipal Utility District System. The water-

supply system of the East Bay Municipal Utility District which

serves the many residential and industrial communities lining the

east shore of San Francisco and San Pablo Bays from San Lorenzo

on the south to Vallejo on the north is the second largest water-supply

system in the San Francisco Bay region. As was the case with the

City of San Francisco the system was built up and operated for many

years under private ownership. The shift to municipal ownership

came when the exhaustion of nearby supplies forced the importation

of a large supply from a distant source.

The local system in its final form resulted from the amalgamation

of a number of small companies. As each of the many small separate

conmiunities developed, independent companies were organized to

supply the necessary water. For the most part these secured their

supply either by surface diversion from small creeks in the hills or

from nearby wells. As the communities grew these local sources be-

came inadequate and the small companies were absorbed by the larger

and better financed ones whieh were able to supply water through

either surface storage or by importation from distant well fields.

Finally the larger ones combined into a single system, the East Bay
Water Company. During most of the operation under private owner-

ship the major sources of supply were well fields extending from the

Pinole Creek delta on the north to the Alameda Creek cone on the

south, and surface supplies from San Lorenzo Creek. After the

Municipal Utility District acquired the properties and bro\ight in a

supply from the Mokelumne River, these well fields were abandoned

as a source of municipal supply. Private wells, however, are still

operated by some east bay industries.

The first surface storage was provided by the construction of the

Temeseal dam, with a storage capacity of 150 million gallons in 1869.

The urban area having spread throughout the drainage basin, this

reservoir was abandoned as a source of supply when Mokelumne

River water became available, and is now a part of the regional park

system. The next surface development occurred with the construc-

tion in 1892 of the Lower San Leandro dam, storing about 5 billion

gallons in Lake Chabot. After this, additional development was con-

fined to well fields until the available underground waters were

practically exliausted as a source of additional water supply. The San

Pablo reservoir, storing 14 billion gallons, was built in 1920. The

construction of the Upper San Leandro reservoir in 1926, with a

capacity of 13.5 billion gallons, was the last development under private

management.

In 1918 the surface reservoirs then constructed went dry and

it was necessary to prohibit the irrigation of gardens and to restrict

domestic use to the barest necessities. This condition continued in a

greater or lesser degree until the completion of San Pablo reservoir

in 1920. Spurred on by this catastrophe the people of the east bay

communities organized the East Bay Municipal Utility District in

1923 for the purpose of developing an adequate water supply. Many

different sources of supply, including the possibility of joining with

the City of San Francisco in the Tuolumne River project, were

investigated. However an independent supply from the Mokelumne
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P'Ki. 2. I.nfa.vpttc reservoir in the hills southwest of I.nfii.vette, Contra Costa ("oiint.v. Complele.l in l!).'t2. it is the smallest of the four storafre liasins that impounil

the water hroucht in hv aqneilnit from the Mokelumne River in the Sierran foothills. It has a onpaoity of 1 j liillion callous. Riilnes in the mieldle distance are soft land-

laid elays and poorly consolidated sands and gra\'els of Pliocene ape. Photo by Commercial Phot6 and Yxeir Cotttjiaiu/, roiirtexy Krntt Bay Municipal I'tHily District.
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Rivor was finally eliospn, Constniction of Pardee dam, storing 72

billion gallons, and of the aqneduet to the bay were started at once

and, impelled by fear of a second dronght, carried on at maximum
speed. In 1928 the reservoirs and distributing system of the private

company were acquired and in June 1929 water was delivered to San
Pablo reservoir just in time to avert another water shortage, for less

than a 2-month supply remained in the local reservoirs at that time.

The present safe yield of the East Bay Municipal Utility District

system is estimated to be about 216 million gallons per day, of which

200 million gallons per day comes from the Mokelumne River. Present

consumption is slightly over 100 million gallons per day or about

half the present safe yield.

Contra Costa Canal System. Another large system serving the

San Francisco Bay region is the Contra Costa canal, one of the units

of the Central Valle.v Project, constructed by the United States

Bureau of Reclamation. This system serves the agricultural and
industrial areas along the south shore of Suisun Bay and the Car-

quinez Straits in Contra Costa County, from Martinez to Antioch. It

was not the result of gradual growth but came into being full size.

The early municipal and industrial developments in this area

procured their water supply for the most part by pumping from the

Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers near their entrance to Suisun

Bay. Ilovvever as upstream developments in the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys diverted more and more water from these rivers for

irrigation and other uses, the quality of the water in their lower

reaches progressively deteriorated. Eventually the summer flows be-

came so low that salt water intruded from the bay up to and past the

intakes of the pumping plants, and diversion was only possible during

periods of liigh flows. Resort was had to wells but the well waters were

found to be limited in amount and of poor quality. The solution of this

problem was one of those undertaken by the state in 1921 when it

started the investigations which led to the adoption of the Central

Valley Project by the people of the state in 1933. Under this project

flood waters stored in Shasta reservoir are to be released in sufficient

amount to maintain water of good quality in the delta and also to pro-

vide additional fresh water for export from the delta to places of need.

The project includes four pumping plants which lift the water from

Rock Slough and a canal leading along the north shore of Contra

Costa County from Rock Slough to a terminal reservoir near Martinez.

The pumping plants and first sections of the canal were completed

before World War II and served water during that period. The

remainder of the canal has now been completed and is serving water

as far as Martinez. As constructed the canal has an intake capacity

of 350 second feet at the pumps, which is gradually reduced to a

capacity of 22 second feet at the terminal reservoir.

Should a consolidation of the City of San Francisco, East Bay
Municipal Utility District, and Contra Costa canal systems into one

large metropolitan supply ever become desirable, it would be a rela-

tively simple problem. Only about 10 miles separate the lletch Iletehy

aqueduct of the City of San Francisco and the southern end of the

East Bay Municipal Utility District system. In fact a connection

between the two systems was made in 1933 when, prior to the intro-

duction of Tuolumne River water, the City of San Francisco system

was suffering from drought conditions. At that time the East Bay
Utility District delivered water to the City of San Francisco. The
Mokelumne River aijueduct parallels the Contra Costa canal for sev-

eral miles and could either deliver w-ater to the canal or receive water
pumped from it if desired.

Santa Clara Valley Water Conservation District System. At the

present time the cities and smaller towns of the Santa Clara Valley

obtain their water, for the most part, by pumping from the large

basin which underlies the valley floor. There has however been con-

siderable development of surface supplies in the streams entering the

valley. Stanford Universitv secures irrigation water from reservoirs

on San Franeisquito Creek and the San Jose Water Works, the

largest private water company in the San Francisco Bay region,

obtains a part of its suppl.v from reservoirs on Los Gatos Creek. The
major surface developments, however, have been made by the Santa

Clara Valley Water Conservation District.

Under a combined pumping draft for both irrigation and munici-

pal uses the water level in the underground basin had been falling

rapidly prior to 1933. In an effort to alleviate this condition the Wiiter

Conservation District was formed and reservoirs were built on many
of the streams entering the valley. For the most part these are small

reservoirs designed to release stored waters as fast as they can be

absorbed into the underground basin through the stream channels

and other works. However, the Coyote and Anderson reservoirs on

Coyote Creek, and the Lexington reservoir on Los Gatos Creek, now
under construction, have been designed for over-year storage. The
district operates to maintain the level of the underground waters

and does not sell or dLstribute water for consumptive use. During

the wet period from 1938 to 1943 water levels were raised to very

nearly their former elevations. However, the increase in development

since the Avar, with its concomitant increase in draft, combined with

the dry period of the last few years, has resulted in again lowering

the ground water to maximum depths and Santa Clara Valley interests

are now seeking a source of additional supply.

Marin Municipal Water District System. The Marin Municipal

Water District derives its supply from a system of three reservoirs,

Lagunitas, Alpine, and Bon Tempe on Lagunitas Creek which drains

the north slope of Mount Tamalpais, and Phoenix Lake on the east-
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ern slope of the mountain. The system was started by the construc-

tion of La^uiiitas dam, which created a reservoir storing 108 million

gallons, in 1872. In 1908 the available storage was increased 200 mil-

lion gallons by the construction of Phoenix dam. Alpine dam, now
storing 3.0 billion gallons, was built in 1917 and raised to its present

height in 1942. Bon Tempe reservoir, with a storage capacity of 1.4

billion gallons, was completed in 1949. The average yield of the water-

shed above Alpine dam is estimated by the Marin Municipal Water
District to be about 13 million gallons per day. The present consump-

tion is about 8.2 million gallons per day.

City of Napa System^ The City of Napa secures its supply from

two reservoirs. Milliken dam, storing 650 million gallons of water,

was built on Milliken Creek in 1924, and Conn Valley dam, storing

9.8 billion gallons, was completed in 1946. The safe yield of this sys-

tem is far in excess of present needs and will provide an adequate

supply for many years to eome.

City of Vallejo System. The earliest development of water for

the City of Vallejo was by the Vallejo Water Company which built

Chabot dam, storing 380 million gallons, on Sulphur Springs Creek

just north of the city, in 1870. Relations between the city and the

water company, however, were not satisfactory and the city soon de-

cided to acquire its own water supply. In this case the city did not

buy out the private company but built an independent supply and

distribution system. Competition between the two systems was keen.

Under these conditions the private system shrank as the municipal

system grew. Eventually service by the private company was re-

stricted to a few industries and agricultural areas outside of the city

limits. Finally, a few years ago, the city purchased the properties of

the Vallejo Water Company and all service from that source was dis-

continued. It is planned to develop Lake Chabot, now idle, as a

municipal park.

The present system of the City of Vallejo consists of three reser-

voirs, Lakes Madigan and Frey, storing 550 million gallons and 350

million gallons respectively on Wild Horse Valley Creek, and Lake

Curry with a storage capacity of 3.5 billion gallons on Gordon Valley

Creek. Lake Frey was built in 1894, Lake Madigan in 1908, and Lake
Curry in 1926. This system provides a net safe yield of about 3 million

gallons per day, which was adequate until the rapid expansion of the

city and vicinit.y occurred during the late war. At that time the City

of Vallejo connected its system with that of the East Bay Municipal

Utility District and is now receiving most of its suppl.v from the latter

agency.

Since Vallejo is not a part of the East Bay Municipal Utility

District it maj' not be po.ssible to procure water from that source after

the present contract expires. The city is therefore now in search of

an additional supply. Possible sources are the proposed Monticello

reservoir on Putah Creek, the City of Napa's system, and diversion

from the Sacramento River.

City of Sacramento System. Water supplies for those portions

of the San Francisco Bay region which lie in the central valley area

have for the most part been secured by pumping either from adjacent

streams or from underground basins. The only large municipal system

using surface waters as its source of supply is that of the City of Sacra-

mento, which pumps its water supply from the Sacramento River. This

system, which has always been municipally owned and operated, was
in 1949 in its 97th year of operation. During its early years, and until

1924, water was pumped directly from the river into the distribution

mains, the only treatment provided being chlorination at the pumps.
However, a modern treatment plant was built in 1924 and this

has been enlarged and improved as conditions demanded. At the pres-

ent time the water, which is unusually soft in comparison with other

California municipal water supplies, is coagulated, settled, filtered,

and chlorinated, before being pumped into the distribution system.

The water produced is of a high standard as to taste, odor, clarity, and
purity. The pumping and treatment plants are located just north of

the city limits on Jibboom Street. The demand on the plant in 1948

averaged about 31 million gallons per day, or about 237 gallons per

day per capita, one of the largest in the United States. The maximum
use during summer months is almost twice the average. The plant

is capable of supplying a considerable increase in demand.
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GEOLOGY OF THE FARALLON ISLANDS
I?v G. Dallas Ha.nna*

A part of the City and County of San Francisco known in detail

to few people is a group of small scattered islands approximately 30

miles off shore. They are seven in number, comprising South Farallon,

the largest, and a few nearby rocks; Middle Farallon, about 2| miles

northwest of South Farallon ; and North Farallon, a group of five rocks

about 5 miles farther northwest. Beyond North Farallon are Noon-
day rock, almost awash, and Cordell Bank, which is submerged under
20 fathoms of water. All of these form what is sometimes called the

Farallon ridge, which extends parallel to the coast line from the

vicinity of the Golden Gate to that of Point Reyes. The high points

of the islands are visible from San Francisco in clear weather ; and
San Francisco, from them, shows up at night as a magnificent, multi-

colored glow of light in the eastern sky.

Although the islands are now rarely considered in the economy
of the city or state, they loom large historically. If land values be

based upon the production of materials useful to man, as they some-

times are, it is doubtful if any part of the city of equal area can match
these islands. During the early part of the last century fur seals

and sea otters were taken on and about the Farallons in numbers
which now seem incredible. Both species were hunted to virtual

extinction. When tens of thousands of emigrants entered San Fran-
sicso Bay after news of the discovery of gold had spread over the

world, there was very great need for food of many kinds, and it was
necessary to resort to numerous unusual expedients. Some enterprising

individuals (now unknown) hit upon the idea of furnishing fresh eggs

to the thriving city of San Francisco by collecting tliose of sea birds

on the P^arallons. It is recorded that in 1853 one boat in 2 days gathered

120.000 eggs, which were sold for one dollar per dozen. Considerable

rivalry developed between different groups and an amusing "egg"
war was once fought. Prior to 18.56, when the Farallon Egg Company
was formed to unite the various interests engaged in the work, between

three and four million eggs had been taken. For a long time the yearly

crop was as much as 25,000 dozen, and as late as 1873 it was 15,000

dozen. Some San Francisco residents still remember the beautifully

spotted and colored eggs in the markets. The industry continued until

1903, when further collecting was prohibited ; and in 1909 the islands

were made a bird reserve under the jurisdiction of the Light House
Service, now the U. S. Coast Guard.

South Farallon has an additional value which cannot be esti-

mated in dollars. On it is located a celebrated light which guides ships

• Curator, Department of Paleontology, California Academy of Sciencea.

and aircraft to San Francisco Bay. This light evidently was estab-

lished between 1852 and 1855, because in the latter year Lieutenant

W. P. Trowbridge published a report describing the island in con-

siderable detail and an excellent map showing the topography, and
also three views showing the light. A fog signal was established in

1858 by mounting a locomotive whi.stle over a hole at the upper end
of one of the sea caves or covered surge channels. It was later

destroyed by a storm, but the bricked-up aperture still remains. In

late years, first radio beacon signals and then radar have been added
to safeguard navigation.

At one time a weather station was built near the center of the

island. Some of the wreckage of the building is still scattered over the

rocks. The cement walks and steps and the brick foundations should

persist for many more years.

Accounts vary as to who first saw the Farallons. Some say it was
Cabrillo in 1542, but there' is no definite evidence that this is the case.

Flc. 1. Vertical view of South Farallon T.^land. July 104.'i. The .system

of surge channels shi)\vs up well on this photograph. Photo courtesy V. S.

Const OiKinl.

(301)
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Fig. 2. DniwiiiK iif South Farallon Island as it was in 1855. From Trowbridge,
v. S. Coast Survey, 18.^5 Rept.

It has even been stated that the name was given in honor of the pilot

Bartolome Perrello ; but his name, according to Wap:ner, was, cor-

rectly spelled Ferrer. The evidence indicates that the islands were

not only seen but visited by Sir Francis Drake after he had recon-

ditioned his ship at the bay which now bears his name. On July 23,

1578, the Golden Ilinde sailed from Drake's Bay and within 24 hours

stopped at what was named "Islands of Saint James having on them

plentiful and great store of seals and birds"; and from one of them

took "such provision as might competently serve our turne for

awhile."

There are other ways by which the islands were supposed to have

been named, but it seems obvious that the "farallon" which means
in Spanish a sharply pointed rock in the sea, should have been applied

to them. In 1603 Vizcaino mentioned Isle Hendida which is believed

to refer to South Farallon.

By the time Vancouver explored the northwest coast the islands

had become known as Farallones de los Frayles (Friars), presumably

to distinguish them from other farallons elsewhere.

Much has been written upon the natural history of the islands,

especially South Farallon. The birds are very well known, as might

be expected since this is stated to be the most populous rookery on the

coast of California. Only one land bird, the rock wren, is resident ; but

many others make brief landings, especially during migrations.

There are no native mammals. The European rabbit was intro-

duced by some misguided individual and has become a curse. Much
effort has been expended in attempts at extermination, but all with-

out effect. The animals live in burrows and, being largely nocturnal,

they are difficult to hunt. By some queer but fortunate circumstance

they have not become established on the mainland. Just when they

were introduced on the islands has not been determined, but they were
exceedingly abundant in 1892.

There are no snakes and no lizards, but a species of small spotted

salamander is common.

The islands are essentially barren. There are few plant species, no
shrubs, and no native trees ; however, two cypresses were planted

many years ago, and a large number of small trees of several species

were set out during the spring of 1949. The native plant which is

most in evidence is the succulent Baeria maritima, or "Farallon

weed." It has a small yellow flower and is used extensively by gulls

and cormorants in nest building. Many introduced plant species are

found about the buildings—even thistles.

Although the natural history of the surface of the south island

is fairly well known, the waters thereabout have scarcely been ex-
j

plored. And, strangely, the geology is even more obscure. So far as
!

the records examined have disclosed, no geologist had ever visited

the islands prior to 1949. Trowbridge's observation in 1855 that the

south island is granite has been repeated over and over. J. W. Blank-

enship, a botanist, made a few additional remarks on the geology, but

otherwise the story has not been told.

Through the courtesy of Commander H. F. Stolfi of the LT. S.

Coast Guard, Mr. Allyn G. Smith and the author had the rare privilege

of spending a week, May 6-13, 1949, on South Farallon. This gave an
i

opportunity for unhurried examination of most of the accessible parts
'<

of the island, which is definitely granitic throughout. The rock is

deeply weathered and brown on the surface, but fresh material is i

light gray. Crystals of quartz, feldspar, mica, and hornblende are
|

commonly as much as half an inch across, and on weathered surfaces
'

quartz stands out in bold relief. The main rock mass contains very

few accessory minerals. Some small masses of pyrite were seen in

hand specimens. One '

' inclusion
'

' of finer-grained material was found.

There are no dikes or seams of pegmatite or other material so common
in such rocks.

^

Secondary minerals are scarce, and those present were largely

derived from guano. There are some seams in the granite which con-

tain a material at first thought to be gouge; but a sample brought

back to the mainland and analyzed was found to be a phosphate. In

other parts of the world some phosphate minerals have been found

associated with guano, and it is reasonable to expect a similar asso-

ciation on the Farallons.

Fractures and joint planes extend in all directions in the granite,

but from the general northwest and southeast trends of the surge

channels worn by the sea, it is obvious that zones of major weakness

extend in these directions. A little west of the center of the island,
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Fid. .i. South Farallon Island; Sea Lion or Saddle Rock on the left. This
shows the nature of the largest of the marine terraces.

Fio. 4. Aperture of a sea cave which was converted to a fog signal in 1858.

Fio. r>. Txwking northwest along a typical surge channel. Fn;. tJ. An ancient surge channel, elevation a little over .'0 fet-t.
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Fid. 7. Aerial photOKnipli of Smith Farnllini Islanil ; Marin County shore line in the distanir ; June ]il4!). Sea I.ion or Sachlle Roc-li is in the foroffround.

Photo courtesy V. 8. Coast Guard.

i
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Fio. 8. Aerial photograph of South Farnllon Ishind ; Middle Farallon iu the distance ; June 1049. Photo eoitrteay V. S. Const Guard.

80—40839
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I'l';. II. Elcvati'il sea caves, on 1'

-
-i^V

uling. Fi(i. 10. Sea Lion or Saddle Uock.

Vlu. 11. Aicli Itock, a portion of an elevated sea enve.

^^

tiU\i"r'^---^H^
.;i'=T^ .^«

cave at base of eliff.
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^\-*> .^
Fill. i:'.. N..rtli iMMilin;; ; Sii^-:irl(iaf I{.>c-k dii tlir right. I-'io. 14. KNC(>s.xiv('l,v wo.Tthoi'i'il .siirf:i(i'. Wi.Nt tiul.

1
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surge channels, which meet at liifrh tide from opposite sides, divide

South FaraHon into an eastern and a western end. The gorge is called

"Jordan River"; it is spanned by a bridpe, now in dangerous condi-

tion. On the west wall of tlie channel, a little below high tide line,

there is a slight seepage of water. Below the point of exit and almo.st

constantly wet with salt spray, there is an area of light cream-colored

secondary deposit. There are similar occurrences elsewhere on the

island below higli tide line. A few small patches of sand are found at

the heads of surge channels, but no sand beaches worthy of the name

;

the material is mostly ground-up shells of various kinds.

Sea terraces are very conspicuous ; buildings of the Coast Guard
are located on one, and another obvious one is at the west end of the

island. These terraces are about 50 feet above sea level, and are marked
where they .join the higher portions by numerous old sea caves and

surge channels. Some of the eaves extend under the high point (eleva-

tion 340 feet) upon which the light house is located.

On the north shore of the west end of the island (Indian Head),

and just across a low divide from "Shell Beach", there is a huge sea

cave extending eastward under a steep cliff. To the south there is a

smaller one extending nearly at right angles. The latter is not very

large and has, just inside the entrance, a tide pool as brilliantly colored

with marine life as one might expect in the tropies. Farther inside,

the floor of the cave can be reached, but not without some danger

if a heavy sea is running. The place was visited twice, and both times

the floor was wet with salt spray. At high tide with a heavy surf the

floor must be well flooded. A little water drips slowly from the roof

but leaves no deposit there. On the wet floor snuiU, flower-like stalag-

mites about 2 inches in diameter and 2 inches high have formed. These

have beautiful, wavy, scall()i)ed cups on the outside and in the center

of the cone there is a slight crater-like depression. They are minervite,

a phosphate not heretofore recorded from California.

Guano deposits cover extensive areas on South Farallon, but if

they have been exploited, no reference to the fact has been found in

the brief search of the records that was made. The principal accumu-

lation is on the terrace at the west end of the island ; it is probably a

foot deep, but may be more in some places. Marine shells are found

on the guano, scattered over the surface, and even up to the high points

of the hills. Many of these are from deep water, that is 25 to 50

fathoms. Some were so recently deposited that opercula were still

present in the shells. A possible explanation of this strange phenome-

non is that the shells were eaten by small fishes, wliich in turn were

captured by cormorants as food for their young. These birds are

bountiful providers, and often bring in more food than the young

can eat. The fishes accumulate about the nests and decompose, leaving

bones and any hard objects they might have swallowed.

Other erratics, too, are scattered far and wide on the island, from
the highest points to water line. These are pebbles of jasper, in all

respects similar to those found on any beach or in any stream in Cali-

fornia where the adjacent rocks are the so-called Franciscan chert.

These pebbles are well rounded, and range in size from half an inch

to 2 inches in diameter ; many of them are slightly polished. There

is no definite explanation for their occurrence, but three possibilities

may be suggested.

The pebbles may have been transported to the island for use in

construction projects. There can be no doubt that materials for con-

crete structures liave been landed in this manner, because there is an

abundance of such gravel about the habitations. Much of it is not chert

but has the appearance of such a mixture as might have been secured

at, for instance, Coyote Creek in Santa Clara Valley—although there

are many other places in the vicinity of the bay where it might have

been obtained. However, this method of transport would not account

for the presence of the pebbles on the west end of the island where,

so far as the records show, there has been no habitation. Tluit the egg
collectors covered every accessible foot of South Farallon there can

be no doubt, and this is attestedto by the presence of sawed bones of

meat animals, the bones being the thickness usual in preparation of

steaks; but these hardy workers would not have been disposed, it

would seem, to scatter pebbles over their trails. These bones, along

with other refuse of the sea, may possibly have been carried ashore

by the birds, but this would not be a plausible explanation for the

presence of the pebbles.

It is also possible that Franciscan chert or a conglomerate made
up of debris from this formation may be close at hand, but is now sub-

merged. If this be true, however, there is no definite proof. Blanken-

ship stated that the outlying rock called Sugarloaf is composed of

conglomerate. In May of 1949, Sugarloaf was almost inaccessible, and
exploration was limited to an examination with a 6X field glass from
fairly close range. From this observation the rock appeared to be

granitic, differing in no way from the main part of the island.

A third ))ossibility is that the pebbles were swallowed by nuirine

mammals—fur seals and sea lions—as is their habit, and then dis-

gorged when they came on land. When South Farallon was occupied

by more than 200,000 of these animals, they nuist have ranged over

most of the area. The fur seals especially are excellent rock climbers

and land travelers—on Alaskan islaiuls early drives as far as 12 miles .J

were conunonplace. This may .seem to be a far-fetched theory, but it is
'"

within the realm of i)ossibility. At any rate, the presence of these

foreign pebbles emphasizes the great need for additional geological

studies, especially s\il)nuuinc investigations, off San Francisco's front

door.
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There is no hint in any literature as to the nature of the roeks of

Middle and North Farallou. Nor is anything known of the bottom at

the "Potato Patch" just off the entrance to the Golden Gate and

between tlie various Farallons, except the depth.

A few years ago, the California Division of Fish and Game, with

the vessel .V. B. Scofield, Captain Weseth, Commanding, did some
exploring for marine life on Cordell Bank, 30 miles west of Point

Reyes. At that time a small fragment of weathered, coarse-grained

"granite" very similar to that of South Farallon was broken off bottom

and brought up by a dredge; however, it has not yet been studied in

detail by a petrographer.
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KiG. 19. Looking north toward Point Reyes iicross South Faxiillon Island and its summit liKhthonse. The Golden (late is toward
the extreme right skyline. J*boto hy V. K. Coant Guard.



UNUSUAL MINERALS OF THE BAY AREA
By Richard A. Cmppen. Jr. •

For tlu" nature lovor who chooses mineral collecting as a hobby,

there are always two important questions: where to go, and what to

seek. It is the hope of the author that some aid in answering these

questions, as they apply to the bay region, will be given in the follow-

ing pages.

To find occurrences of some of the rare species in the field may
require search over quite an area. In this search, some knowledge of

geology, and the recognition of such generalized rock types as igneous,

sedimentary, or metamorphic will aid the collector, as some minerals

are found only in certain rocks. Geologic and topographic maps are

available for much of the bay area ; these may be of assistance in the

search for outcrops of certain rock types. The geologic maps accom-

panying this guidebook have been generalized from such maps, but

the necessary omission of many small rock bodies, because of the

small scale, restricts their usefulness to the collector.

The ordinary minerals common to most areas are not listed in

this paper ; only those that are of special interest are included. Some
were found many years ago, in mines now long abandoned ; others are

of rare or single occurrence, such as the manganese minerals of the

Alum Rock Park boulder ; still others are so unusual for the area in

which they are reported to occur that they need verification.

The lists of mineral occurrences in each county were compiled

largely from Minerals of California, Division of INIines Bulletin 1.36.

A few species discovered since publication of Bulletin 136 are also

included.

Alameda County. Numerous iris agate nodules have been col-

lected from certain volcanic rock outcrops in the Berkeley Hills. The
development of chalcedony in exceedingly thin concentric layers,

which produces the rainbow colors in thinly sliced iris agate, is a rare

phenomenon.

Gold has been found in some of the thin quartz veins in the north

Berkeley Hills. Two specimens showing small gold masses, found near

Summit Reservoir, may be seen in a jeweler's store near Shattuck and
Vine Streets, Berkeley.

A small amount of cinnabar has been found in the silica-carbonate

rock pinnacle at the end of Poppy Lane in Berkeley.

Glaucophane is common in the Franciscan rocks of California,

but is a rare mineral elsewhere in the world. Blue glaucophane schist

outcrops at several places in Berkeley north of the campus of the

University of California, and also in the southern part of Alameda
County.

A number of hydrous sulfate minerals—alunogen, boothite, ehal-

eanthite, copiapite, epsomite, melanterite, and pisanite—have been

reported from workings of the old IjCona and Alma pyrite mines in

east Oakland. The location, once called the Laundry Farm, is on

Mountain Boulevard north of Mills College. Some of the.se minerals

have been collected recently in the old tunnels. Once the mines pro-

duced pyrite from massive bodies for tiie manufacture of sulfuric

acid. Some ehalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, native copper, gold, and silver

occurred with the pyrite. From 1925-29 more than .300,000 pounds of

copper were produced, but the gold, which assayed about $2.00 to

$2.50 per ton, could not profitably be extracted. The rust-stained but

light-colored rock in the open cuts is volcanic and is called the Leona

rhyolite. Similar rock, the Northbrae rhyolite, outcrops in Berkeley

in Cragmont Park and Indian Rock Park.

Manganese minerals, chromite, and magnesite can be eolleeted at

several old mines in the mountainous country south of Livermore.

In this region of Franciscan rocks one may find crystals of quartz

which appear almost cubic, with chamfered corners. This odd habit

seems characteristic of the quartz crystals that develop in open vugs

of quartz veinlets in sandstones and basalt of the Franciscan forma-

tion, and has been encountered in several different regions of Fran-

ciscan outcrops. It results from over-development of alternate terminal

faces nearly at right angles to one another, and the lack of pri.sm

faces. The reason for such crystal growth is not known.

Alumeda County winerah,

16. Copper
17. Enstatite

( bronzite)

18. Epsomite
19. Galena

1. Ac'tinolite

2. Agate (iris)

3. Alunogen
4. Analcime
.5. Anauxite
6. Aragonite
7. Barite
8. Bementite
9. Boothite

10. Calcite

11. Chalcanthite
12. Chalcopyrite
l.S. Chromite
14. Cinnabar
15. Copiapite

20. Glaucophane
21. Gold
22. Halotrichite
2'}. H.vdromagnesite
24. Inesite

2.1. KJimmererite
26. Krohnkite
27. I>a\vsonite

28. Magnesite
29. Melanterite

30. Xatrolite
31. Pisanite

32. Psilomelane
33. Pyrite
34. Pyrolusite
35. Pyrophyllite
36. Khodochrosite
37. Rhodonite
38. Stibnite

39. Talc
40. Vivianite
41. WoUastonite
42. Zaratitc
43. Zircon

• Supervising Geological Draftsman. California State Division of Mines.

Contra Costa County. Metacinnabar, the black mercuric oxide,

makes one of its rare appearances as the ore of mercury at the Mount
Diablo mine on the northeast flank of Mount Diablo. Specimens of

the bx-illiant black mineral may be found as stringers or as drusy

crystals lining pockets in the broken rock of the open cuts. Stibnite,

marcasite, and some cinnabar are also found here.

(311)
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radite, was named for Kiurade, who found it at Lands End about a

mile nortlieast of tlie Cliff House. This varicolored sphernlitic jasper

is similar to that from the Morgan Ilill rejrion in Santa Clara County.

Jaspers of this kind were probably derived from Franciscan chert by

metamorphic recrystallization.
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Solano County. About 4 miles north of Fairfield and IJ miles

west of Highway 40 is the Toleiias Springs region, reached by trail

up Soda Springs Creek. Extensive deposits of calcite and aragonite

have been precipitated as banded travertine from the spring water, a

process which is still going on. The travertine or onyx marble is

mostly light colored, but brown banding in some of it produces at-

tractive stone for cutting into small decorative objects. Analysis of

the spring waters made in 1888 showed a preponderance of .sodium

chloride, sodium carbonate, calcium carbonate, and magnesium car-

bonate, and minor amounts of boron, potassium, and iodine compounds.

SoJano County niincrtilti.

1. Argonite 3. Ciimiibar .5. Metiieinnnli:ir

2. Chromite 4. Epsomite

Sonoma Counfii. The Geysei's in northern Sonoma County is a

spectacular region of fumaroles and hot springs. It is also noted for

the numerous and unusual sulfate minerals—alunite, alunogen,

boussingaultite, epsomite, halotrichite, mascagnite, melanterite,

tschermigite, and voltaite—produced by the emanations.

One of the numerous localities for minerals of the Franciscan

mctamorphics is 2 miles north of Valley Ford on tiie headwaters of

Ebabias Creek. Outcrops here have produced some remarkable speci-

mens of glaueophane, notably the bundles of the blue amphibole found

on walls of a single large vug by M. Vonsen. Glaueophane is also found

as blue stellate rosettes in a light-colored matrix of granular clin-

ozoisite. Veins of massive and crystalline lawsonite cut the schist in

places, but the mineral is quite different in form and color from the

Tiburon variety. The better crystallized material is in a vein made up

of slender prismatic orthorhombic crystals coalesced into slightly

divergent groups, and intergrown haphazardly. They are pale green-

ish-gray, subvitreous, but with bright pearly luster on the excellent

cleavage. Small crystals of yellow sphene and red rutile are found

in the glaueophane here.

Aegirite and riebeckite in small brilliant black crystals line some

of the narrow cavities in the rhyolite of the Valley of the Moon stone

quarry northeast of Glen Ellen.

Tremolite is plentiful in metamorphic rocks of The Geysers region.

^OT^TES TO TRAVEI



HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF PARTICULAR GEOLOGIC INTEREST
By Oliver K. Bowkn, Jr. *

SAN FRANCISCO NORTH TO GUALALA VIA STATE HIGHWAY 1

State IIin;h\vays 1 and 101 coincide from the southern traffic dis-

tributory of the Golden Gate Bridge to the junction point of the Mill

Valley Road. The bridge approach by Highway 1 is along Park Pre-

sidio Boulevard; by 101 it is via Van Ness Avenue, Lombard Street,

Richardson Avenue, Marina Boulevard, and the Presidio viaduct.

Few places in the United States are as replete with both his-

torical background and geological features as the Golden Gate and
vicinity. On both sides of the strait, numerous military installations

form one of the principal bastions of the western sea frontier. As far

back as 1776 the military value of Fort Point was recognized by Anza,

who marked it for a fort site. The Spanish fort, Castille de San Joa-

quin, built in 1776 under the direction of Jose Moraga, was taken over

by Bear Flag insurgents under John C. Fremont in 1846. Fort Win-
field Scott was built in 1854, partly from ruins of the older Spanish

fort. The present military reservation embracing several square miles

includes Fort Winfield Scott and the Presidio grounds ; the latter

include part of the grounds of the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition of 1915. Across the Golden Gate from Fort Winfield Scott

are Forts Barry, Baker, and Cronkhite.

If one approaches the Golden Gate Bridge on a foggy day he can

easily understand why the bay entrance went undiscovered for so

long a period after the initial occupation of California; the entrance

is particularly difficult to distinguish when viewed from a few miles

at sea. The first ship to enter San Francisco Bay was Juan de Ayala's

San Carlos. The event took place in 1775, six years after Portola's

scout, Ortega, had discovered the entrance during a land expedition.

The geologic history and features of the Golden Gate as well as

the human history just touched upon are varied and complex. The
mouth of San Francisco Bay is a drowned river canyon eroded by
the ancestral Sacramento River. It is not a fault feature and it is

not the result of volcanism—two widely circulated popular concepts.

Both bay and .strait owe their existence to either a subsidence of the

land or else a rise in sea level which first took place in mid-Pleistocene

time, perhaps lA million years ago. The geologic history of the Golden

Gate vicinity has been one of alternate sinking and uplift over sev-

eral geologic epochs. This rise and fall has, of course, been complicated

by warping of the land surface into folds and by large-scale faulting.

In terms of geologic time San Francisco Bay is a short-lived feature

' Associate Mining: Geologist, California State Division of Mines.

because of the large amounts of detritus dumped into it by the various

river and stream systems that it drains.

Bedrock on both the San Francisco and Marin County sides of

the Golden Gate is complex and tricky from an engineering viewpoint.

For example, the south pier, which supports the bridge, is based in

serpentine, a rock of low strength. Careful geological and engineering

research involving the structure of the serpentine mass and the form
of the submarine land surface had to be done before it was deemed
safe to build the bridge at its present site. At the northern end of the

bridge the rocks are somewhat contorted basalt, chert, and sandstone,

together with smaller amounts of shale and other sedimentary rocks.

Each change in lithology and bedrock structure had to be taken into

account in designing the bridge.

After crossing the Golden Gate, the route lies through lofty road

cuts exposing various rocks of the Franciscan formation. At the east

side of the bridge ramp are conspicuous outcroppings of red chert

interbedded with thin bands of red clay shale. These red cherts are

typical of the Jurassic Franciscan formation in the bay area. Most of

the chert carries miscroseopic fossils called radiolaria.

Just before the highway tunnel is reached, road cuts expose dark-

gray, coarse sandstone interbedded with some black shale and both

red and greenish-white chert. A prominent reef of light-colored chert

underlain by basalt protrudes from the soil cover on the west side of

the highway three-tenths of a mile south of the tunnel. Black basaltic

intrusions disrupt the continuity of the beds in several places. The
aforementioned rock association of sandstone, shale, chert, and basalt

is common in the Franciscan formation of both San Francisco and
Marin Counties.

Immediately north of the tunnel the road for several hundred
yards passes through excellently developed blackish-green pillow

basalt which is crisscrossed by ealcite veinlets. Pillow structure, which

is merely the tendency of volcanic rocks to break along ellipsoidal

joints to give a pillow-like surface, is commonly developed when
molten lava flows out upon the floor of a sea or lake. The pillow

basalts of Marin County are supposedly submarine flows which be-

came interbedded with marine sediments and now are part of the

Franciscan formation. Not all basalt in the Franciscan is pillowed

and most was probably intruded into the sediments in the form of

dikes and sills rather than deposited with sediments in the form of

flows

Six and three-tenths miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge toll

station. Highway 1 leaves Route 101 and goes westward toward Mill

(315)
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Fig. 1. Kiirth movements in California caused hy deformative forces in the

earth's crust, particularly those expressed hy the San Andreas and related faults,

have heen measured hy precise surveys made at <liffere»t intervals of time since

the earthquake of liMKJ. The nature of these movements is determined by means of

primary aud secotuiary networks of triauKulation stations strategically arranged
along the coast of (California from the latitiule of Fort Ross to the Mexican border.

In southern Culiforuia the networks are also extended to cover the San Andreas
fault zone as it traverses the Mojave Desert, San Bernardino Mountains, and
Imperial Valley. Figure 1 is a photograph of a plastic relief model which shows the

position of the triangulation net in the San Francisco Bay area. The geometrical
pattern of straight lines represents the lines of sight used in establishing the rela-

tive changes of position between various points in the bay area and the points of

intersection of tlie lines represent the location of nmjor triangulation stations. The
irregular heavy-line pattern is the main highway system. Surveys made in 1947 by

the r. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey give positive evidence of a slow, continuous
movement of the coastal area west of the San Andreas fault, relative to the area
east of the fault. This outer coastal area is now moving northwest at an annual rate

of five centimeters per year and has been displaced a total of three meters since

18S0, the date of the first precise snr\-eys. Photo by V. >«'. Voost and Geodetic ^ur-
veil ; delnils regnrding earth movement from "Horizontal Earth Movements, ^'icinity

of Nffrt Francisco. California " by C. A. ll'Aittca, Trans. .Am. (feophysical Union,
vol. ^0, no. 3. June I9'iH. and "Horizontal Earth Movement in California," by C. A.
^yhitten, Jour. Coast and Geodetic Survey. .April I9'i9.

Valley. The tiiriioflf is via Richardson's Slough Bridge. Before drop-

ping down to the beach resorts bordering the ocean and Bolinas Bay,
a paved road branches off to the northwest which leads to Muir Woods
National Monument and Mount Tamalpais State Park. The junction

point of this road with Highway 1 is 3.7 miles from the Highway
101 junction point. Muir Woods is a 395-acre reserve of Coast red-

woods given to the federal government in 1908 for a national monu-
ment by William E. Kent. Some of the trees reach 300 feet in height

and 18 feet in diameter. The largest tree is estimated to be 4000 j-ears

old. Mount Tamalpais State Park embraces 725 acres of partly wooded
hill land of which the 2604-foot West Peak of Mount Tamalpais is

the highest point. The mountain is a prominent landmark from many
points near San Francisco Bay. On a clear day one can see the Faral-

lon Islands to the west. Mount St. Helena to the northeast, ]\Iount

Diablo and the Sierra Nevada to the east, and Mount Hamilton to

the southeast. The old Mill Valley and Mount Tamalpais Scenic Rail-

road, built in 1896 to serve tourists, has been superseded by a motor
road which extends to within a quarter of a mile of the summit. The
old railroad bed is still visible.

From the Muir Woods road, Highway 1 winds down a canyon to

the floor of Frank Valley through Franciscan sandstone terrain. Near
the last turn after the road goes up Frank Valley, a side road turns

off to Muir Beach, a public park. Travelling up Frank Valley to the

bridge, an extensive series of prominent reef-outcrops of chert may be

seen to the east of the highway. Unlike the thin-bedded red chert of

Marin peninsula, this grayish-green chert is massive and erosion-resist-

ant. It is almost white on weathered surfaces. After crossing Frank
Valley, Highway 1 winds up a ridge through more Franciscan rocks

containing lenses of light-gray limestone. Limestone is comparatively

rare in the Franciscan of Marin County and this is one of the few
areas in which it outcrops close to a main road. Between Muir and
Stinson Beaches the route lies along an exceedingly rugged coast line

having a very narrow rocky beach. The road stays several hundred
feet above the ocean and on clear days affords fine views of the coast

line above and below San Francisco. Numerous landslide forms may
be seen along the steep coastal slopes. Four and one-half miles north-

west of the Muir Beach junction serpentine is exposed in a road cut.

A short distance down the slope is a small lens of black Franciscan

limestone which weathers to a white color.

Eight-tenths of a mile farther north, an old (luarry has been

driven in red chert similar to the rock found north of the Golden
Gate Bridge. Interbedded with the chert are thin partings of black

manganese oxide ore. The black material was originally deposited as

the manganese carbonate mineral rhodoehrosite. Near-surface oxida-

tion has changed the light-colored carbonate to the black oxide.

Fine views of Bolinas Bay with its well-developed bay-mouth

bar may be had from the quarry vicinity. Bay-mouth bars are built

up from sand scoured from the beach floor by the waves. Sedimentation

by streams and waves will eventually fill Bolinas lagoon to form a

marsh and finally a local coastal plain, unless further faulting on the

San Andreas rift disrupts the cycle. Bolinas Bay lies directly above

the San Andreas fault zone, Bolinas and Tomales Valleys being of

typical rift type. The San Andreas fault is not a single break in the

%
;

III ILJ J 1J. IL1IJ.1X

Fig. 2. View northwest across part of Marina district and the Old Palace
of Fine Arts, showing Golden Gate Bridge (1948). Photo courtesy San Francisco
Chronicle.
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KiG. ;{. I'illnw hiisMit in tilt' Frniic'iscan formation exposed aloiiK the Arroyo

San Antonio, Marin County. I.ava ot similar appearance is well exposed in road

cuts 1.1 miles north of the north end of (iolden (late Bridge. Pillow-shaped joints

probahly were caused by contact of molten lava with water. Photo by Olaf I'.

Jenkins.

earth's crust but rather is a series of roughly parallel fractures, the

ends of which may be braided or else arranged en echelon.

Stinson Beach is located on Bolinas Lagoon near the junction of

the sand bar witli the mainland. It is a resort town atfordiiip; boating,

water sports, clam difrging, and kindred recreational activities. Across

the bay from Stinson Beach is the town of Bolinas situated well above

the ocean and commanding a tine view of the San Francisco peninsula.

The Bolinas vicinity is interesting to geologists and paleontologists

because of the fine exposure of the Pliocene Merced formation. Shales

exposed in the sea cliffs of Bolinas Beach contain numerous tiny

fossils called foraminifera. Most foraminifera or "bugs," as oil men
call them, can be seen only with the aid of a microscope; but many
in the Merced formation are the size of a pin head, or slightly larger,

and may be seen with the naked eye or hand lens. Bolinas had its

beginning as a settlement well before 18.")() when it was a sea-otter hunt-

ing center. Later the Bolinas-Tomales area became a vast lumbering

district and Bolinas was the site of a lumber-shipping wharf and

shipbuilding facilities. The timber was eventually exhausted and

Bolinas subsided to the picturesque resort it now is. Now one would

never guess that the Bolinas and Tomales Valleys were once heavily

timbered—hardly a stump of a timber tree is visible along Highway 1.

Bolinas town is reached via a side road which joins Highway 1 at the

head of Bolinas Lagoon.

Kid. f). Skinners Ranch. Oloma, Marin Comity, April 1900. The low scarp

in the middle jrronnd, part of the liTO-mile hreak prodnced ahnig the San Andreas
fault zone in VMH't. can he seen cutting the fence line and cow barn. I'hoto from
J. C. lirnnner collection, courtesy Stanford University.
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Between Stinson Beaeh and the Bolinas road junction, Highway 1

winds along the shores of Bolinas Lagoon. The roeks arc largely

Franciscan sandstone and intrusive basalt ; some coarse talus-breccia

remnants of Quaternary age may be seen lying on the Franciscan

bedrock.

A ([uarter of a mile north of the Bolinas road junction the high-

way rises onto a bench or low hill through a grove of eucalyptus trees.

Road cuts at the edge of the bench expose pebble conglomerate which

is probably a part of the Merced formation. This is the only exposure

of rocks other than those of the Franciscan formation between Bo-

linas Bay and Point Reyes Station.

One and two-tenths miles north of the Highway 1—Bolinas road

junction (in the mouth of an arroyo) a handful of frame buildings

are all that remain of the hamlet of Woodville, know in pioneer days

as Dogtown. One mile east of Woodville are a group of copper deposits

which were mined in the sixties and again in 1918. The Bolinas mine
is the largest of the workings, having a number of shafts and laterals

of various sorts leading from them. The ore minerals were principally

chalcopyrite and malachite. Ore specimens are still taken from the

old mines from time to time. Chetco Mining Company, a San Francisco

firm, produced 22,500 pounds of copper in 1918, presumably from the

Bolinas mine in the Woodville district.

Four and one-half miles south of Olema, a limestone quarry and
the ruins of several lime kilns are located in the gulch of Olema Creek.

The spot is one-eighth of a mile west of the highway and is not visible

from it. Both quarry and kilns are deeply shaded by alders, bay trees,

and Douglas firs, and one large Douglas fir has grown up through one

of the kilns. There has been a great deal of speculation as to whether

the kilns were built by Russians, Spanish, Mexicans, or Americans, but

the kilns are now known to be American and to date from the early

fifties. The complete .story of the kilns may be found in another chapter

of this book. The limestone in the quarry is pink to gray in color, fine-

grained, well-bedded, and in places, cherty. In most respects it is

similar to the limestone mined at Permanente, Santa Clara County,
for cement.

In numerous places along Highway 1 between Bolinas and
Tomales Bay evidences of faulting are present. Within a strip of land

a mile or more wide, landslides, sag ponds, side-hill ridges, steep-sided

aligned hills, and disrupted drainage systems may be seen on every

side. Some of these features are partly obscured by vegetation, but
many are plainly exposed. Rocks found along the road are apt to be

crushed and deeply weathered ; a few moderately undisturbed rock

cuts in serpentine, weathered basalt, shale, and sandstone, all Fran-
ciscan, are exposed between Bolinas Bay and Olema.

Olema is a small village in the heart of Marin County's dairyland.

The name most probably originated as a contraction of the Indian

word olemaloke, translated "Coyote Valley." Olema, like Bolinas,

is identified largely with early-day lumbering, although it was a part
of the old Mexican grant of Rancho Punta de los Reyes, dating from
1843. One of its most distinguished residents was Judge James McMil-
lan Shaffer, State Senator in the seventies and one-time Regent of the
University of California. Olema is the junction point of Highway 1

and the Sir Francis Drake Highway, the latter extending from Green-
brae on Highway 101 to Point Reyes.

One-tenth of a mile north of the Olema crossroads, an oiled coun-
try road turns off to Bear Valley Ranch. In the vicinity of the ranch
buildings a displacement of 21 feet was measured on the San Andreas
fault at the time of the San Francisco earthquake of 1906. Two of the

old monuments placed there to record possible later movements on
the fault may still be seen, one on either side of the road. North of
Bear Valley Ranch (the Bear Valley road connects with the Inverness
road) the trace of the 1906 movement may be seen on the hillside just

east of the road. The trace is clearly marked by slides, sunken areas,

and, in places, by a fairly well-defined trench. The side trip over the

Bear Valley Ranch road is one of the best places close to San Fran-
cisco where very recent faulting may be studied.

Continuing north from Olema, Highway 1 follows the eastern

edge of Tomales Bay. The Sir Francis Drake Highway coincides with
Highway 1 for 2 miles. It then turns northwestward to follow up the

western edge of Tomales Bay through the picturesque wooded country
surrounding Inverness.

Point Reyes Station, located 22 miles north of Olema, was for-

merly a butter- and produce-shipping point on the San Francisco
and Cazadero line of the now-abandoned Northern Pacific Railroad.

The first .shipment from the town was made in 1874 when the line

was known as the North Pacific Coast Railroad. Point Reyes Station

now marks the beginning of a series of dairying and recreational areas

arranged along the coast of Tomales Bay as far as Keyes Creek Can-
yon. It is built upon sands and gravels of the Pleistocene Montezuma
formation, but there are no good outcrops. The land surface is a partly

dissected marine terrace lifted above sea level in late Pleistocene or

Recent time.

North from Point Reyes Station, Highway 1 crosses low rolling

country devoted to dairy farming. To the east the rugged peak of

Black Mountain rises from the coastal plain. Black Mountain is an

intrusive mass of basalt and diabase included in the Franciscan for-

mation. At several points along the highway, road cuts expose buff

sands of the Montezuma formation. Franciscan .sandstones and green-

stones protrude through this thin Pleistocene alluvial cover in many
places. As one travels northward the Pleistocene rocks become patches

on the old surface worn in Franciscan rocks. At some places along the
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Fio. 6. The Sonoma County const line south of the mouth of the Russian
River, showinp numerous sea stuclts or newly eroded islets and tlie pnnninent
coastal terrace. Two stacks developed on the continental shelf at the time of a

former stand of the sea can be seen upon the ct»astal plain in the right background.

shores of Tomales Bay in this vicinity molluscs can be dug; from

Pleistocene terrace material.

A few miles north of Point Reyes Station the route veers west

to the edge of Tomales Bay and dips in and out of the gulches which

cut the coastal terrace at bay's edge. Numerous resorts and boating

centers are strewn along the bay, as well as fishing piers and oyster-

digging grounds. The oyster beds are commonly fenced in by long

rows of stakes. The beds were seeded with oysters imported from

Japan. The coastal plain is devoted to cattle and sheep grazing, and

some truck gardening in stream bottoms.

Thirteen and one-half miles north of Point Reyes Station, High-

way 1 leaves the Tomales coast and follows the estuarine mouth of

Keyes Creek. Tide water penetrates several miles up the creek bottom.

Walker and Keyes Creeks join at Walker Creek bridge and the main
channel follows Walker Creek from that point. As far as the town

of Tomales the route lies through mixed Franciscan rocks of no par-

ticular interest—the exposures are weathered sandstone and shale.

One-tenth of a mile southwest of the Tomales-Petaluma road junction

a fault zone of unknown magnitude crosses the road. Within the zone

sandstones and shales have been milled to fragmental material of

variable coarseness.

The town of Tomales located near the head of Keyes Creek hail

its beginning in a country store built in 1852. Tomales once was served

by a steamer, which landed near the mouth of Keyes Creek, and by

the now-liquidated North Pacific Railroad. The surrounding country-

side is devoted largely to grazing. The origin of the name Tomales

is in dispute ; there are those who claim it to be derived from the

Indian word tamal meaning bay, and others who favors the Spanish

dish tamale as the more probable source.

Beginning at Tomales, an oiled road turns west ; it connects High-

way 1 with the privately owned resort called Dillon Beach. Dillon

Beach, located 4 miles from Tomales on picturesque Tomales Bay is

delightfully situated among sand dunes opposite Point Tomales.

Cabins are available for public use and there is a small museum. The
spot was once thickly inhabited by Indians, as numerous shell mounds
will attest. There is also a fossil plant locality (pine cones) in the

vicinity. About 2J miles from Tomales the Dillon Beach road passes

outcrops of coarse conglomerate of the Pliocene Merced formation.

Dillon Beach also may be reached by surfaced road from Valley Ford.

Between Tomales town and Valley Ford the route lies across dry,

rolling country. The present land surface has been worn down from
more lofty hills of Franciscan bedrock. Hills and thin patches of un-

consolidated or poorly consolidated sands and gravels of Plio-Pleisto-

cene age have been deposited upon this old bedrock surface and in turn

have been largely removed by erosion.

Valley Ford, in the heart of the Marin-Sonoma dairyland, was
first settled sometime in the sixties and was so named because of a

well-known crossing of Estero Americano. The Estero Americano,

like Keyes Creek, is affected by tide waters for several miles xipstream.

The stream itself now carries far less water than formerly because its

tributaries have been diverted for irrigation, and because much of its

watershed has been removed by conversion of lands from a natural to

a cultivated state. A mile and three-tenths west of Valley Ford, just

east of the junction of Highway 1 and the Bodega road, small outcrops

of gabbro intrusive into the Franciscan formation may be seen in fields

south of the road. To the west of this locality Plio-Pleistocene sand-

stone may be .seen lying on a ridge with Jurassic Franciscan otitcrop-

ping in gulches low down on the ridge. The unconformity between

these two rock groups may be found by scouting the gulches south of

the road jutietion.

Between the Highway 1-Bodega road junction the route passes

down Cheney Creek Canyon through mixed Franci.scan rocks largely

sandstone, chert, and shale. The section of rocks exposed is much like

the one along Keyes Creek but the exposures are .somewhat better.

At the mouth of Cheney Creek, Highway 1 emerges onto the lovely

Sonoma County coast. To the northwest there is a fine view of Bodega
Head, an erosion-resistant remnant of quartz diorite, the last exposure

of basement rock of granitic type to be seen in place northward along

Highway 1 from San Francisco. A number of other isolated remnants

or stacks of bedrock may be seen offshore from Bodega Head. Numer-
ous stacks of at least two erosion periods are to be seen farther up the

Sonoma Coast. To the northeast of Bodega Head is a series of sand

dunes partly covered by vegetation. One branch of the San Andreas

fault passes beneath Bodega Bay close to the resort area ; another
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- 'ist just south nf the Kiissiuu Ki\er, showing two
generations of sea stacks. The farthest stack is an islet in the present sea ; the

nearer two were islets in a former stand of the sea when the present coastal plain

was below sea level. Photo by Olnf /*. Jenkins.

Fig. .S. Siuuous estuary near the tnouth of the Russian River. The meander-
ing course of the river across the present rugged terrain indicates that the river is

very old, that it was developed on a landscape much more subdued than the present
one, and that its erosive power remained strong enough to keep the course open
even through the rise of the Coast Ranges to their present height. Photo by Olaf P.
Jenkins.

branch passes close to the last of Bodega headland and Mussel Point.

There is no quartz diorite east of the San Andreas fault ; its presence

at Bodega Head is undoubtedly the result of an ancient uplift of a

seaward block along the ancestral San Andreas fault zone. The recent

movements on the San Andreas have been largely horizontal.

Bodega Bay, now a popular yacht harbor and resort area, is pro-

tected by a well-developed bay-mouth bar as well as by Bodega Head.
However, owing to its relatively small size and depth and to the strong
cross-winds which commonly blow, the bay is usable only by vessels of

very shallow draft. It was discovered in 1775 by Juan Francisco de la

Bodega y Cuadra, a Spaniard. Archibald Menzies' ship, a part of the

exploration party of the Englishman, Captain George Vancouver, vis-

ited the bay in 1793. Menzies is supposed to have named Bodega Rock
"Gibson Island." In 1809 Kuskoff, an agent of the Russian-American
Fur Company, established temporary settlements at Bodega and at

Kuskoff, 6 miles inland in Salmon River Valley, for the purposes of

fur-trading and supplying agricultural products to the Alaskan col-

onies. Kuskoff left, but returried in 1811 and established more per-

manent settlements. These had been abandoned as Russian outposts

by 1841. There is now no sign of Russian influence at Bodega Bay, and
Kuskoff is nothing but a few piles of rubble.

Two and one-half miles north of the resort area of Bodega Bay,
Highway 1 crosses Salmon Creek estuary at the Salmon Creek resorts.

Salmon Creek estuary has formed behind a strongly developed sand-

bar thrown up by opposing forces of ocean waves and river currents.

From the seaward side of this bar southwestward to Mussel Point is

broad Salmon Creek Beach. This is part of a series of public beaches

acquired by the State Division of Beaches and Parks in 19.34 and col-

lectively known as Bodega-Sonoma Coast State Park. This series of

beaches extends from Bodega Bay to the mouth of the Ru.ssian River.

Parking, camping, picnicking, and trailer space are provided at

many points along the 5-mile stretch of coast. The rugged sea-cliffed

coast line is very picturesque and the group of public beaches are

finding increased favor as vacation spots.

The Marin-Sonoma coast and the shoreline northward into Hum-
boldt and Del Norte Counties has long been the stamping ground of

sports and commercial fishermen. During fishing .seasons little else is

heard but fishing talk in the public places along Highway 1. The estu-

aries and larger streams afford fine salmon, shad, and steelhead fishing

in sea.son, and surf and rock fishing are engaged in throughout most
of the year. Crabs and surf fish are obtainable with small drop-nets at

various places along the coast. Oysters are harvested from beds in

Tomales and Bolinas lagoons, and cockles, piddoeks, and abalones are

taken at various places. Marine fish of many kinds are obtainable in

large numbers in and about Bodega Bay.
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North and east of Salmon Creek estuary, well-developed wave-cut

terraces at several different levels indicate the position of former

stands of the sea. There have been many fluctuations in sea level along

the northern California coast since Pliocene time. East of the narrow

terraced coastal shelf, rugged hills carved into Franciscan bedrock

rise abruptly to form the rugged backdrop that is characteristic of

most of the northern California coast.

Opposite Portuguese Beach, 2.2 miles north of Salmon Creek

estuary, Indian shell mounds or kitchen middens may be seen where

highway excavations have exposed them. These consist largely of

masses of seashell fragments, but Indian artifacts occasionally are

picked up.

North of the entrance to Shell Beach several isolated monoliths

stand above the coastal plain. These once were isolated islets or stacks

in a former stand of the sea. Numerous stacks protrude above the pres-

ent level of the sea which in 100 feet below the level of the coastal

terrace on which Highway 1 is built. Thus, two generations of similar

marine-eroded features exist almost side by side.

After traversing the narrow Bodega coastal plain Highway 1

winds down to the level of the Russian River ; the bridge crossing is at

the Bridge Haven store. The junction point of Highways 1 and r2 is

at the north end of the bridge. Highway 12 connects with Sebastopol

and Santa Rosa through the famous resort country of the Russian

River. The Russian River is a fisherman's paradise, yielding fine

catches of silver and king salmon, steelhead, shad, and striped bass in

season.

Roadeuts close to the junction of Highways 1 and 12 expose

coarse brown sandstone and grit of the Franciscan formation. The

rocks are unusually coarse for the Franciscan and somewhat resemble

some of the Cretaceous rocks north of Fort Ross. Resistant ridges of

Franciscan rocks trend at a slight angle to the present coast line so

that the shoreline diagonally truncates the ridges. Most of the streams

of the Sonoma Coast have been developed since the formation of the

ridges, but the Russian River is a notable exception. Its sinuous course

through the western part of the Coast Ranges cuts directly across the

structural and topographic trend. The rise of the folds and fault

blocks which outlined the present ridges is thought to have been slow

enough to allow the major Russian River to keep its ancestral course,

whereas stream systems having lesser eroding power were disrupted

by the structural adjustments of the earth's crust and new systems

adapted to the new conditions formed.

Jenner-by-the-Sea is situated on the Russian River estuary 1.4

miles from Bridge Haven. The name is derived from the Elijah K.

Jenner family which came to the vicinity from Vermont in the sixties.

It is the last of the resort spots on the Russian River, river and ocean

meeting 1 mile to the west of town.

Opposite Jenner is Penny Island, a broad, low sand bar in the

Russian River estuary. It is inhabited only by sea birds, but is

occasionally visited by boatmen and fishermen. The sand spit at the

mouth of the Russian River is equipped with a jetty that was designed

to keep the estuary open for shallow-draft coastal fishing vessels.

However, shoal water has developed outside the end of the jetty and
the estuary is no longer useful as a harbor for anything except small

craft. A movement is under way to lengthen the jetty and deepen the

channel so that the estuary can be used as a harbor for fishing fleets.

Half a mile west of Jenner is the cafe and store called Rivers

End. Its glass-enclosed dining room, located 75 or 100 feet above the

water, affords a fine view of the estuary and mouth of the Russian

River, as well as the rocky coast beyond.

Half a mile up the highway from Rivers End the highway has

been cut through massive, deep-blue glaucophane-garnet rock of un-

usual beauty. Glaucophane is a blue soda-anii^hibole mineral found

in only a few parts of the world; in the California Coast Ranges,

however, the mineral is common near intrusive serpentine contacts

in the Franciscan formation. At the crown of the ridge, above the

conspicuous roadside glaucophane exposures, is a rounded, barren,

rock outcrop made up in part of glaucophane but containing also

garnet and the grass-green soda-pyroxene, oniphacite. This mineral

association is rare and is thought to have formed by alteration of

very deep-seated rock originally consisting of garnet and pyroxene.

The eclogite, as garnet-omphacite rock is called, is thought to have

reached the surface from the inner crust along great thrust faults,

partial alteration to glaucophane having taken place at some time

during its rise. Selected specimens containing green pyroxene, red

garnet, and blue gjaucophane are very popular among rock collectors.

Glaucophane-bearing Franciscan rocks are also exposed south of the

Russian River in the hills opposite Penny Island. Nine-tenths of a

mile northward along the highway from the glaucophane locality

prominent chert and pillow basalt outcrops appear east of the road.

These also belong to the Franciscan formation.

A rugged, primitive area begins at Russian Gulch and extends

indefinitely northward. The narrow coastal plain disappears and the

mountainous ridges rise abruptly from the ocean floor. Highway 1

hugs the edges of the steep slopes and horseshoes in and out of the

gulches for a distance of 6 miles before coming out onto the coastal

terrace near Fort Ross. Canyons and highlands are covered with

mixed coniferous and broad-leafed forest consisting princii)ally of

redwoods, deciduous oaks, firs {Pseudot.suj/n taxifolia), bay trees,

madronas, buckeyes, myrtles, and California nutmegs. Sheep-grazing

and lumbering are the principal occupations along the northern

Sonoma County coast and the long, low, stake sheep-fences and their

meado'w-like enclosures are a characteristic part of the landscape
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from Fort Ross to Stewarts Point. The rocks making up the rugged

terrain between Russian Gulch and Fort Ross are weathered sand-

stone and shale of the Franciscan formation ; exposures are poor and
parking is difficult along the narrow, winding road. At the top of the

grade above Russian Gulch, limited parking space will allow the tourist

to take in the fine view southward down the rock-studded coast.

Five miles north of Ru.ssian Gulch and 3.6 miles south of Fort

Ross the first evidences of the proximity of tlie San Andreas fault may
be seen to the west of the iiighway. Between Bodega Head and this

point the trace of the fault has been submerged beneath the waters

of the Pacific Ocean. The fault feature first noticed in travelling north

is a pond-filled depression or sag [wnd perched almost at cliff-edge

a few hundred yards west of the highway. One-tenth of a mile farther

north the San Andreas fault zone is exposed in road cuts. Both Fran-

ciscan and Cretaceous rocks on either side of the main trace have

been crushed and sheared into one another, forming a blackish or

brownish nondescript material termed gouge by geologists. The dis-

turbed zone is several hundred feet wide. North from this point for

a distance of 4 or 5 miles the work done by the fault upon the land-

scape is readily discernible. Perhaps the most easily recognized fea-

tures are the discontinuous line of .sag ponds and their associated

jumble of earth mounds.

Eight-tenths of a mile northeast of Fort Ross there is a remark-

able group of fault features all found within a square mile or two.

In addition to the conspicuous sag ponds and mounds, stake sheep

fences have been offset 10 to 15 feet, trees have been knocked down,
and streams have had their courses completely disrupted. At one

spot a large redwood tree has been split in two, with each part still

standing on opposite sides of the partly filled fault crevice. In most
places, however, the crevices made by the 1906 slip have been com-

pletely filled and are covered with grass or brush. Although Fort Ross

is rapidly being restored and one would not now realize it, the .old

buildings were largely demolished in the earthquake of 1906. The
quaint Creek Orthodox Church chapel was one of the most badly

damaged.

To the geologist, one of the most striking results of San Andreas

faulting between Fort Ross and Point Arena is the sharp demarka-

tion between Cretaceous rocks of the Chico formation and Jurassic

rocks of the Franciscan ; to the east of the fault the rocks are entirely

Jurassic ; to the west they are Cretaceous or younger. Not only do the

rocks differ in age and character on opposite sides of the fault, but

folded structures have vastly different trends. To the east of the fault

the regional structure trends north-northwest at a small angle to the

coast line ; to the west many of the fold axes are almost at right angles

to the coast.

The site of Fort Ross was set aside as a state historical monument
in 1906 and the restored eommandante's house has been made into a
museum attended by a curator and staff. Other buildings as well as the

stockade and blockhouses are being reconstructed in accordance with
carefully preserved historical records.

Fort Ross was completed in 1812 under the direction of Ivan
Kuskoff (or Kuskov), an official of tiie Russian-American Fur (Com-

pany, and at one time consisted of an enclosed stockade, two block

houses equipped with cannon, and 59 miscellaneous buildings. It was
built to serve as a center for the sea-otter fur trade, as an agricultural

center for supply of the Alaskan colonies, and as a center of trade

with Spanish California. Russians and Spanish clashed over the very
lucrative sea-otter traflfic and the Spanish rather effectively closed

San Francisco Bay and environs to Russian-equipped Aleut hunters.

The Spanish were apprehensive of Russian territorial encroachment
and officially did everything possible to suppress trade with Fort Ross.

Owing to the rapidly diminishing sea-otter take, unsatisfactory

trade relations with Mexico (which by then had gained independence
from Spain), the advent of the Monroe doctrine, and political turmoil

at home, the Russians withdrew from California in 1841, .selling their

Fort Ross holdings to J. A. Sutter of gold-rush fame. Sutter moved
nearly everything to Sacramento Valley, including thousands of head
of livestock ; but because of business misfortunes during the gold-rush

period, he never made use of either the fort or the fine land holdings

adjacent to it. A very comprehensive account of the Russian occupa-

tion of California may be found in California Historical Society Bul-

letin, Special Publication No. 7, published in 1933 and obtainable at

most libraries.

North of Fort Ross a terraced coastal plain similar to the one

adjacent to the Bodega-Sonoma Coast parks widens out. In contra.st to

the sparsely vegetated watercourses that cross the Bodega plain, the

Fort Ross plain is crossed by numerous forested gullies along which
coniferous trees extend all the way to the cliff line. The entire coastal

plain was once heavily forested with redwood and fir timber, but log-

ging and farming have cleared it of its forest cover. Sheep pastures

are everywhere and the stake fences wander in all directions. There
are numerous coves sheltered by rocky headlands. Some of the beaches

are merely rocky platforms cut by the waves. Curious rock structures

outlined in hard strata are revealed at low tide, and the predominant
varietj- of seaweed, which grows in colonies on the rocky beaches, is

then exposed. These colonies commonly stand in miniature gr'^ves like

coconut palms on the skyline of .some far-off atoll.

Rocks exposed on the beaches and sea cliffs are coarse sandstones,

cobble and boulder conglomerates, and dark shales, largely of Upper
Cretaceous age. They are fossiliferous in some places along the Fort
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I'll;. '.I. ({.si(Hi-.i stnokade and hlnckhciiise at Fort Rosa, Sonoma County.

I'Virl Uiiss, dedicated by the Russians under Kuskoff in 1S12, finally passed into the

hands of J. A. Sutter in 1840s, and thenee into iililivion, after Sutter's empire

vanished in the Rolcl rush. Photo (IH'iO) by JiiU Young, courtesy Son Francisro

Chronicle.

Ross-Point Arena coast, but the fossil localities are not well known

and the fossils have not been adequately studied. Fossil sea shells

have been found in the roeks of Salt Point, Stillwater Cove, Havens

Neek (2 miles north of Gualala), Anchor Bay, and at a f,'ulch near

the sea clitT 1 mile north of (Jualaia. Ammonites were recently found

near Anchor Bay for the first time by members of the University of

California Paleontology Department.

Two and seven-tenths miles north of Fort Ross is a sawmill

equipped with an unusual overhead tramway for moving logs and

lumber. The rig consists of two lofty poles supported by guy wires,

a long steel cable suspended between, and slings attached to pulley

blocks. The loaded slings were towed along the cable between the pole

supports by means of the pulley blocks and smaller tow ropes or cables.

Although tiic rig is now obsolete, the lofty cableway is a landmark for

several miles along Highway 1.

Seven and a half miles north of Fort Ross, Highway 1 passes

through the Kruse Rhododendron Reserve, a state park devoted to

conservation of the prolifically flowering shrubs. The large azalea-like

plants, many of which grow 6 or 8 feet tall, are masses of color during

the late spring.

Fio. 10. Detail of one of the restored blockhouses at Fort Ross, showing
cannon ports and massive timber construction. Spires of the restored Greek Ortho-

dox t'luirch at 4'xtrerae right.

Beginning 8.6 miles up Highway 1 from Ocean Cove store or

14.9 miles north of Fort Ross, roadeuts for several miles afford a

close-up look at the coarse Cretaceous rocks of the Gualala group.

Cobble and boulder conglomerates are common, these being inter-

bedded with sandstone, shale, and grit. Debris in the conglomerates

and sandstones is predominantly granitic but pebbles and cobbles of

black chert, quartzite, and dense, dark-colored volcanic rocks are

present. Some large fragments of shale and sandstone are also present.

Boulders of granodiorite up to 2J feet in diameter are common in some

of the conglomerate strata, and in one place a sandstone boulder 10

feet in diameter is still in place in the matrix with which it was de-

posited. Just south of Stewarts Point and the Highway 1—Skaggs

Springs road junction. Cretaceous strata strike directly across the

road at right angles to the shore line. Resistant strata form bold head-

lands and deep coves have been worn into the less resistant rocks be-

tween. Thus the configuration of the shoreline is controlled directly by
the arrangement of the strata.

Stewarts Point is the junction place of Highway 1 and a very pic-

turesque woods-road across the northern Coast Ranges to Geyserville;

it connects with Skaggs Springs, Annapolis, and the Kashia Indian

Reservation, and with ranches and logging camps in the interior. The
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Kli;. 11. The Greek Orthodox Church at Fort Ross ns it

Appeared riKht after the earthquake of April 18, 1!K)(). Photo from
J. C. Brnnner collection, courtesy Stanford Vnirersity.

Fig. 12. n>-' -
^ k urthodox Church ..t i-nrt Knss. in 193"..

Photo hy Dan A*. Hull, courtesy San Francisco Chronicle,

road is paved most of the way but the western end is rough owing to

passage of heavy logging trucks.

Stewarts Point is an old lumber town from which lumber was
shipped by sea via a long wooden trestle. The lumber mill and trestle

are long since idle, but the town is still identified with lumbering in the

interior. The region was first settled in the sixties.

The Gualala River, which empties into the Pacific 10 miles north
of Stewarts Point, is the largest watercourse between the Russian
River and Point Arena. The lower reaches of its course have been con-

trolled predominantly by the San Andreas fault, the trace of which the

stream follows for many miles. It is the only stream in the northern
Coast Ranges whose course parallels the coast line for any great dis-

tance before debouching into the sea.

The town of Gualala, located on the banks of the river, was a

booming lumber town in the sixties and has been identified with the

lumber business ever since. Haywood and Harmon 's Walhalla steam
mill shipped 4,000,000 feet of lumber during the year 1867, which
must have been a record figure in mass production for those days. The
white frame New England style hotel erected in 1903 is still popular
during the fishing and tourist seasons, the adjacent Gualala River af-

fording fine salmon and steelhead-trout fishing. There is no agreement
as to the origin of the name Gualala. Some historians hold that it is

the Spanish version of the German Walhalla of Wagnerian fame;
others consider it to be derived from the Pomo Indian word Walali

meaning '

' where the waters meet '

'
; and still others believe the word

may have been derived from the name of a one-time Indian chief.

Gualala is situated in magnificently scenic country and is bound to find

increasing favor as a recreational spot.

SAN FRANCISCO SOUTH TO DAVENPORT VIA STATE HIGHWAY 1

South through San Francisco from Golden Gate Bridge, State

Highway 1 follows Park Presidio Boulevard, Nineteenth Avenue,
Junipero Serra Boulevard, and Alemany Boulevard. The coastal route

may also be reached by way of the Cliff House and Ocean Beach over

Great Highway which connects with the northern part of State

Highway 5. Highways 1 and 5 intersect opposite Thornton Beach just

south of the Lakeside Country Club grounds.

Between the intersection of Highways 1 and 5 and Mussel Rock,

Highway 1 keeps a sinuous course well above the shore line through

soft sedimentary rocks, principally sands of the Plio-Pleistocene

Merced formation. The formation is not well exposed along the high-

way and a much better idea of the stratigraphic section may be held

by walking along the beach. There the formation may be seen to con-

sist of buff sands and clays with interbeds of pebbles and shells. The
prevailing dip of the Merced beds as far as Mussel Rock is north-
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Fi(i. 13. Pioneer cemetery ()\ iTlimkiiiK the sea imrth t>f Fort Ross. The
earliest Rravestone, dated 1S54, marks the burial place of Christian Ruoff. a native

of Wurttemburg, Germany.

Kio. 14. Sonoma County coast between Fort Hoss and Plantation. Rugged
aoa cliffs, pine-dotted coastal terrace, and stake sheep fences are typical of this

part of the California coast.

east, the rocks being part of a synclinal or trough-shaped structure

which has been disrupted by various faults such as the San Andreas,

San Bruno, and other parallel faults related to the San Andreas
system.

Three-tenths of a mile north of the gulch opposite Mussel Rock,

locally known as Fog Gap, the San Andreas fault crosses Highway 1

and passes out to sea in the direction of Bolinas Bay. The fault zone

is not apparent in road cuts nor are there conspicuous topographic

forms close to the highway. Toward the beach, however, the rift forms
become pronounced and haphazard hummocks and sunken areas finally

culminate at cliff's edge in a huge landslide which resulted in part

from earth movement during the San Francisco earthquake of 1906.

A little scouting about on foot also will reveal sunken areas and soil

ridges strung out in a southeast direction ; they become very pro-

nounced along State Highway 5 (Skyline Boulevard).

Mussel Rock and its adjacent stacks or islets consist of erosion-

resistant greenstone basalt belonging to the Franciscan formation. The
weathered equivalent of the rock may be seen in road cuts along the

highway south of Mussel Rock. Closely associated with the basalt are

chert beds ; both are products of marine volcanism.

In the sea cliff and on the hilltop north of Mussel Rock, at the

end of a prominent ridge, the tilted basal beds of the Merced forma-

tion lie on an eroded surface worn on greenstone. The basal beds are

considered to represent an old soil horizon developed under a forest

floor, as they contain pine logs, coal, pine cones, and miscellaneous

vegetable debris. Above the coal-bearing basal beds are sandy strata

with upper Pliocene marine fossils showing that the forested area sank

below sea level from a low and rather marshy coastal plain and became

a shallow marine embayment. The slide marking the trace of the San
Andreas fault has obscured the Merced sequence situated stratigraph-

ically above the fossil-bearing Pliocene beds, but north of the slide Ple-

istocene plant fossils are present in the Merced formation. It is there-

fore partly Pliocene and partly Pleistocene in age, and as no erosional

break has been found between the Pliocene and Pleistocene horizons

on the San Francisco peninsula, the stratigraphic relation between the

two parts of the formation is presumed to be gradational.

Between Mussel Rock and San Pedro Point is a series of recently

developed subdivisions and beach resorts. The first of these. Pacific

Manor, is built high above the ocean on an old marine terrace. Sharpe

Park Village adjoins a 480-acre park given the City of San Francisco

by Mrs. Honora Sharpe. The park has been enhanced by a municipal

golf course nicely situated on the banks of Laguna Salada. Rockaway
Beach, bordered by rocky promontories, is an undeveloped beach open

to the public.

The northern promontory of Rockaway Beach is made up prin-

cipally of the Calera limestone member of the Franciscan formation.
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Fig. 15. Coast line between Purisima and Tunitas Creeks, San Mateo
County. In the sea cliffs in the left background siltstone of the Mio-PIiocene Puri-

sima formation may be .seen in contact with Quaternary terrace alluvium.

rural. One of the temporary base camps of the Portola expedition

was in San Pedro Valley ; discovery of Point Reyes from a vantage

point on Montara Mountain was the spur which urged the expedition

toward ultimate discovery of the Golden Gate and San Francisco Bay.

The Sanchez adobe, headquarters of Rancho San Pedro, established

in 1837, still stands near Pedro Point at the mouth of San Pedro

Valley.

South of San Pedro Valley massive Montara Mountain extends

to the water 's edge. Undercutting of this resistant mass by the waves

has produced an exceedingly steep and lofty escarpment along the

shore line from San Pedro Point to the valley opposite Halfmoon Bay.

Leaving San Pedro Valley, the sinuous route climbs the side of a

canyon through shales of Cretaceous age for nine-tenths of a mile.

The shales then give way abruptly to a boulder conglomerate com-

posed largely of granitic rubble, but containing Franciscan sand-

stone, limestone, and greenstone cobbles, together with some Sur

A large quarry has been driven into it from which crushed rock has

been produced for more than 50 years. The dense, siliceous, gray lime-

stone makes good road metal and concrete aggregate and the quarry

is conveniently situated. An interesting feature of the limestone is

the presence of numerous sub-microscopic remains of animals called

foraminifera. They are barely recognizable with the naked eye, but

are fairly prominent under the hand lens, where they look like glassy

pinheads. Another large exposure of foraminiferal limestone may be

seen in road cuts on the inland side of the highway directly south

of the quarry.

A few hundred yards south of the limestone outcrops just men-
tioned is a broad crushed zone in Franciscan shale, sandstone, and
greenstone. These crushed basement rocks are overlain by 50 to 100

feet of Quaternary terrace sand and gravel which does not appear to

have been disturbed. The crushed zone marks an old fault which was
probably active before the terrace was deposited. The fault may be

related to the Pilarcitos fault, which is believed to pass down the

center of San Pedro Valley approximately under Lake Mathilde. The
Pilarcitos fault is a major structural feature, predominantly of thrust

type, along which Franciscan rocks have been crushed against the re-

sistant granitic mass of Montara Mountain. Erosion along the crushed

zone of the Pilarcitos f^ult has served to further accentuate the origi-

nal ruggedness of Montara Mountain.

Fertile San Pedro Valley is a truck-gardening area famous for

artichokes. As the San Francisco suburban area is rapidly expanding

southward, San Pedro VaUey may well become residential rather than

Fio. 16. Artichoke fields near the mouth of San Gregorio Creek, San Mateo

County. These are familiar parts of the landscape between Halfmoon Bay and

Pescadero Creek Canyon.
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series schist. The congrlomerate is clearly unconformable with the

underlying shale and belongs to a different formation. Cretaceous

fossils have been found in the shales beneath the boulder conglomerate

at Pedro Point, and enough fossils have been taken from above the

conglomerate east of Devils Slide to establish the fact that the section

above the conglomerate is Eocene or Paleocene. Although the entire

sedimentary series lying between the Pilarcitos fault and the Montara
granitic ma.ss has long been called Martinez ( ?), a considerable part of

the belt has been found to be Upper Cretaceous.

Close to the southwest of the prominent road cut exposing the

boulder conglomerate, a low-angle fault of small displacement cuts

sandstones and gravels of the Martinez formation. Its apparent dip

is about 'M)° toward the ocean but the direction of movement is

uncertain.

Half a mile farther south along the highway a large zone of

thrust faulting is exposed in cuts east of the roadbed. The fault

disrupts sandstone and shale of the Martinez formation. The zone

C?:^'^ >...
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Fio. 17. Three sharply contrasted formations each separated bj' an
unconformity as seen in a road cut on IIiKhway 1 half n mile north of the
Tomponio (Veek Rridge, San Mateo County. Badlands at the top of the picture
are eroded in soil developed from sandy Quaternary alluvium ; the gravelly
layer below is somewhat older terrace material ; and the channelled, cross-

bedded lowermost member that contains the white diatomite is part of the
Purisima ( Mio-PIiocene) formation. The peculiar distribution of the diato-

mite layers is the result, in part, of sea-floor slumping in mud. Rock was de-
posted near a beach.

^J^^.. yl
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Fig. 18. Detail of the slumping and crossbedding in diato-

maceous mudstone and diatomite seen in figure 17. Road cut on
Highway 1 half a mile north of Pomponio Creek.

dips 30° - 35° N. and the overthrusting movement was southwest

toward the oCean basin.

Four-tenths of a mile farther south conglomerate sandstone

forms the lower beds of the Martinez formation. These are adjacent

to a strongly disturbed area several hundred yards wide in which

two slivfrs of Upper Cretaceous shale have been sheared into the basal

beds of the Martinez formation. Higher up on the mountain basal

Martinez beds have been deposited on an irregular surface of weath-

ered granodiorite. The depositional surface itself dips northeast be-

cause of warping and tilting of the various segments of the Montara
Mountain block. The typical granodiorite of Montara Mountain, of

which only weathered specimens are obtainable, is a coarse-grained

granitic rock composed predominantly of sodic plagioclase feldspar

and quartz with smaller amounts of orthoelase feldspar and biotite.

It contains hornblende in some localities. The quartz content is un-

usually hiffh.

Devils Slide is a chute-like rock slide kept precipitous by wave

undercutting on the beach below. The roadbed is cut across it so that
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its original height has been lessened, but it still extends several hun-

dred feet from road to beach, and the rock retaining waU is not a

good observation spot for the timid.

South of Devils Slide 1.2 miles, pegmatite dikes a fevp inches

thick stand out in relief from the more weathered quartz diorite

matrix. These contain much more potash feldspar than the matrix

rock and are exceedingly coarse grained.

In the vicinity of the McNee Ranch, 1.6 miles south of Devils

Slide, a well-developed wave-cut terrace may be seen. It is now more

than 75 feet above the present stand of the sea, showing that fluctua-

tions in sea level have been great in this area. This old seashore

extends to the outskirts of Montara village.

Montara is partly a beach resort and partly a flower-growing

community. It sends millions of blooms to metropolitan florists each

year. On nearby Montara Point a Coast Guard fog whistle and U. S.

Navy radio compass station are maintained.

Between Jlontara and Moss Beach, road cuts expose buff sands of

the Plio-Pleistocene Merced formation. On the ridge which bounds

the coast west and northwest of Halfmoon Bay, gently folded Merced
sediments are exposed in sea cliffs and on the beach itself ; the fold

axes roughly parallel the coast. The eastern side of the ridge is

bounded by a segment of the San Gregorio fault, the fault being well

exposed on the beach and sea cliff at Moss Beach, San Gregorio.

Moss Beach and Seal Cove are the last of the beach resorts which

center about Montara Point. "Tipper Pliocene rocks of the Merced for-

mation exposed at Moss Beach give a fine picture of ancient shallow

marine deposition and of fold and fault structures. The Merced for-

mation here consists of a heterogeneous assemblage of greenish sand-

stone, siltstone and clay, pebble conglomerate and shell beds, predomi-

nantly beach and mud-flat deposits. Except for their color and folded

condition, the Merced deposits are much like those forming on Moss

Beach today, or those seen in the recently uplifted marine terraces

lying above the Merced. At low tide a small but complete trough-

shaped fold or syncline can be seen on the wave-scoured beach. A
fault contact (San Gregorio fault) between the Merced formation and

granitic rocks is well exposed in the sea cliff. Beyond Moss Beach the

road crosses a low divide and passes down the coastal plain which

widens out from Pilarcitos Valley back of Halfmoon Bay. Halfmoon
Bay Airport, which eaters largely to private planes, and the villages

of Princeton, El Granada, and Miramar, are all situated at the edge

of the Halfmoon Bay truck gardening district.

The coast plain in the vicinity of Halfmoon Bay is devoted

almost entirely to truck gardening and dairying. The town of Half-

moon Bay is famous for its artichokes and prides itself on being the

artichoke capitol of California. The Halfmoon Bay vicinity was first

visited by men of the Portola expedition in 1769. The town had its

beginning in the early forties as parts of two land grants made
respectively to Tiburcio Vasquez and Candelario Miramontes. The

village that developed around the haciendas of these men was known
as Spanishtown long after it was laid out or plotted in 1863. The
name Halfmoon Bay was largely established during the twentieth

century.

Although in deep water and somewhat protected by Pillar Point,

Halfmoon Bay itself is too exposed to make a first-class harbor with-

out development of breakwater facilities. Preliminary work is now
being done on a series of small harbors up and down the California

coast which could adequately house California's fishing fleets as well

as provide water shipping points for various products .such as lumber

produced along the sea coast. Halfmoon Bay is one of the harbors

which will be developed under this program. In spite of the exposed

nature of the harbor, tankers have taken oil from Halfmoon Bay
piers near Princeton for several decades. It has also been used by

whalers, trading vessels and, it is whispered, by rum runners!

There are good exposures of massive limy sandstone in several

open cuts east of the road, 4.1 miles south of Halfmoon Bay Airport

or 1.3 miles north of Halfmoon Bay town. The Vaqueros formation

is lower Miocene in age and is famous for its abundance and variety

of marine fossils. Vaqueros fossils are not plentiful, however, at this

locality.

Six and three-tenths miles south of the Pilarcitos Creek road

junction in Halfmoon Bay, Highway 1 winds in and out of a gulch

along which the Mio-Pliocene Purisima formation is exposed. The

formation there consists predominantly of buff to gray sandstone and

siltstone, but brown clay shales are a common part of the formation

as seen in the sea cliffs to the west and northwest of this locality. The

shales exposed in these sea cliffs are very fo.ssiliferous and the marine

sea shells found in the shale are much like those appearing on the

beaches of the vicinity today. Many of the Pliocene fossils fall out of

the sea-cliff shales and become mingled with Recent shells. The shells

of these two vastly different ages when mixed together would be

difficult for the casual observer to separate, if it were not for the sand

and clay which usually adheres to the fossil shells.

Oil has been produced in small quantities from the lower part

of the Purisima formation in a belt extending southeast from near

the mouth of Purisima Creek to the town of La Honda, located 7

miles east of San Gregorio. Oil from the Purisima formation has an

exceptionally high gasoline content, but none of the wells so far have

produced in notable quantity. Oil has been trapped in a series of

asymmetrical arched structures at depths of 1500 to 2400 feet. As
sustained production from most of the wells is between 5 and 8 bar-

rels per day, and as present production costs are high, most of the

wells are idle at present.
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Fio. 19. While (liiili)niite strata in the Mio-Pliooene Purisima formation in the

sea clifTs at the mouth of San Gregorio Creelj, San Mateo County.

At the mouth of Martins Creek, where Highway 1 approaches

close to the coast line, steeply dipping, complexly folded Purisima

shales may be seen in anjiular unconformity with 30 feet of Quaternary

terrace alluvium. Limited exposures of Purisima sandstones and shales

may also be seen along the road as far as San Gregorio Creek. Half a

mile north of San Gregorio Creek bridge a series of badlands produced

by rain-wash in soft Purisima ( 1) silt and clay makes an interesting

study in erosion. Just beyond the badlands area where the road begins

to drop down to the level of San Gregorio Creek, a series of dark-

brown shales and thin sandy beds appears in long road cuts. The series

is somewhat different from the Purisima formation farther north, but

has been mapped as such on the Santa Cruz folio.

The mouth of Coyote Creek west of San Gregorio is the approxi-

mate point at vi-hich the San Gregorio fault passes out to sea. This

large fault, active in late geologic time, cuts the edge of the continent

in a southeasterly direction from Coyote Creek to the eastern shore of

Ano Nuevo Bay. It is another of several faults in the Coast Ranges

along which both vertical and horizontal movements apparently

have taken place.

Just north of the Coyote Creek Bridge a road joins Highway 1

that connects with the old oil fields of Bellvale and La Honda, and

ultimately with Skyline Boulevard north of Portola. The road be-

tween La Honda and Skyline Boulevard crosses a section of Miocene

rocks of the Monterey and Vaqueros formations which have been

extensively intruded by diabasic volcanic rocks.

San Gregorio, now a farming center, was once proposed as a mis-

sion site by Fray Crespi of Portola expedition fame. Its handful of

farmhouses bears little hint of the former presence of the Spaniards.

Three and a half miles south of San Gregorio is Pescadero, which lies

at the confluence of Pescadero and Butano Creeks. A large estuary

separated from the ocean by a broad sandbar and sand dunes forms a

pleasant setting for the village, first settled by Spanish Californians

in the early fifties. Antonio Buelnos' Rancho San Gregorio grant

dates from 1839.

Diatomite beds in the Purisima formation are well exposed in

the sea cliff north of the small estuary at the mouth of San Gregorio

and Coyote Creeks and in broad road cuts along Highway 1. four-

tenths of a mile north of Pomponio Creek. In the latter localitj' masses

of diatomite are irregularly distributed in cross-bedded clays and silt

where their haphazard arrangement appears to result partly from

sea-floor slumping of soft muds with which the diatoms accumulated,

and partly from filling of an irregular pattern of submarine channels.

Pescadero Beach is a picturesque recreational area adjoining tlu'

town on the .southwest. Adjacent Pebble Beach is a favorite collectinL'

spot for rock hounds. Small agate, jasper, and other chalcedonic quart/

pebbles may be picked up, some of which are suitable for polishing

Some of these pebbles were derived from vein materials in the Fran-

ciscan formation ; others are from complex metamorphic rocks much
older than the Franciscan formation, the source of which is not known.

Fio. 20. Mudstone and ailtstone of the Purisima ( Mio-PIiocene) formation

in road out's nlong Hidhway U. S. 101 near Sargent on the southern border of

Santa Clara Count.v. Marine deposits pictured here lack the crossbeddini; seen in

the Purisima formation exposed near San Gregorio Creek, and presumably were

deposited farther from shore.
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Three miles south of Pescadero are Arroyo de los Frijoles dam
and lake. The lake is also known as Lake Lucerne. It is the water

supply for the farming area lying between Pescadero and Pigeon

Point. On the coastal apron south of Lake Lucerne are two con-

spicuous marine terraces, one 50 to 75 feet above the present stand

of the sea, and the other more than 300 feet above sea level. Seen from

the coastal highway, the deeply gullied liills at and southeast of Lake

Lucerne do not seem particularly unusual ; but from the high ground

behind, or from the air, the land surface reflects a complex history of

stream development. Several periods of regional uplift and numerous

differential movements of the two blocks on either side of the San
Gregorio fault must have taken place to produce the present hap-

hazard stream pattern. The former drainage system of San Gregorio

Fig. 21. A southern San Mateo County land.scape showing two former
stands of the sea, represented by two sets of uplifted terraces (foreground and
middle ground) and present sea level (right middle ground). Camera was facing

southeast toward the Santa Cruz Mountains from a beach side near Pigeon Point.

Creek has been radically changed from its normal course of develop-

ment, and there are portions of old valleys that no longer contain

streams because their former watershed has been cut into and is now
drained by some other stream. This process, known among geologists

as stream piracj', commonly occurs when an old drainage system is

altered or destroyed by more vigorous streams that have developed

^
in response to some radical change that has affected the grade and

1 elevation of the land surface. Folding, faulting, and regional tilting

1 are the usual causes.

Between Bolsa and Pigeon Points thin-bedded shale and sand-

Stone of the Cretaceous Chico formation outcrop in road cuts along

Highway 1. Cretaceous rocks also form stacks or islets ofifshore from
Pigeon Point lighthouse. Both Pigeon Point and Aiio Nuevo Point

are equipped with navigation lights. Pigeon Point also has a radio

receiving station operated by the Civil Aeronautics Bureau.

Both Franklin Point, located midway between Pigeon Point and
Ano Nuevo Point, and Aiio Nuevo Point are attractive dune-covered

spots ; in fact the entire beach between Pigeon Point and Point Aiio

Nuevo is a fine place for wayfarers to wander. There are many acres

of dune-covered lowlands aronnd Point Ano Nuevo, and patches of

Monterey cypress and Monterey pine are scattered about inland from

the dunes. Still farther inland the hills become thickly wooded with

Monterey pine, as the highland about Ben Lomond is approached.

A short distance south of Point Ano Nuevo the coastal plain ends

and Highway 1 hugs the mountainside for nearly 2 miles. The southern

end of the San Gregorio fault trace on land is at the end of the coastal

plain, the fault passing out to sea at that point. The oversteepened

mountainside along which the road is cut appears to be an eroded

fault scarp now considerably modified by marine erosion. Good expo-

sures of weathered buflF sandstone of the Monterey formation may be

seen in the numerous road cuts along the steep mountainside. Farther

south, the sandstones are succeeded by opaline chert and shale, the

prevailing rock in the Monterey formation as it crops out near Daven-

port. Davenport, the home of Santa Cruz Portland Cement Company,
lies on a coastal plain similar to the one south of Pescadero. The plain

is terraced, at least two former stands of the sea being represented.

The earliest settler in the Davenport area was Captain John Daven-

port, a whaler. Whales were exceedingly plentiful off the Monterey

and Santa Cruz coasts during the first half of the nineteenth century

and whaling was a lucrative venture as late as the eighties. The crystal-

line limestone deposits, which are scattered through the Ben Lomond
Mountain country from Davenport to Santa Cruz, were exploited as

early as 1851, when lime for brick mortar came into demand in Cali-

fornia. Prior to the gold-rush period, adobe or frame construction had

been the rule. Since 1851, millions of dollars have been realized from

the limestone deposits found near Davenport and Santa Cruz. These

limestones are rather coarsely crystalline and commonly are associated

with mica schists of the Sur series and with granitic rocks which have

intruded the schist and limestone roof pendants.

Davenport centers around the plant of Santa Cruz Portland

Cement Company, located at the mouth of San Vicente Creek. The

plant utilizes limestone from a large glory-hole operation located sev-

eral miles up San Vicente Creek, and Monterey shale quarried be-

tween the limestone deposits and the mill. These raw materials to-

gether with imported gypsum are the principal constituents from

which the company makes cement. The glory-hole limestone operation is
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unique among limestone quarries. Limestone is blasted from both walls

of San Vicente Canyon, drops to the floor of the canyon, falls through

open shafts dug in the canyon floor to an underpround storajre pile

and haulat;e\vHy, and is mechanically loaded onto railway mine cars

for transportation down the bed of San Vicente Creek to the plant.

Not only is the quarry interestinpr from an operational viewpoint, but

it is also a fine place to observe the relationships of the rock formations

of the area. On the west wall of the canyon, jrray, massive sand.stones

representing the basal beds of the Monterey formation may be seen

lying on an irregular erosion surface carved on white or gray crystal-

line limestone and brown mica schist. The gray sandstone grades

upward into thin-bedded opaline chert. Higher up in the section sand-

stone lenses are common in the chert, but only basal sands and opaline

chert are exposed near the quarry. The Monterey formation dips

toward the ocean at angles close to 20°, as if the Ben Lomond block

had been tilted westward.

Beyond Davenport, Highway 1 skirts Monterey Bay through

Santa Cruz and the Big Basin recreational area. There are many fine

state, county, and private parks ; there are also many resorts, some
of which are located along the bay, others of which are back in the

redwood belt. The Big Basin is almost as famous a recreational area

as the Russian River strip.

SAN FRANCISCO SOUTH TO SARATOGA VIA SKYLINE BOULEVARD
AND STATE HIGHWAY 9

The northern end of Skyline Boulevard is reached via Sloat Boule-

vard or along the beach via Great Highway. It passes close to the

shores of Lake Merced, about which are clustered Pleishhacker Zoo,

Fort Punston, Harding Park Golf Course, San Francisco State Col-

lege, Lakeside Country Club, and San Francisco Golf Club. The lake

vicinity is one of San Francisco's best known recreational areas. Al-

though now a fresh-water lake, the depression was once filled by ocean

water and formed a bay rather than a landlocked hike. The lake formed
at about the same time and in much the same way as San Francisco

Bay, that is by local subsidence of the land with attendant drowning
by the sea of the local drainage system. Over a long period of years,

sand brought in by ocean currents together with wind-driven sand
have blocked ofF the bay entrance, and fresh spring water has sup-

planted salt water. Lake Merced was a major source of water for the

City of San Francisco from 1877 up to development of the Iletch-

Hetchy and similar Sierran projects ; it is now only an emergency
source of supply. The lake was discovered in 1774 by the Spaniard
Rivera and much of it was embraced by the Mexican grant Laguna
de la Merced dating from 1835.

South of the Lake Merced recreational area the lowland gives

way to rolling hills and the countryside is devoted to truck gardening

aiui horticulture. Extensive plots of flowers which supply west-bay

florists may be seen on every side except in winter monttis. The flower

plots farther south are interspersed with dense patches of native

scrub which, in summer, surpass the cultivated flowers in variety of

blooms, if not in massed color.

South from the intersection of Highways 1 and 5 for a distance

of 5.5 miles roadcuts expose buff unconsolidated or poorly consoli-

dated beach and dune sands of the Plio-Pleistocene Merced formation.

Where unprotected by dense native scrub, deep gullies and local bad-

lands have been extensively developed in this soft material. Wet
early-morning fogs keep the wild flowering shrubs unusually lush even

in summer months.

Four and three-tenths miles south of the Highway 1—Highway 5

intersection, topographic effects of the San Andreas fault begin to be

seen. Over much of its 650-mile length the San Andreas fault zone is

many hundreds of yards wide, exceeding a mile in width at some points.

In this vicinity the zone can hardly be less than half a mile across, and,

as the road almost parallels the fault zone for several miles, its fault

features are visible on either side. Haphazard, hummocky topography

is first apparent, and then a number of shallow sunken spots may be

seen east of the highway. The largest of these is occupied by a per-

manent pond fed by springs and is a hundred yards or more across.

It is a pretty spot surrounded by tall Monterey cypresses. The pond
basin formed partly by sinking of the hillside along a fault fissure and
partly by landsliding. Other small slides are present in the vicinity

adjacent to circque-like pockets from which the slide material came.

Just north of the San Francisco County Prison Farm road junction,

crushed rock of the fault zone is well exposed in cuts east of the high-

way. Much of the crushed material or gouge has been so finely milled

that its original nature is no longer apparent. North of the prison farm

road, rocks of the Jui'assic Franciscan formation outcrop in irregular

resistant patches surrounded by soil. Gray-green sandstone and pebble

conglomerate are the main rock types exposed; pebbles in the con-

glomerate are chiefly chert and porphyritic volcanic rocks.

A mile south of the Highway 5-San Bruno road junction a series

of lakes begins. These lakes, which have been substantially enlarged

by dams, are a vital link in the water supply of San Franci.sco and
lu^ighboring cities. They are strung out in a straight line for 11 miles,

occupying a narrow valley astride the San Andreas fault zone. This

valley formed partly by sinking of the huul surface within the fault

zone and partly by action of streams working in the easily eroded

crushed material of the fault zone. From the point of view of the

hydraulic .engineer, the rift valley is a paradox. Although the reser-

voirs were largely created by faulting and are fed in part by springs

which issue along the fault, they are in some danger of being destroyed

by the very process by which they were created. The rift produced
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during the earthquake of 190G passed direetly through the dam which

now separates Lower and Upper Crystal Springs Lakes ; it also passed

close to the southern abutment of Lower Crystal Springs Lake dam.

Curiously enough, neither structure was destroyed although elements

of the L^pper Crystal Springs dam, which was made of earth, were

shifted as much as 8 feet. At the north end of Lower Crystal Springs

Lake, a 44-inch water main that crossed the fault trace diagonally was

telescoped more than 4 feet. No serious damage was done to vital

Lower Crystal Springs Lake dam, a concrete structure, which now is

largely responsible for impounding waters of both Upper and Lower

Crystal Springs Lakes. The once-damaged Upper Crystal Springs

Lake structure is now used principally as a causeway on which High-

way 5 ero.sses the lake area.

Between the northern end of San Andreas Lake and the Crystal

Springs Golf Course, road cuts are largely in buff sand of the Jlerced

formation. Here and there the road passes through rocks of the under-

lying Franciscan formation, or else outcrops of hard Franciscan rocks

may be seen in fields adjoining the road, where they stand out from

the softer soil and Merced formation cover. Many of these exposures

stood as low hills at the time the Merced formation was being deposited

and were buried under Merced debris. Sandstone, greenstone, basalt,

and some red chert are the principal rock types thus uncovered.

One and six-tenths miles south of the San Bruno road junction,

California Division of Highways Historical Marker 27 commemorates

a stopping place of the Portola expedition of 1769. At that time the

floor of the valley was dotted with small lakes or ponds and the ridge

west of the valley was covered with a dense forest of oak, redwood,

bay, and madrono trees. Although many of the redwood trees have

been logged off and waters of San Andreas reservoir now cover the

valley floor, much of the original charm of the place still remains. The
City of San Francisco maintains the lake area and adjoining wooded
country as a game refuge and watershed, and traces of old logging

operations have largely been obscured by new growth.

Nine-tenths of a mile south of Crystal Springs Golf Course red

Franciscan chert is exposed in cuts on the west side of the highway. The
individual chert beds are 1 to 2 inches thick and alternate with thin

bands of dark-red shale. The chert contains remains of marine micro-

scopic animals called radiolaria which were caught in chemically pre-

cipitating silica at a time when volcanism was active on the sea floor.

The silica and the red iron oxide of the shale was poured into the water

from hot springs issuing from fissures in volcanic belts.

Two-tenths of a mile farther south a long belt of serpentine be-

gins ; this is exposed in almost all road cuts as far south as the Lower
Crystal Springs Lake dam. The rock is commonly full of fractures and
slip surfaces which are highly polished. Serpentine so polished has

been termed slickentite by geologists. Some specimens that have not
been .sheared and polished show a groundmass of granular dark-green
serpentine crossed by a network of thin, pale green ehrysotile (fibrous

serpentine) veinlets, which give a delicately reticulated etTect. Most
Coast Ranges serpentines are alteration products of igneous sills, dikes,

and the like, which were intruded into Franciscan marine sediments
in late Jurassic time, rseudomorphs or surviving outlines of the orig-

inal pyroxene crystals remain, but the crystals have been completely

replaced by serpentine. At Lower Crystal Springs dam the serpentine

belt ends abruptly just short of the north abutment ; the south abut-

ment of the dam is anchored in Franciscan sandstone which is well

exposed in roadcuts. The fresh rock is grayish green, weathering to

buff or brownish hues. Franciscan sediments outcroj) in numerous
places along roadside and lake shore between Lower and Upper
Crystal Springs Lake dams, but the last mile is largely through ser-

pentine, much of which has been brecciated by action of the San
Andreas fault. Sharply marked narrow terraces mark former stands

of the lake.

West of Upper Crystal Springs Lake dam the road crosses a nar-

row belt of gravel and alluvium belonging to the Plio-Pleistocene

Santa Clara formation. The Santa Clara formation is probably equiva-

lent to part of the Merced formation. It lies uneonformably on the
Franciscan formation and occupies part of an old depositional basin

which has been largely obliterated by erosion and faulting along the

San Andreas rift. Roadside exposures of the Santa Clara gravels are

poor.

Seven-tenths of a mile west of Upper Crystal Springs Lake dam
is the entrance to Skyline quarry where crushed rock is produced. The
quarry faces are driven in a thoroughly brecciated limestone lens of

the Calera member of the Franciscan formation. The limestone frag-

ments showing in the face of the .south quarry are all smaller than

one's fist, indicating how powerful the crushing forces were. The
quarry operators have been able to take advantage of the crushed

condition of the limestone in producing aggregate, and material sav-

ings in processing must be realized because of this shattering action

of the San Andreas fault.

Six-tenths of a mile south of Skyline quarry a series of broad road

cuts exposes more faulted and jumbled Franciscan rocks. Large sand-

stone and shale blocks are distributed haphazardly among areas of

serpentine, basalt, limestone, and gabbro. The latter is a white and
green altered granitic rock which originally was intruded into Fran-

ciscan sediments along with the peridotite now serpentinized. Orig-

inal relationships between the several rock types in the road cuts is

confused by fault movements also related to the San Andreas rift.

As the road continues to climb the ridge away from the fault zone,

the strata are less disturbed and parts of fold structures are discernible.
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Fig. 22. Fault contact between intei-heddeil sh;ile niul

.'^nnd.stone of the Montere.v formation inul mii.ssive sand-

stone of tlie \'a<iueros-Tenililor gronp just soutii of Skejiss

Point on State Hi^bway 5. The line of fracture is irregular

and indistinct, hut pa.sses diagonally across the center of

the picture and cuts off the shale strata.

At the top of Cahil Ridge, Highway 5 turns abruptly southeast

and diverges from I'ilareitos Creek road whieh connects with Ilalt'-

moon Hay. Road cuts near the road junction are in Franciscan shale

and sandstone, but a dirt road turns west to Hilltop quarry, where a

small limestone lens has been quarried for crushed rook.

For 2 to 3 miles southeast along Highway 5, road cuts expose only

weathered Franciscan sandstone, shale, and a few basalt intnisivcs.

Slightly farther south, fine-grained weathered buff sandstone may be

seen poorly exposed here and there in low road cuts. Where bedtling

is apparent, dips in the sandstone are low as if the ridge top followed

the axis of an arch. The sandstone is the weathered equivalent of

Miocene rocks better exposed farther south.

Three and five-tenths miles from the Halfnioon Bay road junction,

massive gray sandstone reefs stand out from the soil cover a few

hundred yards west of the road. The sandstone is coarse grained and
composed predominantly of granitic debris. Althougli originally

mapped in the U. S. Geological Survey Santa (!ruz folio as part of

the Vaqueros formation of lower Miocene age, the sandstones have

since been referred to the Temblor formation (middle Miocene) by
some authors. To avoid confusion, rocks of this group will be referred

to as Vaqueros-Temblor in this guide.

l-'Ki, 2.'*. l,;ii-;^.' c.iticrriii'ii.v in \*;i (inert >-. 'rniililnr sand-
stone on State Highway .1 l.M miles south of the Woodside
road junction. The mineral concentration in the concre-

tions is iron oxide.

Four and three-tenths miles from the Halfmoon Bay road junc-

tion the trace of a small thrust fault may be seen in road cuts east of

the highway. Massive standstone has been thrust over shale at a low

angle, the apparent line of thrusting being eastwest with overthnist

force from the south. The fault is probably not a major structural

feature but is nicely exposed and gives some idea of the kind of forces

whieh have affected the area.

Just south of the thrust fault locality a heavily wooded region

begins which is typical of Skyline Drive and the San Francisco

peninsula in general. The forest is a mixed coniferous and broad-

leafed one in which the Coast redwood, Douglas fir, madroi'io. bay,

big-leafed maples, and tan bark oak are the predominant trees. Many
of the best redwoods have been logged off, but scattered monarchs
many hundreds of years old remain, and smaller second-growth trees

are plentifid. The madrono with its bright red. smooth bark and

glos.sy green leaves is a very striking tree ; and the fuzzy yellowish-

green new growth of the tan-bark oaks lends these trees a pseudo-

innorescence in late spring and early summer. Wooded areas in this

vicinity are finding increasing favor as sites for rustic cabins, as well

as for more pretentious summer homes.

As the more heavily wooded parts of the hills tend to have deeper

soil cover, and as road cuts north of the Woodside road junction are
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not very extensive, Vaqueros-Terablor rocks are not as conspicuous

along this section of Highway 5 as they are farther south.

Seven miles soutiieast of the Skyline Drive-Halfmoon Bay road

junction. King Mountain Road, coming from Woodside and Redwood
City, and Tunitas Creek road, connecting Highway 5 with Highway 1

on the coast, join Skyline Drive. Five and four-tenths miles down
King Mountain Road is historic Woodside Store, a frame structure

built in 1854 to serve the sawmills and mill hands of the local lumber-

ing district. The property, first taken over by San Mateo County in

1940, now houses a local-interest museum. A commemorative monu-
ment and plaque. State Hi.storical Marker 93, has been erected close

to the road by the California State Centennials Commission and San
Mateo County.

Four-tenths of a mile southwest of the Woodside-Tunitas Creek

road junction lofty road cuts expose thin-bedded siliceous shales

which contain fossil microscopic plant remains called diatoms. The
tiny porous remains lend a punky character to the shale. This rock

is typical of the Monterey formation in the Santa Cruz Mountains

as well as in other parts of the Coast Ranges. The locality mark.s the

first appearance of the Monterey formation as one travels southbound

along Skyline Drive. Toward the eastern edge of this series of large

road cuts, a jumbled face of rocks marks part of the major Pilarcitos

fault. East of the fault rocks are Vaqueros-Temblor sandstones; west

of it only Monterey rocks -outcrop for a considerable distance. The
Pilarcitos fault is of thrust type farther north, but at this point prob-

ably is vertical with downthrow to the west. South from this locality

the highway winds along almost parallel to the fault as far as Skeggs

Point. The road cuts are mainly in steeply dipping Monterey dia-

tomaceous clierty shale, but the road crosses into massive white

Vaqueros-Temblor sandstone at one point.

Skeggs Point affords a fine view across Santa Clara Valley and
the Mount Diablo Range. Ample parking space is provided for normal

trafBc conditions. On a clear day Mount Diablo, Mount Hamilton, and
other peaks of the range can readily be seen, as well as Stanford Uni-

versity, San Jose, the various baj- bridges, and other points in and

adjacent to Santa Clara Valley. A brass plate arranged like a sun

dial and set into a monument has arrows which point to principal

spots of interest. A U.S. Geological Survey bench mark records an

elevation of 2315 feet for Skeggs Point.

Less than a hundred yards southwest of Skeggs Point a well-

exposed, sharp anticline or arched fold in Monterey shale may be

seen in road cuts west of the highway. A small tongue of white sand-

stone has been brought up in the axis of the fold.

Half a mile south of Skeggs Point, a single giant Coast redwood

dwarfs the other forest trees. It is well over 17 feet in diameter above

the flared base and has been estimated to be 1500 vears old. There are

few redwoods that large in the Coast Ranges south of San Francisco.

The plot of ground upon which the tree stands has been set aside as a
county park.

For 4 miles the road winds through white sandstones and brown
diatomaceous and organic shales of Miocene age. This sector of the

highway passes through a section of rocks transitional between the

Vaqueros-Temblor and Monterey formations, which grade into each

other. The demarcation line between the two is difficult to draw with-

out use of microfossils and no recent work has been publi.shed on the

rocks of the region.

Three and eight-tenths miles south from Skeggs Point is the inter-

section of the Corte Madera-La Honda road with Highway 5. The resort

town of La Honda, located in redwoods 7 miles southwest from the

Highway 5 junction and almost midway between that point and San
Gregorio on the coast, is in the middle of an area prospected for oil

during the period 1925-35. None of the wells were successful, although

showings of oil and gas were observed in some of them. One well

reached a depth of 3140 feet. Small amounts of oil were produced at

Bellvale, 5 miles west of La Honda, but never in paying quantities.

The petroleum-bearing rocks of both fields were sandstones of the

Pliocene Purisima formation.

For 2 miles south of La Honda road junction. Skyline Boulevard
winds through massive buff-weathering Vaqueros-Temblor sandstone.

One and two-tenths miles south of La Honda road intersection, rocks

of this formation have been folded into an arch or anticline. Observing

the directional trend and tilt of the rock strata, one notices that they

first dip toward the west, then flatten and become nearly horizontal,

and finally dip toward the east. Unlike the small fold near Skeggs

Point, the complete arch is too large to be visible in a single road cut

or series of cuts, and must be inferred from change in dip of segments

of exposed strata.

Two and four-tenths miles beyond La Honda intersection, an

irregular intrusion of massive, dark-brown diabase is exposed on both

sides of the road and may be seen intruding punky, brown diatoma-

ceous shale and brown siltstone of the Monterey formation. Most of

the rock has been altered from its original crystalline condition to a

nondescript crumbly material, but oval and spherical boulder-like

pockets of unaltered rock remain. Fresh specimens consist predomi-

nantly of glassy, lath-shaped plagioclase feldspar with black patches

of augite filling the spaces between the feldspar laths. The diabase is

upper Miocene in age and may be found in the Coast Ranges intrud-

ing the Monterey formation and older rocks. Along Highway 5 it may
be seen in intrusive contact with both Vaqueros-Temblor and Mon-
terey rocks south over a distance of about 10 miles from the locality

just described. In the Langley and Mindego Hills to the north and
east of La Honda, ba.salt and diaba.se intrusions contain inclusions of
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Eocene sediments carried up from somewhere below by the intruding

molten rock.

Half a mile south of the most northerly diabase locality, or 2.9

miles south of La Honda road intersection, a section of thin-bedded

buff siltstones and brownish diatomaeeous Monterey shales appears

in road cuts on both sides of the highway. Many of the shaly strata

contain numerous fish scales and other fossil debris. Three and two-

tenths miles farther south more thick-bedded brown diatomaeeous

shale is interbcdded with thin-bedded blue-black organic share con-

taining fragments of wood, and some thin strata of white sandstone.

The beds at this point are nearly fiat and may mark the axis of a major

structure. The black shales may be stratigraphically close to the base

of the Monterey formation as they grade into massive Vaqueros-Tem-

blor sandstone.

Seven and four-tenths miles southeast of La Honda road inter-

section is the junction point of Highway 5 with the Alpine Creek and

Page Mill roads. The latter connects with Los Altos and Mountain

View on the east. Alpine Creek road connects with both Peseadero and

San Gregorio on the coast route. Along the Peseadero Road is situ-

ated the 310-acre San Mateo County Portola Memorial Redwood Park,

one of the fine recreational areas which abound in or close to the P>ig

Basin of Santa Cruz County.

For a distance of almost 6 miles. Skyline Boulevard winds along

the ridge top of the Sierra Morena through well-esposed grayish-white

to brown sandstones and black and brown shales of Miocene age. Al-

though mapped in the U. S. Geological Survey Santa Cruz Folio as

Vaqueros formation (lower Miocene), these mixed rocks probably rep-

resent a transitional phase between Vaqueros-Temblor rocks and the

Monterey shales. They seem more closely related lithologically to the

Monterey formation in this general area than to the ma.ssive Vaqueros-

Temblor sandstones. Five and nine-tenths miles south from the Alpine

Creek Road junction or two-tenths of a mile south of the Saratoga

Summit Ranger Station, Skyline Boulevard makes a sharp curve

through a V-shaped notch. On the east side of the highway and at the

north end of the notch is a coarse grayish-white sandstone much like

the typical Va(iueros-Temblor rocks commonly seen north of [ja Honda

road, but containing numerous small fragments of scashells. To the

west of the highway is a crushed zone made up of large fragments of

sandstone and smaller ones of shale, diabase, and other materials. A
large fault passes through close to the notch in a northwesterly direc-

tion with the downdropped side w^est of the notch. The shell-bearing

sandstone most probably belongs stratigraphically below the siiales

which outcrop west of the notch but have been brought up to the same

topographic level by fault movements.

Highway 5 ends at its junction point with Highway 9, the latter

being the mountain road connecting Santa Clara Valley points with

the San Lorenzo River resort country and Santa Cruz. A paved road

continues on down Castle Rock Ridge and finally connects with High-
way 17 and Los Gatos.

Turning east toward Saratoga on Highway 9 the road descends

the ridge through heavily wooded country. For the first 2i miles

numerous road cuts offer cross-sections of Vaqueros-Temblor rocks.

High up on the ridge shaly strata are present in considerable thick-

ness but lower down sandstones make up nine-tenths of the exposed

rocks. The shaly .sections are transitional between Vaqueros-Temblor

and Monterey formations, and the sections predominantly sandstone

low down on the ridge probably are true Vaqueros, that is, the lower

part of the Vaqueros-Temblor-Monterey sequence. Diabase intrusions

may be seen at two points, nine-tenths and 1.9 miles, respectively, from

the Skyline Boulevard terminus.

Three miles toward Saratoga Springs from the terminus of Sky-

line Boulevard an area of disturbed rocks is apparent for a distance

of nine-tenths of a mile. No structure is apparent and a great deal of

coarse fragmental material is mixed with finer rock particles and soil.

The San Andreas fault zone is close by on the east, but the fragmental

rocks are most probably landslide material rather than fault breccia.

Two-tenths of a mile .southeast of the jumbled area weathered sand-

stones (presumably Vaqueros-Temblor) again outcrop and four-tenths

of a mile farther on iuterbedded conglomerates and sandstones are

exposed on the right side of the road. The loosely cemented pebbles

consist predominantly of granite and greenstone with some Sur series

(?) quartzite. The conglomerate strata may be near the base of the

Vaqueros-Temblor section.

One and one-half miles above the Long Bridge resort Ilighwaj' 9

passes through a narrow hidden valley tributary to Campbell Creek.

In this valley thrifty orchards are interspersed with groves of red-

woods and maples. Between the orchard area and the bridge across

Campbell Creek, interbeddcd brown sandstones and -shales outcrop

discontinuously on the right-hand side of the road. These may belong

to the San Lorenzo formation (Oligocene) or they may be a sliver of

pre-Tertiary rocks brought up along the San Andreas fault.

Long Bridge, over which Highway 9 now crosses Campbell Creek,

is built near the site of an old toll-road bridge over which lumber was

shipped in early days. The present stone and concrete structure is the

gateway to the Long Bridge picnic grounds, a privately owned area

heavily shaded by native trees and open to the public.

Seven-tenths of a mile below Long Bridge is the old Masson

"Winery established in 1852 and still in operation. Between the Masson

Winery and Long Bridge, landslide debris and soil obscure the rock

sequence, but the area is undoubtedly underlain bj' Franciscan sand-

stone and shale.
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Historic Congress Hall was located not far from Congress Min-
eral Springs, discovered in the early fifties by Ferd Caldwell. Congress

Hall was built in 1865-66 by wealthly private interests and soon be-

came a famous public resort. Although Congress Hall burned about

1904. the springs vicinity has served as a resort intermittently ever

since. Peninsular Railroad Company operated an electric railway

which connected the resort with the Southern Pacific lines through

Santa Clara Valley. The springs issue from fractured Franciscan

sandstone. The spring water is mineralized principally with sodium
chloride and sodium carbonate, and smaller amounts of sodium sulfate,

iron carbonate, and calcium carbonate.

The rock crusher for the Saratoga quarry stands next to the high-

way 1.4 miles west of Saratoga. The plant has produced crushed rock

for the county of Santa Clara for more than 20 years. The rock proc-

essed is a hard gray sandstone from the Franciscan formation.

The town of Saratoga, nicely situated in oak-covered foothills of

the Santa Cruz Range, was first laid out in the early fifties by Martin

McCarthy, and for 9 years was known as McCarthysville. The town
was resurveyed in 1863 and much of the land came under the control

of Charles MeClay who renamed the town Saratoga from the New
York resort of that name. Saratoga is now part of an increasingly ex-

clusive residential area .stretching between the business districts of

Saratoga and Los Gatos. The oak-covered foothills of the Santa Cruz
Mountains offer one of the finest natural suburban landscapes in the

San Francisco Bav region.

Fig. 24. An oblique aerial view of the Ferry Building
at the foot of Market Street, San Francisco, taken in IflSO. Pho
son, courtesy San Francisco Chronicle.

and Fleet Landing
to by Barney Peter-

SAN FRANCISCO TO SACRAMENTO VIA U. S. HIGHWAY 40

Highway 40 begins in the heart of San Francisco at the corner of

Tenth and Bryant Streets, the junction point with U. S. Highway 101.

Highways 40 and 50 coincide from San Francisco to the Oakland end
of the Bay Bridge. Within the mainland limits of San Francisco, bed-

rock is exposed along the route only below the approaches to the bridge.

There, various excavations have exposed weathered brown sandstone

and darker brown shale of the Upper Jurassic Franciscan formation.

Tlie outcrops are uninteresting and it is difficult to park in the vicinity.

Travelling toward Verba Buena Island on the lofty automobile

deck of the bridge, the panorama of San Francisco Bay, its islands,

and surrounding hills, forms a landscape of unusual beauty and inter-

est. The bridge pas.ses over the center of the Embarcadero or dock area

of the port of San Francisco, with its long rows of ships of many na-

tions. A few miles south of the bridge the travelling cranes in the

naval repair shipyard at Hunters Point can be seen. This area was a

beehive of activity during World War II. Across the bay from the

Hunters Point repair yard is a large group of military installations

and the Port of Oakland. The Alameda Naval Air Station, Oakland
Army Base, and Oakland Naval Supply Depot are all in this group.

Kl<;. 2.'i. Tlif olil Ferr.v Huililin^-. pljnlu tjkfii almiit l.StiG. A 'new" cable

car is in the middle of the picture, the older horsc-<lrawn carriages in the left back-

groun<l. PavinK-stone streets like the one in the foreground arc still in use in some
parts of San Francisco. Photo courtesy San Francisco Chronicle.

-2—40839
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Fio. 2G. West garrison of Cnrap Reynolds, Aiicel Ishmd. as it was in the early 1850s. Photo
from an old drawing, courtesy San Francisco Chronicle.

To the north of the bridfje, small, bleak Alcatraz Island, covered

by the buiklin^s of the federal penitentiary, may be seen in the middle

ground ; lofty Angel Island is in the baekground. Franciscan rocks

similar to those seen in Yerba Huena Island or on the San Francisco

peninsula outcrop on both of these islands, and Franciscan rocks

underlie the muds of most of San Francisco Bay. The bay itself is a

river valley into which the Pacific Ocean has encroached. Local sub-

sidence or sinking of the land which outlined the present configuration

of the bay took place in Pleistocene time so that geologically speaking

the bay is a young physiographic feature.

Yerba Huena Island, or (Joat Island, is the midway anchor point

of the bridge. Yerba Huena takes its name from an aromatic vine-like

herb much in demand bj' both Indians and Spanish in early days, for

medicinal purposes. Americans who visited the island in 1840 found it

overrun by goats introduced by the Spanish—hence the nickname Goat

Island. Yerba B\iena is deeply shaded by eucalyptus trees introduced

into California from Australia. The original vegetation consisted prin-

cipally of low shrubs, vines, and grass ; a few live oaks were present

on the northern side of the island. Franciscan sandstone and shale are

well exposed on the southwe.stern side of the island, especially near

the western entrance to Yerba Buena tunnel. Sandy strata tend to

stand out from the less resistant shales, and the sedimentary sequence

is thus distinctly outlined. A narrow, rocky beach surrounds the island

and man-made Treasure Island adjoins it to the north.

Treasure Island, begun in I'V.U) and completed in 1938, was first

the grounds of the Golden (iate International Exposition of 19.V.K

Later it served as a base for the various trans-Pacific Clippers of Pan
American Airways. During World War II, the island was taken over
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by the Navy Department, and it still serves as a naval installation. The
island was bnilt simply by forming a rock jetty or retaining wall of

requisite size and then pumping sand and mud dredged from the bay
into the enclosure. Salt was removed from the dredged material by
leaching with fresh water.

Highways 40 and 50 diverge at the Oakland distributary of the

bridge and Highway 40 coincides with Eastshore Boulevard as far

as Richmond. Northbound traffic traverses the edges of Oakland,

Emeryville, Albany, and Richmond, in that order. For several miles

the route lies upon land reclaimed from tidal marsh, and man-created

estuaries form a park area over part of the distance. An ever increas-

ing amount of tideland is being reclaimed by earth fill on the bay side

of the highway. One and one-half miles north of the junction of High-

ways 40 and 50, Highway 24 joins Eastshore Boulevard. Highway 24

cuts across the Berkeley Hills to the vicinity of Mount Diablo and then

turns northeast toward Sacramento. Along this route the stratigraphy,

structure, and lithology of the Berkeley Hills are beautifully exposed.

A short distance northeast of the Golden Gate Fields race track

is the rounded, tree-covered landmark known at various times as Sig-

nal Hill, Cerrito de San Antonio, Cerrito Hill, Albany Hill, and
Skunk Hill. The name El Cerrito is the oldest, and is preferred over

all others. Like Verba Buena Island, El Cerrito Hill is covered with

eucalyptus trees except on the north side where there is a fine stand

of native live oaks. Weathered Franciscan sandstone is extensively

exposed in a large quarry on the west side of the hill. Elsewhere, bed-

rock is covered by soil mantle. Franciscan sandstone, shale, and basalt

are also exposed in a series of road cuts a quarter of a mile north of

El Cerrito Hill, but these rocks are too deeply weathered to be repre-

sentative of the formation.

One block east of the intersection of Highway 40 (there called San
Pablo Boulevard) and MacDonald Avenue in Richmond is a good ex-

Fio. 27. Ferry boats in trout of Verba Hueuu Island in tin- curly UtOO.s.

Anchor and tunnel of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge seen in figure 28 are
located on the island at a point just above the right pilot bouse of the nearer ferry
boot. Photo courtesy San Francuco Chronicle.

Fig. 28. West entrance to Verba Buena Island tunnel on the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, photographed about 1938. Ilocks above
the concrete portal are sjindstone of the Upper Jurassic Franci.scan for-

mation. The sandstone and shale of Yerba Buena Island, through which
the tunnel was driven, did not prove strong enough to support themselves
while such a large opening was being driven, so a narrow arch-shaped
slice was first taken out and ceiling supports were ptit in as the driving
of the tunnel progressed. Photo courtesy Californi: Toll Bridge Author-
ity and San Francisco Chronicle.
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posure of Franciscan chert. The chert is yellowish-white to red in color,

and is thin-bedded and crumpled. Veinlets of quartz and carbonate

minerals crisscross the formation. This is one of the few outcrops of

Franciscan (Upper Jurassic) chert that resemble the chert and cherty

shale of the Monterey (Miocene) formation, and which may be mis-

taken for them. A number of interesting metamorphic minerals may
be found in schi-sts near bodies of serpentine a quarter of a mile east

of the aforementioned chert locality. The author has collected good

aetinolite, glaucophane, antigorite, and garnet from hillside exposures

between Cutting Boulevard and Mac-Donald Avenue.

Continuing northward, Highway 40 passes over low bay-margin

land through the municipalities of Richmond and San Pablo. Prior to

the advent of the white man this area was rather thickly populated

Indian country. Kitchen middens or shell mounds representing ancient

and pre-Spanish Indian camp grounds have been found in several

places between Albany and San Pablo, notably at Stege, which is a

small way station on the Southern Pacific Railroad. After the coming

of the Spanish, the region became part of Rancho San Pablo, the do-

main of Don Francisco Castro. Castro first lived in the vicinity in 1826

and had explored it as early as 1823, but the grant was not confirmed

until after his death in 1831. Remains of two adobes built by members
of the Castro family still stand. One is included in the restored build-

ing now occupied by El Rancho Restaurant at the junction point of

San Pablo and Panhandle Boulevards in Albany. The other is in San
Pablo at the intersection of San Pablo Boulevard and Church Street.

After leaving the town of San Pablo, Highway 40 crosses the

northern extremity of San Pablo Ridge and passes through the San

Pablo oil-tank farm. At the summit of San Pablo Ridge a series

of road cuts exposes the first sediments of the Mio-Pliocene Orinda

formation to be seen along Highway 40 eastbound. Poorly consol-

idated buff to whitish-gray silt, clay, and pebble conglomerate

crossed by white caliche seams (thin stringers of calcium carbo-

nate deposited in cracks by evaporation) make up the bulk of the

formation at this point. The Orinda formation is widely distributed

through the Berkeley Hills and in some places consists dominantly of

coarse conglomerate. It represents river floodplain deposition on a con-

tinental land mass—not marginal marine deposition. Although fossils

have not been found close to Highway 40, a great many have been col-

lected from the Orinda formation in the bay area, so that a dependable

age determination has been possible. Bones of horses, camels, and other

vertebrates have been found, as well as many varieties of freshwater

niollusks and ostracods. These indicate a lower Pliocene age for at least

part of the formation.

The San Pablo tank farm of the Standard Oil Company, located

a mile or two east of the town, affords storage facilities for crude oil

coming into the great Richmond refinery from the central valley and

for refined products coming from the refinery. The large metal tanks

occupy several square miles of rolling hill country and create a rather

bizarre skyline on an otherwise pastoral landscape.

Half a mile beyond the most easterly tanks of the farm a loii^:

road cut exposes a good section of Orinda continental deposits. Liki-

the less-well-exposed beds to the west of the tank farm, the Orinda
here is composed of interbedded whitish-gray to buff sandstone, silt-

stone, clay shale, and pebble conglomerate, poorly indurated and
strongly folded. The beds strike N. 55° W. and dip 75° to 80° N. Debris

eroded from the pre-existing Franciscan and Monterey formations is

readily identifiable in these rocks. Sandy and pebbly layers tend to be

crossbedded on a small scale, a common feature of river floodplain

deposits.

Half a mile northeast of the aforedescribed road cut, a small hill

or ridge rises abruptly from beside the south shoulder of Highway 40.

A quarry face from which road fill was taken may be seen on the west

side of the hill. The major Hayward fault passes through in a nortli-

westerly direction close to the western base of the hill and displaces

rocks of the Pliocene Orinda formation against the Claremont mem-
ber of the Miocene Monterey formation. The Hayward fault is a very

large structural break that can be followed from San Pablo Bay to a

point a few miles southeast of the town of Gilroy in southern Santa

Clara County, a distance of more than 100 miles. The hill also marks the

first outcrops of Miocene rocks to be seen by persons northbound on

Highway 40. In the rock quarry on the west side of the hill are good

exposures of white diatomaceous shale interbedded with a few tliin

bands of siltstone. The shale contains not only the microscopic remains

of diatoms, but also includes large numbers of molds and casts »{

small sea shells. The Miocene Claremont formation is, therefore, of

marine origin, in contrast to the Orinda formation, which was depositril

on land lying above sea level. The Claremont member of the Monterey

formation is several million years older than the Orinda.

One and four-tenths miles east of the shale quarry are several

good outcrops of white diatomitc, a rock composed almost entirely

of the siliceous remains of diatoms. The diatomite is light in weigiit.

crudely bedded, and contains numerous fish scales and fish bones

The diatoms are too small to be seen in a hand specimen, b\it are

readily identifiable under the microscope. Diatomite is best exposed

on a low knoll north of the highway. Half a mile farther east the road-

way drops down to the village of Pinole which is situated in a narriiw

valley bounded by faidts. The faults follow in a northerly direction

close to the base of the hills on either side of the town. The rocks lying

beneath the soil cover in this vicinity are composed of fragmental

material blown from the vent of an ancient volcano that was acti\''

in Pliocene time. The rock is best exposed along Highway 40 near

the town of Rodeo. A high road-cut escarpment just west of Pinole
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Fig. 20. A typical exposure of Pinole tuff (Pliocene) on San Pablo Bay
half a mile west of Oleum, Contra Costa County. Volcanic ash layers are interbedded
with sandy strata and lenses of coarse fragmental white pumice. Camera facing
northeast. Carquinez Strait is behind the neck of land.

exposes greenish-buff, crudely bedded shale belonging to the Tiee

member of the Monterey formation. It strikes roughly parallel to the

road and dips toward the north. Two oval concretions several feet in

diameter are conspicuously developed in the shale on the north side

of the road. Concretions form by migration of any of several v^ater-

soluble mineral materials toward a central point, followed by con-

centric deposition of crystalline material about that point. Iron oxide,

calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, and barium sulfate are materials

which commonly are precipitated to form concretions. Round or oval

concretions are most common, but these may coalesce to form weird

shapes. The nature of the forces which cause migration of chemicals

toward focal points to form concretions is not known.

The town of Pinole receives its name from Rancho El Pinole, the

grant first made to Ignacio Martinez in 1829. Pinole is a name bor-

rowed by the Mexicans from the Aztecs and signifies a meal ground
from various grains or other seeds. Together with most other towns

along San Francisco Bay, Pinole received its greatest growth during

the last two decades, and is therefore identified more with post-war

population increases than with the romance of the Spanish period.

Between Pinole and Rodeo various sandstone and shale members
of the Monterey (middle Miocene) and San Pablo (upper Miocene)

formations are exposed in road cuts and railroad cuts which more or

less parallel the highway. A large exposure of the Rodeo shale mem-
ber of the Monterey formation may be seen in the railroad cuts just

west of the junction of Highways 40 and 4, a mile east of Pinole.

Fig. 30. John Muir home i.\i r i
i il i at Muir Station on the Franklin

Canyon road (State HiRhway 4) two miles south of Martinez, Contra Costa County.
California's great naturalist spent many of his declining years in this spacious
house and grounds, and in them many of his great works were penned.

The town of Rodeo, situated on San Pablo Bay at the mouth of

Rodeo Creek, was a camp site of the Pedro Fages expedition which

explored much of Contra Costa County in 1776. Like San Pablo,

Rodeo is situated close to installations of the oil industrj- and its

interests are largely concerned with oil and with water transportation

on San Pablo Bay. Miocene and Pleistocene beds in the vicinity of

Rodeo are full of marine molluscan fossils and the area is a favorite

invertebrate fossil collecting ground. Fossil sand dollars have even

been found in Rodeo at the intersection of Third Street and Pinole

Avenue ! Railroad cuts along the bay from Rodeo to Oleum are also

favorite spots for fossil collectors.

Half a mile east of Rodeo, a road cut exposes white rhyolite tuff

composed principally of pumice fragments blown from a volcano. The

tuff is very soft, porous, and light in weight. It occupies a syncline or

downwarped fold which trends roughly west-northwest. It was de-

posited on the Miocene marine sediments, which outcrop nearby, dur-

ing Pliocene time, after earth movements had brought the old sea

floor above sea level.

Strung out for several miles along the highway east of Rodeo are

the oil tanks and refinery installations of Union Oil Company's Oleum
refinery. The bay front area from San Pablo to Crockett is attractive

to hea\'y industry because of its deep-water dock facilities and con-

venient rail service. -The area is served by both Southern Pacific and

Santa Fe Railroads. In addition to the Union Oil installations and the

Standard Refinery previously mentioned, the great Selby Smelter of
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the American Smelting and Refining Company is located on the bay

front northeast of Rodeo. Its 605-foot white smoke-stack is a landmark

visible for many miles. Operation of the Selby smelter dates from 1885

when the first blast furnaces were blown in by the Selby Smelting

and Refining Company. The Selby Company was later purchased by

American Smelting and Refining Company, the present operators.

The plant processes ores from all over the world, as well as from

California. In addition to production of metals, much of the plant's

blast-furnace slag goes to insulation manufacturers who re-fuse and

then blow the molten slag into rock wool or fibre glass.

Half a mile west of the southern anchor point of the Carquinez

Bridge, lofty road cuts expose strongly disturbed sediments which

mark the trace of the Franklin thrust fault. The Franklin thrust

diagonally crosses the highway in a northwesterly direction and causes

rocks of Cretaceous age to be thrust up and over rocks which are many

millions of years younger; in this case Upper Cretaceous rocks of the

Chico formation have ridden up and over rocks of Tertiary age (Mio-

cene Monterey and Paleocene Martinez). Within the fault zone the

rocks are crushed and contorted, and bedding is nearly everywhere

destroyed. Because of the disruption of the original rock structure by

the fault, the Division of Highways has had to face some of the road

cuts in the vicinity with concrete to prevent landslides.

Carquinez Strait, crossed by Highway 40 via the lofty, narrow

Carquinez Bridge, joins San Pablo and Suisun Bays. It is the outlet

.«***••

Fio. .'il. Channeled, cross-bedded eiirl.v Quaternary or late Tertiary tuffn-

ceous sands on the lienicia Grammar School grounds, Benicia, Solano County.

Camera facing east. A pronounced unconformity or old erosion surface (accentu-

ated by upper dashed line) may be seen at the level of the tops of the basketball

backboards; the lower channeled, cross-bediled rocks have been planed off by ero-

sion and the upper HatlyinR beds added duriuE a later period. A second uncon-

formity is also evident (lower curved dashed line) between the channel lillinB and

lower rocks into which the channels were cut. A deposit of white pumice stands

out at the extreme right of the picture, and cross-bedding, which is a common
feature of stream and beach deposits, can be seen to the left of the white pumice.

for waters of both Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, which merge

at a point a few miles northeast of the town of Pittsburg. Cretaceous

moUuscan fossils may be collected along the north bank of Carquinez

Straits, a short distance east of the north end of the bridge. From
the north end of Carquinez Bridge to well beyond Vallejo, the road-

bed traverses a belt of Cretaceous marine sedimentary rocks which

have been deformed into a .series of broad folds whose axes trend

nortliwest. Road cuts expose incomplete cross sections of these struc-

tures, whose directional trends can be traced across the landscape

because of resistant strata which protrude above the soil cover. The
strata consist predominantly of well-bedded brown sandstone and clay

shale, but in some places the shales weather to a distinct blue-black

color.

Vallejo, home of the Mare Island Navy Yard, is largely by-passed

by Highway 40. General Mariano G. Vallejo planned to found a town
near the present site as early as 1830, but the plan was not carried

out until 1850. General Vallejo attempted to establish the town as

the state capitol and for two short periods in 1852-53 it did serve as

such. The Navy Yard was establislied in 1853, and is one of the first

constructed on the Pacific coast.

Nine-tenths of a mile beyond the junction of Highways 40 and

48 a major fault cuts off tlie Cretaceous section and brings up a mixed

group of Upper Jurassic Franciscan rocks. The fault crosses the high-

way in flat country, so that the fracture zone is only apparent in a

few obscure road cuts of limited size. A few hundred yards south of

the highway, on the hillside above the valley floor, an old quarry

exposes steeply dipping contorted red chert. This rock was originally

formed by chemical precipitation of silica introduced into sea water

by volcanic activity. Remains of star-shaped microscopic marine or-

ganisms (radiolaria) found in the rock show its marine origin. Other

quarries and surface outcrops in the vicinity expose serpentine and
silica-carbonate rock as well as gray-green sandstone. Serpentine is

the hydrated, altered product of peridotite intruded after the cherts

and sandstones were deeply buried. Silica-carbonate rock is the prod-

uct of alteration of serpentine by the ri.se of carbonate-rich water

along an old fracture system. Veinlets of green, microcrystalline quartz

called chrysoprase are common in silica-carbonate rocks in a quarry

situated close to the highway near the top of the ridge.

A few hundred yards down the other side of the ridge, rocks

exposed in the road cuts change abruptly from serpentine and mixed

Franciscan rocks to brown sandstone and shale of probable Creta-

ceous age. The break marks the crossing of another major fault. The

ridge just passed is, therefore, a horst or upthrown fault block. Slightly

more than a mile east of the fault hist mentioned, the rocks exposed

are light-colored, poorly lithified sandstones of Eocene age. Near the
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bottom of tlie grade landslides can be seen on both sides of the road.

Tiie relation between those and the rocks to tlie west is not known.

Highway 40 continues northeastward down American Canyon,

largely through sandstones of Eocene age, and then pas.ses across the

alluvial plain toward Fairfield.

The junction point of State Highways 40 and 12 (the Santa Rosa

road) is at the confluence of Jameson and American Canyons 7 miles

west of Fairfield. Jameson Canyon serves as a pass for both the Jame-

son Canyon (Santa Rosa) road and the Southern Pacific Railroad.

A mile farther toward the northeast, Highway 21 (from Benicia)

joins Highway 40. On the plain to the east of this junction point are

several buttes of flow lava and fragraental material (tuffs) blown from

ancient volcanoes. The rock of the largest of these buttes is quarried

at the Cordelia quarry for crushed rock, and a crusher is in operation

on the southern end of the butte. but ^ lofty road cut at the north end

of this butte exposes white tuffs only. The volcanic rocks have been

named the Sonoma volcanics ; they are Pliocene in age. Continuing

northeast over the Fairfield plain, the Fairfield by-pass, completed in

the summer of 1949, allows the heavy Sacramento traffic to escape the

congested part of town.

Fairfield, the county seat of Solano County, lies in the heart of a

rich agricultural district devoted to fruit orchards and livestock graz-

ing. The town dates from 1859 and has been the county seat from its

inception ; it was named from the birthplace (Fairfield, Connecticut)

of its founder, Capitan C. H. Waterman.
Northeast of Fairfield, the route crosses a series of northwest-

trending parallel ridges partly buried by alluvium. In these low ridges,

and in the more rugged country to the north, the strike and dip of

the folded strata can plainly be seen for some distance across the land-

scape. The thick beds of weather-resistant sandstone are easily followed

with the eye, some for several miles. The most westerly ridge consists

of Cretaceous strata; those to the east consist of Eocene strata which
lie on top of the Cretaceous. The entire section is folded into several

synclines and anticlines.

Four miles beyond the eastern turnoft' to Fairfield (or 1 mile

west of the Vai'aville road junction) is an historic adobe structure

on part of which a more recent frame shed has been erected. Tliis is

the ruin of the Juan Felipe Demitrio Pena adobe built in 1842 on the

old Los Putos Spanish grant. The latter was given jointly to Manuel
Cabez Vaca and Juan Felipe Pena in 1841. The nearby town of Vaca-
ville was named in honor of the Vaca family.

There are no rock outcrops in the Sacramento Valley until the

vicinity of Rocklin, near the Sierra foothills, is reached. The valley

rocks are covered with Pleistocene and Recent alluvium and soil. The
subsurface structure is essentially synclinal and mo.st of the dips

recorded in drilled wells are gentle.

flQM
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Fig. 32. Elkhorn Ferry, near Woodland, Yolo County, one of the few ferries
operated h.v the State Hiehwa.v Department. Ferry carries three cars. An upstream
cable holds the boat on its cour.se and the ferry is moved by cables and a power
winch. Photo courtesy .S'an FrnncUco Chronicle.

Highway 40 passes through rich farming lands which are among
the most prolific in the state. The Agricultural College of the Univer-
sity of California, located at Davis, is only a mile or two north of the

route. Across the river from the City of Sacramento, rich lands have
been reclaimed from marsh by building levees. During flood periods

the waters of the Sacramento River are allowed to cover these low

lands, partly to ease flood damage and partly to replenish under-

ground water supplies. Many hundreds of acres of this lowland are

peat-covered and these have proven exceptionally rich. Huge tonnages

of rice and other cereals are produced on peat soil. Peat has, in some
places, accumulated in sufficient depth and purity to be valuable for

horticultural use, and mining of California peat for that purpose is

steadily increasing. Peat lands have been known to catch fire and
smolder undetected for long periods, only to break forth suddenly and
seriously damage crops and dwellings.

The Sacramento River system is a sportsman's paradise. Water-
fowl are plentiful in season, and the rivers are well stocked with fish.

Ring-necked pheasants introduced from China have increased so

greatly as to be a nuisance in some places. Large numbers of boating

enthusiasts ply the river systems and bayous. The Sacramento River

is navigable for ships of moderate draft, and water freight still comes

into Sacramento from the port of San Francisco by this waterway,

in spite of the competition of truck and rail transport.
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The City of Sacramento, which clusters about the State Capitol,

is rapidly expanding its suburbs into the picturesque oak-covered

country lying to the northeast. Initiated in 1839 as the principality of

New Helvetia by Captain John A. Sutter, Sacramento experienced

many of the gold-rush growing pains through which San Francisco

passed. Prior to the gold rush, New Helvetia was an important supply

point for overland wagon trains of the pre-gold-rush immigrants. The

present town of Sacramento was laid out on Sutter's old holdings, and

lots were first offered for sale early in 1849. Sutter's Fort, now com-

pletely restored and set in beautiful park grounds, stands at the corner

of 26th and L Streets. Ivy-covered concrete walls 18 feet high surround

the various restored buildings in which are housed relics of early days

in California.

The development of the second story architecture in the older

sections of Sacramento has been attributed to occasional flood

rampages of the nearby American River. Stairways in these old houses

lead to the second floor, where porches and entryways are developed,

instead of on the ground floor. Old Sacramento enjoys the deep shade

of great numbers of fine elm trees which are very welcome to tourists

and residents alike during the hot summer months.

OAKLAND TO BYRON VIA BROADWAY TUNNEL AND MARSH CREEK ROADS

The approach to Broadway Tunnel Road may be made by way of

either Ashby Avenue (State Highway 24) and the Claremont Hotel

in Berkeley, or along Broadway from downtown Oakland. The Oak-

land-to-Byron route offers a fine close-up view of the structure in the

Berkeley-Oakland Hills, and parking space is available near most

points of interest.

From the Claremont Hotel, Highway 24 passes south along the

base of the Berkeley Hills as far as the Broadway Tunnel Road via-

duct, after which it turns east and coincides with Broadway Tunnel

Road. Between the Claremont Hotel and Tunnel Road, the route lies

directly above the Ilayward fault zone, the latter being a major struc-

tural feature along the west side of the Berkeley-Oakland hills. The
fault has definite topographic expression in some places, and commonly
marks the north-south boundary between Cretaceous and Franciscan

rocks. In this sector I<"'ranciscan rocks crop out west of the fault and

are not seen east of it.

Seven-tenths of a mile south of Claremont Hotel a series of exten-

sive quarry faces expose a rusty-looking volcanic rock of Pliocene age

known locally as the Leona rhyolite. The fresh rock is white, bluish-

gray, or greenish-gray, and has a very fine-grained porcelaneous

groundmass in which small pyrite, feldspar, and quartz crystals are

set. These crystals are .seldom more than 1 millimeter in longest dimen-

sion, but pyrite crystals may be grouped together in metallic brass-

yellow blebs. The quarries are close to the Hayward fault zone and

Kio. ,3.3. The lamlslide of December !), 1!).")0, on Tunnel Road (State Ilieli

way 2-J I lietwoen Oakland and Orinda. Trees bron^'ht down in the slide and the

earth nmvin;: eiinipnteiit in the rij;ht foresromid j;i\e some idea of the magnitude
of the .slide. Koek exposed in the road cut in the extreme left center of the picture

is steepl.v west-dipping basalt of the Moraga volcanic serie.s ; rock to the right of

the toe of the slide is gently east-dipping gravel and sand, probably part of the

Orinda formation. Slide material was priiu'ipally clay and gravel b\it some ])asalt

came down too. The slide is at the axis of a faulted anticline. The State Highway
Department spent almost seven months removing the slide from highway and hill-

side and placing drainpipes to reduce chances of another slide. The highway was
almo.st completely blocked for several days and the temporary by-pass was a bottle-

neck on the lieavily travelled highway for numy months afterward. Photo bi/ Hill

Younff. courtly i^an Francisco Chronicle.
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much of the rhyolite is badly shattered. This shattering is partly re-

sponsible for the advanced degree of weathering which most of the

rhyolite shows, the broken condition allowing extensive penetration by

groundwater. Another factor controlling weathering and decomposi-

tion is the large amount of pyrite the rock contains. Groundwater car-

rying dissolved oxygen, carbonic acid, and other soluble chemicals

readily decomposes pyrite, forming sulfuric acid, iron sulfate, and
oxides of iron. Sulfuric acid and iron sulfate further decompose the

rock, and iron oxide is deposited in every crack to give the rusty ap-

pearance shown by most rock specimens. Unweathered specimens can

be obtained, however, along Old Tunnel Road at the east end of the

quarry. The lofty quarry faces from which so many millions of tons

of fill rock have been taken were excavated chiefly during 1943-44 by
the Macco Construction Company. The fill rock went to form dock in-

stallations at the Port of Oakland.

Approaching Broadway Tunnel from Oakland along Broadway,
good exposures of rocks of the Upper Jurassic Franciscan formation

may be seen in road cuts and along the ridge between Keith Avenue
and Lake Temescal. The predominant rock is a greenish-gray massive

sandstone cut by numerous veinlets of ealcite and quartz, but some
red chert, shaly layers and an occasional layer of pebble conglomerate

are interbedded with the sandstone. The Franciscan formation is cut

off at Lake Temescal by the Hayward fault and does not appear again

along this route until Blount Diablo is reached.

East of the Tunnel Road viaduct and the Pacific Gas and Electric

Company power station, rusty brown Leona rhyolite is exposed diseon-

tinuously on both sides of the road for several hundred yards. The
rhyolite is then cut off by a fault which roughly parallels the Hayward

rift. The fault zone is partly obscured by landslides, but an abrupt
change in the character of the rocks is noticeable. Brown, weathered
rhyolite gives way to crumbled brown and black shale containing sand-

stone blocks and short segments of sandy strata. The shales are prob-

ably Upper Cretaceous in age, but no formational name has been as-

signed to them. Where structure is discernible, the Cretaceous rocks

dip steeply toward the east. There are several other exposures of Cre-

taceous rocks west of Broadway Tunnel, chiefly massive yellowish-

brown sandstone. Just west of the west portal of the tunnel, the Cre-

taceous rock section is succeeded by Miocene sandstone and shale of the

Monterey group of formations. The contact is not exposed, but is

assumed to be unconformable; that is, an ancient erosion surface

separates the two rock groups.

Because of the concrete lining, the very interesting cross section

through Skyline Ridge that the tunnel once afforded, is no longer

visible. The Miocene sandstones and shales are succeeded by the Mio-

cene cherts which are exposed above along Skyline Drive, and then by
conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone of the Mio-Pliocene Orinda
formation. Although the rock formations get progressively younger

as one travels east through the tunnel, the strata all dip toward the

west at angles averaging 65 degrees. It is therefore concluded that the

once-horizontal series of strata has been tilted to vertical position and
then overturned some 25 degrees, and that the sequence is thereby

reversed from its original order.

Driving of the tunnel proved to be a very costly undertaking be-

cause of the low strength of some of the rocks encountered, because of

faults, and because of the irregular distribution of weak rocks. The
chert section is literally riddled with altered diabase intrusions which

Broadwoy tunnel
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Fig. 34. Structure section along Tunnel Road.
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Fio. a."i. Pnnorama cast across the Oakland Hills. Mmint Diiililo nn the horizon aiul rppi'i- Snii I.eaiidro Ucsprvoir in the foreRrouml. Rooks in thp imniodiate

vicinity of the lake are dark marine fpper Cretaceous shale and lighter-colored sandstone; those in the crass-covered middle strip are chiefly lower Pliocene continental

gravel'and clay. The more rucced hrnsh-covered ri<lKe in the hack middle distance, on which the heds faintly ontcrop. is I'hieliy upper Miocene marine sandstone and shah-

Mount Diahio itself is a piercement of mixed rock.s of the Franciscan croup, chiefly Kraywacke, greenstone, and chert. Tilted Miocene and I'liocenc heds are exposed south

of the mountain. Eocene and Cretaceous heds to the north and east. Photo hy Commercial Photo and View Company, courtety Ea»t Bay Hunicipal Utiltty Dittrict.
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behave much like clay, and two fault zoues, probably representing seg-

ments of the Wildcat fault system, produced landslides. These fault

zones are located approximately 430 and 760 feet, respectively, from
the west portal of the tunnel. In general, the rocks encountered under-

ground were weaker than was indicated by a study of their surface

exposures.

Passing out of the tunnel to the east, dark red and yellowish clays

and greenish gravels of the nonmarine Orinda formation may be seen

in road cuts on both sides of the highway. These strata, like those

through which the tunnel has been driven, trend roughly north, but

are standing vertical. This attitude is maintained in the Orinda forma-

tion for a quarter of a mile, and then the sedimentary rocks are suc-

ceeded by a thick series of basalt and andesite flows locally called the

Moraga formation. The Orinda and Moraga rock groups are Jlio-Plio-

cene in age ; that is, they began to be deposited at the end of the Mio-

cene epoch and continued to be deposited during lower Pliocene time.

The Orinda formation has yielded a good many scattered fossil bones

of land mammals that serve as time markers. The contact of the

Moraga lava flows with the Orinda formation is marked b.v a bright

red zone, the result of the baking action of hot lava.

Eastward along the route the basalt flows slowly change attitude

and show decided though steep dips to the east. Dips gradually become

less and less in that direction, as the trough of a U-shaped fold is

approached. The approximate bottom or axis of this fold is the center

of Siesta Valley. The Moraga volcanic series, which begins at the base

with a series of dark flows, can be seen to consist of some interbeds

of clay and gravel similar to those in the Orinda ; but the sequence

remains predominantly volcanic. Yellowish-white water-laid rhyolite

tuff beds are conspicuous in several horizons, and one thick, light-

colored bed of this nature forms a prominent marker easily followed

even when exposures are poor. On the other side of Siesta Valley the

same marker bed appears again but dips in the opposite direction.

It is by such markers that the geologist is able to reconstruct major
geological features, even if only parts of them are exposed.

Eight-tenths of a mile from the east portal of the tunnel the high-

way comes out of a canyon and crosses narrow, upland Siesta Valley,

which is being drained and rapidly eroded by the west branch of San
Pablo Creek. As Siesta Valley has been worn into soft sediments of

the Siesta formation, and as San Pablo Creek is rapidly undercutting

this soft material, great landslides have developed that encroach into

San Pablo Creek Canyon from both sides of the highway. These have

not moved in recent years and are somewhat overgrown ; but they

might move again during excessively rainy seasons. Half a mile far-

ther east, soft material from a sedimentary member of the Moraga
formation gave way on the morning of December 9, 19.50, sending

many thousands of cubic yards of mud down the hill and across the

road, blocking all but a single lane at the eastern shoulder of the road.

Landslide forms are common all through the Berkeley Hills.

Owing to the landslides in Siesta Valley, the Siesta formation is

exposed to view along- the highway only at the valley borders, where
the lowermost strata lap onto the resistant lava ridges. At these points

the Siesta rocks resemble those of the Orinda formation, but else-

where in the Siesta formation there are yellowish-white tuffaceous

lake beds and grayish-white fresh-water limestones different from any-

thing in the Orinda formation. The Siesta formation is lower Pliocene

in age and is really part of one depositional and volcanic sequence

that began at the end of the Miocene with deposition of the lowest

Orinda beds and continued well into middle Pliocene with deposition

of the Mulholland formation.

The rugged ea.stern ridge bordering Siesta Valley is made up
predominantly of volcanic rocks like those west of the valley and. in

fact, is a continuation of the same series; it has merely dipped under
the floor of Siesta Valley and come out on the other side. The Upton
rock quarries operated by Kaiser Company are driven in Moraga vol-

canic rocks. The road to Upton quarries leads off to the south along

the east side of Siesta Valley.

After passing through the west-dipping volcanics east of the

Upton road, the upturned edges of the Orinda formation should again

be crossed; actually, however, they cannot be seen. Beyond the vol-

canic rocks a landslide covers the old road cuts ; then come volcanic

rocks and interbedded sediments dipping east at a low angle. The
landslide obscures the crest of an arch or anticline, and the Orinda

formation either has not been upwarped high enough to be exposed or

else the antiplinal crest is faulted.

Two-tenths of a mile west of Orinda Crossroads extensive road

cuts expose yellowish and greenish silts, clays, and gravels similar

to parts of the Orinda formation, and once considered to belong to

that formation. However, sufficient fossil mammal bones have been

found in recent years to establish the beds as younger than the Siesta

and Orinda. A comparison of the structural attitudes of the younger
beds and the adjacent Siesta, Moraga, and Orinda indicates that a

fault must separate these rock groups even though its trace is not

evident. Structural relationships will be most easily understood by
looking at the accompanying cross section (fig. 34) drawn along the

line of Highway 24.

Orinda Crossroads is rapidly becoming the supply and trans-

portation center for the series of fashionable suburban districts known
collectively as Orinda. Orinda Crossroads was once called Bryant,

and so appears on old maps. It is the connecting point with Moraga
and Saint Marys College on the south, and Orinda Village, Wildcat

Canyon, and Tilden Park on the north. The Wildcat Canyon Road
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winds along the edge of picturesque San Pablo reservoir for sev-

eral miles.

Between Orinda and Lafayette the highway passes over gently

tilted sands, clays, and silts originally mapped as part of the Orinda

formation. In the light of present knowledge concerning the Mulhol-

land fauna it appears possible that several different age groups of

rocks may be included, but a section of Mulholland sediments several

thousand feet thick is present. The structure is hard to follow as seen

along the highway, but there are several folds.

Lafayette lies in the heart of Rancho Acalanes, originally granted

to Candelario Valencia in 1834. Title to the rancho was acquired by

Elam Brown, a New Yorker, in 1846. He erected buildings near Lafay-

ette in 1847. Another prominent early settler in the vicinity of

Lafayette was Nathaniel Jones, who founded Locust Farm on a sub-

division of Rancho Acalanes purchased from Brown. The town itself

gradually took shape during the fifties, around the present plaza. One
of the pioneer churches of Contra Costa County, erected on "Golden

Gate Way" about 1855, has endured through the years, although the

present Community Church occupies a different site and buildings.

Prior to the coming of the white man, a large Costanoan Indian vil-

lage called Akalan existed in the Lafayette vicinity. The name A^ca-

lanes is believed to have been derived by the Spanish Californians

from the name of this village.

Between Lafayette and Walnut Creek rock exposures are not

plentiful. The Pliocene rocks are succeeded by Miocene sandstones and

siltstones of no particular interest. Two large thrust faults traverse

the area in a northwesterly direction, one crossing the highway in the

vicinity of the Lafayette business district, the other crossing through

the west edge of Walnut Creek in the vicinity of the Mount Diablo

Boulevard and Dewing Lane junction point. Neither fault has dis-

cernible features close to the highway.

The vicinity of Walnut Creek was first settled by David Glass, a

Pennsylvanian, in 1850 ; but Glass is better identified with San Ramon
where he permanently settled 9 years later. James T. Walker settled in

nearby Ignacio Valley in 1851. Walnut Creek town was laid out in

the late fifties by Homer Shuey. Perhaps the oldest public building

still standing is the old Methodist Church located on Locust Street a

block north of Mount Diablo Boulevard. It was erected in 1872 on a

lot which originally fronted on Main Street. The pioneer church is still

active, but has been moved to a new location on Sunnyvale Avenue.

Fo.ssil localities are numerous in both the business and residential

districts of Walnut Creek. Miocene sea shells are found in sandstone

exposed along Locust Street just across from the Safeway Store ; in

road cuts near Farmers Feed and Supply Company's establishment

on Railroad Avenue ; along the railroad riglit-of-way near the junc-

tion of Danville Highway and Rudgear Boulevard ; and in countless

private yards in the Saranap district. Relies of ancient man are also

found from time to time in the Walnut Creek-Concord vicinity. An
Indian burial ground excavated by the University of California De-
partment of Anthropology in 1946 at a site located at 21 Gregory Lane,

Concord, yielded numerous bones and artifacts estimated to be from
1500 to 3500 years old, or possibly older. Fossils in stone have become
common ornaments in Walnut Creek gardens.

The origin of the black walnut trees found along the banks of

Walnut Creek is a debatable point among botanists. They are certainly

pre-Spanish, and are found largely where Indians are known to have

had extensive rancherias or camp sites. They are somewhat different

from the southern California black walnut trees supposedly native to

California, but may have developed from them from seed brought in

by the Indians.

At the new Civic Center in Walnut Creek we shall leave Highway
24 and cut across Ignacio Valley to the Marsh Creek road. The turnoff

is 4 blocks north of the "T" junction point of Highways 24 and 21.

Much of the Ignacio Valley Road is through flourishing walnut groves

which are a sea of green in summer. Beneath the trees, bright yellow

fields of mustard spread like carpets in winter and in early spring

before the leaves are back on the trees.

Three-fourths of a mile east of the Civic Center, the road crosses

a ridge of sandstone belonging to the Miocene San Pablo group. A
number of prominent ridges formed by the upturned edges of hard

sandstone may be followed by the eye to the very foot of Mount Diablo.

These prominent ridges also have numerous fossil localities. The strata

in part are the same as those exposed in Walnut Creek, as they dip

beneath San Ramon Valley into a syncline and come up again on the

west side.

The ridged highland separating San Ramon and Ignacio Valleys

is devoted to cattle grazing and race-horse breeding. The orderly white

paddocks and green meadows of the Heather Horse Farm add an east-

ern touch to the western scene.

Three and three-tenths miles from the terminus of the Ignacio

Valley road in Walnut Creek is the junction point of one of the two

routes that lead to the summit of Mount Diablo. The other route comes

from Danville on Highway 21. It is about 15 miles to the summit of

the mountain by cither route. Mount Diablo is a sort of geologic freak.

The core of the twin-peaked mountain consists of jumbled massive

rocks of the Franciscan formation which literally have been punched
through the once-overlying Cretaceous and Miocene formations from

below. Upturned edges of these ruptured formations flank the moun-
tain on everj' side, and a large fault zone can be followed around its

base. Standing by itself at a height of 3849 feet above sea level, the

mountain has been a guiding landmark since the coming of the

Spanish, and probably was used by the Indians long before that time.
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Fig. 36. Main Street. AValnut Creek, ('..ntia r...-t,i Couniv. a^. ii \v;i.s about l!ll.".. X.iw tin- Ijnli nf liii.- nf thr fast..-t u-rnwini;

areas in the east bay, Walnut Creek bears little reseml>lanee to its leisurely past as this north view, taken aitpro.ximately from the Mount
Diablo Boulevard intersection, attests. Photo courtesy Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

In 1851 it was chosen as the principal reference point for the United

States land surveys in central California, and the base and meridian

lines established during the surveys pass through its summit. The
summit and upper slopes of Mount Diablo became a state park in 1931,

and picnicking and camping facilities have been provided. The mag-
nificent view from the mountain top is enjoyed by hundreds of thou-

sands of visitors each year. On a clear day, peaks in the S-ierra and
Cascade Ranges are readily visible, as well as distant points in the

Coast Ranges such as Mount St. Helena and Mount Hamilton.

Continuing across Ignacio Valley one can see the great scars in

the hills to the east that mark the abandoned quarry operations of the

once-flourishing Cowell cement plant. Limestone deposits which sup-

plied the plant originated by precipitation from hot springs and did

not extend very deep into the hillside. The deposits were far more

superficial than their surface area indicated, and were exhausted after

38 years of exploitation. The plant, still standing just over the hill at

the village of Cowell, was constructed in 1908. The limestone, although

deposited in Recent time, geologically speaking, was laid down on

rocks of middle Eocene age. The source of the lime-laden water from

which the limestone was deposited may have been the same deep-seated

volcanic source which gave rise to the quicksilver deposits on the east

side of Mount Diablo.

Two miles east of the Ignacio Valley-Marsh Creek road junction,

the Kirker Pass route to Pittsburg joins the Marsh Creek road. The
Kirker Pass road crosses folded sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous,

Eocene, Oligocene, and Miocene age; but only the blue sandstone of

the San Pablo group, which gets its characteristic color from an

opaline cement deposited on and between the sand grains, is well ex-

posed along the way. San Pablo group rocks are best exposed three-

tenths of a mile north of the Kirker Pass-Nortonville road junction

where a series of quarries have been cut into unweathered rock.

An interesting side trip through the pioneer coal mining districts

of Nortonville, Somersville, and Stewartsville may be made via the

Kirker Pass road by turning right up Kirker Canyon at a point 4.5

miles from the Marsh Creek road. This route is paved from Kirker Pass

to Nortonville ; is a winding dirt road to Somersville ; and, leaving by
Markley Canyon, is paved from Somersville on to Pittsburg. Through
Kirker Canyon, a V-shaped pass largely barren of vegetation, the road

passes between two ridges of Eocene strata. Their dip and directional

trend, or strike, is well shown by shale and sandstone strata which

stand out in relief from the hillsides. In several places sandstone mem-
bers contain large spherical concretions resembling cannon balls.

The site of Nortonville is now located principally by the sand-

loading dock, a structure built in the nineteen-thirties long after the

town had been abandoned. Hardly a vestige of the early buildings re-
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Fui. .'!7. Aerini oliliquc photo of Mount Diablo, rameni facinK I'ast-iiorlhnist from a point aliove the Black Hills east of Alamo. The indistinct

he<ls in the toreconnd are upper Miocene sandstone; those prominently exposed near the' middle of the photo are sandstone of middle Eocene age.

Photo by Clyde Stinderttnid, Oakland.
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KiG. 38. Aerial oblique photo of Mount Diablo, camera facing northeast across the San Joaquin Valley. Xorth Peak is hidden behind the main
peak. Meandering San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers may be seen in the middle distance; the snow-capped Sierra Nevada is on the skyline. Heavy
be<lded 8andstone in the foreground is upper Miocene in age. Other rock groups are not easily detected in this photo. Photo hy Clyde Sunderland, Oakhntd.
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Fic. .'JO. Stntc Pnrk'buildiiiK on the summit of Mount Diiiblo built of fossil-

ifcrous nppcr Miocene snndstone of the San I'iiblo ki-oui>. Photo (lH'iH) liii Boh
Cnmpbell. courtcai/ Son Francisco Chronicle.

mains, although the nuiltieolored mine and furnace dumps are still

there. Nortonville had its beginninji; with the opening of the Black

Diamond and Cumberland coal mines in 1860. and had its heyday be-

tween 1867 and 1890. It was connected by rail via Kirker Canyon with

New York Landing. located at present-day Pittsburg. Pittsburg at that

time was called Black Diamond. Rising mining costs, a serious mine

disa.ster in 1876, and increasing competition from fuels from other

states resulted in abandonment of the Nortonville coal mines in 1882.

Although a small amount of coal was mined at Nortonville in 1932,

many unfavorable economic factors have prevented a large-scale re-

opening of the deposits, even though substantial reserves are left un-

derground. White silica sand associated with the coal was mined for

foundry use during the uineteen-forties, but the sand mines are also

currently idle.

Leaving Nortonville, the Somersville road traverses the old mine

dumps and crosses Nortonville Pass, a high saddle separating the

basins in which Nortonville and Somersville were located. The old

mine dumps and even the smutty coal outcrops may be seen on hill-

sides west of the road that drops down toward Somersville from the

summit of the pass.

The only good link with Somersville 's past is the forlorn yet pic-

turesque cemetery located two-tenths of a mile down from the summit
of Nortonville Pass. Few historic spots in California have been as

badly vandalized as the Somersville Cemetery, but a great deal lias

been done by the Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden West and
other organizations to restore the damaged gravestones. Most of the

names recorded in the cemetery are Welsh. A few cypress trees and
several bird-of-paradise plants have thrived on the cemetery grounds,

but the surrounding hillsides are desolate except when springtime

covers them with a blanket of grass.

The amphitheatre below the cemetery, which is formed by coa-

lescing tributaries of Markley Canyon, is the site of old Somersville.

The town had its beginning with the opening of the Pittsburg coal

mine in 1860. The other principal nearby mines were the Manhattan,

Eureka, Union, and Independent. The rise and decline of Somersville

more or less parallels that of Nortonville, but coal mining persisted

at the former until 1902. Somersville was connected by rail via Mark-

ley Canyon to Pittsburg Landing, the water-shipping point for the

Somersville mines. Segments of the old railroad bed are still visible

in Markley Canyon. Little remains of the town except mounds repre-

senting old building foundations and several small wooden buildings.

All the principal structures have disappeared.

East from Somersville a dirt road connects with three other min-

ing camps, Stewartsville, Star Mine, and West Hartley. Their histories

are much like those of Nortonville and Somersville, but their mines

did not produce a very large amount of coal. Stewartsville, like Nor-

tonville and Somersville, had its railroad connection with water-

shipping facilities. The dock was at Antioch.

The geology in each of the coal mines of the Mount Diablo district

is much the same. The coal beds are invariably associated with white

sandstone and impure coaly beds, all of middle Eocene age. These

are essentially the same in character, were formed under similar sub-

tropical conditions to the coal-sand-elay formations of Amador and

other Sierran foothill counties, and are approximately of the same

age. Many geologists consider the Mount Diablo coal measures to be

part of the lone formation of the Sierra Nevada, but the two rock

groups cannot be traced continuously across the Great Valley. In the

Mount Diablo district the coal-bearing strata dip northeast at angles

averaging between 20 and 30 degrees. Two coal horizons were exten-

sively mined, the Clark vein and the Black Diamond vein. The Clark

vein proved most profitable because it occurred within sand.stone walls

which were relatively stable and did not require expensive timbering.

The coal varied from 2 to 7 feet in thickness, averaging about 2| feet

throughout most of the distance mined. The Black Diamond vein, on

the other hand, occurs in very dangerous ground, as there is much
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,«:„« I.™„= ,trf
the oM coal-mmmg town s.te of Nortonville taken in 1938. enmera facing south toward the base of Mount Diablo. The twom.ne dumps m the narrow canyon to the left of the center of the photo mark the caved entrances to two of the old workings. The low brush-covered ridgeto the left of the smoke stack hules the entrance to one of the adits that is still accessible. Both the brick smoke stack and the small building in the principalmine-dump area have been demol.shed for the br.ck the.v contained. Since this photo was taken many thousands of tons of high-silica sand were mined

h".^„s7^H' 7r , 1" «*" K\l^ ""'' '"'"'"'*'' """ "^7"^ """*•'" ""'"" '"'"" ""- '»•" "•'"« ''""P^- A partly caved slope and glorv holelead fromtheeast side of the canyon to the floor of the next canyon east. /'Aofo 61/ C?tfrfe .SwnderMnd. Ooiiand.
1 b
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Fio. 41. Nortonville in the late 1870s. camera facing west across School Hill. Steepled

building at the foot of the hill in the right middle ground ia Nortonville Grammar School. The
extensive mine dumps and trackways leading to them from the Black Diamond mine are prominent
in the left foreground. Photo courtesy W. F. Jones, San Francisco.

clay, shale, and impure coal both above and below the good coal.

Although the coal breaks free of the walls, the walls are weak, hard

to support, and tend to swell upon exposure to air.

The Mount Diablo mines added very materially to the wealth of

California during the pioneer period. Nearly 3,000,000 long tons of

coal were mined and sold for a little more than $15,279,000. This is a

very creditable showing, more so than that of many a metal-mining

district in the state. Although it is doubtful if California coal can

compete with California oil as a fuel in the forseeable future, the

mineral resources of the Mount Diablo district may still be economi-

cally important. The white sand associated with the coal has been

produced from time to time at Nortonville and Somersville for glass

and for steel-casting and refractory purposes. The coal may again

become important for conversion to wax, fertilizer, coal-tar products,

and by-product fuels such as briquettes.

Leaving the Somersville vicinity by Markley Canyon, the road

crosses more Eocene rocks somewhat younger than those that contain

the coal measures. In the narrowest part of the canyon, good expo-

sures of the Miocene San Pablo formation may be seen on both

sides of the road. One diffcd outcrop of conglomerate contains num-

erous moUuscan fossils somewhat like those to be seen on the rocky

California beaches today. The fossils are so close to the road that one

can reach out and touch them without getting out of the car.

The Markley Canyon road ends at the Antioch-Camp Stoneman
road, which in turn intersects with the Kirker Pass road south of

Pittsburg.

Returning to the main route down Marsh Creek Canyon, one

comes to the village of Clayton, which also had its beginning with

the opening of the Mount Diablo coal mines. It acted as a junction

point for traflBc heading to the mines from overland points in the

east bay region. The Whitney Survey party, one of the earliest to

study the geology around Mount Diablo, camped near Clayton in

1862. Ninety years before, the country had been explored by the Pedro

Fages party of 1772. Present-day Clayton, sheltered by a great grove

of eucalyptus trees, is the home of Mount Diablo Ranch, a vast cattle

and fruit holding. The postwar expansion so noticeable in towns far-

ther west has not yet reached Clayton.

Rocks exposed between Claj'ton and the junction of the Marsh

Creek and the Riggs Canyon road to Livermore are highly tilted

brown shales and .sandstones of Lower Cretaceous age. On higher

ground west of the Marsh Creek road, they are in fault contact with
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rocks of the Franciscan formation which make up the core of Mount
Diablo.

The east and northeast slopes of Mount Diablo 's North Peak
remain a wooded primitive area covered with oak, buckeye, scrubby

coulter pine, and chaparral. Rufrged terrain of this sort extends

south nearly to Livermore, and the attractive wilderness area is pene-

trated by a fair dirt road that follows south via the South Fork of

Marsh Creek and Rigrgs Canyon. Happy Hollow, 2.4 miles southeast

of Clayton on the Marsh Creek road, and Curry Creek Park located in

Curry Canyon just off the Marsh Creek-Livermore road 6.6 miles from
Clayton, offer resort facilities for those who seek vacation lands not

too far from the bay cities.

Open cuts of the Mount Diablo quicksilver mine can be seen west

of the road 4 miles southeast of Clayton. The entrance to the mine
properties is near the Marsh Creek-Livermore road junction from
which the mine buildings and workings can be seen. The mine, orig-

inally called the Ryne, was first active between 1875 and 1877. Within
this period production ran as high as 75 flasks per month and between
$100,000 and $200,000 must have been realized. Recorded production

between 1930 and 1950 was slightly in excess of $1,451,000, giving a

total production for the mine of well over $1,500,000. Early-day work-
ings were entirely underground and some underground mining was
done in the early nineteen-thirties; these workings reached a depth
of 165 feet. Since 1936, however, mining has been by large-scale open-
cut methods capable of handling and processing low-grade surface ore.

The ore bodies are in porous opalized serpentine of the Franciscan
formation, locally called "quicksilver rock." Ore minerals are red cin-

nabar and black metacinnabarite, both sulfides of mercury. With only
local exceptions, the ore minerals are disseminated through the opaline
rock and are not conspicuous in liand specimens. The yellowish iron

sulfide minerals marcasite and pyrite normally are more easily seen
than the mercury minerals. Drusy and chalcedonie quartz are com-
monly present, as well as opal. The Mount Diablo mine, although cur-

rently idle insofar as quicksilver production is concerned, is still

capable of producing substantial amounts of the metal, a valuable asset

during the present war emergency. Bradley Mining Company, the
current lessee, produces crushed rock and fill rock of large dimen-
sions from quarries located a mile northwest of the Mount Diablo mine.

East of Mount Diablo the route follows the course of Marsh Creek
for almost 7 miles. The landscape is typical of the drier parts of the

Fio. 42. Nortonville in 1949. This is almost the same view as figure 41. Even the small brick building near
the center of the picture has disappeared since this photo was taken. The tilted strata in the hillside are sandston»s
near the base of the Markley formation (upper Eocene). Photo hy Bob Campbell, courtesy San Francisco Chronicle.
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FlQ. 43. Ileadframe. t)oiler ht)use, and hoisting-engine bnildins used to work
the Black Hiainond eoal vein at Xortonville. The trestles were used to carry the
one-ton coal cars to the hunkers. Home of Mor;;an Morgans, mine superintendent,
is on the level spot to the left of the headframe sheaves. Photo taken about 1880
and reproduced through eourtestj of W. F. Jones, Sun Franciseo.

California Coast Ranges. Tall sycamore trees with their handsome mot-

tled gray-and-\vhite bark line the watercourse of Marsh Creek. The
creek usually is dry durinij the summer months excejit for scattered

pools where the white-faced cattle drink. Except for small farms in

the narrow bottom-lands, cattle grazin;;; is the chief pursuit in tiie

region, as it has been since the days of the Dons.

The rocks seen along Marsh Creek between the Livermore road

junction and the valley surrounding the John Marsh estate are prin-

cipally marine clay shales and sandstones of Cretaceous age. The

structure of these rocks is easily followed, as resistant sandstone strata

stand out of nearly every road cut and hillside. Long hog-back ridges

cross the country in a northwest direction, and the strata dip con-

sistently east at angles varying between ;!0 and 40 degrees. The Cre-

taceous rocks are progressively younger as one travels east ; the shales

so prominently exposed at tlie northeast base of Mount Diablo are in

the lower part of the Cretaceous section, whereas the top of the se-

quence lies in the vicinity of the John Marsh home. The entire thick-

ness of Cretaceous rocks in this area is roughly 24,000 feet, or more

than 4^ miles.

I'n;. 44. Part of the Cumberland Hills at Xortonville, once known as tli.-

iMovint Hope Slope. The large building at left center is the Cumberland Exchange ;

barn tit the right is the company stable. Coal bunkers can be seen to the right of

the brick smokestack. Photo courtesy W. F. Jones, San F''rancisco.

Intrusions of Tertiary andesite cut the Cretaceous rocks in the

general vicinity of the Marsh Creek Springs Park. Deep red, weath-

ered sections of this rock are exposed in large road cuts between tli.'

park and Mount Diablo quicksilver mine. The exact time of the igiic

ous activity which resulted in emplacement of these dark rock bodies

is not known, but the intrusions may well belong to the Pliocene vd
canie epoch which produced the lavas of the Berkeley Hills.

Marsh Creek Springs Park is another of the convenient resorts

that serve the Mount Diablo primitive area. It is located 6.2 miles

from Clayton on the .south side of the Marsh Creek road.

The John Marsh mansion, also called The Stone House, stands

a short distance northwest of the junction of the Stockton-Brentwond

and Byron roads into which the Marsh Creek road diverges. Tlic

entrance to the site is 17.4 miles from Clayton or 6.2 miles from

Byron. The nicely preserved stone building set in a group of loctist

trees is a prominent landmark along the Marsh Creek road. The broad,

fertile acres dotted with great white oaks which surrotind the mansion

grounds preserve the early raneho aspect that was Spanish California,

but the austere though ornate English architecture of the house itself

seems out of place. Built in 1806 to please Marsh's newly won wife

The Stone House was the last word in architectural finesse and in tin-

quality of materials used. The stone was (piarried from Eocene sand-

stone strata found in the hills to the east of the house.

The John Marsh holdings were purchased from Jose Noriega in

1837 ; they were originally known as Haneho Los Medanos and were
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Fig. 45. i'art ot the Somer.sville cemetery as it was in Sep-

tember 1950. Camera facing east. The main part of town, of which
only a frame building or two remain, was on the tree-dotted rise in

the left center of the picture. The road beyond the townsite leads

southeast toward Stewartsville and West Hartley, other early-day

coal towns.

granted to Noriega in 18.35. Marsh got along well with his Indian

neighbors but was high-handed in his treatment of Americans and
Spanish Californians. He was killed by a party of Spanish Cali-

fornians with whom he had quarreled, in 1856. Marsh never enjoyed

the fruits of his labors at The Stone House.

In the hills east of the Marsh estate, the white sandstones seen in

the Mount Diablo coal fields again appear ; they are continuations of

the same formation, although in this locality there is little or no coal

in the series. The white sandstones have been worked extensively for

silica sand for glass. Several sand pits may be seen close to the Byron
segment of the Marsh Creek road 2| miles east of The Stone House.

The largest of these, situated close to the Brentwood road junction less

than a quarter of a mile south of the highway, has produced many
hundreds of thousands of tons of glass sand. The sand pits were worked
between 1929 and 1942 by the Silica Sand Company of Brentwood.

During this period they produced nearly 600,000 tons of sand which

sold for more than $2,300,000. The deposits are by no means exhausted,

and may again be utilized.

Fig. 46. New York Landing near the present site of Pittsburg, California,

taken about 1875. This was the terminus of the railroad from Xortonville. Note
the small locomotive and passenger car. Company and telegraph offices are in the

frame house and the river wharf is behind the house. Photo courtesy W. F. Jonei,

San Francisco.

A few miles east of the sand-pit area the Byron road leaves the

hills and comes out into Sacramento Valley near Bj'ron. Byron, a

small farming and fruit-growing community astride the Southern

Pacific Railroad, is 2 miles north of well-known Byron Hot Springs.

These springs, used by pioneers as early as 1849, have been a well-

known health resort since the nineties. They issue in a salt marsh at

the edge of Sacramento Valley. There are Eocene marine sedimentary

rocks nearby, but no known recently active volcanic areas are any-

where near. As water from one of the salt springs issues at a tempera-

ture of 120 degrees Fahrenheit the source of the heat is a problem not

fully understood. Chemical interaction between the various mineral

solutions might produce sufficient heat.

The Marsh Creek route ends in Byron at its junction point with

the paved Traey-Liverraore highway. It affords the best cross section

of the rock formations seen between San Francisco Bay and Sacra-

mento and, in addition, is an attractive alternate route from the bay

area to central valley points.
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Fin. 47. Grejstone Winery of Cre.sta IJlanca Wine Company near St. Helena, Napa County. Photo taken in

early spring before the grape vines had come into leaf and before the winter-flowering mustard had been plowed
under. The scene is typical of the Napa-Sonoma wine country. Photo by Art Frisch, courtesy San Francisco Chronicle.

VALLEJO TO MOUNT ST. HELENA VIA STATE HIGHWAY 29

AND THE SILVERADO TRAIL

Vallejo is reached from San Francisco via San Rafael using U. S.

Highw.iy 101 and State Highways 37 and 48, or via Oakland over

U. S. Highway 40. Vallejo is the home of Mare Island Naval Shipyard

established in 1853, one of the first naval installations constructed on

the Pacific Coast. General Mariano G. Vallejo planned a town at the

present site as early as 1830, but the plan was not carried out until

1850. General Vallejo was very anxious to have the state capitol estab-

lished in his new town and for two short periods between 1852-53, state

ofiScials and legislators did meet there. The town is built on rolling

hill land overlooking San Pablo Bay, but is rapidly encroaching upon

the flat land lying to the north and east. The brown shales and sand-

stones so commonly seen in public works excavations are of Upper Cre-

taceous age.

North from the intersection of Highways 29 and 48 the route

follows the Petaluma and Santa Rosa line of the Southern Pacific

Railroad through flat dairying and grazing country. The rolling, grass-

covered hills behind, green in winter and brown in summer, are dotted

with large deciduous oak trees.

Two and one-half miles north of the Highway 48 intersection are

the abandoned quarries and concrete buildings of the old Standard

Portland Cement Company built in 1903. The plant utilized marl and

shell limestone from the Eocene Domengine formation and clay shale

of Lower Cretaceous or Upper Jurassic age. It was abandoned in 1919.

One and three-tenths miles north of the junction of Highways
29 and 12, weathered light-brown sandstone belonging to the upper

Miocene San Pablo group is exposed in road cuts. San Pablo sand-

stones form long ridges that strike off to the east ; the upturned edges

of the sandstone strata mark the position of a broad syncline or down-

bowed- structure. North of this structure at the base of prominent
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Fic. 48. Old Bale Mill (grist mill) (in State Highway 28 north of St.

Helena, Napa County, built in 1840-47 for Pr. Eilward Bale, a Napa County

pioneer. I'holo by Olaf P. Jenkins.

Fio. ."lO. Petrified redwood log, showing excellent preservation of wood

structure. Photo by Olaf P. Jenkins.

Fig. 49. Petrified redwood log lying ii. ......ii.u: ash. Petrified Forest northwest of

Calistoga, Napa County. Photo by Olaf P. Jenkins.
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Fio. 51. Napa Valley from near the bottom of tlii> Mount St.

Helena grade ; camera facinK southwest toward Calistoga. A typical

view of the Napa-Sonoma countryside.

Suscol Ridge the tilted Miocene sandstones are underlain by upper

and middle Eocene sandstones and shales. This folded section of

marine sedimentary rocks is then overlapped by lavas of the Sonoma

volcanic series, upper Pliocene in age. The dense weather-resistant

lavas of this series form the tops of ridges and peaks in this area, such

as Suscol Ridge to the north and Elkhorn Peak to the northeast. The

Sonoma volcanics, chiefly andesite and basalt in this vicinity, are

exposed in road cuts where Highway 29 crosses the western end of

Suscol Ridge.

Half a mile south of Napa State Hospital the Basalt Rock Com-

pany operates quarries and plants that produce a variety of rock

products, particularly concrete blocks made from pumice and lava

from the Sonoma volcanic series.

The City of Napa, laid out by Nathan Coombs of Massachusetts

in 1848, includes parts of three cornering Mexican land grants,

Ranchos Napa, Eiitre Napa, and Tulucay dating from the period

1836-41. The names were all borrowed from Indian words, as tlie coun-

try was well peopled with Patwin, Napa, and other Indian tribes. Napa

Valley is a tranquil land of orchards and vineyards .set deep in the

famous Napa-Sonoma wine country. The level valley land is abruptly

bordered by bold ridges of lava partly covered by gray-green trees and
brush. To the east of Napa the lava flows show numerous vertical joints

produced during cooling of the molten rock. These give a columnar

effect to the cliffed outcrops.

Seven miles north of Napa is Yountville, on the southern border

of Rancho Caymus, granted to George C. Yount in 1836. The Veterans

Home of California, opened in 1881 for disabled veterans of the Mexi-

can and Civil Wars, is located here. Three miles west of town, the State

Department of Fish and Game operates a large farm for propagation of

game birds.

Four miles north of Yountville is Oakville, a wine-producing

center and the hub of the Oakville quicksilver-mining district. The
Oakville quicksilver deposits were first discovered during the prospect-

ing rush of 1860 and had produced $365,000 up- to 1951. Tiie two

principal mines are the La Joya and the Bella Oaks, located in 1865

and 1868, respectively. La Joya mine is situated on the divide between

Napa Valley and Dry Creek Canyon, 7 miles by road from Oakville.

It was last operated in 1931 ; an attempt to reopen, made in 1943,

failed because of extensive caving in the principal tunnel. This tun-

nel, known at the surface as Adit No. 3, was 820 feet long and had

a 400-foot drift along the principal vein. None of the workings reached

deeper than a few hundred feet below the surface. The mine has pro-

duced 2017 flasks of quicksilver from cinnabar ore. The cinnabar is

found in fragmented silica-carbonate rock. Ore bodies are found along

steeply dipping, sheared and faulted contacts between serpentine and
sandstone and shale of the Franciscan ( ?) group.

The Bella Oak mine, known until 1928 as the Bella LTnion, is a

consolidation of the old Oakville and Bella Union claims located in

1868. Dumps of the old workings may be seen next to the hills west

of Highway 29 as <me travels north from Oakville. The mine has about

6000 feet of underground workings, but many are caved or other-

wise inaccessible. The shallow mine workings were entered through

tunnels and inclined shafts. As at the La Joya, mining activity at the

Bella Oak has been sporadic, the last quicksilver having been pro-

duced in 1943. The total recorded production of the mine has been

1792 flasks of liquid metal, each flask weighing about 76 pounds. The

ore bodies occur in a tabular body of serpentine that has been intruded

into a thrust-fault zone. The fault zone dips 10° to 35° SW, except

where it locally flattens or rolls.

After passing through the small vineyard towns of Zinfandel

and Rutherford, the route lies through beautiful St. Helena, founded

by Henry Still in 1855. St. Helena and Calistoga are on parts of

Ranclio Carne Humana granted to Dr. Edward Bale about 1841.

Bale married a niece of General Mariano Vallejo anil became a natu-

ralized citizen of Alta California. The great dre.ssed-stone buildings

of the.Beringer Brothers Winery, a landmark just north of town, are
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typical of the masonry construction seen all over Napa Valley. Dozens

of bridges and many of the older buildings are constructed of dressed

blocks of rhyolite and rhyolite tuff quarried from the Sonoma vol-

canic series. The fall wine festivals popularized by vineyardists of

Swiss, German, and Italian descent are as colorful as the fiesta days

of Spanish California.

At roadside 3.7 miles north of St. Helena is the nicely restored

grist mill built for Dr. Bale in 1846-47. It is now a park set aside by
Napa County in cooperation with the Sons and Daughters of the

Golden West. The site is marked by State Historical Marker 359.

Five and a half miles north of the Bale Mill is the resort town

of Calistoga, famous for its hot springs, geysers, and scenery. It is

situated in a lovely spot almost in the shadow of Mount St. Helena,

which looms up to the north. Its hot springs support numerous health

resorts and its geysers, although not as spectacular as those at The
Geysers in Sonoma County, are none the le.ss worth seeing. The geysers

and hot springs are holdovers from the volcanic past that produced
the lava flows and tuff beds around Mount St. Helena. Calistoga was
founded in 1859 by that enterprising Mormon Sam Brannan, who
established the first health resort and laid out the first vineyard.

One mile north of Calistoga on Highway 28 is the turnoff to

Petrified Forest, one of northern California's most spectacular geo-

logic oddities. Over an area of almost three-quarters of a square mile,

huge petrified tree trunks of an ancient redwood forest lie half buried

in volcanic ash. Some trunks are 80 feet long by 12 feet in diameter

;

and so perfect is the preservation in some places that nearly all the

delicate wood structures can still be traced in stone. The process of

petrifaction was accomplished by silica-laden groundwater, the silica

taking the place of the wood bit by bit over many thousands of years.

The tree trunks all fell in approximately the same direction and may
have been blown down in an ancient volcanic blast or blasts ; but the

popular idea that the trees perished in some fiery cloud sweeping down
from the slopes of Mount St. Helena is false. Mount St. Helena is

built up of a series of folded lava flows and originated in the same

way as any other fold-mountain, that is by warping of the earth's

crust. It is not the root of a former volcanic vent and did not get

its height from volcanic activity.

Leaving Calistoga, Highway 29 changes its general northwesterly

course and heads north directly toward Mount St. Helena. Three

miles north of Calistoga the road leaves the valley floor and climbs

the steep, winding St. Helena grade. This was once a toll road on the

old stage and wagon route to the interior of Lake County, and is on

the route followed by Robert Louis Stevenson from Napa to his wilder-

ness cabin near the Silverado mine. This is the famous land of The

Silverado Squatters, and the place where Stevenson partly regained
his health during that idyllic summer of 1880.

Just above the summit of the St. Helena grade is the long, red-
roofed ruin of the old Toll House Hotel. It is set in a magnificient
woodland of bays, madronos, oaks, Douglas firs, etc., and should be
restored for its historical significance. The old Silverado mine bunk-
house where Stevenson and his bride stayed is a short distance by
trail up a ravine northwest of the ruined toll house. The site is marked
by a monument consisting of a rock base and pedestal surmounted
by an inscribed open book made of pink granite. The monument,
placed by the Napa County Women's Club, carries the following
inscription from Stevenson's own writings: "Doomed to know not
winter, only spring, a being trod the flowering April blythely for
awhile, took his fitl of music, joy of thought and seeing, came and
stayed and went, nor ever ceased to smile."

The Silverado mine is best seen from above on the Forest Service
road to the summit of Mount St. Helena. The Mount St. Helena road
junction with Highway 29 is four-tenths of a mile toward Middle-
town below the summit of the St. Helena grade. The turnoff is

unmarked and a key must be obtained from the State Division of
Forestry either at Calistoga or Middletown in order to gain access

to the road. The road is graded but not paved. On a clear day the
side trip up the mountain is well worth the effort, as one can see Mount
Shasta and numerous peaks of the Sierra Nevada as well as Mount

Fig. .'il.'. Some nf the old .struotui-ps at the Palisade mine northeast of Cali-
stoga, Napa County. The mine, still in operation, is one of the few in the Coast
Ranges that produce precious metals. The complex ore contains gold, silver, lead,
and copper. Photo by Olaf P. Jenkina.
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Fio. 53. Mount St. Helcnn, nt the wrner of NiiI'm. Si.iic.uui

Pliocene volcanic rocks of the Sonoma series, tiniii-rliiin

and Ijike Counties. Camera faelng roughly west. The mountain is made up of folded rhyolitic

by serpentine and other rocks of the Franciscan group. Photo by Clyde Sunderland, Oakland.
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Diablo and other peaks in the Coast Ranges. Although fires have

destroyed much of the forest cover on the upper slopes of Mount St.

Helena, new growth is rapidly obliterating the old sears. Bold crags

of gray-white to pinkish-white rhyolite stand out from the new growth

in numerous places.

Two and a quarter miles up the Mount St. Helena road from its

junction point with Highway 29 the dark slit that marks one of the

entrances to the Silverado mine is easily seen across a gulch toward

the south. This mine, also known as the Calistoga or Mount St. Helena,

was first opened in 1872 and produced $93,000 in silver and gold dur-

ing 1874. Ore milled at that time ran a little more than $40.00 per

ton. In 1928 the owners estimated that 40,000 tons of $12.00 per ton

ore remained in the mine, but if so none was ever taken out. The ore

is of disseminated sulfide type, occurring in milky and ehalcedonie

quartz gangue. Wall rocks are silicified rhyolite. The principal vein

strikes approximately north and dips about 73° W. There are several

smaller veins of similar attitude. The workings are accessible by
two tunnels located on the sides of the gulch and a shaft sunk from
high up on the ridge next to the Mount St. Helena road.

Another mine of similar type is the Palisade, located 3| miles air-

line southeast of Silverado. Although it lacks the romantic background
lent the Silverado mine through the writings of Stevenson, the Pali-

sade mine has been a far more notable producer, having returned its

operators close to $2,000,000 in silver, gold, copper, and lead, a combi-

nation of metals unique among mines of the Coast Ranges. It is reached

by dirt road from a turnoff on Highway 29 located midway between
Greenwood Avenue and Tubbs Lane.

Beyond the Silverado mine the road winds 6 miles to the summit
of Mount St. Helena terminating at the State Division of Forestry fire

lookout station. A bench mark pinpoints the convergence of three

counties, Sonoma, Napa and Lake, and the 4344-foot summit com-
mands a tremendous sweep across northern and central California.

The Russian scientist J. G. Woznesenski, identified with early work on
California zoology, and a Russian exploration party ascended the

mountain in 1841. At about the same time Princess Helena de Gagarin,
wife of the governor general of Russian colonies in North America, is

said to have climbed the mountain and is frequently credited with
naming the mountain in honor of her patron saint. Some historians

doubt that she was the first to name it St. Helena, but at least one
Russian visit was authenticated by the finding of a plate or tablet on
the mountain top in 1853. A facsimile of the tablet is now part of an
historical monument placed on the mountain in 1912 during the cen-

tennial observance of the founding of Fort Ross.

Wayfarers who do not mind a few extra miles will be pleased to

return toward San Francisco by way of Silverado Trail, a paved high-

way created by Napa County in honor of Robert Louis Stevenson. In

genera). The Silverado Trail follows an old wagon route used in early
days. Except for the part between Calistoga and Silverado, which
coincides with Highway 29, it keeps to the base of the ridge at the
eastern edge of Napa Valley for almost the entire distance between
Calistoga and Napa, and the traveller is spared the hustle and bustle
of traffic experienced along Highway 29. Silverado Trail skirts the
edges of an orchard, vineyard, and cattle-grazing countryside and
parallels tree-hung Napa Creek for many miles. The handsome hand-
dressed stone bridges spanning Napa Creek are marvels of craftsman-
ship. Road cuts at the base of the ridge offer good exposures of the
widely variable rocks of the Sonoma volcanic series as well as sedi-
mentary strata interbedded with them. WTiite punk-like fresh-water
diatomite is exposed in several places between Calistoga and Pratt
Valley.

Glass Mountain, a knob overlooking Napa Valley 2J miles north
of the town of St. Helena, is made up of a variety of glassy volcanic
rocks among which perlite, pumice, and obsidian are exceedingly com-
mon. These are exposed in road cuts along the Silverado Trail at its

junction point with the Pratt Valley road. On the ea.st side of the hill

near the summit are a group of pits from which Indians once obtained
obsidian for arrow and spear heads. The hill slope facing the Silverado
Trail is heavily mantled with flakes of obsidian refuse, many of which
are pieces discarded by the Indians.

The southern termination of the Silverado Trail is its junction
point with State Highway 37, the Monticello road, U miles northeast
of the center of Napa. A trip through Napa Valley "to St. Helena in
either blossom time or harvest time will not soon be forgotten.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE HIGHWAY

Sir Francis Drake Highway traverses the heart of scenic Marin
County, extending from the bay side near the end of San Quentin
peninsula to Point Reyes, a distance of 42 miles. The route was taken
over as a county road prior to 1870, although it was not named the Sir
Francis Drake Highway until the time of its paving and improvement
during the period 1928-30. Before that time various parts of it were
called the San Rafael and Olema road. Point Reyes road, and other lo-

cal names. Beginning at the San Rafael-Richmond ferry road, the high-
way crosses to the south side of San Quentin peninsula. Rocks exposed
along the highway are gray-green sandstones and brown shales of the
Upper Jurassic Franciscan formation. Just east of the intersection of
Sir Francis Drake Highway and U. S. Highway 101 are the plants
and quarries of the Hutchinson Company and the old Remillard Brick
Company. The Hutchinson Company produces crushed rock and fill

rock of large dimensions using Franciscan sandstone. The ruins of
kilns and miscellaneous brick buildings of the Remillard plant date
from 1891 ; the plant once had a capacity of 12,000,000 bricks annually.
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Fio. ri4. Houses and houseboats aloiiR a slouch near Corte Madera (1048),
Marin County. Camera facing south-southwest toward Corte Madera and Larkspur,
l^treani valleys sueh as this one were partly drowned by encroachment of bay water
but are rniiidly beins filled with detritus and will cease to be marshes in the near
Keolof^ic future. Photo hij Aiiron Riihin, coiiiteny Kan Frinicisro ChronicJe.

It was abandoned about 1911. Weathered clay shale from the Fran-

ciscan formation was the chief raw material used.

After crossing Highway 101, the route lies along sunbathed Ross

Valley in which are situated the attractive towns of Greenbrae, Kent-

field, Ross, and San Anselmo. Ross Valley was part of Rancho Punta
de San Quentin granted to Juan Bautista Roger Cooper in 1840, but

more commonly identified with James Ross, who settled near the

present site of Ross in 1859.

On the Greenbrae hillsides above the intersection of Sir Francis

Drake Highway and U. S. 101, one of the greatest historical finds of

recent times was made in the summer of 1936. This was the discovery

of an inscribed plate of brass believed to be the one left by Francis

Drake on his world-encompassing voyage of 1579. After numerous
exhaustive tests the plate has been declared authentic. If so, it is

nothing short of miraculous that an article as easily transported and

hidden should have been found at all. However, the authenticity of the

plate seems far more certain than the precise location of the spot on

which it was originally placed, or even the locality where Drake

anchored the Golden Hindc. It is highly probable that the plate has

been moved many times. In addition to the ultimate finder, one other

has come forward and claimed the original discovery spot to be on the

Laguna Ranch, a locality more than 15 miles west of Greenbrae. The
Laguna Ranch is only H miles from Drakes Bay and 3 J miles from
the mouth of Drakes Estero and, if this prior discovery account is

true, would further substantiate Drakes Bay as the most likely

anchorage.

The marsh land of lower Ross Valley with its sloughs and braided

stream pattern is typical of submerged river valleys now almost refilled

by new sediments. Similar landscapes are to be seen around San Rafael

inlet and on other arms of San Pablo Bay.

The exposed hill of red rock between San Anselmo and Fairfax is

deeply weathered basalt of the Franciscan formation. One and seven-

tenths miles west of San Anselmo, a road turns off to the south that

connects with Fairfax and the Alpine Lake and Mount Tamalpais

recreational areas. Fairfax is situated on ground that was once a part

of the Rancho Cailada de Ilerrera, granted to Domingo Sais in 1839.

Don Domingo gave the 40 acres surrounding present-day Fairfax to

a Dr. Taliaferro in 1849 and it then passed into the ownership of

Charles S. (Lord) Fairfax about 1856, hence the present name. Fair-

fax, like its neighboring towns, was once on the San Francisco and
Cazadero line of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, a branch line aban-

doned about 1938.

Northwest from Fairfax the highway follows the floor of Ross

Valley for 2 miles and then climbs the ridge that divides Ross Valley

from San Geronirao Valley. Several prominent weed-grown landslides

are to be seen on the north side of Ro.ss Valley. Road cuts expose sand-

stone and other rocks of the Franciscan formation. An exceptionally

fine section of interbedded Franciscan sandstone and shale is exposed

in deep road cuts at the top of the divide, 2.6 miles from the Alpine

Lake road junction. The sandstone strata contain a great deal of frag-

mental, carbonized plant material.

One mile west of the summit of the grade is the first of several

fine redwood (Seqiioia senipervirens) groves that are scattered along

Sir Francis Drake Highway from Fairfax to Olema. The sylvan re-

treat called Woodacre is in this grove of trees.

One and one-half miles from Woodacre is San Geronimo, the junc-

tion point of Sir Francis Drake Highway and the Nicasio-Petaluma

road. San Geronimo was a station on the North Pacific Coast Railroad

as early as 1875 and had a post office as early as 1898.

On the north side of the road near Lagunita School, yellowish-

brown silica-carbonate rock, an alteration product of serpentine, is

exposed. Green to greenish-white masses of serpentine crop out on

hillsides north of the school as well as Franciscan sandstone and green-
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Fic. ."!.">. Difttomiu. iii~ ~li;iii' nnd siltstime of the Miori'iic .Mimtcrpv forma-

tion on tile bench and sea cliffs at Sir Kraneis Drake State I'ark near Point Reyes.

The lofty lisht-colored banks are belie\'ed to ha\e reminded Drake of white cliffs

of his native Albion, hence his name for California, "Nova Albion." Photo hy Ohif

P. Jenkins.

Fig. r)G. The straight bench north of I'oint Reyes, Marin County. Camera
facing south. The long, linear beach is the result of prevailing winds, waves, and
currents acting over most of the year perpendicular to the beach over a broad gently

sloping continental shelf. Photo by Olaf P. Jenkins.

ish-white chert. As San Geronimo and Lagunita.s Creeks have cut

deeply into this mass of intrusive rocks, they are well exposed along

the road. Four-tenths of a mile from Lagunitas near the confluence of

Lagunitas and San Geronimo Creeks, a very coarsely crystalline green

basaltic rock is conspicuous in cuts on the north side of the highway.
In it are numerous glassy feldspar crystals many of which exceed half

an inch in longest dimension. Some parts of the exposed basalt surface

show rough pillow structures that are believed to indicate rapid cool-

ing of the molten rock in a very wet medium ; the basalt may have
flowed out onto the ancient sea floor, or may have been intruded into

very wet sediments.

One and two-tenths miles west of the basalt porphyry locality is

Samuel Taylor State Park, situated deep in the shade of another fine

stand of redwoods. The stumps of the huge predecessors of the present

trees bear mute evidence of the great virgin forests that once existed

there. Some of the stumps are 12 to 16 feet in diameter. Picnicking

and camping facilities are available at the park the year around.

Three and one-half miles from Samuel Taylor State Park is

Tocaloma, once a station and post office on the North Pacific Coast

Railroad but now reduced to a handful of dwellings. Tocaloma is a

name apparently derived from the Miwok Indians, and San Geronimo
Creek apparently was once known as Tocalalume Creek, Excellent ex-

posures of silica-carbonate rock may be seen north on the road just

across the bridge from Tocaloma.

Leaving Tocaloma toward Olema the highway climbs a ridge con-

sisting largely of Franciscan sandstone, and after reaching the sum-
mit passes onto open rolling country which is in the San Andreas fault

zone. To the north the relatively straight shores of Tomales Bay re-

fleet its fault origin. Peculiar haphazard landslide topography is to

be seen on every side and, in contrast to the fine exposures seen to the

east, and no hard rocks crop out anywhere. Across Olema Valley, the

opposite ridge is of crystalline basement rocks, chiefly quartz diorite.

Pendants of limestone and schist are scattered over the granitic sur-

face, and Tertiary sediments lap onto it on the west side of the ridge.

North from Olema for 2 miles Sir Francis Drake Highway and
State Highway 1 coincide; Sir Francis Drake Highway then diverges

and crosses to the west side of Olema Valley whereas Highway 1

continues up the east side.

Seven-tenths of a mile northwest of Olema is Bear Valley Ranch,

on which was recorded the maximum 21-foot displacement measured

after the San Andreas fault movement of April 18, 1906. The turnoff

to Bear Valley Ranch is one-tenth of a mile north of the Olema road-

junction point. The row of four monuments placed to study later

shifts along the San Andreas rift may still be seen near the ranch

buildings, and 1.2 miles to the north the weed-grown line of depres-
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Fifi. TiT. Point Reyes Liphthouse. Camorii facing west toward the Farullon Islands. Rocks of the point are chiefly quartz diorite

;

inland the Rranitic liasenient is overlain by n thin veneer of sandstone and btuilder C()ngIomerate jiroliahly of early Tertiary age. Photo by

Ken McJ.n\t<jhUn, courtesy i^ftn Franrisro Chronicle.
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sions, once a fault fissure, can still be located. The various San Andreas

fault movements recorded durinfj man's short stay in California have

been predominantly horizontal, with the west side of the fault moving
north in respect to the east side. Surface indications of fault move-

ment at the time of the 1906 earthquake were traceable 270 miles,

from Humboldt County on the north to San Benito County on the

south. The entire known length of the rift zone is more than 600 miles

and it most probably extends into the Gulf of California several hun-

dred miles farther south.

Three miles northwest of Olema the Laguna Ranch road connects

with Sir Francis Drake Highway. One and one-tenth miles west along

the Laguna Ranch road is a very old abandoned quarry in white crys-

talline limestone of unknown age. It has been intruded by and is a

pendant in quartz diorite the age of which is also unknown.

Between the Laguna Ranch road and Inverness the rocks are

either deeply weathered quartz diorite heavily mantled with soil or

else Pleistocene terrace gravels derived from the quartz diorite. Just

north of Inverness, a roadside quarry exposes a granitic rock face

from which fairly fresh specimens of quartz diorite may be obtained.

Inverness, widely known as one of the most beautiful resort and
residence spots in Marin County, nestles against thickly wooded hill-

sides on the edge of Tomales Bay. The blue bay is nearly always

dotted vfith small motor boats and sailing vessels, the Inverness coast

having been a recreational retreat for bay residents for several

decades. Climate and landscape are said to resemble those of the

Scottish shire of that name. Inverness received its first settlers about

1889.

Just north of Inverness Sir Frances Drake Highway turns west

toward Point Reyes. Two and one-half miles west of Inverness a

quarry exposes a large face of quartz diorite typical of the unweath-
ered rock in this area. Half a mile farther west are good exposures

of chert and diatomaceous shale of the Miocene Monterey formation.

The strata are almost horizontal, in contrast to the complexly folded

rocks seen east of the San Andreas fault zone. The strength of the

underlying granite may have protected these rocks from severe defor-

mation, whereas the less competent sediments seen east of the fault

would have proven a much less stable ba.sement.

After crossing Inverness Ridge and progressing down a long

canyon. Sir Francis Drake Highway comes out onto low-rolling marsh
and sand-dune country that surrounds many-fingered Drake's Estero.

This is almost certainly the country where in 1579 the fabulous free-

booter that was Drake fraternized with the local Indians while his

treasure ship was careened and repaired. Even though the estuary

probably could not be entered by his ship, it must have been pene-

trated by the small boats as well as by parties on foot; the Indians

were anything but hostile. Another famous early-day explorer, who
probably visited Drakes Bay and Estero in 1395, was Sebastian Rod-
riquez Cermeno, a Portuguese pilot .sailing under the flag of Spain.

Ancient wrought-iron spikes and fragments of porcelain of an
early Chinese period believed to be debris from the wreckage of

Cermeno 's ship were discovered in 1940 bf University of California
archeologists.

The geologic features of the Drakes Estero vicinity are many
and varied. The estuary itself is a former valley system drowned by
the sea either as the result of local downwarping or possibly by a
general rise in sea level that may have occurred as the result of the

worldwide wasting of the Pleistocene ice sheets. Drakes Estero is pro-

tected by long bay-mouth sand bars, and its narrow entrance is flanked

by curved sand spits. The stream valleys the estuary occupies were
cut into gently folded Miocene marine sediments, the main part of

the estuary occupying the axis of a broad, gently folded, northwest-

trending syncline or downwarp. Numerous fossil bones of marine
mammals such as whales and seals have been found in the Miocene
rocks that adjoin the southwest shore of the estuary. Pa.ssing beyond
the middle finger of Drakes Estero, Sir Francis Drake Highway winds
through low-rolling country across gently folded Miocene marine sedi-

mentary rocks that are masked here and there with Recent wind-
deposited sand. Blue bush-lupines and yellow bush-daisies lend sum-
mertime color to an otherwise drab and lonely land.scape.

The road pas.ses near the trans-Pacific receiving stations of the

Radio Corporation of America and the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company, with their lofty antennas and crisscross of wires.

Farther toward Point Reyes it also passes the U. S. Naval Radio
Compass Station, nestled among the sand dunes. These stations re-

ceive information from all over the Pacific and as far west as eastern

Asia.

Point Reyes itself is at the end of a bold, eastward-trending ridge

of hard rock. The core of the ridge is granitic (quartz diorite) but

the point itself and the northern flank of the ridge are made up of

coarse boulder conglomerate and cross-bedded sandstone belonging

to the Laird formation. The Laird formation lies uncoiiformably

underneath the middle Miocene sediments which have been correlated

with the Monterey group, and it may be Miocene or Eocene in age.

Fossils have not yet been found in the Laird formation.

North from Point Reyes the shoreline of the Pacific Ocean is

almost a straight line for a distance of more than 10 miles. Straight-

line features are unusual along the rugged California coast, so the

long, uninterrupted beach with its perpetual line of white combers

and its sand-dune background is all the more spectacular. Although
many linear topographic features in the California Coast Ranges are
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related to faults, the shape of Point Reyes Beach is not the result of

faultinfr. It is the result of combined wave and wind deposition on a

segment of the coast line that happens to face in the direction from
which the strong prevailing wind blows. As the ocean floor slopes very

gently seaward and as heavy surf is almost constantly at work, large

quantities of sand are scoured from the bottom and thrown onto the

beach whence they are readily shifted by the wind. For more than 9

months of the year the wind blows from the northwest and the average

tidal current also tends to work from a nortiiwest or southwest direc-

tion. Consequently, the surf is constantly working parallel to the beach

with little cross-current or riptide activity that would tend to indent

the coastline. The wind has long since filled with dune sand any former
indentations or gullies that may have existed along the western edge of

the peninsula.

Looking northeast from an.v high place on Point Reyes Ridge, one
can easily see the white cliffs that .some chroniclers sa,v gave Francis
Drake the inspiration for naming the land New Albion. On a clear day
the cliffs are very impressive, and although the white cliffs of Dover
are chalk, whereas those of Drakes Bay are bleached sandstone, chert,

and diatomaceous shale of the Monterey group, the similarity ma,v

have been acute for a man who has been many months at sea ! A broad,

wave-cut bench is developed on stratified rocks of the Monterey group
which are well exposed along the cliffs at low tide, giving a good idea

of both the lithology and rock structure in the vicinity of Drakes Bay.

Point Reyes is one of the windiest spots on the California Coast
and is certainly the foggiest. The wind averages 18 miles an hour
throughout the year and has been known to reach 91 miles per hour.

Because of the fog, and because of its proximity to the Golden Gate,
Pdint Reyes has been a graveyard for ships. The U. S. Coast Guard
maintains navigation lights and fog signals on the point as well as

dock facilities for rescue craft. The long straight beach north of the

point with its perpetual surf is a favorite training spot for Coast
Guard rescue crews.

GRIZZLY PEAK AND SKYLINE BOULEVARDS

Grizzly Peak Boulevard, beginning at Golf Course Drive in

north Berkeley and eventually joining Skyline Drive in east Oakland,

combines magnificient scenery with a profusion of geologic features.

In the wooded slopes south of the golf course area, great monoliths

j

of dirty white rhyolite are conspicuous among the pines. They are

remnants of intrusions and short lava flows which found their way to or

near to the surface along fissures in late Pliocene time. Little Grizzly

Peak itself is a cylindrical massif of cemented fragmental rock similar

in character to the flow rhyolite, and is considered to be one of several

vents which produced the rhyolite flows.

The Wildcat fault, active in recent years, crosses Grizzly Peak
Boulevard between Grizzly and Little Grizzly Peaks, but its sur-
face trace is masked by soil and brush. Grizzly Peak is a series of
flows of greenish-black basaltic and andesitic lava, the upturned edges
of which dip steeply to the east. Just south of the main peak the
continuity of the lava horizon is interrupted by a northeast-trending
fault which shifts volcanic rocks east several hundred yards. Both the
rhyolite of Little Grizzly and the ba.salt of Grizzly Peak came into

existence during the Pliocene epoch, but the rliyolite is considerably
younger than the basalt and was emplaeed after the basalt had been
deposited, bedded with sedimentary rocks, and folded.

A still older volcanic series, separated from the Grizzly Peak
group by lake-bed sediments, is beautifully exposed along Grizzly
Peak Boulevard on the west slope of the ridge that rises above the
head of Claremont Canyon. Coming down the hill toward Fi.sh Ranch
Road from the ridge divide, the road pa.sses diagonally over a series

of dark-colored flows piled one above the other and dipping into the
hill toward the east. Many of the borders of the flows are outlined by
dark red zones or by brown soil layers. The red zones are caused by
chemical action of gases at the flow borders. Rocks of many of the
flows are characteristically amygdaloidal, that is, their once-numerous
gas holes have become filled with chalcedony, agate, onyx, and kindred
quartzose materials. These cavity fillings are prized as polishing
materials by lapidarists in the bay area.

A bright red zone of alteration 2 to 3 feet wide conspicuously out-

lines the base of the lava series. Underneath the lava is a thick .series

of poorly cemented cobble conglomerates which here and there con-
tain thin lenses of red and yellow clay and silt. The conglomerate con-

tains much debris of the Franciscan formation; it is lower Pliocene
or po.ssibIy late Miocene in age. The conglomerate beds, locally called

the Orinda formation, are exposed the remainder of the distance
down to the Fish Ranch Road intersection, continue to be exposed
for a few hundred yards west of that intersection, and then are

faulted off against the cherts of the Monterey group (locally called

th'e Claremont chert). Between Fish Ranch Road and the fault zone
the Orinda formation changes character and becomes a succession of

red and yellow claj's rather than conglomerate.

Farther .south along Grizzly Peak Boulevard a cla.ssical series of

studies in structural geology is graphically exposed. Thin-bedded
cherts of the Miocene Monterey group of rocks are fantastically tilted,

folded and beveled at every conceivable angle. Owing to the winding
course of the road through these folded strata, a very beautiful three-

dimensional picture can be seen and understood.

Another very striking and unu.sual feature of the Miocene sec-

tion of rocks seen along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of the Pish
Ranch Road intersection is the great number and complexity of the

24—40S39
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Fio. 62, Thin-heddeil chcit of the Claremont nipnilier

of tlip Monterey group (Miocene) exposed nlooK drizzly

Penli Boulevard nbove the Hroadway Tunnel. Tlie lieiglit

of the road eut is al)out fiO feet.

Fio. Ci. Detail of bedding in chert of the Claremont
member of the Monterey group seen along Grizzly Peak
Boulevard just west of Broadway Tunnel. Some of the

chert bed.s are separated by thin shale partings.

Fio. 04. Sandstone <likt's m cluii ;uiil shale of the

Claremont member of the .Monterey uroup on Orizzly

Peak Boulevard 0.4 of a mile north of the Skyline Boule-

varil junction. The sand was probably s<ineezed in along

cracks under great i>ressurp, mobility of the sand being

enhanced by water, petroleum, or both. The sand was
cemented into sandstime after being emplaced. It was prob-

ably derived from san<ly strata lower down in the Monterey
section.

Fi(i. (i.l. A small fault in Claremont chert on Skyline
Boulevard 1.2 miles north of the Park Boulevard inter-

section. Camera facing north.
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Fig. 66.

.:'v .?;v^w-*^K>i^^
A redwood grove in Redwood Regioiiiil Park in the hills east of Oakland, Alameda Count.v. The cool redwood groves draw millions of visitors

aniiiinlly from all over the bay area. Photo (1947) by Commercial mtiidioa, Oakland, courtety The Oakland Tribune,
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AS^
Fio. (>7. [.like 'IVmcscal in iKirtheast Oakland; caniora facinR nortli-northwest tnwaril the ('aiiip.uule of tlie University of California, Lake Temescal
park is a |io|>ular summer meeting spot for swimming, boating, and tennis entlnisiasts. I'holo (lO'/S) by Cedric Wright, courteay The Oakland Tribune.
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Fig. fiS. Tilclen ReKimial I'ark east of Berk(>le.v. Alnmeda County; camera facing northwest toward San Pablo Bay from Grizzly Peak Boulevard
Photo (19.il J ty A. L. Cohen Co.. courtesy The Oakland Tribune.
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Fio. 69. A California winter scene along Sausnl Creek and Park Boulevard in Diamond Canyon, Oakland Hills, Alameda County. Photo hy Com-

mercial Studios, Oakland, courtesy The Oakland Tribune.
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sandstone and diabase intrusions whieh cut across or have been

squeezed in between the chert and shale strata. Most of the diabase

dikes have been altered to a yellowish clay-rich crumbly material and
do not resemble their original character. Unaltered diabase is a com-

pact, hard, dark-colored feldspar-pyroxene rock resembling basaltic

lava in general appearance, but having a different texture as seen

under the microscope. Sandstone intrusions are much more conspicu-

ous than the associated diabase dikes because they are well cemented

and more resistant to erosion. Some sandstone intrusions cut sharply

across the chert strata, between closely spaced parallel walls ; others

form large irregular lens-like masses around which the chert layers

have been contorted and broken. The presence of sand intrusions is

unusual but is fairly common in severely folded rocks in California.

In this ease the sand now seen in the dikes appears to have originated

in sandy layers in other parts of the Miocene rock section. The sand

undoubtedly was loose at the time of intrusion and its mobility prob-

ably was enhanced by water or petroleum or both. The strong pres-

sures in the crust at the time the rocks were folded could have pro-

duced cross fractures into which the semi-fluid sand could be moved.

Although petroleum is no longer conspicuously present in these ex-

posed rocks some of the sandstone dikes have slightly bituminous

borders suggesting that oil may once have played a part. Sandstone
intrusions of all sorts may be seen along Grizzly Peak Boulevard for

4 or 5 miles but they are best seen 2.2 and 2.9 miles respectivelj^ from
the Grizzly Peak Boulevard-Pish Ranch Road intersection.

No resident of the San Francisco Bay region should neglect spend-

ing some time in the magnificent series of regional parks which em-
brace much of the hill area from north Berkeley to south Oakland.

The sylvan setting of the parks is partly the result of natural groves

of redwood, madrones, and other native trees, and partly of extensive

planted forests of eucalyptus and pine now several decades old. Many
of the planted pine-covered slopes seem as native as the redwoods them-

selves, so well have they become adapted to the hill lands. Roads,

bridle trails, and footpaths abound, and there is much to be seen of

geological nature. All the parks are accessible from Grizzly Peak or

Skyline boulevards.

HAYWARD AND AITAMONT PASSES

No one who has traveled Highway 50 from Oakland to Tracy
can have failed to be impressed by the complexly folded sandstones

and shales exposed over Hayward and Altamont Passes. Most of the

route between Castro Valley and Dublin lies through canyon topog-

raphy where steeply dipping, thin-bedded, dark-brown shales and
lighter brown, more thickly bedded sandstones of Cretaceous age are

almost continuously exposed. These are marine sediments laid down
before the Coast Ranges came into existence at a time when a land

mass lay west of the present California coast. The area now defined
by the Coast Ranges lay beneath a shallow sea bordered on the west
by a land mass of subdued relief and on the east by the ancestral
Sierra Nevada. This once-extensive marine basin into which tens of
thousands of feet of sand and mud were piled was destroyed during
the Tertiary period by a series of crustal disturbances whieh threw the
once-horizontal beds into great folds much as a pile of rugs would
yield if pushed from opposite sides. The nearly vertical beds seen a
few miles east of the town of Castro Valley give a fair picture of the
severity of the folding, although few arched or trough-like folds are
completely exposed.

The western border of this belt of Cretaceous rocks is the trace
of the Ilayward fault ; west of this fault the rocks are the familiar
serpentine, sandstone, basalt, and gabbro of the Upper Jurassic Fran-
ciscan formation exposed in hills and rock quarries around Castro
Valley. Three and three-fourths miles west of Dublin the most easterly

of the Cretaceous rocks give way to much younger Miocene and Plio-

cene formations that are too soft to be well exposed along Highway 50.

The erosion surface or unconformity that separates the Cretaceous
from the younger rocks is likewise not exposed. The major Calaveras
fault cuts the soft rocks in a northerly direction just east of Dublin,
but its trace is not evident in the flat alluvium of the valley floor.

Altamont Pass, between Livermore and Tracy, is also a fine study
in structure in marine Cretaceous shales and sandstones similar to

those of Hayward Pass. The folds are not nearly so acute and are
much more easily followed. Wide road cuts offer good cross sections

of segments of the broad folds, and erosion-resistant strata can be fol-

lowed by the eye for miles across the rolling land. The crest of the

principal structure, the Altamont anticline, is 4 miles southwest of
Mountain House or SJ miles east of the western foot of Altamont Pass.

Rocks in the axial region are fiat lying, but they dip to the east on
the limb toward Mountain House and to the west on the limb toward
Livermore. The Altamont anticline is the southern nose of a major
fold that extends many miles to the northwest culminating in the

great piercement that is Mount Diablo.

One and seven-tenths miles southwest of Mountain House an
angular unconformity between steeply dipping Cretaceous sandstones
and shales of the Panoche formation and more gently dipping con-

glomerate and sandstone of the upper Miocene Neroly formation is

well exposed in road cuts. The lower beds of the Neroly formation
are characteristically blue because of a thin glaze of blue opal that sur-

rounds each pebble and sand grain. These bluish rocks are unlike sedi-

ments of any other formation in the bay area. In addition to their

color the lower Neroly rocks are particularly interesting because they
contain volcanic debris apparently derived from the Sierra Nevada.
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Aiulesite pebbles together with sand grains derived from breakdown

of andesite rocks make up the bulk of the debris in the lower part

of the formation. The volcanic material is similar to that found in

the Mehrten formation of the Sierra Nevada foothills and is regarded

as approximately equivalent in source and age. The upper part of

the Neroly seen less conspicuously along the highway toward Moun-

tain House contains much less volcanic debris and is made up largely

of soft clays and ordinary looking brown sandstone.

The Neroly formation overlaps both the Cretaceous Panoche for-

mation so well exposed over Altamont Pass and the marine upper

Miocene Cierbo formation well exposed farther south on the nose of

the Altamont anticline. It represents coastal river flood-plain deposi-

tion on tiie margin of the receding Miocene sea and gives some record

of the transitional period between Miocene conditions that were pre-

dominantly marine and Pliocene conditions that were predominantly

continental in this part of the bay area.

HILL AND VALLEY BETWEEN HAYWARD AND SAN JOSE

East of State Highway 17, at the edge of the hills between Hay-

ward and Niles, the effects of recent activity along the Hayward fault

are conspicuous. The hills rise abruptly from the valley floor along

a relatively straiglit line which, in this area, is coincident with the

fault zone. Numerous landslides along the hill front are partly the

result of fracturing and weakening of the rocks by direct fault move-

ments and partly the result of earthquakes caused by faulting. The

most striking feature, however, is the deranged drainage system shown

by the stream canyons which debouch onto the plain from the hills.

The trend of these canyons is more or less perpendicular to the hill

front and the canyons nornuilly would empty straight onto the valley

floor. In almost every case, however, these canyons bend sharply north

for several hundred yards before turning toward the bay. This effect

is due partly to direct offsetting of the watercourses because of the

small nortliward shifts of the valley block, partly to the ease of erosion

in soft, jumbled fault-zone material, and partly to ridges produced by

compression within the fault zone which help deflect the streams from

their original courses.

The trace of the 1868 break in the Hayward fault zone passes

through the gravel pits west of the town of Niles, being marked by

a thin ribbon of clay gouge. The 18G8 movement caused a severe earth-

quake that damaged buildings in the vicinity of present-day Hayward,

San Leandro, and other east bay towns, but the area was sparsely

populated at the time.

Niles Canyon, which cuts across the hills east of town, is a well-

watered, well-wooded canyon that is a pretty drive at any time of the

year. The road goes through a severely folded section of Cretaceous

rocks which are a continuation of those seen over Hayward Pass along

Highway 50. Except for the fine structure section which is rather

easily followed along the roadside, the rocks are monotonous marine

sandstones and shales with few, if any, fossil localities or other points

of special interest.

Alameda Creek, which flows through Niles Canyon, is a very old

watercourse that was in existence before the rise of the hills now seen

between Niles and Sunol. The crust apparently was deformed slowly

enough to allow the creek to cut downward as fast as the hills rose.

Such streams are called antecedent by geologists.

Close to the junction of the Niles Canyon road and Highway 17

is State Historical Marker 46, placed near the site of the grist mill

built by Jose de Jesiis Vallejo in 1850. The stone foundations are all

that remain of the old building, but part of the stone aqueduct that

brought water to the mill wheel from up Niles Canyon can still be

seen. Vallejo 's adobe stands on the grounds of California Nursery
Company half a mile north of town.

West of Niles are the gravel pits at Irvington and the salt works

at Newark. The Irvington pits, located a quarter of a mile and half a

mile south of town at the ba.se of the hills, are of particular interest

because of the large number of Pleistocene fossil bones which have

been taken from them. It is hard to believe that local animal life once

included kinds now found only in Africa or Asia ; but their bones are

mingled with those of types now living here, and there can be no

doubt as to their coexistence a million or more years ago. Bones of

horses, camels, deer, antelope, and many other animals have been

taken from the Irvington pits.

The vast desiccation basins in the vicinity of Newark form an

extensive patchwork particularly conspicuous from the air. Newark is

one of few places in the United States where solar evaporation is an

essential step in separation of such products as common salt, mag-
nesia, and calcium chloride. Wide, shallow basins gradually concen-

trate bay water into strong brine or bittern which is then processed

by artificial evaporation and controlled crystallization.

Four miles south of Niles is tree-hung Mission San Jose. Just

before entering town the road passes the beautiful walled estate

owned by the heirs of E. L. Beard, the pioneer American into whose

hands much of the mission lands passed after secularization in the

middle 1840 's. La Mision del Gloriosisimo Patriarca Senor San Jose

was the fourteenth mission constructed in California, being founded

by Padre Lasuen in 1797. The mission, only a small part of which has *

been restored, is to the east of the highway opposite the business dis-

trict. On the mission grounds are located the Catholic church, ceme-

tery, and convent of the Sisters of St. Dominic. One mile west of town I

is the burial ground of the Ohlones Indians who did most of the work

of erecting the mission.
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There is an interesting route east of San Jose, through the Coast

Ranges hinterland to Livermore by way of East Santa Clara Avenue,

Alum Rock Avenue, Alum Rock Park, Mount Hamilton, and the Ar-

royo Mocho. Alum Rock Park, set aside by the State Legislature in

1872, is a 629-acre tract near the mouth of oak-studded Penitencia

Creek Canyon, 5 miles east of San Jose. Apart from the scenic beauty

derived from its trees, springs, and queer rock formations. Alum Rock
Park is interesting to geologists and mineralogists because of its vol-

canic rocks, mineral springs, and unusual mineral occurrences. Many
of the odd-looking rock outcrops are weathered light-colored sodie

lava locally called the Alum Rock rhyolite. The rock is fine grained

and ranges from pinkish white to reddish or purplish, coloration being

the result of iron and manganese oxide stains. Small albite feldspar

crystals can be seen in the rock in some parts of the intrusion. The
rhyolite is intrusive into Cretaceous rocks but is probably no older than

late Pliocene and may be much younger. The numerous mineral springs

vary greatly in mineral content : some are salty, some carbonated, some
high in sulfates, and many are sulfurous. The minerals are probably

being leached from nearby Tertiary and Cretaceous marine sediments

by groundwater, and apparently are not related to the rhyolite in-

trusion. The park gets its name from dusty efflorescences of potassium

alum that form on rock surfaces and in rock crevices in various parts

of the park. A huge boulder of rare manganese minerals was found

in. a landslide on the park grounds during World War I, but the

source rock has never been located.

From the access road to Alum Rock Park the Mount Hamilton
road winds up a high ridge through soft upper Miocene sandstone of

the Briones formation. Crushed areas that mark the intersection of two
northwest-trending faults with the Mount Hamilton road may be seen

in road cuts 1.3 and 1.65 miles up from the Alum Rock Park road

junction.

After passing the reservoir in Halls Valley the road ascends a

second ridge predominantly of sandstone and shale of the Franciscan

formation. One and seven-tenths miles southeast of the reservoir bold

dark-colored outcrops of glaucophane schist stick out of the hillside

to the east a few hundred yards from the roadside. The rock is dark

blue in hand specimen and consists largely of the soda amphibole

glaucophane. Glaucophane-bearing rocks are widely distributed in

areas of Franciscan-group rocks and generally are found close to the

borders of serpentine masses. They are believed to form from a variety

of different Franciscan sedimentary and igneous rocks by action of

hot mineral water or water vapor related in .some way to the serpen-

tine intrusions.

In many parts of the central Coast Ranges the Franciscan forma-

tion is predominantly deformed massive sandstone in which it is hard

to find bedding and even harder to trace the structure of the beds. In
Mount Hamilton and vicinity, however, Franciscan sandstones tend
to be interbedded with shale and parts of folds can readily be seen in
road cuts as one travels up the Mount Hamilton road.

At the summit of 4209-foot Mount Hamilton is the Lick Observa-
tory of the University of California, completed in 1888. The ob-

servatory was made possible through the endowment of James Lick
of San Francisco, and the reservation, which now consists of 3133
acres, was first set aside by Congress in 1876. The neat white buildings
house a 36-ineh telescope and several of smaller dimensions, together
with a library exhibit hall, and research facilities. The observatory is

open daily except Sunday between the hours 9-12 and 1-5 ; on Sunday
it is open from 10-1 and 2-5. Visitors are invited to look through the

telescope between 7 and 9 Friday evenings.

Mount Hamilton is the highest peak in the Mount Hamilton Range
and commands a wide sweep across central California. It is the most
southerly of the four principal peaks of the central Coast Ranges, the

other three being Mount Tamalpais, Mount St. Helena and Mount
Diablo. Mount Hamilton is not quite so prominent a landmark as the
other three because the surrounding summits of mountains of the
Mount Hamilton Range are also fairly high.

The paved part of the San Jose-Mount Hamilton-Livermore route

ends at Mount Hamilton and the next 20 miles is over graded dirt

Fig. 70. Salt crystallizing from concentrated bay-water brine at the Leslie
California Salt Company works, Newark. Alameda County. Bay water is concen-
trated by solar evaporation in large, shallow basins, the salt is scraped from the
floor of the basins and either refined for tal)U' use or -.sold in crude form for various
industrial purposes. Photo by Olaf P. Jenkina.
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road. Prom Mount Hamilton east to San Antonio Valley road cuts

expose shales and sandstones of the Franciscan-Knoxville group.

Neither the structure nor the rock units in the area east of Mount

Hamilton have ever been adequately worked out, but the Upper

Jurassic section is many thousands of feet thick and is complexly

folded and faulted. This part of the Mount Hamilton Range is arid

and vegetation consists predominantly of Coulter pines, digger pines,

junipers, and wild lilacs.

Fourteen miles by road east of the summit of Mount Hamilton,

the route turns to the north up San Antonio Valley. As the northern

end of the valley is approached, the bold rust-red ridge called Red

Mountain looms prominently to the northeast. A series of white dumps

on the western slope of the mountain mark the position of the various

entrances to Westvaco Chemical's Red Mountain and Western mag-

nesite mines. Between 1905 and 1945 these mines produced more than

800,000 tons of magncsite (MgCOs), and substantial reserves re-

mained in the mines at the time they were shut down in 1944. Mag-

nesite is used as a source of magnesium chemicals, oxychloride cement,

and metallic magnesium. The white magiiesite occurs as replacement

veins in shear zones in a large mass of serpentinized peridotite. The

ore bodies are steeply dipping, tabular, lensoid bodies, one of which

was 900 feet long, 660 feet wide, and 35 feet thick. Tlie magnesite

apparently was deposited from hot carbonated water solutions that

had leached magnesium from peridotite situated deeper in the crust.

At the entrance to the Red Mountain mines at the upper end of

San Antonio Valley, pavement begins again and the remainder of

the route to Livermore is over good paved road. Between the access

road to the mines and Fourteen-Mile House in Arroyo Mocho, rocks

exposed in road cuts and along the creek are typical sandstones, green-

stones, manganiferous cherts, and glaueophane schists of the Fran-

ciscan formation. The glaueophane schists in this area vary widely in

texture and mineral assemblage and apparently have been derived

from metamorphism of a variety of Franciscan rocks. In addition to

the numerous blue boulders of glaueophane schist which line the

stream bed of Sweetwater Creek, multicolored white, yellow, and

green boulders of silica-carbonate rock are seen from place to place.

These contain the green chrome-mica, mariposite, and are much like

some of the rocks of the Mother Lode in the Sierra Nevada. These

mariposite rocks are hydrothermal alteration products of serpentine

and have much the same origin as the magnesite deposits.

Numerous small manganese prospects are strung out along the

Arroyo Mocho road betwen Fourteen-Mile House and the mouth of

Arroyo Mocho. Dumps, open cuts, and short underground workings

may be seen up the slope east of the road 2.6 and 4.5 miles northwest

of Fourteen-Mile House. All of these manganese prospects are in red

chert, the black ore occurring in stringers and pods between the thin

beds of chert.

In the bottom of the canyon 5.1 miles from Fourteen-Mile House

are the large bluish dumps accumulated during driving of the Hetch-

Hetchy aqueduct tunnels, first used in 1934. The Hetch-Hetchy supply

system includes 81.9 miles of tunnels and 72.7 miles of pipeline. The

Coast Ranges segment of the aqueduct includes a 25-mile long tunnel

connected with the surface in the canyon bottoms by vertical shafts.

The aqueduct is 10.5 feet in diameter and has a daily capacity of

250,000,000 gallons. It brings water from Hetch-Hetchy reservoir on

the upper Tuolumne River to the City of San Francisco. The general

direction taken by the tunnel as it passes beneath Arroyo Mocho is

N. 75° E.

Two and one-half miles west of the Hetch-Hetchy dumps the road

comes out of steep-walled, V-shaped Arroyo Mocho and onto the rolling

margin of Livermore Valley. The Franciscan formation is immediately

overlapped by alluvium and gravels of Plio-Pleistocene age called

the Livermore gravels. For a few hundred yards on either side of the

stream bed Recent terrace deposits in turn cover up the Livermore

gravels.

After paralleling Arroyo Mocho Creek for another 5 miles the

road terminates against the Tesla-Corral Hollow road. Along the

Corral Hollow road are various mines which from time to time have

produced manganese, coal, clay, and silica sand. The mines are cur-

rently idle, for the most part, and many lie beyond the counties

covered in this guidebook.
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Acidic rocks, a term applied to igneous rocks containing abundant silica,

more than 65 percent SiOs. such as granites.

Acre-foot, the quantity of water required to cover one acre to a depth of

one foot, or 43.560 cubic feet.

Adit, also called a tunnel or drift. An adit, unlike a railroad tunnel which
penetrates a hill and is open at both ends, may have but one surface opening.

Aftershock, a minor or accessory shock following the main shock of an
earthquake.

Agglomerate^ a rock composed largely or wholly of coarse fragments of

volcanic rocks.

Aggradation, the natural filling of a stream bed or stream valley by deposi-

tion of sediment.

Aggregate, sand, gravel, shell, slag, or broken stone or combinations thereof,

with which cementing material is mixed to form a mortar or concrete.

Alluvium, unconsolidated stream deposits of sand, mud, and gravel.

Alteration of a rock refers to a change in its chemical composition.

Alumina, aluminum oxide.

Amalgam, an alloy of mercury with another metal, such as gold or silver.

Amygdaloid, a cellular igneous rock containing small cavities filled with

secondary minerals such as calcite, quartz, chalcedony, or some variety of zeolite.

Andesite, a volcanic rock composed of plagioclase feldspar together with one

or more dark minerals such as augite. hornblende, or biotite.

Anticline, an upfold or arch of rock strata.

Antilocaprid, a pronghorn antelope.

Aphanitic, fine-grained texture of igneous rocks; individual minerals cannot
be distinguished by the naked eye.

Aplite, a fine-grained granite occurring as dikes, consisting chiefly of quartz
and potash feldspar.

Arkoser a sandstone rich in feldspar fragments.

Ash, an unconsolidated mass of tiny volcanic rock fragments deposited after

being violently ejected from a volcano.

Attitude (i>f rock structures), a term including the terms dip and atrike.

The attitude of the flat surface of a sedimentary bed. whether inclined or not, is

referred to the horizontal plane. Dip is its slope inclination (in degrees) from this

plane, and is measured with a clinometer. Strike is the compass bearing on the

line of intersection of its surface with the horizontal plane. The terms may also

apply to faults, v t-ins, and dikes.

Axes of reference in crystallography are assumed in describing the exact
relative positions of the faces of a crystal.

Axis of a fold in bedded rocks refers to the crest line of an anticline or to

the trough line of a syncline.

Basalt, a dark-colored, fine-grained volcanic rock, composed essentially of

calcium-rich plagioclase feldspar and one or more dark minerals such as pyroxene.

Basement complex, the old rock floor, generally complex in structure, upon
which a series of sedimentary beds has been deposited.

Basic, a term applied to igneous rocks, such as basnlt. that are comparatively
low in silica, less than .52 percent, but high in iron and magnesium.

Batholith, a large intrusive body of once-molten rook that has crystallized

beneath a great thickness of overlying rocks. The granitic mass of the Sierra Nevada
is called the Sierrnn batholith.

Baume, a scale used to measure the relative weights of various liquids.

Bed, a single layer or stratum of rock.

Bedrock, the solid rock underlying superficial detritus.

Bentonite, a plastic clay derived from the weathering of volcanic tuff or ash.

Bivalve, an invertebrate with a double shell, such as a clam.

Bittern, the concentrated liquor or residual brine that remains after the first

desirable salts have been crystallized out.

Breccia, a rock conUM)sed of angular fragments commonly cemented together.

Chert, a compact siliceous sedimentary rock of organic or precipitate<l origin.

Clastic rock, composed of fragments of rocks and minerals.

Cleavage, a property of some minerals to break along certain planes which
are parallel either to actual or possible crystal faces. Basal cleavage is cleavage
perpendicular to the longest direction of a crystal. So-called rock cleavage is better
known as jointing.

Cobbing, sorting out the worthless parts of an ore by striking them off

with a hammer.

Colloid, a substance, approaching molecular dimensions, carried by a solvent

;

intermediate between a soluble state and a suspended state.

Complex, a terra sometimes used for an ancient .series of rocks comprising
various kinds of formations too complex in structure and composition to enable
the geolcjgist to separate them in mapping.

Conchoidal, shell-shaped fracture, as in broken glass.

Concretions, compact nodular or irregular concentrations of mineral matter
in sedimentary nnd fragmental volcanic rocks.

Conformable, following in unbroken sequence; refers to sedimentary beds
deposited one upon the other in unbroken sequence.

Conglomerate, a rock composed largely of rounded pebbles cemented by
finer material.

Contact, the boundary between two geologic formations.

Contact metamorphism, a change in the chemical or physical constitution
of a rock near an intrusion of igneous rock.

Correlation, equivalence in geologic age of two or more formations or rock
units in widely separnted nreas.

Country rock, a miner's term for the rock surrounding a vein or mineral
deposit.

Cross-bidding, a minor structure; applied especially to sands deposited by
current action of water or wind, in which the minor bedding planes of deposition
are oblique to the principal planes of stratification.

Cross-cut, a level mining operation driven across the course of a vein or at
right angles to the main workings.

Dacite, a volcanic rock composed essentially of plagioclase feldspar and quartz,
and minor amounts of potash feldspar, biotite, hornblende, or pyroxene.

Degradation, the general lowering of a land surface by naturnl proces.ses

of erosion.

Detritus, fragmental rock material derived by physical breakdown of surface
rocks : may be transported by wind, water, gravity, or ice.

Diabase, an intrusive igneous rock similar to basalt in chemical composition
but differing from it in texture.

Diastrophism, the profound process by which the earth's crust is deformed.

Dike, a bmly of rock forced in molten condition into a fissure in older rocks,

ami *here solidified; sandstone dikes, an exception, are not molten when pushed
into fractures.

Diorite, a coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock composed of plagioclase feld-

spar and hornblende, biotite, or pyroxene.
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Dip, see attitude.

Dolomite, a carbonate rock composed pre<Ioininnntly of the mineral dolomite,

CuCOsMbCOj; limestones, magnesium limestones, and dolomites are related chem-

ically and physically and have much the siime appearance in the field.

Drusy, coated with minute crystals.

Efflorescence, fluffy or powdery mineral material ; formed as a residue from

evaporation of mineral water.

Elastic rebound, the spring back of an elastic body when a deforming force

is suddenly removed.

En echelon faults, a series of faults arranged in parallel lines, each fault

Internlly off.set from the others, forming a step-like pattern.

Epicenter, the geographical location of the point on the surface of the earth

that is vertically above the earthquake focus.

Erosion, the wearing away of the earth's surface by natural agencies.

Faience, decorative earthenware as distinct from tableware.

Fault, an earth fracture or zone of fracture along which the rocks of one

bounding wall have been displaced in relation to those of the other.

Fault breccia, rock broken into angular fragments by movement in a fault zone.

Fault gouge, finely ground rock found between the walls of a fault.

Faunal stage, a minor subdivision of a stratigraphic scries ; the presence of

characteristic fossils serves as a basis for establishing the stage.

Feldspar, the most abundant mineral substance of igneous rocks ;
represents

a group of minerals, silicates of aluminum and potassium, sodium, and/or calcium.

Ferromagnesian, containing abundant iron and magnesium ; applied to dark

silicate minerals, particularly characteristic of basic igneous rocks.

Fine grained, a rock texture in which the minerals are one millimeter or less

in diameter.

Fissure, an extensive crack, break, or fracture in rocks.

Flagstone, a rommercial term for rock that splits easily along parallel bed-

ding planes or joints, and can be-used for paving.

Flint, B dense, hard rock composed mainly of minutely granular silica ; similar

to chert.

Flows and flow rocks, volcanic rock in which minerals show a parallel

arrangement produced during their emplacement.

Fluvial, formed by action of rivers or streams.

Focus, the point of origin of the initial earthquake waves of a principal

enrth(]uake.

Footwall, the boundary of the lower wall in an inclined planar structure such

as a fault or vein.

Foraminifera, microscopic one-celled animals, the limy shells of which are

found as fossils in rocks.

Formation, a rock body or an assemblage of rocks which have some character

in common ; applied to a particular sequence of rocks formed during one epoch ; a

rock unit used in mapping.

Fossil, any record of past life, whether it is the whole or a part of an organism,

or any record of its presence left in the rocks.

Fumarole, a vent in the earth from which hot gases and vapors issue.

Gabbro, a coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock, similar in composition to

basalt.

Gangue, the valueless minerals in an ore.

Geosyncline, a major downward flexure of the earth's crust in which great

thicknesses of .sediment are deposited.

Glass, a silica melt which has cooled so quickly that crystals were not formed.

Gneiss, a crudely banded metamorphic rock.

Gossan, the weathered, iron-stained, red or brown, outcrop of a mineral

deposit.

Graben, a trench or valley, the floor of which is bounded by faults.

Granite, an intrusive, coarse-grained rock consisting essentially of quartz
and alkali feldspar with smaller amounts of mica and other minerals.

Granodiorite, a coarse-grained intrusive rock intermediate in composition
between grauite and quartz diorite, containing both alkali and plagioclase feldspars.

Gravel, an unconsolidated accumulation of rounded rock fragments predomi-
nantly larger than sand grains.

Graywacke, a coarse feldspathic sandstone, usually dark gray, containing
bits of dark-colored minerals or rocks.

Greenstone, a general term for a compact, dark-green igneous rock, altered,

and usually containing the mineral chlorite.

Habit, crystal, the characteristic shape or form, determined by growth along
certain directions.

Hanging wall, the boundary of the upper wall of an inclined planar structure

such as a fault or vein.

Hogback, a ridge formed by the outcropping edges of tilted strata.

Hydrothermal, pertaining to action of hot water or water vapor.

Igneous rocks, formed as a result of solidification from molten material.

Imbricated fault zone, a zone of closely spaced faults in which the fault

wedges have been displaced so that they lap over one another like shingles on a roof.

Inlier, a surface exposure of an underlying rock which is surrounded by over-

lying rocks of later deposition.

Interdigitate, interfinger.

Intrusive, applied to an igneous rock that has been injected into older rocks ;

it has cooled and solidified from a molten condition under the cover of the surround-
ing rock mass.

Invertebrate, any animal having no bony spinal column.

Jasper, an opaque, compact, noncrystalline variety of quartz occurring in

various colors, particularly red, brown, and yellow.

Joints, the cracks which divide rocks into blocks, without appreciable dis-

placement of the walls.

Kitchen middens, refuse heaps marking a former site of Indian occupation.

Lacustrine, formed in a lake.

Lava, molten rock or rt)ck formed by solidification of molten rock from a

volcano.

Lignite, low-grade coal in which alteration of vegetal matter has proceded
farther than peat but not so far as bituminous coal.

Limbs, the two parts of a fold, one on each side of the axis ; also called flanks.

Lime, calcium oxide.

Limestone, a sedimentary rock composed largely of calcium carbonate.

Lithology, the study of rocks as based on the observation of hand specimens.

Mafic minerals, are those which contain a high percentage of iron and mag-
nesium.

Magma, molten material from which igneous rocks solidify.

Magnesia, magnesium oxide.

Marble, recrystallized limestone.

Massive, homogeneous, or without stratification.

Mastodont, a member of a group of extinct elephant-like animals.

Matrix, a rock mass in which a crystal, fossil, or other object is embedded
;

also called groundmass.

Meanders, loop like bends in a watercourse.

Measure) coal, a bed or stratum of coal.

Megascopic, identifiable by means of the naked eye or a pocket lens.

Meta-, a prefix denoting that the rock has been somewhat recrystallized but

not to the extent that its origiiuil character has been obliterate<l.
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Metamorphics, or metamorphic rocks, rocks profoniully altered by pressure,

hcHt. ami solutions, usually at considerable depth in the earth's crust,

Metamorphism, changes in rocks due to recrystallization.

M.g.d., million gallons per day.

Mineral, a naturally occurring substance with definite physical character-
istics and a chemical composition varying within certain limits.

Mold, an impression made in a rock by the outside form of a fossil.

Monadnock, a rounded hill standing isolated above a plain; generally refers

to :i residual remnant of an older topographic relief.

Monocline, a fold in which strata dip in one direction only, other parts of the

I
structure being horizontal.

Monoclinic, the crystallographie system in which crystals can be referred to

three unequal axes, two of which intersect at an oblique angle, but the third is

perpendicular to these two.

Normal fault, a fault in which the upper or hanging wall side has moved
downward in relation to the lower side.

Obsidian, solid volcanic glass.

Ochre, an earthy and often impure ore of iron, usually red (hematite) or
yellow (limonite). extensively used as a pigment.

Ore, that part of a mineral deposit from which material may be extracted
at a profit.

Oreodonts, extinct animals which combined some of the characteristics of pigs,

(leer, and camels.

Orogeny, the process of mountain building.

Orthorhombic system, a system of crystallization which has three axes of

unequal leii:;th at right angles to each other.

Ostracods, minute bivalve crustaceans.

Outcrops, surface exposures of bedrock.

Overturned fold, occurs in sedimentary beds when deforming forces are
unequally applied so that the limbs are tilted past vertical ; the sequence of strata

on one limb may thus become inverted.

Pediment, a plain, usually an erosion plain, at the foot of a mountain range :

the alluvial cover is generally quite thin.

Pegmatite, a very coarse-grained dike rock, frequently granitoid in composition.

Pendant, a downward projection from the roof of an intruded rock mass
into the intruding igneous body.

Peneplain, a broad plain at or near base level produced by degradation of

a land mass.

Peridotite, an ultra-basic igneous rock composed essentially of olivine with
pyroxene.

Peperite, a large bleb of basaltic or andesitic lava, found in marine sedi-

mentary rocks that has become isolated from its source tongue of lava and is com-
pletely surrounded by sediment.

Penultimate, the last of a series but one ; the next to last.

Perlite, a glassy volcanic rock of rhyolitic or dacitic composition, with a

texture characterized by concentric or onion-like partings, resembling pearls ; perlite

usually contains a small percentage of water, a property which enables it to be
expanded to a cellular material when suddenly heated.

Petrifaction, the process of replacement of fossils by mineral material.

Petrography, the study, description, and systematic classification of rocks,

usually by microscopic means.

Phenocrysts, isolated crystals visible to the unaided eye lying in a finer-

grained matrix of an igneous rock, particularly a porphyry.

Pillow basalt, a basaltic lava characterized by a peculiar structure resembling
a pile of pillows.

Planimetric map, n map that shows the lelativo position of the feiltin-es of
a land surface hut not the coiingurutiou of that surface; it does not show contour
lines, as does a topographic map.

Playa, the tlat-floored bottom of an umlraiiied desert basin, containing flat
sheets of fine sand and clay, deposited in intermittent lakes.

Plug, volcanic, the vent or pipe of a former volcano filled with solidified lava.
Plunge, the angle between the axis of a fold and a horizontal plane.

Plutonic rocks are crystallized from a molten or partly molten condition at
great depth in the earth's crust, as contrasted with surface volcanic rocks and near-
surface dikes.

Polysynthetic, .a term used to describe the multiple parallel parts of twinned
feldspar crystals,

Porcelanite, an impure chert having the texture and appearance of unglazed
porcelain. Impurities cr)nimonly are clay or calcium carbonate.

Porphyritic, a rock texture composed of isolated crystals or phencicrysts,
imbedded in a matrix of finer mineral material.

Potash, potassuim oxide.

Pumice, a frothy, light-weight, highly silicic volcinic glass.

Pyroclastics, a general term for fragmental deposits of volcanic materials,
including volcanic conglomerate, agglomerate, tuff, and ash.

Quartzite, a metamorphosed rock compo.sed of quartz grains cemented by
silica.

Quartz diorite, a coarsegrained igneous rock composed esseiitiallv of quartz
and with minor .•iniouuts of dark minerals.

Quartz monzonite, a light-colored coarse-grained igneous rock contaiiiitig
quartz and approximately equal amounts of plagiodase and potash feld.spar,

Radiolaria, microscopic animals commonly having a highly ormite siliceous
shell covering.

Rejuvenation, renewal of erosion brought about by uplift of the region ; also
renewal of any geologic process.

Relict, left behind in a process of change ; residual.

Replacement, the process by which one mineral or chemical substance takes
the place of some earlier different substance, often preserving its structure <u-

crystalline form.

Reverse fault, a fault in which the upper or hanging wall side has moved
upward in relation to the footwall side.

Revolution, profound mountain-building which has taken place over a very
wide area.

Rhyolite, a light-colored, fine-grained volcanic rock composed predominantly
of quartz and potash feldspar.

Rift, synonymous with fault trace.

Riprap, large pieces of uiulimen.sioned stone used for sustaining walls, break-
waters, etc.

Road metal, broken stone, cinders, etc. used in making and repairing roads
or ballasting railroads.

Sandstone, a rock composed of grains of sand held together by a cement.

Schist, a finely lamiiuileil metamorphic rock in which the minerals are
arranged in thin layers.

Seam, a term ofleu used to describe a bed of coal or other valuable mineral.

Sedimentary rocks are formed by deposition in water or air, and are for the
most part stratified; their origin may lie mechanical, chemical, or organic.

Seismogram, the record of an earth tremor made by a seismograph.

Seismograph, an instriunent for quantitative recording of ground vibration.

Shale, compacted mud or clay, generally possessing a thinly bedded or lami-
nated structure.
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Shear, deformation caused by two pninllel but opposing forces, wbicb are

not in line with each other.

Silica, silicon dioxide, SiO-.

Sill, u tabular sheet of intrusive rock injected along (he bedding planes of

sedimentary or volcanic formations.

Silt, rock particles intermediate in size between sand and clay ; when com-
pacted the rock i.s called siltstone.

Slate, a homogeneous metamorphosed clay or shale characterized by a cleav-

age which causes it to split readily into thin broad sheets, not necessarily parallel

to the original bedding planes.

Slip, the relative displacement of formerly adjacent points on opppsite sides

of n fault.

Spherulitic, small spherical structures in volcanic rocks made up of radiating

crystal fibers.

Spilite, an altered sodium-rich basaltic rock, usually amygdaluidal.

Stockwork, an ore deposit consisting of a large irregular mass of mck pene-

trated by numerous small veins of ore.

Stope* an excavation underground for the removal of ore.

Stratigraphy, the study of arrangement of strata, especially as to position,

order of sequence, and age.

Stratum, a layer that is separable along bedding planes from layers above
and below, the separation arising from a break in deposition or a change in the

character of the material deposited.

Strike* see attitude.

Stringer, a tiny vein.

Syenite, a coarse-grained intrusive rock c(!mpose<l principally of feldspars

together with smaller amounts of mica, amphibule. or pyroxene.

Syncline, a trough-shaped fold in rocks in w^ich the strata dip inward from
both sides toward the axis.

Tailing, the refuse material separated as residue in treating ores.

Tear fault, an auxiliary cross-fault along which the displacement has been
parallel to the strike of the main fault.

Tectonic, pertaining to rock structure and surface ftuins resulting from
defornuUion of the earth's <-rnst.

Terrazzo, a type of tlooring made of small chii»s of rock set irregularly iu

cement and polished.

Thrust fault or thrust, an inclined fault in which the hanging wall moves up
relative to the footwall.

Triclinic system, a crystal system characterized by three unequal axes inter-

secting at oblique angles.

Tuff, a rock formed of compacted volcanic ash or dust.

Twinning, the assemblage of two or more crystals, or parts of crystals, in

apparent reversed position with reference to each other.

Ultrabasic or ultramafic, refer to igneous rock containing little or no quartz
or feldspar and composed essentially of iron-magnesium silicates.

Unconformity, represents a break or gap in depositional sequence in sedi-

mentary rocks; it usually rejircsents an erosion surface cut into an older series

of rocks, upon which later sediments are deposited.

Vein, the mineral filling of a crack or fissure in rocks; precipitation from
solution, rather than crystallization from a molten mass.

Vesicle, a small cavity in a once-molten rock usually produced by tlie forma-

tion of gas in the molten mass.

Vitreous, having the luster of glass.

Volcanic rocks have solidified from a melt on or near the earth's surface.

Vug, a small cavity in a rock, usually lined with crystals.

Wall rock, the country rock bounding a vein.

Weathering, the gradual decay and disintegration of rocks at or near the

surface. c;iused by subaerial infliuMices, such as rain and frost, but especially oxida-

tion and other chemical actions.
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Acalanea, 31,348
Actinolite, 312,340
Adobe, 57-64
Adobe construction, 57-59
Aecirite. 314
Aetna Springs, origin of name, 36
Agate nodules, 311
Aggregate, 235-238
Agua Caliente, rancho, 61, 63
Alameda, origin of name, 34
Alameda County, 16, 18 ; adobes in, 63
Alameda Creek, 16 ; dam, 295
Alameda formation, 87, 89, 91
Alamo formation, 76
Albany, origin of name, 37
Albion, 12
Albite. 312
Alcatraz, origin of name, 34
Alcatraz Island, 338
Alemany, Bishop. 17
Alexander adobe, 61
Alma pyrite mine, 311
Almaden, origin of name, 35
Almonte, origin of name, 33
Allium, 35
Alpine reservoir, 297-298
Altamirano adobe, 63
Altamont anticline, 375
Alum Rock Park boulder, 311, 313, 377
Aluminum foil. 217
Alunite, 314
Alunogen, 314
Alvarado, Governor, 25, 27, 28, 63
Alvarado, origin of name, 33
Alviso adobe, 63
Alviso. origin of name, 33
Amador. Pedro. 18
American River, origin of name. 37
Anderson reservoir, 297
Angel Island, origin of name, 32
Anian. Strait of, 11
Animals, prehistoric, 177-186, 187-192, 324, 340,
341.348,367,376

Ano Nuevo Point, 331
Antigorite, 340
Antioch. origin of name, 37
Antisell. Thomas, 113
Anza, Juan Bautista de. 16. 17
Apophyllite. 312
ArgUello, Concepci6n, 22
Arrowpoint. method of making, 49
Arroyo de las Nogales, 35
Arroyo de San Jose Cupertino, 33
Arroyo Seco gravel. 103
Arroyo Seco pediment. 97, 103
Artifacts, drawing of. 50. 51. 52, 55
Asbestos. 124, 209
Ashbumer, William. 114
Asphalt. 225 ; use by Indians, 43
Asuncion group, 127
Associated, origin of name, 37
Atascadero. origin of name, 33
Atherton. origin of name. 34
Austrian Gulch, origin of name. 37
Avena, origin of name, 33
Ayala, Juan Manuel de, 16, 315

Baden, origin of name, 37
Bahia de Nuestra SeiSora del Rosario la Marinera,
37

Bahia de San Francisco, La, 13 ; origin of name, 32
Baker, origin of name, 37
Bald Peak volcanics, 243
Bale, Dr. Edward Turner, 24, 360
Bale Mill, 359, 361
Bank of America, 64
Barry, origin of name, 37
Basalt, use by Indians, 48
Basement complex, 117-118
Bear Flag, 315
Beard, E.L., 376
Beechey, Captain Frederick W., 109
Belcher, Edward, 109
Belvedere, origin of name, 38
Benicia, origin of name, 33
Bering, Admiral Vitus, 21
Berkeley, origin of name, 38
Bernal adobes, 59, 63
Berry, James R., 65
Berryessa-Knight adobe, 61
Berryessa, origin of name, 33
Bidwell-Bartleson party, 25
Bihler, "Dutch Bill", 34
Bihler, origin of name, 34
Bituminous rock, 225
Black, James, 24
Black, John, 34
Black Diamond coal mine, 35 ; see also Coal
Black Hawk Ranch fauna, 177, 180, 183
Black Hawk Ranch flora, 198
Black Mountain. 319
Blake, W. P., 112-113
Bloomfield, origin of name, 34
Blaasom, 109
Blue Wing Hotel, photo of, 58
Blue Wing Tavern, 63
Bodega, Juan Francisco de la, 22, 32, 321
Bodega Bay, 22. 321 ; origin of name. 32
Bodega Head. 320, 321, 323
Bodega-Sonoma Coast State Park, 321
Bolinas Bay. 317. 318 ; origin of name, 31
Bolinas Lagoon. 69
Bon Tempe reservoir, 297-298
Bone, use bv Indians, 48
Borax, 207, 216, 258
Borax Lake, obsidian quarry, photo of, 42
Borings in San Francisco Bay, 83, 87, 91, 92
Boussingaultite, 314
Boy Paleontologists. 81. 185
Brannan. Sam, 35. 361
Branner.J. C, 116
Brentwood, origin of name, 37
Brewer, William H., 114
Brick house, first in California, 247
Brighton, origin of name, 37
Briones, Gregorio, 69
Briones, Juana, 64
Briones stage, 140
Brown, Bliss. 65
Brown. Elam.348
Brown adobe, 64
Buckeye mine, 123
Buckland, Sir William, 109
Bueno, Cabrero, 15
Buriburi, origin of name, 32

Cabeza de Santa Rosa, rancho, 61
Cabo de Pinos, .34

Cabrillo, Juan Rodrigues, 11, 301
Cache Creek, origin of name, 37
Cahuenga. battle of. 29
Calavpiiis dam. 293
Calaveras group, age of. 119
Caler.i. origin of mime. .35

Calera limestone. 326-327. ,3,33

California, University of, 16, 69, 114, 116
California Geological Survey, 113-115
California Republic, 25
Calistoga, .361 ; origin of name, 35
Calomel, 313
Cameron. John, 21
CamiloBlack adobe, 61
Camino Real, 18 ; origin of name, 33
Camp, C. L., 123
Camp Reynolds, photo showing, 338
Camsellite,312
Caiiada de Raimundo, rancho, 64
Canizares, Jose, 16
Capay, origin of name, 31
Capay stage, 133
Carrillo adobe, 61
Carnadero, origin of name, 33
Carquinez Strait, origin of name, 31
Carrier Pigeon, 37
Carmel River vallev, 16
Carson, Kit. 25, 29
Casa Grande, 24
Castille de San Joaquin, 315
Castillero, Andres, 35
Castro. Francisco, 340
Castro, origin of name, 33
Castro. Victor, adobe, 63
Caymas rancho, 59
Cazadero, origin of name, 33
Cement, 206, 216, 231-234, 331-332
Ceramic education. 253-258
Ceramic industry, 247-252
Ceremefio. Sebastian Rodrigues, 13,367
Chalcedony, finely banded, 312
Chalcedony, use by Indians, 48
Chamisal, origin of name, 35
Chamisso, Adelbert von, 110
Channel Islands, 11
Charmstones, drawings of, 53
Chernich, E. L., 23
Chert, use by Indians, 48
Chickahominy, origin of name, 37
Chico group. 127, 248, 323, 331, 342
Chiles, Joseph B., 34
Chiles, origin of name, 34
Chiles-Walker party, 29
China Camp shellmound, photo of, 41
Chromite, 124, 210, 213. 271-274, 311
Chual, origin of name, 35
Cierbo stage, 140
Cinnabar. 31 1, 313 ; use by Indians, 43
Claremont member, Monterey formation, 141.

340, 369
Clark, B. L., 112
Clay, 206, 247-252, 254, 258
Clementine, 27
Coal, 206, 223-225, 326, 349-354
Coast Ranges, 95, 96 ; geology of, 117-150
Coches rancho, 63

(387)
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Cockrell, Dr.,69
Codornices, origin of name, 34
Coleman, origin of name, 34
Collie, Alex, 109
Colma, origin of name, 37
Concretions, photo showing, 334
Congress Ilall, 337
Conn Valley dam, 298
Conrad, Timothy A., Ill
Constantine, 29
Contra Costa, 16 ; origin of name, 33
Contra Costa County, adobe brick, 64
Contra Costa County, adobes in, G3
Cooper, Juan Bautista Roger, 24, 364
Copernicus Peak, origin of name, 38
Copper, 209, 319
Cordelia quarry, 343
Corte ^^adera, origin of name, 37
Costanoan tribes, 39
Cosumnes formation, 120
Cosumnes River, origin of name, 31
Cotati, origin of name, 31
Cowell cement plant, 349
Coyote, origin of name, 33
Coyote reservoir, 297
Crespi, Father, 16
Cretaceous, building stone in, 128
Cretaceous, close of, 128-129
Cretaceous, fossils in, 187
Cretaceous, oil and gas in, 128
Cretaceous, Upper, 126-128
Croiz, Francisco de, 15
Cronkhite, origin of name, .37
Crystal Springs reservoir, 293, 295, 333
Cuciz,,Joseph, 63
Cupertino, origin of name, 33
Curry reservoir, 298
Curtner Ranch, 63
Curtner Ranch, adobe, photo of, 62

Daly, origin of name, 34
Dana, James Dwight, 111
Datolite,312
Davenport, 331-332
Davis, origin of name, 34
Dawson, James, 24
de Gagarin, Helena, 23, 37. ,363
Del Norte County, 12
Derby, Lt. George H., 112
Devils Slide, 328-329
Diablan orogeny, 124
Diatomaceous earth, use by Indians, 43
Diatomite, 21,"), 281-290, 330, 340, 363
Dillon Beach, .320

Diopside, lilac, 312
Discovery, 19
Dixon, origin of name, 34
Dogtown,319
Dolomite, 213 ; orbicular, 313
Domengine formation, 137, 358
Donner Party, 29
Drake, Sir Francis, 12, 302
Drake's Bay, origin of name, 32
Drake's plate, 13, 364

; photo of, 14
Dublin, origin of name, 37
Duran, Padre, 19
Duxbury, 37
Duxbury, origin of name, 37

Early Culture period, charmstones, 43-48
Early Horizon, 40
Earthquakes, 17, 109, 115, 151-160, 162 ; photos
showing effects of, 318

Eaton, Dr. Edith Cox, 64
Eglestonite, 313
El Dorado Hotel, 63
El Paso de los Americanos, 37
El Rancho Restaurant, 63
El Verano, origin of name. 33
Ellis Landing, shell mound, 39 ; see also Shell
mounds

Emeryville, shell mound, 39
Encinal del Temescal, 34
Englehardt, Moritz von, 110-111
Eocene fossils, 187, 193, 196. 285
Eocene sediments, coal in, 137-138

; gas in, 138

;

glass and moulding sand in, 137 ; gold in, 138
Eocene-Oligocene, close of, 138-139
Epsomite, 314
Eschscholtz, Frederick, 19
Eschscholtz, Johann F., 110
Estero Americano, 320
Etchegoin formation, 100
Eticuera, origin of name, 32

Fages, Pedro, 16
Fairbanks, H. W., 116
Fairfax, Charles S., 364
Fairfield, origin of name, 37
Farallon Islands, 11, 301-310 ; origin of name, 32
Faralkmes de los Frayles, 302
Feldspar, 258
Ferrello. Rartolome, 11, .302

Ferry Building, photos showing, 337
Fertilizers, 216
Field, Stephen J., 113
Fishing. 321, 343
Fitch, Henry D., 24,63
Fletcher, Francis, 12
Flint, use by Indians. 48
Folsom, Capt. J.L.,34
Folsom. origin of name, 34
Foraminifera, 318
Fort Mason, adobe, 59
Fort Point, adobe, ,59 ; building of battery, 58
Fort Roscia, 23
Fort Ross, 23, 65, 323, 324, 325, 326 ; drawing of, 22
Forts. Iiav region, 315
Fossils, invertebrate, 187-192, .324, 340, 341, 348
Fossils, plant, 193-202. 281-290
Fossils, vertebrate, 177-186, 340, 367, 376
Franciscan formation, 83, 87. 241, 2.52, 268-270, 272,

275, 308, 311, 313, 314, 315, 317, 319, 320, 322,
.323, 326, 327, 330, 332, 333, 336, 337, 338. 339,
.340, 342, 344, 348, 355, 363. 364, 377, 378

Franciscan-Knoxville group, 121-124
Franklin thrust fault, 342, 3J5
Freestone, origin of name, 35
Fremont, John C, 25, 29, 38, 315
Fremont, origin of name, 37
Frey reservoir, 298
Fuels, mineral, 223-230 ; see also Coal, Petroleum,

Natural gas
Funston, origin of name, 37

Gabb. William M., 114
Gabriela-Alvarado adobe, 63
Galvos, Josf' de, 15
Garcia, Rafael, 65
Gardiner, James T., 114

Garnet, 313, 322, 340
Gazo's Creek, 15
Geologic map, bay counties, 161-174
Geologic investigation, history of, 109-116
Geolocy, hav counties, 117-150
Giannini,A. P.,64
Giant, origin of name, 37
Gibson Island, 321
Gilroy, John,21,33
Gilroy, origin of name, 33
Glaciation, Pleistocene, 82, 86, 88
Glass, David, 348
Glass Mountain, 363
Glaucophane, 311, 312, 314, 322, 340, 377
Glorietta, origin of name, 38
Goat Island, 338 ; origin of name, 34
Gold, 209, 311, 313
Golden Gate, opening of, 11
Golden Gate, origin of name, 38
Golden Hinde, 12, 13, 302
Great Valley, 96, 97 ; origin of, 112
Green adobe, 63
Green Valley formation, 144
Grewingk, C.,111
Grizzly Peak volcanics, 243, 369
Gaudalupe. origin of name, 33
Gualala,325
Gualala group, 324
Gualala River, origin of name, 31
Guano deposits, 308
Guerneville. origin of name, 34
Guilicos, origin of name, 31
Gypsum. 208. 215
Gyrolite, 312

Halfmoon Bay, 15, 329 ; origin of name, 38
Halleck, origin of name, 37
Halotrichite, 314
Hamilton, Rev. Laurentine, 34
Hastings, origin of name, 3'7

Havward, 16 ; origin of name, 34
Havward fault, 80, 151. 160, 162, 340, 344, 345,

375, 376
Healdsburg, origin of name, 34
Hearst, William R., 20
Hecker Pass, origin of name, 38
Hematite, use bv Indians, 43
Hendry, G. W., 57
Hercules Powder Company, 37
Hernandez-Peralta adobe, 03
Herpoco, origin of name. 37
Hetch Hetchy aqueduct, 295, 297, 378
Higueras adobe, 59, 61, 63 ; photo of, 62
Hock Farm, 29
Hoffman, Charles, 114
Hooker, Fighting Joe, adobe, 61
Hooker, origin of name. 37
Horsetown formation. 272
Horsetown stage, 125-126
Huichica, origin of name, 31
Hunting, 343

Indians, 39-51 ; artifacts, 247, 363 ; drawings of, 47

:

map showing distribution of tribes, 40 ; mining of

quicksilver by, 263
Interior Miwok tribes. 39
Invernes. 367 ; origin of name, 37
lone formation, 99, 133 ; clays in, 137

Iron ore, 209, 210, 213
Irvington beds, fossils from, 81, 186, 376
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Isabella, 27
Isla (If la Posesi6n. 11
Isia lie la Yepua. 'ii

Isla lie los Angelos, 32
Islnis. origin of name, 35
Islands of St. James, 302
Isle Hendida, 302

.Iiick Creek formation. 127
Jasper, sphernlitic, 313
Jasper, use by Indians. 48-49
Jenner-By-The-Sea, 322
.lunes, Nathaniel, 348
Juarez, second dwelling, 63
Jurassic fossils, 187
Justi adobe, 61

Keuttield, origin of name, 38
King, Clarence, 114-115
Kiuradite, 312-313
Kirker formation, 196
Kitchen middens : see Shell mounds, Indians
Klebnikoff, Governor. 23
Knight, origin of name, 34
Knight, William. 34
Knottinger stable, 63
Knoxville formation, 272, 378
Kolmer. origin of name, 34
Kostromitinofif. Governor, 23
Kotzebue, 110
Kreyenhagen shale. 137-138, 285
Kruse Rhododendron Reserve, 324
Kuskoff. 22, 23, 321, 323, 324

Ladd mine, 123
Lafayette, origin of name, 38
Lafayette reservoir, 296
Laguna de los Palos Colorados rancho, 63
Laguna de Nuestra Senora de la Merced, 33
Laguna formation, 100
Lagunitas, origin of name, 33
Lagunitas reservoir, 297-298
Laird formation, 137, 367
Lake Chabot, 295, 298
Lake Eleanor, 295
Lake Merced, 332
Landscape, development of bay region, 95 ; drawings
showing development of, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104

Landslide, photo showing Tunnel Road, 344
Lasuen, Padre, 18, 376
Late Horizon, 40
Laumontite, 312
Lawlor tuff, 243
Lawson, Andrew C, 115
Lawsonite,312,314
Lay. George, 109
Le Conte, Joseph, 116
Lead, 209
Leese, Jacob, 21,24, 25
Leese-Fitch adobe, 63
Leona pyrite mine, 311
Leona rhyolite, 243, 311, 344, 345
Lexington reservoir, 297
Lick, James, 34
Lick, origin of name, 34
Lick Observatory, 377
Lime kilns near Olema, 65, 319
Limestone. 65, 206, 213, 215, 216 ''31-2.34 S'^R '^17
319, 3.31-332. 349, .358, 367 '

' '

'

Limonite, use by Indians, 43
Livermore, Robert, 33
Livermore, origin of name, 33

Livermore gravel, 378
Lobitos, origin of name, 34
Logtown Ridge formation, 120
Lokoya, origin of name, 31
Long liridge, 336
Longwood, 63
Loreto, 15
Los Altos, origin of name, 33
Los Angeles, 23, 24
Los Gatos, origin of name, 34
Louderback. G. D., 58
Lumbering. 324, 325
Lyon, Caleb, 49

Madigan reservoir, 298
Magellan, 11, 12
Magnesia, 279-280 ; see also Salines
.Magnesite, 124, 258, 275-280, 311, 378 ; use by

Indians, 43
.Maidu tribe, 39, 49
Mallacomes rancho, 61
-Man, prehistoric, 87
.Manganese, 123-124, 210, 259-262, 311
.Manila Galleon, 12
Manteca. origin of name, 33
Maps, geologic, 165-172
Marcasite, 311
Marconi, origin of name, 38
Marcou, Jules, 112-113
^lare Island, origin of name, 34
ilare Island Strait, bedrock profile across, 84
Marin, origin of name, 37
Marin County, 12 ; adobes in, 59, 61 ; Agricultural

Commissioner, 69
Marina, origin of name, 38
Mariposa slates, 120
Markley formation, 137-138, 241
Marsh, John, 24-28, 34, 356
Marsh, origin of name, 34
Marsh's house, 27 ; photo showing, 28
Marshall, James, 29
Martinez, Ignacio, 109, 341
Martinez, origin of name, 3.3

Martinez. Vicente, adobe, 59, 63
Martinez formation. 129-130, 328, 342
^lartinez stage, 129-131
Mascagnite, 314
.Masson Winery, 336
JIatanzas, origin of name, 33
Mayacmas. origin of name, 31
Mayacmas quicksilver district, 261
McCarthysville,337
Mcintosh, Edward, 24
McLaren Park, origin of name, 38
Meadowlark Dairy, 63
Meek adobe, 63
Meganos formation, 131
Mehrten formation, 376
Melanterite, 314
Menio Park, origin of name, 37
Menzies, Archibald, 321
Merced, origin of name. 3.3

Merced formation. 78. SO, 81. 82. 87, 100, 146, 147,
191. 245. 318. 319, 325, 326, 329. 332, 333

Merced sand 144
Mercer, William F.,65
-Mercury: see Quicksilver
Merriam. J. C. 116
-Merritt sand. 84, 87, 88
Metacinnabar, 311,314
Metallic minerals, production, 205

Mica, use by Indians, 43
Micheltorena, 29
Middle Horizon, 40
Milagro, origin of name, 33
Mill Valley, origin of name, 35
Millbrae. origin of name, 34
Millikendam,218
Mills College, 16
Milpitas, origin of name, 33
-Milpitas rancho, 59, 61, a3
Mineral raw materials, 205-210
Minerals, bay area, 311-314 ; utilization of, 211-218
Minervite, 308, 309
Miocene epoch, bay region during, 98-99, 139-141 :

close of, 141 ; fossils, 189, 196, 285
Miramontes, Candelario, 329
Miramontes, origin of name, 3,3

Misifin San Carlos Borrom^o, 16
MisiOn San Francisco de .\sfs, 17, 19
Mision San Gabriel, 16
Misifln San Jos^, 19 ; map of, .36 ; Priests' House, 63
MisiOn San Luis Rey, 19 ; kiln, 57
Misi6n San Rafael, 65
Misiftn Santa Clara, altar, 64 ; earthquake, 109

;

storeroom, 64
Misi6n Santa Clara de Asfs, 17
Mission Carmel, kiln, 57
Mission Dolores, adobes, 59 ; church, 64 ; kiln, 57

;

photo of, 18 ; roof of, 58
Mission Purisima Concepcion, fireplace, 59
Mission Sonoma, church, 63 ; Priests' House, 63
Miwok tribe, 39
Mocco, origin of name, 37
Mokelumne Hill, quartz deposit, use by Indians, 43
Mokelumne River, origin of name, 31
Molino, origin of name, 35
Monroe Doctrine, 23
Montara, origin of name, 32
Montara Mountain, 15, 327, 328
Monte Diablo, 33
Monte del Diablo rancho, 63
Monterey, 16-17,25-27
Monterey Bav, 13-15
Monterey formation, 139, .330, 331-332, 335, 336,

341, 342, 345, 365, 367, 369
Montezuma, origin of name, 33
Montezuma dwelling, 63
Montezuma formation, 319, .340
Alonticello, origin of name, 38
Monticello reservoir, 298
Montroydite, 313
Moraga, Josf, 17, 18, 315
Moraga, origin of name, 33
Moraga adobe, 63
Moraga formation, 76, 79, 143, 144, 347
Moreno shale, 285
Morgan Hill, origin of name, 34
Morris. George R., 69
Moss Beach, 329
Mount Davidson, origin of name, 38
Mount Diablo, 11, 109, 348, 350, 351 ; cinnabar, nse

by Indians, 43 ; coal boom, 35 ; origin of name, 33 ;

quicksilver district, 261, 349, 355; quicksilver
mine, photo showing, 260

Mount Eden, origin of name, 38
Mount H.imilton, 11. 377 ; origin of name, 34
Mount St. Helena, 11, 23, 361, 362, 363 ; origin of

name, 37 ;
photo of, 38

Mount Tamalpais, 11 ; origin of name, 31, 33
Mount Tamalpais State Park, 317
Mount Umunhum, origin of name, 32
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.Mountain Copper Company, 37
Moiintnins. oricin of Imy region. 245
Mnir..Iohn.:U..'i41
Muir. orijiin tif name, 34
MuiiW Is, ;il7

Mulhnlliind fauna, 180, IS.'i, 186, 348
Mulholland flora, liKS

llulhollanil formation, ,347, 348
Murphy, Tim. 24
Muscovite, ,312

MusselHock.326

Xnpn, origin of name, 31
Xapa County, adobes in, 63
Napa Valley, 24
Xatonui, orisin of name, 32
Natural Kas, 206, 227-230
Navidad, Mexico, 11

Nephrite. 312
Neroly fauna. 107-198
Neroly formation, 76, 77. 70. 107. -375. 376
Neroly stap-, 140
New Albion. oriRin of name. .32

New Almaden, 35 ; adobes iu. 63 ; cinnabar, use by
Indians, 43; Rluseuni building, photo of, 62:
quicksilver mines, 261. 263-270, 313

New Helvetia, 28-29. 344
New Idria kiln, photo showinR, 262
New Idria mill, photo showing, 261
Newberry,.?. S., 112-113
Newhope Landing, ()riKin of name, 38
Nicasio, origin of name, 32
Niles, 16 ; adobe buildings, 57 ; origin of name, 34
Niles Canyon, 376
Niles dam, 293
Niles Nursery, 63
Nobile, Fr. John, 17
Nonmetallic mineral production, 205
Noonday Rock, origin of name, 37
Noriega, ,Iose, 356
Northbrae rhyolite, 243, 311 ^-

Nortonville, 349, ,3,52, 353, 354, 355. 356 ; origin of
name, 35

Nortonville shale, 137
Nova to, origin of name, 32

O'Shaugnessy dam, 295
Oakville quicksilver district, 262, 360
Oat Hill quicksilver district, 261
Obsidian, 239, 363; implements, drawings of, 45;

quarrying, drawing of, 44 ; use by Indians, 40, 48
Oil, 124 ; see also Petroleum
Old Spanish Trail, 23
Olds, Daniel and Nelson, 69
Olenia, 310 ; old lime kilns near, 65 ; origin of

name, 31
Oligocenc fossils, 1.S7. 196
Oleum, origin of name, 37
Olompali, origin of name, 31 ; rancho, 61
Omphacite, 313, 322
Opening of Golden Gate, 11-30
Ord, origin of name, 37
Orinda, origin of name, 37
Orinda fauna, 177, 180
Orinda formation, 77, 141, 143, 243, 340, 345, 347,

,348, 369
Ortega, 315
Ortega, Ignacio, 21
Ortega, JosC, 15
Orogeny, mid-Cretaceous, 126
Oyster beda, photo showing, 85

Pacheco, origin of name, 33
Pacheco adobe, 63
Pacific Railroad Reports, 112
Paleocene and Eocene, 129-138
Paleozoic, 118-119 ; diatoms, 285
Palisade mine, 363
Palo Alto, origin of name, 34
Palo Alto, 15 : photo of tree, 30
Palou, Padre, 16, 17
Panoche formation, 375, 376
Paradise Valley, origin of name, 38
Pardee dam, 297
Parke, Lt. G. G., 113
Parks Bar, 27
Paskenta stage, 125
Paso Rohles formation, 81
Patterson, Andrew Jackson, 37
Patterson Pass, origin of name, 37
Paving blocks, 245
Peat, 343
Pebble Beach, 3.30

Pectolite, 312
PeJIicnn. 11
Pena. Juan Felipe-Demitrio dwellings, 61, 63
Peua adobe, 343
Penny Island, 322
Peraltaadobe, 59, 61,63
Perlite, 208, 239, 245, 246
Pescadero, origin of name, 32
Pescadero fault, 133
Petaluma, origin of name, 31
Petaluma formation, 79, 144
Petaluma rancho, 61
Petrified Forest, 3.59, 361
Petroleum, 206, 211, 213, 225-227, 285, 329, 330, 335
Piedmont, origin of name, 38
Pigeon Point, 331 ; origin of name, 37
Pilar Point, origin of name, 32
Pilarcitos, origin of name, 32
Pilarcitos Creek, 15
Pilarcitos dam, 293
Pilarcitos fault, 327, 335
Pillow basalt, 315 ;

photo showing Franciscan, 318
Pinole, 341 ; origin of name, 33
Pinole rancho, 59, 63
Pinole tuff, 77, 79, 241, 281 ; fauna from, 186 ; photo

showing, 76, 77, 341 ; rhinoceros from, 183
Pittsburg, origin of name, 35
Pittsburg Coal Company, 35
Place names, 31-38
Plants, prehistoric, 193-202, 281-290
Pleistocene beds, photo showing, 80
Pleistocene epoch, 81, 101-106, 147-150, 315
Pleistocene fossils, 186, 191-192, 199, 202, 376
Pliocene epoch. 75. 99-101, 142-147
Pliocene formations, oil in, 147
Pliocene fossils, 177-186, 191, 198, 199, 285
Pliocene lake-bed sediments, photo of, 77
Pliocene lavas, photo of, 78
Point Arena, 11
Point Bonita, origin of name. 32
Point Lobos, 15, 16 ; origin of name, 34
Point Reyes, 12, 16, 366, 367 ; origin of name, 32
Point Reyes Station, 319
Point San Jose, 58
Polk, James K., 25, 29
Polin Spring, 58
Pomo tribe, 39
Pomponio, origin of name, 32
Ponta lastera de Malo, 65
Portom, Gfispar de, 11, 16, 32, 327, 333

Portuguese Beach, 322
Posey formation, 87, 88
Prehnite, 312
Prudon, Victor, 24, 25
Pueblo San Jose, 63
Pueblo Sonoma, adobes in, 63
Pulgas Ranch, adobes, 58, 59
Pumice, 208, 239
Punta de Ano Nuevo, 13, 15, 32
Punta de Bonetas, 32
Punta de Tiburon, 34
Purisima ConcepciOn, rancho, 64
Purisima Creek, 15
Purisima formation, 78, 79, 142, 329, 330, 335
Putah Creek, origin of name, 31
Putas rancho, 63
Putnam Peak basalt, 245
Putos, Rancho los, 63

Quartz, use bv Indians, 43
Quicksilver, 124, 209, 259-262, 263-270, 349, 355, 360

Raccoon Strait, origin of name, 34
Raisch, A. J., 63
Rancho Carne Humana, 24
Rancho Caymue, 24
Rancho del loleo, 31
Ray, John G., adobe, 63
Recent epoch, 82, 105-106
Red Mountain magnesite district, 275-280, 378
Redwood City, origin of name, 34
Reed, John, 34, 35
Reed, origin of name, 34
Reinliardt Meadows, origin of name, 38
Rezanoff, Count Nikolai, 22
Rial, Padre, 17
Richardson, Capt. William A., 21, 34
Richardson, origin of name, 34
Richmond, origin of name, 37
Richmond shell mound, 39
Riebeckite, 314
Rincoiiada de los Gatos, rancho, 63
Rio Guadalupe, 17
Rio de Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, 33
Rio Nido, origin of name, 33
Rivera, Comandante, 16
Rivers End. 322
Roberto-Sunol-Splivado adobe, 63 ; photo of, 64
Robinson, Alfred, 59
Rockawav, adobes at, 59
Rockaway Beach, 326
Rocky Ridge, origin of name, 38
Rodeo, origin of name, 33
Rodeo shale member, Monterey formation, 341
Ross, James, 364
Kotcholt, Governor, 23, 28, 29
Itoumiantzof, 23
Rufus, Ernst, 31
Ruoff. Christian, grave of, 326
Kuril-, 19, 110
Russian River, 23, 321, 322
Russian settlements, 321, 323, 363

Sacramento, 344
Saddleback, origin of name, 38
Saint Helena, 23, 24, 37 ; obsidian nodules, photo

of, 42
Saint Helena rhyolite, 243
Sais, Domingo, 364
Salada Beach, origin of name, 35
Salinas Valley, 15
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Salines, 207-208, 215, 219-222, 376, 377
Salmon Creek Valley, 22
Salt : see Salines
Salvador adobe, 61
Samuel Taylor State Park, 365
San Andreas, origin of name, 32
San Andreas dam, 293
San Andreas fault, 81, 105, 115, 133, 151-161, 162,

317, 319, 320, 321, 323, 325, 326, 333, 336, 365,
367 ; photo showing effects of movement on, 130,
132, 134, 135, 148, 152, 154, 156, 157, 318, 332, 336

San Andreas fault zone, photos of, 130, 132, 134, 135,
148, 150

San Andreas reservoir, 333
Sau Anselmo. origin of name, 32
San Antonio, origin of name, 32
San Antonio formation, 81, 82, 84, 87
San Antonio rancho, 59
San Auguttin, 13
San Bruno, origin of name, 32
San Bruno fault, 80, 81
SonCar(o», 16, 17,37, 315
San Carlos, origin of name, 32
San Diego, 11, 15, 16
San Francisco, Boca del Puerto de, 11
San Francisco, geological plan of, 110 ; origin of

name, 32 ; photo of, 26
San Francisco Bay, geologic history, 75-96
San Francisco County, 13 ; adobes in, 64
San Francisco Presidio, adobes, 57, 59 ; church, 58 :

officers' club, 64
San Francisco Solano Mission, 19
San Francisquito, origin of name, 32
San Francisquito Creek, 15
San Geronimo, origin of name, 32
San Gregorio, origin of name, 32
San Gregorio Creek, 15
San Gregorio fault, 329, 330, 331
San Joaquin, origin of name, 32
San Jos*, 16 : Mission, 59, 376 ; origin of name, 32
San Jos« de Guadalupe, El Pueblo, 18
San Leandro, origin of name, 32
San Leandro dams, 295
San Lorenzo, origin of name, 32
San Lorenzo Creek, 16
San Lorenzo formation, 138, 336
San Martin, origin of name, 32
San Mateo, adobes, 59 ; origin of name, 32
San Mateo County, 13 ; adobes in, 64
San Miguel, 11
San Pablo, origin of name, 32 ; adobes, 59
San Pablo Bay, 16
San Pablo formation, 341, 348, 349, 354, 358
San Pablo group, 140
San Pablo rancho, 63
San Pablo reservoir. 294, 295
San Pablo tank farm, 340
San Pedro adobes, 59
San Pedro Creek, 15, 16
San Pedro rancho, 64
San Quentin, origin of name, 32
San Rafael, 19 ; origin of name, 32
San Rafael Arofingel Mission, 19 ; adobes, 59
San Ramon, origin of name, 32
SanTomas Aquinas, origin of name, 32
Sanchez adobe, 64, 327
Sand, silica, 216, 238, 357
Sand and gravel, 206
Sandwich Islands, 27
Santa Barbara, 23

Santa Clara, 27 ; origin of name, 32 : University of,

17,64
Santa Clara County, adobes in, 63
Santa Clara formation, 81, 147, 333
Santa Clara Mission, 18, 19 ; adobes, 59 ; tannery,

64 ; see also Misifm Santa Clara
Santa Lucia orogeny, 127
Santa Lucia series, 118
Santa Rita rancho, 59
Santa Rosa, oricin of name, 32
Santa Teresa Hills, 32
Saranap, origin of name, 37
Saratoga, origin of name, 35 ; quarry, 337
Sausalito, origin of name, 34
Sea level, fluctuations in, 85, 86, 88, 322
Sea stacks, 320. 321. 322
Sebastopol, origin of name, 37
Semple, Robert. 35
Serpentine, 271-274
Serra, JunJpero. 15, 16, 20
Scott, James, 24
Scott adobe, 63
Shasta group, 125-126
Shasta tribe, 49
Shells, use by Indians, 48
Shell mounds, 85, 322, 340, 348
Sherwin-Williams Paint Company, 39
Shorb, James A., 65
Shuey, Homer, 348
Sidney shale member, 137
Sierra Xevada, ancestral, 120 ; geolopv of, 119-121
Siesta formation, 77, 142, 143, 243, 347
Siesta Valley, 347
Silica, in ceramics, 254
Silver, 209
Silverado mine, 361, 363
Silverado Trail, 363
Simpson. 59
Sir Francis Drake Highway, 363-369
Skeggs Point, 335
Skvline quarry, 333
Slavianki, 23
Sloat, Commodore, 25
Smelters, 217, 342
Smith, Jedediah Strong, 19
Smith, Stephen, 23 ; dwelling, 61
Smoot, Sam, 65
Snyder, J. F., 49
Snyder, Jacob R., 63
Soda, 216
Solano, Francisco, 32
Solano, origin of name, 32
Somerville, 1.36, 352, 354, 357 ; origin of name, 35
Sonoma, 19, 25 ; origin of name, 31
Sonoma County, adobes in, 61-63
Sonoiha Mission, adobes, 59 ; photo of, 20
Sonoma volcanics, 77, 81, 87, 144, 146, 147, 198, 243,

245, 343, 360
Sotoyome, rancho, 61
Southampton, origin of name, 37
Spanish period, clay products of, 247
Springs, 337, 357
St., see Saint
Stanford, origin of name, 34, 38 ; University, 113
State Mining Bureau. 115
Steatite, artifacts of, drawing showing, 46 ; use by

Indians, 40
Stevens. Elisha, 34
Stevens, origin of name, 34
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 361, 363

Stewart's Point, 325
Stewartville, origin of name, 35
Stibnite,311
Stinson Beach, 318
Stinson Beach, origin of name, 34
Stockton, origin of name, 37
Stocliton. ohoto of mound. 41
Stone, building, 206, 207, 235-238, 245-246, 360-361
Stone, crushed, 206, 207, 343, 345, 363 ; see also

Aggregate
Stone House, 27
Stone implement, drawing of, 54
Strawberry Creek, 16
Subeet. origin of name. 37
Suisun Bay, origin of name, 31
Sulfur, 215
Suiiol, origin of name, 33 ; dam, 293
Sur series, 118, 327-328, ,336
Suscol. origin of name, 31
Sutter. Johann Augustus, 7, 23-28, 34, 323, 324, 344
Sutter, origin of name, 34

Talc, 208, 258
Tassajera, origin of name, 33
Tassajero formation, 144
Tehama formation, 146-147
Telegraph Hill, 15
Temblor formation, 139, 335, 336
Temescal, origin of name, 33
Temescal dam, 295
Temescal formation, 82
Tennessee, origin of name, 37
Tesla, origin of name, 38
The Geysers, 314, 361
Tiburon. origin of name, 34
Tice member, Monterey formation, 341
Tidewater Associated Oil Company, 37
Tilden Park, origin of name, 38
Tolay, origin of name, 32
Tolay volcanics. 79. 144
Tolenas, origin of name, 31
Tomales Bay, 318, 319, 320 ; origin of name, 31, 33
Tracy, origin of name, 34
Trask, John B., 112
Travertine, banded, 314
Tremolite, 314
Triangulation net, diagram showing, 317
Truck gardening, 327, 329
Tschermigite. 314
Tschernec, 38
Tularcitos. rancho, 63
Tule, origin of name, 33
Tulucay, origin of name, 31
Tulucay, rancho, 63
Tungsten, 209
Tunnel Road, structure section along, 345
Twin Peaks, origin of name, 38
Tyson, James L., 112
Tyson, Philip T., 112
Tzabaco, rancho, 61

Ulatis, origin of name, 31
Ulista. origin of name, 31
Ulpines Sobrante. rancho, 63
Union Oil Company, 37
Upton quarries, 347

Vaca, Manuel Cabez, 343
Valencia, Candelario, 348
Valle de San Jose, rancho, 63
Vallejo, origin of name, 33
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Vallejo, Jos(? de Jesds, 376 ; adobe, 63 ; brickyard,

47 : photo, 62
Vallejo, Mariano G., 21, 23, 25, 33, 342, 358
Vallejo, Salvador, 25, 63
Vallejo adobe, 59. 376 ; photo of, 58
Vallejo-Alberts dwelling, 63
Vallejo flour mill, photo of, 62, 63
Vallejo fort, 61
Vallejo-Reeger dwelling, 63
Valley Ford, 320
Vancouver. Captain George, 19, 58, 302
Vaqueros formation, 138, 139, 329, 330, 335, 336
Vasquez, Tiburcio, 329
Velasco, Luis de, 13
Victor alluvial plain, 97
Viseaino, Sebastian, 13, 32, 302
Volcanic rocks, 239-246
Vollmer Peak, origin of name, 38
Voltaite,314
Von Chamisso, 19
Von Kotzebue, Captain, 19

GLOSSARY AND INDEX

Von Langsdorff, 19
Voznesensky, E. L., Ill, 23

Walker, James T., 348
Walnut Creek, 348, 349 ; origin of name, 35
Wappo tribe, 39
Water supply, 293-298, 331
Waterloo, origin of name, 37
Wave-cut terraces, 322, 329
West, Mark, 24
Western magnesite mine, 277, 279, 280
Whitney.J. D., 113
Wilkes Exploring Expedition, 111
Wildcat fault, 347
Wildcat formation. 100
Williamson, R.S., 112
Wilson, John, 24
Winfield Scott, origin of name, 37
Wintun tribe, 89
Wolfskin, origin of name, 34
Wolfskin formation, 147

Wolfskin party, 23, 24
Wollastonite,312
Woodside Store, 335
Woodville, 319
Woznesenski, J. G., 37, 111, 363

Yajorae. rancbo, 63
Yerba Buena, 19, 21, 23, 25 ; origin of name, 32
Yerba Buena Island, 338,339
Yokut tribes, 39
Yolano, origin of name, 37
Y'olo, origin of name, 31

Yosemite Guide Book, 114
Yount, George C, 23, 24, 59, 360
Yount adobe, 59
Yuba'River, 25
Yulupa, origin of name, 31

Zaratite, 313
Zinc, 209
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